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PLAN OF ORGANIZATION.

i. THE OBJECT of the Congress is to promote a healthful sentiment

questions by suitable persons.

2 THE WORK of the Congress shall be subject to the control of a Gen

eral Committee of one hundred members or more. The Committee

shall be composed of persons who have consented to contribute five

dollars or more annually toward the expenses of the Congress.

3. THE GENERAL COMMITTEE shall elect a permanent Executive

Committee of fiftten persons residing in or near the City of New

York, at the meetings of which Executive Committee any member

of the General Committee may be present and vote ; and to this

Executive Committee shall be entrusted, except as may have been

already provided for by the General Committee, entire control over

the public meetings—e. g.. determination of the time and place, the

number of days and sessions each day, selection of the presiding

officer, the topics, the appointed writers and speakers, the provision

for volunteer speakers, and rules of discussion. The Executive

Committee shall also secure a full stenographic report of the pro

ceedings, and funds to meet any other necessary expense.

4 A SECRETARY shall be elected, who shall also be Secretary of the

Executive Committee, and of the public meetings, the expenses of

whose correspondence, etc., shall be met by a tax levied by the

Executive Committee upon the General Committee.

5. THE GENERAL COMMITTEE shall meet in connection with the pub

lic meetings, and when called together by the Executive Committee.

6. THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE shall secure the appointment of a

Local Committee in the city or town where a public meeting is to be

held, which shall provide a suitable place for the Congress, enter

tainment for the officers and appointees of the Congress.

7 ANY MEMBER of a Baptist Congregation may become an Annual

Member of this Congress, and thus be entitled to all its privileges,

and to a copy of the published proceedings, by the payment of the

sum of two dollars.

I. THE CHAIRMAN of the Congress shall be appointed by the Execu

tive Committee, and on all points of order his decision shall be final.

2 ANY MEMBER of a Baptist Congregation who, by sending his card

to the Secretary, shall signify his willingness to speak on the topic

under discussion, may be called upon by the Chairman.

3 ALL WRITERS and speakers shall take the platform, address only the

Chair, and confine themselves to the subject assigned for the occasion.

4. NO PERSON shall speak twice on the same subject.

5. READERS OF PAPERS shall be allowed twenty-five minutes.

appointed speakers* twenty minutes, and volunteer speakers ten

minutes. The Secretary shall notify all participants by stroke of the

bell three minutes before, and also at, the expiration of their time,

beyond which no one shall be allowed to proceed.

6. NO RESOLUTION or motion shall be entertained at the public

conferences.

* Appointed speakers must not use MS., the object of their appointment being to encourage
the volunteer discussion which follows their addresses.
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PROCEEDINGS

OK

The Baptist Congress.

i897.

fivet H>a?.

. Immanuki. Baptist Church, Chicago, 111.

Tuesday, Nov. 16th, 2 00 p m.

Afternoon Session.

Dr. Galusha Anderson, Chairman of the Local Committee,

introduced as President of the Congress Dr. A. A. Kendrick, of

St. Louis, Mo.

Dr. Kendrick announced hymn 604, which was sung.

President Kendrick :

We will now be led in prayer by Rev. Dr. B. A. Greene, of

Evanston.

Dr. B. A. Greene :

O Lord, our Father, in the hush of this moment we open

our hearts toward Thee and pray that Thou wilt make manifest

Thy presence, breathing in upon our life, that we here iipon
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the earth may realize that heaven and earth may commune

with each other. O Lord, Thou who art the fountain-head of

all truth, wilt Thou pour into our life Thy truth. May we be

able to see the truth in Thy light. May our entire being live

for Thee and be in thorough communion with Thee, that we

may through Thine own eyes and through Thine own mind and

through Thy heart look out upon the truth, and feel truth come

into our being.

We thank Thee for our great denomination, for all its

hallowed history. We thank Thee for the life of the present

moment. May we realize that there is with Thee mercy yet for

searching and discovery. And may we know that God is always

welcoming the heart that is praying that the eyes may be

opened to see wondrous things yet coming out of Thy word,

out of Thy providence, out of Thy discipline. Bless all the

speakers who participate and may all of us who listen be in

such sympathy with the truth that every good thing shall come

to us with blessing. We ask it in Christ's name. Amen.

The President :

According to the program arranged we are to hear from

Chicago in words of welcome. I have great pleasure in intro

ducing to you as the first speaker, Judge Henry V. Freeman,

of the Superior Court, Chicago.

Hon. Henry V. Freeman, of Chicago :

Gentlemen of the Congress : It has been made my pleasant

duty as a citizen of Chicago to extend to you that cordial greet

ing and kindly welcome which the city always extends to those

who come among us with purposes such as yours. You have come

for the consideration and discussion of some of the problems

of Christian thought and life, and which are not alone of indi

vidual nor merely denominational importance. Your program

indicates topics of more world-wide significance. You will find

in this great city a multitude of thoughtful men and women

who will gratefully welcome and carefully consider whatever

contributions this Congress may make to the world's store of

sound knowledge and wise thought.

It was Lowell who said that " The measure of a nation's

true success is the amount it has contributed to the thought,

the moral energy, the intellectual happiness, the spiritual hope
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and consolation of mankind." I suppose that the true success

likewise of any branch of the Church universal on earth is

measured in part at least by its contribution to these things, by

the weight of its direct influence upon character and life, and

also permit me to add by the way it meets the scriptural

requirement that "to the poor the gospel is preached." We

know well in this city what important contributions to its moral

and intellectual progress the Baptist denomination is making.

Others can speak more appropriately and with fuller knowledge

of your distinctively Church work. But I may be permitted to

say that your great University is making a mighty impression

upon the educational life and work of this city and the great

region tributary thereto. It is awakening intellectual activity

and developing a higher, broader, grander intellectual life,

which in turn may be trusted to react upon the University

itself. By its contributions to the thought—social, scientific,

religious, political—of the people we hope and. believe it is

promoting the growth and development of that moral energy

and political sanity upon which we must rely for the redemption

of popular and constitutional government from the rule of

demagogues and from official corruption.

I do not know but you expect me to say something about

the greatness of Chicago. I believe something of that kind is

regarded as quite the proper thing on occasions of this kind.

But if you are not aware that Chicago is a great city I must

leave you to ascertain the facts for yourselves.

There are some things entirely outside of material growth

and development in which as citizens we take an honest pride.

That the arts have reared some monuments among us, I need

not say to those of you who recall the memory of that wonder

ful White City that rose in a day by the blue waters of the lake

like the fabric of a splendid vision, and disappeared in a night,

as if builded of the stuff that dreams are made of. But lest I

seem to boast, let me hasten to add that truth compels us to

admit that, like so many American cities, we are not free from

those evils which make municipal government so often a

source of shame and disgrace. While, however, we admit that

we have not yet learned how to properly deal with these

civic problems, on the other hand we can point to battles

fought and victories won by the forces of law and order; to a

sound and healthy body of good citizenship fighting earnestly

and manfully for good government, for honesty and purity in
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public and private life, and a better civilization. There can be

no higher exhibition of patriotism than men willing to spend

and be spent in unselfish devotion to the. public welfare.

Eternal vigilance is everywhere the price of good government.

But we must not be impatient in matters of Church or State if

we can not always attain the highest measure of success. " I

am conscious," said a distinguished American, "that life has

been trying to civilize me for now nearly seventy years with

what seem to me very inadequate results. We can not afford

to wait, but the race can."

We welcome you, therefore, not only as guests, but as co

workers with our own good citizens in fields of labor whose

fruits enrich and ennoble life, as men who are trying to make

the world better, and we extend to you our sincere apprecia

tion and cordial welcome.

The President:

It affords me peculiar pleasure to announce as the next

speaker, who will address us in words of welcome, the pastor

of this beautiful church in which we meet, the Rev. Dr. Myers.

Dr. Johnston Myers:

I have been warned not to make an address. I have been

asked to tell you that we are glad to have you with us; and we

are glad. We want you to feel at home, not alone in our

Church, but in our city. In behalf of the Church here I wel

come you to-day to all its conveniences and comforts and

advantages. For these three days it is yours. It belongs to

the denomination. I welcome you to-day too, in behalf of the

Baptist brotherhood of this city. And I may emphasize that

word brotherhood. It has never been my privilege to know or

be associated with a more united company of Christians than

the Baptists of Chicago are to-day. There are no dissensions;

there are no petty jealousies; there is no strife. We are one

household of faith, and we extend to you as brethren a loyal

welcome to all that resides within the power of our denomina

tion to give.

And my brethren of the committee, I think you have

chosen wisely in selecting this place for the meeting of this

congress. We have great confusion just at this point in the

world. Upon one side of us is Dowieism, flourishing, pros
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pering attracting the multitudes. Upon the other side of us

there has been reared the largest Church which the Christian

Scientists have, and the multitude are drawn in that direction.

Just a square from us a man has been proclaiming recently

that the Church has lost all of its power, and that it is possible

for us to have modern miracles, to stop the rain, to stop, if

it were necessary, the very sun in its course. All of these

various forms of life and thought are attracting crowds of

people; and amid this confusion to-day, as perhaps nowhere

else in the world, men are crying out, What is the truth?

Where is the truth? What shall we believe? Whom shall we

follow? I pray God that you may help us to know what the

truth is, and where the truth is. We need to know where we

stand if we are going to stand. No customs, no traditions, no

inferences, can stand in a maelstrom, a whirlpool, a cyclone

such as that through which we are passing to-day in the world

of thought. We must have a "thus saith the Lord," a sub

stantial, unquestioned basis for that which we believe and that

which we assert. Now the Church of Christ has nothing to

fear from the truth, whatever it may be. For my part I do

not care to sit through the sessions of this congress and listen

to platitudes. Let us have the truth. If it has to break up

some of the ideas which we have had, if some of us have to go

from here less popular, let's have the truth, the truth at all

hazards. And I personally believe that the Baptists of Chi

cago will be enriched by your fellowship, but even beyond this

enriched by the views of truth that you bring. We are ready,

brethren, here for red-hot, positive statements of truth. We

welcome your assistance in our spiritual life, in our thought, in

our Christian fellowship. (Applause.)

The President:

It has been made my duty, as it is certainly my great

pleasure, to accept on behalf of this congress the warm words

of welcome with which we have been greeted. We all of us

felt that we should receive from Chicago a very cordial and

hearty welcome, and what we have already heard but confirms

us in that opinion. The place where a congress should meet

is in the capital, and I think that we may very properly say

that the Baptist capital of the American people is Chicago.

With its vigorous Baptist press and its well-equipped Baptist

pulpit, and its many and strong Baptist churches and its mag
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nificent Baptist university, I do not know of any city in our

broad land that can contest with Chicago the title of being the

Baptist capital city of the United States.

We have been very cordially welcomed, as those who are

disposed to think about the truth. I observe in the addresses

that have been given to us that both of these ideas, the idea of

thought and the idea of the truth, have been emphasized to

us. The thinker, I may well say, is represented in this con

gress. We do not assume to say that we constitute the think

ers of the Baptist denomination, but I think that without

arrogance we may say that this congress very properly repre

sents the thinkers of the Baptists in these United States. And

the vocation of the thinker has not yet ceased. I think it is

sometimes tacitly assumed that perhaps his duties are ended.

When I say this, I mean by thinking, not the remembering of

what has been thought in the past, the gathering up of past

thought, all that others have done in the way of thinking—I do

not mean that. But I mean that process that we call thought,

in its higher relations; as the exploration of facts, as the dis

covery of their relations, collocating them, synthesizing them,

and building up by inductive processes our various theories. I

think that all this kind of work has not yet been done for us.

The thinker still has his calling.

This may be said in respect to two things. In the first

place the thinking of the past has not so completely exhausted

the territory over which it has gone and so come to finalities

in respect of judgments formed upon this process of thinking,

as that this ground does not need to be gone over again. The

last word has not been written in creedal statement. The last

and final opinion with regard to all these things about which

we are concerned has not yet been framed.

And then, in the second place, we are called upon, I think,

to explore further realms of truth. We are to go deeper and

we are to go further into the investigation of the truth that

lies all about us, the truth that God has put into His various

Bibles, the Bible of nature, the Bible of history, the Bible of

humanity, and the Sacred Scriptures themselves. And so the

thinker has his vocation, to work on along these varied lines.

Now I believe that it is a very trite saying—and as we were just

reminded that we must not make use of any platitudes, I

will just simply take it as a truism—that the thinker rules

the world. That is true; but the question is, Is it the thinker
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of yesterday, or is it the thinker of to-day? Is it the thinker

whose statements have already crystallized into creed, the

thinker whose judgments have already become solidified into

popular opinion, the thinker whose thoughts have been

incarnated in endowments of institutions and in instruction

with regard to what shall be taught, and into the limitations

and restrictions of corporate institutions? Is it that thinker

who thought yesterday who is to determine what we shall think

to-day; or is it the thinker of to day?

And, if you please, my brethren, this is really a very

practical and vital question in this current year in which we are

now assembled as a congress. Who shall do our thinking for

us? Shall the thinker of to-day do his work, or shall we depend

upon that which has been thought before us ? Now there is a

class of men whose calling especially invites, incites and com

pels thinking. Of course, you understand that I refer to the

teacher. By the very circumstances in which he is placed and

the work that rests upon him it is his business to do thinking

for us. He stands in the very front rank of the thinkers of the

world; to pursue original thought; to be daunted at investiga

tion into nothing; to turn back upon the past and ask whether

what the past has said and thought is true; and to look forward

into the future and determine what the future shali think, the

immediate future shall think, concerning these problems that

are constantly pressing upon us; and it is a very vital question

just exactly how much this thinker, who is not only thinking for

himself but thinking for those who are under his instruction

and thinking for the thinkers of to-morrow—it is a very vital

question as to just how this man shall stand related to all the

thought of the past; whether he shall be hampered and con

fined by it, whether he shall be compelled to abrogate his posi

tion as a thinker or abrogate his position as a teacher. This is

one of the problems that confront us. We are an eminently

conservative people, we Baptist people. We are eminently

conservative. We have formed our opinions, and we are very

positive with respect to them. We have our institutions, and

they are very positive. And yet it seems to me that really this

is one of the vital questions that is before us. It was no part

of the divine plan in the development of humanity that there

should ever come a time when the exercise of these highest

faculties of the human soul should be held in abeyance or

under restriction. It is related of an old Greek philosopher
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that the gods once proposed to him to take either truth or

search after truth, and he selected, wisely we think, not truth,

but search after truth; because truth, when it is once attained,

is a finality; the search after truth is the vocation of the

eternities.

The rules of discussion by which we are controlled will now

be read by our Secretary, Rev. Dr. Gessler.

The Secretary then read the rules of discussion.

The President:

The first subject under consideration is: Are the Teach

ings of the Apostles of Equal Authority with Those of Christ ?

The first writer is the Rev. Dr. Burton, of the University of

Chicago.

Ernest D. Burton, D.D., of Chicago, then presented the fol

lowing paper:

ARE THE TEACHINGS OF THE APOSTLES OF

EQUAL AUTHORITY WITH THOSE OF

CHRIST?

The question before us pertains to the authority of Jesus

and the apostles. It calls for a comparison, not of the gospels

and the epistles, not of Christ and the New Testament writers

in general, not of spoken words and written teachings, but of

the teachings of Jesus and the teachings of the apostles. It

assumes that what Jesus taught can be ascertained, and hence

that the gospels are not mere interpretations of Jesus in which

it is impossible to disentangle the thought of Christ from that

of the apostles. It inquires not concerning the authority of

the teachings for those to whom they were originally addressed,

but for us. Are the teachings of the apostles of equal author

ity with those of Christ ?

With a view of obtaining the answer of the New Testament

to this question, I propose to compare Christ and the apostles,

first, in respect to their character; secondly, in respect to the

assertions they make concerning their authority; thirdly, in

respect to the character of their teachings, tried by such tests

as we may legitimately apply.

i. The character of Jesus and the apostles.

It may be unhesitatingly affirmed concerning all the apos
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ties whose teachings have come down to us in the New Testa

ment that they were men of exceptionally high character, full

of the Holy Spirit, and of the fruits of the Spirit. This fact,

especially when taken in connection with their personal rela

tionship with Jesus, is sufficient to justify us in attaching high

value to their teachings. But we must at the same time recog

nize that Jesus stood upon a distinctly higher plane. He

claimed for Himself, the apostles claimed for Him, and the

Church has ever since maintained, that He was sinless, the holy

Son of God, the perfect Son of Man. (John viii: 46; II Cor.

v: 21; I John iii: 5; Acts iii: 14). This difference is not without

significance in relation to the relative authority of Jesus and

the apostles. If their perception of truth was anything else

than a mechanical receiving of a message, and their announce

ment of it anything else than a telephonic transmission of it,

the mora! quality of the medium must affect the character of

the result. Sin entails not only bondage of will (John viii: 34),

but blindness of mind (John viii: 47). Spiritual things are

spiritually discerned (I Cor. ii: 14); the willingness to obey

truth, which is the essence of moral character, is an indispensa

ble condition of power to perceive it (John vii: 17). It is in

part precisely because of this fact that we accept the teachings

of Christ's apostles. The twelve were men whom Jesus had

chosen because they desired to do the will of the Heavenly

Father. Paul's surrender to Christ was first of all a surrender

of will, and the nobility and purity of his character gives us a

confidence in his teachings which we could never have in those

of a man of inferior character. But neither Paul nor the other

apostles can be placed on the same plane in this respect with

Jesus. He stands alone, the standard by which these are

tested, but to which none attains.

2. The assertions of Jesus and the apostles concerning

their authority.

In treating of this topic we shall be obliged to speak, as

respects the apostles, chiefly concerning Paul. To the Gala-

tians he declared that he had received his apostleship direct

from Jesus Christ and God the Father, without human inter

vention or agency. He affirmed that his gospel came to him

not from men nor by instruction, but by revelation of Jesus

Christ (Gal. i: 1, 11, 12). To the Corinthians he said that his

speech and his preaching were in demonstration of the Spirit

(I Cor. ii: 4), that he had received the Spirit of God (I Cor. ii:
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12), and that the things which he wrote concerning spiritual

gifts were a commandment of the Lord (xiv: 37). In the letter

to the Ephesians he says that by revelation the mystery of the

gospel was made known to him (Eph. iii: 3). To the Thessa-

lonians he speaks of his message as the gospel of God, and the

word of God (I Thess. ii: 8, 13), and later writes to them,

" Now we command you, brethren, in the name of our Lord

Jesus Christ, that ye withdraw yourselves from every brother

that walketh disorderly, and not after the tradition which ye

received from us " (II Thess. iii: 6). "And if any man obeyeth

not our word by this epistle, note that man that ye have no

company with him " (II Thess. iii: 14).

These claims, it should be observed, are both central and

peripheral; they pertain to the heart of the gospel and to the

details of Christian conduct. Observe what they imply:

a. Respecting the central and fundamental elements of

the gospel. In the passage in which with the strongest

emphasis Paul defends his right to be recognized as an apostle

of Christ, he bases his authority on a revelation of Christ as the

Son of God, risen from the dead. His assertions concerning

the divine source of this revelation, and his consequent author

ity to declare what the truth of the gospel is, could hardly be

stronger than they are. Nor can it be doubted that this

revelation was revolutionary in its effect on his character, and

determinative for all his thinking. On this great corner-stone

he built up the structure of his gospel message. It is most

instructive to observe how large a part of Paul's teaching can

be traced back to this foundation, the initial revelation inter

preted in the light of his experience. Concerning these central

and fundamental truths the apostle speaks with the confidence

that is begotten of a divine revelation.

Yet even here we must not fail to observe the nature of

that authority. In one notable passage Paul expressly disclaims

lordship over the faith of his converts, giving as his reason that

by their faith they stand (II Cor. i: 24). In view of the passages

already quoted this cannot mean that he has any doubt con

cerning the truth of his message, but that inasmuch as it is their

faith that brings them into saving relation to God, this faith

must be their own, and must be faith in God. While therefore

he utters his own message with unwavering confidence because

he has received it direct from God, he recognizes that accept

ance of it and consequent faith in God, as they are the personal
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acts of the individual, which in the nature of the case cannot

be imposed or forced by any authority, so also create a relation

between the soul and God with which none other can meddle.

The apostle may—he must if he do his duty—deliver his mess

age, exhort, entreat, rebuke; but after all he cannot come

between the soul and God. He alone is Lord alike of the apostle,

and of his fellow Christians.

(6) But what shall be said concerning the details of Paul's

system of doctrine ? The form in which he presents it gives

partial answer. It is argued out from premise to conclusion.

With many a for and therefore, with inference and with con

firmatory proof drawn from experience and from Scripture he

joins together the several parts of the structure, as the necessi

ties of the churches or of his own thinking called for it. Not

that he was left to his own unaided reason in this process of

working out the details. He explicitly claims to have the guid

ance of the Spirit, and the mind of Christ (I Cor ii: 10-13). But

it must be recognized that in this part of the work he does not

claim omniscience or infallibility. In affirming that he is guided

by the Spirit he claims for himself only what he claims also as

a possession of all the spiritually minded (I Cor. ii: 14-16). and

as a possibility and duty for all believers (II Cor. xiii: 3-5).

While, therefore, in respect to the central elements of the gospel

he clearly differentiates himself from the mass of his fellow

Christians, claiming to know by revelation that which they, in

most cases, received by instruction, this cannot be said with the

same emphasis in respect to the peripheral features. The

difference here between himself and others is one of degree,

rather than of kind.

(c) In respect to the commands of the apostle, the case is,

in part, different from that which we have found under either

of the two preceding cases. Paul speaks at times with a tone

which seems to imply the possession of authority which, though

not independent, is, as delegated by Christ, equal to that of the

Lord himself. To his stern command to the Thessalonians

concerning industry, he adds the injunction to the Church to

withdraw from association with those who disobey his command.

Writing to the Corinthians concerning the exercise of spiritual

gifts, he enforces his instruction with the assertion that the

things which he writes are a commandment of the Lord, and

intimates that they who disagree with him show themselvesnot

to be possessed of the Spirit (I Cor. xiv: 37, 38). Even his very
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recognition of the fact that those to whom he wi ites are—or

ought to be—possessed of the Spirit of Christ as truly as he

(cf. II Cor. xiii: 2, 3, 5, and especially I Thess. iv: 8, R. V.,

where he makes the rejection of his commandments a rejection

of the Spirit, not in him but in them), itself emphasizes his con

fidence that his commands are according to the mind of the

Spirit, and will be attested by those who possess the Spirit.

Yet it must be admitted that the assumption of authority to

command and a demand to be obeyed in such matters does not

involve a claim of infallibility on all occasions. The apostle

bids children obey their parents, wives their husbands, servants

their master. Yet there is no reason to believe that he regarded

parents and husbands and masters as gifted with infallible wis

dom. Authority to command arises not from perfect wisdom,

but from superior wisdom, and even more from divinely

appointed relationships. The apostle was conscious of such a

relationship to the churches founded by him, and of the posses

sion of the Spirit of God. These gave him the right, when his

mind was perfectly clear on a question of right and wrong, to

exhort and even to command the members of the churches

which were within his apostleship, and imposed on them a cor

responding duty of obedience. It would even justify him in

certain cases in characterizing those who disagreed with him as

unspiritual. But it does not constitute a claim of infallible

wisdom or of divine authority for every command and exhorta

tion, and in fact we sometimes find the apostle speaking in a

much less confident tone, venturing only to say that he thinks

that he has the mind of the Spirit, and gives his judgment as

one who has obtained mercy of the Lord to the faithful (I Cor-

vii: 25, 26, 40).

But we must not forget also the important distinction

between the authority which the commands of Paul had for

those to whom they were addressed, and the authority

which they have for the churches of subsequent ages, including

the church of to-day. We have recognized the fact that the

churches of Paul's diocese were bound to obey his commands,

as a child is bound to obey the commands of his parent. But

it by no means follows that the same obligation rests on the

church of the centuries. The apostle addressed his commands

to specific churches. He assumed no authority over churches

lying outside the scope of his apostleship. He gave no intima

tion that he was legislating for future generations. Specific
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commands, such as many of Paul's were, are a resultant of

ethical principles, and existing circumstances. When circum

stances change, duties may change with them. Only the

principle abides, and this only in so far as it is apprehended

with perfect correctness. The Spirit abides in the church, and

each generation must take the responsibility of reapplying to

conditions in part new, the old and ever abiding principle.

Does it then follow that Paul had merely the authority that

belonged to any spiritually minded man of his day, and that he

has merely this to day ? Most assuredly this does not follow.

Paul is differentiated from all his contemporaries save his

fellow-apostles, he holds to-day a position of authority to which

no man of this generation can attain. Only, that which sharply

differentiated Paul from his fellow Christians was not the

possession of the Spirit of God, but first of all that primal

revelation of Jesus Christ as the Son of God on which his life

and his gospel were built; and secondly, as growing out of that,

a divinely appointed relationship to the churches which he

founded. The latter gave him the right to command those

churches; the former made him then and makes him now an

authoritative prophet of the essential contents of the gospel.

But what now shall be said concerning Christ "s claim of

authority ? It must be recognized that there are certain re

spects in which Jesus and Paul are alike. Like Paul, Jesus

sometimes gave commands which were evidently of temporary

and local significance, as e, g., the command to the twelve not

to preach to the Gentiles. It is also true that Jesus, affirming

ignorance on one matter thereby disclaimed omniscience. And

in his limitation of the field of his knowledge there is involved

a limitation of his mission as a teacher. Interpreted in the

light of the actual scope of his teaching, it means most natur

ally that his teaching was limited to distinctly religious and

ethical truth. It is, to say the least, probable that his inci

dental expressions, which belong outside this realm, are not

intended to be understood as didactic, and that neither these

nor similar expressions of the apostles ought to be brought into

the discussion of authority. So far Christ and his apostles

stand, in a sense, upon the same plane. But when we pass to

the distinctly religious and ethical realm we are compelled to

recognize a difference. It appears in the fundamental basis of

their message. To Paul this is furnished by a revelation of

Jesus Christ as the Son of God. Jesus is himself that Son
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of God What Paul beheld in revelation, clear and powerful

though it was, this Jesus knew more perfectly by direct self

knowledge. There is a difference also in the process by which

they reached the several elements of their message. Both, to

be sure, reason to some extent from premises to conclusions.

But while with Paul this element enters very largely into his

teaching, that of Jesus is based, in the main, on direct percep

tion of truth, and his argumentation, when he employs it,

passes by a short and very direct route from premise to conclu

sion. This difference, moreover, is but the surface manifesta

tion of a profounder and more significant fact. Jesus knows

God, and is in the realm of religion and ethics infallible because

he is the Son of God, one with the Father. He came forth from

God, sent by the Father (John viii: 42; x: 36); now that he is in

the world, he is not alone, but he that sent him is with him

(John viii: 29); he knows God (John viii: 55); is one with the

Father (John x: 30); so perfectly reveals the Father, that he

who has seen him has seen the Father (John xiv: 9); all things

have been delivered unto him of the Father; neither doth any

know the Father save the Son, and he to whom he willeth to

reveal him (Matt, xi: 27). He distinctly claims, moreover,

that he is unique in his ability to reveal heavenly things. No

man hath ascended into heaven, but he that descended out of

heaven, the Son of Man who is in heaven (John iii: 13). Paul

claims to possess the truth of the gospel. Jesus was the truth.

Jesus promised the apostles that the Spirit of truth should

guide them into all the truth; but that which they were thus to

attain step by step under the Spirit's guidance, that which the

church is still attaining, he possessed already, he was himself

its embodiment.

3. Finally we may compare the actual teachings of Jesus

and the apostles, trying them by such tests of truth as it is in

our power to apply. In the nature of the case no detailed

comparison can be presented at this time. We are shut up by

restrictions of time to assertions, the proof of which can be no

more than suggested. To the teachings of the apostles, in so far

as they deal with what may be called broadly the essential

elements of the gospel, we must accord a very high rank. In

his conception of the character of God, the nature of man, the

office of Christ, faith as the fundamental principle of religion,

and love as the central ethical motive, there is no important

difference between Jesus and Paul.
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The parallelism is all the more striking that Paul rarely

traces his teaching back to the recorded words of Christ, and

seldom quotes the utterances of Jesus. What is true of Paul

is substantially true of Peter and John; their gospel is the gos

pel of Christ. A religion built on the teachings of the apostles

in ignorance of those of Jesus, would not differ in essential

characteristics from one which was based on the teaching of

Jesus in ignorance of those of the apostles. Nor is the situation

greatly different in respect to ethics. In central moral princi

ples Jesus and Paul, at least, stand together.

When, however, we compare the specific commands of

Jesus and the apostles, and when we examine the reasoning by

which they sometimes substantiate their teaching, we dis

cover a greater difference. The teachings of Jesus are often

expressed in epigrammatic and even paradoxical form. They

require interpretation in the light of the context and of the

constant insistence of Jesus on principles, as against rules, i. e.,

on spirit as against letter. But when thus interpreted they

are found to root themselves in fundamental principles the

truthfulness of which every possible test tends to establish.

His ultimate criterion for all conduct and for all principles of

conduct is conformity with ultimate reality, and his perception

of reality is unerring and unimpeachable.

Now the general method of Paul is the same. He also

recognizes the supremacy of principles, he also seeks to deduce

specific commands from principles. He too is endowed with

a marvellous insight into the nature of things, and has a corre.

sponding firmness of grasp upon ethical problems. But we

cannot affirm that even Paul reaches the plane upon which

Jesus stands; still less that the apostles as a class were the

equals of their Master in this respect. There were differences

of opinion among the apostles, not fundamental indeed, but

real. And these differences were not merely such as might be

explained from difference of time and situation, but they occa

sionally pertained to precisely the same situation. Thus Paul

disagreed with the other apostles concerning the circumcision

of Titus, and with Peter concerning eating with Gentiles. We

need not decide which was right.

They could not both have been wholly so. But when by

this test of disagreement we are compelled to recognize the

possibility of an apostle's erring in the application of principles

then we seem compelled to recognize similar error in other
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cases also. It seems impossible, e.g., in view of Christ's teach

ing to deny that there is something of human fallibility in

some of Paul's utterances concerning the relation of men and

women, both in respect to marriage, and in respect to their rela

tive position in the church. The practical advice which he gave

may have been good; we are not in a position to say that it was

not. But in the light of the revelation through nature and his

tory and other portions of Scripture, it is difficult to assent to

his premise that marriage though not sinful is intrinsically

inferior to celibacy, or that the near end of the age made mar

riage at that time inexpedient. It is not less difficult to follow

with approval the reasoning by which he seeks to prove by

means of the priority of man's creation to that of woman, and

the relation of the angels to women, that woman ought not to

prophesy unveiled. That underneath all these reasonings there

is on the apostle's part a true recognition of a fundamental and

permanent difference between man and woman—a difference

which assigns to them forever different functions in society,

and a different place in the church, no one need doubt. But if

we need to be convinced that in the whole matter, Paul's grasp

on principles is less firm and his vision less clear than that of

Jesus, we need only study with care what Paul has said, and

then turn to the penetrating and illuminating words of Jesus.

With an appeal to the fundamental fact, self evident and inde

pendent of all authority, that God made man, male and female,

racially identical but in function fundamentally and perma

nently different, and to the no less fundamental moral principle

of love, which is supreme in all the relations of life, in one utter

ance he settles by assertion or implication the whole question

of the relation of the sexes.

What then is our conclusion ?

From every point of view from which we are able to com

pare Jesus and the apostles, whether it be from that of moral

character, claim of authority, or evidence of authority we find

reason to assign to the apostles a very high position, recognizing

them as men of pure and noble life and character, men who

received from Christ and faithfully transmitted to others the

essential elements of the revelation in Christ, men who were

filled with the Holy Spirit, and were entrusted with authority to

found and govern churches. But we are compelled to recognize

that in all these respects Jesus occupies a still higher position,

unequalled, unapproachable. He alone is the perfectly sinless
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One; he alone is one with the Father, and knows perfectly the

mind of God, he alone has unerring insight into the ultimate

realities of the nature of God and man and ethical principles,

he alone unerringly applies these principles. He alone can say,

All authority is given unto Me in heaven and earth. He alone

is the head of the Church. He alone is our Master and Lord.

The President.

I have great pleasure in introducing to you as the reader of

the next paper, Professor McKee, of Mount Carroll, 111.

Rev. Wm. P. McKee, of Mount Carroll, 111., then presented the

following :

In the matter of witnesses comparisons are apt to be odious.

If this is true in courts of law it is not less true in the domain

of religion. The delicacy of the problem reaches its most

intense form when the subjects for comparison are those of our

theme to-day. It is something more than mere traditionalism

that rises in protest against any needless investigation of the

relative importance to be attached to the written teachings of

the supreme personages with whom we deal. (It is reverence

herself who asks why the teachings of Jesus and the twelve

should be weighed in the balance over against one another).

Only a real necessity should be sufficient to drive a worshipper

of Jesus and a lover of Paul to turn his microscope upon their

deliverances.

It would seem, however, that it is a real and not a forced

situation which confronts us. This is a fundamental question

in the sense that the answer we give to it contains a statement

of one's doctrine of sacred Scripture.

If we decide that the authority of the two is the same, that

decision goes far toward asserting that the whole New Test

ament is substantially of one piece, while if we decide that

the authority of the teachings of Jesus is greater than the

authority of the teachings of the apostles, we will in the same

breath seem to be asserting that we may quote Jesus as against

Paul, and thus set one infallible teacher against another. The

very question for discussion rests on the assumption that the

apostles taught some things which Jesus did not teach. If their

teachings are identical in all particulars it is no matter whether

the authority of them is the same or different.

We do not take the question at issue to be mainly histor
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ical. We are not inquiring whether as a matter of fact in the

past the teachings of certain apostles have exerted an influence

equal to that exerted by the teachings of Jesus. If that were

the question the case might be plainer and easier.

But the question deals with the present, so far as it has to

do with that side of things at all. It seems to mean "Are the

teachings of the apostles as influential to-day in the world as the

teachings of Jesus are?"

But the main point to the question as we concieve it is not

what is the case but rather what should be the case.

Are the teachings of the apostles such intrinsically as to be

worthy to exert an authority equal to the authority exerted by

the teachings of Jesus ? This is our real question at this time.

I.

What answer can we get to our question from a theoretical

point of view.

This consideration directs our attention to the word

authority. This word usually means legal right to command.

Such a definition has no place here, however. We are not deal

ing with law.

Authority in this case can only mean the power or influence

which comes from mental and moral superiority; from charac

ter, in short.

The question in that case would be something like this:

Have the words of Paul a weight of mental and moral force

behind them equal to that behind the words of Jesus? Which

seems to be another way of asking whether Paul was equal to

Jesus in character.

(If we had but this one line of approach the case might

seem to be closed. Few would care to assert that the apostle

was equal to his Lord in any such sense as that, if in any sense

at all. But there may be a fallacy here. Let us look in

another direction.)

Further, in a matter of religious teaching it would seem

necessary that there be one original source of authority. Who

will dispute that Jesus, the Christ, the Son of God, is that one

absolute and final authority? Christianity certainly originated

with him. Paul himself attributed the origination of new

desires, affections and aspirations in himself to Jesus, whom he

met on the way to Damascus. Paul would be the last man to

feel for a moment that as an originator he has any standing at
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all by the side of his Lord and Saviour. In the nature of the

case there had been no apostles except there were first a

Christ.

If, then, Jesus is the one original authority, how can any

other teacher have equal authority? Only by so identifying

the other with him as to make them one and the same. But

that would vacate the apostle of any individuality as a thinker

and teacher and reduce him to the level of an automaton. The

question, then, would resolve itself into this: Do we find any

individuality in the apostles? Do they speak as men who

merely echo another, or as men who have pondered weighty

matters in their own souls, and having considered, speak?

It is an undesirable task to undertake to show that such a

man as Paul had wheels in his head instead of brains, and that

these wheels were simply turned by an outside power.

If we insist that Jesus could and did speak through Paul

as distinctly and authoritatively as by his own lips, we seem,

furthermore, to vacate apostolic teaching of any independent

authority whatever. In that case all the teaching is solely and

absolutely the teaching of Christ. We have no apostolic teach

ing left really, to compare with that of Jesus.

We would not give conclusive weight to such considerations

which are wholly speculative. We would only say that if we

look at the question from this point of view, the answer seems

inevitable, in the negative.

II.

We may find better reward for our inquiry if we direct

attention in the second place to the teachings themselves.

The word teachings as used here may be held to refer to

the recorded utterances of Jesus in the Gospels, and to those

of the apostles as they are found in the book of Acts, and in

the writings which bear the names of the apostles.

It is no part of our purpose to make a close study of these

contrasted teachings to-day. But it may not be amiss to indi

cate the sources for such a study.

For the teachings of Jesus they would be mainly those

parts of the synoptic Gospels which comprise the words of

Jesus himself, separated from note and comment by his report

ers. We say synoptic Gospels because there the separation can

be made with comparative ease. Whatever view we take of

the authorship of the Gospel of Saint John, we are all agreed
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on the exceeding difficulty in determining just what are the

words of Jesus and what the additions, comments, explana

tions, illuminations, if you please, of the writer.

In a close study we would also consider the example of

Jesus as a part of his teaching, and those brief passages attrib

uted to him in other New Testament writings than the Gos

pels, as when Paul reports him as having said: " It is more

blessed to give than to receive."

Our sources for the teachings of the apostles would be

mainly the letters of James, Peter, John and Paul, omitting

Hebrews as not apostolic, and putting less stress on Second

Peter because not as well authenticated as the others. We

would also include the utterances of the apostles as recorded

in the book of Acts, and in the Gospels. It may be that even

in the synoptics we would have serious difficulty in separating

between Master and Disciple in some interesting if not vitally

important discussions like, for example, those concerning last

things.

In this paper we will allow Paul's to stand for the teach

ings of the apostles. The storm centre in this matter, if there

is one, is in his neighborhood. And it is universally admitted

amongst us, that apostolic power, dignity and authority,

culminate in him. It is he who has been held by some to have

been the real founder of Christianity. It is he who in some

periods of the life of the church has overshadowed the Master.

The stoutest defender of apostolic authority will gladly let

Paul stand for the apostles.

Shall we venture to examine a few of these teachings by

way of comparison and contrast? We shall probably get into

difficulty, but it may help to make the question at issue

definite.

Clearly, if it were a matter of quantity, the apostles would

have the case at once. Indeed, it is difficult to resist the

temptation to stop to comment with amazement upon the few

ness of the words comprising the actual known utterances of

Jesus. But their power seems to be in inverse ratio to their

number.

But it is not in any sense a question of quantity, bulk, big

ness. It is a question of quality, weight, force, authority,

power.

To venture a specific case, though with extreme reluctance,

the question is this:
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Paul says, apologetically, "It is better to marry than to

burn."

Is his explicit and implicit teaching concerning marriage

as authoritative as that of Jesus ?

For Jesus graced the wedding feast with his presence, and

entered heartily into the spirit of the occasion.

Moreover, his attitude toward home-life was sympathetic,

and we have no sense of surprise but rather of fitness, when we

find him taking the babes into his arms to fondle them.

Ought we, do we, give Paul's teaching on this subject the

same authority that we give to the teaching of the Master ?

Paul certainly wrote some things which have been instru

mental in deterring many reverent women from participating

in the meetings of the church for prayer and testimony.

Should Paul's words on this subject be as weighty as the

Master's silence ?

Paul sends Onesimus back to his master—and thus seems

to lend countenance to slavery. Indeed he explicitly counsels

slaves to remain slaves and serve their masters.

Are his act and word as authoritative as that of Jesus when

he says, " Our Father," and thus implicitly makes all men

brothers and slavery an impossibility ?

If any of these matters just named are important, much

more, some would say, is this other, the sacrifice of Jesus.

A student of Paul's writings is struck with the way in

which he presents the doctrine of Christ's sacrifice. Once, at

least, he uses the term propitiatory. Three times he speaks of

Jesus as a sacrifice. Nine times he uses some form of the word

reconciliation. Seven times he uses the word redemption,

concerning the work of Christ. Seven times he speaks of salva

tion wrought in the blood of Christ.

Once he speaks of Christ as made sin for us. Once of him

as become a curse for us. Once he uses the word ransom.

These thirty instances of the use of words bearing on the

idea of sacrifice fully express the real truth. Whole sections

of Paul's writings, and the same is true of the writings of John,

are saturated with these ideas.

We realize the contrast in the most casual reading of the

books concerned. The impression would be heightened, if

possible, by reading the letter, to the Hebrews, which, however,

is excluded from this discussion.

I do not say that the synoptics are free from this idea.
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.But it is true that in no recorded utterance does Jesus use of

himself the expression propitiation, reconciliation, sacrifice,

curse, or made sin. He speaks of his blood once in connection

with the institution of the supper. He uses the word redemp

tion once, but it bears a different meaning.

Once (Matt, xx: 28) he uses the word ransom. He refers

to his sufferings, but not to them as intended to appease the

wrath of the Father.

Jesus thus avoids the usual apostolic methods of expres

sion in speaking of himself as a sacrifice.

He does more. When he would make the way of salvation

plain, he lays emphasis on different ideas. In the mind of

Jesus, he is a wise man who simply hears his word and does it.

In a most solem hour, and in the very shadow of the cross, he

announces simply, " I was an hungered and ye gave me meat.

Come ye blessed of my Father."

In a decisive parable he makes the Lord of the vineyard

say to the servant who had traded well with the money left

him, " Well done, good and faithful servant, enter thou into the

joy of thy Lord."

With the apostle the emphasis is on the vicarious sacrifice

as an atonement for sin. With the Master the emphasis is on

identity of life with himself.

Paul urges living union with Christ; and Jesus has a doc-

trine of the cross. The two undoubtedly have a common

ground. But the emphasis is steadily and radically different.

And the question is, in a case like this does the apostle speak

with an authority equal to that of the Master ?

After we have first got a doctrine of salvation which seems

to square with the whole of Jesus' teaching, have we still to go

to work to fit it into everything that Paul has had to say upon

the question ?

And if we find that impossible, are we to " read Paul in the

light of Jesus, or Jesus in the light of Paul ? "

One man explains that Paul's doctrine is but the germ which

Jesus left, grown to maturity. Another inquires why Jesus

should be expected to speak with emphasis of his passion as a

sacrifice, before the event. A third makes bold to say, that the

form in which Paul presents his doctrine of atonement belongs

to what is transitory in his teaching, which can no longer claim

any binding authority over us.

Or another puts the same rugged conception, in a milder
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form, in these words, " It is growing clearer that many doc

trines of Christian men are not lasting, but that every word of

Jesus is eternal."

III.

What the result would be if this question were put to the

vote is a matter of opinion merely.

We would undoubtedly get different results in different

circles among our own people.

In some sections the women are discouraged from speaking

in the meetings of the church. Are we to conclude that in

those sections the authority of the apostles is held to be more

nearly on a level with that of Jesus, than in other sections in

which the opposite custom prevails ?

It may be so. It would seem as though it were so.

There seems to be apparent practical unanimity in disre

garding Paul's ascetic attitude to marriage, and in preferring

the more genial teachings of Jesus. We may not say much

about it, which may be all the more significant. But we

scarcely take the time and trouble to explain Paul's attitude on

this matter. We ignore him, careless of what he may say, so

sure are we of the mind of Jesus.

And in the matter of the great doctrine of the atonement,

the drift is unmistakably toward the simpler teaching of Jesus,

and away from the elaborate system of Paul. It is not held to

be a reflection on the apostles to prefer to be satisfied with the

doctrine as it fell from the lips of Jesus.

Suppose this leads to the conclusion that the teachings of

the apostles do not have equal authority with those of Jesus.

So be it.

What article of faith will suffer ?

Are we to think that Jesus, finding his gospel insufficient,

was compelled to add a supplement ?

And what harm is to come to a reasonable view of Sacred

Scripture to hold that the very words of Jesus have an author

ity beyond any and all others ? Is it not to admit openly what

we admit tacitly every hour we live ?

The sermon of Peter at Pentecost may be duly revered

without insisting that its every syllable shall have the weight of

authority which belongs to the Sermon on the Mount.

It is no depreciation of the incomparable Paul to say, that
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he is below the Son of God in the influence due to character—

to mental and moral superiority.

TO CONCLUDE.

1. This is a question in which the right of private judg

ment must be admitted and insisted on.

There may be some who believe that without impairing

Paul's freedom, Jesus did make through him certain new and

original contributions to Christianity, and that when Paul de

clared these, he spoke with an authority equal to that of Jesus.

We can not forbid it, if one is so led.

Neither can we forbid another who insists on making a

distinction between the teaching of the Master and an inference

by a disciple. He has a right so to do. And in exercising his

right, he may be saying simply, One is our Master, even Christ.

2. Our last word is this.

A considerable and respectable section of the church refuses

to allow that any apostolic teaching has or can have for them,

the same authority borne by the express and emphatic words

of Jesus himself.

It is useless to blind our eyes to the fact that the gospels

and not the epistles, Christ and not the apostles, are the center

of Christianity.

No volume of the authentic sermons of the great apostle,

newly discovered, could by any possibility arouse the interest

attaching to a scrap of papyrus six inches long containing the

eight logia of Jesus, recently rescued from oblivion in Egypt.

And it is well. A mountain chain with no surpassing summit, the

Hymalayas with no Mt. Everest, would be disappointing. A

New Testament with the teachings of Master and pupil on one

dead level of perfection is not a thing to be longed for.

Jesus must be exalted to a lonely seat of authority as a

teacher.

And if it is necessary, in order to do that, to call attention to

the fact that his authority surpasses even that of mighty Paul,

if the dilemma is forced upon us, we can only say, we can have

but one Master and his name is Jesus, who is called the Christ.

The President :

The first appointed speaker upon this topic is Prof. Rush

Rhees, of Newton Theological Institution, Massachusetts.
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Professor Rhees :

Mr. President, Men, Brethren, Sisters and Fathers : The

words of our president in opening the discussion this afternoon

have impressed me very greatly with two truths that I believe

we need to keep in mind in all such discussion as we are enter

ing upon now. And the one thought is, that every generation

must perforce do its own thinking. The thinking that is done

for us in the past really is no activity of our own souls and

minds at all. But the words that he spoke called to my mind

a conviction which has long been ripening within me, and that

is that the past is very far from being simply a museum of

curiosities. It is a record of life. And there is I believe no type

of thought that has ever taken hold upon the life of men, and

entered into the life of men, and borne fruit in the life of the

soul, that has not in it something of reality that it is the busi

ness of every succeeding generation to learn and to appropriate

in its own system of thinking. Therefore whatever this gen

eration may do with reference to the question that is before

us, with other questions, the past is to-day a problem, not sim

ply a curiosity.

And it seems to me we are not impertinent to refer to this

matter in this connection, because as the question which is

before us has come to my mind it has appeared not simply as

an academic inquiry, but really as a reflection from a feeling

that is about us, something in the air, perhaps a reaction from

the over-emphasis of dogmatic types of Christian teaching, per

haps a reflection of the newer thought which takes its form

from what is called biblical theology, perhaps merely one of

the echoes from that monotone call that we are hearing round

about us to day, " Back to Christ." And it may be that those

of us who reverence the past, and find in it the mark of certain

great truths and the impress of great realities of life, would

turn to such an inquiry, coming from such an impulse, with a

little bit of impatience.

But there is something in that call which we are hearing in

one way or another all about us, which instantly bids the Christ

ian heart pause and salute, as unconsciously and spontaneously

as the soldier presents arms at the familiar note of command.

"Back to Christ ! " It reminds us of a scene on a mountain

top, where three disciples saw their Lord in converse with the

greatest of the prophets and the greatest of the lawgivers, and

heard the word owning him and bidding them hear him It
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reminds us of another scene that has been alluded to already

this afternoon, when that master, giving instructions to those

disciples with reference to the days and the years that are to

come, said unto them : " Be ye not called rabbi (that is, teacher)

for one is the teacher, and all ye are brethren." Therefore

when any such question as this comes to us, Are the teachings

of the apostles of equal authority with the teachings of Christ?

as I say, we have to pause and bare our heads and with rever

ence own that one is our master, even Christ.

And really, looking at the question a little more closely in

detail, it would seem to be answered by the very statement of

it, insomuch as we believe that we are to hear him, and that

one is the teacher. And that surely is the case, looking at the

matter more closely still, with reference to everything in the

teaching of Jesus and the apostles where Jesus and the apostles-

present the same topics for thought. For instance, the great

word of Jesus is, God is Father. Read the gospels through and

through, and there is one impress made upon our souls from

which we cannot escape, and that is that the fundamental fact

for Jesus, unhindered for any purpose, unclouded by any con

sideration, is that God is Father. When we turn to the teach

ings of the apostles, Paul for instance has been brought forward

as the representative. We find him at Athens making the state

ment that we are all God's offspring. We naturally bring that

teaching of the apostle to the teaching of the Master and ask

whether it accords with the teaching of the Master; and we are

forced to confess that with Jesus the doctrine ''God the Father"

does not appear as an ontological definition of the nature of

God but as a spiritual recognition of the character of God. And

we are led thus to own that if we are to accept the apostle's

declaration that we are the offspring of God, it must be as some

thing supplemental and essentially in accord with the teaching

of the Master. It asks the assent of the Master to its recogni

tion Again, when we find the apostle phrasing the relation of

man to God under what seems to us to be something of an

artificial form of thought, telling us that we enter into our

sonship by adoption, we are forced to acknowledge that if that

means that there is anything of artificiality in the concept of

the Fatherhood of God as describing the character of God in

his relation with men, the apostle has to retire, and leave the

Master's concept supreme. Another great topic in the teaching

of Jesus is the Kingdom of God. We find it running through
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and through all that he has to say, and as we study it more and

more, we find it characterized, as his concept of God was char

acterized, by a profound and supreme spirituality. It is

descriptive of a relation of men to God in which God is their

Lord and they obey him and become his children. If we find

in the teaching of any of the apostles a concept of the kingdom

of God which in anywise differs from or detracts from the

teaching and concept of the Master, the Master would hold his-

place of supremacy without a question. It is with something

of satisfaction in fact that when we find Paul once referring to

the kingdom of God he is defining it in terms that may well

have come from his Master's lips : " The kingdom is not meat

and drink, but righteousness, peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost."

By the same argument exactly we may look at other teachings

of the Master that find echo in Paul. The perfect freedom and

abundant gladness of the pardon which God offers to penitent

men—that appears in the teaching of Jesus, and can find no

derogation at all in the teaching of the apostles As the speaker

who has preceded me has made plain, the apostle must be read

in the light of the Master, not vice versa; and if the apostle

gives us utterances concerning him who was his Lord which do

not in every minute particular of thought agree with Jesus' own

self-disclosures, we abide by the Master's word, and let the ser

vant take the lower place.

And so with reference to one whole branch of the topic, we

must own that the Master remains the Master. But we have to

acknowledge in passing on that the Master was far more than

a teacher. We cannot read his own words in the gospels with

out discovering that he not only was, but presented himself, as

a fact, the supreme fact; and if at the outset he invited men to

the kingdom of God, after awhile it became inevitable that he

invited men to himself. Now when we turn to the apostles we

find a very great difference, which has been touched upon by

the preceding speaker, and find that whereas in the teaching of

Jesus such matters as the fatherhood of God and the kingdom

of God and the freedom of pardon and the finality of conduct

are emphatic, in the epistles we find that certain facts are being

dealt with in the way of interpretation. Those facts are the

cross, and the Christ who hung upon it. Now the cross was a

very real problem in the apostolic age. It was not academic

inquiry which led Paul into the discussions of the epistle to the

Romans. It was the tremendous pressure of a difficulty, how
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the Christ of God could suffer. It was his own practical, living

solution of that difficulty that he presented in the teachings

that we have in his epistles. Now in one of the utterances of

Jesus, preserved in the fourth gospel, we are made to believe

that he said to his disciples that he had many things to say

unto them, but they could not bear them then. The interpre

tation of a passion that the disciples were unready to admit the

possibility of, far less ready to understand, surely is one of those

things that a wise teacher might have left for a later lesson.

And the fuller insight into the being of him who was before

them, as a problem not yet understood, is surely one of the

things that might be left for a later insight.

And therefore we find our first answer somewhat full of

modification as we turn to the apostolic teaching, seeing that

the disciple and the Master do not altogether treat of the same

topic in their teaching, and that it is at any rate possible that

the disciple may have some supplementary teaching to offer to

that of the Master. And yet are we thus surrendering the

mastery of the Master? Far from it. In that passage that has

been referred to he says to the disciples : " I have many things

to say unto you, but ye can not bear them now. But when he,

the Spirit of truth is come, he will lead you into all the truth,

for he shall take of mine and give it unto you." And it is the

Master spirit and the Master fact. The question as to whether

Paul's interpretation of the cross adequately presents a solution

of the problem of the cross, that really comes to us, and we

acknowledge that not simply the teachings of the Master but

the Master himself, the fact that he confronted us with—these

are the supreme considerations and the final court before which

every teaching of the apostles must appear and give its cause

for being.

But there is another matter that was touched upon by one

of the previous speakers, and that is that the teachings of the

apostles differ in a very fundamental way from the teachings

of the Master. We turn to the teachings of the Master, and

we find ourselves charmed and won by a beautiful simplicity,

the simple obviousness of the spiritual mind. They deal with

conduct; they deal with the relation of the soul with its God in

the every-day fact of religious living. We turn to the writings

of the apostles, and we find a remarkable difference. James

presents to us what might almost be, so far as simplicity is con

cerned, an excerpt from the sermon on the mount. It lacks
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somewhat of the Master's sweetness, somewhat of the Master's

exalted spirit. John gives us the full beauty of the love which

shone from the presence of his Master, but there is more of

the philosophical inquiry, a greater effort to interpret that

which was presented to the Christian mind in Nazareth and

Jerusalem. And in Paul we find ourselves face to face with the

efforts of a mighty mind, that had fought its own terrible

struggle and had come out victor, and presents the truth which

he had come to apprehend, the truth for the relief of perplex

ity and the guidance of life. Now our inquiry is, Is the atti

tude of the apostles, as represented by the greatest of them,

Paul and John, that more philosophical approach, that inquiry

into the explanation of things, to be of as great importance in

the establishment of Christian thought as the simpler method

of the Master? And there, if I understand the matter properly,

is really one of the greatest features of the question that is

before us. Is the church in its formulas, in its dogmatic

theology, to surrender to the type of thought that we find in

Paul, rather than to own the possibility of a Christian thinking

moulded upon the simpler, more direct, less profoundly inquir

ing thinking of the Master? I believe that we must reverently

acknowledge what was indicated at the outset, that it is folly for

the present to say that the past is mistaken, chiefly folly for us

to say that Paul is a mistake. But in the apostolic teaching

itself, in the instance of James and Paul, not differing simply

in the matter of faith and works, as the older discussions would

make them to differ, but differing from top to bottom in atti

tude and method of approach to Christian things, we have our

own defence and our own charter of liberty to the Christian

mind to-day, if so be it take not only the Master's teaching,

but also, seriously, humbly and teachably occupy itself with

the facts that confronted the apostolic thought, the cross and

its problem, and the Master and his transcendent nature, and

we may proceed by either path that best opens the way for

that soul into the presence ineffable, into which Jesus himself

is the way, and in which he is also the truth, and from which

he is for us the life.

It seems to me, sir, that the category of authority in which

it is sought to place the teachings of the apostles is at best an

unfortunate one. The sunlight which gladdens our hearts day

after day and in the simplicity of its daily coming brings the

seasons round in their turn, is shown to us by the spectroscope
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to be capable of analysis into varied colors of beauty, and to

be composed of varied elements of power. But should we turn

to the spectroscope as our authority for the sunlight, and not

sit in it and look by means of it? The apostles are our guides.

They are our ministers. It may be that some streams from

the great fountain of the Master flow underground for a way,

and we do well to take the stream nearest the source, but we

do well never to confound the stream with the source. One is

our Master, and the great Paul, whose thought has most

impressed the ages, if you please, and put upon them this

philosophic character, in one of his letters said to his disciples:

." We preach not ourselves but Christ Jesus as Lord, and our

selves your servants for Jesus' sake." (Applause.)

The President:

We shall now have the pleasure of listening to Prof. C. L.

Williams, of Denison University, Ohio.

Prof. C. L. Williams:

It is my conviction that the teachings of the apostles are

also the teachings of Christ and that they are, therefore, of

equal authority with his teaching as recorded in the four

Gospels. (Applause.)

We are told that just before his death Jesus said to his dis

ciples: " I have yet many things to say unto you, but ye can

not bear them now," (John xvi: 12.) This was equivalent to

his saying to them that the revelation he had made up to that

time was incomplete. He had already told them more than

they could comprehend. Much of his instruction had a for

ward look and implied that subsequent and supplemental

instruction would be given, (John xiii: 7). He had spoken

much in parable and paradox, forms of expression which,

unless explained, are liable to misconception and misapplica

tion.

No one but himself knew the full purport of these hidden

sayings of his; and so he told his disciples that the time was

coming when he would no longer speak to them in parables,

but would tell them plainly concerning the Father, (John

xvi: 25). Seeing their need of further revelation he promised

to send them the Holy Spirit who should guide them into all

the truth, that is, into a fuller understanding of the truth they

already had and into all the rest of the truth about Christ, his
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person, offices and work, which it was needful for them to

know, (John xvi: 13).

Did he fulfil this promise? If what the apostles said and

did as recorded in the Book of Acts and what they wrote in

their Epistles was not the result of the fulfillment of this

promise, the question rises, when and in the case of whom was

this promise ever fulfilled ?

But what of the apostle Paul in this connection? Did

Jesus promise to make a further revelation to him also? Yes;

for Paul, in recounting before Agrippa the circumstances of

his conversion, says that he heard the voice of Jesus saying to

him: "Arise, and stand up on thy feet; for to this end have I

appeared unto thee, to appoint thee a minister and a witness

both of the things wherein thou hast seen me, and of the

things wherein I will appear unto thee," (Acts xxvi: 16).

It seems clear that the promise Jesus made to his disciples

before his ascension began to be fulfilled on the day of Pente

cost; for on and after that day the apostles at critical junctures

were careful to affirm that what they did in their official

capacity they did through the power, under the authority, and

by the direction of the risen and ascended Jesus, (Acts iii: 12,

16, 18). If this was true of them when they were working

miracles, much more must it have been true of them when they

were preaching and teaching Jesus; since their preaching and

teaching were simply the end toward which their working of

miracles was tributary.

Jesus, therefore, after his ascension continued to reveal

truth to and through the apostles. There was, however, a

change in his method of revelation.

Instead of teaching by word of mouth as he had been

accustomed to do, he now employed a new and better method.

Through the Holy Spirit he so communicated truth to them

that it became with them a matter of personal experience. It

was thus more fully comprehended by them and became in

their life a greater element of power. For it is according to

the nature of a spiritual truth that it must be transmuted into

the substance of a man's life before he can know with any

satisfaction what it really means and what relation it sustains

to other truths.

During the forty days between the resurrection and the

ascension the apostles knew that Jesus had risen from the

grave, but they did not see into the deeper spiritual meaning
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of that event. On the day of Pentecost, however, when the

promised outpouring of the Holy Spirit had become a realized

fact in their life, they, for the first time, saw the inner connec

tion between the emptied sepulchre and the occupied throne.

They now recognized the regnant relation between the risen

Christ and the remission of sins. Through the Holy Spirit,

Jesus had so interpreted to them the meaning of his resurrec

tion that it became with them a source of unprecedented

spiritual power. As witnesses of the risen Jesus they entered

upon their career of conquest. Three thousand were "con

verted in one day under the preaching of Peter; and Paul

showed that he was just as faithful a witness although at his

mention of the doctrine of the resurrection, the skepticism of

the light-headed Festus called him a lunatic and the supercili

ous culture' of idolatrous Athens turned its back upon him.

When the apostles came to write letters to the churches,

they were able, under the direction of the Holy Spirit, to make

known to others what Jesus through the Holy Spirit had made

known to them. But was it any the less the truth of Jesus

because it had passed through their personality, was stated in

words of their own choosing, was illustrated and enforced in

accordance with the characteristics of their mind and heart?

Remembering the promise Jesus had made to them and

realizing that through the Holy Spirit he was still their

teacher,. they maintained with the deepest intensity of convic

tion that what they delivered in their epistles was not the

word of men but the word of God (I Thess. ii: 13); that they

could be judged of no man, because no other men knew the

mind of the Lord so well as they (I Cor. ii: 15, 16); and that

having the mind of Christ they spoke according to Jesus

Christ. They felt that as his representatives they taught with

authority and not as . the scribes. In Galatians, one of his

undisputed epistles, Paul solemnly averred that the truth he

preached he had received through revelation of Jesus Christ

(i: 12), and in his second letter to the Corinthians (xiii: 2, 3), he

says: "If I come again, I will not spare; seeing that ye seek

a proof of Christ that speaketh in me; who to you-ward is not

weak, but is powerful in you."

But, says a man, " I do not care for what Paul or Peter

says any more than I do for what Augustine, Aquinas, Calvin,

or Wesley says. None but the words of Jesus in the synoptics

have any weight with me. To him alone I am loyal."
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Well, to accept the sayings of Jesus in the synoptics as

alone binding in their authority upon us, and at the same time

to depose the apostles from the position of authority in which

he placed them, does not seem very much like loyalty to him,

especially in view of the fact that in one of the synoptics there

is this saying of Jesus to the apostles: "He that heareth you

heareth me, and he that despiseth you despiseth me " (Luke

x: 16). Do we not thus have the authority of Jesus himself

for saying that the teaching of the apostles was also his

teaching ?

In the next place we would consider the relation which the

apostles sustain to the gospels.

The apostles perform the important service of corroborat

ing the testimony of the gospels as to the words and work of

Christ. Look at Mark and Luke. In writing his narrative

Mark, a subordinate, was dependent chiefly upon the apostle

Peter for information about Christ. Luke, who was not him

self an eye and ear witness, and who was also a subordinate, was

dependent upon the apostolic report of Christ. From this we see

that the trustworthiness of these two of the synoptists rests

upon the trustworthiness of the apostles, and that by compar

ing what the apostles taught with what Christ taught, we are

but comparing what the apostles taught in the epistles with

what they taught in the gospels.

Again. The apostles in their epistles strengthen the gos

pels against the attacks of certain theories intended to

impair the authority of the gospels. According to Dr. Har-

nack's recent chronology, the last of the undisputed epistles—

that to the Romans—was written about 53 A. D., or about

twenty-five years after the death of Christ. In these undis

puted epistles we find referred to, as well known at that time,

such facts in the life of our Lord as his pre-existence (II Cor.

viii: 9), his sinlessness (II Cor. v: 21), his resurrection (Rom.

i: 3, 4), and his coequality with God (II Thess. ii: 16). Thus

we see from the epistles that such imperial facts in the life of

our Lord as these- were a matter of common report and belief

among the Christians within twenty-five years after his death.

This being so, the epistles put beyond the range of intelligent

belief such a theory as that the gospels were simply a crystal

lization in the second or third centuries of myths then in

circulation concerning Jesus of Nazareth; and, for a like reason,

the epistles also reinforce, to a most important extent, those
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teachings of the Fourth Gospel which distinguish it from the

synoptics.

Furthermore. The relation between the teaching of the

epistles and that of the gospels is of the most vital kind. The two

are a unity. They are complementary, each to the other. In the

teaching of the apostles we find patent what we find latent in

the teaching of Jesus, as recorded by the evangelists. Let us

look at two instances.

Jesus highly commended the publican and, as against

Pharisaism, taught that there was no merit in mere works

(Luke xvii: 10). Is there no kinship between this and the apos

tolic doctrine that salvation is by grace rather than by the works

of the law?

Jesus claimed that the Old Testament prophecies were ful

filled in him and that what the Old Testament types prefigured

was actualized in him. But it was a leading idea in the Old

Testament, that without the shedding of blood there was no

remission of sins. Jesus says—and in the synoptics, too—that

he had come to give his life a ransom for many (Mark x: 45),

and that his blood was shed for many for the remission

of sins (Matt, xxvi: 28). Can it be that in such statements

as these Jesus is calling attention to his death as simply a

martyrdom? Can he be referring to his death merely in

its ethical aspect? Can he have no reference to vicarious

expiation and to the fundamental connection between . his

death and the forgiveness of sins? Is it strange, therefore,

that out of such germinal sayings of Jesus as these we should

find developed jn the Epistles, especially those of Paul,

the doctrine of the vicarious atonement of Christ and

the doctrine that the death of Christ is the only means by

which men can be saved from the guilt and power of

sin?

Thus it might be shown at great length how doctrines

brought to full growth in the Epistles or later teaching of Jesus

have their roots in the Gospels or earlier teaching of Jesus. The

relation between these two parts of the New Testament is very

much like that between the Old Testament and the New. It

will not do, therefore, to separate them. The New Testament

is a unity, so that if one part should be torn away, the remain

ing parts would bleed.

Nor is the authority of an apostolic writing impaired

because the author introduces certain views of truth for which
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a fair exegesis can find no explicit warrant among the words of

Jesus as recorded in the Gospels.

it is thought by some that Paul's theory of the righteous

ness of God and of forensic justification and the contrast he

draws between the heavenly and the earthly man cannot be

directly traced to any specific teaching of our Lord as reported

by the evangelists. Suppose this is so. Does it follow that

Paul borrowed from some unauthorized source or that he gave

an unauthorized coloring to Christian doctrine?

Paul's knowledge of what Jesus said was not confined as

ours is to the four Gospels. There were many words of our

Lord not recorded by the evangelists. Paul quotes one of them

in his address to the Ephesian elders (Acts xx: 35). Besides,

he met other apostles who were eye and ear witnesses of the

Master. He spent fifteen days with Peter, one of the inner

circle of the disciples (Gal. i: 18). Is it, therefore, necessary to

suppose that, in his-devolopment of Christian doctrine, he bor

rowed from Alexandrian Judaism or from Palestinian Judaism

or from any other unauthorized source—he, Paul, that was so

anti-Judaistic in his spirit, so passionate in his attachment to

Jesus and so absorbed in Christ as to say: " For me to live is

Christ?"

In the last place, let us notice the effect of the human ele

ment in the New Testament upon the recorded teaching of

Christ.

There is an unmistakable human element in both Epistles

and Gospels. This was to be expected. Neither apostle nor

evangelist was a mere phonograph. In communicating to us

the mind of Christ they both were under personal limitations

from which the Holy Spirit did not choose to release them.

The influence of Paul's early rabbinical training reveals itself

at times in his exposition of the historic facts of Christ's life

and Matthew's personal peculiarities are disclosed to us in the

interpretation of Christ he has given us in his Gospel. Their

language at its best, like all other human language, was an

imperfect medium for the transmission of spiritual truth.

Some of the earthiness of the earthen vessel might now and

then adhere to the heavenly treasure; still the treasure would

be none the less heavenly.

An apostle might once in a while use a method of argu

mentation or of illustration which is not regarded with favor

in these latter times; still, the value of his testimony to the
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truth would not be lowered on that account, for the truth

which he declared was not original with him. It had been

delivered to him and therefore, was not identical with, nor, for

its authority, dependent upon, the argument he might employ

to support it, or the illustration he might use to throw light

upon it.

Did not Peter at Antioch fall into error when he played

into the hands of the Judaizing faction? Yes. But can we

find the slightest trace of the Judaizing heresy in anything

Peter ever wrote? From his official teaching we should never

suspect that he was capable of lapsing into such misconduct.

The apostles did not claim to be perfect in their personal

character. If they had, we should have suspected the author

ity of their teaching. A man may not be sinless, yet he may

be very competent as a witness of the truth. Paul, with eyes

anointed by gazing intently on Christ, the Anointed of God,

looked within his life and recognized with painful distinctness

the sin that remained in him. Hating it with tireless hatred,

he strove hard to be free from its power. He persistently

struggled after that clearness of heart which is so necessary to

clearness of spiritual vision. He thus showed that he was able

clearly to apprehend spiritual truth, distinguish it from

untruth, and communicate it to others. Such a man, capable

of teaching the truth of Jesus, could have had no inducement

to teach anything else.

The human element in the New Testament, then, while

permitting the transmission of truth, does not involve the

admission of untruth. The window-pane may not be so trans

parent as to be invisible, still, if it keeps out the chilly wind

and lets in the cheery sunbeams to flood our room with light

and warmth, we have no quarrel with the window-pane. We

rejoice rn the light.

So, then, the Epistles were such an exposition, such an

amplification, such an application of the germinal sayings of

Jesus, such a spiritual interpretation of the historic facts of

Christ's life, as were necessary for the edification of the Christian

Church, and they have come to us clothed with an authority

equal to that of the four Gospels; since Jesus was the teacher

of both apostle and evangelist, and since the same spirit, at the

bidding of Jesus, guided them both in their work.

The President:

The second rule for discussion reads as follows: "Any
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member of a Baptist congregation who, by sending his, card to

the Secretary, shall signify his willingness to speak on the topic

under discussion, may be called upon by the Chairman."

Inasmuch as no cards have come to the hand of the secre

tary, I am not authorized to give the floor to any one upon this

question, and I suppose, therefore, that this closes our discus

sion for the afternoon. There are several announcements that

are to be made. Dr. Anderson, Chairman of the Local Com

mittee, has an announcement.

(Dr. Anderson made announcements as to entertainment

of visitors, and as to the invitation of President Harper, that

the members of the Congress take luncheon with him at

the University on the following day).

The President:

The chair begs to suggest that after this session, which

was begun a little late, he hopes the audience will be in its

place promptly on time, as it is intended that the service shall

begin promptly at the hour named. I will ask Brother Thomas

to pronounce the benediction.

(The benediction was pronounced by Rev. J . B. Thomas).
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iftrst E>as.

Evening Session.

Tuesday, November 16th, 8 p. m.

The President:

We will unite in prayer with Rev. Dr. Johnson, of the

University of Chicago.

(Prayer offered by Rev. Franklin Johnson, D.D.)

The President:

I regret to be obliged to announce to this audience that the

Local Committee have received a dispatch announcing that Dr.

Eager can not be with us. It affords me, therefore, a sort of

1 double pleasure to be able to announce that upon the topic, "Is

Baptism a Pre-requisite to the Lord's Supper ? " we are now

privileged to hear from the Rev. Dr. Gifford, Buffalo, N. Y.

Rev. O. P. Gifford, D.D., of Buffalo, N. Y., then presented

the following paper:

IS BAPTISM A PRE-REQUISITE TO THE LORD'S

SUPPER?

Definitions differ, the same word has many meanings; until

we know the exact meaning attached to a word, and until we

agree upon a fixed meaning we cannot discuss any question

intelligently; definition of words is as necessary in debate, as

the surveying of land is in farming or building. The Century

Dictionary defines baptism to be "A sacrament or ordinance of

the Christian church, instituted by Christ as an initiatory rite,

consisting in the immersion of the person in water, or in the

application of water to the person by affusion or by sprinkling,

by an authorized administrator, ' in the name of the Father,

and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost.' " Accepting that

definition, baptism means any one of three forms. But before
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this body the word means but one form—Immersion. Then

we will restate the question as it lies in our minds, " Is Immer

sion a Pre-requisite to the Lord's Supper ? "

Just what do we mean by prerequisite ? " Pieviously re

quired, necessary as a condition of something following; a pre

liminary necessity."

Requisite means so needful that it cannot be dispensed

with; indispensable. Thus passing a certain examination is

pre-requisite to entering college. Registration is pre-requisite to

voting. A certain speed is a pre-requisite to the acceptance of a

gunboat by the Government. Is immersion a pre-requisite to

the Lord's Supper ? Can a body of men and women consisting

of affused or sprinkled believers in Christ, taking the name of

Church, observe the Lord's Supper ? Not if immersion is a

pre-requisite. Can an affused or sprinkled believer sitting with

immersed believers, taking with them of bread and wine,

partake of the Lord's Supper? Not if immersion is a pre

requisite. Thus two believers, sitting side by side, doing

precisely the same thing, are not doing the same thing at all,

one has been immersed and his doing is the Lord's Supper, the

the other has been affused or sprinkled, and his doing of the

same thing with the same purpose is not the same thing at all,

because he has failed of the pre-requisite. Thus two wires are

attached to the same instrument, to both the same message is

given; one receives and transmits it because insulated, the

other fails because not insulated, message and current alike

disappear. The immersed man is insulated, the affused man is

not insulated, the pre-requisite has not been complied with, the

current is lost and the message fails.

If this be true, then we are debating a dead issue, for the

unimmersed cannot observe the Lord's Supper. If immersion

be a pre requisite, the unimmersed fail whenever they attempt

to observe the Lord's Supper.

In the Open-Communion Controversy of the sixties the

Boston North Association passed the following preamble and re

solution : " Whereas, The North Baptist Association has, from

its origin, taken the Word of God as the supreme authority in

matters of faith and practice ; and whereas, in common with

Christians of every name, it accepts the divinely appointed

order of baptism before the Lord's Supper ; therefore,

Resolved, That this Association regards an inversion of

the Scripture law in inviting to the Lord's Table those who
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have not been baptized, contrary to the universal custom of

Christendom, as an infringement of the divine order and a

violation of Christian propriety."

Note the double use of the word Baptism. The men passing

that resolution meant Immersion and meaning Immersion, what

right had they to appeal to the custom of unimmersed believers

as authority on " divinely appointed order " ? They accept the

baptism as valid in trying to establish their position in keeping

to a certain order, and then deny its validity when the same

men try to commune with immersed believers. How can Chris

tians of every name be quoted as authority in observing-' divine

ly appointed older " when they do not, from our point of view,

baptize at all ? Is the substitution of affusion or sprinkling

for baptism, and the placing of that as a pre-requisite to the

Lord's Table an argument for the position of close communion ?

The preamble accepts unimmersed believers as accepting a

divinely-appointed order, and then denies them the right to

the Lord's Table because they have not been baptized. "Chris

tians of every name " do not accept " the divinely-appointed

order of baptism before the Lord's Supper" by insisting upon

affusion or sprinkling before the Lord's Supper; if such substi

tute be accepted as " the divinely-appointed order," then such

substitute fits for participation in the Lord's Supper wherever

it is celebrated.

In the Resolution the Association protests against inviting

those who have not been baptized, contrary to the universal

custom of Christendom; meaning by "those who have not

been baptized," those who have not been immersed. The pro

test should be against any invitation. Those who have been

immersed have a right to the Lord's Table and need no invita

tion; those who are unbaptized or unimmersed have no right

there, and invitation cannot confer the right.

We, as Baptists, " take the Word of God as the supreme

authority in matters of faith and practice." But the Word of

God nowhere gives authority by precept or example, for an

invitation to the Lord's Table. There is no form of invitation

given, no hint of invitation recorded, no example of invitation

for us to follow; "the divinely appointed order of baptism

before the Lord's Supper " furnishes no hint of an invitation,

yet most of our trouble has come from the following of an un-

scriptural example on the part of brethren who longed to com

mune with " Christians of every name," and this example was
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set by men who base their whole argument on the necessity of

loyalty to the Word of God.

Out of this same historic controversy came a remarkable

pamphlet from the pen of our honored and beloved brother,

Dr. A. C. Kendrick. Of his argument a recent writer of

accepted authority says: " It is unanswerable, the logic is

unimpeachable, the premises beyond question, the only thing

to do with it is to ignore it, and argue the question on quite

other grounds."

" Your logic, my friend, is perfect,

Your morals are drearily true."

" When, then, we are asked whether Christ has distinctly

commanded that baptism should precede admission to the

Lord's Table, we answer unhesitatingly that he has. If we are

asked where, we reply in every instance in which he has given

the command, whether directly or indirectly, that we be bap

tized at all. He has made it the first act consequent upon and

declaratory of the repenting sinner's accepting him as a

Saviour. He has placed it at the head of those acts which

mark him as an acknowledged follower of the Redeemer. He

has placed it there and nowhere else. To have formally and in

terms stated that baptism must precede communion would

bave been utterly gratuitous. It precedes it by its distinctive

nature, and the place which the Lord assigned to it in the

Christian life. Baptism precedes communion as necessarily as

the Roman soldier's sacrament-um—his military oath—preceded

his discharging a soldier's duties and receiving a soldier's pay;

as necessarily as the Hebrew priest's anointing preceded his

discharge of priestly functions. If we are commanded to be

baptized at all, we are commanded to be baptized in the place

and for the place in and for which the rite is enjoined. To

refuse to submit to it at this point—to remove it from this

place—is an act of disobedience. If a man is required, first of

all, to testify his faith by baptism, then for him to thrust him

self, unbaptized, into the assembly of believers, and assume

their prerogatives, is a flagrant impertinence. He is subvert

ing a divine command. He is not merely changing the place

of an ordinance—he is setting it aside and nullifying it."

The illustrations illumine the logic. " The soldier's sacra-

mentum precedes his discharging a soldier's duties and receiv

ing a soldier's pay," " the Hebrew priest's anointing preceded
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his discharge of priestly functions." But a soldier's duties were

many, and a priest's functions were also many, neither soldier

nor priest could discharge any of his duties or functions with

out sacramentum or anointing; the one was denied recognition

as soldier, the other as priest. The Christian has many duties

and privileges, he can discharge none of them until he has

been immersed; he can receive none of the rewards of a

Christian until he has been immersed. The unquestionable

premises, the unimpeachable logic prove too much. We have

selected one of the many duties and privileges of the Christian

life and have fettered that by logic to an unchangeable order,

but have freed the balance of the Christian life from the bond

age of logic. After immersion " They continued steadfastly in

the apostles' doctrine and fellowship, and in breaking of bread

and prayers." " Breaking of bread is the earliest New Testa

ment phrase for the Lord's Supper, and thus the second sacra

ment took its place along with baptism in the Christian com

munity from the beginning." (Thomas M. Lindsay, D.D.,

Professor of Divinity and Church History, Free Church Col

lege, Glasgow). " In the breaking of their bread. By this is

meant the observance of common evening meals (Luke

xxiv: 30) which, after the manner of the last meal of Jesus,

they concluded with the Lord's Supper. The separation of the

Lord's Supper from the joint evening meal did not take place

at all in the apostolic church (I Cor. xi)" Meyer, Acts of the

Apostles.

" The breaking of the bread as performed at the Lord's

Supper. The expression itself may designate an evening

meal, as in Luke xxiv: 25, but that here would be an unmean

ing notice. There can be no doubt that the Eucharist at this

period, was preceded uniformly by a common repast, as

wasthe case when the ordinance was instituted. Most

scholars hold that this was the prevailing usage in the first

centuries after Christ. We have traces of that practice in

I Cor. xi: 20, and in all probability in verse 46 below." H. B.

Hackett.

Accepting the breaking of bread, then, as the Lord's Sup

per, it was preceded by immersion, but it was also preceded by

a common meal, and it was grouped with continuance in doc

trine, fellowship and prayers. All these were the duties of

Christian soldiers after the sacramentum, functions of Chris

tian priests after anointing. If immersion is pre-requisite to
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one it is to all, if a man cannot break bread without preceding

immersion, neither can he continue in doctrine, fellowship or

prayers. Dr. Kendrick says: "If a man is required first of

all to testify his faith by his baptism, then for him to thrust

himself, unbaptized (meaning unimmersed) into an assembly of

believers (meaning the immersed) and assume their preroga

tives is a flagrant impertinence." But the prerogatives of an

immersed believer are many, and it is just as much an imper

tinence for an unimmersed man to thrust himself into our

prayer meetings and pray, as, it is to thrust himself into our

presence and commune; he has no right to continue in doctrine

or fellowship. The unimmersed have no right to share in our

communion, or distribution of money to the poor (for this is

the meaning of fellowship). We ought not to recognize unim

mersed believers in any of the duties and functions of the

Christian life, for immersion as a sacramentum and anointing

precedes and conditions all service and all functions Accord

ing to this unimpeachable logic we stultify ourselves when we

acknowledge as churches, or greet as pastors, men who refuse

to immerse the believer before admitting him to what he calls

the Lord's Supper; we encourage them in acts of flagrant

impertinence when we share our pulpits with them, when we

confess that they do continue in the apostles' doctrine, when

we accept their funds for distribution. If we are to settle this

question by logic, let us be logical, and apply our logic along

the entire front of Christian living.

In a very able article on "Unconscious Assumptions of

Communion Polemics," Dr. A. H. Strong says: " It is often the

serious misfortune of able and honest men, that they unwit

tingly argue upon principles which, when formally stated, they

would unhesitatingly repudiate The first of the unconscious

assumptions that underlie the arguments to which we allude

is this: That the practice of the churches is a sort of common

law which, when codified, may supplement or qualify the law

of the New Testament.

Second assumption. That there is no fixed, complete and

binding system of church organization revealed in the New

Testament.

Third assumption. The ordinances are purely formal and

external, instead of being living expressions of the inmost

realities of the Christian faith."

To meet these three assumptions the Doctor argues that,
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" The law of Christ is adequate, that men may not change it.

That the New Testament furnishes us with the model of the

church. That there are no exceptions to its rule—a divine law

is far-seeing and needs no change. Upon this ground the Bap

tist brotherhood have stood and do stand."

This ground rests upon assumptions that might be chal

lenged. That the New Testament does furnish us with the

model of the church, that the model of the church was finished

in Corinth, or Rome, or Ephesus. Was the model the same in

every local centre; is the form of church organization, as bind

ing upon organized Christianity as the truth taught by the

Master is upon the individual life ? Did the Holy Spirit ex

haust His power in the early church in the way of modelling

the organization, or did he leave himself room for modification

in succeeding centuries ? .

Is a form adapted to a civilization long extinct adapted to

our civilization ? Is a divine law embodied in an organization

made eighteen centuries ago binding upon all centuries, under

all conditions ? If this position be accepted what right have we

to modify in the least? to adapt in the slightest? Is the prac-

,of the church in the first century a common law, and all de

parture from that practice sedition and anarchy ? If the ordi

nances are living expressions of the inmost realities of the

Christian faith, can people develop spiritual life and character

if in any way, at any time, they dare depart from conditions

made known through early Christian practice ?

Is it not true that Congregationalists, Presbyterians and

Episcopalians all find their model in the New Testament? If

they do, does it not follow that the model differed in different

cities, with varying surroundings ? Did not the Jewish Syna

gogue mould the Presbyterian form, and the Greek club the

Congregational form, and the Roman civilization the Episcopal

form ?

" The law came by Moses ; " he came from the Mount with

a complete Church and State, finished and rigid ; the pattern

could not be altered, must be followed. " Grace and truth

came by Jesus Christ." Principles were taught, "but for the

concrete application of these principles and their embodiment in

positive institutions, the living Church, under the guidance of

the Holy Spirit, is responsible. Let the truth of the Gospel, let

the spirit and character of the Christian life be maintained, and

these external matters will shape themselves aright. Though
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diversities of gifts, ministrations, workings, the same Spirit, the

same Lord, the same God worketh all things in all ! "

Assuming that the New Testament furnishes us with the

model of the Chnrch, that this model expresses and embodies

the divine law, that this law thus embodied is far-seeing and

needs no change, then we are compelled to deny organization

otherwise modelled the name of Church, we are forced to

deny the possession of Spiritual power to those who dare to

claim, for human organizations, the sacred name of the Church;

and in so far as we have departed from the model we, too, are

under condemnation; and that we have is clear to any one who

makes a careful study of the New Testament. We challenge the

assumption that the New Testament Church is the model, that

it embodies the divine law, and assert that our Baptist churches

are in many ways widely divergent from the Church at Corinth,

Rome, Jerusalem and Ephesus, much to our profit and use

fulness.

As I read history, there were two sorts of people in the

world when Christ came, Jews and Gentiles ; as a result of his

coming a third class sprung up, called Christians. Both Jews

and Gentiles became Christians by personal faith in Christ; the

first act of confession was immersion; immersed believers

entered into new relations with one another. Among their

duties and privileges was the Lord's Supper; this was observed

at the close of the common evening meal in homes, then in such

meeting places as the early Christians could command. No Jew

would enter the Christian assembly except to persecute, least

of all to share the memorial feast, for to the J ew Christ was a

crucified malefactor, condemned by his religious leaders, cru

cified for blasphemy. The Gentile would not seek the Chris

tian assembly, for to him the Christians were a sect of the Jews,

and Jesus a crucified Jew. The Gentiles had their own gods

and temples. " There was no communion question. Neither

Jew nor Gentile continued steadfast in the apostles' doctrine,

in distributing to the poor, nor in prayers, as the early Chris

tians understood prayers. Immersion was then the sacramen-

tum, the anointing, the pre-requisite act to the entire Christian

life.

"New occasions teach new duties, time makes ancient good uncouth ;

They must upward still and onward, who would keep abreast of truth."

Conditions have changed, the Christian world is made up
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of many denominations, as the Federal Republic is made up of

many States. The Baptists are surrounded by men and women

who are their peers in all Christian duties, their equals in all

forms of service, their Brothers and Sisters in the household of

faith. Once men and women were not recognized as in the

Christian church till they were immersed on confession of faith;

now they are thus recognized, to admit their right to all duties

and functions except one without immersion, to deny them this

duty or function because not immersed is to strain out a gnat

and swallow a camel. If unimmersed believers can enter our

assemblies and share our prerogatives without being flagrantly

impertinent in all duties and functions save one, the sacra-

mentum and the anointing have lost their meaning, and pre

requisite is a logical absurdity. This conclusion does not carry

with it the need of inviting any one to the Lord's Supper ; any

form of invitation is as unscriptural as sprinkling or affusion.

If we had kept the beams out of our own eyes, we could then

have seen more plainly the motes in our brother's eyes, and

possibly have been less eager to thrust our fingers into his face.

Let us consider for a few moments the essence of the

Lord's Supper. Paul wrote to immersed believers in Corinth,

"to the Church of God at Corinth." He thanked God that he

immersed none of them, save two men and one household, lest

any should say he had immersed in his own name. This church

at Corinth observed the Lord's Supper, as they supposed. They

had certainly complied with the ritual pre-requisite, but they

failed to discern the Lord's body. Failure to discern the Lord's

body then destroys the Lord's Supper, even for immersed

believers, does it not follow that power to discern the Lord's

body is the essence of the Supper ? and if an unimmersed man

discerns the Lord's body does he not observe the Supper ?

The Corinthians ate the bread and drank the wine of the

Supper as they did any bread and wine, not discerning the sub

stance of the Supper, the Lord's body given for them ; failing

this discerning, they failed of partaking of the supper. The

British soldiers who turned the Old South Church into a riding

school condemned themselves, failing to see the religion sym

bolized by the building. The man who sees in the stars and

stripes simply cloth with a certain combination of colors, con

demns himself as unamerican; if he attempts to treat the com

bination as he has a perfect right to treat cloth and colors not

so combined, he will suffer. Thus the Lord's Supper sym
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bolizes the body of Christ given to and for us ; to discern the

body in the bread and wine is to observe the Lord's Supper.

If such discernment is granted by the Holy Spirit to any

body of unimmersed men and women, if such men and women

develop the fruit of the Spirit, evidently they have observed

the Lord's Supper, even if sacramentum and anointing logic

proves to the contrary ; if immersed men and women seek to

observe the Lord's Supper and fail to discern the body, and fail

to develop the fruit of the Spirit, they have not observed the

Supper, though they have a logical right to sit at the table.

In the closing verses of the second chapter of Romans,

Paul argues that the disobedience to the law cancels circum

cision, whereas the Gentile without the law, keeping the

righteousness of the law, has his uncircumcision counted for

circumcision. For circumcision write immersion. Immersion

profiteth nothing to him who breaks the law of the new life in

Christ Jesus ; his immersion is reckoned unimmersion, but the

unimmersed man who keeps the law of life, to him his unim

mersion is reckoned immersion. " He is a Jew which is one in

wardly, and circumcision is that of the heart, in the spirit, and not

in the letter, whose praise is not of men but of God." " He is

a Christian which is one inwardly, and immersion is that of the

heart, in the spirit, and not in the letter ; whose praise is not

of men, but of God."

If immersion is pre-requisite to the Lord's Supper, it is

also pre-requisite to the entire Christian life, >as it was in the

morning of Christianity's day. If unimmersed men can assume

Christian prerogatives in everything except the Lord's Supper

without flagrant impertinence, I cannot see why their presence

at the Lord's Supper, even in a Baptist Church, is an imper

tinence.

Under the changed conditions I conclude that immersion

is not a pre-requisite to the Lord's Supper.

The President:

Before we hear the appointed speakers, I wish to call the

attention of the Congress to the fact that it is a very important

part of the consideration of the topics that are before it, that

there shall be free discussion on the part of members of the

Congress. Every individual member of this Congress is sup

posed to have the courage of his convictions, and I am very
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sure that in the variety of views that are presented upon such

an occasion, there shall be something from which you may dis

sent, or something which you may feel may be supported, and

in either event it is the purpose of the Congress, and a very

important function of it, that we shall hear from every one who

desires to speak, so far as time and circumstances will allow. I

wish to announce, therefore, that the gentlemen ushers have

kindly consented to receive any cards of individuals who may

wish to speak upon the topic. They will pass up and down the

aisles as they are engaged in their duty, and take any cards

that you may desire to send to the secretary, containing your

name; and in that event there is opportunity, according to the

rules, for you to take part in the discussion that follows upon

the utterances of the appointed speakers.

By special arrangement I am now authorized to say that

the Rev. Dr. Henson will follow the Rev. Dr. Conwell as one of

the appointed speakers, the order being changed. I therefore

have the very great pleasure to ask you now to listen to the

Rev. Dr. Conwell of Philadelphia.

Dr. Russell H. Conwell, of Philadelphia:

It is with no small degree of trepidation and hesitation that

I venture to take the time of pious and thinking people such as

are here gathered to-night to discuss, in the time allowed for

that discussion, such an intricate subject, capable of being

approached from so many different ways. The Baptist Con

gress is the best representation of a Baptist church that I have

seen during my lifetime; notwithstanding I have seen churches-

that were alive to every good work, filled with the spirit, and

exponents of the Baptist doctrine, in certain directions made

emphatic by the results of their labors. But the Baptist Con

gress is a Baptist gathering in accordance with my definition

of what the Baptist believes, representing that thought with

greater accuracy and greater clearness than any church of

which I can now think.

I believe in the Baptist doctrine, and hence need not say

that I am going to discuss no new thought, because I am old

fashioned in my ideas, and adhere to the doctrines of the Bap

tist church with just as great earnestness and sincerity as I

can, because I believe they are right. But when we come to
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apply the grand old principle which our fathers adopted away

back in that early age, so that many connected it with the

apostolic age itself, we find that we, in these modern days, have

departed somewhat from their teaching, from the belief of our

own church. They taught, in the day of William, Prince of

Orange, they taught in the Baptist churches then, according to

their official report made to the government, that every man

should have the right, and ought to exercise it, to worship

God according to the dictates of his own conscience. That

Baptist principle was wrought into the government whose

freedom we enjoy. And when Jefferson, taking that Baptist

principle as the foundation of his thought, advocated

a government like that which we have in this country, he

simply carried outward into political life the actual belief

of every Baptist church that is true to the historic Baptist

belief.

Then if every soul shall have the right, and ought to exer

cise it, to worship God according to the dictates of his own con

science, there is a sacred region where Baptists will not intrude

with their persecution, or with any attempt to desecrate that

sacred region of the human conscience, enlightened by the

word of God and inspired by Christ's Holy Spirit. Then we

recognize in the very simplicity of our belief the fact that if a

man differs with us with reference to any question, unless it be

a vital question of spiritual belief in Christ, that we must recog

nize his right to worship God in his own way. Then, while I

might not personally go so far in my feelings, logic carries me

thus far, so that I am obliged to say, that if a man believes that

baptism by pouring or sprinkling is baptism, and that if he

in his own conscience, in the sight of God; believes it to be his

duty to come to the Lord's Supper, then, as a Baptist, I have

no right to enter into that soul's experience and say to him,

"Thou shalt not."

A second historic principle that has come down to us in and

along with the history of the Baptist church is the very import-

tant idea that the Lord's Supper is established for a purpose.

In the discussion of this question as I read it with care, being

anxious to serve the Master with it, I have found so many

writers discussing the mechanical idea of the Lord's Supper;

for it is only mechanical, it is not Christly ; for he saith his

kingdom is within the believer, and he saith that we should

worship God in spirit and in truth, and that mechanism and
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ritualistic idea and formalism is of the letter which kills, not

the spirit which giveth life. So I ask myself, as every consci

entious Christian here does, for what purpose did the Lord

institute this supper ? If we could get his idea, and follow the

Saviour in his thought, and do what he would do, carrying out

in this ordinance his own idea, we certainly could not go wrong.

The most important thing, then, in a discussion of this char

acter—because we are not in this Congress to out- debate. each

other, we are here for the truth, to be used in the service of

Christ and the salvation of men; if we are here for any other

purpose, then, we ought not to claim to belong to the Baptist

Congress or the Baptist denomination. It makes no difference

whose argument wins here to-night or to-morrow; it is not

that; it is truth, and the truth of God which can be used for the

advancement of his kingdom.

Now then, what is the purpose of the Lord's Supper?

Anxiously pleading with him that his spirit might guide, I have

taken this book and searched it through in all the places where

it has relationship to the Lord's Supper, in order that I might

be sure I was following the Master, and have asked of this book

in prayer, as you have done, How can I best use the Lord's Sup

per, and how can the church best use it, for the good of man

kind, the salvation of souls, the upbuilding of his kingdom in

the hearts of believers? We look at his own definition of it.

He says, " This do in remembrance of me." We ask, why shall

we remember him ? Why? Because it will bring his great

sacrifice to mind. It will bring the cross, it will bring the

grave, it will bring his resurrection, it will bring his bleeding,

dying for us to mind; and whosoever bringeth Jesus Christ to

minji, in a sacred and reverent way, must grow in all the

beauties of Christian character and appreciate more the mercy

of God in saving sinners.

Now then, if that be the purpose of the Lord's Supper, to

bring Jesus to mind, there are a great many defective Chris

tians who need to go to the Lord's Supper. There are a great

many that ought to go who do not go; and the one that thinks

he ought to stay away because he has not done right is pre

cisely the person that ought to go, in order that he may bring

Jesus Christ to remembrance and may appreciate his sacrifice

for sinners and may be convicted of his sin and repent and may

return to his Lord. It is a misrepresentation of the evident

purpose of the Lord's Supper to say that a defective Christian
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shall not go. He is the one that ought to go, if I interpret the

Scriptures aright.

And then I say that it is a principle of the Baptist denomi

nation, coming down through the ages, that there is no priest

hood, no head of the church, but the Lord Jesus Christ. We

believe that every member of a Baptist church is the equal of

every other member; that the minister is simply selected of

God to serve the church, and that in the church of Christ dwell-

eth all the spiritual power that should guide the church, and

that the pastor of the church is to be the servant of the church.

As was so beautifully said this afternoon, " We are your ser

vants for Jesus' sake." And we believe in the entire equality

of all Christians before God; every man a priest and every man

a king; and as a man, I include the women. In the sight of

God, every one a priest. We do not believe that a man can

stand up here in the Immanuel Church and dictate to the con

sciences of his audience. As Baptists we do not believe he has

any right to exercise any such priestly functions as to claim to

stand between your conscience and your God. He has no right

to do it. We say that no man's composition, uninspired, shall

stand between the conscience of a man and the Holy Scriptures,

which we believe to be fully inspired, and I believe to be

equally inspired. As Baptists, then, we say that there is no

priesthood. Friends, I ask you—I do not ask you in discussion

or opposition, because it would do a great deal of harm to our

denomination for men to ride their adopted hobbies and insist

upon them against the judgment of their brethren or the

records of history—but let me ask you kindly, just that you

may carefully and prayerfully consider it : When a man stands

up here and says, "All baptized believers, all immersed believ

ers, and members of sister churches are invited to sit with us at

the Lord's table," how does he know who is invited to the

Lord's table if there is no priesthood ? Unless he assumes the

prerogative of a priest of the Roman Church, he has no right

to speak for Christ and invite to his spiritual supper. It is the

Lord's Supper. The apostle spoke the truth when he said it

was the Lord's Supper. It is not my supper. If it was mine,

I would invite' you all to it, and I would invite the Methodist

and the Episcopalian. But it is not mine; it is the Lord's Sup

per. We set out the symbols that shall assist men to bring

Christ to mind; that he, presiding at his own supper, may min

ister the spiritual bread, the broken body, the spiritual wine,
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the flowing blood. We are sitting at a spiritual feast, and

Christ himself is presiding; and if it be his table and he spirit

ually presides, we cannot read the hearts or consciences of

men. He only can read the heart; then he only has the right

to invite to his own table, unless you assume that we are priests

and can speak for Christ as individuals, as the common people

cannot.

So I say, disbelieving entirely the principle of a priesthood,

opposed to it thoroughly and conscientiously, I dare not ask a

person to come to the Lord's table. If any of my brethren feel

that it is a duty, I have no war with them. We make no war

with each other. We cannot as Baptists ; we say, you are right

to worship God according to the dictates of your own con

science, and if any Baptist church desires to have close com

munion, it has a right to do it* thoroughly and completely so.

Or if any one chooses to have open communion, he has aright

to do so, according to Baptist principles. We need to stand

up for both. But for my own part, I think we are apt to go to

wild extremes in this thing, and the great danger is in the

extremes. The great danger is here : The Apostles, by exam

ple anyhow, and Christ, I should say by inference, teach

that baptism is a prerequisite to the Lord's Supper ; that is,

teach it not in the extreme definition which Brother Gifford

has given to it, but that it is one of the first duties for a person

who believes in Christ, his first duty to confess it before the

world, and the Bible knows no other method of confession than

by acting out the burial and the resurrection of Christ before

the world in baptism. That is the only baptism that is given

in the Bible. And so then, we must insist that if a person

believes in Jesus Christ it is your duty to be immersed, to be

baptized in the way Christ was baptized, and then you will be

sure you are right anyhow, because it is the only baptism you

will find in the scripture. And so we see that in that sense it

is a prerequisite to the Lord's Supper. But I am reminded

that on that day when Christ hung bleeding on the cross, that

over on that cross near to him there was a repentant sinner con

verted who went directly to Paradise without being immersed.

The thief upon the cross had no opportunity to be immersed ;

and so the Baptists do not believe, that is, the Baptist denomi

nation to which we belong does not believe, with the Disciples'

Church, the modern church of the Disciples, that baptism is a

regenerating ordinance. We believe that it is but an expres
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sion of a condition which we have have already gained. Now

then, if baptism is not a regenerating influence, if a man can

love Christ and be saved and go to heaven with Christ without

being immersed, there must be some people on the face of this

earth like the thief, who could not be immersed ; and when

prevented by the providence of God from being immersed and

going straight to heaven, friends, how can we shut him away

from the Lord's Supper? Even if we had anything to say

about it, the position I would take is that we have nothing to

say about it, it is his own conscience that must decide that

question. Or suppose a person to be prevented. I personally

saw a man converted in the desert going from Sinai across to

the Euphrates, and we were for several weeks in that one

desert, where there was not water enough to immerse a man

until we reached the Euphrates River. Suppose that we had

been a church in a tent, wandering across the desert, and had

the Lord's Supper there. If the man had been a sheikh there,

he would not have seen the Euphrates for months and years. Or

perhaps a person is a cripple, or so situated that there is no

person to administer the ordinance. You would say, shall they

be kept away from Christ in any manner, by any combination

of circumstances ? They would wish to bring Christ to remem

brance ; shall they be prevented ?

It is impossible, of course, for me to discuss this question

in its details, because they ramify out into all branches of

church life and church thought ; but believing thus in the lib

erty of each individual conscience, and believing that there is

no priesthood on the earth, and believing that the Bible is the

only word of God, and refusing to believe in baptismal regen

eration, what conclusion can we logically reach but this fair con

clusion, that it is the Lord's table, and he is a spirit, and that

his bread and wine are spiritual gifts to the soul and not to the

body, and that he who reads the heart shall invite to his own

table ? The Baptists are proud of the fact that they never per

secuted a single soul in all the ages. The fires have burned

Baptists by the thousand, and the waters have flowed over the

heads of drowning Baptists, thus persecuted unto death; but we

are proud to write in our books, and we proclaim it here as a

matter we are proud that the world shall see, that no church,

no soul, was ever persecuted by the Baptist denomination. But

if my good old mother, of the Methodist Church, sat beside

me in church at the communion, just before the communion
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service, and the Baptist priest were to come down the aisle and

say to my dear old mother, " You go out, you don't belong here,

you don't belong to Christ's children ; you have prayed all your

life, you have read your Bible all your life, that is true, you

have been in good works all your hfe, bnt you don't belong

here, you haven't been immersed, you must go out "—I can tell

you, to a sensitive soul that is worse persecution than to go to

the fires or the stake ; to be driven out of the church, and thus

proclaim to the world that while you worship God according to

the dictates of your own conscience, that this church believes

you are not fit to sit at the Lord's table—that is soul persecu

tion, and the Baptists believe in soul liberty. So that the

reasonable conclusion that would come from \t, if I had time

to discuss it, instead of hurrying now away rapidly to a train—

the reasonable conclusion, I say, that we would reach after

considering the question in a fraternal, kindly, prayerful spirit,

anxious for the success of Christ's kingdom on earth, would be

this: That we will set out the table as Christ commanded;

and then we will let every soul whom Christ invites sit at

that table, and that instead of assuming the awful responsibil

ity of saying who shall come to the Lord's spiritual table, we

will leave it to each individual conscience in the congregation.

We shall then be safe, and consistent with our own principles.

It is there, and only there, that I would go, because I believe

in teaching that people ought to be baptized, and baptized by

immersion, and I would be baptized before I would go to the

Lord's Supper. I believe in that principle, and I would teach

it clearly and distinctly and all the time ; but placing alongside

of it the other principle, of Baptist soul liberty. So while I

teach this principle, at the same time, as a Baptist, I would

say, notwithstanding I teach you that you ought to be immersed,

yet as a Baptist I also say that each person has the right and

ought to exercise it, to worship God according to the dictates

of his own conscience.

The President :

I will ask the congregation to rise and unite in the singing

of the hymn 434, "Stand up, Stand up for Jesus."

(After the singing of the hymn, Dr. Galusha Anderson

announced that a collection would be be taken to assist in

defraying the expenses of the Congress. The collection was

then taken).
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The President:

As has already been announced, it is quite certain that Dr.

Henson will be present. He had an engagement to fill this

evening, but promised positively that he would be here to speak

upon this topic. The fact of Dr. Eager's absence has disar

ranged somewhat the program, but he will surely be here, as I

suppose.

Rev. R. H. Austin, Chicago:

I think it is due to Dr. Henson to say that he had a lecture

to deliver for the Young Men's Christian Association.

The President:

I have in hand the cards of several gentlemen who desire

to take part in this discussion, and we will hear from Dr.

Henson later, after he has arrived. Among them I have

pleasure in introducing to the audience the Rev. Dr. Lofton, of

Nashville, Tenn.

Dr. Lofton:

Mr. President: It is with some degree of embarrassment

that I attempt to follow the brethren who have gone before,

from the fact that their positions to some extent are illogically

defined and surely not Bapt\stically set forth. [Applause.]

One of the brethren—in fact, if I occupied the standpoint of

either of the brethren, I would have to say that in order to the

celebration or administration of the Lord's Supper, you

needn't have any church at all. There is no use of a Baptist

church or any other church on the face of the earth if it admin

isters or allows enjoyment or participation in the Lord's Sup

per upon the principles which have been asserted at least by

the last brother that went before. He held strictly to the posi

tion that so far as he was concerned, he believed in immersion

as the only baptism, and that that was to him a prerequisite to

the Lord's Supper, but upon the principle of the liberty of con

science any other man could go and do likewise ; that every

man had a right to worship God according to the dictates of

his conscience, and that upon that principle, whether baptized

or unbaptized, he would invite him to the Lord's Supper if he

wanted to come.

(The speaker was here interrupted by'remarks of dissent
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from the audience—" No, no." He continued):

What say ? Well, if he wanted to come, it would be all

right. I don't see any reason why you shouldn't invite him on

those principles, but it is neither here nor there. The principle

of religious liberty does not involve disobedience to God's

law, if that law intervenes between a man and the com

munion. If the law of God required my brother to be

immersed, and he felt that that was the only baptism, if it

requires him to be immersed in order to come to the Lord's

Supper, there is no theory of religious liberty that I know of

that would allow him or any other man to violate the law of

God and come to the Lord's Supper, based upon the dictate of

his own conscience.

Now, Mr. President, I want to say that in the New Testa

ment there are laid down the laws and the order of the institu

tions of the Lord Jesus Christ. We are to distinguish between

the positive institutions of Christ and the moral institutions of

the Lord Jesus Christ. Jesus Christ set up a church on earth,

and set up its government and its officers and the ordinances

that were delivered to it. He did not incorporate these organic

laws or moral principles of religion essentially. The organic

institutions and the ceremonial and official institutions of the

Lord Jesus Christ constitute the great vehicle of the truth, and

were set up for the purpose of propagating the gospel in the

earth. All the moral and spiritual principles of the religion of

the Lord Jesus Christ can be received and enjoyed independent

of all church organizations or church ordinances or church

officers. I can be a converted man, I can believe in the Lord

Jesus Christ, I can be saved by the grace of God, I can enjoy

the privileges and devotions of my religion, I can pray any

where, I can teach the Lord Jesus Christ, I can say, "Come

unto him in whom I have believed," I can rejoice in the hope

of the glory of God, I can pray in company with any Christian

on earth, baptized or unbaptized, in the church or out of it, I

can go and work for the salvation of souls with any of God's

people on the earth ; but these principles and these practices

are not essential points of church organization, nor are they

incorporated in church ordinances, nor do they belong specific

ally to church officers. Now Jesus Christ set up his church,

and I hold that he set up a distinct model of the church. It

was a self-governed ecclesia of the Lord Jesus Christ. It was

not presbyterial in* form, and it was not episcopal in form ; it
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was democratic in its form of government, and it had the same

officers appointed everywhere, the bishops and the deacons,

and the same law for their ordination and establishment in the

churches. It had precisely the same two ordinances in all

those churches, which were baptism and the Lord's Sapper.

They performed precisely the same functions throughout the

gospel dispensation. The purpose of these institutions called

churches, which constituted the self-governing ccclesiae of the

Lord Jesus Christ, constituting the pillar and ground of the

truth, as the apostle Paul tells the church at Ephesus, was for

the purpose of spreading the gospel in the world, and they

met that great function during the apostolic age. They were of

precisely the same model, having the same ordinances and the

same officers incorporated within them, constituting the posi

tive institutions of the Lord Jesus Christ, which were simply

a vehicle for the moral, but not necessarily organically

incorporating the moral. Now the door into that institution is

baptism, ceremonially speaking. Jesus Christ was the spiritual

door, but baptism was the ceremonial door through which they

entered it. Those that gladly received the word of God on

that day and were baptized were added to that church at Jeru

salem, and they remained in the fellowship of the apostles and

in the preaching of their doctrines and in the breaking of

bread and in prayers. But the ceremonial door into that

church— Jesus Christ being the spiritual door—was baptism;

and on the inside of that organic institution, beyond the pale

of its door, stood the table of the Lord, governed by the Lord's

law, and not by my law ; and the man who would come to that

table must come in by the door, in order to eat bread and drink

wine at that table. In the eleventh chaper of the First Epistle

to the Corinthians the apostle Paul demonstrates beyond the

shadow of a doubt that it is a collective church act, an act

en ecclesia : " When ye come together in the church " It was

a symbol of the unity of the body of the church that cele

brated it, a declaration of the sufferings and death of the Lord

Jesus Christ.

Now while I love every Christian on the face of this earth,

while I admire the Presbyterian and the Methodist Christian

and the Roman Catholic, if he is a Christian, and the Episco

palian, if he is a Christian, and will shake hands with him and

work with him in the salvation of souls, I believe in standing

up to the institutions of the Lord Jesus Christ as he set them
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up, and no principle" of religious liberty allows me to violate

the prerequisites by which I enter the church; I have got just

as much right to join the church against the propositions as

they are laid down, as to eat the Lord's Supper inside of it

without baptism.

And in England they do take them in. Some of the so-

called Baptist churches of England take in members of other

denominations. They recognize infant baptism, and they

recognize the Congregationalists, and they recognize sprinkling

and pouring, and on the very principles that have been laid down

to-night, they take in a mixed membership and practice mixed

communion. I do not believe in it. Let us stand up to the

New Testament order, in love of all mankind, and say to the

other brethren who want to eat bread with you, who want to

drink wine with you, " We love you, and will work with you,

pray with you, but if you want to enjoy this privilege with us,

you must obey the prerequisite that admits you into the church

fellowship, into the church relations which are involved in the

communion as well as in baptism." Now Baptists are never

going to win in this world otherwise. I say that; the last thing

I have to say.

I just want to say here to-night that open communion and

open church membership, and open anything else among Bap

tists may be a very fine sentiment, may be very plausible and

popular, but let me tell you, whenever you let down the bars,

the world has no respect any longer for a Baptist church.

(Applause.) The world will come to you, if in the courage of

the gospel you stand up like men to your principles, and love

all the world as Jesus Christ did. Let them come to the table

just like you do, and let them come into the church just like

you do. on the same principles. Because if you have open

communion, you have open church membership, on the princi

ples that the brethren laid down. (Applause.)

The President.

We have had the pleasure of hearing from the South. We

will now hear from the somewhat distant North—the Rev. Dr.

Conley, of St. Paul, Minn.

Dr. J. W. Conley:

Mr. Chairman : I am greatly interested in this Baptist

Congress for this reason: that we have a pretty definite idea of
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what the brethren mean when they get through. (Laughter.) A

young man wanted very much to know the situation in the

mind of a young woman, or rather in her heart; but he did not

want to commit himself to the possibility of a refusal, so he

said to her : " Would you say Yes if I should propose to you ? "

And she, not wishing to commit herself, said, "Would you pro

pose if I would say Yes ? " [Laughter]. Well, there is a good,

deal of that kind of talk theologically nowadays, and you don't

just know where anybody is when they get through talking.

That is not a characteristic of this Congress.

Now I haven't any idea that I am called upon to steady

the ark to-night, and I am very glad that we have reached a

point in our denominational life where we can discuss ques

tions like this without fear of being dealt with by church coun

cils. [Applause.] And very glad, too, to believe thai in the

early church there was no church modeled after the idea of

the Roman government, so that we cannot have bishops over

us to terrorize us.

Now there is just a thought or two that I want to very

briefly mention. Of course, we all appreciate the fact that we

are dealing with a serious topic. I never read that eleventh

chapter of First Corinthians withotit being profundly impressed

with the fact that this ordinance perhaps means more than we

are accustomed to associate with it. " For this cause many are

sick among you, and many sleep." Brethren, what does it

mean ? " If any man eat or partake unworthily, he eateth and

partaketh condemnation to himself." Now I do not believe at

all in the priesthood of the ministry of Jesus Christ, but I do

believe that they are teachers. And when the Lord's table is

spread, suppose that I should say to my people, " Now brethren,

I am not going to tell you anything about this. If any of you

want to come, come." But some brother or sister comes to me

and says, " I wish you would teach me. I do not know whether

lam prepared to come or not." Shall I say, "I am not a

priest ; follow the Lord Jesus ? " Or shall I teach that

brother? Shall I try and give him some instruction ; in other

words, have I any responsibility in the matter or not ? That is

a serious question with me.

Now this matter of invitation has been a very perplexing

question to me during all of my ministry. I have not found a

warrant for giving the invitation, and I do not give the invita

tion. And yet after all, while I may or do not give an invitation,
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must I not practically in my teaching give some kind of instruc

tion, if I have any kind of loyalty to Jesus Christ ? Shall I give

instruction about every other question and shall I keep quiet

upon this ? Now brethren, while we may not give an invita

tion, yet we are teachers ; not priests—God forbid ; but we are

teachers, and in- the name of the Master we must teach some

thing. Now what are we going to teach ? Are we going to

teach that we do have some sort of a guide in the New Testa

ment as to the constitution of the church of Jesus Christ and

the administration of its .affairs? I do not believe that the New

Testament has a model all marked out and laid out in every

line, every principle and every form, so that we can go to the

book and find every step here indicated. I do not suppose any

of us believe that. And yet after all, if the New Testament is

not in some way our specific guide for the organization and for

the administration of the church, then let us be done with Bap

tist Congresses and Baptist churches, and quit the whole busi

ness. Why not ? If it is simply a matter of expediency and

of policy, I am going to say, " Join some other church right

away, if the New Testament isn't any guide."

But you say, "How can you escape the logic?" Well,

brethren, we are not compelled to follow the logic to all the

extremes indicated to-night ; nor are we compelled to give up

the logic and go anywhere without chart or compass or any

thing else. Here is a thought : The New Testament gives

principles, not only for a Christian life, but also for a Christian

church. And these principles are adjustable, but not change

able. There is a difference between changing a principle and

adapting a principle. To me it is a marvelous thing that the

apostle Paul and his co-laborers went into the midst of the

hierarchical ideas in religion and the monarchical ideas in gov

ernment, and everywhere established the simple communities

called Christian churches, in anticipation of a great democratic

principle—but I will not enlarge upon that.

I want to refer especially to the topic in hand, to the rela

tion which exists, of course perfectly familiar to you all,

between these two ordinances. One speaker called your atten

tion to the fact that in that noted passage in the second chapter

of Acts we have baptism, and then all the other Christian

graces, and the Lord's Supper with them in the same connec

tion. But still we know, when we stop and think a moment,

that there is a difference between the ritualism of the Christian
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life and the great principles of righteousness and Christian liv

ing. The two ordinances are ritualistic, and so they do hold,

some relation to each other that they do not hold to other

Christian duties. And for that reason we naturally in some

measure differentiate them, and I believe the early Christians

did the same. From the very nature of the case, in following

the New Testament's specific teaching, one ordinance is a ritu

alistic observance, and stands at the very beginning of the

Christian life, and the other ordinance is a ritualistic observ

ance following the other. That is the regular order. I don't

care so much about "prerequisite." I would not press that

word. There are exceptions all along the line, but the regular

order from New Testament principles is just this order. And

I believe as gospel ministers we would better teach the law,*

and when we have taught it, then leave the responsibility of

the whole to each man, to follow the leadings that may be

given him.

The President:

We will now hear from the East, in the person of Mr.

Theodore M. Banta, of New York.

Mr. Banta :

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen : I recognize that it

is an act of great presumption for an ordinary layman, a busi

ness man, to take his place among these great and wise

D.D's. I have but a word or two to say. I read in the

Examiner a week or two ago that open communion was as

dead as Julius Caesar. And when I understood that this topic

was to be discussed this evening, I made the journey from New

York that I might see the burial of this corpse 2,000 years old.

[Laughter.]

I have but two thoughts in my mind with which 1 will

weary you to-night. One is in regard to the invitation which

is usually given in the Baptist Church. In a great many

churches no invitation whatever is given. The first two speak

ers referred to the fact that they would give no invitation.

The invitation as it is given in many Baptist churches is,

"Members of sister churches of like faith and order, who are

in good standing in their churches, are invited to sit with us."

The invitation that is given in Pedobaptist churches—and I
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have here the invitation which is given in the Methodist

Church, and it reads as follows :

" Ye who do truly and earnestly repent of your sins, and

are in love and Charity with your neighbors, and intend to lead

a new life, following the commandment of God, and walking

from henceforth in his holy ways, draw near with faith and

take this holy sacrament to your comfort, and make your

humble confession to God." •

The Baptist invitation, as it is given in close communion

churches, regards only the ceremonial qualification ; if a man

is in good standing in his church, he is invited. He may be a

scoundrel, if his failing has not yet been discovered, and he is

in good standing in his church ; and the invitation of the close

^communion preacher invites him to the Lord's Supper. The

invitation of the Methodist Church regards only his spiritual

state. He may be in good standing in his church, but if he is

not spiritually qualified, he is not invited to the Lord's Supper

in a Pedobaptist church, in a Methodist Church. The same

invitation, in almost precisely the same words, is found in

other denominations.

I glory in the fact that I am an open communionist. I

have been for forty years a member of a Baptist Church—of

Baptist churches. For sixteen years I was a close communion

ist. The action that was taken in 1873 and 1874 in Brooklyn

set me to studying the question. I studied it by taking the

close communion documents. I purchased every one that was

published by the Baptist Publication Society, and I became an

open communionist. [Laughter.]

I believe in discussing the subject. There was a time—I

think the time still continues—when it was really very difficult

to discuss the subject, and I know just how ministers of the

gospel feel when they approach the subject. I have no words

of harshness towards them, who, having in their hearts differ

ent feelings, yet feel that it is not wise to discuss the subject.

I am glad some little discussion of the subject has taken place

this evening in this place.

Is baptism prerequisite to the Lord's Supper? It is pre

requisite to a foreigner in order to become an American citizen

to be naturalized. There is no possible way in which a

foreigner can become an American citizen except by being

naturalized. Naturalization is prerequisite to that. Is immer

sion in the same sense a prerequisite to admission to the Lords'
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Supper? What is the object of the Lord's Supper? To

remember the Lord Jesus Christ. " This do in remembrance

of me." Now it seems to me that the Lord's children, whether

they be Methodists or Presbyterians or Episcopalians, if they

come to the Lord's table, if they recognize him and are spirit

ually built up by partaking of the Lord's Supper, they carry

out the very object for which the Lord's Supper was instituted.

They remember Christ ; they are spiritually built up by par

taking of it ; and they are not any more built up because they

have first been immersed and become members of a Baptist

church. I think that is enough. [Applause.]

Dr. Gessler :

Our President has handed his card to the Secretary, and

we shall have the pleasure of listening to the Rev. Dr.

Kendrick in a further discussion of this question.

Dr. Kendrick :

Mr. President {addressing Vice-President Conley) and

Brethren of the Congress : I have no special love for discus

sion upon matters of ordinance or ritualism or symbolism. I

love the great doctrines of the gospel of Jesus Christ, and I

like to talk about them. But as I have listened to the discus

sion this evening, it seemed to me that there were one or two

points that were not properly presented, or not presented ; or

if presented, not presented in exactly their right relations.

I believe in the idea that, perhaps in accordance with the

teaching of Scripture, but certainly in the order of divine

providence, every body of God's people, whatever may be their

name, have had an existence and organization set for the

defence of something in the religion of Jesus Christ. And I

believe that if there is anything for which, perhaps because of

the teaching of Scripture, and if you please, also because it is

in the care of divine providence, for which the Baptist denom

ination exists, it is that they may properly advocate aud defend

the great ordinance of baptism as our Lord Jesus Christ gave

it to us. If the ordinance has any significance at all, if it has

any value at all, if the ordinance is of any account, is worthy

of any attention at all, then it seems to me that it is in the

heart and in the conscience of God's people who are called

Baptists to submit to this ordinance, and to require this ordin

ance, and to teach this ordinance, because they believe that the

Lord Jesus Christ demands it, calls for it, and it therefore
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becomes, if not for any other reason, a symbol of the great

duty of obedience to the Lord Jesus Christ. Looking back

ward it looks as a symbol upon what Christ himself did ; and

looking forward, it is in the nature of a sacrament or vow upon

the. part of the individual with respect to a life of Christian

obedience. It therefore stands at the very threshold of the

Christian life. This is the teaching of Scripture ; this is the

example of Scripture ; this is what, we all believe concerning

it ; that the very first outward duty, the very first act of obedi

ence on the part of the soul that trusts in the Lord Jesus

Christ is to obey him in this ordinance. And so we stand at

that point, and it is at that point that we are in divergence

from out brethren of other denominations. We do not ques

tion at all their Christian character. I have heard an intima

tion to-night that we sometimes say by our act that if they

have not been baptized then they are not saved. That is a

great deal older than I am. Nobody believes that. That is an

error that has long passed away. We none of us entertain

that. For we do not take that position ; we are misinterpreted

if we are supposed to take that position.

And then, there is another point upon which I wish to say

just a word, and that is in reference to the word "prerequisite,"

as that word is employed in this question, as to whether bap

tism is prerequisite to the Lord's Supper. We had a very care

ful definition given of this word by one speaker, but it seemed

to me that the definition that was given was one that was not

exactly in accordance with a fair idea of that word prerequi

site. In many of our States, I believe also in the State of Illi

nois, it is a prerequisite to marriage by any official authorized

to perform the ceremony that a proper license shall be pro

cured in order that the ceremony may be performed. There is

a sense in which you may say that it is a prerequisite. But the

courts have ruled repeatedly—and it is good common sense as

well as good law—that this does not at all mean that if the

marriage is performed without a license that therefore the

marriage is annulled ; for it stands. And when it is intimated

in the debate that it is a Baptist position that when Christian

brethren who love the Lord Jesus Christ come together to

observe the ordinance of the Lord's Supper, that if they

observe the ordinance in that way they are thieves, and have

not observed it—that is the height of absurdity. That is not

what we mean by prerequisite. What we mean is that it is
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requisite to a proper observance of the law of Jesus Christ that

the individual shall first be baptized, and that this is a second

ordinance to which he shall submit himself, and shall after

wards continue in the service of the Lord and in obedience to

the Lord, remembering him in the ordinance of the Lord's Sup

per. That is a very different kind of prerequisite ; and it

seems to me that that is the prerequisite, that is the position

which is taken by our denomination. That is good logic ; it is

good sense. If we are to defend the ordinance of baptism as

our Lord gave it at- all, I believe that it is our privilege to

defend it just at that very point and make that start.

Now, if you please, just a word with regard to the matter

of invitations. I do not suppose that there is any point of

demarcation drawn between those who invite and those who do

not; because from the discussion this evening I judge that

some who believe that they would permit any one to commune,

do not invite ; and some who believe that only those who have

been immersed should commune, do not invite. And so there

is no line of demarcation drawn particularly at that point. But

there is just one thing t.o be said. I think that the proper posi

tion that we should take with reference to this matter is simply

this : in accordance with the suggestion of one of the speak

ers, that as Christian ministers we should teach the people, It is

your duty to be baptized, if you have never been baptized, as a

disciple of Jesus Christ, as a test and proof and declaration of

obedience; and it is your duty also to partake of the Lord's

Supper, and what we ask you to do is to do these two things ;

do them as Christ would have you do them. Be baptized now.

Arise, why tarriest thou ? Arise, and be baptized at once ; the

immediate duty, the duty that stands at the very beginning of

the Christian life.

Then this matter of invitation or non-invitation will take

care of itself, absolutely take care of itself. You are abund

antly protected from the intrusion of any improper individual.

You are abundantly protected by the statement that you have

made in the way of instruction to the people. So you need

not to defend, you need not to assume an offensive position, you

need not to refuse to admit any individual to the ordinance.

[Applause.]

The President:

I do not think that I have made a very good speech, but I
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suppose that my speech has provoked another speaker. I have

the pleasure of introducing the Rev. Dr. Gessler.

Dr. Gessler :

There are probably many things that might be said upon

the theme under discussion. There are a few things that

ought to be said. It ought to be recognized, for example, that

in much of our literature concerning this question there are

very grave misapprehensions of fact or misunderstandings of

the relation of things. It is our right and our duty to seek in

the word of God, there and there alone, not in our philosophy,

not in our logic, the real solution of this ; as we ought also to

seek there the solution of every other church and personal

problem. Turn to the word of God. I find, first of all, that

much of our literature is wrong in the fact that it states that

the Lord's Supper is a church ordinance. There is not a par

ticle of ground for it in any revelation of the New Testament.

[Applause.] If you find it anywhere you find it in some infer

ence. Your inference may be shrewdly drawn ; of that I do

not pretend for the present to be a judge ; but it is only after

all, and at the last, an inference. I say, it is not a church

ordinance so far as my understanding goes. Our Saviour when

he instituted it invited his twelve apostles. They were not a

church. There was no semblance whatever of anything that

we know as a church, or that has been recognized in the ages

since as a church, in that body of Christian teachers. Immedi

ately after the beginnings of the New Testament life, in the

early chapters of the Acts of the Apostles, you find that they

continued in the breaking of bread and in prayers daily, from

house to house. And yet you want to bind it on my conscience

that I must accept this ordinance as a church ordinance. Is it

not far more reasonable to suppose that it took a place more

analogous—to those people—a place more analogous to the

daily meal than to a ritual performance, bound up with certain

other restrictions?

That is the first false assumption in our literature. All of

you who have read the Publication Society's publications are

familiar with the trite argument that baptism precedes the

communion according to the theory of all Pedobaptist denom

inations. I have a number of tracts in the pigeon-holes in my

library that have a statement almost precisely such as I have

just made. Now as a matter of fact, to begin with, it is false,
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as we have learned to-night. The invitation of the Methodist

Church has apparently no ritual qualification whatever. That

is also true concerning some other denominations. But sup

posing it were true ; supposing every Pedobaptist Church in

the world said that baptism is an absolute prerequisite to the

communion ; what on earth has that to do with me as a Bap

tist? It is a good argument with which to meet the Pedo

baptist who twits you about your close communion; but it is

not a good argument from you, my brother Baptist, toward me

when I do not believe in anything, simply because the Pedo

baptist believes it.

(At this point the audience interrupted the speaker by

applauding Dr. Hensoji as he entered the room.)

Now just let me—since I have finished the task which I set

for myself, which was to keep you thinking while Dr. Henson

was coming—.let me just state certain positions which seem to

me to be true. First, the church should not legislate in a

matter of ritual, except as its authority to legislate is justified

by the express command of the New Testament. Second,

legislation in the matter of the order of the ordinances tends to

elevate the ritual above the spiritual in religion. Third, a fair

regard to the rights of conscience of those who fail to believe

that the Scriptures establish an order of sequence for the ordi

nances demands, on our part, an abstention from all offensive

legislation. As a matter of fact, it demands a recognition, on

their part, of a right to derive inferences from the Scriptures

which may be absolutely different from our own. (Applause.)

The President:

I remember, on one occasion, to have kept an audience in a

college chapel waiting for Bob Burdette, and when he came into

the house and saw the audience, and how patiently they had

waited for him, he stood up and said: " I am going to make

just the best talk I know how, because of your patience." I

suppose that we shall now have the pleasure of hearing from

Dr. Henson the best speech of his life. (Applause.)

Dr. Henson:

I remember (Laughter)—well, now, you don't know what

I remember (Laughter). One of my boys, years ago, came
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home from a school examination and said, "Father, I got a

hundred." Said I, " How do you know ? " Says he, " Because

I did the very best I could." "Yes," said I, "then I have no

doubt that the Lord will give you a hundred, but how about the

teacher—I'm not sure." I shall do the very best I can. I wish

to apologize for the lateness of my coming, Mr. President, and

my apology is, that I am a victim of misplaced confidence in an

elevated road; got hung up in the air, where I have been many

times before; a victim of a disabled engine. I profoundly

regret that I was not privileged to hear the edifying and

eloquent discourses to which I do not doubt you have listened.

And yet it is more than possible that if I had had that privi

lege I should have been so discouraged as to be driven to

despair, and scarcely have dared to take the platform at all. So

perhaps the Lord was gracious to me. (Laughter.)

I want to say, before I begin my say, that as to the matter

of legislation of which we have just heard something, I don't be

lieve that the church has any right to legislate at all, (Applause),

about anything under the sun. One is our Master, and no

hydra-headed mob, call it a church or what not. The legisla

tion has been done, and it is here recorded (touching the Bible).

To the law and to the testimony. I defy any church in Christen

dom to bind my conscience with its law, whether relating to

communion or anything else. But when Christ lays down a

law, then that binds me, and no church has a right to nullify it.

If there is any place on earth where fierce polemics should

cease to rage, it is in the presence of the sacred symbols of the

body and blood of our blessed Lord. And yet the peace of

Christendom has been vexed through all the ages by un-Chris-

tian disputation with respect to communion. We may well

congratulate ourselves that we have fallen upon better times,

when Christian people may discuss without bitterness the

things in which they differ, that Christian people have learned

to exercise a larger toleration for honest differences of opinion,

and that we have learned to speak the truth in love, that we

m have come to understand that the things in which we are agreed

are more and more important than the things in which we

differ: that while the symbols of faith have their use and place,

faith itself is of infinitely greater value.

The function of ordinances is not the procurement of salva

tion, or even the sealing of salvation, but memorialization and

edification; and Baptists in all ages have solemly protested
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against that superstitious sacramentarianism which perverts

the ordinances by attributing to them some mystical and magi

cal value. We protest against the suggestion, the supposition,

that the sprinkling of crystal drops from priestly finger tips

upon the baby's brow makes the baby any surer of salvation

if it dies. We protest again against that Romanish abuse of

the Lord's Supper that takes it to the chamber of the dying

man, administering extreme unction, as if his soul could

scarcely find admittance at the portals of glory without this

priestly service.

We believe that the chief value of the ordinances is their

witness to all the world of the great, vital, fundamental truths

of our holy religion. There are three that bear record on

earth, the spirit, the water, and the blood, the Spirit, whose

testimony is enshrined in God's book and incarnate in human

lives; the testimony of the water, as in baptism properly

administered ; the testimony of the blood—for the cup of

blessing, the cup which we drink, is it not a symbol of the

blood that was shed for the remission of sins ? The value of

the ordinances is their witness to the world of the great funda

mentals of Christianity. And we dare not mutilate the wit

nesses. We dare not cut out the tongue of one of them. You

may cut away, with your penknife of destructive criticism,

page after page of this old book, until you leave nothing but

that glorious text which declares that God so loved the world

that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth

in him should not perish, but have everlasting life ; there may

be none of the Bible left but that, and the soul, laying hold by

faith of that, may swing off into eternity and be saved for

eternity. That is true enough; but woe betide the man that

mutilates the Bible, that mutilates the testimony of God's wit

ness by the Spirit speaking through the word. And it is no

less sacrilegious to mutilate or silence the testimony of the

water and the blood. Baptism sets before us in visible,

eloquent symbol the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ our

Lord, and our death and resurrection with him, and our rising

to walk in newness of life. And so the broken bread and the

poured out wine of which we partake represents our appropria

tion by faith of all there is in Christ.

Not only the ordinances in themselves are profoundly sig

nificant in their symbolism, but in the order in which they

come there is profoundest meaning. The baptism, represent
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ing as it does the beginning of the new life, the passage from

the old to the new, is performed but once. The Lord's Supper,

representing as it does the sustenance of that new life, is per

petually repeated so long as that life is continued in this world.

The ordinance that represents the beginning of the new life

must necessarily precede the ordinance that symbolizes the

sustenance of the new life. Every ordinance in its order ; and

to invert the order is to confuse the testimony and hide the

light of God's truth. Is faith prerequisite to baptism ? Let

me say, brethren, the Baptists in all the ages, against all com

ers, have insisted upon that great fundamental truth. I say

against all comers ; against the overwhelming majority of

Christendom, they have contended that faith was the prerequisite

to baptism, and so they have repudiated the administration of

what is called baptism to babes, who by virtue of their infancy

were incapable of believing. We have stood there a long

time ; we have stood there against the world. Whole nations

have come in by hereditary right and the sprinkling of water

upon the blessed babes born in Christian families. We have

withstood their invasion. Do you know, the thing called infant

baptism—and I may not speak of it in any other than tenderest

terms, even if I supposed that the practice of it has been

infinitely mischievous, but I would not wound the sensibilities

of brethren that I love that believe in it—but as the result of

our persistent, determined conscientious stand against any but

believers' baptism, do you know, infant baptism has fallen into

what our late president would call " innocuous desuetude ? "

(Laughter.) Thank the Lord for that! (Laughter.) And if

the Baptists will only hold their ground and continue their

solemn protest, there won't be a baby baptized in America

by and by.

' Not only so. Let me ask, as in the language of the ques

tion before us, is baptism prerequisite to communion ? And

there we stand not alone, thank the Lord. There we stand not

against the consolidated hosts of Christendom. There we are

at one with everybody except a few free lances that do not

know where they are. The Christian folk that are logically

and theologically consistent are agreed that faith comes first,

and then follows, without any probation, baptism. What God

hath joined together, let not man put asunder. In the apostolic

time, as soon as they were sure of a man, he went under. As

soon as he accepted Christ, he was baptized. " He that
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believeth and is baptized "—and the transaction was not con

sidered as accomplished on the internal and the external side

until the two things were done. They were considered as

coincident. " If thou believest with all thy heart, thou

mayest." On the day of Pentecost they were baptized

instanter, and there was no table spread between the pulpit

and the baptistery. They received the apostles' word, they

were baptized, and they continued steadfastly in the apostles'

doctrine and fellowship and in the breaking of bread and in

prayers.

Now my point is, I don't believe in the essentiality of bap

tism to salvation in the sense that sins are washed away by

water. We are not saved by the water, but by the blood. A

man is not baptized in order to be saved, but because he is

saved. But the very first act of a saved man is not the table

but the baptistery ; and " what God hath joined together, let

not man put asunder." The two things are two parts of the

same transaction, and we have no right to interpose any other

symbol or any other service between the acceptance of Christ

by faith and the confession of that faith in the burial and

resurrection. Is baptism a prerequisite to the Lord's Supper ?

The precedent set us by the apostles, the analogy of the ordin

ances, the necessities of logic, demand that first shall come

faith, then baptism, then the Lord's Supper. And there we

stand, with the overwhelming majority of Pedobaptists agreed

with us. They were never so preposterously foolish as to say

that a man should come to the Lord's table before he has

received the ordinance of baptism. The contention between

us, the difference between us, as everybody ought to know by

this time, is not with reference to the order of the ordinances

at all ; they are agreed with us that baptism should precede

communion. The only question between us is whether it shall

be really baptism or something that somebody has substituted

for it. Now sprinkling is a beautiful thing—if it is gracefully

done—but it belongs to the old economy, it is Judaistic. There

was sprinkling in the Old Testament. That was lustration, if

I may so say, it was the symbol of purification. That is one

thing. That is a beautiful symbol in its place—lustration,

purification. But you know that is a shallow thing as com

pared with that other symbol that represents, not a mere lus

tration, but a death and burial and resurrection. The question

is whether we shall substitute the symbol of lustration for the
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symbol of death and the resurrection. That is the real point

at issue between us, and our contention is that as we are not

legislators, but as Jesus is the head of the church and head

over all things to the church, our business is simply to accept

what the Lord ordains.

While all this is true, while we believe that faith is a pre

requisite to baptism and baptism a prerequisite to communion,

that this is orderly, that this completes the symbolism, and we

have no right to confuse the symbolism or to alter the order of

the ordinances any more than we have a right to substitute

sprinkling for baptismal burial and resurrection—but while all

that is true, and while I think we have nothing to do but just

hold our ground and all our Pedobaptist brethren are bound

to come to us ; it is the only ground on which Christendom can

unite, and that is the reason we hold it so tenaciously, because

we want to get together (laughter), and a thing is never settled

until it is settled right. The only possible basis for Christian

union is not contemptible and cowardly compromise, but

standing for the truth as it is in Jesus, and then your people

will come together. [Applause.] It is not a question of

courtesy, it is a question of loyalty, loyalty not only to the

great Head of the church, but loyalty to our brethren

(applause), loyalty to our brethren of other denominations-

They are coming over as fast as is fairly decent (laughter), and

there is scarcely a well-appointed, modern, up-to-date, Pedo

baptist Church to day that has not a baptistery as well as a

font, and by and by the font will be put in the cellar with the

moles and bats, and there will be nothing but baptisteries.

And so for the sake of the brethren of other denominations,

that I love with a very tender affection, I want us to be con

sistent.

And yet let me say in conclusion that we are courteous.

Even though we believe as we do, and stand where we do, we

try to speak the truth in love and not to give offence ; and we

have never felt ourselves at liberty—I want everybody to

understand this—we have never felt ourselves at liberty to

institute a sort of police surveillance, to have the deacons go

around as a sort of sergeants at-arms to spy out the

camp and to thrust out intruders. There is a book entitled

''The Open Door." Humph! I read it a long time ago.

Nobody ever read it either—they just got through the door

and looked in. That book, written by a man that was once a
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Baptist, insisted upon it that there were Baptist churches in

which old deacons went their rounds and took intruders by the

throat and thrust them out. There never was such a Baptist

Church. We believe in stating our views with reference to the

order of the ordinances on all suitable occasions, but we do not

believe in offensively wounding the sensibilities of our

brethren, but instructing them in the way of the Lord more

perfectly (laughter), hoping that by and by we may come in

the unity of the faith and the knowledge of the Son of God to

a perfect man, to the measure of the stature of the fulness of

Christ, and may God speed the day. [Applause.]

The President:

Please be dismissed in order. Dr. Anderson has an

announcement to make. (Dr. Anderson announced a luncheon

to the members of the Congress at the University on the fol

lowing day.)

Da. Co\lev then pronounced the benediction.
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Second E>ap.

Afternoon Session.

Wednesday, November 17, 1897, 2:00 P.M.

The President :

The brethren have been delayed in reaching here from the

university, but they are on the way, and perhaps we ought not

to begin the discussion before they come in, but we will sing a

selection, and then I will ask Dr. Haynes to lead us in prayer.

We will sing hymn 622,

" Jesus shall reign where'er the sun

Does his successive journeys run."

Dr. Haynes of Chicago then offered prayer.

The President :

I am sure you will all regret with me the fact we are late

in convening this afternoon, for we need a whole afternoon or

more for a topic of so much importance as the topic of this

hour : " Should Denominational Beliefs Impose Limitations

Upon Religious Teachers ? " This discussion is to be opened

by President A. K. De Blois, of Shurtleff College.

Austin K. De Blois, L.L.D., President of Shurtleff College,

111., then read the following:

SHOULD DENOMINATIONAL BELIEFS IMPOSE LIM

ITATIONS ON RELIGIOUS TEACHERS?

Religious teaching is not simply the teaching of religion.

All teaching is religious which conforms to religious ideals.

These are as high as heaven and as deep as the human heart,

for religion asserts the kinship between the finite and the

infinite. In its earliest forms it is the consciousness within the

soul of man, of God or of a Superior Power. In later develop

ments the religious man is one who is conscious of his personal

relations with God. The Christian religion alone is a true

■
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world-religion. It presents a realized ideal in the person of

Jesus Christ, the divine man. Through this mediator it decrees

fellowship with God, and fellowship with humanity, and makes

possible, by the fulness of this fellowship, through a practical

righteousness, the attainment of the ideal life in Christ. Thus

the general place and function of the religious teacher in this

Christian land should not be far to seek. Whether his duties

lie within the precincts of a theological seminary or in the less

professional atmosphere of the college or secondary school, his

teaching must be illumined and transfigured by the light that

shines from the cross. Our religious teaching is Chris

tian. It is Christocentric because Christian. It is biblical,

scientific, rational, because it studies the larger Christ in

revelation, in nature, in history. It is subjective, per

sonal, and predominantly spiritual, because its source is a

personal being, whose measureless life is its initiative and per

vasive principle. It is ethical, but more than this, because

energized and controlled by a vital and vitalizing power. In

relation to the student this teaching is both doctrinal and prac

tical. It toils to secure a broad and intelligent comprehension

of Christ and of Christianity. But it finds no resting-place, it

utterly fails in its mission, if it makes no appeal to the heart

and conscience. It finds its keynote in the emphasis of the

supreme reality of spiritual experience, and the necessity for

Christ-inspired character and conduct in the life of the

individual.

The vast majority of our religious teachers are connected

with one or another of the many denominations into which the

kingdom of Jesus Christ upon earth is divided The denom

inations are scattered fragments of a single faith. Each seeks

to embody in a definite creed the principles of the Christian

religion. Where the spirits of men are unfettered, and

possessed by the passion for truth, these class-divisions are

inevitable. Each branch that strives upward from the parent

trunk to the blue heavens, graceful and strong and massed

with rare foliage, is an expression, more or less perfect, of the

life that gives beauty and vigor to the tree. Religion is one.

Its purpose is to unveil God. It seeks to bring the human

spirit under the absolute sovereignty of the divine spirit, to

teach the heavenly way. But in this high endeavor there

cannot be a complete uniformity in method or in attitude.

Hence the religious life finds its expression in certain dis
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tinctive opinions and beliefs. When the life is most spontane

ous the distinctions are most numerous. They multiply during

epochs of free inquiry. More or less logically connected into

systems they are held by classes or denominations of people.

The classes subdivide again even on questions which are seem

ingly characteristic of the class, as was the case at last evening's

session of this Congress. In the final analysis the differentia

tion is infinite, for no two men believe exactly the same things.

I.

The question of limitation of the teaching of religious

truth by denominational beliefs depends largely upon the char

acter of the relations between the two factors in the problem.

What have they in common ? How do they differ ?

1. They alike glorify Truth. Religious teaching recog

nizes the Truth as personal. It proceeds from Christ who is

Truth, as the point of departure, and returns always to him as

guide and authority. Denominational beliefs are congeries of

truths with admixture of errors, gained laboriously through a

study of the words of Christ. They are an attempt to seize

upon Truth and make it external. Any system of denomina

tional beliefs is necessarily an incomplete representation.

Denominations have been built upon isolated proof-texts.

Denominations have subdivided themselves in quarrels over

words and phrases in the New Testament Scriptures. On the

other hand denominations doubtless exist which approximate

the Truth very closely. In some measure at least they all rec

ognize the supreme value of Truth.

2. Again, the author of Christianity seeks the salvation of

the world, the spiritual union of all mankind in a sacred fellow

ship of faith and hope and love. The stream of spiritual life

which rises at the throne of God flows onward through all lands

and downward through the ages. The Christ life will be the

universal life. It is from God who is one, and to God who is

one. Though Christianity is many sided it is single in essence.

The Christ is one,. the doctrines are few and world-embracing,

the ordinances are few and significant, the Church is one in

conception and plan, the aim of all Christ-directed effort is one.

By emphasis of the inner and necessary unity of Christianity

religious teaching seeks to realize the prayer of Jesus of Naza

reth "that they all may be one, as thou Father art in me and I

in thee, that they may be one in us." Denominationalism im
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plies both unity and diversity. A denomination is " a body of

Christians united by a common faith and form of worship and

discipline." When denominations have sought by any means

to compel belief, to crush the man of alien creed, to uproot

heresy by burning Christian brethren, then a vigorous and

positive denominationalism has degenerated into unwholesome

and bitter sectarianism. The fanatical rage of the bigot, the

schismatic, the proselyter, is productive only of disunion and

disaster. No tyranny of force .can rid the world of denomina

tional differences.

3. The idea of freedom is everywhere present in the

teachings of Jesus. Hegel has said, that "religion is or ought

to be perfect freedom"—Christ's statement is, "I am the

Truth,—ye shall shall know the Truth—the Truth shall make

you free." Religious freedom consists in the emancipation of

the spirit from all limitations, save that which the law of love

in Christ Jesus imposes. The freedom which cuts loose from

this law is rebellion, and ends in self-destruction. Denomina

tions approximate freedom in so far as they approach Christ,

and the pure word of his gospel. If they glory in elaborate

politics, and ecclesiastical forms, and lengthy rituals, if they

find their source of authority in the dogmatic teaching of a

traditional church, they foster the worst form of servitude, the

slavery of conscience.

4. There is also harmony in certain fundamental doctrinal

principles, which religious teaching respects, and all or nearly

all of the denominations acknowledge. How vast is this terri

tory of common ownership ! How rich its soil ! How abund

ant its fruitage ! Radiating from the life of Jesus Christ, true

son of God, leal brother of man, these truths* discover to us the

Personal God whom all worship, the Trinity in Unity, the sin

of man, the redemption wrought through Christ, the Holy

Spirit dwelling in the heart of the redeemed, the life immortal.

In the clear light of these undying and catholic truths all the

world may live rejoicing and die triumphant.

II.

Thus the ideals and principles which underlie religious

leaching and denominational belief are not wholly diverse.

There are certain distinctions which require to be noticed.

1. The habit of religious truth is to exalt the spiritual

being; in the denominations the sum of sound doctrine is
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usually the object of intense regard. Here it is the form,

there the content. If religion is the soul, denominational

beliefs are the body through which the soul speaks. The body

is never the perfect instrument of the soul, nor denominational

beliefs of the religious life. Without the spirit the body is

dead, but what do we know of the spirit apart from the body ?

Again, the whole force of religious truth is solidly set against

class distinctions; while denominationalism, by its very name,

must recognize and bear a part in such distinctions. Again,

the criterion of denominational beliefs which is most frequently

urged is conformity to a standard of objective truth. The

undeviating criterion of the Christianity of Christ is a subjective

or spiritual life. Still further, while denominations came into

being by the wisdom of man, the religion of Jesus was born in

the bosom of Almighty God, the everlasting Father. God is

not a source of confusion but of order. When men have fully

interpreted the Divine plan, when they are wholly responsive

to the Divine life, denominationalism will have no further

reason for existence, or rather, there will be but one denomina

tion or class of Christians. There will be " one fold and one

shepherd."

III.

In view of these general relations of agreement and differ

ence, shall denominational beliefs limit the religious teacher ?

The strenuous advocates of sectarian peculiarities have been

active in every age, in controlling religious teaching in the in

terest of their cherished creeds. When they condescend to

plead or argue, their cries are those of warning, of zeal, or of

devotion. They emphasize the limits which prudence suggests,

which loyalty demands, which love inspires.

t. The limitation in the interest of prudence cannot for

an instant be sustained. Religious teaching is the teaching of

Truth. Can it ever be right to veil truth for policy's sake or

for prudence' sake ? Can truth be harmful or shameful or

hideous in its mien, that it should be hidden or suppressed ?

If a fact of church history clash with certain denominational

beliefs or practices, shall it be screened and covered up by the

religious teacher out of prudential regard for denominational

interests ? The most erratic flight of the imagination cannot

picture Jesus Christ either counselling or countenancing such
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a restriction. Not a divine wisdom but only a demoniac craft

iness could suggest it. It is right that men should be cautious

as well as free. They should hesitate to proclaim a newly dis

covered or rediscovered fact until they are sure of its certitude.

Then duty commands its utterance ! Until then they are held

not by denominational beliefs, but by honor, by love of truth,

by fear of perpetuating error.

2. Is it right that loyalty to denominational principles

should impose limitations ? Prejudice is sometimes mistaken

for loyalty. There are fundamental principles of denomina

tional life, and principles which are important though not fun

damental. Prejudice accepts and battles for all with equal

ardor, whether they concern the form only, or the substance as

well. If party passion drive and govern, if political views

limit broad citizenship, unworthy men step in to rule the great

est city in our nation. Party prejudice, whether in church or

state, is blind and undiscriminating. Loyalty discriminates.

Loyalty discovers the essentials and stands by them in the

faith that conquers. -Loyalty subordinates the lesser principle

to the higher, and crucifies prejudice that truth, whose right it

is to reign, may win her crown, and wear the royal purple. If

the denominational belief accord with the truths of religion,

the loyal teacher will reverence and exalt it, as a part of the

sum of religious knowledge. Here there is perfect harmony.

The denominational belief imposes no restriction. If the de

nominational belief be found to conflict with some religious

truth, the loyal teacher ceases to hold that specific belief. The

greater claim of truth commands his loyalty. Thus religious

truth undermines sectarianism and all false loyalty.

3. Love for the church or for the cause of Christ may be

advanced as a good and sufficient reason for limitation. The

teacher is a member of a denomination. He serves Christ after

a special fashion. He holds that the doctrines of a certain

class of Christians are in fuller accord with the teachings of

Christ than those of any other class. He must define and jus

tify his position. Duty and love alike constrain him. It is

true that the teacher may often find it necessary to state the

reasons for the maintenance of particular beliefs, to trace the

sources of their strength, and to explain their relations to the

general principles of the Christian system. He should support

and defend the denominational principles to which he adheres.

Eut exaggeration of denominational differences, and undue
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emphasis of distinctive tenets spring not from love of the

church, but from devotion to a sect ; not from love of Christ,

but from selfishness. Love " vaunteth not itself, is not puffed

up."

IV.

Shall religious teaching be unfettered, then, or shall it be

hedged about with arbitrary restrictions ? Shall the part gov

ern the whole, or the whole the part ? Shall the body dictate

to the soul, or the soul to the body ? Shall the lips direct the

heart, or the heart speak with the lips ? Did Christ come to

establish religious truth or denominational beliefs ? Which is

greater and which shall rule ? Religion feeds upon ideas. It

has its soul and substance in certain imperishable truths.

These are its life, its vigor, its glory. Parties, politics, sects,

classes, are convenient and useful, but not essential, in the evo

lution and perpetuation of these root-ideas. When they assume

authority and bind the green withes of compulsion about the

free limbs of the Christian thinker, their office must be defined

by him whom they would fetter, in the name of Religious Lib

erty. If the teacher in his thinking has passed beyond his

brethren in the same denomination ; if his beliefs—few or

many—accord no longer with theirs, let him resign his place in

the school where he gives instruction ; let him leave the de

nomination entirely, if need be, but let him never perjure him

self by teaching what he does not believe, or stultify him

self by allowing his teaching to be confined by beliefs which he

has outgrown, or to which he can no longer subscribe.

It is true that there is an unconscious limitation which it is

impossible to avoid. Three tourists view the city of Edin

burgh, one from Calton Hill, one from Arthur's Seat, one from

the ramparts of the castle. Each sees the city, the gardens,

the monuments, St. Giles, old High Street, Holyrood. Each

sees the same yet a different picture. The point of view

determines the character of the scene revealed directly to the

eye. It determines as well the description treasured by the

imagination, and told by the tongue at the distance of a

thousand miles, or after the lapse of a dozen years. So the

point of view must influence the attitude of the thinker, and

limit his teaching of religious truth. This natural bias is

universal; but it so characterizes the thoughts and activities of

all men that we allow for its presence, and thus escape its
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dangers. Apart from this natural and necessary restriction

there should be absolutely no limitation whatever of religious

teaching by denominational beliefs.

1. The character of religious truth proclaims the fact. It

is stable amid all change. It is fundamental. It is authorita

tive. It touches the soul of things. Limitations which the

body puts upon the soul are cramping and repressive and eviL

They fetter its life and darken its glory. So far as the body

interprets the soul its function is high and holy. In such

responsive interpretation the radiant beauty of the soul

appears. So, the tendency in the denomination which is

farthest from the possession of Christian truth in its purity is

the denomination in which the tendency to restrict religious

teaching in the interest of particular sectarian belief is the

greatest. The denomination which most fully follows the

Christ and the words of the Christ will realize most perfectly

the ideal of all religious teaching, and will therefore have the

least occasion for restraining the expression of religious

truth.

2. Consider, then, as an additional confirmation of the

thesis, the purpose of religious teaching. This, for the Christian,

is to unveil Christ, to exalt his character, to expound his

evangel, to share his life. If this purpose be respected, there

is no need of limitation by specific dogmas, although the

elaboration of these dogmas may bring into clearer vision the

life and law of Christ. If the teacher neglect this purpose, or

subordinate it to less exalted ends, he is responsible, not to

these specific beliefs, but to Jesus Christ, whose word he is per

verting. If, again, his distortion of truth be unintentional, or

his views of truth unconsciously erroneous, the specific belief

will have no force to bind him, if the spiritual vision itself be

dimmed or destroyed. Dwarfed and twisted truths are danger

ous things, but the Spirit of God alone can reform and deliver.

Religious teaching is a sacred task. Let him that teacheth

think much and pray oft and speak with the understanding.

And let the spirit of truth and this alone, guide him into all

the truth

3. The history of restricted teaching leads to the same con

clusion. Pharisees, popes, and propagandists have been busy

in every age. They are responsible for innumerable false

positions and retrograde movements. The Jewish teachers

upon whom rests the guilt of the murder of Christ, were
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strictly limited in their religious instruction by their sectarian

principles. They are the parents of the whole brood of bigots

and sectaries. It is the sect-principle that restricts; the sect-

principle and the Christ-principle are at the opposite poles of

the religious life. The sect-principle ends in godlessness; the

Christ-principle has its issue in Godlikeness. Sectarianism always

prescribes conformity to an outer rule, never to an inner law;

but religion is a discipline of the heart. How has the fair

name of the Christian religion been trailed in the mire by

savage and intolerant defenders of the faith, whose fierce blades

were ever dripping with the blood of fresh victims, and whose

shiboleth was, " conform or perish." Read the example of the

Romish church by the lurid flames that light the face of the

martyr Huss, who dared utter his convictions in his lecture-

hall at the University of Prague. Read the example of

England in the rivers of blood that stain the splendor of her

heroic age of literature. Read the example of New England

in such acts as the deposition of Henry Dunster from the

presidency of Harvard College. To-day the same spirit is

straining every nerve to re-establish denominational teaching

under State patronage in the Board-schools of England, that in

thousands of parishes, in the future as in the past, noncon

formist parents may be compelled to send their children to

these institutions, manned by teachers charged to teach Angh

canism, and hatred of Nonconformity! Shall we iollow in

their train ?

4. The same fact appears if we regard more narrowly the

welfare of the student. It is necessary that he should receive

careful religious training during the critical and formative

years of his life. It is necessary that he should have clear ideas

of God and of His Word. That he should recognize his relations

to God, the moral Governor and supreme Ruler of the Universe.

That he should realize his duties and responsibilities as a

person. That he should know Jesus Christ, and trace the

presence and the power of his life amongst his people in suc

ceeding generations. That he should formulate an ideal of

Christian character, and start in earnest quest of that ideal.

On the other hand, it is not necessary that he should be taught

the tenets of a special class of religious people; that he should

repeat confessions and rubrics and creeds, that he should sub

scribe to certain articles of faith, one,or nine,or thirty-nine. The

special doctrines are useful and necessary only in so far as they
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provide a channel through which the current of the inner life

may find expression .

5. The character and demands of the times confirm our

position. It is true that the sword of the heresy-hunter even

to-day is keen for slaughter. It is true that the despotism of

dogmatism has not ceased. Yet persecution builds the cause

that it would break. Denominations will increase before they

will decrease. Independence, Inquiry, Individualism, are

ruling spirits in our time. They tend to multiply differences

in certain directions, but out of the multiplicity there will surely

come a higher unity, marvellous and mystical, and mighty

because spiritual, which will join the hands and hearts of men

who wander far apart, and tell them of

" One God, which ever lives and loves,

One God, one Law, one Element,

And one far-off Divine event,

To which the whole Creation moves."

There is a deep and noble spirit in the age. The forces of

evil are tremendously strong and malignantly bitter, yet the

times are not irreligious. Vastly more Christian, vastly more

pure, vastly more Christ-like is this age than any that has gone.

Never has Christian learning spread so beneficently, so rap

idly, or so widely. Never have Christian schools attained so hon

orable a place, so peerless a vantage-ground. Never have

Christian men bestowed their wealth so freely for the cause of

higher education. Never have such a mighty army of conse

crated teachers stood in line of battle against the forces of

ignorance and darkness. In the wide-spread awakening of

interest in Bible study in the colleges of America a prophecy

and a promise may be clearly read. But the spirit of the time,

thus thoroughly in harmony with the victorious march of

Christian truth, demands freedom in study, freedom of research,

freedom of teaching. This is not the time of forging of fetters;

it is an age of deliverance from bondage.

6. Above all we may confidently point to the example and

teaching of Jesus Christ. He sketched massive outlines. He

uttered deep, soul-stirring truths. He established broad gen

eral principles rather than specific rules. Never did he de

scend to minute particulars. He is our guide. The author of

Christianity is the life of the Christian system. , Though his

main concern was life, he suggested a structure which was to
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contain the life created in him. To this extent he may be

called a denominationalist. But the transcendent emphasis

was laid upon subjective spiritual experience.

In the light of the gospel of Christ we may pronounce our

convictions. Religious teaching limited is freedom of consci

ence abrogated. Religious teaching limited is the right of

private judgment restricted. Religious teaching limited is

freedom of speech denied. Religious teaching limited is relig

ious liberty destroyed. Religious teaching limited is a return

to tradition and the rule of authority.

To Christ the Christian teacher is responsible. And to

Christ the world is turning ! Wistfully, hopefully, eagerly,

men are learning the story of the carpenter of Nazareth.

Gentiles have come to his light. Nations have been born in a

day. The socialist hails him as master, and claims him as the

people's friend. The mystic witnesses here the perfect unfold

ing of the Infinite Being. The student traces with wonder the

line of the Christ life in the progress of the ages. The plain

man finds a helper. The idealist reveres the life of lofty sub

limity. The ethicist admires the holy character. The sinntr

worships his Saviour. The disciple follows his risen Lord.

The saint adores the glorified Redeemer.

" And laden souls, by thousands meekly stealing,

Kind Shepherd, turn their weary steps to Thee."

The children of men with open hearts and willing minds

are listening to the exquisite music of the Saviour's voice.

Their stormy hearts are thrilled by its message of peace and

deliverance. They are looking into the face of the living

Christ, changed into beauty ineffable by the dark woes of Cal

vary and the grave. They are following the great teacher, and

he will lead them wisely.

Vice-President Conley :

The next writer upon this topic is Rev. Dr. A. K. Parker,

pastor of the Centennial Church of this city, who will now take

the platform.

Rev. A. K. Parker, D. D., of Chicago, presented the follow

ing paper :

In the discussion of this topic I am asked to speak from

the point of view of the minister. My subject, then, is this.
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Should Denominational Beliefs Impose Limitations upon the

Teaching of the Pulpit ?

I understand by denominational beliefs the beliefs which

Baptist churches hold in common. These beliefs have never

been put into a Baptist creed, or confession of faith whose

authority has been always and everywhere and by everybody

recognized. The articles of faith contained in a Baptist

manual bearing in the imprint of its publishers a weighty

denominational endorsement have been very widely adopted in

the organization of Baptist churches, and the presentation of

these articles invariably proves satisfactory to the council

inquiring into the orthodoxy of the church which desires recog

nition, but no council dreams of requiring these particular

standards as the condition .of denominational fellowship. No

one to-day is interested in defending the exact language of our

time-honored Baptist confessions. A church may make its

choice among them. It may refuse them all. It may frame a

new one. It may even decline to set forth any formal confes

sion of faith, and content itself with the acceptance of the

Bible as the only authoritative standard of Christian doctrine

and duty. This large liberty as respects creeds, Baptist

churches may enjoy without censure or suspicion.

Nevertheless there is a body of beliefs which Baptist

churches hold in common. The acceptance of such beliefs,

for example, as the Being of God, the divine human nature of

Christ, the personality of the Holy Spirit, the atonement, a

regenerate church membership, baptism by the immersion of

the believer, the independence of the local church, creates the

denomination. When we call a company of Christian believers

a Baptist Church we assume that it is entitled to that name

because it holds the beliefs common to Baptist Churches. When

a Christian minister says " I am a Baptist," we assume that he

holds and teaches the beliefs common to Baptist Churches.

There are denominational beliefs then, which a religious

teacher cannot repudiate or contradict if he is to continue to

teach in a denominational pulpit. By the recognition of these

beliefs his teaching is limited. When he is no longer able to

accept these limitations, he discards the denominational con

nection. Let this admission be made without reluctance or

reservation.

Entirely consistent with this admission, however, is the

claim that the limitations properly placed upon the minister's
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teaching cannot properly be imposed upon his thinking. De

nominational beliefs must not be removed from the list of sub

jects which he holds open continually to scrutiny. There are

no barriers at which his pursuit of the answer to a tormenting

question or his search for the solution of a haunting doubt need

draw rein. Let him follow fearlessly whithersoever they lead.

Nor need the largest freedom of inquiry in regard to all con

ceivable religious questions, denominational or otherwise, dis

credit the candor and honesty of the teaching. Rather must it

be said of the pulpit teacher that his very fitness to teach de

pends upon the cordial and unstinted hospitality which his

mind offers to all who seek entertainment therein. Let him

begin to ask for the credentials given by tradition or orthodoxy

or the common consent of the churches before he opens the

door to parley with an applicant, and he becomes himself a

prisoner, powerless to speak to others the enfranchising and

illuminating word.

Denominational beliefs impose limitations upon the teach

ing of the pulpit. But this statement must itself be limited by

a stricter definition.

i. The distinction must be maintained between the

beliefs which Baptist churches hold in common and beliefs

commonly held in Baptist churches. Beliefs held in common

impose upon the teacher limitations. Beliefs commonly held

have no other authority than that which belongs to the con

victions of the majority.

It will be admitted without hesitation that the most

unquestioning acceptance of a particular belief by a very large

number of Baptist churches does not of itself constitute a dis

tinctively Baptist belief. The dissenting minority is composed,

notwithstanding its dissent, of churches of like faith and order.

Absolute unanimity of doctrine and practice has never been

thought essential to denominational unity. The discussions of

this Baptist Congress for the past fifteen years testify to the

existence among Baptists of wide differences of belief in regard

even to matters of grave importance. The Congress is as far

from wishing to minimize these differences as to magnify

them It would be an inaccurate use of language to say that

it tolerates them. It accepts them and studies them. It is as

far as possible from proposing to reconcile them. The attitude

of the Congress so far is the attitude of the denomination.

The denomination is profoundly interested in the survey of the
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differences which exist among its religious teachers. But it is

not in the least alarmed nor at all concerned to persuade these

teachers to ignore their differences.

It is not forgotten that the assertion recently made in

plain language that the denomination contains within itself two

quite distinctly defined schools or parties, entitled each to its

peculiar rights, has been by some strenuously denied. This, it

is thought, is disloyal speech, and may even be construed into

a threat of disruption. But protests do not alter facts. The

differences exist, whether we" describe them as tendencies or

schools. The differences exist, however fervently we may wish

that they should have no existence. It is one thing to offer a

resolution that we all think alike, and to pass the resolution by

a majority vote. It is another thing, in the Baptist denomina

tion at least, to pass the complimentary resolution making the

vote unanimous. It will never be done.

Two Baptist ministers were discussing once the teaching

of a brother whose fame, if not his praise, is in all the churches.

Said Mr. A. to Mr. B , " I tell you this teaching goes altogether

too far, and the churches won't stand it." Said Mr. B. to Mr.

A., "You do err, my brother. It is you who go too far. Be

content with saying, some of the churches won't stand it."

Is not Mr. B. a more consistent Baptist than Mr. A ? The

churches that won't stand it are free to make what repudiation

of the objectionable teaching they will; but it does not follow,

as a consequence of this repudiation, that the churches which

will stand it are not safely within the limits which divide the

Baptist denomination from other Christian bodies.

Good men, in their zeal for the defence of the faith, once

for all delivered to the saints, have frequently overlooked this

plain distinction between the beliefs common to Baptists and

beliefs commonly held in Baptist churches. It is necessary,

nevertheless, to insist upon it, if one values the liberty of utter

ance which has always been regarded as the prerogative of a

Baptist pulpit. Far better, if need be, to suffer a cloud upon

one's orthodoxy than by the denial of the distinction just

affirmed, to consent to the intolerable yoke of bondage to every

belief which gains temporarily wide acceptance, and is, ve

hemently defended by influential preachers and teachers.

To illustrate by the most familiar of instances. Upon

numberless occasions Baptist Associations and Conventions

have passed resolutions which, by the plain man's interpreta
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tion of them, appear to affirm that total abstinence is so unmis

takably enjoined in the New Testament, that the refusal to

accept a total abstinence pledge can only be construed as wilful

disobedience to the commands of inspired men, and further,

that the refusal to vote the ticket of the Prohibition Party is

evidence of total inability to pray for the overthrow of the

saloon. Such resolutions have frequently been passed by large

and enthusiastic majorities, representing a strong and wide

spread Baptist sentiment. But if one brother shall conscien

tiously refuse to accept them, saying, I do not so read my New

Testament, and understand my duty, must he therefore leave

the denomination, to be invited to return when Baptist senti

ment shall change ?

2. A second distinction must be maintained. The accept

ance of a particular belief, is not the same thing as the accept

ance of this or the other formulation of that belief.

The reasonableness of the claim thus stated is obvious

enough. But suspicion attaches to it, nevertheless. Under

stress of the necessity of finding a way of escape from burden

some creed subscriptions, subtle minds have pressed this dis

tinction unfairly ; and candid men, in their abhorrence of these

disingenuous pleas, have gone far toward confounding the

revealed truths of scripture with the doctrinal statements

which, to their minds, carry the only allowable interpretation

of these truths, and have been reluctant to admit that the one

can be taken and the other left. When one disputant says to

another, " I accept as cordially as anyone can the truth of

justification by faith, but I can by no means consent to your

exegesis of the Epistle to the Romans," popular sympathy will

always go with his opponent when he replies to this jesuitical

evasion, " My interpretation of these texts accepts them in the

sense in which unlettered men, seeking only the truth, have

always understood them ; and in refusing this, the only legiti

mate interpretation, you are in fact denying the doctrine itself."

Such a rejoinder appeals to all, and their number is large, who

assume that the simplest solution of a difficult question is the

true one, and their hearty approval is given to this downright

metjiod of dealing with the craftiness which treacherously

undermines the foundations upon which it professes to be

building.

Unpopular though the distinction may be, it is too import

ant to sound thinking to be abandoned. The Christian teacher
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cannot be compelled by any such pressure of public opinion

to make a choice between an acceptance of a commonly

received interpretation of a doctrine and the abandonment of

the doctrine itself. In defending another interpretation he is

clearly within his rights. In seeking to overthrow the

accepted interpretation and to establish a new one, he is clearly

within his rights. No one will question this position who

remembers how often the heresies of yesterday have won the

unchallenged standing of orthodoxies to-morrow, or who

believes in "the inevitableness of new theologies."

The Inspiration of the Scripture, for example, must be

numbered among the beliefs which Baptists hold in common ;

but no single theory of inspiration can claim universal accept

ance among Baptists. The Rev. Dr. Errancy certainly will not

say that the theory of inspiration held by his esteemed brother,

the Rev. Dr. Dictation carries him outside the limits of ortho

dox denominational teaching. Let Dr. Dictation practice a

cordial reciprocity of toleration. Neither is barred the

privilege of holding and of teaching his doctrine.

3. A third distinction must be maintained, that, namely,

between the acceptance of a denominational belief and an

adherence to the practices which are commonly thought to be

necessary inferences from that belief.

Principles, that is to say, are not sacrificed because the prac

tices long associated with them are abandoned. Criticism upon

the methods employed of old time in the work or worship or

administration of the church on the ground that these methods

have outlived their usefulness and are no longer efficient or

economical, is not a covert attack upon accepted denomina

tional beliefs. The abandonment of the revival meetings so

successful in the past does not carry with it the rejection of

the doctrine of regeneration. The organization of a perma

nent council in a given community may or may not be advis

able and desirable, but its advocacy is not a denial of the doc

trine of the independence of the local church. This is so plain

that it would not need to be said were it not that the not un-

frequent application of the epithet unbaptistic to proposed

revisions or amendments of time honored customs puts upon

the supporters of these changes an undeserved stigma and

reproach. Nothing in truth is more unbaptistic than a demand

of conformity for conformity's sake. Let not the conservative

glory in his conservatism, neither let the setter-forth of sensa
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tions glory in his sky-rockets ; but let him that glorieth glory

in this, that he is faithful to the trust committed to him, striv

ing to commend the truth to every man's conscience in the

sight of God.

So far as regards the doctrine that denominational beliefs

impose limitations upon religious teachers. The teacher in a

denominational pulpit is limited by the beliefs held in common

by the churches of that denomination, but not therefore by

beliefs commonly held. He is limited by the beliefs them

selves, and not by the interpretations commonly put upon

them, nor by methods and customs commonly associated with

them. Further, whatever limits may properly be imposed

upon his teaching, in his thinking he is unfettered.

This remains to be said. The teacher in the pulpit may

easily fail to meet his highest and most serious obligations

through an extreme solicitude to respect denominational limi

tations. If in the indulgence of this solicitude he learns to

think of them as danger signals warning him off a territory

which he enters at his peril, it is extremely likely that the limits

he must not transgress will appear to his timidity far narrower

than they really are. To trace boundaries will become by and by

his occupation. He may even suppose, as he is more and more

engrossed in this self-imposed task, that within the barriers he

has himself set up the kingdom of heaven is included. The

more exact and comprehensive the definition of heresy, the

easier to find the men to whom it will apply. The teacher who

stands in the pulpit may regard himself as commissioned to

teach the truth he has learned and to uphold denominational

beliefs so far as their support is involved in his commission.

He may reverse this order. There can be no question as to

the duty which will take precedence in the conviction of the

self-respecting and loyal minister of Jesus Christ.

But what shall the teacher in the pulpit do if the truth he

is compelled to teach appears to conflict with one or more of

the beliefs held in common in the denomination?

First, let him deliver his message. Let the prophet that

hath a word, speak that word faithfully. It does not matter in

the least that he becomes thereby a disturber of the peace

God has wrought mightily in the past for the overthrow of

error and the advancement of the truth through men who were

reckoned, and not without cause, to be disturbers of the peace

of their brethren.
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But when his message is delivered, shall he at once take

himself quietly out of the denomination that the agitation of

which he has been reluctantly the cause may as quickly as pos

sible subside? Far be it from us to offer that advice. In

deference to the rights of his brethren it may be necessary for

him to go. In the maintenance of his own self-respect, it may

be necessary for him to go. But the speedy subsidence of the

agitation is not the only or the most important consideration.

Denominational beliefs claiming a place among those held in

common by the churches are not weakened, much less over

thrown at the first sharp challenge. Let not our brother be in

haste to depart when his message is delivered. Delay may

show that he is the spokesman of a minority within the

denomination which, though it has lacked utterance, has

incontestably a right to be heard.

Is this position inconsistent with the admission already

made that there are limits which the denominational teacher

must respect ? It may appear so. But one will not make too

much of this inconsistency unless he is prepared to defend the

proposition that the denominational limits which are confessed

to-day shall continue, world without end.

That they will ever be narrower than they are to day is

impossible. Our most conservative brethren do not wish to

see the denomination straitened by the smallest depriva

tion of the liberty of prophesying which it now enjoys. That

they will be larger than they are lo-day is far from improbable.

Boundaries shift imperceptibly with every restatement of old

beliefs, and these restatements will continue to be made while

the stars have their courses. Some of the beliefs which Bap

tist Churches hold in common to-day may conceivably, in time

to come, pass over into the less select company of beliefs com

monly held. Let the teacher who is almost persuaded that he

must seek another fellowship tarry a little. Is he certain that

he has traced accurately the dividing line ? It may be that he

is yet on the right side of it, and permitted, casting away his

fears, to cry with a glad heart, " Beloved brethren, you and I

are Baptists."

Vice-President Conley:

The next on our programme is Rev. R. T. Jones, of Ithaca,

N.Y,, one of the appointed speakers, who has for reasons satisfac

tory to himself, and which, I presume, would be satisfactory to
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us if they were explained, decided to write rather than to speak,

and thus violate one of the rules of the body, but unless

there is some protest we will let him tell his message as he

chooses.

Rev. R. T. Jones:

I am sorry to ask the indulgence of our Chairman and the

body to write rather than to speak what I have to say, but not

being a ready extempore speaker, and speaking upon so

important a problem as this, I prefer by far to put it in

this way:

Mr. President : The preceding papers have dealt with the

problem before us from the two points of view involved in its

statement, the relation of the preacher and of the professor in

their teaching, to their denominational beliefs. Discussed

thus separately, they have been able to deal with it with a

detail hardly possible to those of us who confront the entire

question. * And yet the question as a whole returns to us, and

to this your appointed speakers address themselves.

Replying generally to the question, should the religious

teacher be limited in his teaching by denominational beliefs, or

by anything, we answer. No. He should feel he has one office,

and only one, namely, to be a searcher for the truth, and a

declarer of his conclusions with regard to it, unhindered by

anything and everything. If his denominational beliefs repre

sent to him the truth, as doubtless they do in most instances,

well and good. He can then defend them, and feel that in so

doing, he is supporting the truth. But even in such a case, it

it should be because incidentally, as a truth seeker he finds this

so. He should not assume primarily that his denominational

opinions are the truth, that with them the last word had been

said, and teach them so. Such an attitude is a betrayal of the

truth at the very start, because it does not put him in the posi

tion of a learner; but assumes at the outset that all has been

learned. The preacher or teacher ought, in our judgment, to

stand before every question of life, thought, and the Bible, as a

seeker for God's thought in it, and regard present opinion upon

every aspect of it as the truth, only as at present apprehended.

God may have something yet to add to it, or take away from

it, or may cause us to see it in different relations. And to

teach it as ultimate and final, would be to make this impossible.
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Such an attitude may easily be the butt of men who regard

such a position to denominational beliefs as uncertain, because

they are not made final. But to no thoughtful or honest student

will it so appear.

The eagerness to declare opinions final, in order that they

may not appear uncertain, is responsible for no small degree of

unthinking dogmatism. All denominational beliefs are but

registrations of opinion up to a certain period, and may or may

not be true for the future, and there is no weakness in so

stating it, but rather all possible rational strength. The atti

tude of every true religious teacher, then, should be that of a

searcher for the truth in and of itself, irrespective of all

denominational opinions, and of any outcome his own honest,

earnest investigation may bring to him. And denominational

beliefs should be regarded as true, only as out of such an impar

tial and single eyed search for the truth, such as one becomes

convinced that they are true. Always in this way, and not in

the other. Always as something incidental to our search for

truth, and not an assumption of it beforehand. I mean assump

tion, in the sense of certainty. Tentative assumption may, of

course be made, and must be made, where there has not been

opportunity for investigation, and pending that ; but never

assumption in the sense of certainty.

It is to be regretted exceedingly, I may add, that in so much

of our preaching and teaching, the opposite position is so often

taken; that our denominational registrations are assumed to be

the final and ultimate truth, and everything also made to

square with them. I agree with every good Baptist here in

believing that, in our essential position, we hold the truth; but

I should feel myself untrue to God, if that conclusion was not a

corroboration secured in the larger search for truth itself,

rather than an assumption made beforehand. So in answer to

the general question, should the religious teacher be limited in

his teaching by denominational beliefs, I answer, No. He

ought to be a truth seeker, pure and simple, as independent of

denominational beliefs as if he had never heard of them, and

then find, if he does so, entirely by way of corroboration, that

what he has held denominationally, is true.

But the question now arises, supposing that in such a

single-eyed search for truth, the religious teacher finds himself

becoming doubtful as regards his denominational beliefs, or

entirely disagreeing with them, what is he to do ? Is he to
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teach on, right where he is, without sense of limitation, or

would he naturally be limited as a matter of honor, or in other

ways, by his relations with the body he serves ?

The question must have an entirely different answer, it

seems to me, according as we think of such a teacher as associ

ated with a denomination having a stated body of opinion, like

the Presbyterians, or accepting such himself personally, what

ever the body ; or, connected with one, like our own, having

no stated beliefs, and personally accepting none himself.

If asked of a religious teacher under the former conditions,

there seems to be no way of escaping an affirmative answer.

Such an one would be limited by his denominational beliefs,

and must be. Even though he does not accept them in their

historic, but only in their current sense, as most of them do

now, they are sufficiently definite in that, to constitute a

practical agreement between himself and those with whom he

labors, to further those things. If, therefore, he becomes

seriously doubtful of them, or feels he no longer holds them,

it becomes only a matter of honor for him, in some way, to

submit his change of thought to those he. serves, and leave

himself at their disposal. To claim the right to teach on with

out limit, under such circumstances, would mean the conscious

limitation of those with whom he labors, and after an implied

agreement, at least, to do otherwise. So, as far as teachers in

communion having stated bodies of opinion are concerned,

this is our conclusion : If they depart from them, they should,

in honor, make it known to those they serve, and leave them

selves in their hands. And this applies as well, it seems to me,

to teachers in bodies having no formulated opinions ; but who

yet pledge themselves consciously and knowingly to teach cer

tain conclusions, as is done in some instances among ourselves.

Although we have no expressed body of belief, a pledge is

demanded of the teachers in some of our seminaries, to teach

to certain generally understood positions. Now if such teach

ers depart from those positions, or become seriously doubtful

of them, they should in honor take the course specified.

But while that may be stated as a general principle, one

can not do so without qualification. Whether any specific

teacher or preacher, under such circumstances would need to

take such a course, would depend very much on the particular

points at issue, his degree of disturbance over them, and his

local situation. He would need to do so, too, far sooner as a
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teacher than as a preacher, a wider liberty being recognized in

the case of the preacher, than of the theological teacher.

It is not always a duty of the religious teacher, to quickly

get out. The thought of denominations is undergoing change

on many points deemed vital only a little before (as was evi

denced here last night) and the religious teacher must

determine his degree of fellowship or disfellowship with his

body, not so much by its acknowledged standards, as by the

general attitude to them at that time. Then, too, the minority

has its rights as well as the majority, and they have been true

interpreters of the will of God fully as often as the majority.

Because a man stands alone, it does not by any means follow

that he is wrong. It does not show that he is right, to be sure,

but equally it does not show that he is wrong.

So I say that while as a general statement, I think, a religi

ous teacher agreeing to teach certain things, should, in honor,

make known his change of opinion to those he serves, if he

experiences such, it is at the same time subject to many quali

fications, according to the man, and the points at issue, the

local situation, etc.

But now as regards a religious teacher in a denomination

like our own, where there are no formulated opinions, where

the body is based not on a creed, but upon experience, upon

life, the demand, I think, should be entirely different. Not

subscribing to any specified body of opinions, not holding his

relationship to others as a teacher because of any agreement

stated, or understood, to teach to certain conclusions ; but

being a truth seeker, pure and simple, he should not be limited

in bis teachings, except by that carefulness which every wise

man should observe, to not speak hastily or prematurely. But

sure of his ground, he should not feel himself limited in say

ing out anything he finds within him, that he believes to be

true. I say, this is the way I think it should be in a body like

our own, founded not upon formulated opinions, but upon a

life experience. Not that we would say that the life experience,

of which we speak, does not resolve itself, as a matter of

thought, into beliefs ; but that we are not related to it in that

way. You can resolve a living man into bones, muscles, and

blood, but we are not primarily related to him in that way ;

but as a living man. We are based as a denomination not upon

the beliefs implied in a life experience of God, though they are

there ; but upon the living experience itself. We say, there
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fore, that subscribing to no body of opinion, either formulated

or understood, the religious teacher, with us, should not find

himself limited in saying anything, which, in his honest search

for truth, he believes to be true. I say this is the way it

should be.

As a matter of fact, however, this is not the way we find

it. The Baptist preacher to-day, and the Baptist teacher in

most of our Northern seminaries, subscribes to no creed ; but

both are held to what, in effect, amounts to the same thing.

Men are with difficulty ordained in our body to-day without

subscribing to what is practically a creed; to a generally

recognized opinion upon the Godhead, the inspiration of the

scriptures, the person of Christ, the atonement, the ordinances,

and much else, not definitely stated but generally held. And

no man can hold a chair in one of our theological schools, even

tlie freest, who does not teach to equally well understood con

clusions in these matters. And if either preacher or teacher

does not do this, the majority of the body hold that there is

but one honorable course for him, and that is to go out And

if he does not do that, he either holds his place in criticism and

threatening, or else is put out. And in most of our churches

some form of assent is expected of those entering them, to

points of belief embodied in what is called its articles of faith.

We may call them by some other name than a creed, and say

they are not demanded, which may be true in a way, but they

are practically exclusive to the man who refuses them.

We maintain that this shows that we are practically upon a

creedal basis, though condemning creeds. We are not permit

ting people to enter our churches, or our religious teachers to

teach, purely upon the basis of a personal experience of God,

and an independent living search for his truth, but by what

they hold of opinion in accord with us.

But is that the Baptist position? Did we not come into

being because we refused to permit the State to dictate to us

in religion? We declared that no one had any right to impose

an interpretation of God's Book upon us, that it was each

individual's right to do this, and his alone ; that religion was

an experience, and not a dogma ; and that no power outside

the individual soul, should dictate its beliefs. And have we

not been telling the world ever since that that is where we

stand ; that we have no creeds, that we have only a Covenant,

an agreement to live after a certain fashion, based upon a
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common experience ? Did not our fathers in many instances

disclaim even the name "denomination," claiming that we

were only a sisterhood of churches ? Have there not been

voices raised against our ordaining councils, on the ground

that they defined beliefs ? And yet the fact is, that while we

are not organized as a denomination, and have no stated

opinions, there is yet a body of belief among us, almost as

rigid as in the formally creedal communions, and almost

as effective as theirs in differentiating, both in the pulpit and in

the schools, those who hold or do not hold it. Not by heresy

trials, I mean. We glory in not having such ; but it might be

much more honest if we did, if men were squarely told the

grievance against them, and the issue fairly faced as to

whether we were to insist on certain things, and what we

meant by those things. And it impresses me that we are

growing in this direction, in a sensitiveness to having any

but specific teachings given in our pulpits and seminary chairs,

and a disposition to hunt out heresy, lest the things we believe

shall in some surreptitious, or clandestine way, be undermined.

That I do not speak incorrectly witness events in some of

our theological schools, where men have been ejected for

opinions held by no small part of our own body, and where

growlings and threatenings are heard against other incumb

ents. Witness the fact that in some of them an oath is

demanded to teach to specific conclusions, compelling the for

feiture of all liberty of investigation at the very outset, on the

part of the man taking it, and a stultifying of his independ

ence as a truth seeker. Witness ordination councils going

over the beliefs of candidates, expecting certain conclusions,

and either refusing ordination or doing it charily, except as

they are held. This means, to many of us at least, a practically

creedal basis, which we regard as wholly unbaptistic. It is

making a body of opinions, more or less definite, the basis of

fellowship with us, when fellowship should be grounded alone

npon the experience of God in the soul ; and compelling the

holding of certain views of truth, when by our history we

should leave each free to make his own. It is essentially a

tendency toward Presbyterianism, toward setting fast of cer

tain forms of faith and making them binding. Resisting the

interpretations of others, and claiming, with our blood, the

right of private judgment, we are unbaptistic when we our

selves force upon others any body of opinions, refusing them
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fellowship unless they maintain them. That is the creedal

basis, and where I think, in practice, we essentially are.

For these reasons, I say, I think the religious teacher in a

communion having no formulated beliefs, but based upon

a personal experience of God in the soul, should be absolutely

free in his search for what he believes to be true, and declara

tion of it, and that no change of view at any time should

oblige him on any ground of honor to do differently.

But some one asks to what this would lead ? It is always

hard, I answer, to follow ideas to conclusions, and especially in

religious thought. It is safer to stop with general statements.

They lead us over new ground, and appall us by situations

unanticipated and unconsidered. It is likely to be so in this

matter, and to cause the one pursuing them, to appear lacking

both in denominational loyalty, and in reverence for sacred

traditions. It opens him also to ridicule, if he cannot show

on the instant, how his thought harmoniously adjusts itself to

every possible application of it, of which any man can con

ceive. At the risk of such a possibility, I would say that I

think our position would lead only to what we ostensibly stand

for in history, namely, absolute freedom of interpretation by

every individual, unhindered by any ; and to the free declara

tion of what he believes to be true, unhindered by any. That

is where it would lead, and where I think the pre-eminent

righteousness of the Baptist position lies. In this alone lies

the freedom of the individual conscience, liberty for investiga

tion, and hope of progress. Qualify this, in the least, and to

some degree, those great ends for which our fathers suffered,

and for which the world has waited, are put in jeopardy.

But would not this imperil many of our present positions?

Would it not rob the church of power to exact anything in the

way of belief from those presenting themselves to it, even

baptism ? Yes, and we should say that it ought to be robbed

of this power, if it is a Baptist Church. We should say that its

office was only to judge of the reality or unreality of the

experience of God in the candidate's soul, and to do this, not

by dogmatic, but by spiritual tests. Among many of the

Anabaptists, there was not even the demand for baptism,

because it was an infringement of the candidate's right to

interpret the truth for himself.

But would not this mean the right to deny the authority of

the Bible itself and the authority of the undeniable teachings
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of Jesus ? It is mixing things badly to put two such questions

together ; but for the sake of the thought evidently in the mind

of the questioner, and for the sake of dodging in no wise any

conclusion from our premises, I state it in this way. We answer

that in our judgment, neither the Biblical writings nor the words

of Jesus were divinely intended to be an arbitrary, external

authority. The authority they possess lies in the truth contained

in them, and in the appeal of this truth to the soul. The great

disciple of Jesus, who set aside the law as an external authority,

had certainly no desire to substitute for it his own epistles.

Rather has he himself declared that the substitute he had in

mind, was the "law of the Spirit of Life."- And herein he

rightly understood his Master. Jesus would not be a new task

master after the order of the old ; but a guide to God freely

followed. Liberty of private judgment would not lead, then,

we affirm, to a rejection of the Bible as an authority, but to a

higher and truer sense of its authoritiveness.

But would it not change our denominational thought in

many other ways? Yes. It would make a Baptist Church, for

instance, a company of those who had passed through a personal

experience of God in their souls, a change of heart as we call it,

and who were together for the purpose of building up them

selves and the world, through an entirely independent, and rev

erent search for the truth.

The Baptist denomination would simply be the sisterhood

of such churches, non-creedal, non-Episcopal, meeting in such

unions as they might choose, simply for better comparison of

thought, and larger inspiration to personal godliness and labor

for mankind.

A Baptist minister would be any man of God, thought fit

by the body over whom he was to minister, to do the work of

teaching. He would be absolutely unlimited in his declarations,

his people expecting him to study simply with the view of find

ing the truth, and declaring his convictions as he reached

them.

A Baptist theological school would be a school where sincere

and reverent scholars would be assembled in the different de

partments of religious knowledge, to teach their best conclu

sions in any line of Biblical research. The only limit being

that they be men of undoubted piety, honesty of purpose, and

scholarly capability.

An ordaining council would have for its functions, not an

107165
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enquiry into the candidate's views upon doctrine ; but an ex

amination of the reality of his Christian experience, and apt

ness to teach. Aptness, I mean, in the sense of capacity for

imparting knowledge, and for general religious leader

ship.

Now this may all be different from the present situation of

things, and I admit it is. But from the way I think it ought to

be, considering our Baptist groundings, our fundamental and

historic position, it is the only logical outcome. And I think

instead of being disastrous to the denomination, it would mean

the true reclaiming of our heritage. We have so small a herit

age now that it it is sometimes difficult, in view of the great

movement of Christendom toward essentials, to know why we

exist. Of course we have many advantages, and they have

been noted to-day, and no one rejoices in them more than the

speaker ; but they are microscopic compared with what they

might be. But standing upon our historic groundings, and fol

lowing them out to their conclusions, we have the body the

world has long waited for, and that would make its own way

into power and mastery.

It does not follow that if such an attitude was taken,

we should become the harborage of every religious crank.

Our demand for a positive life experience of God would prevent

that. Nor does it follow that we should represent an endless

mass of clashing opinions. The present tendency of Christen

dom to come together upon the great life facts of faith, is

everywhere manifest. The thought of believers flows very

happily together when the dogmatic demand is taken off. It

is the dogmatic demand that creates the clash of opinion, and

war of words. The great spiritual facts underlying all religious

experience are so far common, that they hold us together in a

larger, happier, and truer unity, than any dogmatic bond.

Nor would our position mean the impossibility of church

organization, or maintenance of any line of religious labor now

employed. The world, in our judgment, has long waited for

the true Baptist Church, and would find its thought of life- fel

lowship no bar to any unity of labor, or extension of the field of

Christian service, now in use. Rather should we expect to see

it further all these, by as much as a vital Christian purpose,

unlimited by any dogmatic hindrance, would be a greater spir

itual force, than such ; and make us contributors to the world's

divinest progress as we now cannot be.
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This is not offered combatively, let me say, nor yet is it

offered timidly. It is given in this place of free discussion for

the thinking of brethren, Whom the speaker believes, like him

self, however differing, to be honest searchers for God's truest

way ; and who he believes are not so bound in any way they

now hold, that they cannot be hospitable, at least, to the con

sideration of any view of truth, lovingly and reverently pre

sented.

Vice-President Conley :

The second appointed speaker is Dr. Geo. A. Lofton, of

Nashville, Tenn.

Dr. Geo. A. Lofton :

1. By denominational beliefs we mean denominational

creeds. Denominational existence and . authority imply a

creed; and a creedless denomination is an absurdity. Whether

written or unwritten, every denomination has a creed or a

theology which is its authoritative interpretation of the Bible.

Even the liberal religions, though decrying creeds and

churches, present the anomalous aspect of conflicting beliefs

which agree in disagreeing with themselves as well as with all

others. The very negation of all beliefs is a belief in some

thing, in unbelief of the Bible.

2. A creed is essential to all orderly and authoritative

denominational existence. Whether there ought to be differ

ent denominations basing their existence upon the Bible is

another question ; but since Christians divide along denomina

tional lines, it is but right that they should be differentiated by

distinctive beliefs and maintain them. Creeds originated in

the early history of Christianity from controversy with error ;

and latterly they have developed and multiplied by variant

shades of opinion even among evangelical Christians them

selves. Of course, the very purest of our creeds have some

imperfection ; and where so many differ about the same

things, somebody must be right and somebody wrong, or else

all are wrong. Nevertheless each one believes he is right ; and

hence the necessity of an authoritative belief upon which to

base denominational existence, however variant the shades of

denominational difference.

3. If the above position is true, then a denomination

should limit its teachers, especially its ministry, to the inter
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pretation of its creed, according to its peculiar views of the

Bible. Every associated body or organization has the right to

fix the terms of relationship or fellowship among its members,

private or official. The minister is but the mouthpiece of the

church or denomination to which he belongs ; and when he

reaches dissent from his denominational beliefs he should

retire or be retired. Otherwise no denominational belief or .

denomination could maintain its integrity or confidence among

men. This does not violate the principle of religious liberty,

though the teacher may be right and the denomination wrong

in any given variation from his creed ; but whether right or

wrong, if the body cannot agree with him, both are in honor

bound to separate in order to denominational unity and peace

within its ranks, according to the terms of relationship. If the

teacher is right it is better for the denomination to come to

him on the outside than for him to remain on the inside with

division and strife and with no prospect of successful contro

versy. But the teacher may be wrong and the denomination

right. In any case denominational existence and authority

had better be maintained, even if the teacher is the sufferer ;

and any teacher can afford even martyrdom, if need be. to

rectify his denomination in error. The surrender of some per

sonal rights for public good is essential to every form of

organization and government ; and in all matters of difference

the teacher had better bow to the denomination than for the

denomination to bow to him, or else retire. Luther was worth

more to Rome outside of her communion than in it ; and in

his exclusion from her fellowship he was worth a thousand

times more to Protestantism and to the world. Rome, how

ever, from her standpoint, had the right to excommunicate

Luther ; and Luther, from his standpoint, had no right to

remain in Rome unless Rome could agree with him. Right or

wrong, the established principle that denominationalism has

the right to exist, implies the right to limit its teachings to its

creed ; and the be^t way to reform wrong denominationalism,

if we fail in its ranks, is to separate from it and reform it on

the outside.

4. But another question arises : What degree of liberty,

or latitude, should our preachers enjoy within the limits of our

creed ? I answer that within the range of substantial con

formity they should be allowed the liberty of teaching and

preaching. For instance, within the pale of Baptist orthodoxy,
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there is only substantial agreement as to much of our doctrine

and practice, and in some things a wide difference of opinion.

Baptists are often in conflict with all other people, and gener

ally have a free fight among themseles upon a multitude of

questions which involve our orthodoxy, polity and methods of

work. Within certain lines we are flexible in theology and

elastic in government ; and in most of our methods of co-opera

tion and work we simply follow the spirit and analogies of the

New Testament. We vary from extreme to modified Calvin

ism ; and though some Baptists have sometimes been Arminian

and even Socinian in theology, these forms of belief are no

longer tolerable in our ranks. We divide without separation

as to the questions of alien immersion, ordination, history,

succession, laying on of hands, and the like ; and then within

the range of substantial agreement upon all important ques

tions, our ministry enjoys much liberty or latitude in our

evolutionary development as a denomination towards New

Testament perfection.

No denomination is more democratic in its opinions and

practices within substantial limits ; but in some things there is

a deadline of doctrine and practice beyond which no teacher

must go. There are several fundamental peculiarities and

principles which are inflexibly fixed in our Baptist creed ; and

any teacher, whether preacher or professor, who substantially

varies from these ought to leave the denomination. The fol

lowing are some of them : 1. The Scriptures are the iner-

rant and inspired Word of God—the sole rule of faith and

practice among Christians—and whatever may be our different

theories of inspiration, the Bible is the truth of God without

mixture of error, as originally revealed. 2. We believe in the

Trinity of the Godhead. 3. We believe in the Deity of Christ

crucified and risen ; and that his atonement was a vicarious

satisfaction for sin and essential to the salvation of a sinner

through repentance towards God and faith in our Lord Jesus

Christ. 4. We believe in salvation by grace independent of

works; that the believer is regenerated by the Holy Spirit

through the Word ; and that he is justified by the blood of

Christ through his imputed righteousness. 5. We believe

that immersion only is baptism. 6. We believe that the

Church of Christ is simply a local body of immersed believers ;

and that the Lord's Supper is a collective church act which

symbolizes the unity of the body in which it is celebrated, and
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declares the sufferings of Christ. 7. We believe that the

officers of a church consist only of congregational bishops and

deacons ; and that while ecclesiastical authority cannot extend

beyond the pale of a local church, neither can ministerial

authority, which is only moral, extend beyond the pale of a

local church.

Whatever else we may differ about, we are substantially

agreed upon these fundamental articles of belief. Funda

mental to every other fundamental are the authenticity and

the inspiration of the Scriptures which lie at the bottom of

our faith and hope. A shadow cast upon the Bible is an

eclipse upon the Sun of Righteousness, as revealed from

Genesis to Revelation ; and he who puts a doubt upon its

plenary inspiration, its authenticity or authority, as endorsed

by Christ and his apostles—or set up by them—ought to be

allowed no place in the Baptist denomination as a teacher.

But it may be objected that our creed is an imperfect

human document and that, under the searchlight of progressive

science and investigation, our teachers are better able than the

denomination to expose error and develop truth. This is true,

if they be true. Our development is largely due to our teach

ers and leaders ; but all the heresies and schisms of the past

have originated with our teachers and leaders ; and without

the discipline of teachers limited, at least, to the" substantial

interpretation of our creed, the very license granted would

soon work the destruction of our creed. The consensus of a

denomination, in any given controversy, is the best conserva

tor of its orthodoxy ; and, within the pale of the fundamental

and substantial, every teacher should be kept in line by that

consensus. If a Baptist turns to Presbyterial views, let him

go the Presbyterians ; if a Presbyterian becomes a Baptist, let

him go where he belongs, without disturbance.

But then it is suggested that if a good and learned man

discovers something new, let him turn on the light ; and it is

held that there is no danger to the truth on the train of

investigation, even if investigation ditches the train. Religi

ously speaking, there is " nothing new under the sun," worth

knowing, outside of the Bible ; for what is new is not true, and

what is true is not new, in fundamental revelation. On the

inside of the Bible, by study and research, we discover " things

new and old " continually and exhaustlessly ; but we should

beware of the man with something religiously new on the out
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side of revelation—and we should be careful to watch and wait

for the results of his discovery. In the meantime, if he is in

our ranks, we should ask him ' to step on the outside until we

can see if he is right, or catch up with him. The fads and

fancies of infidelity, represented by the liberal religions of

to-day, are but old heresies dressed up in new clothes ; and the

fact is, that there is really " nothing new under the sun " in

infidelity or atheism except the varied and versatile methods

of presentation which we should emulate in the development

of the faith on the inside of the Bible. I am not troubled over

much about the higher or lower critics who are leading us to' a

thorough and more scientific investigation of the Bible and its

setting in geology, archeology or history ; but until it is settled

that Moses is not the author of Genesis, or that Isaiah did not

write Isaiah, or that Daniel is an afterthought, or that the

histories of Adam and Abel and Noah and Abraham and Jonah

are only traditional tales, adopted as vehicles of truth, which

Christ and the apostles endorsed as inspired and unbroken

Scripture, I think the critics had better establish a circle of

their own on the outside of our lines until we can see whether

or no these things be so. Unquestionably this is heresy

according to our "way;" and if Baptist denominationalism

still claims a standard of orthodoxy and our churches have any <

disciplinary authority based upon our beliefs, then this heresy

which is at least apparent should be called upon to step down

and out of our churches and institutions until we can adopt a

spotted Bible, or put it upon a par with the Koran or the

Vedas.

It may be objected that the minister is called of God and

above the ordaining and disciplinary authority of the church.

The call of God is evidenced by the New Testament qualifica

tions laid down for the guidance of the churches ; and when

heresy and immorality, on the part of the minibter, intervenes,

God's call submits to the authority of the churches and the

general consensus of the denomination for recognition and dis

cipline. The Spirit and the Bride co-operate in the administra

tion of Christ's kingdom ; and the only rational method of con

trolling our teachers is to subject them to church authority

and denominational consent. The Church with Christ as Head,

the Spirit as Guide, and the New Testament as Law, is the

"Pillar and Ground of the Truth;" and, influenced by the

concurrent opinion of the denomination, the minister should be
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held, though called of God, to the substantial interpretation of

our standards of belief, or else retire.

We must have a standard and a standard-bearer of some

kind. There must be a governing power with the authority to

maintain law and order both in Church and State ; and both

the officer and the subordinate must obey the law or suffer the

consequences at the hands of constituted authority. Our only

safety lies in constituted authority, even if that authority goes

wrong sometimes, or needs ultimate improvement, and there can

be no denominational integrity or existence without authority

over its teachers and leaders as well as its people. A creed or

a code cannot be sustained by public opinion without disciplin

ary authority which can limit liberty and avoid license within

the substantial bounds of doctrine and practice, law and order.

Baptists are opposed to absolutism in any form, pohtical or

religious, but they are equally opposed to anarchy in any sense.

Our system is an organized democracy governed by the perfect

law of Christ and guided by the Holy Spirit of God ; and the

bishop and the deacon—the ministry of the churches—are

equally subject with the laity to the law of Christ, both as to

what they do and what they teach. Nothing would be more

destructive of our church order, or of our denominational

unity, than the unlimited liberty of our ministry in matters of

faith and practice. Baptists are really the only people in the

world guarded by the teachings and practices of the New

Testament ; but they are not free, without general conviction

and consent, to tolerate extra-Scriptural or anti-Scriptural

preaching and practice among our teachers, whether professors

or ministers. Our creed is our life and our Palladium so long

as it is evangelical in our opinion ; and while we may not be

perfect in all our teaching and practices, we must seek devel

opment towards perfection within the substantial limits of our

belief in the Bible and tolerate nothing without the consensus

of general conviction inside of fundamental peculiarities and

principles. We are always ready to stand the verdict of the

future against our standard orthodoxy ; but we must be over

thrown, if fail we must, from without and not from within, so

long as we hold that the Bible is the inerrant Word of God and

that our creed is a transcript from its inspiration and authority.

The best way to destroy a bad creed is to stand up to it and

enforce it against the tests of time and truth ; but the best

way to destroy a good creed is to eliminate all authority from
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its claims and give unlimited liberty to its teachers to interpret

it as they choose. An unlicensed teacher would be the end of

all church authority and of denominational existence in the

course of time.

In conclusion, my position may seem narrow, or extremely

conservative; but I think I occupy middle ground of safety

upon the subject under consideration; and I believe my posi

tion to be the only rational ground upon which the claims of

denominational integrity and authority can ever stand. There

is certainly need for conservatism at this time; and if I am not

right then there is no room for denominationalism at all: I lay

down the proposition as a Baptist axiom, that, for the sake of

unity and peace, it is better to let the teacher suffer in any

given case of dissent, though he prove right in the end, than

to surrender the principle of denominational authority and

integrity based upon the claims of a Scriptural creed in any

case of substantial disagreement.

Vice-President Conley:

Some years ago I asked a friend of mine, a pastor, how he

was getting along. " Oh ! " he said, " the work is moving, I

have got two deacons mad already." Well, now, we have been

somewhat lenient this afternoon in allowing the appointed

speakers to read. If any of you brethren who have sent your

names up here bring along your manuscripts I shall not allow

you to speak. The first name that is handed in is that of Prof.

Foster, of Chicago University.

Prof. Geo. B. Foster, Ph.D., of Chicago University:

Mr. Chairman : I exceedingly regret the violation of the

By-Laws of the Congress which allowed the gentlemen to

speak from their manuscripts on this occasion, inasmuch as the

contrast will certainly seem very great to you between those

finished and classical utterances and the totally extemporaneous

treat to which you are now'to listen. The fact is when I came

into this room I fully intended to say nothing at all upon this

subject. But the subject has been presented from so many

different points of view, and the difficulty of the discussion has

not, in my judgment, been touched at all, that I venture to

rise, not to offer a decision upon this question, but to indicate

the difficulty of the subject. It is as difficult as it is serious.

I am often surprised at the levity with which this most
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serious question has been received by a Baptist audience. The

statement that was made to me by a student who came into

my class some time ago may indicate the point of view. He

said he had come into the class to find, not simply where we

were "at," but how we got there. It is this last part of the

question that I should like to make the point of departure.

Where we are "at " has already been indicated by the discus

sions of the Baptist Congress so far, and it must be very clear

to you just where the Baptist denomination stands to-day on

great and important questions. It must be very clear to you

how those things we have looked upon as fundamental and

vital are solid and impregnable in the hearts and thoughts of

the people to-day. (Applause.)

But how have we got there, and how has this question

come to the front, and the core of this question is this: The

churchly character, or, if you please, the confessional character

of theology— I share the statement which has been made here

that there cannot be a church without a dogma, a dogma is the

word, and there cannot be a dogma without a church—but how

have we come to the position where we now stand upon this

subject? Let me look widely just a moment, forgetting our

denomination, and think of the Church of God at large.

Centuries ago all scientific instruction was under the

domination of the church, astronomy, geology, physics, and

what psychology there was, and the church dictated the con

clusions at which the scientists were supposed to arrive. One

by one th^se different sciences grew more aad more divergent,

arose in the person of their champion and demanded enfran

chisement, with freedom from church; and at the cost of

bloody schisms one by one they gained their freedom from the

church. First, astronomy, then geology, chemistry, and so the

matter came, and the church very reluctantly carries on war

fare with these sciences for a while as they stand, perhaps on

the periphery, later on the outside of the circle entirely. Now,

last of all, as one born out of due time, theological science fol

lows suit and asks that it too may enjoy enfranchisement from

domination or authority of any kind whatsoever. .Now the

church is more reluctant to grant this for the special reason

that theological science is central and belongs to the core,

whereas, astronomy and these other sciences were not central,

and hence the fight for freedom here is more bitter than even

in those cases.
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The present problem before all the denominations in

Christendom is just this: Shall theological science be free—as

chemistry? Now, if we would remember one thing, that the

church has been served all the better by astronomy and

geology and physics in their freedom than they were in their

slavery, it might at least point to some assumption, that theo

logical science in its freedom would be a better servant of the

church than in its slavery. (Applause.) There might be some

light even upon that score. I trust chemistry to-day, because

the chemist is free to prosecute his work according to the laws

of that science; I could not trust it if the Roman Catholic

Church dictated its conclusions.

(Cries of " That is so, that is so.' )

And gentlemen, gentlemen, listen, you cannot in safety

trust a theological science which is not left to work out its own

conclusions according to the laws of its own science independ

ent of the dictation of any authority whatsoever. (Applause.)

You cannot afford to trust a science which has not the right to

be scientific.

That is where we stand to-day. Just there. Now I

want to point out the difficulty. Science, theological science,

in order for progress at all must be free for investigation, inter

pretation and judgment, absolutely free. This is the difficulty;

on the other hand the church, in order to do its best work, needs

some stability; science needs decomposing constantly. The

church, in order to do its work, needs some unquestioning doc

trine from which it can be started. The necessity of the

church for stability, the necessity of the science for move

ment, those are the two facts and the two problems and the

two factors of this question. The solution of this question is

not to be made in any other way than by the synthesis of the

stability of doctrine sufficient for church work, and the move

ment of science sufficient in that field. How can that be ? That

is the problem which confronts us to-day, and it is one of pro

found difficulty. (Applause.)

Vice-President Conley : I shall call these names in the

order in which they reach the secretary's desk. The Rev. Dr.

Henson of Chicago will now speak.

Dr. P. S. Henson of Chicago. Erother Chairman : I do

not care a straw for denominationalism. I hate it. There
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ought not to be any such thing in the world. There wasn't

originally, and there wont be again if ever the church comes to

its senses. (Applause.) I am not concerned about denomina-

tionalism, but about the truth. I am a Baptist because I believe

that we represent not denominationalism but the truth as it is

revealed in that old book that we call the Bible. I have just

discovered, however, greatly to my astonishment what is the

ideal Baptist Church. (Applause and laughter.) Peter had a

vision of it. A sheet let down with all manner of four-footed

beasts, clean and unclean. It- was caught up again into heaven.

I hope it will stay there. (Laughter.) I remember bright old

Dr. Bright when in the vigor of his strength was telling once

about a process of evolution in the Unitarian chuich. They

determined that the breaking of the bread and wine was too

materialistic and gross for these times, and so it was concluded

that the proper thing to do was not to eat the bread and drink

the wine but have them on the table and contemplate them.

And naturally, logically, they saw bye and bye that was

not the thing to do for that was kindergartenish too. They

concluded they might as well contemplate them in their

absence as presence, so they were removed. Whereupon Dr.

Bright arose to remark that there never was a finer illustration

of the eternal fitness of things than a table with nothing upon

it and a creed with nothing in it. And it seems as if we were

revolving in that direction. Now, I do not believe in that kind

of evolution. I believe we stand for something, and ought to

stand for something. I believe there is a great principle that

underlies the question to day. I do believe there ought to be

the largest liberty of thinking and of action. I believe in not

restricting the right of private judgment. Bob Ingersoll has

that right. But I would not take him into the Baptist church

in the exercise of that right and holding his present views. (Ap

plause.) As to the responsibility of a teacher to the denomina

tion, let me say by way of illustration, if a body of men were to

band themselves together, Republicans, if you please, were to

organize and were to raise a fund for the establishment of a

paper, and that paper were to stand for Republican principles,

and they were to choose a man and salary him who should en

gineer that paper, who should voice their sentiments through

that paper, he would have a perfect right at any 'moment to

change his convictions and resign his office with its perquisites,

but he would not have a right to swing that paper in the inter
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ests of Democracy. He has a perfect right to go out but he has

not a right to prostitute the trust and violate the confidence

reposed in him by the men who appointed him. (Applause.)

Now here is a body of men organized for the purpose of com

merce, and they raise a fund to construct a steamship that is to

ply between New York and Liverpool and carry merchandise.

Now, of course, the ship must have a captain, and the captain

ought to have discretion. He ought to be thoroughly skilled in

nautical affairs. He is put in charge of the ship. It sets out

from the port of New York and heads for Liverpool. The cap

tain must have discretion, and it would be a most unfortunate

thing if the body of men who furnish the funds should all go

on ship board along with the captain and marshal themselves

around the wheel house or on the bridge and undertake to dic

tate to the captain just how that ship should be steered through

the Narrows, through the sound, etc. He had better have some

liberty, but while the captain has some liberty he must head

for Liverpool. Suppose when he got out at sea he came to the

conclusion that he would like to . be an arctic explorer.

(Laughter.) And he heads for the icebergs. Now, I believe

in exploring. That is all right. Let us have explorers. But

let us, when we are going to have exploring expeditions that

are to cruise among the icebergs and possibly get jammed and

possibly never be heard of again, let somebody furnish the funds

for the exploration, and they do it at their own risk. But you

know the captain, though he has large discretionary power,

doesn't own the ship and has no right to turn that ship from its

course. If he does not like it let him jump overboard if he has

a mind to, and row and raft or anything he can command the

money for, but do not let him head for the Arctic Circle when

he is commissioned to head for Liverpool. (Applause.) Let

him get his bearings, let him understand his responsibility. I

believe in liberty, I believe in investigation, I believe in inde

pendence, I believe in the scientific method, but I do believe

there is a responsibility with the teacher as to the men who

have put their money into great institutions, and put their

money in because of their love for certain great fundamental

truths. And I believe if he can't any longer hold himself in

accordance with the views of those who founded the institution

and on whose foundation their pecuniary maintenance is de

pendent, then as an honest and honorable man it is his duty not

to renounce his honest convictions, but to go out on a platform
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where as an honorable man he can declare them to all the

world without let or hindrance. (Applause.)

Vice-President Conley :

The next speaker will be Dr. A. A. Kendrick, of St. Louis.

Dr. A. A. Kendrick:

I am not at all sure, Mr. President, but Dr. Henson has put

in a picturesque sort of way just about what I wanted to say in

a very plain fashion. I think in this discussion we are a little

adrift because we haven't very clearly formulated in our own

minds just precisely what a teacher is and what the functions

of a teacher are. And because we haven't done this we have'nt

carefully discriminated between two things—a teacher and a

thinker. Now a teacher must be a thinker, but a teacher is

something more than a thinker. When we talk about the

thinker we have in mind the processes that we sum up in that

word thinking; a man who thinks, who carries on this process

and we know what that process is; I need not stop to define it.

And the teacher must be one who thinks. That is to say, he

cannot successfully guide other minds along the processes of

thought unless he himself thinks, has thought, knows all the

steps, knows that he must begin with premises, and that along

well ordered lines of logical development he must proceed to

• conclusions. That is thinking. And, therefore, he has to be a

thinker. That is absolutely essential in order that he may suc

cessfully teach, in order that he may lead other minds in those

processes. But he must be something more than a thinker,

because his mind must have not only familiarity with this

process of thinking, but it must have reached that point

of development in the process which we call a product.

In other words, with respect to those things about which

he thinks and along which he proposes to lead his students, he

must have reached such conclusions as are satisfactory to his

own mind as the necessary result of the thinking process, and

the man whose mind is simply in the process stage, and has

never come into the product state is not a teacher. (Applause).

And if he be a man whose mind is in such process state as this

without having reached any definite conclusions, and therefore,

without knowing where he is to come out, he is not qualified

for the work of taking a mind that is anxious to know the

truth and is ready to carry on the processes, but is not ready to
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receive the truth as a conclusion from another mind. If he does

not know where his processes are going to bring him ont, that

man is not qualified to take the teacher's place, whether it be

to sit in the class room or stand in the pulpit. The teacher,

therefore, is a man who has right conclusions as well as a man

who has his processes of thinking.

To take the illustration drawn from the remarks of one of

the preceding speakers from the science of chemistry, and I

was delighted with his illustration, I thought it was forcible.

On a certain occasion, sitting in the class room of a distinguished

professor of chemistry in this city I remember this incident.

The professor was the foremost chemist of his time, an admir

able lecturer, and he said: " Gentlemen, I propose to take this

gas which is in this jar, and this gas which is in this other jar

and make a certain compound." He did so. He lifted the jars

and put their contents in a common receptacle, and the result

was unexpected. There came an explosion which scattered

the water out of the basins, which broke his jars, which threat

ened his eyesight with the broken glass. He said: " Now I

will pour these gases in this common receptacle, and the

result"—(then came the explosion, but he calmly finished his

sentence)—" is what you see. And then he proceeded to say—

and this is the point of the whole thing—this is precisely how

that result came about. He said : " I thought I was mixing

these gases in a certain proportion, but I really mixed them in

a different proportion." He was not surprised, because he

knew the result or the possibility of that experiment. But

when a teacher who does not know what the result is going to

be, who is all at sea himself with respect to the result, who

never has come to that point where he says, I have thought this

thing through and I know what I am driving at, he has no right

to conduct his experiments in the presence of his classes and

be all at sea as to what his experiment is going to be. He is a

dangerous teacher. There is a certain sense in which it is the

duty of the teacher to be a dogmatist. He must have a com

bination of the processes and the product, which he is now

carrying on as he talks or as he preaches. He has such a

certitude as to the results of his thinking and has an uncon

scious influence which reaches from one to another in his class

room, so that the student will say : " I know just how the

truth is coming out ; I do not understand the process, but I

think I will find out." He has confidence because he sees that
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the teacher has thought this thing through. He is not at sea;

he knows where he is coming out. And the teacher wants to

be such a man. And there are such teachers.

Now, let me observe one other point because I want to

qualify this point a little. A teacher ought to be a dogmatist.

The attitude of his mind towards his pupils, however, should

not be the attitude of the dogmatist. I suppose there are a

great many teachers in this congregation, and I think they will

bear me out in this : That when a teacher has become so posi

tive in the conclusions he has reached that he assumes towards

the inquiring mind the attitude of dogmatic assertion and

undertakes to carry by force the pupil to the conclusions which

he has reached ; don't you know that at once shuts up the

mind, the inquiring mind, in searchings after truth, for he

wants to go through the process. And you are as a teacher

simply intrusted to give that mind guidance. See to it they

start from right beginnings, that they walk carefully, and

come at least to conclusions which are their own. What I am

afraid of is this : We look back to the days when one would

have to believe or burn. We have now gone to another

extreme, and now there is such a thing as a trend of mind, and

when I am looking for a teacher I want a man that has one of

two things, he is capable of thinking and has thought, and with

respect to some things he has come to conclusions, and if he

has concluded for himself I am pretty positive he will stay

where he has come to ; or else I want a man the trend of

whose thinking is all in the right direction, and what I object

to is such a host of teachers that the Church of Christ is

flooded with. I think we have come to the age when we are

putting men into the position of teachers who are thinking

about the trend of their thinking. Such a one either comes to

the conclusion that he is right in what he is driving at, and it is

his mission to convert the great Baptist denomination to that

position, or else who is in a trend of thinking, the result of

which is inevitably to land him outside of the Baptist denom

ination. [Applause].

Vice-President Conley:

The next speaker will be the Rev. Dr. Weaver of Iowa.

Dr. Amos Weaver:

I do not know that any one else will speak for Iowa, and I

thought I would say a word. There has been a good deal of
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intimation here about slavery and liberty. Brethren, do we

not know that there is no true liberty for a Christian man or a

Christian teacher except that liberty which comes in close rela

tions with Jesus Christ as our Saviour and our Master and our

teacher. And there is no slavery in the world and cannot be

in the nature of the case. Truth is related to human

need, just as light is related to my eye and food to my stomach.

It is God's correlation of the realities of things. And when we

take that in that is liberty.

I came to the dying bed of a woman and I said to her,

"Are you resting in the Saviour ? " And she said, "I am doing

the best I can." I said, "Do you find consolation in that?"

She stopped a moment and thought, and she said, with tears

coming from her eyes, " No, sir, I do not find any consolation

in that." " No," I said to her, "and you won't." Jesus Christ

came into this world just because people could find no rest in

the do-the-best-you-can idea. Fly to him. I opened the

thought to her, and when I went the next time she was joyfully

waiting for her summons, resting in Jesus Christ. Now, the

matter of being conscientious comes to me, especially in this

discussion.

Brethren, no matter what else, the man that is not true to

that which he sees to be right, will sever himself from the

possibility of all Christian development. If I see a thing to be

right I must follow it out or I shall lose ground. Conviction,

readiness to die for what I believe, that is the tap root of char

acter, and with all our goody, goody talk along this line, our

belief may be this, that, or the other, that is the one thing that

must hold; but the next thing that holds is, the man may be

conscientious, or a person may be conscientious to his ever

lasting overthrow, and to the everlasting overthrow of all the

interests that are committed to their hands. You have heard

the story so often narrated in the papers, of the people killed

by the unloaded pistol. And so it constantly goes..

For instance, we hold that people can only be saved by the

Lord Jesus Christ, Supposing, as I have known, of persons

coming to me and saying: " Well, I am conscientious, just as

conscientious as you are, but I do not believe in that; I want

to join your church, but I do not believe in it; I am thoroughly

conscientious, but I do not believe that this being shut up to

Christ as the only hope—I do not believe in it at all." I have

had to meet that. Supposing they say that. Supposing they
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are just as conscientious as I am. What am I to do ? "Well,

come into the Baptist Church and learn the truth." Am I to

say that ? Or shall you rather open up the Bible and pour the

truth of Almighty God upon him until he sees where he

stands. Are you going to let a soul go to ruin because it is

conscientious ? You cannot be right without being conscien

tious. You cannot have a wagon without wheels, but you may

have wheels without a wagon. And then again, supposing- a

man says I am conscientious in not wanting to be immersed.

What are you going to do ? Are you going to show him the

light by holding up the truth as a symbol that he may see him

self where he is, and shall be brought not only to accept bap

tism, but to hold up that symbol by which the truth shall be laid

on the minds of the community.

And that teaches the great fact that regeneration goes

before church membership. And then you can build up in the

name of the Lord. And so we want first to be conscientious,

but we want that conscientiousness which comes from the light.

Thousands of women up here in Alaska some fifteen years ago,

and under our government, brought up as heathens, had been

sacrificing their children, but when the light came to them

they were no more conscientious after they had the light than

they were before, but they could not practice that any longer

because the light had reached them. And so along this whole

line, be conscientious, but let it be the conscientiousness that

comes from the light that breaks, from the open Bible every

where. (Applause.) Believe in it, preach it, hold it up, be

ready to die for it, and the world will believe in you and your

denomination and your church. (Applause.)

Vice-President Conley:

I have two names remaining. The first will be Rev. Dr.

Tourney of Illinois.

Dr. Tourney:

I will take but a very few minutes of the time. When I sent

in my name it was on very little premeditation, and with some

things in mind to say which have been better said than I could

say them. Dr. Henson said metaphorically what I would like

to say—(A Voice: "Categorically,")—as plainly as I can,

yes, and categorically. And Dr. Kendrick touched upon a
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point which I had in mind to speak of. I believe that every

true religious teacher must be a truth seeker, and a truth

lover, and that the seeking of truth is likely to lead one

constantly into new truth and larger views of truth, but I

believe that before a man asks to be a teacher, appears as

a teacher, professes to be a teacher at all, he should know

pretty well what he believes about what he is going to teach.

And I believe that a man who enters upon any teaching

advisedly, knows what he believes, as one of the speakers said,

is not very likely to change his mind. The reasoning and

thinking man should know what he wants to teach, what he will

teach, before he offers himself as a teacher, as from a consider

ation which I want to emphasize, the only thing I do wish to

emphasize, that of common practical business honesty. It is

only fair to those who employ you as teacher to really know

what you are going to teach, or to thoroughly believe you under

stand it, before you offer yourself as a' teacher. And I fancy

it would be very hard indeed for a professor to get a chair for

the teaching of any language, or so-called exact science, who

did not know what he believed about it, and did not know

whether he understood it, and I fancy it would be very hard for a

pastor to get a call in most Baptist churches unless he knew

what he believed about the fundamental principles of the

Christian religion. So there is the consideration of fairness.

There is also the further consideration of prudence which I

will not dwell upon on account of the time. There is also the fur

ther consideration of power. A man would better keep out of

anything unless he has some power in it, and I do not believe

any man can have power as a teacher unless that power comes

from conviction. The power of conviction is a mighty thing of

which much has been said ; it is a mighty thing, and the man

who thoroughly all the way through believes in any truth has

great power in the propagation of his belief and more power if

it is true than if it is false. As for honesty it is fair, certainly,

that we should give as much consideration to the feelings and

the opinions and the convictions of our brethren, as we deal

with them, as we do with our own convictions. And so when we

get out of harmony with them for the sake of their work and their

usefulness it is fair to them to say frankly to them, we are out

of harmony, and to get out of their way if they want us to. So

I believe that generally, not as a proposition on which to revise

and theologise very much from, but that generally as a plain
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proposition it is right for a man to hold himself to the teach

ings of a body of Christians with which he is associated, and if

he cannot conscientiously do that to go to somebody where

he can, just as a matter of common fairness and honesty as

well as common usefulness.

Vice President Conley :

The next speaker will be Dr. Christian of Louisville, Ken

tucky.

Dr. Christian :

Mr. President, it was my pleasure the other day to be down

in the old volunteer state of Tennessee, and I heard of two

tramps who came from the state of Illinois,—tramps are not

born on the southern side of the Ohio River I have heard—and

one of the tramps said to the other, " How much money have

you ?" " Well," he said, " I have three dollars and ten cents."

The other says, "How much have you ?" He says, "I have not

a red cent, but I am awful full of sociability, and I am ready to

help you spend what you have got." Now, I confess this even

ing I am on both sides of this question. I am in favor of the

widest personal liberty that can be granted to the teacher

When I came to the Baptist denomination, and I came about a

thousand miles to get to it, I exercised a liberty that was given

to me, and the first and fundamental principle that I believe in

my creed is that every man has a right to worship God accord

ing to the dictates of his own conscience or not to worship

Him, as he pleases, and as a religious teacher I expect fully to

exercise that right. On Sunday morning when it is my privi

lege to stand before my congregation no member of nearly a

thousand members in my church has the right to dictate to me

what I shall preach to that people on a Sunday, and I would

submit absolutely to no dictation from that source ; but to tell

the story of God and the light of the Spirit of God to come and

shine in the face of Jesus Christ and to tell me what I shall

preach. But I recognize another proposition that is hard by

that one. And that is that it is my privilege likewise when I

accepted the call of that church, I recognized that there were

fundamental principles for which that church was built, and for

which there was an organization inside of that church, and as

an honest man the day that I cannot preach the accepted doc
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trines of the congregation to which I belong I expect to hand

back my pastorate and my call to that people. I recognize

there is a right that belongs to me individually, and I equally

recognize there is a right that belongs to them as a congrega

tion. And consequently, it seems to me that I cannot take the

other side of this proposition that has been emphasized this af

ternoon by one section of this body, and that is to say that the

schools or the institutions or the church has rights as obligatory

as the rights of the individual who preaches in that church, or

teaches in that institution, and it seems to me we have forgot

ten that side of the question. There are fundamental proposi

tions that belong to this denomination. There have been

moneys that have been raised from different sources and differ

ent sections of the country and given to certain individuals and

certain institutions, and it is the pledge of those people that we

should be true to those foundation principles, and we must be

true to those foundation principles. I have the right, yes,

I have, to hold and believe whatsoever I may choose if I think

the truth leads me there, but it is likewise my privilege that I

shall furnish the platform where I shall declare those truths. I

have no right to go to another man and say, you must furnish

my platform to proclaim my particular principles. If I may

illustrate without any reference to any section of the country

or any institution, if I were a professor in a certain institution,

and in course of time I found my opinions in contradistinction

to the opinions of the founders of that institution, and found

that I was out of harmony with the institution it would be my

business to resign from that institution, because that institution

was not built for the purpose which I propose to use its plat

form in the promulgation of my principles. And if I care to

hold my principles and give them to the world as an honest

man I must go and found a platform which is in accord with

the principles I hold. Now, I think it is well for us that we

should seek the widest investigation. God knows that I do not

not fear anything. I believe in turning on the light. I believe

in bringing all the lights of this world and concentrating them

upon every truth and going to the bottom of every principle.

' I believe in the freest investigation of the Word of God. I be

lieve in the widest researches in history. I believe

I can stand before this congregation this afternoon and

say there is nothing, absolutely nothing, that our Baptist peo

ple shall fear from investigation. And the day that they close
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their doors to investigation shall be the day I shall leave them.

But I bless God that there is a respect I have for myself and

for them that along with that solidity of investigation and

earnestness and enthusiasm and investigation that we shall be

true to the principles that we represent. That is, Mr. Presi

dent, all that I wished to say this evening.

The benediction was then pronounced.
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Second Dap.

Evening Session.

Wednesday, November 17. 1897, 8 p. m.

The Congress was called to order by Dr. Kendrick, of

St. Louis.

. The congregation then united in singing, '-Blest Be the

Tie that Binds."

Prayer was then offered by the Rev. Dr. Cady, of Illinois.

President Kendrick:

The topic which occupies our attention this evening is,

" Our Government and the Oppressed of Other Nations." The

first sub-topic is its duty in regard to the suppression of wrongs,

and the writer of the paper to which we are privileged to

listen is Prof. H. P. Judson, of Chicago, 111. I have the

pleasure of introducing to you as the first speaker the Rev. Dr.

Judson.

Prof. H. Pratt Judson, LL.D , of Chicago, then presented the

following paper:

OUR GOVERNMENT AND THE OPPRESSED OF

OTHER NATIONS

ITS DUTY IN REGARD TO THE SUPPRESSION OF WRONGS.

It must be observed at the outset, as one of the essential

factors of civilization to-day, that the moral consciousness of

civilized nations is substantially identical. Everywhere crimes

against person and property have a like definition, a like means

of prevention, a like punishment. Property, marriage, social

order, the sacredness of life, are at the basis of the political

structure of all the states of Christendom. Turning to public

law there is still a large degree of unity. In Anglo-Saxon

countries a bill of rights secures the person and property of
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individuals against governmental oppression. But on the con

tinent of Europe, while such constitutional guarantees are

wanting, there is, nevertheless, a substantial amount of liberty.

Trial by jury, due process of law for taxation, for the exercise

of eminent domain, and for any governmental derogation from

personal freedom or safety, are the rule. Legal privileges and

immunities for limited classes are practically abolished. Uni

versal suffrage now constitutes all national legislatures, with

hardly an exception. In short, the medieval social conception

of legal inequality has been substantially replaced by the mod

ern fundamental idea of equality before the law. To be sure

freedom of speech in its various forms is not so fully secured

on the Continent as in British and Ameiican lands, and then

the police power is far more intrusive than with us. But even

in those respects the last century has seen a vast change.

Before the French Revolution the peasants were oppressed. To

day the peasants of Europe are not oppressed, in any such

sense as was true before 1789. Before 1848 a political party

opposed to the government would in most Continental lands

have been treated as criminals. To-day such parties are active

in Germany and in Austria, and in Italy, as well as in

France.

Of course there are many differences of detail, caused by

diverse points of view. The moral standards of French and

German society are not those of the United States or of Eng

land. Yet one who studies below the surface will find after all

more points of agreement than of difference. The fast society

of Paris and Berlin, by which we are so apt to judge the two

nations, is not so very unlike similar classes in London and

New York. They are all cosmopolitan in their shallowness,

their vulgarity, and their vices. Qualities like these belong to

no nation, but are simply of the essence of human nature. And

it is quite as true that the solid masses of serious people, with

out whom Germany and France, England and America, would

be impossible, are, after all, not so far apart in the great essen

tials. True, the German pastor may take his wife and children

to a beer garden for an evening's amusement. True, to the

great bulk of the French people religion, as we understand it

in our various forms of Protestant faith, has little meaning.

But honesty, industry, filial piety, purity of life, are about the

same, in the teaching of Prussian pfarrer, French cure, English

parish priest, or American minister.
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To be sure the German police are quick to arrest one who

speaks disrespectfully of the Kaiser. To be sure French crimi

nal indictments are made without a grand jury, and in the

theory that the accused is presumed guilty until he is proved

innocent. To be sure British Presbyterians and Baptists have

'. chapels " in place of churches, are stigmatized in common

speech as " dissenters," and in the laws of acts of " toleration,"

in place of equal justice. But for all that British Dissenters,

whatever they and their places of worship may be called, in

fact, are free to worship God as they please, may to-day edu

cate their children in the great national universities, and may

enter any post in the civil or military service for which they

are qualified. Only the throne itself and the offices in the

Established Church, neither of which they want, are closed to

them. In France an innocent person is seldom convicted, while

the prompt trial and punishment of actual criminals puts to

the blush our interminable judicial proceedings, on the one

hand, and our lawless lynchings on the other. In Germany the

Kaiser may compel people to speak of him with respect; but

he cannot get a pfennig to spend on his army and navy without

the assent of the plain people through their representatives in

the Diet.

In short, public and private justice throughout the civilized

world rests on moral ideas which are now essentially the same

everywhere. In Christendom, at least, if we set aside Russia,

there are no great classes of oppressed people as there were.no

long time ago.

A further fact of modern civilization is this : The family

of nations in our time are, on the whole, mutually responsible

for good conduct. Such a carnival of cruelty as Alva's in the

Netherlands three centuries since would not be tolerated now.

The desolation of the Palatinate under Louis XIV two

centuries ago could hardly be repeated in a modern European

war without bringing on intervention. It was the atrocities of

the Turks in Greece which led to the destruction of the Turkish

fleet at Navarino in 1827 by the forces of the Western powers

and thus to Greek independence. It was Turkish barbarities

in Bulgaria in 1876 which led to the Russian intervention in

the following year, and so to the humiliation of the Sultan at

the treaty of San Stefano in 1878.

Of course, this principle of mutual responsibility must be

construed very guardedly. No one nation's ideas can be the
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standard. Only the most undoubted facts can be made a

ground for action. . Only a violation of the common moral

conceptions of the civilized world can justify the enforcement of

accountability.

But with all these limitations it remains true that in the

last analysis each nation is accountable in some shape to the

rest of the world—at least for flagrant and persistent miscon

duct. There is not yet a common world state to maintain

order—that may never be more than a poet's dream. And yet,

though it be imperfect in form and clumsy in operating, there

is quite definitely an international inter-responsibility.

Not only is there this international accountability, but yet

more obviously is there an international public opinion. News

flashes from land to land in a moment. We know to-day what

everybody is doing—almost what everybody is thinking. The

press reflects public sentiment constantly and quickly, and

public sentiment is formed at once about whatever is going on

the world over. We are sensitive, too, to this opinion. The

individual quails at the universal disapproval of his fellows.

Nothing but the firm conviction of a good cause can sustain

one's courage when he seems to stand alone against the world.

The same is largely true of nations. Eath is sensitive to the

judgment of all, and is careful always to clothe its deeds in the

profession at least of dignified and worthy motives. A storm of

obloquy would beat on a national act which might be frankly

cynical and unjust. Every civilized nation shrinks from such

judgment. Of course there are international jealousies and

dislikes, and of course, these find fluent and caustic expression.

But the bitter words of Englishmen and Frenchmen for Ger

mans, of Germans for Magyar, of both Slav and Magyar for

Germans, are put down, and rightly, as mere racial antipathy

due to temporary causes. All this is very different from a

general consensus among civilized men of all races that a

given national act is indefensible. It is this sort of interna

tional pubhc opinion, which to some extent seems a sort of

international tribunal whose fear helps keep the world in order.

The nations which are least amenable to such opinion, and

which still inflict what civilized peoples regard as wrongs on

some classes of the community, are not many. They are either

quite barbarous, like the African States and tribes, or partially

civilized, like Turkey ; or perhaps while sharing in the main

in civilized ideas, yet in some parts of their domains or for
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some purposes of government they yet show a survival of

medieval methods. The policy of our republic with reference

to the suppression of wrongs in such places is yet a practical

and momentous question.

In the first place it has universally been our policy to

afford asylum to refugees from oppression. This, of course,

does not directly attack the source of oppression itself. But it

does tend to mitigate, in some degree, its severity. French

men, Irishmen, Germans, Poles, "all sorts and conditions of

men," have come to us from the old world in order to escape

religious or political persecution. These people we have

freely given a home and have made them a part of our own

political family. Some think that we have been too liberal.

We are proud to have our country a refuge for the oppressed

of all lands. It does not follow that we should make it a moral

cess-pool for the nations. Anarchists, tramps, criminals, we

hardly need to import, and the most doctrinaire free-trader

would scarcely object to the proposition that we should be

quite satisfied with home products in such lines Our employ

ers of labor, too, have brought here great droves of very ignor-

' ant people from the south of Europe, who as yet are by no

means very wholesome ingredients in the body politic. But

all this does not affect the soundness of the old policy of

making the republic a haven of refuge for the'oppressed of the

world. Better that we should get many undesirable immigrants

than that we should turn from our shores one victim of real

political tyranny. The Russian Jews may not be all that we

could wish. But humanity would not be honored should we

close the doors of the republic to them ; and we know that the

soil and air of a free republic are wonderfully vivifying in the

recreation of a manhood which has been crushed even lower

than has that of these poor creatures. Give them patience,

sympathy, time, and in a few generations I am convinced that

they will be a new race—worthy citizens of a large minded

republic.

In the second place, we owe to political and social oppres

sion wherever it occurs the expression of public disapproval,

unofficial, but none the less emphatic. In this all the best

thinking of the world should join, so that the seal of a general

public disapprobation may be stamped on national conducf

which does not accrue with modern conceptions of equ: ^e

The fact that this expression does not come through o'
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channels, but is merely the voice of the people, makes it all the

more free in its forms and all the more impressive in its effect.

But that public sentiment may be expressive with due weight

it should be properly guarded both in the way in which it is

formed and in its manner. There should be no hasty conclusions

from imperfect data. There should be no pre-existing race dis

like. There should be no pandering to political faction. There

should be no rant, no boasting, no bombast. Reasons should

be stated clearly, the whole case put with intelligence and dig

nity. If the voice of the American press with reference to

Cuba had heeded these conditions we may be very sure that

the weight of American public opinion both in Spain and in

Europe at large would be much more than it is in fact at this

time.

The third step which grave circumstances of oppression

may warrant is official remonstrance by our government. This

is a measure which can be warranted only in very flagrant

cases, and a measure which should not be used lightly. It

should be remembered that as a rule every nation has a right

to live its own life in its own way. We may disapprove many of

those ways. But that gives us no right to meddle with things

which belong to another nation. We would not tolerate such

meddling with our affairs. We should not meddle with the af

fairs of our neighbors. So for our government to express its

opinion to another government on the internal affairs of that

other nation is at least a very delicate business. Nothing can

justify it but the most unquestioned facts, and those, too, facts

which do not belong to permissible differences in national

habits, but which are counter to common ethical principles.

And even then sound judgment would confine such remon

strance to matters not too remote from the sphere of the

national life. We may reasonably have opinions about the con

duct of British government in Canada and of the Spanish gov

ernment in the Antilles, and in a great emergency we may give

expression to those opinions through official' channels. But for

us to give our admonitions through the department of State to

Persia, to Russia, to Afghanistan, would be a gratuitous piece

of meddling impertinence. It is not merely because those

countries are remote from our territory and from our interests,

' also because other nations, quite as civilized and as worthy

civilf>ect as our own' ^e much nearer. Remonstrance has ef-

in civily wnen it; comes from the right source. If a man
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in Chicago mistreats his family, it might rouse the indignation

of people in California. But he would be much more apt to

heed the advice of his neighbors who live all about him than

that of well meaning but indiscreet busy-bodies on the Pacific

slope. "Mind your own business" is a good rule for natives

as well as for individuals,—and either natives or individuals

have much more concern with things near at home than with

things remote.

Intervention by physical force is the last thing which our

nation may do to another in trying to put an end to political

wrong-doing. There are times when this is justifiable—when

a civilized nation ought to use its whole millitary and naval

power to compel another nation to cease oppression. Of course

this can be only when every other resource has failed, and when

the oppression is so grevious that even international bloodshed

is preferable. For intervention is war.

It must be observed, then, that intervention is warranted

only as a last resort, and only in extreme cases. War is itself a

great evil. It easily leads to consequences which no one can

foresee. Almost the first duty of our government is to aid in

maintaining the peace of the world. The terrible disasters

which come from international conflicts are deeply impressed on

all thoughtful men. And any government which does not

sedulously advoid all preventable causes of war is recreant in

the highest degree to that trust which it holds for all humanity

as well as for its own immediate people.

But yet there are times when all these considerations must

be set aside aud all the evils of war must be faced so that

wrongs may be righted which cannot otherwise be done away.

But as has been said, this should only be when every other

means has been tried and has failed—when the wrongs to be

redressed are in some degree commensurate with the serious

issues involved in the remedy, and when there is some reason

able probability that the force employed will be adequate.

It was in this last particular that the Greek intervention

last spring in the interest of Crete was wanting. It may have

been brave for the pigmy to attack the giant, but it was at the

same time the idlest folly. "C'est magnifique," said the

Frenchman at Balaclava, " mais ce n'est pas guerre." It

reminds one of a little spaniel flying at the neck of a very

ugly old wolf. If the little dog is not devoured, we may be

very sure it will not be the fault of either animal.
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Further, intervention by force of arms can seldom be war

ranted unless the wrongs to be righted lie somewhat near at

hand. The United States is not the only civilized nation, and

it is not called on to go careering over the world like a Knight-

errant in search of dragons and distressed damsels.

We were strenuously urged not long since by some good

people to take active measures against Turkey in the interest

of the Armenians. Nothing could have been farther from

sound national policy. No force we could have brought to bear

would have availed to give the Armenians any appreciable

help. Perhaps we might have forced the Dardanelles and bom

barded Constantinople. What good would that do ? No one

can bring the Sultan to terms so far as the government of one

of his territories is concerned but a power which can put a

great army in the field for the actual invasion of Turkey.

Russia can do this—though she had no child's play in 1877-8.

Great Britain cannot do it. The United States cannot do it

Had the great powers effectually intervened, the help of the

United States would have been needless. Without their action,

intervention by the United States would have been utterly use

less. Europe is responsible for the misgovernment of Turkey.

Let Europe see to it. So far as all practical results are con

cerned we might as well bombard the moon with a paper gun.

Further, the Armenian question is not a simple one ; with

it is bound up all that tangle of interests, hopes, fears, jealous

ies, which we know as the Eastern question. No one can

rashly meddle with that question and have any idea of the

results. The best wisdom of the old world has not yet sufficed

to untangle the snarl. It is idle to suppose that we could

meddle without making confusion worse confounded. The

wise policy of the fathers has kept us thus far from European

complications. We should let no idle dreams, no matter how

noble the motive, divert us from this sound and far-sighted

policy.

In Cuba the situation may be different. Had Gen. Weyler

continued his career in that ill-fated island, or should he

return to it, the day could not be long postponed when common

humanity would compel our republic to put forth its power.

But meanwhile we must be sure first, that all other means have

been exhausted. We must not use force if there is any other

way at all compatible with the national dignity and with the

final restoration of peace and order to that distracted com-

■
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munity. We can do no better than to wait patiently for the

national administration to do the work for which the people

have entrusted it with power and clothed it with responsibility.

We may safely trust these our leaders to do what diplomacy

can do, and not to resort to sterner measures unless it should

be clear as noon-day that there is no other resource left. With

the executive there is responsibility centered in one place.

With Congress it is scatterad among many. To stand on the

floor of House or Senate amid a shower of oratorical pyrotech

nics is one thing. It is quite another for the head of the state

to act, when action touches the larger issues of national peace,

prosperity and honor. Congressional oratory we know and

understand. It is the beating of a drum. It is the blowing of

the wind— reminding one of the words of the scripture, "The

wind bloweth where it listeth, and thou hearest the sound

thereof, but canst not tell whence it cometh or whither it

goeth." It means nothing. But the executive will be slow to

take measures which will tend to break the peace of the nations.

I am not one of those who believe that wars are likely soon

to pass away. I hold that we should have a strong navy and

that our coasts should be securely defended by heavy artillery.

I believe that the best security against aggression, the best

assurance of peace, next to honorable conduct, lies in being

ready to strike heavy blows if needful. But we should be very

sure of the need before we strike. If the present administra

tion can so influence events as to gainior Cuba liberty and

order without resort on our part to physical violence, it will

richly deserve the gratitude of all who love humanity.

Only in case every such effort should finally fail, only in

case no prospect should appear in the gem of the Antilles save

an endless succession of butchery and destruction, only then

would it be our duty to put forth what effort might be neces

sary for the termination of so much misery.

In short, I do not believe that it is the duty of our govern

ment to use physical force for the suppression of wrongs in

other nations, unless our relation to the case is a very close

one, unless the wrongs are so grievous as to be unendurable,

and unless no other way can be found. For us to enter on a

world wide crusade for the redress of wrongs would be folly.

Even in case we do feel bound to intervene with force, we must

remember that war, no matter how righteous and how suc

cessful, is of sheer necessity accompanied with grave dis
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asters to the victor. Our nation has been victorious in two

great wars—the war of independence and the civil war. The

disasters of each were not merely the loss of life and property,

but also a serious degradation of national- character, and a

loosening of the ties of obedience to laws from which we are

not yet recovered. Every substitution of force for law is a

misfortune for civilization. We must see to it that the evils we

may redress are not far transcended by the evils which we

create in the redress.

Meanwhile, also, we must remember that the orderly pro

gress of civilization is moving on, like the sweep of a mighty

river. Every year governmental oppression of the weak is

growing less and less. Every year more and more wrongs

from which humanity has suffered are becoming impossible.

The common, ethical consciousness of the world races is

steadily waxing in unity and in strength, and the might of its

moral pressure without the exertion of the tremendous physi

cal power which lies behind it, is increasingly making for

justice and order. To this we may trust for the suppression of

crying wrongs. Some call this the evolution of humanity.

Some call it the progress of civilization. It is both. It is also

the largest expression of the onward movement of divine provi

dence. It is God in the making of history.

Chairman Kendrick:

I think the National Baptist Congress ought to sing some

stanzas of a National Baptist hymn. We will sing, " My

Country 'Tis of Thee. "

We will now listen to the second writer, the Hon. P. S.

Grosscup, Judge of the U. S. District Court at Chicago, 111.

His topic is, The Duty of the Government in Regard to the

Encouragement of Liberty.

Hon. P. S. Grosscup then presented the following:

OUR GOVERNMENT AND THE OPPRESSED OF

OTHER NATIONS: ITS DUTY IN REGARD

TO THE ENCOURAGEMENT OF

LIBERTY.

When Dr. Galusha Anderson, on behalf of your committee,

invited me to speak upon the subject assigned, I inquired what

the subject meant. With the aptitude of Americans to see in

any generalization the concrete lying behind, he replied:
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"Cuba." I propose, therefore, both because I think it will

meet your wish and because the subject is one that may

speedily call for public action, to sum up, with as much calm

ness as I can command, the present Cuban situation.

The Cuban situation confronts the people of the United

States with one of the most serious and perplexing questions of

our history. Emerging from the miasmatic swamps of busi

ness panic and disaster, across which our pathway has lain for

the past four years, we have seen with rejoicing eyes the fog

lifting, and have felt with warming hearts the first fresh rays

of the coming prosperity. Directly before us rise the heights

of a still greater prosperity, where an unclouded sky beckons

us to better national conditions; but between, barring the way

with inexorable persistence, lies the storm cloud, charged with

the possible fury of the cyclone, and the uncertainties of the

lightning.

For two years and a half now—a period that has proven

the fiber of Anglo-Saxon self-restraint—this ominous question

has threatened us. Instead of thinning out it has only thick

ened. It puts to the test as nothing else before us now can, both

the calm good sense and the courage of the American people.

The first essential in the study of such a question is to

know the facts. Cuba, the largest and richest of the West

Indian islands, divides the entrance of the Gulf of

Mexico into two passages; that to the north being 130 miles

wide between Cuba and the Florida coast, and that to the

southwest being of nearly the same width. It thus commands

the waterway to the Gulf of Mexico, that inland sea into which

all our Southern ports are set. The eastern end of the island

lies directly on the way from our Atlantic ports to the pro

posed canal across Nicaragua, and it is not more than three or

four hundred miles from the eastern entrance of that canal.

Physically, therefore, Cuba is an important factor in any

scheme for the naval defense of our southern coast line, includ

ing the mouth of the Mississippi; and also of any scheme for

our control of the Nicaragua canal. It is almost an equally

important factor in those wider considerations which constitute

the military and naval strategic lines of the world.

POPULATION LARGELY OF NEGRO BLOOD.

The population of the island—about one million and a

half, is largely of negro blood. The pure Spanish comprise
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perhaps 130,000, the Cubans proper 500,000, and the negroids,

or those in whom a predominance of the negro blood prevails,

750,000. The remainder is a sprinkling from all the nations

of the globe. It is doubtful if the Anglo Saxon can live upon

the island for more than two or three generations. • The

climatic and other conditions are such that the iron blood of the

north soon deteriorates and becomes extinct.

The negroids, constituting more than one-half the people of

the island, are illiterate, and have very little comprehension of

life except such features as are immediately essential to animal

existence. They would be a standing menace to the stability

of any government in which, in their present condition, they

were permitted to take part. The Cubans proper, constituting

one third of the population, are, I understand, of much

superior intelligence; disposed to be industrious and progres

sive, and if left free from oppressive conditions would work

themselves into better industrial and political conditions. The

Spaniards are principally sojourners; men who have come

across the ocean to fill offices or make a fortune, and expect to

return to enjoy its fruits in the mother land. Unconnected

with the island by any tie other than of self-interest, they con

stitute a citizenship out of which little real patriotism may be

expected. The Americans, Englishmen, and Germans, together

with the other scattered nationalities, are on the island like the

Spaniards, not for a home, but to obtain something to take

home. They are separated in their sympathies and views from

each other, and there has grown up among them nothing of

that likeness of character and cohesiveness upon which a

government like that now existing in Hawaii could be

builded.

The industry of the island is entirely agricultural, and its

chief product—about four-fifths in value of the whole—is sugar,

made from the cane. Upon the condition of the sugar market

depends the material prosperity of the island.

MUST PATRONIZE SPAIN'S MANUFACTURERS.

The trade laws of Spain have the effect of compelling the

residents of the island to purchase all their manufactures from

Spain. This restriction does not apply simply to such articles

as are actually manufactured in Spain. Articles made in the

United States or England, having no rival upon the Spanish

peninsula, must first go to a Spanish port before they can reach
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the Cuban consumer. On the other hand, Spain takes very

little of Cuba's exportations. Europe, fed by beet sugar, takes

next to nothing. America has been her great purchaser, taking

annually more than $100,000,000 worth of exportations. Thus

in the very nature of commerce, Cuba must sell almost exclu

sively to America, but by the artificial restraints of legislation

must buy almost exclusively from Spain. Subjected to these

conditions the exchangeable value of the Cuban's product as it

comes to him from the soil is necessarily very small. By the

time his sugar has gone to New York and paid the customs

duties and the money remainder has gone to Spain for Spanish

manufactures, or American manufactures shipped over to

Spain, undergoing the deductions of the Spanish custom-house

and the profits of the Spanish merchant, as well as the cost of

transportation, the Cuban is very naturally outraged at the

diminutiveness of the return to the mother soil. r

Officialism in Cuba has without doubt been corrupt beyond

example elsewhere. Our municipal politics has given occasion

for brazen-fronted brigandage, but the victims have nearly

always been either the municipality itself or some corporation

applying for a new or increased franchise, or protesting against

like franchises about to be given to another. Official corruption

of that character, extortionate and degraded as we have seen

it, does not touch the quick as where the people as individuals

are the victims of the wrong. In Cuba the commonest rights

of trade or liberty are subject to official tribute. Men making

large importations and willing to evade the law pay heavily to

the officer and nothing to the state.' Men making small

importations are compelled to pay both the officers and the

state.

The grossest inequalities and discriminations perpetually

take place, so that no man knows whether or not he has his

own, and no man knows on what basis of cost he can deal with

his competitor. Conditions like these throttle industry and

trade, and through their meshes even the soil of Cuba, the

richest of the earth, cannot send its growths to anything like

an abundant industrial harvest.

NO PEACE SINCE 1868.

The island has seen no peace of any substantial duration

since 1868. Insurrections have constantly arisen, some of

them withstanding the armies of Spain for ten years and more.
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The present insurrection has gone on increasingly for two

years and a half. The exact military situation is hard to ascer

tain. The insurgents are an elastic quantity; now stretching

out almost over the whole island to the borders of the cities of

the sea; in an instant shrinking up, until the Spanish arms

seems to have no impediment to their progress. The scene of

the war is in constant change, and the fortunes of the war go

up and down along lines of Spanish and insurgent strategy we

cannot fully comprehend. The Spanish arms in general hold the

cities and garrisoned towns; the insurgents overrun the coun

try. The Spanish have ports and cruisers; the armies of the

insurgents have no cruisers, but have a hundred ports at which

ships from America, laden with munitions, can land. The

Spanish have little artillery; the insurgents have none. Neither

army travels with a wagon train or with tents. The Spanish

forces, on occasion, sally forth just far enough into the insur

gent territory that they may be able to return into their

permanent garrison the same day for dinner. The insurgents

fall back at noonday, but are close around the forts again at

twilight. The typical battle consists of a few insurgents open

ing fire upon one of the blockhouses that encircle the town,

whereupon the alarmed Spanish come to its rescue from the

other blockhouses; the town, thus uncovered on its other side,

is pillaged and burned by the main body of the insurgents,

who then beat a retreat. The warfare seems to be almost ex

clusively guerilla, and has little either of the paraphernalia, the

strategy, or the results of a sustained contest. The policy of

General Weyler can be summed up in two words—devastation

of the land and extermination of the people. In this he has

partially succeeded.

INDUSTRY AT A STANDSTILL.

. An excursion from Havana into any part of the interior,

through valleys that formerly were gardens of sugar and

tobacco agriculture, reveals nothing now but abandoned fields

dotted here and there with the black ruins of burned farm

houses and cabins. The whole landscape is as lifeless, either

of beast or of man, as the plains of Athabasca. The farmers

with their field hands are in the mountains with the insur

gents. The women and children hang about the insurgent

camps, or are penned up in the villages. The soil is permitted

to yield no fruit ; and the gaunt hand of famine wields a
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weapon more deadly than any in the Spanish soldiers' hands.

Weyler's policy was the only practical way of subduing Cuba.

All it needed was soldiers without stint, and patience from the

onlooking Christian nations. Happily he has been recalled,

and we are promised by his successor a policy of amnesty and

conciliation, ultimately leading to reforms of the island gov

ernment. The nature of the reforms is not yet known ; the

good faith behind them has not yet been tested.

These are, as nearly as I can ascertain, the salient facts

respecting Cuba herself. But out of any view of the situation

we must not leave some facts respecting Spain herself. Her

people are entirely unique. They bring over to the end of this

century the limitations and traits of a sixteenth century gen

eration. They seem to have taken on little of that spirit of

political 'and commercial liberty that has mellowed and

enlightened all other great peoples. They cannot understand

those modern watchwords of colonial success—toleration,

patience and expediency. Impervious too frequently to reason

or facts, pride dominates them. Spain is only in a lesser degree

now even as she was 100 years ago, when, speaking of her,

Burke exclaimed : " What can we expect from her ? Mighty,

indeed, but unwieldy ; vast in bulk, but inert in spirit; a whale

stranded upon the seashore of the empire."

Spain, too, has politics of her own. Divided basicly

between the present dynasty and the Carlists, the supporters

of the present dynasty are again subdivided between the

Liberals and the Conservatives. The Cuban situation has

already upset one of these party subdivisions and installed the

other; and a Spanish policy, more keenly wounding Spanish

pride, might go deep enough to upset the present dynasty, in

favor either of the Carlists or of revolution. The wise and

patriotic men of Spain, men like Castelar, have troubles like

these that are strictly their own—troubles we cannot accurately

measure or understand.

Spain's government in danger.

The statesmanship of Spain must find a way to hold fast,

in some measure, to its possessions in the West Indies, or gov

ernment at home will go to pieces. Independence in Cuba

would mean anarchy in Spain. Who expects a government

voluntarily to give up its own life that another may be born!

Two other facts indispensable to a right view of the Cuban
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situation remain to be stated. There is an international law

of the world binding upon the United States ; and there is a

public opinion of the world—the ultimate dominating force

behind all human events. We are so isolated, both in geog

raphy and in political connections, from the nations of the

world that, as a people, we have little occasion to give atten

tion to international law. We know generally that there is a

code of principles by which nations undertake to govern their

conduct, in relation to the other nations of the earth ; and, at

long intervals, we discuss as a people some questions of inter

national law, such as that involved in the Trent affair in 1861,

or in the Alabama claims during the Geneva arbitration in the

70's, or those growing out of the Venezuela situation in the

last year of Cleveland's administration. But these occasions,

bringing sharply home to the American mind the principles

applying to an international affair, are far apart in time. Not

more than once in a generation is America brought face to face

with the fact that even sovereign nations are subordinate to a

system of jurisprudence, higher than its own public opinion, or

the municipal law of the land.

In Europe, on the contrary, especially among the great

peoples like the English, French and Germans, international

jurisprudence is the subject of constant popular study and

application. The politics of these countries has as much to do

with their relations to other countries as to domestic concerns.

INTERNATIONAL LAW.

The dominating political debate turns frequently upon

some international collision on the continent, or in the colonies,

or some feared aggression upon that delicate political adjust

ment known as the balance of power. With these peoples

there is a living sentiment—a life necessity behind the inter

national law ; and its violation arouses the liveliest concern

and disfavor. With us international law, as a system, is a

thing high up in the air. With them it is one of the ever pres

ent restraints upon the activities of life. .In dealing with a

world concern we must not forget this wide difference between

us and our neighbors beyond the seas ; nor the effect that

violation of the regulations of international law may have

upon the world's opinion of us.

Nor must we overlook the immense value of the world's

public opinion. With the public opinion of Europe behind us
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we need fear neither ministries nor armaments. The great

governments of Europe hold their breath at the will of the

people, and are powerless against the voice and instincts of the

people.

The policy of the American government ought to leave

out of sight none of these facts. The home troubles of Spain

—troubles that reach to the depths of her nationality and gov

ernmental order—should lay upon us a patient temper. But

we owe as well a duty to humanity as to the people of Spain—

a duty to the cause of progressive mankind, as well as to the

decaying relic of an outlived civilization. Our plain purpose

should be—everything borne in mind—to do the right thing,

and especially to do it at the right time and in the right way.

A great responsibility must not be shirked ; neither must it be

shipwrecked by impatience or premature enthusiasm. The

first great lighthouse on our way warns us off the rocks of both

the principles and technicalities of international law; the second

great lighthouse beckons us into the port of the world's

approving public opinion. The port can never be reached

if the rocks are not avoided. Let us see to it, when the justi

fication for our conduct is presented, that the main issue of

right and humanity is not obscured by technicalities of inter

national law.

MANY PLANS PROPOSED.

Many plans of dealing with the Cuban situation have been

proposed. One is to recognize the insurgents as belligerents,

or, going still further, their independence as a nation, and thus

give them, as its advocates say, a fair standing in the contest.

Recognition of belligerency or independence would undeniably

confer upon the insurgents some advantages. It would, with

certainty, indicate the sympathies of the United States, and

thus encourage the Cubans and their friends, both upon the

island and throughout the world. It would enable them, too,

under international law, to purchase provisions and arms in any

portion of the United States without violation of neutrality

laws, or the hazard of being captured and treated as pirates.

But the status of belligerency or independence is not

always a universal benefit of an insurgent cause. It enlarges

the rights of the parent state as well as to the insurgents. As

things stand now, Spain has no right to search the vessels of

any nation upon the high seas outside of the three-mile limit
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from the coast of Cuba. Upon the recognition of belligerency

or independence the cruisers Of Spain could rightfully come to

the three-mile limit along the coast of the United States and

lie there in wait for every vessel emerging from our ports. In

such a status, the high seas are hers on which to run down a

contraband of war. It is a right we have repeatedly asserted ;

it is a right about which there is no disagreement among the

nations of the earth. Belligerency would thus enlarge the

opportunities of the Spanish cruisers from a narrow strip

around the coast of Cuba, an opportunity frequently baffled by

the shelter of darkness, to an area commensurate with the high

seas themselves. It would open up the whole ocean to Spain's

naval activities, unmolested by a single opposing armed ship,

for Cuba has no men of war, and no money to purchase them.

I doubt much if the Cuban cause could survive such a wide

play upon the source of her supplies.

WOULD AROUSE AMERICAN PRIDE.

But to us a still more important result would follow.

Search on the high seas of American ships bearing the Ameri

can flag, however rightful, would soon so arouse our pride and

inflame our resentment that, law or no law, complications with

Spain could not be averted. A doubtful exercise of the right

would start the war fever. The chances are that in this par

ticular case we would be in the wrong, and that the public

opinion of the world, disciplined to such questions, would so

regard it. Under circumstances like that the real heart of the

Cuban cause would be lost sight of in the meshes of the side

issue. We cannot afford as a Nation, we cannot afford as the

friends of Cuban liberty, to run any such chances of obscuring

the real issue.

Then there are those who propose immediate annexation

to the United States. This is the most radical of all the proposi

tions, and ought not to be even seriously considered until, with

all its attendant consequences, it is thoroughly thought out. I

am opposed to it for one reason, because the people of Cuba

have not yet proposed it. The situation is different from that

of Hawaii. There the dominating influence of the island is the

American, compact, cohesive, fully tempered and tested in the

crucible of time. Annexation in Hawaii is a policy springing

from the body of its intelligent people, and worked out in a

time of peace. Fully approved, again and again, after years of
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calm survey, it represents the deliberate thought and purpose

of those who, by superior nature and intelligence, constitute

the governing classes of the island. The annexation of Hawaii

is the adoption of a child arrived at mature age and under no

restraint, and without a protest from the world. Cuba, on the

other hand, has few Anglo-Saxons and fewer Americans. There

is there no class in control by virtue of superior intelligence.

There has been no deliberation upon annexation, and there has

been no free choice, tested and approved through the changes

and vicissitudes of time. Under the strain of this awful conflict

she would come to us, if she came at all, only as an escape from

her Spanish mother. We do not know and cannot know the

real wish of the Cuban people until at least she has had time

herself to know her own heart.

I oppose it, too, because we would either have to accept her

as an equal State or develop what is yet wholly undeveloped,

an American colonial policy.

CUBA UNFIT FOR SUFFRAGE.

That it would be unwise to construct her into a State I need

not argue. No electorate, in the very nature of our institutions

now, can be built in any State on anything else than universal

manhood suffrage. The population of Cuba, more than one-

half negroids, densely ignorant, is unfit for suffrage. The

Spanish element would remain hostile to our government.

Thus it would come about that considerably less than one-third

of her population would, by the concurrence of patriotism and

loyalty, be fit for useful citizenship. When we look at the

troubles we already have ; when we look at our failures in

municipal government, and at the growing popular tendency

to grope in the dark for experiments in national polity, we may

very well pause before bringing in a new citizenship—a citizen

ship densely ignorant and largely, in the nature of things,

inimical to our institutions. Who would not tremble if a Presi

dential election depended upon the vote of Cuba ? Who would

ever satisfactorily know how that vote had been cast ? Who

would put into the keeping of such a people the prosperity or

honor of the Republic ? As a State in the American Union she

is an impossibility.

But what of her as a colony ? Who has yet pointed out the

first principles* of an American colonial policy? Would we

build after the example of Spain, or on the foundations of the
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great colonial empire, Great Britain ? Great Britain has no

colony as large as Cuba, except possibly India, that is not

bound to the mother country by the ties of blood and tradition.

Everywhere on the face of the globe where 1,000,000 people live

under her flag the predominating population is either English

or descended from Englishmen. Loyalty to the crown and to

the commerce of the mother country, pride in the nativity and

governmental instincts of the colonial pioneers, is the gravitat

ing force that holds the British Empire together. That we

have in Hawaii ; that we have not, and probably, from the

climatic conditions, never will have, in Cuba. An English

colony can swing loose from the empire without war or shock

by a mere expression of the deliberate choice of its governing

classes in favor of independence. How long would Cuba

remain our colony on such conditions ? How soon would we

suffer the humiliation of seeing, for the first time, a portion of

our territory breaking away ? As a colony, unless we would

impose upon her the servitude of Spain, she is impossible.

THE ANSWER TO THE QUESTION.

What, then, is the solution? Canada, in -my judgment,

offers the answer. That great dominion is, in every practical

feature of independence, as self-governed as if she acknowl

edged no allegiance to the British crown. She sends no

representative to the Parliament house on the Thames ; Great

Britain sends none to the Parliament house on the Ottawa.

She pays no taxes into the British exchequer; she receives none

from any people outside of her own boundaries. She is touched

by no law relating to her trade, her development, or her liberty,

except such as come from her own legislative assemblies. She

fixes her own custom duties, regulates her own internal af

fairs, stands sponsor for her own internal peace and social

order. Her courts are made up from her own citizens,

appointed by authorities themselves of her own citizenship. In

every syllable of her political constitution, in every square mile

of her territory, she is absolutely a self-governed people. The

British flag is her flag only by choice, the British crown her

sovereign only in name. At any hour her people choose she

. can put into the sky a flag of her own without hearing the

drumbeat of an invading army.

Why may not Cuba start on such a career under the

Spanish flag ? Her population is yet a Spanish people. Con
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nection for a time with the mother country under bonds like

those between Canada and England, can do her no harm. If

it be her destiny to spring away in time from this connection,

and into the commanding group of Anglo-Saxon nationalities,

the years of autonomy will give space for the change and

growth that must first intervene. The lion cannot change its

skin nor the leopard its spots; nor can a people descended from

the blood and brought up in the traditions of the Spanish pen

insula become in a day a self-governing people. Mexico,

after almost seventy years of uninterrupted independence, is

only now escaping from the instability and uprisings insepara

bly incident to the Spanish colonial temperament.

SELF-GOVERNMENT A QUESTION OF YEARS.

Tidings of revolution in Central and Southern America

flashing through the telegrams of any morning cause no

surprise in any capital of the world. These peoples, wherever

situated, are still undergoing the inevitable settling process—

the elimination of those ingredients of character that in the

nationality, I think, will for many years keep them in political

fermentation. The stroke of the hour for real self-government

in Cuba will not come simply with independence ; it will come

only under the slow process of time.

Autonomy, thus not hurtful to Cuba, ought measurably to

satisfy Spain. It will, at least if cautiously though firmly

presssd, immeasurably lessen the probabilities of a Spanish up

heaval. The peace of the world, except upon the most pressing

consideration, can afford no anarchy there or elsewhere. A con

flagration kindled there might not be hedged by the Pyrenees.

Social problems working out now in the atmosphere of peace,

would almost irretrievably be put back in an era of revolution.

Our plain duty lies in the direction of peace.

But by autonomy I mean home government in reality ; the

autonomy of Canada and of the Australian colonies ; not

that which has in times past been offered to Cuba. Any gov

ernment erected upon the island is not in reality self-govern

ment if the mother country retains the power to choose or

restrain the local legislature or veto its enactments ; or the

power to appoint the judges or overrule their decisions; to levy

taxes or force a tribute ; or to compulsorily, by trade laws or

other devices, name the markets in which the Cuban shall

buy or sell. Any hand perpetuating Spanish control of Cuban
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domestic policies, however gloved, and however endearingly

offered, ought never to be accepted. The proffered rose of

peace and self-government, however fragrant, must be known

to conceal no adder. This century would go out in shame if.

under the guise of self-government, these people who have

been fighting against wrong for thirty years should be bewil

dered into a surrender of the vantage ground obtained. The

cause of human liberty could brook no such hypocrisy. If real

autonomy is purposed, there can be no objection to its exami

nation by any friend of liberty anywhere. If real autonomy is

not purposed—if its semblence only is offered, that Cuba's

friends may be lulled into inactivity, while she is enticed upon

the rocks where her present power and victories will be broken,

there should be no moment lost in uncovering the deception.

The government of the United States, I am sure, will know, as

it has a right to know, precisely what is going on.

HAVE ASSUMED RESPONSIBILITIES.

We have not, it is true, undertaken to become the keeper of

our fellow republics, or of the struggling peoples throughout

the Western Hemisphere, but towards them, and this whole

side of the globe, we have assumed a certain responsibility.

We have, said repeatedly to the great nations of Europe that

no interference from that quarter in the political affairs of the

American continent would be permitted. Standing aloof our

selves from any share in the balancing power in the East, we

compel them to stand apart in the political struggles that mark

the development of the West. The world has been divided

into two great theatres of political influence and activity.

Whatever would be right, under international law, or high

international policy, for the great nations of Europe to do in

any political emergency in the East is equally the right of

America to do alone in any like emergency in the West. They

embody there in no greater degree than we do here the stern

obligations of leadership and justice that intelligence and con

science must always assume toward the struggles going on

throughout the respective continents. The public opinion of

the world must necessarily look to some one nation or group of

nations to vindicate the right of conscience to rule.

Europe has already settled, in favor of her great nations,

the right of political intervention. The best, though not by

any means the only, instance of its exercise, was that of the
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intervention of Russia, France, and England in the Greek revolt

of 1823 against the Sultan. The Greeks had occupied to the

Ottoman Empire much the same relation that the Cubans

occupy to the Spanish crown. They were governed from Con

stantinople ; their commerce was hampered by such regulations

and tribute as the cupidity of the Sultan and his advisers sug

gested ; no part racially or temperamently of the Turkish

people, they were cared for by the Turk only for such money

gains as could be gotten from them ; their connection with the

empire was that of political bondage, as distinguished from

political affiliation. The situation of Cuba runs out almost

completely the parallel.

THE REVOLT OF THE GREEKS.

The revolt of the Greeks from this cruel connection struck

to the heart of Europe and America. What student of Ameri

can history will ever forget the closing words of Webster's

speech in our House of Representatives : " The Greeks address

the civilized world with a pathos not easy to be resisted. They

invoke our favor by more moving considerations than can well

belong to the condition of any other people. They stretch out

their arms to the Christian communities of the earth, beseech

ing them by the generous recollections of their ancestors, by

the considerations of their desolated and ruined cities and

villages, and by their wives and children sold into an accursed

slavery, by their blood, which they seem willing to pour out

like water, by the common faith and in the name which unites

all Christians, that they would extend to them at least some

token of compassionate regard." These words nobly and fitly

voiced the heart of a people separated by the united breadth of

a continent and an ocean from the theater of the contest. What

lover of English letters has forgotten the example of Byron ?

With a courage outshining eloquence, a heroism that rescues

his character from the literary monuments of his genius, he

flew into the insurgent camps and ended there his brilliant life.

Wherever intelligence was respected and liberty was loved the

cause of the insurgents became the cause of mankind.

English public opinion compelled Canning to send the hero

of Waterloo to St. Petersburg to consult the Czar. The treaty

of London quickly followed, in which the ruler of the Turks

was told that unless autonomy was granted to the- Greeks—a

real autonomy, under which, though tributary to the Sultan,
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Greece was to be governed by its own elected authorities, and

to be independent in its commercial relations—the guns of the

united fleets would be heard in the archipelago. These guns

were heard. Under their fire the Turkish-Egyptian fleet went

down in the harbor of Navarino. Intervention became apoliti

cal fact.

CUBA HAS SYMPATHY OF ALL.

As a right under international law, political intervention

has still its opponents, but " the emancipation of Greece," says

the severest of these, "was a high act of policy, above and

beyond the domain of law." The cause of Cuba does not stir

the imagination of civilized races as did the cause of the

Greeks ; but it reaches as deeply into the civilized world's

instincts of right and wrong. Her claims to substantial self-

guvernment will, if rightly presented, together with the circum

stances of her bondage, carry the jury of conscience in every

community developed under the Christian civilization. The

world's public opinion once fairly appealed to, and aroused, can

in the nature of things run in no other direction.

Whether, to attain such an end, intervention by the United

States,is to be defended as a right under international law, or a

high act of policy above the domain of law, is in the end of

little consequence. If it have a precedent so nearly parallel as

the one I have pointed out ; if it be defensible almost equally

with that, as a high act of policy above the domain of law ; if

above all things it be evoked by a cause that appeals irresistibly

to the public opinion and conscience of mankind, there can in

its exercise be little danger of going wrong. As high policy,

or political right, it will go forth unentangled with any techni

calities relating to the lawful exercise of the right of search, and

the recognition of belligerency. It will address to the public

opinion of the world, unobscured by side questions, the single

issue of the Cuban's right to substantial self-government. It

will reveal us to the world in the true attitude of a friend to

liberty, an intermediary animated by no animosity toward

Spain, and by no cupidity upon the part of ourselves. It will,

if I mistake not, command the sympathies of mankind.

In the meanwhile, let us wait the outcome of present events.

The administration at Washington may be confidently trusted

to maintain the honor and the peace of the country as far as

they can travel together. There is no call for the pessimist
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who cries down values in the Stock Exchange, nor for those

other pessimists who go up and down the land bemoaning the

decadence of national spirit and patriotism He who heads the

government is a truly great man, animated by a wish to lead

the hosts of peace to a higher industrial prosperity, but by an

equally firm purpose never to suffer the Nation to fall into

indifference to liberty, nor into dishonor anywhere. If a con

flict with Spain comes it will only be after the justice of our

position has broken, with its full light, upon the intelligence

and conscience of mankind. Under such a light there will be

no conflict, for Spain will already have been disarmed.

President Kendrick:—

I have the pleasure of introducing to the audience the first

appointed speaker, Prof. O. T. Mason, LL. D., of the Smithson

ian Institution, at Washington, D. C.

Proe. 0 T. Mason:—

I have been invited to speak to you on the earlier efforts of

mankind to secure liberty and justice. In order to appreciate a

great subject we must have a proper point of view. In order

to appreciate the liberties and the justice that we enjoy

ourselves, we shall have to remember the history of the past

that has brought us to these conditions. If I had time,

therefore, to discuss this subject of the struggles of mankind

for liberty and justice I should divide my remarks into four

parts. Four propositions would have to be defended, and the

first one is this:—Our race, our species, began its career on this

earth absolutely devoid of culture of any kind.

" Poor naked wretches, on the edge of time,

That bide the pelting of this pitiless storm,

How shall your houseless heads and unfed sides defend you

From seasons such as these ? "

King Lear, III, I.

The first human being that stood upon this earth would

seem to the naturalist, studying only biotic phenomena, to have

been the most poorly endowed of all God's creatures that ever

crawled, or walked, or flew, or swam. The lion had its teeth,

the bird had its wings, the fish its fins, and the mole could

crawl beneath the ground, but our first parents had nothing of

the sort. We shall return to that.

The second proposition is that all progress, all culture, that
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has come to our species is artificial, has been invented, has

been acquired. It is not a natural endowment, but has come

to us through long, long struggles after something that is

inventional, something that is brought in upon us, and not

something we can ever inherit from our parents.

The third proposition would be this:—That all the good

and all the greatness that has come to any man, or any people,

or any race, or any nation, has come through propagandism.

If you have something to say and do not say it, that is the end

of you. If a nation has some sermon to preach and does not

preach it, that is the end of such a nation. The whole progress

of history declares that all the good that has come to the world

has come through propagandism, the receiving and the giving

out of culture.

The fourth proposition would be something like this: That

there are no accidental structures in humanity or in nature, but

from the first to the last there has been a series of unfoldings

which are beautiful, spoken of in the scripture as, first the

blade, then the ear, after that the full corn in the ear. There

has been a definite purpose running through all the progress

of the world, whether we speak of it in its material aspects or

in its social and religious features. One purpose runs not only

through all nature but through all culture.

Now, let us go back to this early condition of mankind

with regard to the questions before us this evening. If in the

beginning our race had such a poor endowment, then all this

good has come to us afterwards.

It is a remarkable fact that we have brains too large for

the necessities of our bodies. In all other creatures the brain

and the exigencies of the body agree like the balancing of a

perfect scale. But human beings have brains too large for

mere animal existence and, as a compensation for that, the

Creator has taken away from them those tools I will call

them, connected with the bodies of other creatures by means

of which they perform their functions. It is as though the

Divine Being had taken some one of the higher creatures and

having stripped all the hair from its body, having pulled out

its claws and put in place thereof those delicate nails, having

drawn out its fangs and inserted the poorest teeth to be found

in any animal's head, and having in every respect deprived it

of its present means of exercising its little brain, should have

increased the delicacy and size of that organ and ordered the
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animal to hunt hair and claws and teeth for itself. Now that

would seem to be an anomalous proceeding on the part of the

Creator, but in point of fact He did provide our species with a

more exalted nervous system, capable of infinite possibilities,

in the same act taking away from them every external attach

ment to the body that would impede them in the development

of culture through invention. With this increase of creative

power and decrease of animal resources God turned man out of

paradise saying: There you are.You have only one thing to do.

Dominate the earth and subdue it. Though you have no

wings, fly higher than the bird, and after that by your artificial

instruments of sight project your vision away into distant

worlds, and in imagination soar beyond all pinions from worlds

into other worlds prophesying their existence in advance.

In taking away from them the apparatus with which the

mole can crawl a few inches under the earth, He at the same

time endowed them with the faculty of seizing the powers of

nature and the materials of nature and going down miles and

miles into the ground to bring up the rich ore for their own

convenience.

So that while we find these human species to be poorly en

dowed with those organs that enable the animals to live in

accordance with the peculiar construction of their nervous sys

tems, we have here a creature having a peculiar modification

of that system, enabling it to dispense with these external

attachments and develop new forms of life which make them

the masters of the world, put them in possession of the land,

and the water and the air, and give them control over all things

around them.

The first men had scarcely any language. It is said that

our first father was called upon to name the animals as they

came before him. Why, just before I left home my grandchild

who is a little over a year old could tell me what the sheep said,

and what the cow said, and what the cat said in just about the

condition of Adam's own way when he was naming the animals.

But he had superabundant brain and his descendants had

brain and by the use of this, here we are in possession of all the

materials and powers of the world.

The first dress upon the human body in Paradise was

a simple one. Indeed, it was only a lot of leaves fastened to

gether such as you can see the Pima Indians wearing on the

Gulf of California. Out of that simple beginning has come all
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beautiful and costly decorations of the body. As I look before

me I see men and women clothed in close fitting and attractive

garments and think of the inventions through all the ages by

which we have come to the position of this kind of dress,—a

charming example of the use of this almost infinite power by

means of which those natural losses are more than counter

balanced.

Then those first creatures had no house to live in. They

walked about inside and outside of Paradise, if you will have it

so, but there were no houses, no architect, none of those crea

tions of humanity that are so beautiful and so inspiring. There

was nothing of that kind in this world at first, but it was

coming.

I might go on and compare that poor bare-footed creature

walking on the shores of time with myself here from Washington

in a Pullman Palace Car, a wonderful journey. If I could only

travel forward through these thousands of years through all the

trying and failing, trying and failing and then succeeding, until I

came to this marvelous age of transportation, what a journey

that would be.

These arts did not occupy all of men's time. They went

along to something different in every direction. Not only the

progress of their minds in the conquest of the material world

interests us as we study it, but also their advancement in

the social world. Society had a poor organization then.

It seemed to be made up of liars and murderers, and when we

now see, as told by our last speaker, the whole world of fifteen

hundred million hearts beating together, the whole human race

on the earth to-day governed by one set of international laws and

customs, we have before us a most absorbing subject for study.

I do not know of anything in all the range of my own exper

ience more entertaining and more charming than the tracing

of these institutions which combine all mankind into one

brotherhood, back through many ages of struggling and suf

fering to their first epoch.

Of course, we are here to-night to speak of liberty and jus

tice. What is liberty and what is justice in its historical sense ?

You may say that justice is rendering an equivalent. Render--

ing an equivalent ? Why, the first men had nothing to render

an equivalent with. They did not know much about counting,

certainly had no scales wherewith to weigh, no measure

wherewith to measure, and no way to render an equivalent, but
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if you go over here to this University you can find a man who

can weigh the thousandth part of a grain or measure the

hundred thousandth part of an inch. You will find there

an instrument that will record a hundredth part of a second.

While my heart has beat once that has beat one hundred times

and recorded its beats. And so though beginning with no

sense of justice, np apparatus of justice, no laws, we

have now come to that epoch when we are not satisfied with

anything but an exact equivalent. Equivalent for service,

equivalent for property, equivalent for everything.

Secondly, what is liberty in the highest sense ? It is the

domination of our powers, and faculties, and of nature itself for

the highest artificial good. But there is a great mistake I

think we make with reference to the early history of liberty.

I wish that I could crush one idea that is in some of your

minds to-night. If so I should be happy. When I was a boy I

remember I wanted to be an Indian. I thought if I could have

a scalping knife and go out on the plains or the Great West and

roam about like a North American Indian, I should be the

happiest being on earth. Some of us grow up under those

ideas that prevailed among the earlier and lower races of man,

that you must go as you please if you want to have liberty.

Now, that is the greatest mistake you have ever made in

your life.

First of all let us look at the mere boyhood of the thing.

What is the liberty of a man who lives only twenty years ?

The average age of the North American Indian is twenty

years. He dies on an average in his twentieth year.

Compare with that the cultured man, the average of whose age

is fifty years, as it is in Chicago. Why. it has grown in our life

time from thirty-three or thirty-five to fifty years; the average

in Washington is fifty years, among the whites. Now, some

thing has been brought about artificially by which the freedom

to live longer becomes a great blessing to mankind. The free

dom to continue life on the earth has been brought about by

inventions and institutions, which gives us greater stability and

greater control and command of ourselves. But that is simply

a biological fact.

Now, about this American Indian again, what do you think

of the liberty of a man who, when he walks beyond his door at

night, believes that the air is full of spirits, many of them

malevolent, and as he steals along through the wcods and
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through the grass in the daytime he hears behind him voices

and before him voices, and his frightened body crawls along

like " a fugitive, and a vagabond," and a coward on the earth,

not knowing what moment he may be devoured, from the early

morning until late at night,and when he retires he is surrounded

with imaginary spirits, and shivers from his superstitions.

In his early years, and in his later years, in the summer and in

the winter he is never absent from these suspicions and terrors,

these dreadful spirits and lurking foes that hover about him at

all times, and threaten his life and his happiness.

What is the freedom of such a man compared with that of

each one of you sitting before me ? What is the freedom of

such a man who lives the life of a slave ? No slave with chains

upon his body was ever so abject as the man who is a slave to

his superstitions, and who is a slave to a constant dread of his

fellows that surround him day and night.

Both in the material life, and in the spiritual and mental

life, we find the same slavery, the same ignorance, the same

want of culture and true manhood in all these early races.

You can trace that out with your children. A child is an

epitome of the race,—a little child. In the first place what is

the amount of its freedom ? I have seen little partridges, as

soon as they were born, with a piece of the egg shell upon their

backs, to go walking around in the harvest field as though the

whole world belonged to them. But this childhood goes on and

on, and I believe it is the law in Chicago that you are an infant

until you are twenty-one years of age. The helplessness of

childhood is a picture of this early one of freedom and this

want of freedom among the lower races. And so the study

of the different races of men produces the same result.

Now, if we pass on to the next idea it is this: All of the good

that has come to the world has come through human toil,

sweat and suffering experiences. It is a matter of culture. I

want to speak a word or two in closing, however, upon the

third point, and that is, that all good is kept alive by propa-

gandism. As soon as the spirit of liberty dies out of the Ameri

can people so that they have nothing more to say about it, in

holding it up for the admiration and imitation of the world, the

spirit of liberty is gone. And so with our sense of justice and

fair play among men, we must carry the knowledge of it

everywhere.

If I were to take one of these flowers and say to it [refer
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ring to a chrysanthemum], " How do you come to be so

beautiful ? I remember when I was a boy you were not bigger

than the button on my coat. How in the world did you come

to be so beautiful ?" " Well," the flower would reply, " first of

all the gardener spied me out and said, ' I will be a missionary

to this flower.' He placed me in an environment different

from the one in which I had lived, he surrounded me with good

and eliminated the evil."

And so we are told in regard to migration of all people who

are struggling for liberty to our shores, it has been encouraged,

so that if men cannot live in the privileged spot where they

were born and brought up, they came to the greenhouse of

America and dwelt where the gardener will take care of

them and draw out of them those—How many more seconds

have I, Mr. President ?

The Secretary :

Your time is up.

President Kendrick :

I want you to hear the last speaker of the evening, Mr.

George W. Northrup, of this city, who will speak on the " Duty

of the Government in Regard to the Encouragement of

Liberty."

Mr. George W. Northrup, of Chicago :

t

The hour is late and I shall be brief. The question that I

am supposed to discuss this evening is, " Our Government and

the Oppressed of Other Nations, and its Duty in Regard to the

Encouragement of Liberty. " There is a clear implication in

this question that there does in fact exist a duty on the part of

our government towards the oppressed of other nations, to

encourage them in respect to the attainment of their liberties.

As a scientific proposition we should challenge an implication

by an inquiry as to whether or not such a duty does exist.

That question might be discussed in several different ways. It

might be examined as a question controlled by principles of

international law. It might be discussed as a question regu

lated by international precedent. Or it might be examined

under the light of our national constitution. Mr. Brice has

said that the development of our political system has been
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greatly aided by the fact that political problems have been

worked out as constitutional questions in the cool dry air of

the courts And although dryness is scarcely desirable on an

occasion such as this, possibly a glance at the constitutional

aspect of this question from a legal point of view might not be

undesirable. As a preliminary I would say I suppose we may

safely assume that there can be no duty without a correspond

ing power. Of course, if the power has existed, and has been

gradually lost or thrown away, a technical duty may be said

still to remain, but if there is an inherent lack of power

to perform, a duty to perform cannot be said properly

to exist. And I do not refer here to bare physical

ability to perform, but a power to perform under due and

lawful authority. Now, if it shall be ascertained that the gov

ernment of these United States is without due and lawful

authority constitutionally to aid and encourage liberty among

other nations as an end in and of itself, I think that we may

assume that no duty to that effect rests on this government

towards the people of other nations.

In 1787 there existed upon this continent thirteen sov

ereign and independent states, possessing all the powers of

sovereignty, excepting those perhaps which may be considered

to have been limited by the weak articles of the confederation.

These sovereign states in convention, after prolonged discussion,

ratified a constitution in which and by which they surrendered

to the common government the essential elements of sov

ereignty which they formerly possessed. This surrender was

not made hastily or blindly. ' And so, with nearly every provis

ion of the constitution, it was wrung from the colonies by

dire necessity. And the tenth amendment to the constitution

expressly provides that the United States government only

possesses such powers as were surrendered. And it has been

formally adjudicated by our Supreme Court and all the courts

of this country repeatedly that the United States government

does in fact only possess those powers surrendered to it by this

constitution That, perhaps, may be considered as one of the

corner-stones of our national fabric. It is fundamental, then,

that in order to determine the powers of the Federal govern

ment on any subject it is necessary to examine this constitu

tion, because, first, only the express powers there delegated to

the sovereign government, or common Federal authority and

such incidental powers as may be necessary and convenient to
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carry into effect these express powers, can be considered as

properly to be exercised by the Federal authorities. And at

the outset and before we examine the body of the constitution,

it is absolutely necessary that we determine what, if anything,

this constitution has to say as to the objects and purposes for

which the express powers were delegated. For any general

language in which the delegation of express powers may be

couched, must be limited by the objects and purposes for

which they were delegated. We have not far to seek on that

subject. The objects and purposes for which the constitution

was created, and the express powers there mentioned were del

egated to the common government as fully set forth in the

preamble to that instrument, which reads as follows :

" We, the people of the United States, in order to form a

more perfect union, establish justice, insure domestic tranquil

ity, provide for the common defense, promote the general wel

fare, and secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our

posterity, do ordain and establish this constitution for the

United States of America."

Now, nothing could be clearer, it seems to me, than the

eloquent language of this preamble. Nothing could more

clearly indicate the intention on the part of the framers of the

constitution that the powers which they so hardly delegated

and surrendered to the common government should be used

for the benefit and for the welfare of the people of the United

States themselves. And that the efforts of the common gov

ernment in behalf of the attainment of liberty were to be con

fined to the attainment of liberty and securing the blessings of

liberty for the people of this country and their prosperity.

Now, there was just as much occasion in 1787 for a general

crusade on behalf of liberty as there is now, and perhaps

more. Liberty, as we understand it, was then the absorbing

topic of the civilized world. Prominent nations were all

engaged in life and death struggles under this banner.

France* the leader of the movement, was then about to plunge

into that general crusade on behalf of republican ideas which

landed her in the Napoleonic wars. With France our govern

ment was on terms of the greatest amity. To France our

people owed a mighty debt of gratitude. If, then, there had

been any intention on the part of the founders of this republic

in framing this constitution that the Federal authority thereby

constituted, should devote itself to a crusade for liberty gener
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ally throughout the world, there was room for the application

of that intention, and its absence from the preamble of the

constitution is significant. But it is familiar that the colonies

at that time were pretty thoroughly absorbed in desperate

struggles to devise some means which might succeed in secur

ing their own precarious existence and liberties, and we may

well imagine that it wasn't within the thoughts of the framers

of the constitution that they were to devote themselves gener

ally to that cause. But let us examine the body of the consti

tution, and determine whether there are any express powers

there delegated which can be said to overcome the clear limits

of the preamble. The President is given power by the consti

tution to make treaties, two-thirds of the Senators present con

curring. Time will not permit an exhaustive examination of

the powers delegated to Congress, but suffice it to say that the

powers there delegated to Congress which may have a bearing

on this question are the powers to declare war, grant letters of

reprisal,etc., to maintain an army and navy,and punish infractions

of the law of nations, but there is not the slightest indication in

this constitution that those powers were to be devoted to any

other purpose except that expressed in the preamble. There

is what is called in the body of the constitution, a general wel

fare clause which provides that Congress shall provide for the

common defense and general welfare of the United States.

That is the broadest power in the body of the constitution, but

that corresponds purely to the intentions evidently set forth in

the preamble. It is clear, then, it seems, from the inspection

of the preamble and the body of the constitution, first, that in

the preamble and general welfare clause it is clearly set forth

and intended that the powers to be delegated by that instru

ment to the common government were to be utilized for the

benefit of this country, and so far as the securing of the bles

sings of liberty is concerned, they were to be confined to

securing the blessings of liberty to the people of this country

and their posterity. Secondly, that there is nothing' in the

express powers which overcome this clear limitation. If that

is so, then it is clear, if the constitution is the fundamental

document to which we must go for information as to the

powers of this government, it must be clear that there is no

constitutional power given to the representatives of the United

States government which authorizes them to devote the physi

cal ability of this nation to the encouragement of liberty gen
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erally among other nations as an end in and of itself. As I

remarked in the beginning, if that is so, then it must appear

that there is no duty resting on this government towards the

oppressed of other nations in that regard. And as a corollary,

if a case should arise in which this common government could

constitutionally enter upon a course of action which might be

calculated incidentally to advance the cause of liberty among

other nations, that result cannot constitutionally be considered

by the authorities of this country as an end in and of itself.

And such an action can only be justified by extreme necessity,

and as a course demanded by wisest solicitude for the welfare

of this country. But while this country cannot properly

devote its powers to the encouragement of liberty among other

nations as an end in and of itself, many occasions have arisen

and may well arise where our common government may best

exercise its powers and fulfill its fundamental duty to promote

the welfare of this country and secure the blessings of liberty

to this country by a course of conduct well calculated to sub

stantially encourage liberty among other nations. Such

occasions have arisen and are certain to arise, and our govern

ment has not been slow on such occasions to take advantage of

the opportunity, nor has its action failed to produce substantial

results to the aid of liberty among other nations. Take a

familiar illustration. At the close of the Civil War our govern

ment required the Emperor of the French to remove his troops

from the soil of Mexico. That action was not only proper but

it was highly necessary. The presence of foreign troops in a

nation on our border, European troops, was in the highest

degree dangerous and menacing to this country, and in the

highest degree calculated to be dangerous to the liberties of this

country, so that the action of the government in requiring these

troops to be removed, with the fact that these troops were re

moved, which mightily assisted the cause of freedom and liberty

in Mexico, cannot be said to have been more than an incidental

result of the constitutional power exercised by this govern

ment—a constitutional exercise by this government of its law

ful powers and the fulfillment by this government of its funda

mental duty to promote the blessings of liberty to this country.

That doctrine, illustrated in this incident, early in the century

became the established policy of this country and was crystal

lized by President Monroe in his famous Monroe Doctrine. So

when in the early years of this century our government awarded
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belligerent rights to the people of South America, struggling

to throw off the Spanish yoke, shortly afterwards recognized

the independence of those countries at the earliest feasible

moment, that action greatly assisted the cause of liberty in

South America, but the recognition of belligerency was actually

a proper exercise by the government of the constitutional

powers I have pointed out. Whenever insurgents are in the

control of a substantial portion of territory and have under their

banner well organized forces and are administering territory

in a proper way, in a proper case a nation that is interested

either by contiguity or the interests of its citizens, or otherwise,

may in a proper case—I have not enumerated all the particu

lars—grant belligerent rights to such people. But in granting

even rights of belligerency to people in insurrection, the

primary duty of this government is to consider the circum

stances of the case and determine at the outset whether or not

such a ground of belligerent rights is calculated to carry out

the intentions of the framers of the constitution and the powers

in that instrument delegated, is calculated to promote the bless

ing of liberty to ourselves and our posterity. The government

owes no duty, under the constitution to insurrectionists them

selves. (Applause.)

The benediction was then pronounced by the Rev. Mr.

Patrick of Missouri, and the Congress then adjourned until 10

a. m. next day.
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Morning Session. *

Thursday, November 18th, 1897, 10 a. m.

President Kendrick :

Let us open our session this morning by standing and

singing two stanzas of the hymn : " Stand up, Stand up for

Jesus."

The Rev. Dr. Fish of Wisconsin then offered prayer :

The President :

We have before us this morning a vastly important topic

in which we are all interested, The Psychology of Conversion.

I am very glad to announce that the discussion on this topic is

to be presented to us in a paper by Prof. Noah K. Davis, LL.D.,

Professor of Moral Philosophy in the University of Virginia.

Prof. Noah K. Davis, Ph.D., LL.D., of Virginia then read

the following :

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF CONVERSION.

1. It is a matter of common observation that men fre

quently reform. The reformation is sometimes only in external

conduct, with very little change of the inward inclinations. In

other cases the character of the man, his permanent disposition,

undergoes a reversal, and then we say the reformation is radi

cal. The change is sometimes so little apparent or so gradual

as not to'attract the attention of his associates, but oftentimes

it is so sudden and striking as to excite wonder. Especially is

this the case when the transition is also extreme, when the man

passes as by a leap from very bad to fairly good, or indeed

from fairly good to very bad, though usually we do not call the

latter a reformation, a reform being commonly thought of as a

return to the innocence and purity of early life. Here, then,

is a frequently recurring fact in human history, a phenomenon

that calls for explanation, one that challenges the attention of
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the anthropologist and psychologist. An investigation and

explanation of such obvious phenomena cannot be declined by

the scientist who would complete his system accounting for the

patent facts in the natural history of mankind

In examining the general phenomenon of personal refor

mation, we discover a species that may be clearly distinguished

from all other's by its religious character. Millions of men in

Christendom profess to have undergone a radical change in

their innermost nature by virtue of religious influence ; and

very often this is so manifest in great changes of personal con

duct, in the breaking up of strong habits, in the re-ordering of

a whole life to correspond with the new aims it professes, as to

become publicly . notorious. Moreover, the change is commonly

permanent, and the new man grows old preserving his religious

character. This species of reformation is called by the Chris

tian church regeneration or conversion. With the doctrine as

expounded in churchly creeds and symbols we have nothing

herein to do, but shall use its terms as expressive, merely of

reformation specifically religious. We are now concerned only

to note the phenomenon, and to seek for it a scientific explana

tion apart from revelation. Our doctrine is not theological,

but psychological. We take occasion to say, however, that the

teachings of theology and psychology, if true, cannot conflict,

and will differ only because of a different point of view.

2. An analysis of the powers, the faculties and capacities,

of the human mind, soul or spirit, there being three names for

one and the same thing, discovers the four generic powers of

knowing and feeling, desiring and willing. Knowing and feel

ing condition desiring, and desiring conditions willing.

Feelings are states of pleasure and pain, and may be set

aside from our present consideration , since, although largely

excited by and involved in religious thought, they are no

criterion whatever of its truth, and being variable and ephe

meral, are no sure index of permanent changes in character.

A desire exists only in view of some known object pre

sented or represented, and this is commonly called the object

of the desire. Desire is a state of unrest characterized by

want, and impels the will towards the object desired, inclining

it to choose, and to strive after the thing seemingly fitted to

satisfy or gratify the want. Desire is thus the motive, or

that which moves us to make voluntary effort to obtain the

thing wanted. Given a desirable object known more or less
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perfectly, then certain correlated feelings excite desire, others

accompany it, and yet others arise upon its gratification. But

it is the desire that impels to action, and without its impulse

no voluntary activity is possible. Therefore a man's character

as morally good or bad, and the moral quality of each of his

several actions, are to be referred to his motives, to the per

manent inclination, or to the passing impulse which determines

his will to act or to abstain from acting. In his desires, per

manent and transient, we are to look for the secret springs of

his character and conduct, and to know them is to know the

man.

Normal desires as found in every man. as indeed essential

to human nature, are of two principal kinds, the craving desires

and the giving de.-ires. The former seek for one's self what

apparently would be a personal gain. They impel the will to

appropriate their objects, thereby enlarging or restoring abil

ity. In their instinctive and independent exercise the}' are

purely selfish impulses, self-seeking inclinations. These also

are of two sorts, the appetites and the appetencies. Hunger

may be taken as a typical appetite. The appetencies are de

sires for pleasure, for knowledge, for prosperity, for power,

for fame, and the like. The appetites have a physical basis,

the appetencies are more purely psychical. In themselves

alone considered, both practically terminate on self, their ten

dency being egoistic, occupying the man exclusively with his

own interest. When this tendency prevails, these desires-,

though normal in character, become abnormal in exercise by

subordinating all others.

3. The logical and psychological opposite of the class of

craving desires is the class of giving desires. These are the af

fections, the various forms of love. Love, in this general

sense is a desire, an impulse disposing us to give out from our

own resources what will promote the welfare of another. Thus

defined it is exclusively a desire, and should be clearly distin

guished from the tender feeling or sentiment that naturally

accompanies the desire, is confused with it, and constantly

borrows its name. Love is the desire to bestow a benefit, and

is exercised toward sentient beings only; for it presupposes,

not only an intelligent apprehension in the imparting subject,

but also a considerable reciprocity in the recipient object. Its

whole tendency is altruistic, occupying the man with the wel

fare of others in forgetfulness of self.
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We distinguish several kinds of the benevolent affection or

love most readily by reference to its objects. The love

of kindred, especially the family tie, exhibits the several vari

eties of conjugal, paternal, maternal, filial and fraternal

affection, which are commonly compressed, by association, into

the so-called love of home. Another kind is friendship, or the

love of associates with whom we agree and find agreeable. In

this may be included the love of a benefactor, arising from the

sentiment of gratitude. Patriotism or the love of one's

country,' or rather of his countrymen, has a wider comprehen

sion and a more generous flow. Anciently it was accounted one

of the greatest of virtues, involving, however, hostility toward

all outsiders, the gentiles or barbarians. The influence of

Christianity is gradually suppressing this hostility in favor

of philanthropy or the love of mankind at large ; so that

to-day we recognize a growing class of men known as philan

thropises, whose heaven-descended genius dignifies and

adorns humanity.

Let it now be more particularly observed that the native

tendency of the craving and of the giving desires is mutual op

position; they are originally inconsistent with and contrary to

one another, each contending for supremacy. In men of the

baser sort the contest is feeble, selfishness reigns, and affection,

being made to subserve interest, ceases to be what it would

appear, and becomes a slavish hypocrite. In the actual life of

naturally generous souls, the conflict is continuous, love

battling with inherent selfishness, struggling to subordinate in

terest, rightly claiming and striving for supremacy. But

in men of the yet nobler sort, men who are nevertheless unre-

generate, love largely prevails, the selfish propensities are sub

dued and made to subserve the affections. The appetites and

appetencies are thereby ennobled, passing from low ends to be

come honorable means, thus taking higher rank, and fulfilling

their rightful functions in the economy of the human soul.

4. Among the several kinds of affection we have named,

love for God does not occur. Yet this is the highest, noblest,

and most comprehensive of all. Without it the series is incom

plete, and indeed has no proper and sufficient basis. It is

needed to give unity and cohesion to the other affections, and

to bring them and all other functions of the soul into harmony

and cooperative efficiency.

The unregenerate man has no love for God. He may
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believe in the existence and ruling providence of God, be filled

with reverent awe in contemplating his holiness and omnipo

tence, and be confident of his perfect, all reaching justice. In

view of his own sh'ort-coming he may tremble, filled with rev

erential fear; but trusting to God's mercy, may hope that his

conscientious morality may justify him at the final tribunal.

He may treat all religious services with profound respect, and

take formal part in them. He may accept the Scriptures as the

word of God, be deeply versed in a scholarly knowledge of

them, and be obedient to their practical precepts. What more

could be reasonably asked ? Much more. My son, give me thy

heart. In all this there is no love for God, no longing to be like

Him, no striving to please Him, no devotion to His cause, no

complete surrender of will to will. The man is living in a pal

ace indeed, but it is a palace of ice.

Another typical character is generous, a lover of his kind.

He is an amiable and indulgent husband and father. He labors

in season and out of season, in disregard of his own health and

comfort, to furnish even luxurious living to those so near and

so dear to him. More, he is a kindly considerate neighbor, ever

ready to lend a helping hand, sympathetic with affliction, and

charitable to the poor. He it is that heads liberally the sub

scription to each benevolent project ; and, if wealthy, he founds

perhaps that eminently Christian institution, a hospital. He is

an enthusiastic patriot that in the hour of need marches boldly

to the front, there to lay down his life for his friends. Greater

love hath no man than this. We admire and honor such nobly

generous soul, and are inspired to emulate his shining virtues.

But if there be no love for God to regulate and exalt his aims,

no striving after union with Him, no longing to be like

Him, no loving impulse to serve in the kingdom over all,

then he falls short of the highest ideal of manhood, his

powers are incomplete, the hierarchy of affections is without

its legitimate chief. The merely genial warmth of good-

fellowship is not direct from the life-giving sun. At its

subterranean source it melts the rocks, but they congeal to

rocks again.

Yet another not infrequent type is the man who is domi

nated by a sense of duty to his fellows, but has little love for

them, and no love for God, almost no thought of Him. He

has a cultivated conscience, microscopic of moral obligation by

which he sees clearly and distinctly and feels keenly his duties
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to his family, his friends, his country, and to his fellow man

wherever found, and he discharges these duties with painfully

minute solicitude, often with great personal self-sacrifice. The

outward conduct of this man, and his inward character rightly

impress us as truly noble. We regard him as a model to which

we would gladly conform, and we point him out to youth, say

ing : Mark the perfect man, and behold the upright, for the

end of that man is peace. Yet we do not love him, nor does

he love us. Such men are usually stern and relentless. The

all-pervading and overpowering sense of moral obligation to

render exact and rigid justice to all leaves little room for the

kindly impulse of love, and thereby even the instinctive affec

tions are repressed and starved, for to him they seem in conflict

with the severe demands of rigorous duty.

Gazing upward on this high conception, we feel it to be

sublime. Yet we dare to say there is something higher. If

this be duty, then there is something higher than duty. There

is something nobler and better than this Kantian obedience to

the law purely out of respect for the law, which becomes per

fect only when it has discharged all love, and corrected all

inclination toward objects of affection.

5. Men of the baser sort, thoughtless, careless, unscrupu

lously selfish ; men of the better sort, sincerely, actively, gen

erously benevolent ; men of the sterner sort, rigid, severely

uncompromising in their observance of the law of duty ; all

these, without love for God, are unregenerate. But when,

under the influence of religion, one of either class comes to a

personal knowledge of God as his creator and ruler, and of the

obligation to him as his creature and subject, when he clearly

recognizes his own failings and accountability, he is rightly

filled with sorrowful fear, and a deep anxiety to be reconciled

to God. When, moreover, under Christian teaching he learns

that God so loved the world as to give His Son for the ever

lasting life of whosoever will, then in gladly accepting the

provided way, his soul is moved with responsive affection, for

love begets love, and a love for God takes its seat in his inner

most being ; or rather, the love of God, that delightfully

ambiguous phrase which fuses His love for us and our love for

Him into one identical thought. This man, now regenerate, is

penetrated with a desire to please God, to serve Him, to give

out from his own resources what is fitted to promote his

Father's will. And this is love. It brings the man into sym
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pathy with the divine purposes, and into harmony with the

moral order of the Universe.

In the supply of the love of God the scale of the affections

is completed. Without this there is a radical defect, a vast

vacuum in the soul. But when the love of God enters and

takes its rightful place as the supreme affection, the man is

redeemed, and restored to that fulness of being which he had

in his primitive nature, and is at once lifted to a higher plane.

It is the tendency of this supreme desire to subject all other

desires, reducing them to their properly subordinate rank, and

regulating their exercise among themselves. The other affec

tions are inspired by this one to healthful and duly proportioned

exercise. The appetencies are brought into normal subserv

ience, so that the man no longer seeks property or power for

his own delectation, nor does he seek knowledge for its own

sake, but in order that he may use these for the benefit of his

fellow men, thus serving God with a loving service, working

in accord with His will, and promoting His good pleasure.

The abnormal appetites are repressed to extinction, while those

that are normal become subservient to the appetencies and to

the human affections. Thus all work harmoniously in striving

to fulfill their rightful functions, all seeking their normal ends

in the loving service of their Divine Redeemer.

This redemption, as to its essence, is at once complete, and

we believe permanent. But it often requires a long, in fact, a

life long struggle to bring the distorted soul into fairly right

lines, into measurable accord with its new principle. Inherited

propensities, acquired and settled habits, gross appetites, selfish

appetencies and overweening affections, resist the sovereignty

of God's love, and in the hour of temptation the man stumbles

and falls ; but by virtue of its celestial spring, he rises again

with his face set Godward. Indeed, life is not long enough to

perfect the mastery, to subdue all devious passions, and to

bring the whole man into subjection to the love of God. But

in the redeemed, the regenerate man, there is more or less

growth in spiritual strength, and a rounding out of his powers

toward that ideal fulness and harmonious perfection which is

possible only when the love of God is all-informing and

supreme, when with all his mind and soul and strength he loves

God for His own sake, and all else for God's sake.

6. This, then, we take to be the mark of conversion, of

regeneration. It is the love of God entering and contending for
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entire possession of the human soul. Its overpowering ten

dency is to transform the whole man. In numberless instances

we see it work out a great psychological change, remodeling

the character, modifying the daily conduct, sometimes sud

denly and strikingly, other times gradually, almost impercept

ibly, but always surely and deeply. The cause here assigned

seems sufficient to account scientifically for this remarkable

phenomenon, for this notable event in the natural history of

mankind. Let him who has experienced this spiritual revul

sion analyze by introspection his mental states of before and

after, and he will find, we are persuaded, their difference in

this new and overpowering affection. God's love, claiming the

whole soul, has begotten love for God, welcomed by a sub

missive will. This is religion, the re-binding of man to God.

Dr. Davis' paper was received with continued manifesta

tions of applause.

The Chairman :

This topic will be continued in a paper presented to us by

President Nathanel Butler, L.L.D., Waterville, Me. It is hardly

necessary that I should introduce you to him.

Dr. Butler:

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF CONVERSION.
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Mr. James H. Leuba, sometime Fellow in Psychology in

Clark University, in a pamphlet on The Psychology of Religious

Phenomena*, relates the conversion of a man at the age of

forty-five. The general features of the case, recited in the

words of the subject himself, are as follows : " My Christian

mother died when I was seven. My father was a drinking

man .... Up to the age of twelve I had but very little

religious or other education. At the age of twelve I was

adopted by my god-father and had the blessings of a Christian

home .... In the course of time I was confirmed and

became a member of the (St. Paul's) Church, (N. Y.) I. was

active in all the externals of church life and work, became a

Sunday School teacher and member of the Young Men's Chris

tian Association .... I got into society at nineteen, and

was fascinated with dancing, parties, billiards, etc. I com

menced .... drinking at twenty-one, then followed

theatre, gambling, licentiousness and deeper forms of sin . .

. . I ran away from home in 1863, to enter the army . .

. . and came out of it hardened, callous, and indifferent.

Drink, profanity, cards, and sinful amusements of the viler kind

occupied my life until 1869. In 1869 I tried to reform and

joined the Church of the Strangers. For about three years I

maintained a fairly moral condition by constant struggles and

self-effort .... There was not then, and I knew it, any

real inner life, (any) spiritual joy, (any) love to the Master.

The end was failure. From 1872 to 1886, with some intermis

sion, I continued the life of slavery to drink and all the grosser

sins that go with it* . . . .1 did try, at intervals, to stop

drink by self resolution, promises, pledges, only to fall back

weaker and deeper down than before."

From this point the subject recites his realizations of his

helplessness, his faith in Divine power, his deliverance from sin

• Reprinted from the. American Journal of Psychology, Vol. vii., No. 3.
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and distress. " There was," he concludes, "a gladness at the

sense of release from bondage, and a knowledge of forgiveness

of sin and of salvation. The condition of mind, thought, body and '

soul, may be described in one word—peace .... I also

know that there came into my heart an intense desire for right

eousness. I gradually became conscious of the inward voice,

warning and teaching, guiding, making conscience quick and

tender .... I have learned to look to Jesus as my right

eousness and sanctification. He delivers me from self-effort,

struggle, unrest, and self-condemnation. It is simply a life of

growth by constant trust."

We have here the case of a man who had reached mature

life, in a condition of complete depravity, out of harmony with

God and man and righteousness, a man " embarked in a life of

conscious evil," in whom a radical change is wrought so that his

ideals, his impulses, his motives and desires, the whole content

of his emotional and volitional life are made new. " Indiffer

ence has been replaced by spiritual insight and activity." War

fare has given place to peace, evil self-will to harmony with

God, love to man, and righteousness of life. This radical change

in the content and output of the life, we call conversion.

The case here given is to be regarded as an instance of

conversion of the more pronounced type. It may, however,

serve as a concrete example for our general study, because, if

time allowed us here to compare cases of conversion of many

types, we should find them alike in essence, the separate ele

ments varying in relative prominence, while examples like the

above have their elements so magnified that they are more

easily examined. Time forces us to assume that many cases

have been collected and are familiar to us. We are to study

this typical case from the standpoint of psychology.

The expression " The Psychology of Conversion"" is not to

be interpreted as implying that psychology has some new

explanation of the phenomenon known as conversion. The

study of this subject is not to be regarded as an attempt to

" account for " the new life on purely naturalistic grounds.

Nor is it to be assumed that all who regard such a study as

important suppose that recent investigations into the relation

between mind and brain tend to prove that the " new birth " is

a purely biological phenomenon. Psychology observes the

fact of the changed life. Strictly, psychology has nothing to

do, at present, with the question, By what agency is the change
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wrought ? Psychology, as a science, must confine itself to

observable and demonstrable phenomena. It is, in fact, con

cerned with the " description and explanation of the states of

consciousness as such." Conversion exhibits radical changes

in the " states of consciousness." Our question then is, what

are these changes ? What is conversion on its psychological

side ? And if we alter the form of our question and ask,—

What is conversion in terms of psychology ? it is not therefore

implied that the terms of psychology are adequate to " account

for " the phenomenon in the sense of completely anatomizing

it, and displaying not only its elements but its ultimate and

efficient cause. If we may say so, there is a Metaphysics of

Conversion, and a Psychology of Conversion. We are con

cerned wholly with the latter. What, then, is conversion on its

psychological side ?

In the recital of the case given at the opening of this paper

we find, at the beginning of the narrative, these statements :

" I got into society at nineteen . . . then followed theatre,

gambling, licentiousness, and deeper forms of sin. I was lead

ing a dual life . . . maintaining an outside semblance of

morality, attending church, etc., but living a lie before God."

This duality of life, however, was evidently more than want of

harmony between the inward and the outward. The duality

was inward, opposing forces were at work. For the subject

says : " There was no peace. There was reckless defiance of

any religious suggestion, a willful pleasure in sinful enjoy

ments, resistance to the voice of the spirit, a mental andphysi

cal effort to shut God out of my life." Presently, however, we

find the will arrayed with the other side in this conflict. Says

the subject : " I tried to reform and joined the church. For

about three years I maintained a fairly moral condition by con

stant struggles and self-efforts." Then follows a further

account of this wavering conflict. He was distinctly aware of

a divided life, of two opposed forces each contending against

the other.

I believe that every case of conversion exhibits, as its first

element, this consciousness of division, conflict, duality of like.

The struggle goes on for a longer or a shorter period, attended

with greater or less agony until its conclusion in the attain

ment of " inward unity." The struggle may take the form of

"willful persistance in sinful enjoyments, resistance to the

voice of God," or it may be a striving for righteousness, but an
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ignorant striving in the wrong direction, as for a long time in

the case of Luther. But in every case the conviction becomes

clear, " I am not right, I am not sound, I am not truly related

to life, to my fellows, to God," or to use the familiar phrase.

" I am a sinner." An unattained condition of wholeness, or of

cleanness, or of peace, or of loving relation to God and man,

is conceived, and a prompting to attain that condition is felt.

This discovery of unsoundness, then, seems to constitute the

first psychological element in Conversion. It occasions at last

a weariness or an abhorrence of self, a longing to get away

from self and its works, Repentance. According as this

unsoundness of life is viewed we have two distinct groups of

cases. These two groups are thus well described by the writer

I have already quoted. The first is " composed of those in

whom the natural sin-pain is altered and intensified by the

belief that a Divine Judge has pronounced sentence. It [the

natural sin-pain] becomes sense of guilt and of condemnation ;

to these, God is first of all a Judge. The other group is made

up of those who having escaped theological teaching, stand in

the truth of nature, and of those who have outgrown its artifi

cial instruction ; for these, guilt, condemnation, fear of judg

ment, the need of pardon, do not exist ; their experience

remains untinged by speculative beliefs. They feel their sin

fulness, i. e., their physical and moral misery, their inability

to do what they feel to be right and desire to do ; they want

deliverance, of pardon they have no thought. To them God is

a Helper, a Saviour, and not a Judge. To the first group sal

vation is a state that follows upon a legal transaction ; to the

second, salvation is essentially a subjective affair, it is deliver

ance, now and for earthly life, from besetting sins."

The results of our own observation, and no doubt the com

parative results of our own experience confirm this distinction.

Finney's case falls into the first group. He writes, " I became

very restless. A little consideration convinced me that I was

by no means in a state of mind to go to heaven if I should die.

I made up my mind that I would settle the question

of my soul's salvation at once, that, if it were possible, / would

make my peace with God." On the other hand, the subject

whose case I mentioned at the first, distinctly says, " I fully re

alized that I had no other source of hope for salvation except

Him (Christ). Yet I believe the thought was more to escape

from the bondage of the appetite for drink than from the
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whole sinful man. ... I think that I thought more about

myself and my deliverance, than about God or His love." St.

Augustine abhors his own subjective condition and longs for

deliverance. He addresses God, " setting me before my face,

that I might see how foul I was, how crooked and denied, be-

spotted and ulcerous. And I beheld and stood aghast, and

whither to flee from myself I found not. And if I sought to

turn my eyes off from myself . . . Thou again didst set me

over against myself, . . . that I might fand out my iniquity

and hate it." Jesus recognized the two conditions. In the

story of the Prodigal Son He provided for those overcome by

the sense of guilt; and in His treatment of the leper, the para

lytic, the man at the pool, the woman taken in adultery, and

Mary annointing His feet, He recognized those who see their

own uncleanliness or impotency, and long for nothing so

much as cleanliness, wholeness, and right relations to God

and the world.

Reverting now to the narrative with which we began, im

mediately following the account of the subject's consciousness

of a divided life and of his effort to gain peace and unity " by

constant struggles and self-effort," we read: "When I got ut

terly hopeless, helpless in the darkest despair, when I felt the

slavery of sin, ... its physical and spiritual consequences,

when I knew and realized that I was utterly and forever lost

. . . then God raised up a human instrument, ... In

the hour spent with in his study, with the Bible before

him, in the afternoon of June 7th, 1886, I realized that Ineeded

a power from outside of myself, a power that could save. He

offered me Christ's, and read John iii: 16. He prayed and

I also. By every conscious effort of my mind and will, I sur

rendered myself to the power of Jesus, taking Him as my

Saviour, trusting His word, and committing myself as fully as

it was possible by my volition to Him. I fully realized that I

had no other source of hope for salvation except Him.

Thus far the steps are easily traced. First, the sense of

conflict, or uncleanness, or guilt, the distinct consciousness of

the need of peace, or cleansing, or pardon, new adjustment of

the life. Second, efforts and failure to secure the thing needful

by one's own will. Third, the conviction of absolute inability

so to secure it. Fourth, the immediate and unquestioning act

of laying hold of Divine help, the act of self surrender to a

Power other than the will of the subject.
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We are considering these steps from a purely psychological

standpoint, and I remark that we are here dealing with natural

phenomena, just as truly as in Botany, or Zoology, or Astron

omy. We are not in the realm of speculation, but of scientific

observation. The four stages thus far noticed are phenomena

of mental activity. The first three are comparatively simple.

The fourth is more complex, involving the two activities tech

nically termed "faith" and "self-surrender." For the subject,

convinced of impotency to do the thing for which he has

striven, is equally convinced that God can and will do it, and

with a profound sense of relief and assurance "surrenders"

himself to God for that purpose.

Concerning the act called "self-surrender," a good deal has

been said that is utterly misleading, and the most unfortunate

associations have gathered about the term. A Bible reader in

structing some three hundred young people recently said to

them that before or in the process of conversion they must be

"stripped of everything," " all must go," they "must become

nothing." They must "surrender all" their knowledge,

beauty, talents. He told these young people of a friend of his

who was a most accomplished man, especially a master and

lover of Greek. "On his conversion" said the speaker, "he gave

up all, and the last to go was his Greek, but he let that go too."

Now while there is a profound truth in all this, that truth

is not conveyed to the minds of young people by such expres

sions. The symbol of the young convert thus held up to them

is zero. The end of effort is to become " nothing. " The truth

in this conception must come by experience, it cannot be

apprehended by the logical faculty, it cannot be conveyed from

one mind to another by words. Words such as I have quoted

are essentially false, for they convey what is false and what is

utterly foreign to the wholesome and normal life of young men

and women. The self-surrender that really takes place, and

will more readily take place if it be not described and insisted

upon by name beforehand, is in fact entirely normal and natu

ral, leading to what is probably the only normal and natural

condition of the will and the entire subject. Instances of this

self-surrender in less degree and in the lower spheres are seen

in the devotion of the lover, the pupil, the scholar, the patriot.

In these relations, so far as consciousness is concerned, the man

is literally "carried out of himself," but he is then farthest from

zero. There is an exaltation, an expansion of the whole being.
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There is intensity of activity, there is a gladness and fulness of

life. The loved one, the teacher, the ideal, the fatherland, ab

sorb all the attention, all the affection. There is no conscious

ness of self. No term could better describe the conscious state

than "self-surrender," unless it be the term "self-devotion."

The man seems to have no will of " his own," no possessons of

"his own." They are all in service to the loved object. But

in the highest sense they are his own- as never before, for they

are devoted to that which his affection possesses. A noble

ideal, and not self, is the object of consciousness, and in just

that degree the man is normal and sound, and thus comes true

the Divine paradox that he that loseth his life shall find it.

Carlyle's exaltation of Hero-worship is psychologically sound.

We have only to carry over into the realm of ideals that

most profoundly affect character, these familiar experiences of

self-surrender, self-devotion, to see that not only is it true that

the self-surrender, which is an element in conversion, is normal,

but that it is further true, that no man is normal and entire

until he is effectually impelled to this act of self-devotion, in

obedience and in loyalty, to what is Highest. Psychologically

it is " life and health and peace."

The act of faith whereby the subject assures himself of

God and of His willingness and ability to deliver, heal, pardon,

and by which the subject assures himself that this help is

extended to him, and that the work of salvation is actually

proceeding within him—this act is not so easily analyzed. It

is analogous to, if not identical with, the state in which we

unreflectingly become assured, so that we act upon the assur

ance, of the reality of the external world—a certitude involv

ing unquestioned institutions and undoubted experience. Here

as everywhere faith is the recognition of the reality of things not

proven but unhesitatingly assumed. Experience tallying with

the assumption, stands to us for verification. So with the " in

tuitions " of the old Psychology—the notions of time and

space, cause and effect, right and wrong. Said an author

twenty-five years ago : " We must attribute their origin to a

special power of the mind by virtue of which, under appropri

ate circumstances, it conceives these truths and ideas. This

power we have termed the intuitive faculty." (Haven's Mental

Science, p. 229, 1873.) One has defined faith as the intuition of

eternal verities, another, as the organ for the supernatural and

divine.
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Belief, then, to whatever it be applied, differs generically

from the psychic state in which we become assured of the facts

of science and of experience. Belief runs ahead of the cer

tainty it assumes. In social life it assumes the good will of

those around us, and accepts that as a basis of action. It does

not wait for objective evidence. Says Professor James :* "A

social organism of any sort whatever, large or small, is what it

is because each member proceeds to his own duty, with a trust

that the other members will simultaneously do theirs. Where-

ever a desired result is achieved by the co-operation of many

independent persons, its existence as a fact is a pure conse

quence of the precursive faith in one another, of those imme

diately concerned. A government, an army, a commercial

system, a ship, a college, an athletic team, all exist on this con

dition, without which not only is nothing achieved, but nothing

is ever attempted."

It is to be noted that Belief is inseparable from action. It

is the laying hold of a conception, not only clearly, but so

vividly, warmly, that it becomes to us the basis of action.

" We believe a thing," says a recent writer,! " when we accept

it and are willing to act it." So the chemist, the physicist, the

farmer, believe in the uniformity of nature. It is clear that

the application of Faith or Belief to conceptions in the spiritual

realm is only one use of a normal and constantly exercised

activity of mind. Generically considered, not only is Belief

the very turning point in conversion, it is the very turning

point in every phase of our active life. It is, in the words of

Leuba, " a specific psychic state which is, or can be, accom

panied by certainty as to the reality of intellectual conceptions,

a certainty not secured by the ordinary processes of the mind

when seeking to arrive at scientific truth." Faith assumes

nothing short of reality and is accompanied by nothing short

of certainty. Experience is its verification.

It is an ultimate fact that we need not attempt to explain,

that we do believe. It is " set in us " to believe, to believe

what is important to us, what lies in the line of our needs.

From birth to death belief, and not demonstration, is the very

spring of our active life. We cannot help conceiving vividly

and warmly, and taking as bases of action certainties not arrived

• The Will tc, Believe (1897), page 24.

t W. B. Parker (1897), Pop. Set. Monthly, Vol. li, No. 6.
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at by reason, not tested by experience, but lying in the direc

tion of our needs. But not only is Belief thus independent of

the tests of the senses, or of demonstration, it sometimes rises

above these. Leuba cites the case of a clergyman who, when

a theological student of twenty joined a group of his fellows in

independent investigation. One night an essay was read taking

ground against the validity of the Fourth Gospel. " By this

essay," said the clergyman, " the flood-gates of doubt were

opened to me. For three days the wild tide swept and surged

past and round me. I felt that I must give up the Gospel of

John and, if so, my Christian faith also ; and with this the

universe would go." But after a time of perplexity, distress

and despair he seems to have again come to the part of self-

surrender. He says yielded myself to what I

conceived to be Higher Guidance ... At the close of the

period I found myself at one with all things. Peace, that was

all. When I looked at myself, I found that I was standing on

the old ground, but cherishing a toleration of doubt, and a sin

cere sympathy with doubters such as I had never known

before. ... I could take the logical standpoint, and could

see that they [the adverse arguments] were quite convincing,

and yet my inward peace of belief was in no way disturbed."

"In this case," remarks the writer, " arguments bring to the

ground a system of [intellectual] beliefs. After an emotional

crisis, in which criticism plays no part, the intellectual con

struction is found standing firmly, in spite of blows and buffets

more than reasonably able to throw it down. The ground of

belief has undergone a specific change ; arguments no more

affect the new structure than blows affect a shadow. It is no

longer [merely intellectual] belief, it has become an object of

Faith." "Reason convinced without any intellectual argu

ment, by the extraordinary influence of God, this is [conceived

to be] the work of Faith."

I proceed to the next step: Upon the act of self-surrender

and of Faith, there ensues a state in which, most distinct to

consciousness, is a profound sense of hitherto unknown and in

describable relief and peace. The life problem seems solved.

There is a sense of oneness with God, with man, and even with

nature. New motives and new freedom. The condition pro

jects itself into the outer world. Not only is the man himself

a "new creature," but in the world about him " old things have

passed away, behold all things are become new." Almost
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universal testimony accords with the exclamation of Isaiah

" The mountains and the hills shall break forth before ye into

song, and all the trees of the field shall clap their hands." This

joy, this sense of newness confirms in the subject, his assursnce

of acceptance with God, and is his subjective evidence of Justi

fication.

The limits fixed for this paper do not admit of any discus

sion of the interesting proposition that the period of adolescense

is the period most favorable for conversion. It must suffice to

suggest that this time of re-adjustment or of final adjustment

of the life physical and mental, seems the natural period for

the profound and radical adjustment of the whole being. It

is a well established fact that within this period usually occurs

the crisis in moral and religious life. Accompanying the general

awakening and unfolding of new life and larger powers, a pow

erful arousal of spiritual instincts occurs at fifteen (twelve in

the case of girls) and again at eighteen (fifteen for girls). At

these periods the largest percentage of conversions actually

occurs. This is a subject for separate and detailed considera

tion. But the conception is that conversion is as truly a move

ment into the condition which is normal and necessary to com

pleteness as any of the radical changes that come to pass

between the ages of twelve and twenty-five*.

Given the human species and the environing Universe :

Conversion proposes that men become roundly related to the

elemental facts of human existence.

To conclude : We have looked at Conversion on its natur

alistic side. We have examined its attendant mental phenomena.

We have tried to ascertain what conversion is in terms of

psychology. We have found that it begins with a sense of

incompleteness, of duality, of conflict, of uncleanness, of ill-

adjustment in the life ; that there ensues an striving after unity,

peace, purity, adjustment, by effort or will ; then follows a con

flict of helplessness, self-surrender, the act of Faith, the sense

of oneness, peace, joy, Justification, the new life. The subject

has lost the consciousness of his own will as such. He is a new

creature, self-devoted to God.

'; We have seen also," I quote once more, " that various

dogmatic beliefs supposed by Christian theology to be necessary

to salvation, suddenly, on the advent of the faith-state, acquire

a character of certainty specifically distinct from the one they

* See American Journal of Psychology, Vo^ viii.. No. 2, p. 871-275. Alto Ibid. Vol. vi,

No. 1, A Study 0/ Regeneration^ Daniels.
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enjoyed previously. These dogmas (we have noticed) were in

some cases believed in before conversion ; in others they were

disbelieved in or ignored. Whichever of them happened to be

held on satisfactory grounds, or suggested to the mind by the

experience undergone at conversion . . . assumed during

the regenerating crisis a new reality, and became an object of

Faith. In this new state discussion is no more possible, inas

much as the ground of assurance is not rational, argumentation

is irrelevant . . . It is consequently a gross error to imagine

that the chief practical value of the faith state is its power to

stamp with the seal of reality certain theological conceptions.

On the contrary, its value lies (solely) in the fact that it is the

psychic correlate of a biological growth reducing contending

desires to one direction ; a growth which expresses itself in new

affective states and new reactions ; in larger, nobler, more

Christ-like activities. The strongest pillar of Christian

' orthodoxy ' rests not on rational arguments, but on such ex

periences as we have quoted. The men who have contributed

most during the last centuries to keep together the Christian

system, have derived their assurance and the ardor with which

they forced it upon the world from a conversion experience.

When biblical criticism, when historical and natural science,

when Psychology threatens the antique structure, it is in the

regenerating power wielded by Christianity that the shaken

believer finds shelter and rest."

The indespensable pre-requisite of Conversion, then, is, not

elaborate instruction, not the catechism, not searching, not

even the sense of guilt, of judicial condemnation, but that one

should say : " Lord if thou wilt thou canst make me clean."

Psychology appealed to for the briefest statement in its own

terms as to what Converson directiy effects, replies : New

Affections and a newly directed Will. Questioned as to what

the subject himself has done in conversion, Psychology replies:

He has devoted (" surrendered ") himself in discipleship to the

Highest spiritual Guidance known to him. The teachings of

psychology are in harmony with the teachings of the Gospel.

Further, the teachings of psychology demand the provisions of

the Gospel. And the more we observe and inquire into the

activities of the mind the more nearly do we arrive by the way

of psychology at the conclusion that they in whom is the " new

life," are " born, not of blood nor of the will of the flesh, nor of

the will of man, but of God."
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[Dr. Butler's paper was received with great applause.]

The President :

It affords me pleasure to announce the first of the

appointed speakers on this topic, President Ryland of Russell-

ville, Ky.

Dr. W. S. Ryland :

I count myself happy, Mr. President, that, unskilled as I

am in a scientific view of this subject, I am able to refer all re

sponsibilities of such a view, to the gentlemen who have so

skillfully and so scientifically treated it. It is my complaint

that Psychology has so little to do with Religion. It at first ap

peared to be a very unusual assemblage of ideas presented as a

topic to this Congress, the Psychology of Conversion. It

seemed, as it were, the sowing of two different grains in the

same field, or the yoking of the ox and the ass together. But

they are congruous, for the reason that religion is psychologi

cal although psychology may not be religious. In my limited

investigation, I have found scarcely a point of contact between

the science as such and that Experience of Religion which Bap

tists hold to be fundamental and essential. For it must be re

membered that science, broadly speaking, is experimental and

in so far as religion is experimental it. may be characterized as

a science. In both, the first steps are tentative, adventurous.

A scientist once said, " I know that yonder lies a star which no

eye has ever seen. If you will point your telescopes there, you

will find it;" and they found it. The great apostle of love says

"We know that we have passed from death into life," and he gave

a reason, " Because we love the brethren." And the Apostle

Paul said, " I know in whom I have believed." Their faith was

now no longer a hypothesis, or a questioning ; it had grown to

knowledge. Did not their first feeble ventures thus end in

science and is not religion the highest science and the farthest

advance of Psychology? One is reminded of the Sphinx, that

wonderful product of human genius that lies solitary in the desert,

in a strange place, immensely proportioned combining beast

and man in form, and significantly symbolizing the superiority

of mind over brute force. The artist was a prodigy in the con

ception of so mighty a work. But what seems to have escaped

the observation of many is this fact, that there rests upon its
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face an expression of placid repose, of strength, and peace, of

quiet majesty, which, despite the mutilated, incongruous fea

tures, unmistakably of African mould, is unsurpassed by any

work of art, so far as I know. I would rather have been the

sculptor of that expression which bespeaks a hidden life, a

soul's precious secret, locked up in that stony heart, than

to have wrought the mere form of a classic Venus or Apollo.

Psychology having missed that secret, fails as a science, in that

it has forgotten the nobler and higher character that man may

attain, the exalted destiny to which he may arrive by becoming

Godly and God-like. I think , therefore, that to Baptists, who

represent, at least in common with some other denominations,

the spirituality of a life of faith, this is an essential feature of

religion, that it is inward, experimental, and hence psychologi

cal. We should consider the connection between the two.

Let me draw attention to the fact that all other religions,

however philosophical, are sentimental or metaphysical. They

are " Cults," " Myths," or something like that, but the religion

of Jesus Christ, as we understand it from the Bible, is nothing

unless it is a vital power, which not only transforms the indi

vidual man, but is equivalent to the raising of a dead soul to

life. The assumption of this inner life and power runs all

through the Old Testament as well as the New. For example,

take what I believe to be a pretty fair psychological experi

ment. When Jesus met Nathaniel, He introduced him to the

pressing throng as " an Israelite indeed." Here was man such

as Diogenes had failed to find by the light of a candle, in

addition to that of the noon-day sun—an honest man.

(Laughter.) Now, the fact was that, apparently, Nathaniel did

not know Jesus, and did not see how Jesus should know him,

and hence replies, " Whence knowest Thou me ?" And Jesus

answered, " Before that Philip called thee when under the fig

tree, I saw thee." There was therefore, a conviction, a joy, a

spiritual light, an inward testimony. Nathaniel must have re

called something of vital interest to himself, until now hidden,

sacred, that nobody could understand but Jesus and himself.

His immediate response therefore was, " Rabbi, thou art the

Son of God." Now I am not presenting this as a convincing

evidence to the unchristian mind, but to show to the thought

ful Christian that just as we claim now for every true convert,

there was an inward consciousness and recognition of personal

relations immediately established between Nathaniel and
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Jesus. In like manner, when Peter confessed the Christ, Jesus

said, " Blessed art thou Simon Barjona, for flesh and blood hath

not revealed it unto thee, but my Father which is in Heaven."

The Bible clearly goes upon the presumption that we are

beings who exercise ourselves in a special class of psychological

experiments, and are nothing religiously unless we are such

psychologists. More than that, Mr. President and brethren,

through all our lives we have had a training school in Psychol

ogy, teaching us introspection, the study of ourselves, our

motives and our actions. The old-time preacher, ignorant of

grammar.jof rhetoric, of logic, of philosophy, as well as the more

cultivated teacher of recent years has been teaching, line upon

line and precept upon precept, in sermon, prayer and song this

knowledge of ourselves, this very practical Psychology, that

he might lead us to a knowledge of sin and of righteousness.

Now, inasmuch as this science of the inner self has been

wrought without rules, as almost every science is at first, we

ought to confess some things; that we do not know nor need to

know the beginnings of things, the beginnings of thought nor

the science of that Power within us which shows its energy in

our activities. I may know how, by means of amagnet, bringing

it near a coil of wire, to generate, as I call it, a current of elec

tricity but what there is in the nature of the magnet or coil of

wire to call forth this mighty energy, I know not. " The Spirit

breatheth where it listeth," etc. John iii: 8. And so I believe we

can turn this topic to good account. It is a matter of very great

practical importance, to recognize its psychological features as

well as our personal experience. May we not thus discover

the relation of repentance, and faith to regeneration ? The word

" conversion," I believe is most commonly taken to be synony

mous with " regeneration." My own impression is that there

is an act of divine power exerted upon the soul of man, called

Regeneration, of which we know absolutely nothing except

that it has been wrought. I go further and say I do not

believe there is any possibility of telling just when that act of

divine energy was put forth. We know it only by its effects ;

A man may be born again and not know it until slowly or sud

denly he comes to recognize himself as newly rela

ted to God, and becomes acquainted with himself as a new

creature. It is possible for some one else to be the first to

know him as a new creature, though he did not in his self-dis

trust recognize himself as such. And hence it is that many a
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time, perhaps all the time, there have been conflicts and strug

gles which we have attributed wholly to the carnal and

unconquered rebellion of the sinful man, when, perhaps, they

were due in great part to the spiritual life inborn in him by the

energy of the Holy Spirit. Let us then bear in mind this: That

conversion, the discoverable change, if it is only the turning

point or going back in another direction, is a very different

thing from the undiscoverable change regeneration, which has

been wrought in us by the power of the Holy One.

I think it is the part of psychology to differentiate also

another truth of Christian experience. I say Christian exper

ience, but I fear it is not so recognized as freely as it might be

and ought to be; viz:—That the indwelling of the Spirit is a

different thing from conversion, though oftentimes taken to be

equivalent. The regenerated soul may be more or less

acquainted even to enjoying intimacy with God,—the Spirit.

Very likely some, during all their lives have but little concep

tion of the privilege, the joy and the power of the indwelling

Spirit of God, even though " He dwelleth with you and shall be

in you." Now, this is a cardinal fact, both of Christian experi

ence, and the promises of God. Without it we have no right to

think our religion Christian, or that it differs in anywise from

theory, or imagination, or mythology. It is in this essential

principle, by which God manifests Himself in the heart and life

of His people, that we claim a difference and show a living

power and energy in the religion of Jesus Christ that does not

exist in any other.

Another difference we may invoke psychology to discover.

The gifts of the Holy Spirit were different from the gift of the

Holy Spirit just now mentioned. This is a common error

against which we ought to guard ourselves and our brethren.

I have heard brethren both in the pulpit and in common con

versation, talk as though the gifts of the Holy Spirit were

common now-a-days. They forget the province and the pur

pose of those gifts; that as signs of God's power, they were the

credentials of those who went forth to proclaim Christ and Him

crucified. Sometimes we hear in the pulpit an assumption of

divine illumination, as if special and miraculous. These are

but the wanderings of a superstitious mind, and have no war

rant in the word of God, nor are they facts of actual psycholog

ical experience. And so, I think, we may derive a benefit if we

apply the test of science to our own experience.
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Let us in the study of God's word again discern, if we can,

whether the Pentecostal visitation was the exact event when

three thousand people were converted, or not. That out-pour

ing of the Spirit of God upon the disciples was not in any sense

a conversion; it was not even the occasion, or immediate cause,

of the conversion of the three thousand who were added to the

church that same day. It was simply, as the explanation of

Peter showed, a manifestation of God's power and presence, of

His approbation of the truth which the apostle proceeded to

proclaim, in consequence of which preaching, the people were

pricked in their hearts and confessed the Lord Jesus as their

Saviour.

I call your attention to another instance in Scripture which

may illustrate this point ; Saul's conversion : Now, I will not

undertake to say when Saul was converted, but it is commonly

accepted that his blindness, his astonishment and bewilder

ment, the wonderful arrest of a man zealously bent on the

destruction of God's children, and above all, his vision of Jesus,

were substantially and actually his conversion. Saul might

really have been a regenerated man before that, as if to prove

that there is not a more dangerous man than a conscientious,

active Christian, when on the wrong road. Some of the best

men in the world, so far as their Christian character is con

cerned, have been most wrong-headed. Paul, so far as any

positive proof goes, may have been already converted when

Stephen was stoned. Who knows ? Or God might have used

that incident to awaken his mind to a knowledge of the truth.

But, so far as the essential facts are concerned, there is nothing;

in the incident, or the language describing it, to apply to the

experiences of a soul awakening to a new life.

Another important suggestion of usefulness in the study

of this science is this : The awakening of our churches, and

of our Christian people in general to the importance of recog

nizing regeneration as a test of Christian character. There

was a time, when if one was admitted to membership in a

church, he had to tell an " experience." That good fashion

does not seem to prevail so generally now, and it may not be

necessary, but it is none the less important that there should

be a distinct understanding that everyone received into a

Baptist Church should give clear evidence of having passed

from death to life. On the other hand, there are Christian

people, and, so far as we can tell from the form of their lives,
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they are worthy of respect and confidence, who repudiate this

doctrine of a New Birth. Upon a scientific basis, then, why

not challenge them as psychologists to examine this wonderful

phenomenon, to see if there is reality in this alleged principle,

to apply the tests and form a judgment upon the merits of the

case, whether, indeed, ours is a religion worthy their attention ?

And more : There are superstitions in the world which will

surrender only to a clear understanding of our relation to the

Lord Jesus Christ in the experiences of the heart. There are

ignorant but imaginative people now who have " wonders " to

tell. We cannot deny that they may be sincere though fanati

cal in their views. But the Scriptures are our only guide, and

the few and simple evidences that we have passed from death

to life, that we know God, through His love and grace, are

offered to the psychologist as to the believer. They are scien

tific enough, accurate enough, and true enough for any devotee

of this most pleasing, fascinating, yet elusive study. Even

though one may not bring to bear upon it a spirit of devout

reverence, let him study it as coldly and philosophically as he

pleases, the Bible stands and the experience of Christian men

and women stands as a testimony to the truth and power of a

vital, spiritual religion in the life of the churches. (Applause.)

President Kendrick :

In the group of distinguished educators to whom we are

listening this morning, we have now reached the name of John

Howard Harris, LL.D., President of the Bucknell University,

Pennsylvania.

Dr. Harris :

What I would have said if I had been the second writer

instead of being the second speaker has been said already by

Dr. Butler. The only point in addition to those mentioned by

him that I would have discussed is prayer. This was omitted

probably because prayer has on one side reference to God; but

on the other side it is psychical, and I think should be consid

ered in a discussion of the psychology of Conversion. Laying

aside, therefore, the plan which I intended to follow, I will ask

your attention to the results of my own experience and obser

vation.

My interest in the psychology of conversion is practical
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rather than theoretical. For some thirty years I have conceived

it to be my duty, my chief duty, to lead men to the knowledge

of Christ. Though I am classed as an educator, yet my principle

faith and hope for the young with whom it has been my priv

ilege for thirty years to labor has been not education but regener

ation, not science but Christ. I am profoundly convinced that

a high type of manhood cannot be reached apart from Christ.

And, therefore, I have striven to lead men to Christ, and

consequently to understand as nearly as I could what conver

sion is.

Now it may be thought that my belief in the reality of

conversion and my interest in it, disqualifies me from studying

it with the perfect indifference which it is thought the scientific

man should have. But this perfect indifference is hypothetical

only. There is no man who is completely indifferent; especially

in the things that concern men. As no man has become an

entomologist unless he loved insects and in a certain way had

faith in them, so I suppose no one can understand this question

of conversion unless he have a certain love and a certain faith

in it. Faith and love seem to be the eyes of science as well as

of religion.

My observation is limited in three respects. There have

come under my observation only a few hundred instances. I

did not regard them at the time as cases for psychological study;

that would have been profanation. The men and women with

whom I have had to deal have been intelligent, thoughtful,

moral. Therefore, I have not had any abnormal or marvelous

cases; none who have seen visions or heard voices; but men

who have reflected, chosen, acted.

The first step in conversion is to secure a conviction of the

contrast between the actual and the ideal, between what a man

is and what he ought to be. Not the absolute ideal;—for the

absolute contrast of the ideal and actual will never be done

away—but I mean the contrast between what a man is and

what he ought to be and can be. As long as a man is satisfied

with himself, he will remain where he is. Only by breeding a

divine discontent with what a man is, can he be led to strive

towards what he ought to be. This has been for me the most

difficult task, because I have had to deal not with men guilty of

what are technically called sins of self-degradation, but with

thuse who are guilty of sins of self-exaltation. It is difficult to

make the moral man feel that he is not what he ought to be
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and what he could be, and to make him discontented with what

he is. Now, in my work, I depend for that result, upon the

presentation of the ideal set forth in the Sermon on the Mount;

and upon the life and character of Jesus. For whatever men

may say concerning me and my fellow Christians, they can

never say aught against my Master. Even when they con

demn me, they confess Christ; for they must say that I do not

come up to the measure of the standard of the fullness of

Christ.

When men are convinced that there is an ideal of charac

ter beyond that to which they themselves have attained, there

will arise spontaneously in the soul a feeling of obligation, the

feeling that I ought, a feeling which brushes aside all consid

erations of prudence, and in the presence of which passion

itself is dumb. If we stopped with this, however, we might

have moral reform, but not religious conversion.

If a man is to trust in God and serve Him out of love he

must be led to believe that God is his Father, that God is love.

If God were only power or force, it would be prudent for me to

get out of His way, lest I be crushed. If besides He were wise

and just, I could respect and fear Him. But I have not found

that I could lead men to trust in God, by presenting His holi

ness alone. Men will not draw near to a consuming fire. It is

only when a man feels that his offense against law is also an

offense against love that a real religious change takes place.

Moral reform may take place without it. I present God, there

fore, as a Father who is willing to help. If conviction takes

the form of a sense of guilt, I present God as willing and able

to pardon. If it takes the form of helplessness,— and that is

the usual one,—I present God as willing and able to help, and

also that help and pardon are given in answer to prayer. I

have not known anyone converted without prayer in his own

behalf. Prayer is psychological, being a movement of the soul

towards God. One must ask if he would receive.

There must be a choice made also, a decision reached, a

devotion of self to God and His work, growing out of trust in

God. In urging to this decision I do not appear to fear, either

in respect to things temporal or eternal. Fear is, of course, a

part of our mental constitution, and a necessary part. With

out it, the individual and the race would perish. But I regard

an appeal to fear as out of place in the crisis of the soul's life.

Nor do I appeal to the hope of benefits that may come ; not
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even the attainment of the highest moral manhood, nor of

heaven. Nor do I appeal to the social instincts, neither to be

with other friends who have chosen Christ, nor to meet friends

who have gone to the better land. Nor would I excite the

feelings. Pity is sometimes stirred by depicting the sufferings

of Christ, and this pity is mistaken for conversion. Christ is

not to be pitied, but loved and obeyed ; and pity is not the gate

to everlasting life. To be sure, there will be feeling ; emotion

will be stirred. The thought of God and duty cannot be ade

quately presented, the conception of what we are and what we

ought to be, witout moving to its inmost depths the soul that

hears. No man can think upon those themes with any persist

ence and depth without feeling his cheeks blanch at the thought

of his responsibility and the magnitude of the issues involved.

The devotion I urge is devotion to God in Christ as Master

and Lord. I do not call it self-sacrifice which I do not consider

a Christian idea, nor the surrender of objects of desire. It is

important to avoid asceticism. The man who devotes himself

to Christ and his work will cast aside many things; but he must

not be urged in the beginning to cast aside these things, lest he

imagine that casting aside pleasures is winning Christ. When

he comes to love Christ, he will lose his care for many things.

But he should devote himself to Christ and Christ's work as the

mother' devotes herself to her child, as the lover devotes himself

to his beloved. In this self-devotion, which is not sacrifice, he

gives himself with all the powers of self to the service of Christ.

The purpose of God is the development of character, of the

man in knowledge, in feeling, in will to the full stature of man

hood in Christ, the personal Christ; not in the truth, a mere

abstraction whether embodied in creed or still less in platform

rhetoric, but in the personal Christ in whom dwells all fullness

of reality. In leading a man to God through Christ, I do not

permit anything to intervene. I urge upon him the choice of

Christ as Saviour and Lord, because he ought so to chose. I

urge him to take upon himself, in Christ's strength and for

Christ's sake, to do during all his life, now and irrevocably, his

part of the work which Christ is doing in the world. I urge

him to devote himself and all his powers to God, because he

ought so to do, for when the majestic thought of God and duty

to Him takes full possession of a soul, it gives a unity and a

power to the life that nothing else can.

I have in this address omitted reference to the work of the
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Holy Spirit, because my theme is the psychology, or human

side of salvation; not because I do not believe in the necessity

and reality of the Spirit's work.

Dr. Gessler :

I would like to call attention to the fact that the members

of the General Committee are notified to meet for the annual

session immediately after the close of this morning's services.

The meeting of the General Committee will be held in the

room back of the pulpit, and you should gather as expeditiously

as possible. It is important I should announce that those who

have recently given their names for membership to the General

Committee are entitled to participate in this General Committee

just as the older members are.

Rev. Dr. Hewitt, of Chicago University, closed the session

with prayer.
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Ublvt) H)ag.

Afternoon Session.

Thursday, November 18th, 1897, 2 p. m.

Vice-President Conley :

Let us begin our closing session by uniting in singing the

hymn, " Rock of Ages Cleft for Me."

Rev. Dr. Geo. L. Stedman offered prayer.

Vice-President Conley :

Our closing topic is " The Power of the Cross in the Life

of the Believer." The Chair regrets to announce that because

of a funeral service occurring at his home in Detroit to-day,

which he could not possibly avoid, Dr. MacLaurin is not with

us. He has, however, sent to us a paper which contains what

he would say if he were here, and we reverse the order as it is

printed, and will now listen to the paper of Dr. MacLaurin.

This paper will be read by the Rev. Mr. Manning, of this city.

Mr. Manning :

I have no expectation of being able to make this paper as

forcible and attractive in the reading as Dr. MacLaurin would

do if he were here to give it, but will do the best I can.

THE POWER OF THE CROSS IN THE LIFE OF THE

BELIEVER.

THE MEANING OF THE CROSS.

Is there need here to recount the history of the Cross? Is

there need to remind you that from an instrument of torture

and a symbol of shame in 30 A. D., the Cross became the

recognized badge of Christianity; and, when three centuries

had elapsed, it was woven in gold upon the banners, and set in

jewels upon the diadems of the Roman Empire.

Let it be assumed that you are familiar with this marvel

ous victory of the Cross.
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But what is the meaning of the term—the Cross ? That is

a question worth raising.

Is not knowledge of the meaning of the Cross the deepest

need of the Christian world to-day.

What is the inner meaning, thought and purpose of that

life symbolized by the Cross ? Is there not a desire to get rid

of the Cross ? Let these interrogations stand jn our hearts !

Perhaps the best way to obtain an answer to the inquiry as

to the meaning of the term would be to look at the story of the

crucifixion of our Lord Himself.

You remember that the implacable and vindictive Jews on

that memorable day said to Pilate :

" We have no king but Caesar."

Then, therefore, he—Pilate—delivered him unto them to

be crucified.

"They took Jesus, therefore; and he went out, bearing the

cross for Himself, unto the place called the place of the skull,

which is called in Hebrew, Golgotha." (John xix: 16, 17.)

You are, let us suppose, a stranger in the City of the Great

King. There is great commotion in it. You are attracted by

the turbulent crowd in that procession, led by a pale-faced, high-

browed, emaciated man. You inquire the meaning of it all.

You notice the Cross-bearer particularly, and you wonder

with a great wonder. You ask some one who knows. His

reply is:

" Why, sir, that is a criminal who is bearing that wood upon

his shoulders. He has been tried; he has been found guilty;

he has been condemned, and now he is on his way to execution."

Yes, but you are in Jerusalem, and the Jews do not crucify

malefactors.

But we are under the dominion of Rome, and crucifixion

was a common method of Roman capital punishment; and this

whole scene is in accord with Roman methods.

This victim, then, is receivingfrom the world the character

and treatment of a criminal. He is rejected; he is condemned;

he is cast out; he is reviled.

Therein we may discover the meaning of the Cross.

Jesus had it in mind in His teaching; so he said :

"Blessed are ye when men shall reproach you, and perse

cute you, and say all manner of evil against you falsely, for

my sake." (Matt. 5: 11.)

"And ye shall be hated of all men for my names sake, but
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he that endureth to the end, the same shall be saved." (Matt.

10: 22.)

" Then shall they deliver you up unto tribulation, and

shall kill you : and ye shall be hated of all nations for my

name's sake." (Matt. 24: 9.)

" Blessed are ye when men shall hate you, and when they

shall separate you from their company, and reproach you, and

cast out your name as evil, for the Son of Man's sake." (Luke

6: 22.)

" They shall put you out of the synagogue: yea the hour

cometh, that whosoever killeth you shall think that he offereth

service to God." (John 16: 2.)

There is nothing inviting in that outlook. There is nothing

winsome in that description of the sort of treatment the fol

lowers of Christ are to receive at the hands of the world.

But that is the meaning of the Cross !

Did these disciples experience this treatment ? Paul cer

tainly did. We find him undergoing these very things. We

find him meeting precisely these trials. We find him called

by such titles of reproach as illustrate most clearly this descrip

tion of what the disciples might expect.

Let us select a few lines from the inspired record to illus

trate Paul's experiences :

" But they went about to kill him." (Acts 9: 29,)

" But there came Jews thither from Antioch and Iconium :

and having persuaded the multitudes, they stoned Paul, and

dragged him out of the city, supposing that he was dead."

(Acts 14: 19.)

" And as they cried out, and threw off their garments, and

cast dust into the air, the chief captain commanded him to be

brought into the castle, bidding that he should be examined by

scourging, that he might know for what cause they so shouted

against him." (Acts 22: 23, 24.)

" And as they were seeking to kill him, tidings came up to

the chief captain of the band, that all Jerusalem was in con

fusion." (Acts 21: 31.)

" And they gave him audience unto this word ; and they

lifted up their voices, aud said, Away with such a fellow from

the earth: for it is not fit that he should live." (Acts 22: 2a.)

" And they came to the chief priests and elders, and said,

We have bound ourselves under a great curse, to taste nothing

until we have killed Paul. Now therefore do ye with the coun
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cil signify to the chief captain that he bring him down unto

you, as though ye would judge of his case more exactly: and

we, or ever he come near, are ready to slay him." (Acts

*y*4, 15- )

" For this cause the Jews siezed me in the temple and

assayed to kill me." (Acts 26: 21.)

Such is the historical record, and he was treated thus by

even the religious world of his day !

Would you know more about it ? Read his incomparable

letters to the churches and to his friends.

The Cross was a reproach, therefore, and the Cross meant

a reproach to all who bore it. That's its meaning—to bear and

share the shame, the reproach, the abuse which sinful men—

religious and irreligious alike—heaped upon the Christ and

after Him on His holy apostles and their friends.

O, yes ; the Cross has a bad history. It has never been in

the masonry of respectability. It is a thing scorned and vili

fied, and pointed at with the left hand with disdain !

What, now, is its inner meaning for us ?

What is the inner thought symbolized by the term—the

Cross ? This :

First— The substitution of the Divine will for the will of

self in all the motives and conduct of life.

Herein, Christ himself is our pattern. As he was, so are

we to be in the world. Hear this, then :

"Jesus, therefore, answered and said unto them, Verily,

verily, I say unto you, The Son can do nothing of himself, but

what he seeth the Father doing: for what things soever he

doeth, these things the Son also doeth in like manner." (John

5: '9 )

What does this mean ? This : The deepest law of his

moral life was his filial dependence on his Father, the complete

substitution of the Father's will for his own, so that apart from

him NOTHING—NOTHING BY MYSELF—but everything

under the impulse of God. What a wonder ! How complete

the substitution of the Father's will for his own ! And he need

not to have done this : He who made the worlds could have

acted under the impulse of his own will. Why not ? It

was, therefore, a voluntary substitution on the part of the

Christ.

And in the same chapter, verse thirty, he says :

"I can of myself do nothing : as I hear, I judge : and my
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judgment is righteous ; because I seek not mine own will, but

the will of him that sent me." (John 5: 30.)

Jesus represents himself as sinking, as related to the

Father, into a sort of nothingness !

On the paragraph (vs. 19-30), from which these two

passages have been taken, Godet has these suggestive

sentences :

" What an existence is that of which this passage, verses

19-30, traces for us the type ! Such a relationship with God

must have been lived in order to be thus described : to act

only after having seen, to speak only after having heard,—

what a picture of filial consciousness, of filial teaching, of filial

activity ! And all this attaching itself to a mere healing accom

plished on the initiative of the Father ! Do we not see clearly

that the essential idea of verse seventeen is that of the rela

tion of dependence of the Son's work towards the Father's ?

(and by no means that of the Sabbath, of which not the least

mention is made in all this development). At the same time,

this passage gives us, so to speak, access even to the inner

laboratory of our Lord's thought, and allows us to study the

manner in which his word was produced."

And later still in his ministry, Jesus said :

" When ye have lifted up the Son of Man, then shall ye

know that I am he, and that I can do nothing of myself, but as

the Father taught me, I speak these words." (John 8: 28.)

" And he that sent me is with me ; he hath not left me

alone ; for / do always the things that are pleasing to him.

(John 8: 29.)

" For I spake not for myself,"—he continues as reported in

the twelfth chapter,

"but the Father which sent me, he hath given me a com

mandment, what I should say, and what I should speak."

(John 12: 49.)

You remember in the temple when a boy he announced

that he must be about his Father's business, and therein He

handed you a key that fits into golden locks of every door of

his inner life throughout his entire career.

What surrender can be more complete ?

All his actions directed by the will of God: all his judg

ments dictated by the voice of God: all his words in

spired by the words of God : indeed, all his aims, his

choices, his decisions and his utterances were not from himself,
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but from the Father, and all this because he had substituted

God's will in the place of his own.

Has Jesus any successors in this self-emptying and God-

enthroning act ?

Surely. Multitudes of them. Take three great Apostles

as types, and first, Paul:

" Now we that are strong ought to bear the infirmities of

the weak, and not toplease ourselves." (Rom. 15: 1.)

That certainly is in line with his Master.

And the impulsive Peter:

"That ye no longer should live the rest of your time in the

flesh to the lusts of men, but to the will of God." (I Pet.

4: ».)

That, too, is an expression of the Master's temper.

And the loving John:

" And whatsoever we ask, we receive of Him, because we

keep His commandments, and do the things that are pleasing in

His sight." (1 John 3: 22.)

John speaks out of a gracious and long experience,

and his testimony is in the superlative degree.

The Cross means, then, the substitution of the Divine will

for the will of self in all the motives and conduct of life. In

other words, it means the dethronement of self and the

enthronement of our Master, who shall hereafter be the Ruler

and Decider in all life's business and conduct.

John Watson says:

"Jesus placed His diciples under an elaborate and calcula

ted regimen, which was intended at every point to check

the fervor of self-will, and reduce the swollen proportions of

our lower self. They were to repress the petty ambitions of

society."

" In the self-life men push and rule ; in the self-less life,

men submit and serve."

Again : . .. ,

" When Jesus presented the Cross for the salvation of His

diciples, He was certainly not thinking of a sentiment which

can disturb no man's life, nor redeem any man's soul; but of

the unsightly beam which must be set up in the midst of

a man's pleasures, and the jagged nails that must pierce

his soul."

"Jesus has taught us that the equivalent of life is sacrifice,

and it is with God that sacrifice begins."
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He is right. And the beginning of that sacrifice is the sac

rifice of the self-will; and this sacrifice of the self-will is a def

inite act,—the result of a deliberate choice; it is the initial

movement of one's whole soul—indeed, a crisis in one's career.

Thereafter one has no will of his own: God's will dominates the

whole life.

There are men and women in our churches, of whom it

can truthfully be said, their will has been surrendered to God ;

or, rather, the Divine will has been substituted in place of their

own.

What is the inner meaning of the Cross for us ?

This :

Second: Identification of self with the Christ in his Rela

tions and Feelings.

No man ever succeeded in thus identifying himself more per

fectly with Christ in his relations and feelings than the great

apostle to the Gentiles. How he loved the world ! How thor

oughly he identified himself with the suffering men and women

in every circumstance of life.

In relation to the world, there is but one all-inclusive, and

one all-explaining meaning for the Cross. It is that it was and

is lost: that it has been redeemed, not with corruptible things,

as silver and gold, but with the precious blood of Christ, as of a

Lamb slain for the foundation of the world.

Jesus loves the world; that is His feeling: Jesus gave

Himself to the Cross in order to become the Redeemer of the

world; that is His relation to it. That, too, is to be our feeling

toward, and our relation to the world, and that means sacrifice

—the Cross.

It means the utter inability of the individual to live for his

own interests It means a full recognition on the part of the

disciple of Christ of the fact that the Cross is the central and

eternal necessity of a sinful world. The form of the Cross

may have changed, but the reality is identically the same.

The gospel of the Cross is still the ineffable sweetness of the

Divine love. And what does love do ? Love seeks with total

self-forgetfulness the happiness of the object loved. Life, like

everything else in nature, seems to live only by losing itself.

The grain of wheat dies that it may reach the more abundant

life. Love can never find its fullest expression except as it

also dies.

To live in Christ is to love, and to love is to suffer; but to
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suffer is to rejoice with a joy that fills the heart of God from

age to age. Spencer puts it beautifully:

" Love is life's end ; an end but never ending ;

All joys, all sweets, all happiness awarding ;

Love is life's wealth (ne'er spent but ever spending),

More rich by giving, taking by discarding ;

Love's life's reward, rewarded in rewarding ;

Then from thy wretched heart fond care remove ;

Ah ! should'st thou live but once love's sweet to prove,

Thou would not love to live, unless thou live to love."

That is the holy secret. That is the Divine discipline. I

have to reproduce His crucifixion in my own heart as a personal

experience, that I may have no longer self-love, but one of the

same nature as Christ's vicarious love

Thus only may we reach the goal of highest Christian

character, by successive steps, which might be called down

ward, indeed—increasing limitations of self-life ; but in

creasingly larger expressions of the law of sacrifice. We are to

enter into Christ's relations with [humanity. Did our Lord

mourn tor the evil around Him: then they that are Christ's

mourn for the evil that is around them ! Did Christ weep over

needy and lost souls: then those who have identified themselves

with Him in feeling and relations will weep over lost and

needy souls around them ! Was the life of Christ in infinite

contrast with the world in its easy self-satisfaction: then the

life of the disciple of Christ is to be of the same character.

"This is impracticable; this is insanity ! " thus speaks the

world, and therein is the reproach, the Cross.

Has the Cross power to-day to produce such men ?

That it had it in the earlier days, we are fully persuaded

Indeed, that the Divine fire filled all hearts and sent them

away preaching the Word everywhere, causing them to convert

even the fires of persecution into opportunities through which

they could manifest the burning, cleansing energy of God, we

well know; that the love of Christ constrained them, as Paul

figures himself and others—that is to say, gathered up

their scattered forces and urged them on—Paul has informed

us.

But can we affirm as much of the Christians of our own

century ? Most assuredly. Every pastor knows of wives who

bear the Cross as really, in its deeper meaning, as any Chris

tians of the earlier day. Every pastor knows of boys and girls
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brought into the Kingdom from families that are hostile to

Jesus Christ who are literally bearing their Cross daily. We all

know of young women, reared in culture and refinement,

surrounded in their homes by every conceivable comfort,

breathing air as pure as the air that flows from the loftiest

mountain, who have been moved by the sad story of sin and

degradation in some of our great cities, and have been filled

with bitterest sorrow by the di eadful recital, we have known

of these beautiful young women, filled with a spirit which

made them long to offer themselves as sacrifice for others— a

sacrifice which must always go from the pure to the impure,

from the true to the false, from the loving to the hateful, from

God and His children to the Devil and his children. So these

women leave their homes, the pure atmosphere, the luxury, go

to the worst places in our great cities, take rooms, live there

with a single companion, give themselves to the work of clean

sing where there is filth, purifying where there is profanity,

and redeeming where there is vice, bringing love in where

there is hate.

That story is being written every day in our great cities.

Read the annals of the Salvation Army. Become acquainted

with some of their most effective and successful workers.

Trace their history—college graduates, people from homes

such as I have described, impelled by this self-sacrificial spirit,

with the Spirit of the Cross have surrendered all, as did Paul,

for the sake of lost and suffering humanity.

Look over the annals of the Church during the last century.

Summon to the chambers of your fancy the names and figures

of some of the successful and great Missionary apostles. Look

at the quality of the men who have gone forth to preach the un

searchable riches of Christ among the Gentiles. For example,

Carey, nourished (such was his fervor) even by the hard facts

of geography, himself cherishing visions divine in his blessed

solitude, and going forth at length with a splendid daring, to

take possession of India in the name of Christ.

Study the story of Moffat, with his great consecration, his

matchless tact and unexhausted patience, entering Africa, to

subdue it for the world's King ! When asked by a young lady

to write in her album, he wrote the following :

" My album is a savage breast,

Where tempests brood and shadows rest,

Without one ray of light ;
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To write the name of Jesus there.

And point to worlds all bright and fair,

And see the savage bent in prayer,

Is my supreme delight."

This marvelous modern apostle was followed in the same

dark continent by the genial, the open, the lucid, the compre

hensive Livingstone, on whose heart there is the one word,

"Africa for Christ ! " This wonderful man once said :

"People talk of the sacrifice I have made in spending so

much of my life in Africa. Can that be called sacrifice which

is simply paid back as a small part of a great debt owing to our

God, which we can never repay ? Is that a sacrifice which

brings its own best reward in helpful activity, the conscious

ness of doing good, peace of mind and a bright hope of a glor

ious destiny hereafter ?

"Away with the word in such a view and with such a

thought! It is emphatically no sacrifice. Say, rather, it is a

privilege. Anxiety, sickness, suffering, or danger, now and

then, with a foregoing of the common conveniences and chari

ties of this life may make us pause and cause the spirit to

waver, and the soul to sink ; but let this be only for a moment.

All these are nothing when compared with the glory which

shall hereafter be revealed in and for us.

" I never made a sacrifice. Of this we ought not to talk

when we remember the great sacrifice which he made who left

his Father's throne on high to give himself for us."

Hear Dover, the first Moravian missionary. When all at

tempts to dissuade him had failed, and it was at last said confi

dently that endeavors in behalf of the West India slaves would be

fruitless, he replied : " Even if no one should be benefited,

and no fruit should follow my effort, yet will I go, for I must

obey my Savior's call."

When Drachart, the Moravian, was told that the Esquimos

of Labrador would murder him, answered : " If they will kill

me, they will kill me, but go I must."

We are acquainted with the incomparable sufferings of

Adoniram Judson, our own pioneer missionary to India. Time

would fail to speak of David Brainerd, Henry Martyn, Richard

Patterson, Alexander Duff, and hundreds more who have made

the annals of this century more luminous and inspiring with

missionary zeal than any to be found in the long-drawn story

of far shining men ; and you will have to admit that our cen
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tury is even richer in large-hearted, magnetic missionary

personalities than even the first century of the Christianity of

Jesus !

Take one of the very latest of these modern apostles. I

mean that wonderful man, Mackay of Uganda,—a man who

seemed to look into the very face of the living God, who was

" quiet and strong and patient and resolute and brave, one on

whom all might depend. He endured," as the author of the

Two Kings of Uganda " observes in the preface of the second

edition of that interesting book, "fourteen years of Africa

. . . fourteen years of the contradiction of men, black and

white ; fourteen years of danger, fevers, sorrows, disappoint

ments—and in all, and through all, he was stedfast, unmovable ;

a true missionary, always abounding in the work of the Lord."

Said he, on November 19th, 1878 : "It is no sacrifice, as some

think, to come here as pioneers of Christianity and of civiliza

tion. I would not give my position here for all the world. A

powerful race has to be won from darkness to light. Supersti

tion and idolatry have to be overthrown. Men have to be

taught to love God and to love their neighbor, which means

the uprooting of institutions that have lasted for centuries,

labor made noble, the slaves set free, knowledge imparted,

and wisdom implanted ; and above all, that true Wisdom taught

which alone can elevate man from brute to a son of God.

Who would not willingly engage in such noble work, and con

sider it the highest honor on earth to be called to do it ?"

We conclude, therefore, that the Cross is as vital, as power

ful, as influential in the life of believers to-day as in any age

of the world.

Vice-President Conley :

The Rev. Dr. Anderson, chairman of the local committee,

will now take the platform, and speak some words that are to

be spoken. , -

Dr. Anderson :

I was appointed by the General Committee to do a duty,

and I want you to sympathize with me in it and help me do it.

Last night we talked about the oppressed of other nations.

There are some people that are oppressed in this country, and

just at the present time the General Committee of this Baptist

Congress, and we want you to help the oppressed this after
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noon. We find that we have not sufficient funds to meet the

demands that are made upon us by this Congress, to meet the

traveling expenses of those who have come to read papers to

us, and to speak to us. We give them nothing for their services,

but simply defray their traveling expenses, and we haven't

quite money enough for this. Five dollars makes a man a

member of this Congress. Now, I would be glad if there were

several gentlemen here this afternoon who are ready to make

themselves members of this Baptist Congress by the payment

of five dollars. Two dollars makes a man an annual member.

These members receive two copies of the proceedings of this

Congress when they are published. Such are the privileges

which come to the members of the Congress. Now, I think

the matter is clearly before you and we want you to respond as

you will, I have no doubt, generously and gladly according to

your ability. I trust that this will not break up the impression

made by this excellent paper that we have had read because

this proceeding is thoroughly apostolic.

Vice-President Conlev :

The next speaker, according to assignment, upon this topic

is the Rev. J. T- Dickinson, D.D., Orange, N. J. It affords me

great pleasure to introduce to you the Rev. Dr. Dickinson :

Rev. J. T. Dickinson, of Orange, N. J., then spoke as follows :*

After meeting strange faces through long days of travel

comes the vision of a loved friend. After journeying over

perilous seas, the home-land lifts itself in familiar outline above

the ocean. After the classical music composition, with its subtle

complex harmonies, one simple sublime melody which gathers

together in rich unity all the characteristic notes of the

symphony. After most divergent themes of nation and of

world, of learning and of manual toil, of denomination and of

the religious life, comes last upon our programme, the one

supreme, ever-old, ever new theme, the theme harmonizing,

unifying, glorifying all that has gone before—The Power of the

Cross in the Life of the Believer. Understand this and you un-

* Unfortunately the stenographer was absent during this address, which was delivered

freely and without having been written in full. Hence the subjoined report does not fully or

adequately represent the address.
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derstand all that has preceded it. Realize this and you realize

the golden glory of every earnest quest of human soul.

Whether we think of the Cross as an historic event in the

life of our Lord or of the theories and speculations that have

gathered around it or of its practical outworkings in history,

we have a theme which is at once most familiar and most

fathomless. But it is a mystery of light and not of darkness,

of the rising sun and not of thickening night, of life and not of

death. Thank God for mystery, stirring our souls to high

reverence, beckoning us on to prayerful study, reminding us of

our eternal destiny. It is good for a man on a clear night to

gaze on the bright stars and all the glory of the heavens. It is

good for a man to go out on the farthest crag of the sea coast

and to meditate on the expanse of old ocean. It is good to

ponder on such a theme as this, though there must ever be

depths beyond our sounding, heights above our ascension.

The Cross-agony and death of our Saviour— what is its

meaning ? To answer in any measure the question we must

bear in mind a three fold relationship of the Cross. It is linked

with prophecies in the material universe and in humanity. The

law of self-sacrifice and of life out of death is everywhere

regnant in the material world, in earth, and flower, and bird

and man. Bloody sacrifices were offered in ancient India and

are to-day among heathen people. The whole ritual and

religious life of the Hebrews rested on the thought of atone

ment by blood. Isaiah's loftiest vision was that of a suffering

Messiah. The Cross is not an after thought or an isolated

phenomenon ; it is the consummation and fulfillment of the

deepest yearnings, the profoundest prophecies of humanity.

We must study the death of Christ, also, as the necessary

inevitable climax of all his earthly ministry. Every thing in

our Saviour's life points forward to the Cross. His first recorded

words, his long years at the carpenter's bench, his baptism,

temptation, Sermon on the Mount, miracles, parables, training

of the twelve, his most tender appeals and sternest rebukes,

the institution of the memorial supper, his unique and holy

character—all are to be interpeted as having their culmination

on the Cross, where in his death all the messages of his life

were gathered together in their richest meaning.

But the Cross must be considered likewise as linked with

our Saviour's heavenly, divine life. He is the lamb slain before

the foundation of the world, the brightness of the Father's glory,
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the express image of his person. The mystery and the glory

and the power of the Cross all fade, if we forget that it was the

Divine one who suffered there. Witness the failure of Unitar-

ianism as a power among men.

So we may say the Cross of Christ stands for the outpour

ing of the uttermost of Divine life to rescue the uttermost of

human life from the uttermost of sin to the uttermost of glory.

That is what the blood of Christ means—the very life of God

poured into humanity. Hence there is a painting by an ancient

artist in which Christ is depicted on a Cross of living green,

with arms stretched out in widest love to gather the world to

himself to new and glorious life. Evermore is the Cross symbol,

proof, channel of the life and love of God, poured into human

life for its redemption. The power of the Cross, thus denned,

in the life of the believer stretches like a glorious sunbeam

down through all that is best of human history from that Good

Friday, when our Lord died on Calvary unto this hour. No

word is more characteristic of Apostolic and primitive Chris

tianity than power, yet in those simple sublime days of the

career of the Church there were none of the forces of this world

—wealth or social position or learning—only scattered congre

gations of humble believers plus the Cross of Christ and the

Holy Spirit.

Study the great forward movements in church history—

the Crusades, the German and English reformations, the

Methodist movement, the birth of modern missions and of

Sunday Schools, the philanthropy in reforms and advances—and

we dnd that back of them all has been the power of a re-dis

covered Christ, a deeper, truer vision of the suffering Saviour,

afresh enthronement of the Cross in the heart, a fuller recep

tion of the Divine life and love. Just in proportion as the

Church has pressed close to the "Strong Son of God, immortal

Love," just in that proportion has she pressed forth in every

quarter for the blessing of the weak sons of man in mortal sin

and sorrow. Never was the power of the Cross in the heart of

the believer greater than to-day. This does not seem true

when we consider the surface of life, but, looking beneath the

the incidents and accidents to the essentials, we behold the

suffering, dying, living, life giving Christ regnant in men's

hearts as never before. Witness the supreme preachers and

poets of recent years—Spurgeon, Beecher, Phillips Brooks,

Longfellow, Tennyson and the Brownings. Their one message
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was the Cross. Consider the unifying of Christian people of

most divergent schools of theology in our rich spiritual life.

Never were the sensibilities of Christendom so sympathetic

and responsive to the sufferings of humanity as to day. The

need of the world is in the heart of the individual believer now

as never before. What decade in all the centuries had witnessed

such generous giving for all kinds of educational, missionary,

philanthropic purposes as the past ten years ? We dilate on

the patience, love, heroism, self-sacrifice in lowly, obscure

places. Blessed possibilities and potentialities for the individual

and the race are beckoning us on in these days as in no other

days. All this is true and far more because the Cross of Jesus

is going on before and because the Life and Love of God, mani

fested by it, are being poured into human hearts.

Does one seek to analyze the power of the Cross and seek

the sources of the power ? Life ever baffles scrutiny and holds

inviolate its deepest secret, and the power of the Cross is

wrapped up in the word Life, of which it is the symbol. The

Cross stands for Life's liberation from incompleteness, sin, a

broken, remorseful past. Freed from the guilt, the remorse,

the habit of sin, the soul cries in joyful gratitude :

"Love I much? I've much forgiven,

I'm a miracle of grace?"

The late eminent Professor H. B. Smith, of Union The

ological Seminary, had been raised a Unitarian, we are told,

but when he became keenly conscious of his own sin, he said:

"Of one thing I feel assured, that I need an infinite Saviour."

Life's inspiration comes from the Cross. Forgiveness,

pity, love, truth, do not leave us as they found us. The spirit

of love and life and self-devotion they create into our spirits.

Lo, a new and heavenly influence is born into heart and mind

and will. Said the great German Reformer : " Do you ask,

Who lives within ? I answer, Not Martin Luther, but Jesus

Christ."

Life's interpretation comes from the Cross. Here are

strange problems of sin, of suffering, of duty, of God. Of

them, and of all the deepests quests of the soul, Browning's

lines are true :

" I say, the acknowledgment of God is Christ,

Accepted by the reason, solves for thee

All questions in the world and out of it."
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Life's glorification the Cross points forward to. After

Calvary came the Resurrection and the Ascension Mount and

the triumphal march of the Crucified One through the centur

ies. So for every redeemed soul life shall be on an ascending

scale, and after all the shadows and struggles of earth shall be

the glory of the fuller revelation and the unfading crown.

Far, far above all our thoughts and theories of the power

of the Cross is the great fact that it ever tells of the super

natural, the Divine in our sinful human lives, pardoning, loving,

giving grace to help in time of need, and, in the noble words

of the Te Deum, "lifting up forever" the people of earth.

The biography of one of the profoundest students in this cen

tury of human life and destiny has recently been published.

This great seer sometimes had moments of deep depression as

he brooded over the problems of the race, and this depression

found utterance in verse* well-nigh despairing at times. But in

his old age, in his eighty-first year, he wrote a little poem

which he said "came in a moment," like a heavenly vision.

Of this poem he said, shortly before his death, to his son :

" Mind you, put ' Crossing the Bar ' at the end of all editions of

my poems." Listen to the familiar lines :

" Sunset and evening star,

And one clear call for me !

And may there be no moaning of the bar,

When I put out to sea,

" But such a tide as moving seems asleep,

Too full for sound and foam.

When that which drew from out the boundless deep

Turns again home.

" Twilight and evening bell,

And after that the dark !

And may there be no sadness of farewell

When I embark.

" For tho' from out our bourne of Time and Place

The flood may bear me far,

I hope to see my Pilot face. to face

When I have crost the bar.

Vice-President Conley :

We have now reached the closing moments of this most

blessed and inspiring session, and the closing hours of the ses-

sionsof this 15th gathering of the Baptist Congress,and it is very

fitting that these closing moments should be given to brief
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addresses by persons representative and connected with the

union, and with various interests represented here. The Presi

dent who has so admirably presided and helped to give special

interest to this gathering, Dr. A. A. Kendrick, will be the

first to speak.

President A. A. Kendrick :

It is with great reluctance that I venture to occupy a mom

ent or two of your time to fulfill what seems to be an official

duty. I will not stop to speak those words of congratulation

which might possibly be considered as in order. You have

made the duties of your presiding officer by your courtesy, so

delightful and so easy that it has not at all been difficult for me

to do a great deal of thinking while sitting in the President's

chair, but I will not burden you with these various thoughts,

but simply confine myself to one or two things which, it seems

to me, ought to be said in this closing hour. This Congress, as

has been rightly said already, is a body quite representative in

its character; it is representative of the personality of the

Baptist denomination. It is representative, because as we

gather here we come from the North, and from the South, from

the East and from the West, and all those lines which have been

drawn across our country and have sometimes been lines of

bitter division, do not appear upon the surface of this body. It is

quite representative of the scholarship of the Baptist denomina

tion, and as we have listened to many of the papers and heard

many of the spoken words of the speakers, we have been proud of

our men, our old men and our young men. I think, however, that

it ought to be recognized as a very fundamental fact, that this

body cannot be said to be in any sense representative of the

doctrinal divisions or views of the Baptist denomination. While

that statement may sound somewhat harsh, yet you will please to

remember one truth that has been over and over again empha

sized during this Congress, and that is that the man who stands

upon this platform and reads or speaks has been invariably recog

nized as reading or speaking for himself, and it does not, there

fore, require any very great study of the situation or investiga

tion of the problem to conclude that if that man is speaking for

himself he certainly cannot be said to be speaking for the

Baptist denomination, unless, as perhaps may be the case in

some few instances, there may be the suspicion that he himself

is the Baptist denomination. (Laughter.) There is, however,
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one point of danger that is involved just at this point, and that

suggests itself to us, one point at which we ought perhaps to

look with a little degree of care and think that for the sake of

brethren that may have expressed themselves, perhaps some

times upon some questions about which they have thought and

speculated, seems startling to some of us, so far we have failed

a little as if we ought to put forth the hand, which ought to be

said on behalf of these brethren, when they come upon this

platform and occupy a somewhat anomalous situation. I

remember, if you will pardon a personal allusion, when I was

president of a college, and for a good many years I owned a

horse that was noted through college circles as being very

steady and sluggish. And yet that horse had one peculiarity

that was also very striking, that when released from duty

after having been penned up in his stall for several days and

turned out upon a green pasture, he used to kick up his heels

and cut up all sorts of antics in a very free sort of way, and it

used to be a great wonderment to me as to whether, by some

mysterious process, that lively disposition of the horse might

not be carried over into his business life ; but he invaaiably,

when he got back into the shaft, was just as set and sluggish as

ever. (Laughter.) And so I think, my friends, when some of

our brethren get upon this platform and show us their doctrinal

antics, and express themselves in the new-born freedom which

they find upon this platform, that we must not suppose that

that indicates the permanent attitude of those teachers of God.

You will find them back in their shafts in their pastorates as

good and as honest Baptists as ever. (Applause and laughter

and ciies of Thank the Lord, Amen, Amen.) It is one of the

misfortunes that sometimes in the past, the Baptist denomina

tion has lost some most excellent men, just because there

wasn't a Baptist Congress where they could go and free them

selves of these things, and then go back to their work as good

as ever. And so, my friends, as we have solemnly understood

and virtually pledged ourselves to hold no man to any account

ability for the utterances he puts forth on this platform, let us

religiously stick to our pledge.

There is another thought I wish to present directly in line

with this. I have lived for thirty years and more upon the

banks of the Mississippi. You who are not acquainted with

that stream do not know one of the mysteries of it. One of

the great mysteries the Mississippi exhibits is that while it
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has a tremendous onward rush towards the gulf stream a

strong, mighty current, especially in some portions. of that

stream, yet almost everywhere along the banks, under the

peculiar formation of those banks you will find places where

there are distinctly marked eddies, and in some instances these

eddies set very strongly in the other direction. You will

notice, for instance, that the confluence of the Mississippi and

the Missouri, where those streams (one of them three thousand

miles from its source) come together, that there is an immense

disturbance, an eddying and fluctuation of the current, and you

look off from the steamer's deck down upon the trend of the

stream and you say, Why, it is flowing towards St. Paul, and

not towards New Orleans ! But that is not so. These little

eddies and currents and under currents that make that stream

so treacherous and so dangerous to the life of him who falls

into it, is nevertheless sweeping on unvexed to the sea. And

so sometimes our brethren, when they get into one of these

little eddies and currents of thought, they think the great

stream is flowing in the other direction, that it has taken a

turn. I remember last summer I stood upon the bluff over the

great whirlpool at Niagara and looked down upon that whirl

pool and saw those logs making their way round and round in

that great whirlpool, which they will continue to do until per

haps waterlogged they sink, or else if some happy incident

throws them out of the whirlpool and get back into the great

current and sweep along towards the sea. And so sometimes

there are men, aud I suppose these logs are of that frame of

mind, if they have a mind to think, that they are floating on

down stream ; that they are in the trend of the great move

ment of the times. How many times have I been told since

coming to this Congress, " How are we drifting, whither are we

tending ?" Why, we are not drifting at all. The great stream

flows right on. And our brethren will sometime or other

wake up to the fact that there is no drifting of the trend of

religious truth. There is no change in that mighty progress

that we trust is going on in the apprehension of God's truth,

that the great body of Christian truths that the church of Jesus

Christ has held all these centuries are as true to-day as they

were yesterday. We must not mistake the little freaks and

superficial modifications of some few people for the great body

of belief in the church of Jesus Christ. I have with others in

history and in romances watched what so transpires, and I find
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we do not change a great deal. We are gaining ground all the

time, and the man that holds himself open to all the things

that are going on, and puts himself in touch with everything

that is presented to him and seeks to know more and more of

the truth, who is faithful to the law of his own being, and recog

nizes the fact he is still a learner and does not knoweveryihing,

we all of us find that, is all the time unfolding to us more and

better truth. But do not let us be alarmed. And so if any

member, anticipating the burden of next Sunday, has said to

himself, I must go home and give to my people a note of warn

ing ; 1 shall certainly preach a very pessimistic sermon next

Sunday morning, because of some of the strange things I have

heard from the honored brethren of the Congress— don't do it.

(Applause )

The Chairman:

I have the pleasure to report to you as the next speaker,

and representing our great university, President W. R. Harper.

(Continued applause.)

William R. Harper, LL.D , of Chicago:

As I have occupied a seat in the various meetings of this

Congress, my mind, like that of some others, 1 am sure, has

gone back to the Congresses that have been held before. I

remember my first experience in a Baptist Congress. It was

in the City of Elms, in New Haven. And I can remember the

consternation with which I listened to some of the addresses

delivered upon that occasion. 1 hadn't then learned the privi

leges of a member of the Baptist Congress. It was to me some

thing very new, and I think I can assure you that, seated as I

was at that time, in the atmosphere of a university, of Yale

University, I took an extreme pleasure and added interest in

the work of the Congress, because I saw what I have seen at

every Congress since, what you who are here for the first time

at the meeting of the Congress, have seen, and what you must

have felt, that the atmosphere of the Congress is very much

like the atmosphere of a university. It is an atmosphere which

is free, an atmosphere which all may breathe. I am not sure

that we may take the position of our honored president, and

fail to hold responsible the men who have uttered opinions for

the opinions uttered. I am inclined to think that every man

who utters an opinion, in whatever way it may be uttered, and
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in whatever place, is responsible for the utterance of that opin

ion, and will be held by God responsible. There is a responsi

bility. It is an individual responsibility. But right there in

that fact lies, it seems to me, the great honor and the great

glory of the Congress. And so I can see how there can be a

Baptist Congress when there might not be a congress with some

other name prefixed. It is because of the individuality, it is

because of the rights of the individual that the Congress has

been what it has been, and is what it is to-day. It is an inter

esting fact, a fact to which my attention has been called by one

of our brethren, that ten of the twenty-two appointed speakers

have been university instructors; ten out of the twenty-two of

the appointed speakers on this occasion. And what does it

mean ? It means that the university, and I speak now of the

university at large, it means that universities and colleges are

intensely interested in what we call the church, in what we call

organized Christianity. There are no men in any calling of

life who have an interest greater than that which is felt by the

men who occupy positions in your colleges, and in your univer

sities, and in your theological seminaries. There are no men

who have a greater opportunity to view the work, as it were,

from the outside, and indeed also from the inside. The work

of the instructor in an institution is, after all, chiefly the work

of thinking, and in his work he is compelled to put these things

over against those things. He is, to a greater or less extent,

one who lives in retirement; not in seclusion, but in retirement.

He is where he may look out upon a scene of battle, he may

look into the confusion that is everywhere, and may consider it

in a calm and careful way. He has an opportunity, at all

events, for calmness and for consideration which does not fall

to all, and looking at this great work of Christianity

which we represent with our sister denominations, it has

been an experience, and it is a growing experience that men

come to realize the need of the organized work. We sometimes

hear, as our honored President has just remarked, that the days

are coming when the work of the church as such will have

been taken up by the many organizations on every side. A

student of history and a student of sociology who looks upon

the whole, it seems to me, cannot see it in that way. The

movement is not in that direction. There are tendencies and

there are movements, but as it seems to me there is nothing

which points in the direction that would be implied by such a
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proposition. There is a fear on the part of many, and I take it

that it comes because of lack of contact with the institutions of

learning ; there is the fear I say, that the institution of learning

whether it be college or university or theological seminary gets

out of sympathy with the practical work of the church. Breth

ren, it is not so. We, in the college and in the university are,

as it were, in the midst of a church. We are surrounded by

men and women and young men and young women, with whom

we must come into the closest possible relationship. We have

heard this morning from the president of one of our institutions

the method he employs to lift up the men and women under

his charge. He explained the psychology of the work in which

be was largely engaged. Different institutions have different

methods. Different institutions have different plans, but after

all it is the work of every institution, and it is the work of every

man and woman on the faculty of every institution to do this

same thing, to lift the men and women, and boys and girls

under their charge, nearer to God, to bring them into an

atmosphere in which they can understand better their Creator.

It is a mistake to say that the university makes skeptics.

In so far as it is true it is because of a narrow training in early

days, which when broken up, when interfered with by larger

knowledge and larger sympathies, seems to carry with it

the breaking away of all that is old. The period of life

which the boys and girls spend in college is the most delicate

physically, as has been told us to-day, the most delicate intel

lectually, and the most delicate spiritually of the whole life.

And it seems to me that we Protestants and we Baptists may

well learn a lesson from our friends, the Roman Catholics, the

care which they give to their young men and young women, the

eagerness with which they claim the right to educate them. We

have no such interest in the education of our young men and

women as that which they show. The difficulty with us, as it

seems to me, is that we do not realize the importance of this

educational work. We are not in sympathy with it. We are at

a distance from it. And consequently we suspect it. There, it

seems to me, is a difficulty which we must overcome. The uni

versities are the friends of organized work, organized Chris

tian work; and yet this is true in the universities, men have an

opportunity to look forward. Their minds are not always

taken up with the things immediately about them, and in this

opportunity they secure—is it not true?—something which
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shall be of service to those to whom the opportunity is not af

forded. Shall we remember the history of the Old Testament

times. Will you recall that after all the great centuries of Old

Testament history passed one after another, and while Moses

saw clearly the one God and preached the one God, it was

nearly ten centuries before his followers or prophets who suc

ceeded him could bring the people as a people, to the recogni

tion of monotheism. However clearly and plainly he pro

claimed it, however clearly and plainly it was shown in the

Psalms, however magnificently it was shown to Isaiah, these

men failed in their ability to persuade the people that there was

but one God, and it required the captivity itself, the destruc

tion of the city, the carrying of the whole nation into captivity

to teach them this great lesson. Only when they returned did

they accept for the first time as a people the oneness of God.

Shall we be disappointed and discouraged that progress is no

greater in our day. that the work of men like Moses and David,

and that a subject which to-day seems to us so clear a matter

of fact, centuries are required to bring the Jewish people to a

recognition of what seems to be a simple doctrine. But there

was always progress. Every century added something. It is

so with us to day. The danger, it seems to me, is the danger

that we are going forward too rapidly. Progress, if it is to be

a real progress, must be slow and it must carry with it all or a

greater portion of those who are connected. The University

has been interested perhaps in a semi- official way in the woik

of this Congress. It was very kind on the part of the Execu

tive Committee of the Congress to recognize the University in

the organization of the Local Committee, and the University

faculty are represented in the Local Committee by three men

whose names are familiar to all of you. We appreciate this rec

ognition. We appreciate the interest of the members of the

Congress in the work which has been undertaken for the de

nomination, and for the world at large here in the city of Chi

cago. We trust that the coming of the Congress may have

been productive of great good. There is no question that the

free expression of opinion or feeling is advantageous. I say.

there is no question that good must come from such a gather

ing, from a gathering in which there has been not only the

spirit of criticism, not only the spirit of difference of opinion,

but a meeting which could culminate in that spirit so

beautiful as that which has existed here this afternoon.
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I will take only a moment longer. I have thought that

perhaps an analogy for the work of the Congress might be found

in the experience we have had at the university. 1 have won

dered often how many of our friends, at home and abroad, have

appreciated what was the greatest danger, the greatest risk in

connection with the organization of our university. It wasn't

the question of getting the money. It wasn't the question of

getting the instructors. It wasn't the question of getting the

students The most dangerous point in the whole history of

the university has been this: That a faculty made up of 50 to

200 men and women, selected because they were strong each in

their individuality and individual opinions, because they were

strong each in view of their special training, I say that such a

faculty should be able to come together and work with a com

mon spirit. Again and again educators of great experience

foretold that the thing was impossible, that it would not be.

And those of us who were most interested in the outcome trem

bled at the danger which was before us in that particular. But

we found that men of the most widely differing opinions could

work together, and whatever might be the opinion on this

question there was a spirit of sympathy and a spirit of co-oper

ation, that whenever it was decided to do this thing all were

ready to join in the doing of it. It was the spirit of co-opera

tion, the spirit of sympathy existing where there is the most

wide diversion of opinions. It is just so to-day. The differen

ces of opinion inside of denominations are to day in many cases

greater than the difference of opinion between denominations.

And yet the Christian spirit will be most beautifully exempli

fied in our denomination and in our country, if as in that coun

try far distant, the country of Scotland, we shall find ourselves

working together in beautiful harmony side by side though

with different opinions on important questions, working to

gether in the spirit of the Master, believing after all in the

vital things, and allowing each other to differ where we will.

Brethren, it is this spirit that will make Christianity the power

in this country which we hope and pray it will become. It is

the manifestation of the spirit of co-operation that will make

our denomination in the future what it has been in the past.

(Applause.)

Thk Chairman:

I suppose we do not at all know how much we are indebted
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to the Local Committee in this city for our successful Congress.

And it affords me great pleasure to call upon the representative

of that Committee in the person of the chairman Dr. Galusha

Anderson.

Dr. Anderson :

Brethren, after these very fitting addresses by the Presi

dent and Dr. Harper, I must be very brief in what I have to

say. I was chosen Chairman of this Local Committee of

Arrangements. I wish to say that all the members of that

Committee have been very earnest and very faithful in their

work, and that yon owe it largely to them that the Congress

has been what it is They made only one mistake and that was

in choosing the chairman of the Committee. I suppose they

felt a good deal as Dr. Malcolm did down in Kentucky once at

a Commencement. He hadn't succeeded in getting quite -as

good a faculty as he wanted, and so with the faculty on the

rostrum he offered prayer, and among other things he said : " Oh

Lord, Thou knowest we haven't much of a Faculty, but it is

the best we can do under the circumstances." Very likely this

Committee felt in the same way when they chose the Chairman

of this Committee. I want to say a single thing which has

come to my mind as I have listened to the discussions of this

Congress. I have noticed that there has been a desire upon

the part of all the writers and the speakers to treat their sub

jects truthfully and scientifically, and that the last word is not

very much used at the present time, showing evidently the

condition of thought, in the minds of teachers and of preachers

at all events. It is a word, however, I think perhaps somewhat

warranted and perhaps somewhat partly applied at times. I

met men who seem to think that you were scientific if you agreed

with them, and that you were not if you did not. Now, there

may be just as much science perhaps by those upon one side

of the question as those that hold the other side of the question.

There is a distinguished physician in this city who said to me

that he studied medicine in England, and in his school they did

not allow any theorizing whatever. That he was given a piece

or subject and told to go into the laboratory and then come

with a report of the ingredients that he found in it. And when

he brought his report he had a little theory in reference to one

of the elements which he had discovered. He was immediately

sent back into the laboratory being told, We do not want opin
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ions or your theories at all about this piece or subject, we

simply want the absolute facts. Now then, what is science ?

Organized knowledge. But you have to know things very

perfectly before you can generalize them, before you can organ

ize them. So science is that which is absolutely known. That

is, the contents of science. Now if that should be applied

to a great many of the books that are written upon geology,

botany and theology, that is, if we should have the absolute

facts just what we know and no more, with all the theories

thrown out, these ponderous volumes would be so reduced that

they would be vest pocket editions in my judgment. (Applause.)

Now theories, of course, are good. We work by means of

them and we can make no advancement in thought without

them. But a theory, until the contents of it are proved to be

facts, is a theory, and a fact is a fact, and we ought to put our

theory into one place and our facts into another. And so I

think we ought to keep that in mind when we are scientific and

just bring before our minds that which we absolutely know.

That is science, and there isn't anything else that is science. I

have another impression now ; when Laplace was dying, it is

said, I don't know the truth of it, that a student came rushing

up to his bedside and said to him : " The last calculations which

you made on the fixed stars have proved to be true," and that

the dying philosopher and mathematician looked up to him

deprecatingly and said, " Young man, what we don't know is

enormous." Now, we have had a great many excellent papers

here. They have brought to us life, they have given us

strength, and we are very grateful for them, but after all, such

are the limitations of human knowledge when we grapple with

these difficult things that after we have said all and thought

all we can, we have to say what we don't know is enormous.

And that leaves room for another session of the Baptist Con

gress.

Now, Baptists, as I understand them, take them as a body

—of course, there may be exceptions among us, because we are

all very independent creatures—Baptists, taking them as a

whole are conservative progressives. They keep their minds

open to the truth, and they are ready for the utterance of

thought along any line of investigation, and if a man has not

that, if he has not that spirit of freedom in reference to inves

tigation and in reference to discussion, then he may be a Baptist

in embryo, but he is not yet fully developed evidently. So we
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stand upon a platform of precisely this kind when we go into

this Congress, freedom- of thinking, freedom of discussion,

the telling of the things that are in our minds. We stimulate

each other, we help each other on to the truth, and I think our

position is this, or it should be, I think; that we will receive no

interpretation of Scripture nor any theological doctrine simply

because it is old. We will receive no interpretation of Scripture

and no theological doctrine simply because it is new. We will

receive both the old and the new upon good and sufficient evi

dence. And when men come to us with postulates which they

wish us to adopt and receive, if we are true Baptists I think we

will stand on the beckoning ground and everlastingly ask for

the facts, and some of the facts will be presented at the next

annual meeting of the Baptist Congress. (Applause.)

The Chairman :

We wish to hear now from the representative of the Gen

eral Committee, and this is Dr. L. A. Crandall. I have great

pleasure in introducing to you Dr. Crandall.

Dr. L. A. Crandall :

Mr. Chairman and Friends : A friend at lunch to-day said

that some years ago at a meeting of the Presbyterian Assem

bly, during the trial of Dr. Briggs, one of the Presbyterian

pastors present asked him how it was possible for the Baptists

to get along as well as they did without any heresy trials, or

seemingly no heresy itself, and the friend replied that every

year the denomination went to some large city and secured a

church or hired a hall and every man who had a sore head was

permitted to mount the platform and tell all there was in it, and

the Presbyterian said he thought that was a first-rate idea, and

would see if he could not introduce it in his own body and save

some of the heresy trials. Of course, we haven't had any

heritics in this Congress. They have been men of represen

tative minds, and each one has individually and totally out

stripped the other in his grasp of eternal verities. It is perfectly

simple to me when I observe this fact and the universality of

this phenomenon that no man ever attends a session of the

Baptist Congress without his mind being absolutely wide open

to the incoming of truth. It makes me think of a man of

whom my father told me when I was a boy. Two old chaps

on the farm were in dispute and one fellow said : " Well, I
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shall talk with you no more. You won't be convinced." He

said : '■ I am perfectly open to conviction, but I would like to

see the man that can convince me." And there was a little of

that just here. The question has been in my mind as to how

large a constituency has been represented by some of the breth

ren—whose theories have fairly set me crazy, and my mind in a

ferment, and filled my soul with unrest,—just how much con

stituency they represent. I presume there isn't any man here

that has spoken simply for himself. In one sense he speaks for

himself, in another sense every man that has spoken here

speaks for a constituency, smaller or greater, in the Baptist

body. Now, I do not know who is going to determine how

large that constituency is. But, anyway, it is a good thing (as

has been proved by a history extending over fifteen years now),

it is a good thing to allow these men who perhaps have no facts,

but who have certain theories, it is a good thing, I judge, to let

them spring their theories on the unsuspecting public. Now,

somebody tells the story of an Irishman who was tremendously

profane, and just as he had freed himself of a large bundle of

profanity suppressed, a priest came along and said : " Here,

here, Mike, do you know what is going to happen to you in the

other world if you swear like this, using such horrible words?"

" Oh, I have not been thinking of that. I have been thinking

of what would happen to me if I did not get rid of them."

And it is not so much of a question, in my mind, of what is

going to happen from this way of talking as there would be if

they were to bottle it up in the minds of some of the brethren

whom I see before me. The speaker who has just closed, Dr.

Anderson, has said we are conservative progressives. And we

are progressively conservative. The serious question, in my

mind, after having listened carefully to these discussions, is,

just which is the larger element, and whether or not they are

going to be kept in proper relations, so that the body as a whole

will be able to get along comfortably. Someone, I won't tell

who it was, because it is one of the Baptist pastors in Chicago,

told me a story the other day which illustrates this fear that

is in the minds of so many. A certain man broke his leg, and

when he had recovered from the damage, that is, recovered in

part, he found that leg three inches shorter than the other.

The Christian Scientist healer came to his house and said :

"Why don't you have that leg lengthened out ?" " Lengthened

out ! I don't know how you can go to work to lengthen out a
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leg as short as mine is." She said : " I will heal it for you."

He said : " Go away, I have no faith at all." The healer said :

"It is unnecessary." " Well, shoot away, I have no objections."

She said : " I shall not be able to treat you personally in your

own home, but I will fix my thoughts upon you and give you

absent treatment." "Absent or present, I don't care." The

healer went away, and a day or two afterwards, as the man

undertook to walk about the roo'm he thought he noticed a

little lengthening of the limb. Two or three days afterwards

he was sure the limb was longer, and in a week he walked out

on the street one leg just as long as the other. The next day

he went down to his home, and he thought he detected that the

formerly damaged limb was a little longer than the other one.

But he didn't think anything about it especially. He went to

bed that night and got up the next morning, and when he

started out to his business he was sure it was longer, and that

afternoon he left business and came home and tried to find the

address of the healer, but he could not find it. And there he

was. That leg growing every day and he could not ring off

the healer. The last I knew that leg was a foot longer than

the other one and still growing. Just where this applies I am

not prepared to say.

I rejoice in the freedom of speech, and I am inclined to

think that whether or not the Baptist denomination has

changed in any respect in the last twenty-five years in other

respects or any other question it has changed in this : That

one place in the Baptist denomination affords a platform on

which an honest man can express his honest conviction with

out expecting to be hounded and dogged and abused and scalped

and half slain for the expression of that opinion. (Applause.)

The Chairman:

We are getting very close to the end. We will now hear,

as the closing speaker, from the representative of the Executive

Committee, in the person of our honored Secretary.

Dr. Gessler:

Mr. President : I regret that there is no better representa

tive of the Executive Committee present to speak for the Com

mittee. Perhaps being so much of a stranger as I am to

Chicago, I ought to begin by saying that I am an orthodox

Baptist. I am sure I ought to be, for one of the choicest friends
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of my youth is now your most eloquent and most orthodox

Chicago pastor, and his scholarly discourses were one of the

moulding influences of my early life. I say this to keep him

from criticising my speech to-day after I shall have finished.

[A Voice : You are safe.] About fifteen years or more ago a

company of brethren, largely self-moved, gathered in the city of

New York under the conviction that there were still things to be

learned, that they wanted to learn whether anybody else did or

not. and under the conviction that there were other men and

women in our congregations who were anxious to reach out unto

some truth that had not yet absolutely crystallized itself. It is

a most unfortunate thing, it seems tome, when any man or any

church reaches a place where they imagine they know it all.

The curse of a large part of modern Christendom, as you are

all well persuaded, lies in the fact that men who died ages ago

are permitted to stretch their bony fingers out of their graves

and cramp the living faith of to day by the forces of a dead

creed framed hundreds of years ago. Possibly it is a fact that

if we had lived four hundred years ago we might have used the

very selfsame words in which a creed then living uttered itself.

Possibly, I say, we should have done so in view of the environ

ment in which that creed had its birth, but surely that is no

reason why we should utter " shibboleth " with precisely the

same signification now.

One of our brethren yesterday gave us a Baptist creed. He

told us just exactly what we must believe in order to be perfect

Baptists. Now, I have no objection to that; that is for him. I

think I would have shaded some of the things he said a little if

I had written that, and I might in some idle day amuse myself

by writing just such a little thing for myself. But let any living

man, or any living body of men, come to me with a definition

not concerning all the articles of my faith, but concerning any

one of them, and demand of me subscription to his philosophy,

and I utterly repudiate his right to dictate to me. Because our

creeds, for we have them—our dogmas I ought to say to be

scientific—are, after all, only human philosophies about divine

things. We shall probably need to be philosophising not only

to day and to morrow, but for a great many years to come,

before we reach even to the larger truth which we are capable

of possessing in this world. One thing, I presume, every Bap

tist holds, and that is the authority of the infallible word of God.

There we stand together. By that law we are bound, by its
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limitations now and always restricted. And we hold alongside

of that, with equal tenacity, the right of every man to bring his

own enlightened conscience into contact with that word with

out interference from any man, or any church, or any associa

tion. These things being granted, what is more consistent

with the polity of a body founded upon elementary principles

like these than just such a fraternal meeting as we have had

this year and during the other years of our lives. Men have

brought conflicting opinions here, it is true. That is precisely

what is valuable to us. The man who agrees with me in every

minutia never helps me onward to any better discovery. It is

the man who disagrees with me who leads me either into a

knowledge of my error or into a more perfect appreciation of

the value of my truth. Ah, it is after all in the recognition of

the majesty of the individual soul, and in the holy right of the

individual inquirer, that the real duty of our denomination

expresses itself.

This platform which holds every man accountable simply

for his own utterances, is just as much the platform of the con

servative as it is the platform of the radical; is just as much the

platform of the man who holds to the old confession of faith

made in England in 1689, as it is the platform of the man who

subscribes to the latest creed issued in Chicago in 1897. The

Congress simply says to every man, Let him that hath a message

speak it. Let the man that has turned his soul to God for light,

tell us what he sees.

In the city .of New York your Executive Committee meets

in very frequent gatherings, not as has been suggested here to

day, to give to that accidental discoverer of a new theory a

chance to air it, but having inquired of the Baptists from all

parts of our land, north and south, east and west, what are the

living, burning questions among them; it gathers all these

questions together, and they are patiently assorted. They are

carefully classified, and you will observe that there is every

year a certain proportion of sociological or national questions,

a certain proportion of theological, a certain proportion of prac

tical questions, which enter into the discussions of this Con

gress. After the questions are fixed upon, then comes the more

laborious work of selecting the speakers, and of securing the

promises of various experts in each line of work to speak upon

hese things. In short, the work of your Executive Committee

is an exceedingly laborious one, and I do not hesitate to say in
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the absence of ray brethren in whose praise I speak, that there

is not anywhere a company of men doing a greater amount of

unrequited toil than these brethren do cheerfully from year to

year. For fifteen years many of them have done it, and proba

bly some of them will keep on doing it until they die. On

behalf of the Executive Committee, let me say to the brethren

of Chicago that we thank you for your hospitable welcome.

We thank you for the cordial spirit with which you have

entered into the life of the Congress, and we trust there may

abide some permanent good as a result of our meeting.

(Applause.)

The Chairman:

I trust as we have now reached the closing moments of the

life of this session, that we are now prepared to put ourselves

into an attitude of prayer and benediction, one for another, and

I am going to ask Dr. Henson to come to the platform and lead

us in prayer, in which we will all join. I hope this will be

the sweetest moment of our meeting, and that we may find

ready access at the throne of grace and mercy.

Closing prayer by Dr. Henson:

0, Thou, in whose presence there is fulness of joy, we

bless Thee that Thy presence is manifest on earth as well as in

heaven ; that Thou didst command the light to shine out of the

darkness. Thou dost shine in our hearts to give the light of Thy

knowledge and Thy glory in the face of the Jesus Christ; Thou

didst in the beginning say, Let there be light, and there was

light, and Thou hast been saying all along down the ages, Let

there be light, and Thou hast been shining forth in wondrous

ways, in nature, in Thy wondrous book, in the face of Jesus in

illuminating the lives in which Thine own life was incarnate.

And we are persuaded that the Father of lights has more light

for us. May we see light in Thy life. May we walk in the

light. May we rejoice in the light. May we welcome the light

from whatever quarter it comes; and yet may we not fall in de

lusive lights, deceptive lights. We pray that we may look up

for light, rather than along the horizon. We pray that Thou

wilt give openness, largeness of heart. May we be willing to

know, and willing to do, and Thou hast given us assurances

that if any man is willing to do, he shall know. We pray Thee
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that there may be in us not simply a disposition to acquire

knowledge, but to make application of all the truth we learn,

forging it into honest lives, Christ-like lives, lives transfigured

by the beauty of holiness. May we distrust ourselves, may we

distrust all human wisdom; may we lean not on our own under

standing. Save us from pride of intellect, save us from self

sufficiency. We pray Thee that whatever of truth has been ut

tered in these meetings may be indelibly imprinted upon our

hearts and treasured in our memories. Whatever has been said

amiss do Thou blot out of memory. We pray that Thou wilt

bless this gathering of Christian men that come with differing

views, but as we trust with honest hearts. Do Thou give us to

see more eye to eye ; we rejoice that we have come to know

each other better, and that bye and bye we shall know even as

we are also known, and leaving speculations behind we shall

see without a veil, and look back upon our poor weak strug

gling aspirations and speculations only to thank God that we

have gotten out of the fog and into the clear light of that eternal

world. Bless all the participants and attendants in this gather

ing. Send us home with the peace of God in our hearts to our

work, to our churches, to our Saviour. And may we glorify

Thee each in his place upon the earth, and afterwards enjoy

Thee forever in heaven. We ask it for Jesus' sake, Amen.

The President:

" And now may the love of God, the abundant, wonderful

love of God, that passeth all understanding, rest upon our lives

and abide in us, for the sake of Christ, our Redeemer, Amen."
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Meetings of the Baptist Congress.

DATE. PLACE. PRESIDENT.

1882 Brooklyn George Dana Boardman, D.D.

1883 Boston Alvah Hovey, D.D.

1884 Philadelphia Henry G. Weston, D.D.

1885 New York Thomas Armitage, D.D.

1886 Baltimore William E. Hatcher, D.D.

1887 Indianapolis Hon. William S. Holman, Jr.

1888 Richmond Hon. J. L. M. Curry, LL.D.

1889 Toronto Hon. David Mills, M.P.

1890 New Haven Hon. Francis Wayland, LL.D.

1892 Philadelphia Col. Charles H. Banes.

1893 Augusta Gov. William J. Northen.

1894 Detroit Pres. A. G. Slocum, LL.D.

1885 Providence Pres. E. B. Andrews, LL.D.

1886 Nashville Pres. J. T. Henderson, A.M.

1897 Chicago Adin A. Kendrick, D.D.

Note.—The Fall session of 1891 was transferred to the

Spring of 1892. This has left the year 1891 without any report.

Topical Index.

Amusements, Attitude of the Church towards. 1887. Rev. C.

H. Watson; T. T. Eaton, D.D.; E. A. Woods, D.D.; Kerr

B. Tupper, D.D.

Arbitration, International. 1896. Hon. Morton B. Howell.

Architecture, Church. 1883. Rev. C. J. Baldwin; J. R. Thomas,

Esq.
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Are the Teachings of the Apostles of Equal Authority with

those of Christ ? 1897. Prof. E. D. Burton, D.D.; Dean

W. P. McKee; Prof. Rush Rhees; Prof. C. L. Williams.

Art, Christian, in Relation to Baptism. 1885. Pres. E. Dodge,

D.D., LL.D.

Authority of Teachings of Christ and the Apostles. 1897.

Prof. E. D. Burton; Dean W. P. McKee; Prof. Rush

Rhees; Prof. C. L. Williams.

Baptism, What Constitutes Valid? 1893. J. Judson Taylor,

D.D.; Rev. E. B. Pollard, Ph.D.; J. B. Moody, D.D.

Baptism, Is it Prerequisite to the Lord's Supper ? 1897. O. P.

Gifford, D.D.; P. S. Henson, D.D.; R. H. Conwell,

D.D.

Baptism of the Holy Spirit. 1895. Rev. F. L. Chapell; H. M,

Sanders, D.D.

Baptist Congress, Historical Sketch of. 1883. Albert G. Law-

son, D.D.

Baptist Doctrine and Church Life, Tradition as a Formative

Force in. See Tradition.

Baptist Polity, Centralization in. 1895. J. T. Christian, D.D. ;

Cephas B. Crane, D.D.; D. W. Faunce, D.D.

Baptists, Union of Various Bodies of. 1892, B. B. Tyler, D.D.;

A. H. Lewis, D.D.; J. A. Howe, D.D.; Prof. W. H.

Whitsitt, D.D.

Baptists, Relation of to Other Denominations. 1896. L. A.

Crandall, D. D.; Rev. J. O. Rust; Norman Fox, D.D.

Believer, Power of the Cross in the Life of. 1897. J. T. Dick

inson, D.D.; Donald D. MacLaurin, D.D.

Benevolence and Current Church Expenses. 1885. H. H.

Lamport, Esq.

Bible, The English, in Education. 1884. Pres. J. A. Broadus,

D.D., LL.D.

Bible, Inerrancy of. 1892. Rev. T. A. T. Hanna; Prof. D. G.

Lyon, Ph.D.; J. B. G. Pidge D.D.; Prof. Howard Osgood,

D.D. '

Bible, Inspiration of. 1886. O. P. Eaches, D.D.

Bible, Relative Authority of. 1892. Pres. D. J. Hill, LL.D.;
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Prof. W. N. Clarke. D.D.; Pres. E. G. Robinson, D.D.,

LL. D ; Prof. A. T. Robertson.

Bible, Use in Public Worship. 1884. T. T. Eaton, D.D.

Biblical Criticism, Modern. 1883. T. J. Conant, D.D.; Pres.

D.J. Hill, LL.D., Prof. D. G. Lyon, Ph.D.; Prof. Howard

Osgood, D.D.; J. A. Smith, D.D.

Biblical Criticism. See Old Testament.

Books of the New Testament in the Light of Modern Research.

1895. Rev. B. D. Hahn; P. A. Nordell, D.D.; Prof.

Milton G. Evans, D.D.

Canonicity of N. T. Books. 1895. Rev. B. D. Hahn.

Centralization in Baptist Polity. 1895. J. T. Christian, D. D.;

Cephas B. Crane, D.D.; D. W. Faunce, D.D.

Charities. 1882. J. M. Gregory, LL.D.; Francis Wayland,

LL.D.

Children and the Church. See Church.

Christ and Apostles, relative authority of teaching. 1897 See

"Are the teachings," &c.

Christ, The Indwelling, 1893. Rev. Carter Helm Jones.

Christ the Liberator ; Christ the Unifier. 1894. Z. Grenell,

D.D.; C. J. Baldwin, D.D.

Christian Consciousness, Authority of. 1889. Prof. A. H. New

man, D.D.; Prof. E. H. Johnson, D.D.

Christian Life, Meditative Element in. 1882. T. S. Barbour,

D.D.; F. H. Kerfoot, D.D.; Pres. H. G. Weston, D.D.

Christian Science. 1888. W. E. Hatcher, D.D. ; G. E. Horr,

Jr., D.D.

Christian Work, Shall Our Young People be Organized for?

1893. Henry C. Vedder, Esq.; J. B. Gambrell, LL.D.

Christian Year, The. 1892. H. G. Weston, D.D.; Rev. W. H.

P. Faunce, D.D.; R. S. MacArthur, D.D.

Christianity and the Body. 1883. Pres. S. L. Caldwell, D.D.

Christianity and War. 1896. Gen. T. J. Morgan, LL.D.; Hon.

J. L. M.Curry, LL.D.; Hon. Morton B. Howell.

Christianity and Heathen Religions. 1892. E. Braislin, D.D.;

Prof. Nathaniel Schmidt : F. M. Ellis, D.D.
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Christianity and Worldliness. 1893. T. E. Brown, D.D.

Christianity and Business. 1893. Prof. E. P. Gould.

Christianity and Politics. 1883. A. S. Woodworth, Esq.

Church Architecture. 1883. Rev. C. J. Baldwin ; J. R. Thomas,

Esq.

Church and Amusements. See Amusements.

Church and the Children. 1882. John Humpstone, D.D.;

A. J. Sage, D.D.; A. E. Waffle, D.D.

Church, Country, Problems of. 1896. Rev. W. L. Munger ;

Rev. J. H. Boldridge.

Church, Current Expenses of, and Benevolence. 1885. H. H.

Lamport, Esq.

Church, Edification of. 1884. J. L. Burrows, D.D.

Church Life, Tradition as a Formative Force in Baptist. See

Tradition.

Church and Money Power. 1893. W. H. P. Faunce, D.D.; Prof.

Walter Rauschenbusch.

Church Nurture and Discipline. 1888. F. M. Ellis, D.D.

Church, Organizations for Christian Work other than the. 1889.

L. A. Crandall, D.D. ; Rev. Joshua Denovan; A.Black

burn, D.D.

Church Property, Taxation of. 1882. Hon. G. H. Andrews.

Church Property, Tenure of. 1885. Alfred Taylor, Esq.

Church, Purity of the. 1888. W. W. Boyd, D.D.

Church and State, Relation of. 1889. Rev. A. H. Munroe;

D. E. Thompson, Esq.

Church, Terms of Admission to. 1888. E. T. Hiscox, D.D.

Church, Tests of Admission to. 1885. Prof. T. H. Pattison,

D.D.

Church, Woman's Work in the. 1887. W. M. Lawrence, D.D.;

J. W. Wilmarth, D.D.

Church Work, Enlarged, in Cities. See Cities.

Church Work, The Social Elements in. 1883. Z. Grenell, D.D.;

J. B. Simmons, D.D.; W. E. Hatcher, D.D.

Cities, Enlarged Church Work in. 1890. Albert G. Lawson,

D.D.; Rev. R. H. Conwell; John Humpstone, D.D.
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Cities, Government of. 1890. Rev. Francis Bellamy; Hon. A.

S. Bacon; Rev. Leighton Williams.

Colleges, What does the Denomination Owe to its: and what

do its Colleges Owe to the Denomination ? 1894. Pres.

B. L. Whitman, D.D.; Alvah S. Hobart, D.D.; Pres. E.

Benjamin Andrews, D.D., LL.D.

Common Schools versus Parochial. 1888. P. S. Moxom, D.D.

Conceptions of Salvation, Ethical versus Forensic. 1893. Rev.

C. S. Gardner; Rev. R. G. Boville; George E. Horr,

Jr., D.D.

Congress, Baptist, Historical Sketch of. Albert G. Lawson, D.D.

Conversion, The Psychology of. 1897. Prof. Noah Davis,

LL.D ; Nathaniel Butler, LL.D.; Pres. W. S. Ryland,

. D.D.; Pres. J. H. Harris, LL D.

Corporations, Semi-Public, Relation of State to them and their

Employees. 1895. Hon. Thomas E. Barkworth ; Prof.

A. W. Small, LL.D.

Country Church, Problems of the. 1896. Rev. W. L. Munger ;

Rev. J. H. Boldridge.

Covetousness, The Sin of. 1887. Prof. J. M. Stifler, D.D.;

Prof. C. R. Henderson, D.D.; P. S. Henson, D.D.

Criminal Classes, The Formation of : its Cause and its Cure.

1894. Prof. C. R. Henderson, D.D.; Rev. George H.

Hickox ; Mornay Williams, Esq.

Cross, Power of the, in the Life of the Believer. 1897. J. T.

Dickinson, D.D. ; Donald D. McLaurin, D.D.

Dangers of Militarism. 1896. Hon. J. L. M. Curry, LL.D.

Denominational Beliefs, and Religious Teachers. 1897. See

Should Denominational Beliefs, etc.

Disarmament of Nations. 1889. G. D. Boardman, D.D.; J. E.

Wells, Esq.; Pres. J. G. Schurman, LL.D.

Divorce, A National Law of. 1888. Hon. A S. Bacon.

Divorce Question in the Church. 1883. C. A. Owen, D.D.

Divorce Question in the State. 1883. H. S. Burrage, D.D ;

Hon. James Buchanan.

Easter. See Christian Year.
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Edification of the Church. 1885. J. L. Burrows, D.D.

Education. See Colleges.

Education, The English Bible in. 1884. Pres. J. A. Broadusr

D.D., LL D.

Education, Greek Philosophy in. 1884. Pres. E. B. Andrews,

LL.D.

Education. Religious Instruction in the State. 1886. Prof.

N. K. Davis; Prof. Galusha Anderson, D.D.

Education, State. Limits of. 1888. Prof. B. Puryear, LL.D.

Education, State, Progress of. 1888. Prof. Walter Rauschen-

' busch.

Education, Theological, Improvements in the Methods of. 1887.

H. C. Mabie, D.D.; Prof. W. C. Wilkinson, D.D.

Education. See Common Schools.

Emotionalism in Religion. 1893. John L. Johnson, LL.D.;

T. A. K. Gessler, D.D.

Employees of Semi- Public Corporations, Relation of the State

to. 1895. Hon. T. E. Barkworth; Prof. A. W. Small,

LL.D.

Ethical Bearing of Monism. 1895. Prof. G. B. Moore, D D.

Ethical versus Forensic Conceptions of Salvation. 1893. Rev.

C. S. Gardner; Rev. R. G. Boville; George E. Horr, Jr.,

D. D.

Evangelism, Modern. 1882. A. J. Gordon, D.D. ; P. S. Henson,

D.D.

Faith Cures. 1886. Prof. F. H. Kerfoot, D.D. ; Pres. W. H.

Whitsitt, D.D.

Father of All Men, Is God the? 1896. F. H. Rowley, D.D.;

Rev. G. C. Baldwin, Jr.; Pres. W. Pope Yeaman, D.D.

Forensic Conceptions of Salvation. See Ethical.

Future Life, Conditional Immortality. 1886. Willard H.

Robinson, D.D.

Future Life, Endless Punishment. 1886. Prof. E. B. Hulbert,

D.D.

Future Life, Future Probation. 1886. Prof. E. H. Johnson, D.D.

God, Is He the Father of All Men ? 1896. F. H. Rowley, D.D.;

Rev. G. C. Baldwin, Jr.; Pres. W. Pope Yeaman, D.D.
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Government, Our, and the Oppressed of Other Nations. 1897.

See Our Government.

Heathen Religions. See Christianity.

Holy Spirit, Baptism of. 1895. Rev. F. L. Chapell; H. M.

Sanders, D.D.

How Far Has New Testament Precedent the Authority of

Divine Command? 1896. Pres. J. P. Greene, LL.D.;

Prof. H. H. Harris, LL.D ; T. D. Anderson, D.D.; Pres.

W. T. Stott, D.D.

Immanence, Divine, in Recent Theology. 1890. Pres. A. H.

Strong, D.D.; P. S. Moxom, D.D.

Immigration. 1888. D. C. Potter, D.D.; Hon. J. G. Sawyer.

Immortality, Conditional. See Future Life.

Indian Question. 1885. H. L. Wayland, D.D.

Indwelling Christ, The. 1893. Rev. Carter Helm Jones.

Inerrancy of the Scriptures. 1892. Rev. T. A. T. Hanna;

Prof. D. G. Lyon, Ph.D.; J. B. G. Pidge, D.D.; Prof.

Howard Osgood, D.D.

Inspiration of the Scriptures. 1886. O. P. Eaches, D.D.; Prof.

G. D. B. Pepper, D.D.

Intellectual Problems, The Spiritual Life as Affected by. 1885.

A. A. Kendrick, D.D.

International Arbitration. 1896. Hon. Morton B. Howell.

International and Independent Systems of Sunday-School Les

sons. See Sunday-schools.

Interpretation of the Old Testament. See Old Testament.

Is God the Father of All Men? 1896. F. H. Rowley, D.D.;

Rev. G. C. Baldwin, Jr.; Pres. W. Pope Yeaman, D.D.

Kingdom of God, What is the ? 1894. Rev. Samuel Z. Batten;

Prof. J. M. Stifler, D.D.; Rev. Edwin M. Poteat.

Labor Question. 1882. A. J. Fox, Esq.

Labor Question. 1886. G. T. Dowling, D.D.; P. S. Moxom,.

D.D. ; Hon. James Buchanan.

Labor Question. See also Socialism, Land Question, Monopo

lies, Profit Sharing, Money Power.
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Land Question. 1887. Hon. J. R. Doolittle ; Hon. Allen

Zollars.

Liberator, Christ the. See Christ the Liberator ; Christ the

Unifier.

Liturgy in Baptist Churches. 1885. E. Braislin, D.D.

Lord's Supper, Is Baptism Prerequisite to. 1897. O. P. Gif-

ford, D.U.; P. S. Henson, D.D.; R. H. Conwell, D.D.

Militarism, Dangers of. 1896. Hon. J. L. M. Curry, LL.D.

Ministry, The Coming. 1883. Pres. E. Dodge, D.D., LL.D.;

J. C. Hiden, D.D.; P. S. Moxom, D.D.

Missions, Self-help in. 1884. Prof. Franklin Johnson, D.D.

Missions, f See Christianity and Heathen Religions.

Missionary Effort, The Economics of. 1882. G. E. Merrill,

D.D.; Pres. A. H. Strong, D.D.

Missionary Endeavor in its Bearings on Social and Political

Development. 1884. Prof. H. H. Harris, LL.D.

Missionary Endeavor in its Contributions to Human Knowl

edge. 1884. \V. S. McKenzie, D.D.

Modern Scholarship, Interpretation of the Old Testament as

Affected by. See Old Testament.

Modern Thought, Skeptical Drifts in. 1882. Lemuel Moss,
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PLAN OF ORGANIZATION.

1. THE OBJECT of the Congress is to promote a healthful sentiment

among Baptists through free and courteous discussion of current ques

tions by suitable persons.

2. THE WORK of the Congress shall be subject to the control of a Gen

eral Committee of one hundred members or more. The Committee

shall be composed of persons who have consented to contribute five

dollars or niore annually toward the expenses of the Congress.

3. THE GENERAL COMMITTEE shall elect a permanent Executive

Committee of fifteen persons residing in or near the City of New York,

at the meetings of which Executive Committee any member of the

General Committee may be present and vote; and to this Executive

Committee shall be entrusted, except as may have been already pro

vided for by the General Committee, entire control over the public

meetings—e, g., determination of the time and place, the number of

days and sessions each day, selection of the presiding officer, the topics,

the appointed writers and speakers, the provision for volunteer

speakers, and rules of discussion. The Executive Committee shall also

secure a full stenographic report of the proceedings, and funds to

meet any other necessary expense.

4. A SECRETARY shall be elected, who shall also be Secretary of the

Executive Committee, and of the public meetings, the expenses of

whose correspondence, etc., shall be met by a tax levied by the Execu

tive Committee upon the General Committee.

5. THE GENERAL COMMITTEE shall meet in connection with the

public meetings, and when called together by the Executive Committee.

6. THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE shall secure the appointment of a

Local Committee in the city or town where a public meeting is to be

held, which shall provide a suitable place for the Congress, entertain

ment for the officers and appointees of the Congress.

7. ANY MEMBER of a Baptist Congregation may become an Annual

Member of this Congress, and thus be entitled to all its privileges, and

to a copy of the published proceedings, by the payment of the sum of

two dollars.

RULES OF DISCUSSION.

1. THE CHAIRMAN of the Congress shall be appointed by the Execu

tive Committee, and on all points of order his decision shall be final.

2. ANY MEMBER of a Baptist Congregation who, by sending his card to

the Secretary, shall signify his willingness to speak on the topic under

discussion, may be called upon by the Chairman.

3. ALL WRITERS and speakers shall take the platform, address only the

Chair, and confine themselves to the subject assigned for the occasion.

4. NO PERSON shall speak twice on the same subject.

5. READERS OF PAPERS shall be allowed twenty-five minutes, ap

pointed speakers* twenty minutes, and volunteer speakers ten minutes.

The Secretary shall notify all participants by stroke of the bell three

minutes before, and also at. the expiration of their time, beyond which

no one shall be allowed to proceed.

6. NO RESOLUTION or motion shall be entertained at the public con

ferences.

* Appointed speakers roust not use MS., the object of their appointment being to encourage
the volunteer discussion which follows their addresses.
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PROCEEDINGS

OF

The Baptist Congress.

1898.

FIRST DAY.

Delaware Avenue Baptist Church, Buffalo, N. Y.

Tuesday, November 15, 1898, 2.30 p. M.

Afternoon Session.

Dr. O. P. Gifford, Chairman of the Local Committee, intro

duced as President of the Congress, Mr. H. P. Emerson, Superin

tendent of Education of the city of Buffalo.

President Emerson :

This meeting will be opened with prayer by Rev. Dr. John

H. Mason, of Batavia.

Dr. John H. Mason:

prayer.

Oh. God. Thou infinite and eternal, we meet in Thy name, in Thy

house. We desire to meet Thee. We ask Thee to manifest Thyself to us

to-day and on these days which are to follow. We desire to know Thy

truth and we pray that Thou wilt bring Thy truth to us with new force

and even as a new revelation. We pray. Lord, that Thou wilt make us clear-

eyed toward the truth, that we may be open-minded, that we may be earnest-

hearted in making known Thy truth as Thou shalt reveal it unto us. We are

engaged in this service; we want to think Thy thoughts after Thee and to

make known these thoughts unto others that they, too, may think them.

Make us better men, oh, God; make us humbler servants: we pray that
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Thou wilt give us an ever-clearer understanding and an ever-stronger pur

pose and make us continuously more and more effective servants of Thine.

May everything be done in this Congress to the honor and glory of Thy

holy name. Amen.

The President:

A few words of welcome will be spoken at this time by Mr.

Elmendorf, the Superintendent of our Public Library.

Mr. H. L. Elmendorf:

Mr. President, Members of the Baptist Congress: It gives me

great pleasure to extend to you a most hearty welcome to the city

of Buffalo. When Dr. Gifford asked me to speak the words of

formal welcome I think I fully appreciated the honor but did not

see the appropriateness of my selection for that honor, as so many

could better express to you this welcome. It is a very little thing

for me to tell you personally that I am very glad you have come.

I can say that most heartily. But I bid you welcome on behalf of

this Christian community of which I am a member; I bid you wel

come on behalf of our city government which, in a semi-official way,

I represent ; I bid you welcome on behalf of our educational institu

tions and am at liberty to speak for them as the Superintendent of

the Buffalo Public Library.

Gentlemen, I believe that your coming together in such a meet

ing as this and my work in the Buffalo Public Library is a joint

answer to the petition " Send out Thy light and Thy truth." I

believe that the city of Buffalo would be better for your coming,

and so I most heartily welcome you to our city. I hope that your

deliberations will be very profitable to you and to us. I hope your

stay here will be very pleasant.

Gentlemen, you are very welcome. (Applause.)

The President:

Dr. Gifford will say a few words.

Dr. O. P. Gifford:

Friends, I am glad to confirm this hearty welcome of our Super

intendent of our Public Library. We invited him to welcome you

on this occasion because he stands at the head of the preserved
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intellectual life of Buffalo. He has charge of its bound brains. The

thinking of the past is under his care, for the enlightenment of

the future. I stand here to bid you welcome to spiritual Buffalo.

We are a great city. We have a great many miles of asphalt pave

ment; we have a great many thousands of cattle and sheep and swine

that are waiting to be evolved into humanity; we have a great many

hundreds of miles of railway trackage; we have a great many scores

of breweries, a great many hundreds of Raines hotels. You are

welcome to the whole thing. (Laughter.)

We have had conventions before this that outnumbered you,

but, as Joseph Parker of London says, some congregations are to

be counted, and some are to be weighed. When some of our con

ventions come the Raines hotels hang out their banners and bid

them all welcome. You are none the less welcome because you

are not bidden welcome by the banner on the outer wall of the

licensed liquor system of the city of Buffalo; but we trust your

good sense will keep you out of the places where the banner is not

thrown over the outer wall. I wrote a letter to a friend of mine,

who is here this afternoon, some weeks ago, upon the congress of

" some " Baptists. By some twist of the wrist the word " some "

as it entered into his mind's eye, became " sound " Baptists.

(Laughter.) So he has come to attend a convention of " sound "

Baptists. The past, at least, is secure. We know this Congress

has been sound on every question it has touched in the past,

(laughter), and we know by the quality of the men and the naming

of the questions that we shall have not only sound, but sense here

this afternoon and all afternoons and evenings of our sessions. I

bid you, in behalf of the religious life of Buffalo, a most hearty

welcome. Bring your latest thought. Speak it frankly, for God

will never give you a new one if you are too cowardly to deal out the

old one. (Applause.) You are heartily welcome.

The President:

It seems to me it would have been fitting to have selected an

other man as presiding officer of this meeting, for two reasons. In

the first place, a man who is not a Buffalonian could more fittingly

respond to these addresses of welcome. It would hardly be becom

ing for me to repeat the words that have already been said. In the

second place, I am afraid that I should preside with better grace
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over teachers than over clergymen. I have been used all my life

to lording it over pedagogues, but I have never been called upon, I

think, to preside over a body of preachers. Dr. Gifford, a few days

ago, invited me to preside at something. I did not understand ex

actly what it was, and surely did not understand_ what was expected

of me. He was too busy and I was too busy to go into any details

on that score. I presumed, when I saw the printed programme

here, that I was simply to announce the readers of the papers and

those who were to take part in the discussion, which certainly

would not call for any great degree of ability. But I am glad to

add a word, at least, of welcome. I believe that the meeting here

of this Congress, the reading of these able papers, participation in

the discussion of these papers by men who have a national reputa

tion, will stimulate the thought of the people of this Church and

of this community. They are certainly interesting questions which

are put down here for discussion. They are questions which, I

believe, are engaging the attention of all thoughtful people, not

only in Buffalo churches, but in churches everywhere, not only in

churches everywhere, but of intelligent people who are not active in

church work. I am glad to see that the discussion is to be free.

We have an organization here in Buffalo made up certainly of in

telligent men — I will not say the most intelligent men— of the

city, whose motto is, " In thought, free; in temper, reverent; in

methods, scientific." I suppose that that will substantially embody

the spirit of this Congress. I like the free lance at times. I like

open discussion. We are so trammeled in this life, we are so

hedged in by what people have thought, by tradition, by the opinions

of others, by the effect which our utterances may have upon our

own personal fortunes, that people do not always say exactly what

they think. Certainly, as a layman, I am glad that there is an

organization within the Church where people can speak without

feeling accountability to anybody but themselves or to anything

but their own consciences.

I welcome you, as the others have, to Buffalo. I hope you will

be well cared for while you are here, that you will find your sojourn

in Buffalo pleasant and that you will go away with pleasant recollec

tions of our city.

I want to say just one word in the way of personal explanation.

My duties are such that I shall not be able to be present at all these

meetings. The very fact that I am absent from my office at this
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time will lead some people to make unkind remarks as to the ease

with which the Superintendent of Education earns his salary, be

cause he js not present to answer the questions of callers at the

office. This evening I have a very important meeting of teachers

which I must attend. I shall come to these meetings whenever it

is possible, and I should certainly come with a more willing heart

if I had not any presiding to do — should come anyway.

The rules of discussion will now be read by the Secretary.

(Secretary Gessler read the rules of discussion.)

Dr. Gifford:

I rise for information. 1 find, sitting with us at this session, a

number of Presbyterian and other clergymen. Does the fact that

they sit with us as members of this Baptist Congress give them the

right to speak as members of a Baptist Congregation?

The President:

I dare not rule on that question. If I were going to rule,

I should say yes. (Applause.) I would like to hear any opin

ion on the advisability of that ruling, if anyone has an opinion

to offer.

The Secretary :

Allow me to call your attention, Mr. President, to the fact that

the rule just read states that the decision of the Chairman shall, in

every instance, be final. (Laughter.)

The President:

Then I decide that all people sitting with us will be welcome

to take part in the discussion. As the Secretary was reading

the rules, I noticed some things there that come to me as a

sort of compensation, at any rate, as a pleasant feature of this

sort of a meeting. One was that there should be no motions

or resolutions offered. When a presiding officer does not have

to struggle with motions and amendments, and amendments

to amendments, it is a great relief. I think that is the kind of

a meeting I like to preside over.
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The first subject to be discussed is, " Man's Fall and Re

demption in the Light of Evolution." And the first paper will

be presented by Dr. A. H. Strong, President of the Rochester

Theological Seminary.

Dr. A. H. Strong:

I should like the privilege of saving one single word before I

begin. When George Adam Smith was in this country, an admirer

asked him how he reconciled his views with the confession? Said

he, " The Professors of the Free Church of Scotland are in the

enjoyment of liberty to go on until they are pulled up." I do not

expect to be pulled up this afternoon because of any heterodoxy

in this paper, but I fear that I may be pulled up because I have not

had the ability to put all that I wish to say into twenty-five minutes.

I will go on, however, until I am pulled up.

THE FALL AND THE REDEMPTION OF MAN IN THE LIGHT OF

EVOLUTION.

There is a Christian conception of evolution, and in the light

of it, I propose to interpret the fall and the redemption of man.

To prevent misunderstanding I must define what I mean by evolu

tion and what I mean by Christianity. The evolution I have in

mind is not an atheistic and unteleological evolution. Evolution is

not a cause but a method. God is the cause. He is in His universe,

and He is the source of all its activities with the single exception

of the evil activity of the human will. When I speak of evolution

as the method of God, I imply that the immanent God works by'

law; that this law is the law of development; that God makes the

old the basis of the new, and the new an outgrowth from the old. In

all ordinary cases God works from within, and not from without.

Yet this ordinary method does not confine or limit God. He is

transcendent as well as immanent. He is not simply " in all," and

" through all," but He is also " above all."

This conception of evolution is that of Lotze. That great phil

osopher, whose influence is more potent than any other in present

thought, does not regard the universe as a plenum to which nothing

can be added in the way of force. He looks upon the universe

rather as a plastic organism to which new impulses can be imparted

from Him of whose thought and will it is an expression. These
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impulses, once imparted, abide in the organism and are thereafter

subject to its law. Though these impulses come from within, they

come not from the finite mechanism, but from the immanent God.

Robert Browning's phrase "All's love, but all's law," must be inter

preted as meaning that the very movements of the planets and all

the operations of nature are revelations of a personal and present

God, but it must not be interpreted as meaning that God runs in

a rut, that he is confined to mechanism, that he is incapable of

unique and startling manifestations of power.

The idea that gives to evolution its hold upon thinking minds

is the idea of continuity. But absolute continuity is inconsistent

with progress. If the future is not simply a reproduction of the

past, there must be some new cause of change. In order to progress

there must be either a new force, or a new combination of forces,

and the new combination of forces can be explained only by some

new force that causes the combination. This new force, moreover,

must be intelligent force, if the evolution is to be toward the better

instead of toward the worse. The continuity must be continuity not

of forces but of plan. The forces may increase, nay, they must

increase, unless the new is to be a mere repetition of the old.

There must be additional energy imparted, new combinations

brought about, and all this implies purpose and will. But through

all there runs one continuous plan, and upon this plan all the ration

ality of evolution depends.

A man builds a house. In laying the foundation he uses stone

and mortar, but he makes the walls of wood and the roof of tin.

In the superstructure he brings into play different laws from those

which apply to the foundation. There is continuity, not of material,

but of plan. Progress from cellar to garret requires breaks here

and there, and the bringing in of new forces,— in fact without the

bringing in of these new forces the evolution of the house would be

impossible. Now substitute for the foundation and the superstruc

ture living things like the chrysalis and the butterfly; imagine the

power to work from within and not from without; and you see that

true continuity does not exclude but involves new beginnings.

Evolution, then, depends on increments of force plus con

tinuity of plan. New creations are possible because the immanent

God has not exhausted Himself. Miracle is possible, because God

is not far away, but is at hand to do whatever the needs of his moral

universe may require. Regeneration and answers to prayer are
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possible, for the very reason that these are the objects for which the

universe was built. Evolution, then, does not exclude Christianity.

If we were Deists, believing in a distant God and a mechanical

universe, Evolution and Christianity would be irreconcilable. But

since we believe in a dynamical universe, of which the personal and

living God is the inner source of energy, Evolution is but the basis,

foundation, and background of Christianity, the silent and regular

working of Him who, in the fulness of time, utters his voice in

Christ and the Cross.

I have explained Evolution as theistic and not atheistic Evolu

tion. So I must explain Christianity as not simply the story of the

gospels but rather as the whole revelation of God in Christ. In a

a true sense, Christianity is as old as the creation. Indeed, it ante

dates creation, for Christ is the Lamb slain from before the founda

tion of the world. The historic sacrifice on Calvary is the focusing

of light that was shining dimly in all the preceding ages. The reve

lation of God that culminated in the Cross began in Eden. And

Christ was the organ of this revelation. He is the Eternal Word,

the only Revealer of God. The preincarnate Logos, Christ before

he took human flesh, was the Angel of the Covenant, the leader

of the chosen people, the giver of the law on Sinai. The principle

of His final sacrifice was already working, when in all the affliction

of his people he was afflicted. He suffered for sin before he was

born in Palestine.

It is this conception of the larger Christ that is revivifying mod

ern theology. We are digging out the debris with which scholasti

cism and deism have half-filled the wells of salvation, and are taking

seriously the declarations of Paul and John when they assert that

in Christ is all the fullness of the Godhead bodily, that He upholds

all things by the word of His power, that all things consist or hold

together in Him, that he fills all things with all that they contain,

that He is all in all. These wonderful utterances have passed over

our heads without producing effect upon us. Now we perceive

that Christ is the Life of Nature, and that all its quivering forces

are the revelation of His omniscient mind and the energizing of His

omnipotent Will. Now wc perceive that Christ is the Life of hu

manity, and that in Him 'alone, the revealing God, we live and move

and have our being, so that He is the Light that lighteth every man,

so that conscience, even among the heathen is the echo of His voice,

so that history, even when we call it secular, is the marshaling of the
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forces of Him who goes forth conquering and to conquer. Now we

perceive that Christ is the Life of the Church, and'that He is actu

ally present not only in every individual believer as the soul of his

soul and the life of his life, but in the great universal organism of

his sacramental host, preserving it from corruption, endowing it

with His Spirit, and leading it on to its final triumph.

Think not that this larger conception of Christ will work harm

to our common faith. It will only exalt our Redeemer and make

it more clear that His is the only name given under heaven among

men whereby we can be saved. If it is He who is King of the Ages,

the only God, the universal Life, that became incarnate and suffered

on the Cross for us, then Christianity is the unique and only system

of religion, and the condescension of the Highest in taking our

form and nature and in becoming subject to death, even the death

of the Cross, becomes a motive to holiness unspeakably powerful

and affecting.

In the light of these conceptions of Evolution on the one hand

and of Christianity on the other let us examine anew the doctrine

of man's fall and of man's redemption. And the first question is,

what is man? Evolution declares that he is the product of resi

dent forces, the outgrowth of previous forms of life, the crown and

culmination of a long course of palseontological history. Scripture

declares him to be the creation of God. But, if we have grasped

the conception that these resident forces are only the manifestation

of God's mind and will, then we can see that the biological solution

does not exclude the theological. To all intents and purposes,

these forces are God; for the will of God is the only real force in

nature. That this will of God works so regularly as to seem auto

matic, not only ought not to obscure for us its divine significance,

but rather should be new proof to us of God's unchanging faithful

ness. That man is the offspring of the brute creation does not

prevent him from being also the offspring of God.

The fault of the development theory as held by many scientific

men is that it attributes to mere matter, or force, or law, or evolu

tion, conceived of as blind irrational agencies, what can only in right

reason be attributed to purpose and will. Its advocates assume

that matter is something impersonal and dead, and out of it they try

to get a personal and living being called man. But matter is not

impersonal and dead,—it is conceivable only as the energizing of

an intelligent and personal will. Law and Evolution are mere
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names for method—a glove which can do nothing without a hand

inside of it. Man's advent upon the scene of life can never be ex

plained by reference simply to that which existed before him. It

w;as due to a new impulse of that divine energy which had been

resident in all preceding forms indeed, but which now added to the

process a new element from the unexhausted and infinite resources

of its own nature.

That pre-existing forms were used as the basis of the new

development does not prevent that development, so far as it is new,

from being the creation of God. That Christ used water in making

wine at Cana docs not warrant us in saying that the wine was

simply a development from the water. That five loaves and two

fishes were used in feeding the five thousand does not prove that

Christ's will had nothing to do with the result. The dust from

which the body of Adam was made was animate dust; lower forms

of life were taken as the foundation upon which to build man's

physical frame and man's rational powers; into somc animal germ

came the breath of a new intellectual and moral life. But the fact

that existing material was used, so far as it would go, does not pre

vent God's authorship of the result,—it only shows that God, in

creating man, acted in perfect harmony with his ways in other parts

of his creation. The wine in the miracle was not water because it

had come from water, nor is man a brute simply because he has

come from the brute. Indeed he has not come from the brute in

any proper sense,—he has come from the creative hand of God.

He is an emanation from that same divine life of which the brute

creation was a lower manifestation.

We are now prepared to understand the reality and the method

of man's fall. Evolution has been thought to be incompatible with

any proper doctrine of a fall. It has been assumed by many that

man's immoral course and conduct arc simply survivals of his brute

inheritance, inevitable remnants of his old animal propensities,

yieldings of the weak will to fleshly appetities and passions. This

is to deny that sin is truly sin, but it is also to deny that man is

truly man. As Dr. Simon has well shown, the principle of Evolur

tion requires that when man emerges in the history of life he should

be not brute but man, with brute instincts under the control of

reason, conscience and will. Birds are outgrowths of reptilian life,

but the reptile does not remain in the bird to drag it down and

hinder its flight; when birds appear, they are not reptiles, but birds.
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The law of Evolution would require that, when man appeared, he

should be, not brute, but man. Man is a creature of free will, able

to put beneath his feet the lower impulses, and to live for holiness

and for God. That man does not, like the bird, fulfil the end of

his being and live in the upper air of purity and truth, but rather

like the reptile buries himself in the slime of sin, is due to a self-

lierversion of his powers such as the bird knows nothing of. The

long course of depravity and degradation that has been universal

in human history points back to a Fall of humanity, and this Fall

is no natural development but rather a wilful departure of the very

first representatives of the race from God and from bis law.

Sin must be referred to freedom, or it is not sin. To explain it

as the natural result of weak will, overmastered by lower impulses,

is to make the animal nature, and not the will, the cause of trans

gression. And that is to say that man at the beginning is not man,

but brute. Dr. E. G. Robinson once said that sin explained is sin

'Mended. I might add that sin explained is sin denied. When

you can find a good reason for sin, you deny its existence; for the

very essence of it is irrationality, the senseless and wicked self-

perversion of a free personality. Yet just such an initial self-per

version of humanity is required upon scientific principles to account

for the failure of man alone, of all the orders of creation, to live

according to the law of his being. Science recognizes reversion as

well as progress, degeneration as well as development. The fish

of the Mammoth Cave once had eyes, or at least their ancestors had.

They fled from the light, and they lost their sight. So man at the

beginning wilfully left the light of God, and wandered into the

darkness. He lost his eyes for holiness and truth, and he trans

mitted his spiritual blindness to his posterity.

The Fall, then, was the revolt of the human will from God.

Evolution not only cannot throw doubt upon the fact, but it requires

the fact to explain man's subsequent history. The later modifica

tions of Darwinism only confirm the scriptural account. Though

Weismann denies the transmission of acquired characters, Wallace

is probably far nearer the truth when he maintains that there is

'always a tendency to transmit acquired characters, but that only

those which affect the blood and nervous system, like drunkenness

and syphilis, overcome the fixed habit of the organism and make

themselves permanent." But why confine this transmission merely

to physical acquisitions? Moral changes are more fundamental.
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The act of will by which man turned his back upon the life and love

of God and set up an independent sovereignty in this universe was

an act which not only changed his moral environment but deprived

him of all moral sustenance. Here is cause for atrophy, corruption,

death. Here is a change which afTects the very roots of being. As

Regeneration is the new creation of man's moral nature by God,

so the Fall was man's own creation of an evil nature by self-will

and disobedience. It was the most tremendous act of independent

volition ever put forth by man. It revolutionized his being. It

changed the direction of the deepest springs of life. The changed

nature was transmitted, for there was no other nature to transmit.

Evolution became the evolution of a dwarfed and degraded human

ity, or, in other words, Evolution became degradation.

So much with regard to Evolution and man's Fall. Let me

now speak of Evolution and man's Redemption. And here I must

remind you once more of the original and natural relation of the

race to Christ. It is in Him that the race was created, and He was

from the very beginning the constant source of its physical and

moral life. When man broke away from moral control and in his

moral life became self-centered and independent, he did not, simply

because he could not, break away from his natural connection with

the indwelling Christ, in whom he lived and moved and had his

being. Man can scofT at his Savior, but he cannot do without Him,

simply because that Savior is the source of his life, and doing with

out Him is annihilation. If you could imagine a finger endowed

with free will and trying to sunder its connection with the body by

tying a string around itself, you would have a picture of man trying

to sunder his connection with Christ. What is the result of such an

attempt? Why, pain, decay; possible, nay, incipient death, to the

finger. By what law? By the law of the organism, which is so

constituted as to maintain itself against its own disruption by the

revolt of the members. The pain and death of the finger is the

reaction of the whole against the treason of the part. The finger

suffers pain. But are there no results of pain to the body? Does

not the body feel pain also? How plain it is that no such pain can

be confined to the single part! The heart feels, aye, the whole

organism feels, because all the parts are members one of another.

It not only suffers, but that suffering tends to remedy the evil and

to remove its cause. The whole body summons its forces, pours

new tides of life into the dying member, strives to rid the finger
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of the ligature that binds it. So, through all the course of history,

from the moment of the first sin, Christ, the natural life of the race,

has been afflicted in the affliction of humanity and has suffered for

human sin. The whole creation that groaneth and travaileth in

pain together expresses the struggling of Christ with moral evil,

for matter cannot groan, nor the irrational universe feel. And the

groanings of the believer in his prayers for the lost are the expres

sion in man's finite nature of the infinite sorrow of the Holy Spirit,

who is himself the Spirit of Christ.

This suffering has been an atoning suffering, since it has been

due to righteousness. If God had not been holy, if God had not

made all nature express the holiness of His being, if God had not

made pain and loss the necessary consequences of sin, then Christ

would not have suffered. But since these things are sin's penalty

and Christ is the life of the sinful race, it must needs be that Christ

should suffer. There is nothing arbitrary in the laying upon Him

of the iniquities of us all. There is an original grace as well as an

original sin. The fact that Christ is our life makes it inevitable

that we should derive from Him many an impulse and influence

that does not belong to our sinful nature. The heart sends its blood

into the decaying member, if perchance it may yet be restored. So

there are a thousand currents of moral life, flowing into the lives of

men, which come from Christ the Life of humanity. The virtues

of the unregenerate upon which they pride themselves are due not

to themselves but to. His grace. The light of conscience, of tra

dition, of parental training, of social ethics, of civilization in general,

all proceeds from Christ. No man ever thinks truly, feels rightly,

acts nobly, except as Christ works in him. There is no such thing

as independent human action, except in the case of sin. It is Christ

who works all our good works in us. While it takes only one to

do evil, it takes two to do good. This is true everywhere. Christ,

the Light of the World, is shining in all lands, among the heathen

as well as in Christendom, leading individuals here and there to see

their sins and to cast themselves upon God for pardon, and prepar

ing communities and nations to receive the published message of

salvation. Yet everywhere and always it is His power and grace,

and no works or worthiness of man, that regenerate, justify and

save.

That this spiritual life of the race should be summed up in

the historical Christ and should find in Him its channel of manifes
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tation and communication to the world is not only in perfect accord

ance with the method of Evolution but is absolutely required by it.

The tendency of all biological inquiry is to trace life in each of its

departments back to a single germ. All the human inhabitants of

the globe derive their life from a single human ancestor—a fact

a priori difficult to predict, and, considering the immense number

of so-called chance variations which had at favorable times to be

taken advantage of, a priori almost incredible. Yet the sudden

appearance of man, with powers immensely transcending those of

the brute, and with a progeny reproducing those same powers, is

a fact of biological history. Now if it is consistent with Evolution

that the physical and natural life of the race should be derived from

a single source, then it is equally consistent with Evolution that the

moral and spiritual life of the race should also be derived from a

single source. Scripture is stating only scientific fact when it sets

the second Adam, the head of redeemed humanity, over against the

first Adam, the head of fallen humanity. We are told that Evolu

tion should give us many Christs. We reply that Evolution has

not given us many Adams. Evolution, as it assigns to the natural

head of the race a supreme and unique position, must be consistent

with itself, and must assign a supreme and unique position to Jesus

Christ, the spiritual head of the race. As there was but one Adam

from whom all the natural life of the race was derived, so there can

be but one Christ from whom all the spiritual life of the race is

derived.

I would pursue this analogy yet further, and would find in the

relation of the first Adam to the previous physical life of the world,

a type of the relation of the second Adam to the previous spiritual

life of the world. The whole process of Evolution which preceded

man's appearance upon this planet was the manifestation of an

intelligence and will struggling upward through lower forms toward

rationality and freedom. To put it in more theological phrase, the

preincarnate Logos was exhibiting the divine wisdom and power in

successive approximations toward humanity. Psychical man was

the result—a being with spiritual powers, but with these powers as

yet unexercised and untried. " That is not first which is spiritual,

but that which is natural; then that which is spiritual." The spirit

ual was only potential, and it was lost by the exercise of man's

power of contrary choice. What might have been an upward evolu

tion and a continual progress in likeness to God became a down
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ward evolution and a continual progress in evil. But now began

a new manifestation of the life of Christ. The same immanent

Logos whose operation had thus far culminated in rational man,

now instituted a long process for the evolution of spiritual man.

The history of the race became a preparation for the coming of the

second Adam, as the history of life before man's, appearance had

been a preparation for the coming of the first Adam. Out of a

prepared nation Christ emerged, as out of the highest forms of pre

existing life Adam had emerged.

Do you say that the virgin birth of Christ makes His origin

unique? I reply that the first advent of man is no less unique. The

miraculous conception to which we must hold if we would maintain

either the purity of Mary His mother or His own freedom from

hereditary taint, was the work of the Spirit of God, no more and no

less than the bringing of a free human intelligence out of a race of

ape-like progenitors was a work of the Spirit of God. In both

cases the result was one to which the life of the planet had been

tending. In both it was the culmination of an age-long process of

development. In both it was the goal to which the immanent Christ

had been conducting the Evolution of the world. The new science

recognizes more than one method of propagation even in one and

the same species, and it is no wonder that in the introduction of

him who was the crown and summit of the whole system we should

see a return to the original method of parthenogenesis.

As the historical Christ was the manifestation of Him who had

been ever working as the Revealer of God in human history, so

the Cross of Christ was the historical manifestation and proclama

tion of the age-long suffering of the Son of God. It was the con

crete exhibition of the holiness that required, and of the love that

provided, man's redemption. Those six hours of pain could never

have procured our salvation, if they had not been a revelation of

eternal facts in the being of God. The heart of God and the mean

ing of all previous history were then unveiled. The whole evolution

of humanity was there depicted in its essential elements, on the one

hand the sin and condemnation of the race, on the other hand the

grace and suffering of Him who was its life and salvation. As He

who hung upon the Cross was God, manifest in the flesh, so the

suffering of the Cross was God's suffering for sin, manifest in the

flesh.

The evolution of humanity since the first sin has been a con
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stant revelation of the righteous judgment of God. The natural

law which inflicts disease and pain and death upon the sinner and

upon his posterity after him is only the biological expression of

God's judicial sentence upon iniquity. In the natural course of

evolution punishment follows sin, as the cartwheel follows the ox.

And this would be the end of it if individualism were the whole

truth. Mere individualism brings only suffering and death. But

there is a deeper truth than mere individualism, and I now bring

this truth to the elucidation of the doctrine of atonement as I pre

viously brought it to elucidate the Fall. Once more I remind you

that Jesus Christ, the Revealer of God, is the life of the race. If

He is one with the race, then our sufferings and sorrows become

His; He takes upon Him our guilt and responsibility; God's judg

ment upon our transgression falls upon Him. Since we are by

nature joined to Him and the tides of His natural life flow into us.

He who is the life of the race cannot separate Himself from us even

in our condemnation and death.

The atonement of Christ seems foolishness to the so-called

philosopher only because he regards it as an external, arbitrary,

mechanical transfer of guilt and penalty. Guilt and penalty, he

says, arc individual and personal, and cannot be thus transferred.

There is no justice, he says, in punishing one for the sins

of another, and specially in punishing the innocent for the sins of the

guilty. But Christ's atonement rests upon a fact of life, which he

has not taken account of. We are not simply individuals. We

have community with one another, and with Him who created us.

More pertinently still, He has community with us, and nothing that

belongs to us is foreign to Him. He has not committed our sin,

but He is so connected with us that He must share the burdens

and the sufferings, the shame and the penalty, which sin

brings upon us. Not late in human history did He vicari

ously take our sins upon Him, but from the very instant of

the Fall. The imputation of our sins to Him is the result of His

natural union with us. Because He is one with us, He has been our

substitute from the beginning,—indeed, so inseparable arc His for

tunes from ours that the author of the Fpistle to the Hebrews can

say that through the eternal Spirit He offered Himself without

spot to God.

So a view of the larger Christ enables us to see that the atone

ment is the very wisdom of God. Christ is not simply the being
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who lived three and thirty years in Palestine, and His Atonement

is not simply a six hours' suffering upon the Cross. Christ is the

Upholder of the Universe, the Life and Light of man. His Cross

is but the concentration and summing up of the work of centuries.

Can we quarrel with the doctrine of substitution, when we see that

this substitution is but the sharing of our griefs and sorrows by Him

whose very life pulsates in our veins? Can we object to being saved

by another, when we find that he is not another, but one vitally

connected with us? It is only our false individualism that prevents

us from seeing the wisdom of God in the atonement, and that false

individualism is the result of sin. Christ's Cross breaks down that

self-isolation, and brings us again into sympathy and union with our

Savior, and so with all mankind.

This suffering for sin which Christ endured is the suffering of

penal inflictions in our stead, for all suffering is penal in the sense

that its existence is due to sin, and that it is the expression of God's

moral revulsion from iniquity, the revelation of His self-vindicating

holiness. Do you say that Christ was personally pure, and there

fore could not suffer penalty? I answer, that, precisely because He

was personally pure, He could suffer penalty. The frozen limb

cannot feel, just because it is frozen. When it begins to thaw, and

life courses through its veins, then there is pain. Christ was the

only live and healthy member of a dead humanity. He was the

heart from which humanity drew its life-blood. He could suffer

for sin, as we who are dead in trespasses and sins could not. But

the sorrows of the heart brought life to the members. Christ has

delivered us from the curse of the law, being made a curse for us.

In Him we are reconciled to God. He can bring us to God, be

cause He is Himself God, the incarnate, atoning, indwelling God.

He is the principle of Evolution, the upholder and conductor of the

world-process, and the culmination and goal of that evolutionary

process is the bringing back of humanity in Him to God.

The President:

The next paper will be presented by Dr. George Dana

Boardman, of Philadelphia, honorary pastor of the First Baptist

Church of that city.

2
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Dr. George Dana Boardman:

Mr. President, although I have the utmost confidence in the

orthodoxy of the Committee, yet I think their orthodoxy would

have been improved had they reversed the phraseology. Now it

reads, " Man's Fall and Redemption in the Light of Evolution."

I think, perhaps, it would meet our acute moral sensibility better if

we read it " Evolution in the Light of Man's Fall and Redemption."

(Laughter.)

MAN'S FALL AND REDEMPTION IN THE LIGHT OF EVOLUTION.

God has given us two Bibles :—An unwritten Bible, or the Bible

of Nature; and a written Bible, or the Bible of Scripture.

Bible of Nature.—. I mention the Bible of Nature first, because

it is first in the order of time. " The groves were God's first

temples."

There are two books (says Sir Thomas Browne) from which I

collect my divinity: besides that written one of God, another of His

servant Nature—that universal and public manuscript that lies ex-

pansed unto the eyes of all.—" Religio Medici."

This universal and expansed manuscript to which the famous

English physician alludes is that Bible of Nature of which Israel's

minstrel sings in the first part of his Nineteenth Psalm:

The heavens declare the glory of God;

And the firmament shows his handiwork.

Day unto day utters speech,

And night unto night shows knowledge.

There is no speech nor language;

Their voice cannot be heard.

Their line is gone out through all the earth,

And their words to the end of the world.

In them has he set a tent for the sun,

Which is as a bridegroom coming out of his chamber,

And rejoices as a strong man to run his course.

His going forth is from the end of the heaven,

And his circuit unto the ends of it:

And there is nothing hid from the heat thereof.

—Psalm xix, 1-6.

Accordingly, the student of Nature ought to regard himself as

engaged in a religious study. For this book of Nature, not less

than the book of Scripture, is God's own Holy Bible. Perhaps this

remark strikes some of as tending to irreverence. But let us take

care lest our religiosity here be in fact a sort of infidelity under
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guise of sanctity. Indeed, I doubt whether we ever make a distinc

tion which, practically speaking, is more artificial, more false, or

more harmful, than when we style God's works " secular," and God's

words " sacred." For matter, not less than spirit, is God's creation;

and therefore both are sacred. In studying, then, the Bible of

Nature, let us study as though we were worshipping in God's own

minster of Creation. For here, also, is a Burning Bush, wherein

the Angel of Jehovah speaks to us. When, then, we enter the

cloisters of any science, truly so called, let us put off our shoes from

off our feet, for the ground whereon we stand is holy ground.

Bible of Scripture.— Secondly, there is God's written Bible, or

His Bible of Scripture. This written Bible is the Bible of the

second part of this same Nineteenth Psalm:

The law of Jehovah is perfect, restoring the soul:

The testimony of Jehovah is sure, making wise the simple.

The precepts of Jehovah arc right, rejoicing the heart:

The commandment of Jehovah is pure, enlightening the eyes.

The fear of Jehovah is clean, enduring for ever:

The judgments of Jehovah are true, righteous altogether.

More to be desired are they than gold, yea, than much fine gold:

Sweeter also than honey and the honeycomb.

Moreover by them is thy servant warned:

In keeping of them there is great reward.

—Psalm xix, 7-11.

Nature and Scripture Complemcntal.— Thus our Creator-Re

deemer has given us a two-fold Bible: A Lex non Scripta, or the

Bible of Nature; and a Lex Scripta, or the Bible of Scripture. Let

us beware of polytheism, or the worship of two Gods—the God of

Nature and the God of Scripture—the latter God being on the whole

the diviner God. There is but one God, speaking to us in His two

fold Bible of Nature and of Scripture. Accordingly, the two Bibles

are to be interpreted in light of each other. The true scientist is

a theological specialist in the Bible of Nature ; and the true theo

logian is a scientific specialist in the Bible of Scripture. For the

Bible of Scripture, although later in time than the Bible of Nature,

is not supplemental to it, much less antithetic—it is complemental.

Had the Church more freely admitted this, there had been less

infidelity in the academy. Had the academy more freely admitted

this, there had been less bigotry in the Church. How much nobler

to search for concord than for discord in this two-fold Bible of the

Creator-Redeemer, the Redeemer-Creator. Unfortunately, many
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persons are content with the first half of God's Bible—His volume

of Nature; many other persons arc content with the last half of

G'xl's Bible—His volume of Scripture; whereas God's Bible is but

one work, consisting of Nature and Scripture, bound in two

volumes.

Two worlds are ours; 'tis only sin

Forbids us to descry

The mystic heaven and earth within,

Plain as the sea and sky.

Thou, who hast given me eyes to see

And love this sight so fair,

Give me a heart to find out thee,

And read thee everywhere.

—John Keble.

Nature Teaches " Evolution."— And the Bible of Nature teaches

" Evolution;" that is, unfolding, development, progress along the

line of a preconceived plan. And this teaching of the Bible of

Nature is echoed in the teaching of the Bible of Scripture.

And God said: Let the earth put forth grass, herb-yielding

seed, fruit tree bearing fruit after its kind, wherein is the seed there

of, upon the earth : and it was so. And the earth brought forth

grass, herb yielding seed after its kind, and tree bearing fruit, where

in is the seed thereof, after its kind: and God saw that it was good.

And God said : Let the waters swarm with swarms of living

creatures, and let fowl fly above the earth in the open firmament

of heaven. And God created the great sea-monsters, and every

living creature that moves, which the waters brought forth abund

antly, after their kinds, and every winged fowl after its kind: and

God saw that it was good.—Genesis I: ii, 12, 20, 21.

So also it is written (Gen. 2: 7), the first man, Adam, became a

living soul; the last Adam, a life-giving spirit. Yet the spirit

ual is not first, but the natural; then the spiritual.—I Gorinthians,

15: 45. 46.

Meaning of " Evolution."—And now let us understand exactly

what we mean by this word " Evolution." For clearness of con

ception here is absolutely essential. Indeed, it is quite astonishing

to notice how loosely many intelligent persons use such words as

" evolution, development, variety, species," etc. Look, for example,

at this word " species." A species is a purely subjective thing, an

ens rationis, a mental outline, an ideal padlock. Who ever saw

.
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or touched a species? To talk, then, of the Origin or Transmuta-

tation of Species is to talk of a subjective idea, which never has

had and never can have any actual, objective existence in the world

of matter. If there is ever any " transmutation," the transmutation

is a concept existing only in the mind of the concciver. In other

words, the affair is an affair of metaphysics, not of physics. Here,

as elsewhere in such matters, let us abide by the glorious rigor of

the scientific method. Physical science, we are solemnly told, deals

only with objective, concrete realities: it has nothing to do with

abstractions or concepts: not but that concepts or abstract terms

are useful, and even indispensable, as tools, or " working hypo

theses." And with concepts as such—that is, with abstract terms

as instruments of thought and investigation—physical science does

have to do. Nevertheless, concepts are not objective existences;

abstract terms are not concrete realities. And " species " is an

abstract term or concept. Accordingly, the only evolution or trans

mutation which physical science, as an affair of observation and

induction, can consistently consider, is the evolution or transmuta

tion of an objective, concrete, definite plant or animal. And pre

cisely here, where the proof should be decisive, is the weak point

in the theory of Evolution. And no chain is stronger than its

weakest link. Or look at this very word " Evolution." It is an

other lamentable instance of the loose use of terms. To " evolve "

is to unroll, unfold, develop. But you cannot unroll what had not

been inrolled; you cannot unfold what was not infolded; you cannot

develop what was not enveloped. Yet these exact Gentlemen of

the Balance and the Micrometer confound unrollment with transi

tion, development with transmutation. And just because these

exact gentlemen use terms, so inexactly, it happens that this term

"Evolution" has become a very Shibboleth" and Ariadne clew.

Enough that we oracularly pronounce this magic word " Evolu

tion," and we imagine that we have the " Open Sesame," and have

explained everything. Again, I insist on the rigor of the scientific

method. You cannot unroll what has not been inrolled; you can

not evolve what has not been involved. You cannot unfold a ton

out of an ounce. You cannot account for the origin or unfolding

of man by evolving him out of a primary bioplastic cell: for he—

man—was never in the cell at all, not even as a prisoner.

But while I cannot accept Evolution as being the philosophical

cause or initial force which accounts for the progress of life, there
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is a kind of Evolution which I must and do accept—it is an ideal

evolution; that is to say, the evolution along the ideal axis of a

divine plan and purpose: for example, the unfolding of a leonine

ovum into the adult lion is an evolution along the ideal axis of a

vertebrate mammal. It is not, as atheistic evolutionists hold, that

the pickerel was transformed by vertebral metamorphosis into the

tortoise, the tortoise into the owl, the owl onto the gorilla, the

gorilla into man. It is, as theistic evolutionists hold, that pickerel,

tortoise, owl, gorilla, man, are divine modifications of the general

archetypal vertebra for specific purposes, adjusting the physical

application of the archetypal ideal vertebra to new necessities as

occasioned by new conditions or environments. I believe that the

process of creation was, and that the process of evolution is, the

unrolling of a divine plan or conception. In this sense of the word

(and it is the primary, etymological, fair sense), I am proud to con

fess myself an Evolutionist. " Premeditation prior to Creation "—

this is the favorite formula of Louis Agassiz in his famous " Essay

on Classification." I believe that the llible story of Origins is the

story of the unfolding of a divine plan or idea; ascending from the

creation of matter-atoms,- along the pathway of soil and plant and

animal, to Man. The advance may have been, and in many cases

doubtless was, genetic: but the advance, in so far as it was an

" evolution," was ideal. And not only was evolution, in the proper

sense of the term, true of the original creative process; evolution

is also still true of every living thing to-day, whether plant or ani

mal or man. The acorn unfolds into the oak—the babe into the

man—the man into the Christian—along the ideal axis of a divine

thought or plan. Evolution, in the sense of physical, objective

unfolding of protoplast into man, is false. Evolution, in the sense

of ideal, purposeful unfolding of protoplast into Man, is true. And

Science has it for her stately vocation to try to read the Creator's

thoughts before they are materialized into His things.

Ere, from the gloom of cycling night,

Earth woke, and knew the dawning light;

Ere from old Chaos order sprung,

And music through the ether rung;—

In thee, O one eternal Mind,

Dwelt Laws which worlds in order bind,

All forms of beauty, Love's delight,—

All reason,—all unchanging Right.
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In earth and heaven, the wonder wrought

Is Evolution from thy Thought:

The potence of creative skill

Is sovereign fiat of thy Will;—

And Science, thence, Thy works to know;—

That upward stepping, patient, slow,

The reverent mind may find in Thee

Creation in its Prophecy.

—Sewall S. Cutting.

Scripture Teaches " Man's Fall."— But although the Bible of

Nature teaches " Evolution," yet the Bible of Scripture teaches

" Man's Fall "—

Through one man sin entered into the world, and death

through sin ; and so death passed unto all men, for that all sinned.—

Romans, v, 12.

Story of Adam a Divine Parable.— Is the story of Adam's fall

as recorded in the third chapter of Genesis to be taken literally? I

would not willingly offend the least of my Father's little ones. He

knows that I believe that His Scripture is divinely inspired, and that

I bow before it as reverently as ever did the devoutest literalist.

Yet, let me frankly say it, I do not believe that the early chapters

of Genesis are to be taken literally. If I take a part of them as

literal, then I must be consistent, and take the rest of them as

literal. For example—I must believe that the seven creative days

were literal days of twenty-fours each; that the Creator spoke in

an articulate voice, though there was no human ear to hear; that

there was a first day with evening and morning, though there was

no sun to rise and set, and so bring day and night; that it was the

soil itself that originated vegetation; that God literally spoke to

the sea-monsters, saying, " Be fruitful, and multiply, and fill the

seas; " that He actually had a physical form, and created man in His

own image, after His own likeness; that He literally formed man of

the dust of the ground, and actually breathed into his nostrils out

of His own lungs the breath of life; that He actually brought every

beast of the field and every bird of the air to Adam in Eden, to see

what he would call them; that He actually hypnotized Adam in

Eden, and performed a surgical operation, and metamorphosed one

of his ribs into a woman ; that He actually rested on the Seventh

day because He was really tired out with His creative task; that

He actually endowed the serpent with a linguistic apparatus, so

that he could hold a conversation with Eve ; that He actually cursed
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the serpent above all animals, dooming him to go upon his belly

all the days of his life, though geology teaches that prone locomo

tion had always been the serpent's gait, and indeed must ever be;

i. e., so long as he is a serpent. For myself, most reverently I say

it, the God before whom 1 kneel is greater than all this. No; the

story of Adam's fall in Eden is a divine parable. And parables are

the very highest forms of truth. No syllogistic demonstration, no

geometrical axiom, is so true as a Nazarene parable.

Distinguished Facts and Truths.— For we must distinguish be

tween the world of matter and the world of spirit; or, as I have

been in the habit of teaching, between facts and truths. On the one

hand, facts belong to the physical world; they exist under conditions

of space and time, having a beginning, and therefore, it may be, an

ending; they appeal to the senses—to the eye, the ear, the touch;

they are matters of weight, form, color, place, history, science; but

facts are not necessarily moral; for example, there is no moral

quality in the geometrical fact that a cube has six sides, or in the

chemical fact that a molecule of water consists of two weights of

hydrogen and sixteen weights of oxygen, or in the chronological

fact that Jesus died on Calvary. On the other hand, truths belong

to the spiritual world; they are largely independent of the conditions

of time and space; they appeal to the senses of the soul—to reason,

imagination, conscience; they are matters of faith, hope, love; as

such, truths are intensely moral; for example, the idea of morality

culminates, not in the physical fact that Jesus died on Calvary, but

in the moral truth that Jesus died on Calvary to save sinners. And

truths are ever more important than facts. Indeed, it requires more

genuine faith to believe in truths than to believe in facts. This,

perhaps, is the reason why there are so many skeptics in the

Academy, and even in the Ecclesia. It is easier to believe the facts

of Nature science than to believe the truths of Scripture. Now the

Bible story of Adam's Fall is not so much a record of biographical

facts as it is an allegory of theological truths. It is a divine parable,

depicting, as in sublime chiaroscuro, the dark mystery of the en

trance of Evil; and so preparing the way for the bright mystery of

the entrance of Redemption.

Scripture Teaches "Man's Redemption."—For, as the Bible of

Scripture teaches the truth of Man's Fall, so also does the Bible of

Scripture teach the truth of Christ's Redemption. Listen to St.

Paul's divinely classic Allegory :
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" As through one man sin entered into the world, and death

through sin; and so death passed unto all men, for that all sinned;

for until the law, sin was in the world ; but sin is not reckoned when

there is no law. But yet death reigned from Adam until Moses,

even over those who sinned not after the likeness of Adam's trans

gression, who is a type of the Coming One. But not as the trespass,

so also is the gift; for if by the trespass of the one the many died,

much more did the grace of God, and the gift by the grace of the

one man, Jesus Christ, abound to the many. And not as through

one that sinned, is the gift; for the judgment came of one unto

condemnation, but the gift came of many trespasses unto justifica

tion. For if by the trespass of the one, death reigned through the

one; much more they who receive the abundance of the grace, and

of the gift of righteousness, will reign in life through the one, Jesus

Christ.

"So, then, as through one trespass it came to all men unto con

demnation; so also through one righteous act it came to all men

unto justification of life. For as through the disobedience of the

one man the many were constituted sinners, so also through the

obedience of the one will the many be constituted righteous. But

the law came in beside, that the trespass might abound. But where

sin abounded, grace superabounded; that as sin reigned in death,

so also might grace reign through righteousness unto eternal life,

through Jesus Christ our Lord."—Romans, v, 12-21.

It is St. Paul's Theodicy, or vindication of God's ways in per

mitting man's fall. Not that it is to be taken literally, as though it

were a bare record of biographical facts. Nor is it to be taken

syllogistically, as though it were a fine instance of theological dia

lectics. But it is to be taken allegorically, or poetically. And

poetry—true poetry—poetry that is more than mere rhyme or metre

—is often the very highest logic. There is more philosophy or

genuine logic in the " Te Deum Laudamus " than in the Nicene

Creed. And St. Paul was a poet rather than a dialectician. And

this paean of the Redeeming Adam, like his paean of the Expectant

Creation, is a masterpiece of theological poetry. As such it is an

arena for spiritual athletes. Take care to survey it in its scope as

a whole rather than inspect it in its details; otherwise you will speed

ily be " in labyrinthine mazes lost." In this paragraph great

thoughts rush along with such impetuous speed that they sometimes

seem to collide. To the mere rhetorician or mere logician the
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paragraph seems unbalanced and confused. Yet amid the seething

maelstrom of truths tower here and there certain landmarks, dis

tinct, colossal. It is a series of gigantic parallels and at the same

time gigantic contrasts; a succession of august counterparts, yet

august antitheses; a sublime alternation of negative and positive

poles of thought, separated by humanity's diameter; Deep calling

unto Deep, as the voice of Jehovah's waterspouts..

Glance at some of these sublime parallels and contrasts. On

the one hand, the first Adam; on the other hand, the second Adam.

On the one hand, sin; on the other hand, righteousness. On the

one hand, condemnation; on the other hand, justification. On the

one hand, death; on the other hand, life. On the one hand, sin

abounding; on the other hand, grace superabounding. On the one

hand, one sin, many deaths; on the other hand, one grace, many

lives. In brief, on the one hand, through the first Adam, of the

earth earthy, loss of the earthy Eden; on the other hand, through the

second Adam, Lord from heaven, gain of the heavenly Eden. That

is to say—The heavenly life in the second Adam immeasurably more

than balances the earthly life in the first Adam. Good Isaac Watts

is right—

In Christ the tribes of Adam boast

More blessings than their father lost.

—Isaac Watts.

Grace Greater than Sin.— Here, then, in this burst of heavenly

poetry, we have a key to at least a partial solution of the problem

of Evil. Without human sin, there could have been no divine

grace; and divine grace is infinitely larger than human sin. True,

to the unbeliever this solution is doubtless unsatisfactory. A

natural, unspiritual, psychical man receives not the things of the

Spirit of God, for they are foolishness to him; and he cannot know

them, because they are spiritually judged, pneumatically examined.

Even to the believer, when he fails to use his privilege of rising

above narrow and egotistic views of God's providence and redemp

tion, the solution may seem hardly more satisfactory. But when

he is in an exalted frame of mind; when he feels aglow with the

sense of gratitude to God for his unspeakable love in Jesus Christ;—

when, forgetting himself and earth and all that is finite, he surveys

from the heights of beatific vision the plan and work of Almighty

God from beginning to end; when he adoringly falls into line with

Deity's movements, as he—alike Creator and Redeemer—strides on
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in majesty, from aeon to aeon, world without end; in short, when

the same mind is in him which was in Christ Jesus his Lord upon

His heavenly throne:—then the mighty veil is more or less lifted,

and he catches momentary yet glowing vistas of the truth that God's

permission of " man's fall " is a blessed token of his own far-seeing,

overcoming, infinite grace. Now he understands, at least in visions

of faith and love, that had there been no sin, there could have been

no grace; no " fall; " no cross; no transgression; no redemption; no

evil; no Jesus. Now he catches a glimpse into the majestic mean

ing of Paul's wonderful saying to the saints in Ephesus, and to the

faithful in Christ Jesus.

In order that now, to the rulers and authorities in the heavenly

realms might be made known through the Church the manifold,

richly variegated, wisdom of God, according to the purpose of the

ages which he purposed in Christ Jesus our Lord.—Ephesians, iii,

10, 11.

Yes, Church of the living God, redeemed from the " fall " by

the blood of the Lamb slain from the foundation of the world, thou

art the instructor of Angels, teaching them the mysterious things

into which they desire to look. Yes, the poet is right—

Earth has a joy unknown in heaven—

The new-born peace of sins forgiven;

Tears of such pure and deep delight,

Ye angels! never dimmed your sight.

—A. L. Hillhouse.

Ay, this " much more "—God's own " much more "—is the key

to the problem of " man's fall." Jesus Christ, the God-man, dis

closing through His own incarnation—(His own life, character,

teachings, passion, death, resurrection)—the inmost and otherwise

hidden attributes of Godhead, even His eternal righteousness and

love, and filling all things with 1 1 is own adorable, divine—human

personality—Jesus the Christ incomparably outweighs " Adam's

fall " and all its dire consequences. Thus Samson's riddle—

Out of the eater came forth meat,

And out of the strong came forth sweetness.

—Judges xiv, 14.

has at length been solved. Out of the carcass of the devourer Sin

comes forth the manna of Christ's redemption ; out of the dead Lion

of the tribe of Judah comes forth the honey of the heavenly immor
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tality. Ay, Sin, with Death and Hades following after, have already

been captured by the second Adam, Lord from heaven; even now

they are gleaming in the girdle of His grace as the most dazzling

trophies of His eternal victory. Here, then, is St. Paul's Theodicy;

divinely anticipating the blind Hard of the Commonwealth as he

also sings—

To the height of this great argument

I may assert eternal Providence,

And justify the ways of God to men.

—Paradise Lost, I, 24-26.

" Man's Fall and Redemption " a Sublime Instance of " Evolution."

— " Man's fall," then, is no surprise; Christ's " Redemption " is no

afterthought. " Fail and Redemption " are the sublimest instances

of " Evolution," unfolding according to a Divine Plan eternally

crescent. " Fall and Redemption," as a genetic process, is false.

" Fall and Redemption," as a Divine Plan, is true. Here is the

true Song of Degrees or Psalm of Ascents. The laureate is right—

The God. who ever lives and loves,

One God, one law, one element,

And one far-off divine event,

To which the whole creation moves.

—In Memoriam, Epilogue

Finis Coronat Opus.

The President:

The first of the appointed speakers is Dr. H. H. Peabody.

of Rome. New York.

Dr. H. H. Peabody:

Mr. President: There is a fortunate definiteness to the question.

Evolution, in general, we are not to discuss. Assuming the preva

lent teaching of this cosmic process to be true, the query is in

evitable as to its effect upon our thinking at the two points of fall

and redemption.

By the word fall we understand the sin that came somewhere

in the moral beginning; by redemption, those influences, making

for recovery, that have their historic center in Christ.

While not disposed to exaggerate on the one hand, or belittle

on the other, the effects of evolution, as a teaching, upon current

theology, I find myself in agreement with the assumption the ques
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tion implies that evolution has its modification for us. In both sin

and redemption, as taught, there is the real and the fictitious.

Under the light of evolution the fictitious will pass; the real abide,

and the great Bible word Salvation come into tenderer and more

luminous meaning.

What are some of these modifications? Sin or the fall remains.

Evolution removes no emphasis upon righteousness, and ethics

evolved have an equal sanctity with the ethics of the oracle. Evo

lution, however, has something to say of the origin of sin and of the

sinner. The old-time theory of creation tells us that the earth was

created by what we would call inhuman mechanics and artificial

process—as all things constructed from so much raw material are

known from things that grow—and then when this house of life was

finished, man, as its occupant, was made, too. He was a made

thing, not grown—but made by Divine mechanics. But scientific

evolution displaces this creational theory, and discovers no traces

of the ruins of an ancient workshop anywhere in which planets or

man or anything was made. Back as far as its searchlight goes

a law of orderly growth is discernible under which all things come.

The ox, the oak, the pink, the bird, the planet, the man, all and

everything are parts of the great tangle of life, and so join on, as

to admit of no singular creation. It is growth as a whole, not crea

tion by the power of a spoken word and in detached parts, rather

a life process of growth everywhere. Then another modification is

this: as there is no created man, so no created character in man.

If a body grows and cannot be manufactured neither can a character,

that, too, must grow or evolve. According to creationalism man

was made perfect, while evolution makes him emerge from the

brutes and sinless only as the brute is sinless in the absence of moral

consciousness. One makes man golden with perfection at the very

start, which perfection we all could have shared in had the Adamic

man held himself erect; while evolution grows man, not immediately

from the dust of things, or from the mud of the Nile, rather from

lower forms of organized life, and applies to the character, as to the

body, the principle of selection, which shapes to the more perfect.

Now, to the creationalist, God speaks in the garden, as one

man might to another, and sin is in not following that voice. To

the evolutionist this is an unknown and inconceivable experience.

With him God is made to do his speaking as organized in conscious

ness, and as leading the brutish life away from its primitive brutish
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ness to that point where long-repeated acts that had no sin in them

at last were seen in new light as sin indeed. Then, and not till then,

is a fall possible, whether man be in a garden or on the desert.

That point, sure to be reached if evolution be true, that marvelous

point in the development of conscience, makes sin possible, and sin

is a fall downward. To say that sin is a fall upward is to utter a

paradox, though true it is that the evolution of moral sensibility,

which envolves the possibility of sin, is a step upward. The ques

tion rises, what is that power in life that develops moral man out of

brutishness, where brutishly fierce and ravenous acts are not seen

and felt as wrong, to that point where man's moral history begins

and sin breaks into the actual? Who is this light evolver with his

dwelling place in the expanding consciousness of primitive man?

If in nature there is a power whose method we call a selection,

which selection tends to give more and more strength and beauty

to a bird's wing, why is not the same method found to give us a

conviction, a hope, a character, a prophet, an inspiration by selec

tion? Is there no unity to the indwelling God? Does one method

prevail with Him here, another there?

One theory of creation puts God here and there at the way-

stations by a series of interventions, and leaves matter in itself dead.

It says that this that conies through nature is not God. Evolution,

on the other hand, puts God in marvelous potency in every square

inch of space, makes Him the secret dweller in every atom, and none

the less God because found there. In this, there is order in the

seemingly chaotic, no waste places of Divine neglect in the whole

universe, and a unity from planets beginning to its finish. And this

is certainly theistic. This indwelling evolver is a thousand-fold

more wonderful than to conceive of Him as a Supreme Master in

mechanics. A made pink cannot develop and drop a seed, which

will propagate itself. It is life, not mechanics, that can do that.

A big battleship, like the Oregon, however magnifieent, cannot

calve, as Nansen says of the icebergs, that is, give birth to a baby

ship, and so excites less wonder than the simplest way-side flower

in its power of reproduction. On the scale of wonder the mechani

cal and the evolutionary in creation are far apart. Mechanics in

creation give you a dummy; while evolution makes the universe a

living body. A machine that attests to the cunning of the con

triver, while a product of nature, shares in the life of the whole

and embodies an outpushing energy of life, the cunning of life.
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What we call dead matter from the star mist to the clod is alive with

God and death is unfound. Evolution organizes God into life

everywhere; a continuous God as the secret core of all things by

which brute and angel, planets, consciences, prophets and inspira

tions come. Creation itself, mechanically conceived, is an inter

vention—with many interventions on the upward way—interven

tions that evolution destroys by asserting the organic potency which

makes them a superfluid.

Does the world need a prophet? He is sure to come, one of

the many developments that this indwelling potency called God

brings to pass. Professor Bryce, in his big book on Southern

Africa, says : " When one watches such a race it seems all the

stranger that now and then a man of remarkable force of character

will arise." No, Mr. Bryce, not strange in the light of evolution.

If the primitive prophet is a triumph over primitive brutishness by

force of this law of evolution, why not expect a like triumph of the

moral man over African brutishness now? If the entire spiritual

ind ethical present is, in an evolutionary sense, an arising out of

original animalism, is there any wonder to be expressed over Bryce's

man of force? In another sense, however, here lies the true marvel.

All racial development tends as inevitably to the prophet as to the

poet. We may conceive of this prophet as raised up by force of

miraculous intervention. We may make him a child of intervention

with which evolution has nothing to do, a created character and by

an external power commissioned. This is your mechanical prophet,

your made prophet, cut off so from the past as to be in no way an

outcome of it. According to this a prophet by evolution is impos

sible, the natural is the Godless. Not so do the evolutionists see

it; here there is no intervention, no laying upon rather the rising

of the might divine within. The commission, the authentication is

within. The chiseling is from within outward. He sees God un

folding man's personality not by creation but by the power that

deepens an enlarged consciousness. If the body is an evolution

rather than a creation, why not your inspired prophet also?

Now, in this theology of the evolutionist there is that which

fits into life as we see and know it. This first:—identifies the uni

verse as it is, with the universe as it was. As we look out upon

life now we find nothing in nature corresponding to the manufac

tory. God makes nothing, but grows everything. If this earth

home of ours was spoken into existence all traces of the great trans
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action have disappeared, and in thought, even, it is out of harmony

with life as it comes and goes before our eyes.

Second. There is nothing in the moral and spiritual world cor

responding to the manufactory either. Character cannot be super-

naturally given, and innocence is not to be confounded with per

fected development. To create character would be to ignore the

will of the personality itself. What is character? It is that moral

product which comes from the will of man in union with the truth

and right of life. So it is impossible to think of it as other than a

moral growth. It is not a thing found but a life entered by most

willing consent. So God cannot raise up a prophet by moral me

chanics, can rather help him to raise himself up as his will plods

along the path of obedience. We cannot conceive it as within the

possibility of God to put a saint's character upon or into a savage

by any instant process. To ignore will and expect character as a

gift from moral intervention is the height of foolishness. So for

the race to begin in perfection is to mistake the end from the

beginning, and to state the impossible. Evolution shows us God's

way to the Celestial City. And this accords, too, with moral life,

as I see it about me. I see character in the making, new con

sciences, from the in-streaming light in conflict with old consciences

from light now dimming, belated consciences brought out and up

to date, and this moral process in human life now, accords with the

moral process that has ever been.

Third. Then, as to sin itself, evolution changes the emphasis

from a God external to the spirit who speaks in Consciousness. In

the past this consciousness, in too large a measure, has been re

garded as profane; this organized in—God suspected, while the God

objective alone thought to be holy. Yet it has ever been that here,

in the sin against the inner light, revealing itself in true and beauti

ful things, is the soul damned. The sincere man cannot really be

damned. I may reject the creed and defy the Church and am not

of necessity damned. That is, there is nothing in this that weakens,

pulls down, darkens and confuses the spiritual man. But when I

say this indwelling God, this organized in-God who shows me good

and true and beautiful things, is profane, and act on that, then and

there, in fact, is the only possibility of damnation. Evolution tends

to make the father less objective and more subjective, less a voice

sounding to the ear in tones of authority, and more a divine oracle

of the individual heart. And what greater service can be rendered?
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It tends to make faith the highest form of self-trueness without

which religion ceases to be an organic force, and the Church an

enfeebling influence in human society.

Fourth. Christian evolution, too, has its decided effect upon the

specific theology of redemption. Like the cosmos, redemption itself

is an unfolding. If the principle of selection tends to make life more

moral, so more merciful. If character is a product of God, in evolu

tionary methods, then recovery from sin is provided for in that

nature of things we rightly call Divine. Growth in moral character

involves the standing erect again and again after a fall. Redemp

tion, according to evolution, is not a mere arrangement whereby an

externality of doom is averted, nor, in its broadest sense, did it begin

or end with a cross; rather begun with the first sin of the early

sinner. Spencer traces the altruistic to man remote, gives the primi

tive man a principle of unselfish care over others that expands to

more beauteous triumph as the race advances. Evolutionary the

ology says that the organized in-God makes for righteousness, and

mercy, love and peace, for the sinful. It tells us that redemption

is not a dramatic episode alone, rather that the dramatic episode is

a manifestation of a universal law. It says that redemption is not

something at last done to save the world,—an intervention in an

undivine life—is rather another and still another step in a process

as old as the foundation and that proceeds from the heart of infinite

paternity. In evolution judgment is ever beneficent; it drops its

outward scenic features and becomes a continuous process begin

ning over one sin and closing with another,—the tragedy of the

court being all within,—till selfishness, lust and greed come out of

ambush into the ugly light of reality. Salvation is one with judg

ment, and is never in its incipiency delayed. Under the construc

tive method of the kingdom of God the good is sown in and old

sins, like old toys in childhood, drop into disuse. God makes us

sick of sin and achey with its solitariness.

Life itself grows more redemptive. Its highest character car

ries with it redemptive power. Name, if you can, a single Christian

virtue but has been brought into light by the slow experience of

the race* George Elliot speaks of that self-renunciation which

comes slowly to the individual life. If to the individual experience

so to the racial. If power of self-sacrifice so justice, love and pity;

all are plants that have grown out of submergence, as have the

islands of the deep. They have grown from the beginning. Life

3
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is constructed upon them ; they proceed from its heart and humanity

could not survive without them. Mutual service in endless grada

tion is plainly the world's great law. God combines the strong and

weak into a unity of dependence, and organizes salvation into the

great law of mutual service. Salvation as thus organic, to life's

structure, is a radical term of ascension in love's ministry to all of

human saviors. Why, then, call these virtues Christian? This,

that in Christ they shine so perfectly. He met the law of mutual

service so divinely as to entitle Him to be called the Savior of man

kind. He gave no law of sacrifice, only met it. He made no new

virtues, only glorified the old ones. In doing the will of God He

put Himself under the law of moral evolution, and became the cul

minating feature of its divine order. He was not a moral interven

tion, simply a fulfiller of the love eternal.

The President:

Before introducing the next speaker, I wish to urge that at

least some of those present join in the discussion that is to

follow the next speaker, and in order that this may be conducted

in an orderly manner, I will ask that those who intend to speak,

will send their cards to the Secretary, and I will ask these boys

who are helping us here, to stand where they can readily see

those who wish to send a communication of this kind.

Dr. Barnes, of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, is the next

speaker.

Dr. L. C. Barnes:

Mr. President, there has been much light here this afternoon,

and most brilliant light, and it has all been the light of evolution.

Somebody ought to speak on the other side. Whatever of temerity

it involves, I will do the best I can; go as far as conscience will let

me go on the other side.

There seem to me to be three things about sin and redemption,

three " facts," full of " truth," which are perfectly clear before the

light of evolution dawns. At the same time these three facts are

not dimmed by the dawn of evolution. They are even as clear in

the noonday of evolution as in the midnight before the first gray

streaks of dawn. These facts are, first, this, that man is down. It is
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quite as correct to say " high character " and " low character " as

it is to say " high land " and " low land." Men everywhere recog

nize the up and the down of character. Our most materialistic

evolutionists would agree with us perfectly that there is an up and

a down in morals. The most uncultivated Pagan knows that there

is high and low character. Philosophers know it, speculate about

it; little children feel it in every man and woman with whom they

come in contact, and form an unconscious—if one may so say—an

unconscious judgment as to the direction on the moral scale in

which this man or woman is found. Men are down. They all

know it. The worst of it is that we know that we are to blame for

being down. Everyone is sure that he might be higher in the scale

than he is; that he has dropped. Now, there is the fact, full of truth,

the fact of a fall.

The second fact, full of truth, is the fact that man can rise.

Looked at in the individual way, everyone is sure that he could be

higher than he is in character. Looked at in the universal way,

the whole history of humanity shows that man can rise from bar

barism to civilization, from degradation to moral heights. It is

not necessary to elaborate this thought. It is an indisputable fact

that man can rise.

The third fact—which was perfectly clear before the light of

evolution dawned, and is still perfectly clear—is the fact that a cer

tain Carpenter of Nazareth has had more power to lift men than

any other man who ever walked the earth. There are various theo

ries about it. But whatever the speculation, the simple fact remains

that the Nazarene, for eighteen hundred years, has had matchless

power in raising men to greater moral heights. Evolution or no

evolution, these are facts.

What light does evolution throw on these facts? On the first

fact, that man is down, if the theory of evolution be true, we see as

we never did before, the depths of that depravity. We see that it is

not something which happened as a mischance in the world, but that

brutishness lies in the very roots of human being. Man is deeply

down. Original sin is more original than we should ever know

except for the light of evolution. So that this fact, while it is not

changed as a fact by the theory of evolution, is brought out into a

distinct and awful clearness which it never had or could have had

without the light of evolution.

Take the second fact, that man can rise. If the theory of evolu
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tion be true, then the very end and aim of the whole travailing,

groaning creation, is to lift. That is what evolution means. That

is what it is. If this theory be true, then we have a broad basis for

our conviction, that man can rise, a broad basis of rational hope is

put under our feet. It was always there, but the light of evolution

helps us to see that we stand on such a basis. Man is bound to

develop into something better than he now is.

Take our third fact, that the Nazarene is the greatest uplifter,

Redeemer. In the light of the evolutionary theory of creation we

see that the life of God was unfolded in this Nazarene. Surely God

and the Son of God do not belong to different orders of creation;

God and the Son of man do not belong even to different genera;

in fact, they do not belong to different species; but God and man

belong to the same species. Their union is not a hybrid, but the

head of a redeemed and redeeming race. According to scientific

classification there may be several races within one species. There

is a Messianic race. God in Christ is the progenitor of that race.

The evidence turned in at present seems to indicate that evolu

tion is God's method of creation. If it is so. we discover that sin

is deeper than we otherwise knew, that redemption is surer than we

could have otherwise have seen and that the Redeemer is Immanuel.

We fall before the Nazarene and say, " My Lord and my God; " we

also say, " My Brother, my other self, the Life of my Life."

The Secretary :

After the dazzling heights to which you have been lifted, and

the abysmal depths into which you have been plunged, I am quite

sure that you will be relieved when I bring before you a subject

which you can understand. (Laughter.) The Executive Commit

tee needs cash. We have some elegant platters here which are per

fectly consistent with the elegance of the house in which we meet,

and which 1 am sure will be appropriately used only when they are

elegantly filled. The expenses of the Congress are large, larger

than most of you imagine. The cost of printing and getting out our

reports is very great, and we need very generous contributions.

Apart from any gifts that you may make in this voluntary way,

allow me to call your attention to the fact that the Congress is sus

tained by a general committee, to membership in which any member

of a Baptist congregation is eligible by the payment of.five dollars
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a year. That constitutes the backbone of our support, and I hope

that you are already so in love with the Congress that you will be

tumbling over one another to join the General Committee. But

if you want to take a more economic course there is an annual mem

bership which is open to you, which has all the privileges of the

General Committee except in the matter of the management of the

Congress, and to which you can come for two dollars a year; and

if you want something that is still more economical subscribe for

one of our reports, which are issued at fifty cents a volume. Dr.

Bitting, the Treasurer, will, at a later period in the sessions, make an

announcement with regard to all the attractions that we offer this

year, and for the first and only time in connection with your sub

scription for the annual report. I simply mention these various

(acts at this time in order that you may have them in mind and

think them over, and later on, perhaps this evening, specific arrange

ments will be made for receiving these subscriptions and for taking

your names for annual membership. But at this time we will sim

ply gather the collection. Please make it a liberal one.

(After the collection was taken, the session was closed with the

benediction pronounced by Rev. C. A. Barbour of Rochester.)
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FIRST DAY.

Evening Session.

Tuesday, November 15th, 8 p. m.

Dr. A. S. Coats, Vice-President of the Local Committee, occu

pied the chair.

The session was opened with prayer by Rev. Charles E. Smith

of Fredonia, N. Y.

Vice-President Coats:

Those of you who have programmes know that the topic for

discussion this evening is " The Opportunity for Baptists in

Present Religious Progress." The programme arranges for

one paper and two addresses. I think, however, we shall have

two papers and one address, and then there will be opportunity,

that we hope will be improved, for voluntary discussion oil the

part of any who are in the room who may have anything to

add to what the writers and speakers give us. The appointed

writer is Rev. W. C. Bitting, D. D., of New York city, who

happens to be the Treasurer of this organization. He brings

us treasures from the mine to-night. Dr. Bitting. (Applause.)

Rev. W. C. Bitting, D. D., of New York city, then presented

the following paper:

THE OPPORTUNITY FOB. BAPTISTS IN PRESENT RELIGIOUS

PROGRESS.

(a) In Realms of Thought, (b) In Forms of Organization.

What is a Baptist? Without a clear idea of this we cannot

know our denominational relation to present religious progress. A

Baptist is one who insists upon Voluntary Personal Obedience to

God. This states our whole position, and includes all our peculiari

ties. All catalogues of our characteristics are only corollaries.
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We neither tolerate civic nor ecclesiastical force, nor subject to

ceremonies the involuntary, such as infants, or mental incompetents,

or the unconscious in the hour of death. We countenance no

priestly proxy, nor sponsor, nor device of sacerdotalism. We repu

diate sacramentalism in both ordinance and ordination. This dis

tinctive position separates us from adherents to an " infallible

church;" from all who substitute their own rites for those that

Christ commands; from those who seek to bring into right relation

to God, through the magic of material means, persons incapable

of voluntary personal obedience, which alone is acceptable to Him.

Since God has revealed His will in the Scriptures, they are finally

authoritative in their domain. God is the one source of truth, and

every Baptist claims, and ought to exercise the right to interpret

for himself every revelation of God. We can enthrone no credal

statement or theological opinions precisely because we can impose

no method of interpretation without violating the rights of the in

dividual. Ignorant and intelligent Baptists alike agree that a per

sonal voluntary obedience to God compels free personal study of

the Scriptures, and absolute loyalty to the results of that study, and

each will contend for the rights of the other. Each can change the

other's opinions only by moral and educational means. Both hold

to the same essential facts, however widely they differ as to the

interpretation of those facts.

We will not attempt to define present religious progress. Every

observer will chart on the map of the age the courses of the streams

of tendency according to his own point of observation, or his intel

lectual idiosyncrasy. Be the tendencies what they may, we find our

special mission only in the use of our differentiating position. Each

flower offers its own fragrance, each food its own nutriment, each

energy of nature its own function. So every spiritual power,

whether personal or collective, can bestow only its peculiarity. What

are our opportunities?

I. In the Realms of Thought, we notice five:

(i) The educational opportunity within our own denomination.

Many have the mistaken idea that we stand only for a form of bap

tism and the logical and chronological relation of the ordinances,

which contention is only one corollary from our main position,

Utterances of our unintelligent members have produced misconcep

tions within, and misrepresented us to those outside our communion.

VVe are set for the defense of something mightier than any form or
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sequence of forms. We will never do our full work until every one

of us knows and proclaims that no Baptist contends for anything

that is not involved in voluntary personal obedience to God, and

repudiates as not binding on the spiritual life all that is not properly

comprehended in that statement.

This position, realized in experience, gives us a regenerated

church membership. Applied to the Scripture teaching concerning

the ordinances, it determines our practices. Exercised in the realm

of thought, it rebels against authoritative creeds. Voluntariness

may seem to favor indifference, but it emphasizes responsibility, and

secures vitality. Our insistance upon conscious personal choice may

demand more effort and intelligence than systems that foster proxy,

or put ready-made creeds into the mouths of willing recipients, but

personal decision, and individual search for truth produce a moral

and mental culture obtainable in no other way. Our individualism

may provide for all sorts of vagaries of life and thought, but it lifts

us to that limitless freedom where we exalt no master but Christ.

Our denominational field is literally an "unfenced pasture" in which

the sheep arc held together not by barbed wire fences of ecclesiasti

cal legislation, editorial censorship, professorial dicta, or credal

anathema, but by an inner, spiritual and eternal bond. We are not

formalists, but vitalists; not ritualists, but loyalists; not literalists,

but spiritualists.

Let us take advantage of the present agitation concerning the

interpretation of the Scriptures to educate our people in this funda

mental position. Side by side in our fold exist the allegorist and

the literalist; the scientific student, and the traditionalist interpreter;

the higher critic, and the one who believes that King James' Version

was dictated by the mouth of God; the eager recipient of every

ray of light from history, the spade, philology, comparative religion,

and every other possible source of illumination, and, the one who,

scorning all these helps, looks for immediate and direct illumination

by the Holy Spirit. What then? Let us say to each one: "Your fun

damental Baptist principle obliges you to bow to what you find in

the Scriptures, according to your own methods of handling them.

It compels you to protect your brother even in the use of his faulty

methods, until you can lead him into more sensible processes. It

forbids you not only to ridicule the ignorant, but also to stigmatize

with offensive names the one who does not follow after you. It

finds our bond in our loyalty to the truth, and not in identity of con
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ception ; in an attitude towards the Scriptures, not in a body of doc

trine. It declares that the fellowship secured by our position means

mutual tolerance due to recognition that the opinions which our

brother has obtained by his methods are as sacred to him as our

convictions are to us, and any assault upon one another's integrity

and honesty is utterly unbecoming to one who holds to our cardi

nal tenet."

If, just now, this message coul'd be universally proclaimed, it

would bring our people to sec that we rest not upon any mere form

or polity, but upon the inviolable sanctity of each man's obedience

to God. Baptists need enlightening upon their own position.

(2) The opportunity for influencing other Christian bodies.

Very evident are the agitations within them, such as strife over the

revision of creeds; the battle between ritualism and evangelicalism,

fierce in the mother land, and now beginning in this country; the

question of the itinerancy; and other well-known conflicts. In some

of these communions the declaration is openly made that creeds are

not for the laity, but only for the clergy. Even where assent is re

quired, there is signature with a reservation, or loose subscription.

The right of private interpretation exists only within the limits of

creeds which are construed with indifference to the conceptions of

their formers.

Christians in all communions increasingly feel that the inter

vention of their fellow-men between God and themselves is an un

pardonable impertinence in any sphere. Immediate and unhindered

contact between each soul and God must be recognized in dealing

with the Scriptures, as well as in prayer, or in any other religious

exercise. Here is our opportunity. Too long our lamp has been

shining through the medium of a pseudo-hierarchy of self-appointed

censors of our beliefs, or hidden under the bed of the ignorance of

our unenlightened membership. Let it shine out. The influence

of our position is already seen in the universal belief concerning

separation of Church and State; in the decline of infant baptism,

and in other directions. We are not yet ready to die as a religious

energy. Our mission to other bodies is not to win them, person

by person, to our own communion, but to bring them to accept

the necessity of our cardinal principle, and to leaven their denomi

national life with its power. We are not to attempt personal prose

lyting, so much as the pervasion of the entire non-Baptist world.

(3) The opportunity for leadership in Christian thought.
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What freer path than ours can any man have? In what field of

investigation can we not be pioneers? What light is there that we

cannot immediately accept? Patristic conceptions, ecumenical con

fessions, and the venerable symbols of the church universal may

well command respect as the statements of what others have be

lieved. But for us, the Scriptures alone claim our unswerving loy

alty. We well know that every formula of faith was produced by

the discussions of its day. We refuse to consider them final be

cause new light may break forth on those very subjects, and because

the questions of our day were unknown, and unanticipated, and

hence unanswered by those who framed the creeds. In such cir

cumstances we ought to be leaders and not followers in Christian

thought. We should have a passion for pure truth that sends us

out before all others into every field, fearless of everything but God

Himself, and confident that truth can never lead astray, but only

error, prejudice, and slavery to fallible man. Equally untrue to our

position, is either hospitality to unscriptural hypotheses, or timidity

about following whithersoever it leads every ray of light which God

sheds forth from Himself.

(4) The opportunity to exhibit catholicity. If our fundamental

position be as expressed, we must expect to find variety of opinion

in our ranks. Some cannot conceive of any harmony .that is not

based upon doctrinal agreement. With them concord means uni

versal agreement with a standard of faith, enforced by disciplinary

powers of Convention, Assembly, Conference, or Synod. What

ever doctrinal agreement there is among us is the result not of

external authority, but of personal search of the Scriptures. Variety

with unity is possible because our cement is not credal but spiritual.

So it comes to pass that some churches in our body emphasize cer

tain aspects of truth, or particular teachings, such as premillennial-

ism, verbal inspiration, forensic theology, or ethical conceptions.

The point is, that all these churches are in fellowship, belong to

the same associations, contribute to the same missionary societies,

patronize the same schools and seminaries, exchange pastors, and

work together in practical efforts for the extension of the Kingdom

of God. Witness also the text-books by our recognized teachers

of theology in our seminaries, no two of which agree on all points.

The unchallenged standing of all these authors, of whom we are

justly proud, is another evidence of our catholicity. Where else

in the world do we see such variety, and such unity without conven
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tional intervention? What others seek by tolerating "loose sub

scription," or by the projection of modern ideas back into the minds

of the makers of their creeds, or by revision with a view of bringing

standards up to date, or by the procrustean method of making the

modern man fit the mediaeval formula, we actually realize by our

firm insistance upon our fundamental principle. We welcome every

aspect of truth gained by every individual mind, and seek for unity,

not by moulding brains in a doctrinal matrix, but by melting hearts

into oneness of love, and loyalty to God and His Scriptures. To

leave our denomination for liberty elsewhere is like quitting the

open pasture for the crib in the stall; like forsaking the free air

of heaven for the folding of the wings in the cage. It is the sur

render of the priceless freedom of unchecked mental and spiritual

exercise, for fetters and restrictions that are of the earth, earthy.

We glory in this, and so long as we use it wisely and constructively,

without a belligerent temper, we are safe in its employment. The

safeguard to its dangers is spiritual, not ecclesiastical.

One whose name is known over the theological world, and who

has been cut off from his own communion, said: " I am fighting

for what the Baptists have possessed from their beginning, the

right to think for one's self, and to give courteous expression to

one's free thoughts." Thousands of souls are longing for this free

dom who do not find it where they are, and who are trying to secure

it through various successful devices. Our conception of God's

Church is not that of exclusiveness, but inclusion; not closeness,

but comprehensiveness; not identity of personality or of tempera

ment, or belief, but articulated and harmonious variety. We do

not try to make every man sound the same note, but to harmonize

all the different notes into a symphony. To-day no body of believ

ers offers such attractions to individuality as ours. Let us offer

our catholicity to the whole Kingdom of God. It will fascinate all

lovers of the truth, while it authenticates itself with axiomatic power.

(5) The opportunity in the world of non-religious thought.

It is not unusual to hear that the church is so bound by its

traditions, and its prejudices that it cannot and will not accept truth

offered from other than Scriptural sources. Lack of receptive

power, absence of hospitality to the sure results of scientific investi

gation, hesitation to accept clearly demonstrated facts in other

realms are often affirmed of the church. The attitude of Rome

towards astronomy, of the whole church at one time towards geol
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ogy, and of some parts of the church to-day towards ethnology,

biology and other sciences has, in large measure, justified the com

plaint of the masters in these realms of thought. Some Christian

teachers have mistakenly tried to find in the Scriptures all sorts of

truth, and by their failure to recognize the particular sphere of the

Bible, in which it is and must forever be final and sovereign, have

erred concerning the Scriptures, and wrested them to their own

destruction. Their use is to show the way of God to man, and the

way of man to God. They are misused whenever made a text-book

on the modern sciences. Truth of other kinds we seek in all realms

of God's universe.

Pilate's scornful question: "What is truth?'' we ask in deep

earnestness. Let us say to the world that there is one body of

believers whose principle of loyalty to God welcomes all truth that

God reveals through every channel. We ask only that theories

candidating for acceptance shall bring with them convincing cre

dentials. Of all people on earth, Baptists should be the last to

reject any revelation of God's ways in His works. The contempt

of the educated would be largely removed with the clear and public

announcement that, while the Scriptures alone reveal the way of

salvation, they are not intended to teach cosmogony, astronomy,

or any modern science. Let us ask the sisterhood of the sciences

and the federation of the philosophies to bring us their certainties,

and assure them that we fear only darkness, and are anxious to know

all truth, every fragment of which is precious. Then the chairs

in our seminaries to establish the harmony between science and

religion will be more than apologetic and irenic. They will be in

the highest degree exegetical. Then men will learn that all study

is, in itself, holy, and constitutes a mental waiting on God, the

fruits of which we are at all times ready to receive with reverence.

II. In Forms of Organization.

The individual Baptist church is our sovereign denominational

unit. There is no such thing as the Baptist Church of the United

States. The local church is, with us, the only Scriptural visible

organization.

Three forms of organized society are familiar, the Monarchy,

the Oligarchy, the Republic; government is by one, or by the few,

or by all. These three forms have shaped church polities. Of the

prelatical polities founded on the monarchy type, Rome is the purest

sample. The oligarchy underlies Presbyterianism. The demo
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cratic theory shapes Congregationalism. There can be no doubt

as to which of these is best fitted to the temper and genius of people

whose civic government is democratic. When religion pervades

life, and life vivifies religion, the affinity between Congregationalism

and a republican form of government will be clearly seen.

Our opportunity here is three-fold:

(1) We can proclaim vitality rather than organization as the

great essential in the Kingdom. Mere ecclesiastical organizations

may be machines as lifeless as corpse without spirit. The tempta

tion of highly organized denominations is to magnify the effective

ness of system. This is seen in the vast number of societies that

hang upon and around the church. Some are useful, and others are

only parasites. Their startling overgrowth is producing a reaction

of which we, above all others, can take advantage. The message

of our decentralized polity is that all organizations without the

quickening spirit, are like the dead stick which Gehazi laid on the

face of the dead child. The prophet, after prayer, must stretch

himself upon the child, mouth to mouth, band to hand, heart to

heart, and through these points of fellowship impart his own life

to the body. This the Holy Spirit did for us in regeneration. Pre

cisely this is what we must do for the world. Organization is only

evil, if it leads men away from conscious contact with God, and

tempts them to substitute machinery for life. We can forcefully

emphasize this truth, for our polity admits of no strong system of

government to divert our minds from the conception of vitality.

We may have unduly yielded to the tendency of the time. It is

easier for us than for others to retreat.

(2) We can protest against undue centralization. In Rome

the system is everything and the man nothing. The man exists

tor the system. In present Baptist polity the man is everything,

and there is no system. We may have unduly emphasized the per

sonality of the preacher, and thrown on him all that highly central

ized polities expect to accomplish through system, but we choose

to care for the person rather than the system.

It is more Christian to say that the Bible, the Church, the

ministry, the ordinances, all exist for the benefit of the individual,

than to say that he is their slave. They are servants, not masters.

They win their power over us by their helpfulness, not as the kings

of the Gentiles by lordship. The ecclesiastical machine is not to

mangle the men, but to mature manhood. Episcopacy may unify
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the affairs of the diocese, but it muffles the voice of the individual

parishioner. The Papacy may exhibit a marvel of complete articu

lation, of dead and world-wide uniformity, and a series of spectacu

lar personal obediences from people through priest and prelate to

Pope, but it extinguishes individuality. The Itinerancy system may

find a place for every member of its ministry, but it also ruthlessly

breaks up the pastoral ties and snaps off the power of personality.

Presbyterianism may put the management of the church into the

hands of the intelligent few, but it signs away the rights of the in

dividual at the same time. Baptists may miss all the advantages

of centralized polities, and our strength may occasionally become

our weakness, but by spiritual means we fairly well accomplish

what the other polities achieve by governmental devices. Which

of the two ideas is better, let the interests of the individual decide.

Let the Man stand forth! Let the best gift of the church to the

world be what God's best gifts always are, men and women Of the

noblest type, not perfection of system.

(3) We can protest against undue individualism. The safe

guards against undue individualism, like those against undue cen

tralization, are spiritual, not governmental. The limits of personal

liberty are the interests of others, and the spirit of sacrificial love.

Even Christ pleased not Himself. He emptied Himself. Undue

individualism is pure selfishness. This centripetal spirit says: "All

things exist for me." This is true in the sense that they are to serve

me. But there is the other truth : " I exist for all things. I am

a trustee. All that I am and have are held in trust for God and

mankind, and an account of stewardship must be rendered." The

Christian life is centrifugal.

Undue emphasis on individualism has often been the difficulty

in our polity. How hard it has made efforts to concentrate our

powers, combine our gifts, converge our influences, and associate

our sovereign local churches in work for the advance of the King

dom. Sad have been the occasional manifestations of selfishness

in insisting upon rights. Churches have " ordained " men against

the advice of other churches, and sent out a mass of ministerial

flotsam and jetsam. A few dissatisfied persons have often weak

ened a church by organizing a " struggling interest " in the absence

of any power to prevent. In many other directions the individual

ism of our polity has made itself a bane instead of a blessing,

because of folly. We may not be able to correct this until we are
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all made spiritually perfect. But we can reduce it to its minimum.

Let us not abate our emphasis on individualism, but let us conse

crate it. Let each church look not on its own affairs but also on

the affairs of others, and so have the mind that was in Christ Jesus.

Already among us there are signs of reaction. We should study

these, instead of condemning them, and seek all possible association

for administering matters of common interest, such as ordination,

the establishment of new churches, the pursuit of Christian work,

and protection from common dangers. This can be done without

violating personal liberty or the rights of the local church, and must

express the Christly spirit in all the churches. Only so can we be

saved from ecclesiastical anarchy, or from becoming baptized Ish-

maelites. No church has a right to thrust upon the brotherhood

an unworthy man, nor to help to induct into the sisterhood of

churches a needless institution. Without at all hazarding our in

dependence, we must take some steps in the interest of self-preser

vation. In regard to its internal affairs each church rightly says

to all others, " Hands off! " In all that concerns denominational

life, and the common interests and reputation of all the churches,

no church has a right to act independently. The growing feeling

of interdependence will manifest itself in forms of organization which

will be the protest against the selfishness of undue individualism,

without violating the sacredness of true individualism. Let us wel

come all such movements. The time is ripe for them, the oppor

tunity propitious, and the need importunate.

The Vice-President:

Prof. Newman, of Toronto, appears on the programme as

one of the speakers. He begs the privilege of being one of

the writers to-night.

Rev. A. H. Newman, D. D., of Toronto, Canada, then presented

the following:

THE OPPORTUNITY FOB BAPTISTS IN PRESENT RELIGIOUS

PROGRESS.

The topic on which I have been asked to speak seems to me to

imply (i) that there is at the present time what may properly be

called " religious progress," and (2) that there are " opportunities "
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for Baptist9 in connection with this religious progress that up to

the date of the Sixteenth Baptist Congress they are neglecting to

utilize or to utilize in full measure. It further suggests that this

current religious progress and these consequent opportunities

exist in two realms, namely, that of " thought " and that of

" organization."

It stands to reason that if we as Baptists would avail ourselves,

as is meet, of the opportunities that present themselves to us because

of current religious progress, we must have some definite conception

of what constitutes " religious progress." I venture to suggest

that " religious progress " is not necessarily involved in the growing

influence of the latest forms of speculative philosophy on the theo

logical thinking of the time. Everything here depends upon a

determination of the question, whether the current philosophy is

fundamentally true. If modern philosophy, or any particular phase

of it, is unquestionably true in its methods and in its results, then we

must conclude that it is the correct human expression of the divine

thought, and the more our theology is dominated by it the better.

To say that there can not possibly be any contradiction between

true philosophy or science and true religion is to utter an axiom.

Each within its sphere must express the thought of God himself

and where their spheres touch there must be perfect harmony.

It may be said with equal confidence that for the Christian the

grounds of assurance regarding the reality and the finality of the

divine revelation that led up to. was embodied in, and proceeded

from Jesus the Christ, are vastly superior to any that are possible

regarding the maxims of any merely human philosophy. So far as

modern theologizing represents a weakening of the influence of the

eternal verities of divine revelation and a substitution therefor of the

products of the unaided human intellect, it would be a misnomer to

speak of it as an exemplification of religious progress.

All honor to the men who while holding fast to the supreme

authority of the Holy Scriptures as a divine revelation devote them

selves assiduously to the study of science and philosophy and seek

to harmonize the teachings of God in revelation and the teachings

of God in his creation. Christian philosophy must not only take

into account the teachings of revelation, but it must give to these

teachings the foremost place. For a Christian of any kind, and

above all for a Baptist Christian, to subordinate revelation to unin

spired human modes of thought is an anomaly; and to point to such
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a proceeding as a proof of religious progress would be wholly

inadmissible.

When in the second century a tidal wave of Pagan theosophy

swept over the struggling churches of Egypt, Syria, Asia Minor,

Mesopotamia, Greece, Italy, Northern Africa and Gaul, and trans

formed the simple teachings of the New Testament into the dog

matic theology of the subsequent time, do we find that religious

progress, in any proper sense, accompanied or was involved in the

process? The assimilation of Christian thought to Pagan thought

carried with it the assimilation of Christian ordinances to heathen

mysteries, the assimilation of Christian worship to heathen liturgical

services, the assimilation of Christian methods of interpreting the

Scriptures to heathen methods of interpreting the ancient mytho

logical literature, the assimilation of Christian religious life to Pagan,

the multiplication of religious festivals after the example of those

current among the Pagans, the substitution of the veneration of

saints and martyrs for the worship of heathen deities; it brought

into the churches a vast body of imperfectly Christianized heathen

and prepared the way for the union of Church and State, with a host

of attendant evils.

But let me not be understood as deprecating philosophical think

ing in the realm of theology. The problems that thrust themselves

upon the attention of the theologian call for the profoundest thought

of which the human mind is capable, and the divinely illuminated

intellect of the devout Christian thinker may and should draw to its

aid all that is true and good in the realm of philosophy. Rut it will

instinctively reject whatever is out of accord with divine revelation.

Again, devout loyalty to divine revelation forbids that we should

regard as indicative of religious progress anything in the way of

organization that is out of harmony with New Testament precept

or example, or that in any way interferes with such fundamental

Christian principles as the universal priesthood of believers, involv

ing equality of rights and privileges, and the autonomy of organized

congregations of baptized believers. The history of Christianity is

full of warnings against any encroachment on these principles.

Every stage in the process of transformation from the congrega

tional polity of the apostolic age to the papal absolutism of Innocent

III was made with good intentions or almost unconsciously, in

response to influences that were well-nigh irresistible and to meet

what seemed to be urgent Christian needs. Baptists may and should

4
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use everything in the way of organization that commends itself by

seeming utility and does not involve the annulling or the weakening

of the principles of church order that are under New Testament

precept and example.

Religion in the individual denotes, I suppose, those activities of

the soul that are concerned with the ascertaining and the doing of

the will of God. Religious progress in the case of any individual

would consist in his learning more and more fully what God is and

what herequires and in bringing his inner and outer life intomoreand

more complete accord with the divine nature and requirements. The

highest possible attainment in religion for any person would be to

have his emotions, his intellect and his will in complete harmony

with the divine emotions, intellect and will, and to have his physical

nature minister to and not contradict and thwart the promptings

of the divinely swayed higher nature. Religious progress in a land

or an age would consist in the multiplication of the numbers of

individuals in whom advancement in religious life, thought and

activity had been accomplished or was going on. Quantity and

quality in religious life must go hand in hand and must be unmis

takably crescent at the present time, if the term " present religious

progress " be an applicable one.

A good deal could be said for and against the real religious

progressiveness of the present age. The Christianity of any age can

be judged only by its works, and it is difficult for a contemporary to

judge correctly of the Christian achievements of his own time in

comparison with those of other times. But I am optimist enough

to believe that, with all its short-comings, our time is a time of

religious progress, however much I may feel compelled to differ

from some of my esteemed brethren as to wherein this progress

consists.

Now, if " present religious progress " be a reality and Baptists are

not already in its current and do not constitute with their individual

and organized lives and activities a chief factor therein, it is assuredly

high time that they were awaking to their responsibilities and grasp

ing the flying opportunities to participate fully in the onward march

of the kingdom of Christ.

My study of history and my knowledge of present-day religious

life and thought have convinced me that Baptists and their spiritual

ancestors have been ever in the very forefront of religious progress,

and that they still hold this honorable position among the religious
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parties of the world. As I conceive the matter, Baptists have been,

under God, the creators to a great extent of the opportunities for

further religious progress that present themselves to the Christian

world to-day. This very fact furnishes the strongest possible argu

ment in favor of Baptists grasping and making the most of such

opportunities as exist. If they have done nobly and achieved great

things during the past centuries by very imperfectly putting into

practice the high principles for which they have stood, it behooves

them, inspired by success with ever greater confidence that their

principles are God-given and that God will still own and use them

as instruments in the extension of His kingdom, to go forward with

united and well-organized forces to still greater achievements for

Christ and humanity.

At the risk of being commonplace, 1 will enumerate some of

the more important elements of present progress that may without

impropriety be designated "religious;" indicate my conception of

the part Baptists have had in promoting this progress; and suggest

some ways in which Baptists may avail themselves of the oppor

tunities that present themselves of still further and more largely

participating in current religious progress and in advancing the

Redeemer's kingdom.

The Christianity of the present day is greatly in advance of that

of a hundred years ago in the thoroughness and the intelligence

with which the Bible is being studied. Never before was there so

fixed and widespread a determination to know everything that can

be known about the sacred Book. Never before were the Biblical

languages and all other languages whose philology or literature can

be expected to throw the least ray of additional light on the sacred

page studied so diligently, so scientifically, so minutely, or by so

vast a number of scholars. The literatures of ancient Assyria, Baby

lonia and Egypt have been unearthed and deciphered and are being

studied largely because of the light they may throw upon Biblical

history. The geography and the archaeology of Bible lands are

being studied as minutely and as enthusiastically as the languages.

Learned societies are organized for various departments of Biblical

research. Periodicals almost without number are published in this

interest. . The press sends forth a constant and copious stream of

learned and popular works on the Bible, and more copies of the

book itself are, it is probable, circulated at present in one year than

were circulated during the first sixteen hundred years of Christian
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history. Then the popular study of the Bible, in the Sunday schools

of the world, in connection with the various young people's organ

izations, in Bible clubs, etc., to say nothing of the multitudes of

earnest private students among the learned and the unlearned, is

inconceivable in its extent and its beneficent results beyond com

putation. It is true that the critical study of the Bible has not always

been conducted with the reverence that is meet and that conjectural

criticism has often gone far beyond the limits that sound science

would prescribe; but this is a mere incident in the world-wide and

enthusiastic study of the Bible, and irreverent, unsound criticism

is sure to be corrected by criticism that is reverent and sound. 1

think we may rest in the firm assurance that the word of God can

endure all the criticism to which it may be subjected, however un

reasonable and even hostile it may be, and that it will come forth

from the testing process better understood and more highly appre

ciated than ever. Baptists and their medieval and sixteenth century

ancestors have always magnified Bible study and insisted on getting

at the exact meaning of God's word and making its teachings the

rule of faith and practice. The modern critical study of the Bible is

reaching practically the same iesults as have underlain Baptist prac

tice from the beginning. Baptists are to-day doing a vast work -n

the practice and promotion of Bible study. They have a magnificent

opportunity through their multitudinous educational institutions,

through their Publication Society, through their Home and Foreign

Missionary Societies, through their Young People's Union, through

their religious press, through their educated ministry, through im

proved methods of teaching in their Sunday schools, through the

encouragement of regular Bible study in their homes, through the

endowment of Biblical research, and in a hundred other ways, to

promote the scientific and popular study of the Bible, and thus to

propagate the truth and advance the kingdom of Christ on earth.

If Baptists are right in their distinctive views, the profounder study

of the Scriptures will confirm them in their views, and the general

promotion of such study will bring others nearer and nearer to the

Baptist position. If Baptists are wrong in anything, such study will

tend to correct their errors, which would be equally advantageous.

2. Next to the widespread enthusiasm for scientific and popular

Bible study, the feature of the age that most impresses me is the zeal

with which historical investigation is being carried forward. Every

thing that pertains to the past life of man is to-day a matter of inter
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est and occupies the attention of a host of earnest and painstaking

investigators. The determination to know all the knowable with

respect to man's life on earth expresses itself in anthropological

research, in archaeological investigations, in the study of history

proper. Church history is coming to be recognized by historical

students, apart from their personal interest in Christianity, as one of

the most important departments of the history of man as a social

being. It is being studied metre and more with a view to getting

at the exact facts and not so much as heretofore with a view to

supporting preconceived theories. Baptists have not had anything

like so large a share in the advancement of the science of church his

tory as their numbers and their intelligence would lead one to expect.

We have left it to others very largely to bring to light much that is

most honorable in our own history. The rich literatures of the

Anabaptist movement and of the evangelical movements of the

Middle Ages have been made available almost wholly by non-

Baptist scholars, Catholics and Protestants vying with each other

in this useful work. Within the last few months an Oxford scholar

(F. C. Conybeare) has edited with an introduction, translation and

notes an ancient Armenian Paulician work (" The Key of Truth "),

which completely revolutionizes the current conceptions of the

party, based upon the slanderous narratives of Photius and Peter

Siculus, and shows these much persecuted Christians to have been

neither dualists nor rejecters of external ordinances, but in nearly

every particular Baptists of the strictest and staunchest sort; and the

learned editor and translator argues with considerable plausibility

that they were the perpetuators of primitive Christianity, not they

but the Greek and Armenian churches having been the innovators.

He maintains that the Paulicians were primitive even in their adop-

tionist view of the person of Christ, to which most modern Baptists

would object. Baptists have everything to gain and nothing to lose

from historical research, and the time is at hand when they cannot

afford to leave to others the work of research, but must take a

position in the very forefront of historical investigation. The depart

ments of church history in our theological seminaries should be

strengthened so that professors will have more time for research.

Chairs of church history should be established in our colleges and

universities and at least as much time should be given to this subject

as to secular history. Our religious periodicals should cultivate and

minister to a taste for church history among the masses. Our pas
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tors should study and teach and preach church history. Our Pub

lication Society is disposed, I am sure, to go as far in publishing the

results of research as the demands for such literature will justify.

Research cannot be conducted effectively without learning, leisure

and enthusiasm. Our men of means should be induced to provide

endowments for research and for the publication of its results. Were

such provision made, I doubt not competent men would soon appear

to carry forward the work with all needful vigor.

3. Few features of modern Anglo-Saxon life are more in evi

dence than the love of liberty. Baptists, we are never weary of

saying, have been pioneers in the advocacy of soul-liberty, and to

the heroic struggles of our ancestors is due very largely the measure

of civil and religious liberty that exists in the world to-day. The

vantage-ground occupied by Baptists because of their consistent

and heroic record gives them the right and the opportunity to lead

in carrying forward the struggle to the end. We should be far

astray if we should suppose that the conflict is ended. England still

has a state church, hedged about by immunities and privileges and

exerting a social and moral influence far beyond what its numbers

and its character warrant. The very existence of such an establish

ment, apart from any direct exercise of tyranny, involves the blood

less but rfb less real persecution of every dissenter or non-conformist.

These very terms are themselves the embodiment of grave injustice

and insult. In the Canadian province of Quebec the Romish church

has constitutional rights that enable it to use the machinery of the

state for extorting from the people taxes for religious purpose, and

it possesses such privileges and immunities as make it seemingly

impregnable to the attacks of advocates of civil and religious liberty.

In the United States an aggressive hierarchy is constantly watching

for opportunities to get its hand into our municipal, state and

national treasuries and to carry on its work at public expense. The

utmost watchfulness on the part of Baptists and those who have

come to agree with them will therefore long be a necessity. Bap

tists should have a large share in the work of completing the eman

cipation of the Spain-cursed and priest-ridden populations of Cuba,

Porto Rico and the Philippines, and should give their heartiest

support to every political measure that tends to the spread of Anglo-

Saxon civilization. We should seek to make Anglo-Saxon civiliza

tion what it should be and to diffuse this perfected Anglo-Saxondoin

throughout the world.
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4. Nothing is more characteristic of the present time than the

widespread interest in the great cause of world-evangelization. In

this cause Baptists have been pioneers, and in this they have been

successful beyond all other Christian bodies. This fact carries with

it the opportunity and the obligation of Baptists to keep at the very

forefront of this glorious work. A beginning only has been made.

The doors of the heathen world have now been thrown wide open.

The opportunity is simply unlimited. And yet our Boards plead in

vain for a sufficiency of funds to carry on the work already in hand.

Instead of marching triumphantly forward under the banner of King

Jesus blessing the world with the light of the Gospel, we are con

stantly planning some means of retrenchment by which we may save,

a few paltry dollars. We cannot plan too carefully for the wise

expenditure of the funds that are committed to us; but we cannot

afford not to go forward.

5. I have already suggested opportunities for Baptists in certain

lines of Christian education. Baptists have had an honorable part

in bringing education in general and Christian education in par

ticular to the present high state of advancement. But the oppor

tunity for Baptists in Christian education is at present magnificent.

I think you will all agree with me when I say that any branch of

learning can be better taught by a Christian than a noa-Christian.

Baptists do or should represent the very best type of Christian. The

teaching of many subjects by unbelievers inevitably fosters unbelief.

The teaching of any subject whatever by a believer just as inevitably

fosters faith in the disciple. The more Baptist professors in all

departments, the more Baptist lawyers, the more Baptist physicians,

the more Baptist statesmen, the more Baptist public school teachers,

the more educated Baptist business men, the more intelligent Bap

tists ih any influential calling, the better it should be not for our

denomination alone but for the country and the world. We have

plenty of Baptist schools and colleges, perhaps, but few of these are

adequately equipped. There is no more profitable investment for a

Baptist business man than the endowment of a Christian college or

theological seminary. We are already pretty well supplied with

teachers and the supply will easily keep pace in quality and in

numbers with the demand that arises from better endowment and

equipment.

In conclusion I would say that Baptists have grown and pros

pered and achieved not by seeking to adapt themselves to the ways
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of the world, but by seeking in all things to be faithful to Christ.

Latitudinarianism is contrary to Baptist traditions and is in its very

nature ineffective. Staunch fidelity to principle is still, 1 humbly

believe, the way to success.

The Vice-President:

Before Dr. Burr, of Boston, addresses us on this subject, I

propose that we rise and sing two stanzas of hymn No. 724,

" Onward Christian Soldiers."

(The audience joined in the singing of this hymn.)

The V1ce-President:

The Rev. Everett D. Burr, of Boston, Mass., will now

address us as an appointed speaker on the topic now under

consideration:

Rev. Everett I). Burr:

Mr. President: The history of religion plainly reveals a ten

dency toward elaboration. In the process there is an inevitably

loss of some of the elements of original character. The change of

base is not a change for the better. Religions deteriorate. They

lose their finer ingredients. The average Mahometan of to-day is

not nearly so good a man as Mahomet was. Judaism in the time of

Christ was very different from the Judaism of Moses.

This is true not only in forms of thought, but also in methods

of organization. We have in both realms of religious life an in

heritance of mistakes ; errors in teaching as well as errors in practical

methods.

The truth which Christ declared is obscured in tradition, the

life which he emphasized lost in dogmatic systems.

By a similar tendency the simple, earnest activities of the

church, filled and thrilled with the heart-beat of Christ, are scarcely

distinguishable amid the elaborate ritual and complicated ceremony

of the church to-day. The unselfish ministration of the church

Apostolic has become selfish administration in the church of later

* President Patton, a typical dogmatist, has said if he were asked to decide whether

Christianity is a life or a dogma, he should be compelled to say it is a dogma.

Did Jesus Christ say, I am come that they might have dogma, and that they might

have it more abundantly ?
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centuries. Religious progress to-day is most apparent in the de

termined effort to get back to Christ. It is a reaction from the

external to the internal, from the accidental to the essential. Back

and up the stream of religious life the earnest souls of this latest

of the centuries are pressing their way in order that they may trace

the current to the fountain-head and discover a clear stream. The

longest dogmatic systems are the latest. The most elaborate forms

of organization are most recent. The Romish church has continued

the elaboration of its Articles of Faith through fourteen centuries,

adding the last in 1870. It is still enriching its ritual. We have

to go back for brevity. The Thirty-nine Articles in the West

minster Confession are more brief than the Catholic creed. The

creed of Athanasius is shorter still, the Nicene creed less elaborate.

The nearer the source the more simple the statements. The Apos

tolic creed is simplest of all. But the pure river of the water of

life is to-day being traced back to the very altars of God where the

stream issues forth clear as crystal, uncontaminated by the findings

of Augsberg, Trent, Chalcedon or Nicea, back to the New Testa

ment itself in which are the pure springs, there to find the personal

Christ. The essentials of religion are defined by Paul in terms of

Christ. Christianity to him consisted of two elements—a person

and a fact, Jesus and the resurrection. " If thou shalt confess with

thy mouth the Lord Jesus "—the person—" and shalt believe in

thine heart that God hath raised Him from the dead "—the fact—

" thou shalt be saved." The living Christ he regarded as the source

and standard of Christian living, personal knowledge of Him as the

highest Christian attainment. " That I might know Him," the

person, " and the power of His resurrection," the fact. Peter's

succinct statement, which called forth the approval of the Master

is equally definite—" Thou art the Christ, the Son of the living God,"

and the final word of Jesus reveals the heart of the matter—" He

that hath the Son hath life." In the atmosphere of the New Testa

ment there is the emphasis of life. The councils of the centuries

have been elaborating definitions, determining theorems, settling

opinions.

The center, the core, the axis of the present progress of relig

ious thought is to get back to the essentials.

This emphasis of essentials has found expression in the chapel

at Brighton where the eloquent Robertson preached. There has

been erected recently a memorial in the form of Hoffman's " Christ
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among the Doctors of the Law," and as expressing the attitude of

mind of their beloved preacher, the givers of the tablet have inscribed

the legend : " They were thinking about theology, he was thinking

about God."

This progressive spirit of the times has found expression most

recently in the letter which the noted preacher Gunsaulus has writ

ten in reply to the proposal of the Plymouth Church of Chicago

for him to come back to its pulpit. It is one of the significant signs

of the times, a striking instance of the religious movement toward

a simpler creed and a more earnest life. In speaking from the very

words of Jesus the preacher laid stress upon the simplicity of the

command: " Follow Me and I will make you fishers of men." " He

submitted no creed for their adoption, there was no ceremony. It

was a mere transition from a life whose main thought was fishes to

a life whose main thought was men."

As Christianity lias been more theological than religious in her

forms of thought, so she has been more ecclesiastical than essential

in her methods of work. Again we have to go back for simplicity.

The methods that have gradually come into vogue through the

centuries have obscured the simple ways of Apostolic times. Re

ligion has come to be religiosity, and the emphasis of the church

as an organization has given rise to an elaboration of ritual, an en

richment of ceremony which makes the church appear as an end

in itself. Ecclesiastical form is thought to express the whole con

tent of religion, and in the thought of the church as an organization

for a purpose there is lost the Christly thought of the church as an

organism expressing a spirit. Simplicity is fundamental to all relig

ious life. The ritualistic tendency in the English church to-day is

only an emphatic illustration of the drifting process of the centuries.

The reaction of the people, however, is more significant than the

action of the clergy. Only recently the ritualistic advances of the

clergy were indignantly rebuked by the parishioners of Bussage.

The vicar expressed some doubt as to the safety of the soul of the

deceased because he had not been a regular attendant at church.

The people took the destiny of the dead into their own hands, con

demned the vicar's conduct and explained that nonattendance at

church was due to the introduction of auricular confession, the use

of incense, the singing of the mass and other ritualistic services.

The people distinguish easily between religion and religiosity,

between essence and accident. They see the incongruity between
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the altars, the altar lights, the genuflections, the richly robed priest

hood, the elaborate ceremony and the simple methods of Apostolic

times. While the clergy are carried on by the great drift of ecclesi-

asticism, the people are trying to get their bearings by some change

less mark in the divine principles of Christian service enunciated by

Christ, and the simple methods used by the apostles whose hands

touched the hand of Christ.

In the explorations in Egypt it is recorded that Cailliaud found

some excavations in a mountain which, on entering, proved to be

emerald mines apparently unvisited since the times of the Ptolemies.

There at the entrance lay the lamp and the tools with which the

ancient miners had worked, appealing with silent eloquence for other

hands to take them up and dig for new treasures which lay in costly

profusion all around. And with the old instruments these new

workmen, in the latest of all the centuries, dug out the emerald

gems.

The emphasis of the Free Church on this side of the seas is

a striking evidence of the progress toward the essentials of Christian

service. The workers in the Open Church movement are getting

back to the ways of the early church.

The Apostolic Church, fresh from the hands of the Holy Ghost,

had four great characteristics—Love of truth, love of one another,

frequent remembrance of Christ, and connection with Him in prayer.

" They continued steadfastly in the apostles' doctrine and fellowship,

in the breaking of bread and in prayers."

It is the endeavor of the advocates of the Open, Free Church

to get back to those simple matters and methods which inspired

the consecrated disciples in the first century, viz.: A manifold min

istry, a ministry of life as penetrating as human need, as compre

hensive as divine love. A ministry which can only be rendered

efficient with the old instruments of love, zeal and sacrifice with

which the apostles wrought such eternal results. The Open Church

movement emphasizes the spiritual realities for which the church

stands and the Christ-spirit manifest in its life.

Such, in a word, is the religious progress of this last of the

centuries, a progress by unloading the superfluous baggage of theo

logical dogma, a progress by setting back the roots of all Christian

growth into the original soil of the real life of God, a progress by

the removal of the accumulation of the centuries of creeds and

confessions.
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" Creeds and confessions? Hi^h Church or the Low?

I cannot say; but you would vastly please us

If with some pointed Scripture you could show-

To which of these belonged the Savior, Jesus

I think to all or none. Not curious creeds

Or ordered forms of churchly rule he taught,

But soul of love that blossomed into deeds,

With human good and human blessing fraught.

On me nor priest nor presbyter nor pope,

Bishop nor dean, may stamp a party name;

But Jesus with his largely human scope

The service of my human life may claim.

Let prideful priests do battle about creeds,

The church is mine that does most Christ-like deeds."

Such is John Stuart Blackie's confession of faith and may well

be considered the expression of the religious spirit of the times. It

marks a progress toward simplicity of statement and vitality of form.

I need not remind you that this is essentially the Baptist posi

tion. We point with pride to our spiritual ancestry, the men who,

through all the centuries, have stood true as a needle to the pole

ii1 the emphasis of the principles which the Baptists regard as

fundamental, vital and essential.

The candor of the historian of the Dutch Reformed Church,

Ypeij, we are happy to acknowledge who declares that "The Bap

tists, formerly called Anabaptists and in later times Mennonites

were the original Waldenses and have long, in the history of the

church, received the honor of that origin. On this account the

Baptists may be considered as the only Christian community which

has stood since the days of the apostles, and as a Christian society,

which has preserved pure, the doctrines of the Gospel through all

ages."

Montanus, in the second century, maintained a struggle for a

pure church versus the idea of the sacramental grace as substitute

for spiritual religion. This early emphasis of the spiritual and es

sential, this primitive struggle for a better understanding of the

Scriptures and a higher standard of life, repeated itself in every age.

Novation, in the third century, led an honest effort to return to the

New Testament ideal of a regenerate church. Donatus, in the

fourth century, maintained the conflict between separatism and

Catholicism, between ecclesiastical purism and ecclesiastical eclec

ticism, between the idea of the church as an exclusive community
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of regenerate saints and the idea of the church as the general Chris

tendom of state and people.

While emperors threatened with destruction the external or

ganization of the church and heathen philosophy threatened to

undermine the foundations of faith, in all the two-fold struggle the

religion of Jesus Christ was defended by loyal hearts whom Mosheim

calls " witnesses of the truth in times of general darkness and super

stition," in whose positions there was always discernible the essential

truth of a new life in Christ. Arnold of Brescia is ours, for with him

the church was a spiritual body composed of true believers living in

daily conformity to the teachings of Christ. Peter Waldo is ours.

John Huss is ours. The Lollards, the Petrobrusians, the Navarri,

the Poor Men of Lyons. All are ours. Heroes of life and liberty,

who held to the supremacy of God's word, who renounced all con

nection with secular powers, who lived a spiritual life in the power

of an indwelling Christ and maintained through all the ages a church

spiritual in life, simple in form, zealous in effort, divine in destiny.

The present religious progress is, therefore, Baptist at heart.

The personal relation to the personal Christ is the substance of our

Baptist faith. The grand opportunity of the Baptists in such a

religious atmosphere, therefore, is emphasis of the essentials without

fear of the charge of sectarianism, emphasis of fundamental denomi

national principles without fear of the charge of denominational

selfishness. To be true to our history is to be true to our principles.

It is our opportunity to assume greater tasks and win grander

triumphs) for the Lord of life. Such victories have not been won

hitherto by the mere translation of a Greek verb, nor by emphasis

of exactitude in the administration of the ordinances, nor by tlie

absence of creed or the barrenness of ritual.

" For neither circumcision availeth anything, nor uncircumci-

sion," neither ornateness,nor plainness, but a new creature. "I know

whom I have believed " is the original declaration of faith from a

Baptist point of view, and from Apostolic times until now the Bap

tist faith has been simple, coherent, personal, vital. While the

scholars of Christendom have been forming their creeds our creed

has been forming character. While they have been perfecting im

personal propositions, the personal power of Christ has been per

fecting us. While the schools have been trying to come together

Christ has been saying—"Come to me."

Let the Baptists of this generation conceive themselves from
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the point of view of the personal Christ and they have the highest

and holiest opportunity in the world; an unusual opportunity to

insist upon subordinating tradition to truth, to insist that even

Augustine and Calvin yield the throne to Christ, to insist that coun

cils, creeds, priests and fathers combined shall not in the least

diminish the immediacy of the pressure of the very words of Christ,

or divert the permanent and paramount authoritativeness of his

word. We may keep the conscience of Christendom face to face

and eye to eye with our Lord. We may provide an exhilarating

atmosphere for Christian activity and impart nerve to Christian

enterprise. We may enfranchise the thought of God's people from

entanglements and complications, impart to the heart of the church

a quicker pulse and give to Christian thought a stronger grasp, a

longer reach. We may recall the Christian thought of our day to

the personal and vital elements in Christian truth. The discourses

of Jesus were full of the personal pronouns. Christ is the one thing

in the Christian life. The world wants life, not theories about life.

The Baptist is best equipped to meet this need. He knows of Christ

as a personal force. Christ energizes him,, inspires him, is the motive

of all he does. He is accustomed to exact, absolute and prompt

obedience to the suggestions of his Master. He is in vital touch

with Christ by virtue of his own personal faith. To him Christ is

the vine of which he is the branch and all his Christian experience

is a matter of being wrought into Christ. Christ and Christ's spirit

are the determinative energies of his life. This is the simple vital

truth for which the heart of the world is to-day waiting. The ordi

nary mind can with difficulty understand the elaborate systems of

doctrine which the centuries have perfected. They are metaphysical

and involved, but the teaching of Christ is ethical and natural. In

him Christianity consists not of many things combined, but of one

thing, namely, a vital relation with himself, as vine with branch, as

body with the head. These simple, vegetable, physical images which

Jesus and Paul used cannot be misunderstood, and in immediate

contact with Jesus Christ the seeker for truth is not confused with

complicated questions of conviction or conduct. These are incident,

not essence. Life is the essential thing. Where there is life there

will be fruit. Life will surely manifest itself. The Christianity or

Christ is not a system of doctrine, nor a code of morals, but divine

life in a human soul. To be sure the God-filled man will think

deeply and accurately ; he will also behave well, but neither opinion
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nor behavior, neither creed nor covenant constitute the essence of

Christian experience. Life is the thing. Our enthronement of the

New Testament as the only hand book of Christian teaching enables

us to insist upon these things, for the New Testament does not

formulate a definite series of the necessary articles of faith, nor does

it summarize the things which it is essential to believe. Such a state

ment or summary is not essential to the religion of Jesus. Christ

seemed quite willing that the opinions of his disciples should be

flexible so long as their faith was firm and their life eternal, fie

seems to have anticipated the subtle temptation which has overtaken

the Christian disciple in all ages to emphasize the intellectual element

in the religious life, and so he taught, explained and reiterated that

life was paramount and precedent. When once possessed life would

manifest itself in every possible way in which life could find ex

pression. He led them to larger views of intellectual freedom and

responsibility, but bade them see that in the nature of the case

opinion is to life what letter is to spirit, what scaffold is to structure.

The words which he spoke unto them were " spirit and life." There

is no truth which needs more to be impressed upon the religious

world than this that the intellectual element in faith must be tenta

tive while the vital element is permanent.

II. Baptists have a sublime opportunity of awakening Protes

tantism to the inevitable logic of its own historic positions. The

Romish conception of religion is a series of doctrinal definitions.

The acceptance of these doctrines constitutes the acceptance of

Christianity. Rome does not underestimate a changed life in her

theories. She expects that the intellectual surrender to the doctrines

of the church will revolutionize the whole life. But experience has

proved that this hope is delusive.

The Protestant conception of religion is the contact of God with

a human soul. But Protestantism has not yet fully recognized the

logic of its position. Protestantism came to self-consciousness at

the Reformation. In those stirring events Baptists sympathized and

aided. And when the Reformation in the hands of its very leaders

became inconsistent with itself, when even Luther himself denied

the right of private judgment and insisted upon nullifying the spir

ituality and freedom of the church with a new form of sacramenta-

rianism the Baptists resisted and protested. They forced the think

ers of the time to see the true principles of liberty and of life and so

conserved in large measure the victories of the Reformation con
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flicts. Our mission is not yet done! Nor will it be until the Protes

tant mind understands that the pith of Christianity hasn't any dogma

or ceremony in it, that multiplication of precept, elaboration of ritual,

perfection of speculative system is no substitute for the divine breath,

that the entire substance of Christianity becomes a realized fact in

personal life when man begins to live with a divine life. Protestants

are yet trying to compete with the Romish church in the perfecting

erf its system, its editing of the Scriptures,* its elaboration of forms.

Such endeavors are inconsistent with the fundamental principles of

Protestantism. For the Westminster Divines or even the revered

Calvin to set up a system of doctrine as the definitive statement of

truth is papal in spirit. Rut some one asks are not the Baptists

Calvanists? They may be or they may not be. If the Baptist claims

for himself the liberty which Calvin claimed for himself, in that

sense he may be a Calvinist, but if by " Calvinist " is meant that the

Baptist accepts certain doctrines for the single reason of their logical

relation in a system he is not a Calvinist. The only theology which

can be called Baptistic must be utterly Biblical. It cannot be Cal- '

vinism, Augustinianism, Anselmianism, or even Paulinism. For as

Bernhard Weiss has well said, " Though Paul was a dogmatician

among the apostles, one would certainly misunderstand him if one

considered him simply as the founder and defender of a system of

doctrine that rested on speculative and not on distinctly religious

postulates.''

Protestantism must be taught that it is illogical to declare anv

dogmatic definition of Christianity as final. Any intellectual system

must be secondary and tentative, and divine life in a human soul the

dominant force.

Modern methods have changed the appearance of death. In

the old time there used to be the pine box, the burial wagon, the

solemn funeral, the open grave, the dull, heavy sinking of the clod.

Now the elaborate casket, the exquisite ceremony, the festooned

hearse, the evergreen grave, the perfume of flowers. But this has

changed the appearance of death only; it has not changed the fact.

The closed eye, the chiseled smile, the marble pallor, the cruel

reticence of the ashen lips are not changed. Death is still the same.

"In Dr. Shedd's Commentary on the Romans, in afoot-note, he acknowledges the

weight of MSS testimony to be against the reading of the text which is retained for

1 dogmatic reasons."
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Ritual, fragrance, melody, decoration do not vivify the corpse.

Neither will symmetry of system, ornateness of worship, elaboration

of dogma, multiplication of ethical statutes quicken the dead. Life

is the genius of the matter. The indwelling Christ is the constitutive

and productive energy of Christianity, its great determinative factor.

Baptists are not Protestants. They prepared the way for Protes

tantism. They have been the teachers of Protestants, holding before

their eyes the ideals for which they are striving. And the religious

movements of this last of the centuries are in a sense a new Refor

mation in which the Baptists may be the leaders and teachers if we

will but apprehend that the Protestant world needs the instruction

which we are best prepared to give as to the essentials of Christianity.

III. Thus it is that the Baptists have the best possible oppor

tunity of suggesting the only practical basis for the reunion of Prot

estants. Protestantism is divided because the logic of the Protestant

position is not understood. Speculative thought is analytic, life is

synthetic. Those who are close to Christ never can be far apart.

The emphasis of the accidents of religion in which Protestants differ

will keep them ever separate. " Other foundation can no man lay

than that is laid which is Jesus Christ." The prayer of Jesus " that

they may be one " will be answered just as far and as fast as the life

of Christ comes into men. They are one who are in Christ whatever

their name or their namelessness. It is in the vital relation to

Christ that there is fundamental unity under all diversity of mani

festation. When this unity of life is recognized, harmony is in sight.

The essential condition of Christian unity is the Christ life, a com

mon life in all. All attempts have proved futile which have had for

their intent the fostering of unity. It is not unity which needs to be

fostered, but the Christ life which needs to be nourished. Unity is

not secured from without, but from within. The history of Christian

thought declares the utter impossibility of reuniting a divided Prot

estantism upon any basis of creed, sacrament or government.

These are but signs of life, expressions, evidences, fruits. What

arrant folly to begin at the weather end of the branch to affect a

uniformity of fruit! It does not touch the heart of the matter. If

so much as uniformity could be so induced unity would not exist.

The unity for which Christ prayed, for which He labored and to

which He is leading the world is a real, tangible, actual union in

Him as He attracts to Himself the affection and confidence of men,

5
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subdues them to His own nature and builds Himself out into the

life. The prayer of Christ which gives the deepest insight into His

heart teaches that those who are His may share a unity as close, as

vital, and as perpetual as that which existed between Himself and

His Father. In the figures of the vine, the building and the body,

Christ is the bond of unity. Jesus Christ unifies men by His own

person. It is the life which unifies. Men are brought into unity

through the personal union of each with Christ. " I in them and

thou in Me, that they may be perfected in one."

Therefore, the true unity of Christendom is not a oneness of

view, not a single mode of service, not uniformity of ordinance. To

insist upon these would make war upon life itself, for life cannot be

moulded from the outside. " In Him all things consist." He fur

nishes the only principle of cohesion, a principle which arbitrary

authority, philosophic theory, intellectual statement, or uniform ser

vice can never supply. When Protestantism gains the true concep

tion of what Christianity is, the conflicts within the church will cease.

Baptists may give this final definition if they will.

An eminent Presbyterian divine, in discoursing recently upon

the heresy of overemphasis and Protestant particularism, said: "One

denomination is built upon the translation of ' baptizo ; ' another

upon a slight peculiarity in its church government; another thinks

the three orders of the clergy a worthy foundation stone; still

another clings to antiquated philosophic formulae of the relation of

man's free will to God's sovereignty."

If hitherto the Baptist emphasis has been so placed as to make

this definition of our position possible, we have signally failed of

our golden opportunity in suggesting to a divided Protestantism

the only solution of its problems. The present religious progress

offers to Baptists the grandest opportunity ever presented to a body

of Christians to define for the world the true conception of Christian

ity, if only we will reconceive ourselves from the point of view of

the original, essential and vital elements of our faith and never again

allow ourselves to be hung up for ridicule upon a Greek verb.

IV. The crowning opportunity of Baptists is a ministry of life

through the local church. Humanity defective, delinquent, depend

ent, depraved, dilapidated, waits at the door of the church of to-day

as the cripple took his place at the entrance of the temple and gave

heed unto Peter and John as they entered the door " expecting to

receive something of them."
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The progressive spirit of the age expresses itself in varied

attempts toward a practical Christianity. There are various en

deavors to soothe the industrial unrest, to cure the social ills, to

avert the dangers which so seriously menace the weal of the race.

Organizations multiply for social service. There are demagogues

who volunteer to lead the multitudes to some adjacent elysian fields.

There are social philosophers who suggest a variety of remedies—

some Medea's bath, some Merlin's charm, some Morrison's pill that

will be a panacea, that will transform society and produce a paradise.

But the whole shore of the industrial sea is strewn with the wrecks

of these unsuccessful projects for readjusting social conditions. The

appeal of humanity becomes more pathetic, more imperious, and the

agencies of relief more numerous.

In a recent number of the Journal of Sociology there were

published the answers of several past residents in college settlements

to the question as to what method of service was most urgent and

most practicable. One says, improved housing of the poor, and in

quick succession follow: The organization of labor, the eight-hour

movement, playgrounds and parks, improved schools and school

laws, municipal reforms, persuasion of the poor to have smaller

families, trade schools, public baths, the introduction of poetry into

the life of the poor, income tax, coffee houses, cooking and sewing

obligatory in public schools, regeneration of the upper classes, con

sumers' league, the inculcation of thrift, free silver, municipalization

of railways, lighting, etc., temperance reform, sweat shop regulation,

and finally, mentioned by one writer only, direct religious work.

This man must have been a Baptist. At any rate he expressed the

only tenable Baptist position with reference to social service. The

lapse of two thousand years, and the test of experience, have demon

strated that the only solution for municipal, industrial and social

problems is in the transforming Gospel of Jesus Christ. Who shall

give humanity the life it craves?

This opportunity may be ours if we will. What is the New

Testament idea of the church? The body of Christ, the reincar

nation of the Son of God, the incarnation of the Holy Ghost. As

such she must express in her activities the spirit which animates

her. Christ must be the source of her light, Christ the body of

truth which she teaches, Christ the source of her power. There

is only one single, simple fact which constitutes the organism called

church, viz., the living relation to Christ. There is no church.
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except as the members of the organism are Hvingly knit into him.

The church is organism, not mechanism.

Under the power of the living Christ our church may work

mightily. In her efforts she may demonstrate that God localizes

Himself within her. She may be the organ of the life of God. For

this church the world waits. Humanity wants life, the touch of

omnipotence, contact with God. Our church may be for the world

the embodiment of divine love, wisdom, power. It has been the

persistent emphasis of the Baptists in all ages that the church must

be divinely alive, that she must be moved by divine impulse, that

she must declare the divine mind and labor in divine strength. Pos

sessed of these essential truths the Baptists have a superb oppor

tunity of presenting to the world a church as distinct amid the

organizations of the time as the life of Abraham amid the material

istic civilization of the Mesopotamian valley. Social organizations

are mechanical, the church vital. They deal with external condi

tions, the church with internal character. Compared with these the

church will be as distinct as the life of Enoch who walked with God,

who worked and worshipped in a spiritual temple invisible but real

and eternal. While other men build their theologies, settle their

definitions, elaborate their theories and try by multiplied and com

plex agencies to affect the life of men, the Baptist church may

triumph as Elijah on Carmel, or Peter at Pentecost, who linked

their activities to the dynamics of the sky, and were personally

moved by the omnipotent energies of God. So may we present to

the world a church capable of conquering mountainous difficulties,

expelling insistant and resistless evil, solving the vexed and intricate

problems of society, inducing a new heaven and a new earth in which

righteousness shall dwell. Our mission and ministry is to give life.

Our message is a message of life. We have to tell men that as

really as the Holy Ghost came upon Mary, as really as the power of

the highest over-shadowed her and the holy thing which was born

of her was called the Son of God, so really is divine life imparted

by the touch of God to the individual heart and that holy thing called

Christian life begins. We have to tell men that as really as Christ

said of Himself—" The Father who dwelleth within me, He doeth

the works " can the Christian believer say—" I live yet not I but

Christ liveth in me, and the life which I now live I live by the faith

of the Son of God."

So, too, our methods must be vital, not mechanical. The
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method of Christ was always spiritual. His social evangel was

"Spirit and Life." He began with the sources. His salvation of

society like the salvation of a soul is to save the body through the

soul. He would transform the soul of mankind and so change the

civilization in which they live. Only the Gospel of Christ can raise

civilization from the dead. The efficiency of the Christ method has

been demonstrated through two thousand years of history, yet it is

astonishing how difficult it is to get it practically accepted by the

social workers of to-day. The external method is so plausible, so

bewitching, so easy. It is less expensive, too, just to put a face on

things.

Some people are yet misled by the error that the shell can

make the organism. There are yet advocates of the theory that

environment makes the man. There are yet reveries of sentiment

and romance about the New Jerusalem builded with jewels and

paved with lustrous gold, and Jesus yet weeps over the city and

society because the people will not let Him build their New Jerusalem

for them in His own way. The modern methods and agencies of

social salvation leave the essential difficulty of the problem un

touched. He has promised to change the life of the whole man by

changing his heart. Then the holy man shall change the world.

It is ours to bring to bear upon dilapidated and disabled

humanity the quickening breath of divine life and so awaken them to

an appreciation of that better life which they may have abundantly.

Our church offers to Omnipotence the simplest, most direct and

immediate agency for his work in the world. We have no priest

hood to separate Christ from the individual heart. We have no

creed to separate the very word of God from the individual mind.

We have no ritual to separate the heart of God from the individual

worshipper. We have no elaborate form of government to separate

the Holy Spirit from the administration of the individual church.

But to have the honor of being used in these days of God's

power we must not hamper His hand with any complexity of sacra

ment, government, creed or priesthood. If we do He may get on

without us.

When Queen Victoria was seated in her drawing-room, with

several of her household in attendance, the lamp placed close beside

her began to smoke. To the horror and astonishment of the com

pany, the Queen promptly raised her august hand and turned down

the flame. " Your Majesty," said the lady-in-waiting, in awestruck
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tones, " why did yon trouble to do that yourself? " " Because," said

the Queen, " if I had called out, ' This lamp is smoking! ' one of you

ladies would have said to the equerry, ' See! the lamp is smoking! '

and the equerry would have called out to the nearest servant, ' Here!

the Queen's lamp is smoking! ' and that servant would have called

to a footman to attend to it, and all the time the lamp would have

gone on smoking; so I preferred to turn it down myself."

This necessity of the Queen reminds one of the disaster to which

Thackeray alludes which overtook the King of Spain, " who in great

part was roasted because there was not time for the Prime Minister

to command the Lord Chamberlain to desire the Grand Gold Stick

to order the First Page-in-waiting to bid the Chief of the Flunkeys

to request the House Maid of Honor to bring up a pail of water to

put his Majesty out."

May God forbid that any child of humanity should perish

because the Baptist Church hindered the touch of God by com

plexity in its forms of thought or in its methods of organization.

The Vice-President:

We have plenty of time for volunteer discussion on the

part of several, and those who wish to participate, if any, will

communicate with the pages, who will bring up the cards.

Dr. Geo. E. Horr:

Mr. President: I realize the temerity of trying to put one's oar

into these deep and lucid waters, but there are one or two sugges

tions that might, perhaps, be appropriately made with reference to

the general topic. Dr. Bitting has called attention to the rights of

the individual Baptist as within the Church. He may be an allegor-

ist or a literalist, a conservative or a higher critic, but duties are

correlative with rights, and those who maintain these positions must

do so not out of prejudice or pugnacity or ignorance, but because

they have reached an instructed conviction by the use of all the light

at their command. I presume that it is in the necessity of instructed

conviction that the educational work of our denomination primarily

grounds itself. It is very interesting to notice how instructed con

viction is reaching substantial unanimity to-day as to a great many

things concerning which there were the widest differences of opinion
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a few years ago. For instance, you consult the volumes of the Inter

national Commentary and you find Prof. Plummer, in his commen

tary on Luke, making the frankest concessions to the Baptist posi

tion in regard to the ordinances. You take Prof. Sanday's volume

on Romans, and certainly no Baptist commentator has given an

exegesis of the first verses of the sixth chapter of Romans that could

be more acceptable to a Baptist than Prof. Sanday has given. The

new Bible dictionary that is being published in Great Britain might

almost be called a Baptist book. The consensus of modern scholar

ship is splendidly vindicating our distinctive views.

In the few minutes that remain to me I would like to speak of

a different matter. There is a great opportunity for the denomina

tion to harmonize its missionary work. It is distressing to notice

the practical difficulties that we are having to-day in the adminis

tration of our various national societies. What an anomaly it is

to-day that the Publication Society should be sending a missionary

to Havana to labor in a field that the Home Missionary Society

considers its own, to preach in a building which is under the au

spices of the Southern Baptist Convention! What an anomaly it

was that the Publication Society should send a missionary to Mexico

and engage in a work that had been distinctively for years under the

care of the Home Missionary Society! What an anomaly it is that

chapel cars should be passing to and fro throughout the country

gathering churches that forthwith appeal to the Home Missionary

Society for support, though the Home Missionary Society has no

control of the movements of these chapel cars! Now, I am not

condemning any society. These things have grown up in the de

nomination; but, brethren, to-day there is just as much necessity

that the work of the Missionary Union, the Home Missionary

Society and the Publication Society should be harmonized,—note

that I do not use the word unified,—should be harmonized, as there

ever was that our controversies in regard to the Bible question

should be adjusted, as they were at Saratoga a number of years

ago. And unless I am mistaken there is a great opportunity to-day

for the denomination to get together and see to it that its various

missionary operations do not overlap and interfere with one an

other; and, unless I mistake, one of the great reasons why mission

ary contributions are lessened is, not because of the decline in mis

sionary interest, but it is because the practical workings of our

societies so lack correlation that the minds of the members of our
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congregations are confused and distracted by a multitude of con

flicting and overlapping appeals. (Applause.)

The Secretary:

The Chairman asks whether there are any announcements. I

have only one very interesting announcement, and that is, that it

would be quite disorderly for this congregation to disperse without

the usual collection, and if our pages will kindly pass the baskets

that can be accomplished in a very little while.

The Vice-President:

Notice that the next session of the Congress is, to-morrow

afternoon, at half-past two, the general topic being, " On What

Grounds Should We Accept the Biblical Books as Our Bible? "

The meeting was closed with the benediction, pronounced by

Dr. T. Edwin Brown of Franklin, Pa.
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SECOND DAY.

Afternoon Session.

Wednesday, November 16, 1898, 2.30 p. m.

Vice-President Dr. A. S. Coats in the chair.

The session was opened by prayer by Dr. N. S. Burton of Ann

Harbor.

The Vice-President:

The subject for this afternoon is " On What Grounds

Should We Accept the Biblical Books as Our Bible?" The

writers are Prof. B. O. True, D. D., Rochester Theological

Seminary, and George E. Merrill, D. D., of Newton. Massa

chusetts. Prof. True has not been in his full health for some

weeks and has not been able to write. He is here, however,

and wishes to speak to us on the subject. Dr. Merrill will intro

duce the topic. Brother Merrill, as most of you know, is one

of the few busy pastors who has given himself to the task of

original research, and embodied his findings in book form for

the good of the rest of us. If I mistake not, his research has

been especially in a line that will fit him for the duty this after

noon.

Dr. George E. Merrill:

You have made some mistakes, Mr. Chairman. You will soon

learn that I am not a man of original research.

The Vice-President:

I was so informed.

Rev. George E. Merr1ll, D. D., then presented the following

paper:
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ON WHAT GROUNDS SHOULD WE ACCEPT THE BIBLICAL BOOKS

AS OUR BIBLEP

Mr. President: It will be convenient to consider first the books

of the Old Testament; then, those of the New Testament; for the

two collections are not upon the same level, and arguments apply

to one that do not apply to the other.

THE OLD TESTAMENT.

We should accept the books of the Old Testament, all of them

and no others, as a part of our Bible for the following reasons :

1. The character and history of these books prove them to have

had such a divine inspiration as no writings contemporary with them

had. We need not stop to define inspiration. Take any theory of

its fact or method that pleases. If we had never heard the word

" inspiration " we should be forced by a comparative study of these

Hebrew books and of other literatures to grant them a boundless

superiority both in contents and influence upon human life. With

any theory of inspiration, or without any theory at all, a candid judg

ment will recognize that these records show a more intimate connec

tion with divine sources than any other writings of equal antiquity

known to us. No others speak so clearly, so rationally of God;

no others show such spirituality, though it is mingled with the gross-

ness of rude ages ; no others present in such fullness the moral ideals

that have appealed to the conscience of the world and have made

that appeal with constantly increasing force as the enlightenment

of the world has increased. We have uncovered many treasure-

houses in late years and have found the literature of many ancient

peoples ; we have found both religious and secular records ; we have

seen in these libraries traces, often very distinct, of moral attributes

in deity and moral conditions of life that once were not suspected.

Egyptian deities have been found to stand for high religious and

ethical ideals. Assyrian gods come forth from their veiling sands

with wings uplifted and faces fixed on the sky, and their sculptured

flanks and the tablets guarded in their shrines prove beyond a doubt

that the people worshipping in their shadows were not without some

true moral conceptions.

" But now

Whose profit? whether bull or cow,

Isis or Ibis, who or how,

Whether of Thebes or Nineveh! "
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The Hebrew God, shrined in the heavens, a Spirit, the embodi

ment of the highest ideals, appeals in the Hebrew writings with

such clearness and commanding excellence that life is swayed by

faith in Him, as no other nation has ever been moved by its faith.

In the Old Testament God differs from the more fully revealed God

of the New Testament; but He is so revealed as to indicate inevit

ably that the Scriptures describing Him and giving His laws to the

people come from a diviner suggestion, an ampler inspiration, than

any other writings in' that early world. Nor is this thought weak

ened when we separate book from book and compare the

merits of each with those of the others. We ought to

regard the Old Testament, as the Jews regarded it, as

of varying quality and not by any means of equal au

thority in all its parts: Law first, Prophets next, last of all

Hagiographa, in diminishing force. We may see, as did the Rabbis,

that one book differs from another book as truly as the stars differ

in glory. We should note that Esther and The Song of Songs

are quite secular, and that Ecclesiastes is, in much of its content, a

book of fallacies, redeeming its " vanity of vanities " with only a

modicum of truth. We shall not wonder, perhaps, that the canon-

icity of these books, admitted at least a century before Christ, was

not left undisputed till a century after Christ. Yet, including these

with all the others in our consideration, however they vary in char

acter and authority, we find nothing to call for the exclusion of any

of them from a list whose general character and influence bear such

marks of suggestion from God.

2. This will appear more clearly under our second reason : That

these books, all of them (with the addition of no others as necessary

to this end), show the method of divine revelation. They show

that it is a revelation in and through life, not mechanical; and that

the revelation progresses, as life is able to receive and express it

in its own terms. In such a revelation a book like Ecclesiastes is

extremely valuable, and the Song of Songs, rightly interpreted

as a purely secular production, cannot well be spared. Karl Budde's

smiling defense of these books in a lecture recently delivered at

Harvard University is not pertinent; that their presence in the

canon was clearly Providential to teach us to discriminate between

the moral and the immoral in the Hebrew writings! Rather does

their presence in the canon show us how far the Divine Spirit had

entered into the feelings, motives, reasonings, customs of human
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life at the time. In like manner in such a revelation the strange,

half-intelligible apocalypse with its dreams and hopes is as necessary

as the simplest form of the Ten Words, that gives the hardest out

line of a moral life. And in such a revelation all that the Higher

Criticism can do for us in fixing authorship and date, in noting

history and circumstance, is of immense worth, for thereby the ad

vancement of the revelation, with the methods and reasons of it, is

made more clear. I do not cease to admire, though in a measure

also to doubt, the acumen that gives us a Polychrome Bible, with

questionable color-scheme, painting a half dozen words yellow on

a large textual field of purple to show its decisions as to authorship.

But however we may regard specific conclusions of particular schol

ars or schools, I am sure that the principle is right which seeks all

the light possible as to literary features, historical setting, and

chronological sequence in the Scriptures. If traditional views must

be revised, we shall only be thankful when, with more and more

clearness, we can see how God led the people to know Him better

and to be better themselves. God was a different God to one age

and to another age. He is a God, in the conception of one .writer,

different from the God conceived by another writer. The proofs of

His dominion in the lives of men are greater in one book than in

another book. The religious influence upon the ethical life of the

nation is clear in one story and dim in another. By whatever super

natural and natural processes the conception of " Jahweh " passed,

as it certainly did, from crudest form onward and upward, though

never reaching what the Christian means when he lovingly clings

to the name " Jehovah," it is necessary for us to lose no docu

ment by which we may trace the change with all that it meant for

religion and morals. Take away any part of the evidence and you

lose some force from the Old Testament. Each book bears its part

as a record of the advancing time, the progression of beliefs, and

the development of character, or of the retrogressions, the lapses

and disasters that at certain periods intervened.

3. The Old Testament as we have it was Christ's Bible. The

Scriptures that we have, and no others, were the Scriptures which

Christ used. What does this mean for our question? It means

that the books to which Christ turned for written authority and for

spiritual aid cannot be without claim upon Christians for a place

in their Bible. It means that where He found inspiration; where

He was instructed in the ancient holy law; where He saw so many
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things concerning Himself to be expounded to His disciples; where

He read so much of His own mission that He could declare boldly

to His enemies that their own Scriptures testified of Him; there

we may rightly expect to find authoritative and enlightening utter

ances without which any collection of sacred books for Christians

must be defective. As Jesus could not understand the fullness of

His own mission without its interpretation from the past as well as

the future, so we cannot interpret Christianity without the books

that " testified of Him." And it is not merely the books in which

we may find literal or approximate identity of sayings with the quo

tations applied, either by way of fulfillment or more often of illustra

tion, to Himself, that are needful for this interpretation; it is all the

books, it is every book of His Bible, by means of which we can know

anything of the atmosphere of that older world out of which the

newer world has come. Though any system of thought by which

Christianity is now chiefly interpreted from its earliest types or sym

bols seems to me vicious, as if you should seek the nature of a man

from his shadow, yet even those obscurer pages show how the life

of that time could not " be made perfect without us," the Christian

world, and the shadow shows that a substantial reality was there to

testify to the everlasting sun in God's sky. Christians, following

Christ, engaged even now in developing a constantly purer concep

tion of Christianity, cannot eliminate a single book from Christ's

Bible.

But now it must be asked: Did not Christ's Bible have other

books in it, besides these that constitute our Old Testament? Were

they not a recognized part of the Septuagint Version, and was not

that Version probably the Bible of the common people in Palestine?

Were not the books that we know as the Apocrypha all mixed up

with our canonical books, the same scroll sometimes holding per

haps Ecclesiasticus after Job, or the additions to Esther with Es

ther? And do we not have even in Christian Bibles, and long after

Christ's time, the same mingling, as, for example, in Codex B,

Jeremiah is followed by Baruch, and in Codex A, Maccabees pre

cedes Psalms? May not all the arguments that have been urged for

our canonical books apply equally to the Apocrypha? I think not.

In the first place none of these books were recognized by authority

in Palestine as a part of the sacred writings. They were not written

in the Hebrew. They were never read in the synagogues. It is

very questionable whether they were a part of the common Bible
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of Jesus. He never quotes them ; they have no vital bearing upon

His life and mission. They are valuable for what they purport to

be, and they show us something of the time and temper preceding

Christ's advent. But we cannot see that they have any sufficient

claim to be admitted to the Bible by those who come after Christ,

when they were excluded from it by the Jews of His own day, who

lived with Him in Palestine, worshipped with Him in the synagogue,

and at last were taught by Him out of the Scriptures that they alone

recognized as of authority.

THE NEW TESTAMENT.

Our question becomes somewhat different when we pass to the

New Testament books, and yet in some respects it \s the same.

These books were all products of the life that Christ inaugu

rated, and that had become established in His Church. After a

generation of tradition men began to write, that is, so far as our

evidence is extant. How early they began to write the " many

books " of which Luke speaks we cannot say. But our books begin

probably not earlier than the year A. D. 45 with the Epistle of

James. We have unquestioned Epistles of Paul, who, though he

had not companied with Jesus from the beginning, was near enough

to Him in time and was so associated with the disciples, that even

without the special inspiration that he claimed, he was fitted to speak

with authority concerning the Lord and the beginnings of Christian

ity. Even without appealing to inspiration we find that this trained

mind had such advantages for knowledge, that no others who had

not been with Jesus could compete with him in teaching. We have

unquestioned writings from other hands, and some, that, though

questioned, have secured practically complete assent to their genu

ineness, and these have first quality as history. Gospels and Acts

and Epistles, coming from eyewitnesses or their companions,

though their claims have been challenged often enough,

have maintained their position as from direct or indirect

apostolic sources. Even the Fourth Gospel has come through

the wars in triumph, and Professor Harnack now puts

its date between the limits A. D. 80 and 1 10 and assigns its

authorship to Presbyter John, a pupil of the apostle and, in his

youth, a contemporary of Jesus. When we have got so far away

from the Tubingen claims of 1842 and have come so nearly back

to the first milestone, we may count the critical journey as finished.
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Let us include the Fourth Gospel among the books of

settled apostolic authorship. Now, certainly these books of

apostolic authorship or supervision, from the mere fact of their

nearness to Christ and all sources of information concerning Him,

must be regarded as fitly placed in our Bible. Though not one

author of them all realized that he was writing Bible; though all of

them would have felt some revulsion of conscience if he had pro

posed the task of preparing Scriptures that should enter into com

petition with the old and sacred writings, yet they actually did write

such books as were of more value to the Christian world than the

older Jewish books. In their books we have the facts of the life of

Christ so far as they are ascertainable. In them is the record of

the unfolding spiritual life of the primitive Church. In them are

the doctrinal developments, the mental growths by which the seed

of the Master's words came to the large harvests upon which the

Christian world feeds its life. And in connection with these facts,

the fact that they were written, or some of them, by such men as

Jesus had chosen to be His disciples, not taught in the schools and

wholly incompetent to prepare them at the time of His crucifixion,

prepares us for their own statement that these companions of Christ

had received a special inspiration to live as Christ lived, to think

His thoughts, to know His purposes, to remember His words, and

to teach the world His doctrine. It is reasonable to believe the

claim of a particular illumination of mind and soul in these writers

in view of the facts of their lives and of Christianity in its earliest

years. Yet here, as in the Old Testament, there was no mechanical

and artificial work. It was life that was inspired—a particular life

of apostleship—and out of this experience and called forth by the

needs of the Church came these unquestioned books. Plainly

every one of these must be in our Bible.

But what shall be said of your Epistle to the Hebrews, the

authorship of which, perhaps, must always remain in conjecture?

What of the second Epistle of Peter, which will never cease to be

questioned? What of any book to which absolute proof might

suddenly be brought that it was neither the work of an apostle nor

even of the apostolic time? Practical apostolicity doubtless was the

mark required by early Christianity for the claims of any writing.

But suppose that we should know more about some books of our

present canon than any one knew when they came into the list and

should find them wanting in this respect. Even then, I think, such

books should be retained —
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1. On account of their contents. These are practically equal to

any of the other books, and are useful for Christian learning. Being

in the canon, and the contents of the books being what they are, it

should be a very cogent reason that should dispossess any one of

them of its place. What would our New Testament be without our

Epistle to the Hebrews? If Apollos wrote it, it must have been

after he had been taken in hand by a greater than Priscilla or Aquila!

How we should miss that second Epistle of Peter with its Miltonic

angels indeed, and its odd phrases, and its criticism of Paul's letters,

but stirring up so faithfully our "pure minds by way of remembrance

that we may be mindful of the words which were spoken before by

the holy prophets and of the commandments of the apostles of the

Lord and Saviour! " And the little letters of John, whether they be

of the Apostle, as indicated by their Biblical titles, or of John the

Presbyter, as some have thought, we should miss them much, even

though they are not essential to the fulness of Christian truth, and

though we have many verses of them in duplicate in the first Epistle

of John. The contents of all these books are of such value that we

could not see them vanish from the collection without pain.

2. Again, our doubtful books should be kept because their

atmosphere is that of the apostolic time. As we said of correspond

ing books of the Old Testament, so of these books it is true, that

they are useful to show the spirit not merely of the apostles, but of

the apostolic surroundings, both in persons and circumstances. Of

course this might also be said of other books not received at all into

the New Testament canon, as the Clementine letters, or Barnabas.

But of such books our question does not ask. The mere fact that

they are not in our Bibles now would demand some very special

reason for their admission. But of the books that are there this

"atmosphere" is an important quality. The very certainty that some

of them are not of direct apostolic origin increases their value in

this respect, and by showing what unapostolic men felt and thought,

they add much to the efficiency of our New Testament as a whole.

3. Again, the length of this long canonical validity itself has

given these books a religious prestige that cannot easily be shaken.

Shall it go for nothing that through so many centuries these books,

though perhaps doubted, have been allowed to hold their place and

to instruct the Christian Church, and to appeal to the reverence of

mankind? How could any Gne of them now be taken away? A

ruthless hand might as well root up the ancient olive trees now in
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the Garden of Gethsemane, because we are sure that these very trees

could not have been there on the night of the agony and betrayal.

With something more than credulity we listen to the tale that at

least from the ancient roots of the trees cut down by the army of

Titus these trees grew. Were they away, we would not plant them

there. Were they the growth of our own few years, we would not

uncover the head beneath their boughs. But being there, they stand

eloquent of the night so far away that its sufferings have redeemed

innumerable souls. So it is one reason among others for the reten

tion of any canonical book, that it has grown in the garden through

the long centuries until the reverence of the world has gathered

about it, and there is no people that has not tasted of its fruit.

But now, as in our consideration of the Old Testament, there

are other books that have claimed admission to the New Testament

which we do not have. Earlier Christian times accepted them with

more or less unanimity. The Shepherd of Hernias is a part of the

Sinaitic Manuscript. The Epistle of Barnabas follows the Apoca

lypse of the Apostle John in the same codex. The Epistles of

Clement of Rome are in the Codex Alexandrinus. Hennas is found

in a Latin Bible so late as the fifteenth century, and the Epistle to the

Laodiceans is in many copies of the Vulgate from the sixth century

down to the fifteenth. Zahn says of Hermas: " It enjoyed alike in

the West and in the East all the rights of a Biblical book ... As

respects circulation, acknowledgement and influence the Shepherd

surpassed, at the close of the second century and beginning of the

third, more than one document which to-day belongs to the New

Testament." Utterances more or less authoritative at different

times caused the canonical value of these and other books to vary.

And it was only after long and full experience of Christian truth and

life that the Church universally conceded a canonical place to our

books and to ours alone. The Council of Trent in 1546, which put

the Latin Vulgate on a par with the original text, included the

Apocrypha and ended discussion of the canon for the Roman

Church with the usual anathema upon contrary opinion. This ac

tion, doubtless, was precipitated by the Protestant Reformation,

which, as we know, rejected the Apocrypha and held very loosely

certain books of the New Testament. In general, the Reformation

settled down at last upon our canonical books, and we can see no

reason for changing this decision after four centuries in which the

discussion has been closed.

6
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Among the reasons that I have urged for the acceptance of all

our books is the reverence that has gathered about the Bible as it is.

Doubtless this reverence has often passed beyond proper bounds.

Sometimes it may have made a fetich of the Book. But there is little

danger of this now. It is, therefore, a pleasure to add as a final

reason for keeping our Bible as it is, that now our Bible will not be

wrongly judged. The very change of attitude toward the Bible

ought to be effective in its preservation. If what some have believed

concerning it were true, the new light we have about it would prop

erly be destructive, and some of its books could not be conscien

tiously retained among those that were beyond criticism in matters

of authorship, doctrine and sanctity of content. But we have come

to a time when a book of the Bible may be seen in its true light, and

yet faith may not be staggered at all by its verbal errors, its inter

polations, its varied authorship, its utter inability in many ways to

meet some of the a priori requirements of other days. We may

know perfectly well that the Pentateuch is not so wholly Mosaic and

more of a mosaic than once we thought. We may regard the Song

of Songs as a beautiful poem in praise of a chaste human love in a

time and country where the social sanctions were given to polygamy

and sensualism, and we may discard utterly the allegorizing which

finally secured it a settled place in the canon. We may learn that

Isaiah was two Isaiahs, each with his own prophetic consciousness,

instead of one Isaiah with two prophetic and separate visions, as my

very conservative professor of Hebrew taught twenty-five years ago.

We may believe that Jonah was a historic character but that his

book was written late and is not of historic character. And yet these

books will all be invaluable to us in our Bible. And we shall be not

at all troubled to find Jesus quoting the book of Jonah, nor shall we

be driven to doubt Him as our Lord, or as the Master of interpre

tation concerning Himself. We are not forced to say either that

the book of Jonah is historic, or else that Christ is not to be be

lieved! With a larger knowledge and a wider charity than once

prevailed, we see that we are not shut up to that monstrous dilemma.

We have a faith so much better and a logic so much clearer, that we

simply refuse that issue and walk out of the snare by another way.

Bishop Lightfoot well says, " It were as unreasonable to stake the

Apostle Paul's inspiration on the turn of a metaphor or the character

of an illustration or the form of an argument, as on the purity of

diction." And we may say that if we find Paul saying of the story
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of Sarah and Hagar (Gal. 4:24), " which things are an allegory,''

exactly as some scholars say of the Book of Jonah, we need not feel

that the Master who inspired Paul might not regard the ancient

Scriptures in somewhat the same way. And so, in our day, for our

Bible, every book shall stay in its place all the more securely, because

the integrity of faith need not be harmed by keeping it there. Every

book will be thoroughly known, and its place will be also known—

its place not merely in the list, but also in the comparative natures,

functions and ends of the books themselves. Let criticism of what

ever character illumine; it does not, it will not destroy. The lower

criticism shall revise passages, alter texts, prune away falsities; but

to prune is one thing, to cut down the tree is another. The higher

criticism may change our conception of a book and mark the way

to a clearer understanding of it; but it will utter no edict of banish

ment. Scholarship will keep us in the deep channels of truth and

fact, as the lighthouse gives the sailing-ranges without which faith

might go on the rocks instead of finding its well-buoyed harbor;

but it were foolish to blast away the great contours of the harbor

itself and leave men in the deep, uncharted sea. Or, we may say,

our Bible may be in flame before men's eyes, like Moses' bush, yet

not be consumed, for the voice out of it will always be heard bidding

men to draw near and listen, putting their shoes from off their feet.

And if any one be troubled by such interesting speculations as may

be suggested by the richness of recent discoveries; if we ask what

we should do if a perfectly genuine and authentic Gospel of Philip

or Thomas should be found in some Egyptian grave, as the Pseudo-

Apocalypse of Peter was found, it can only be said that probably

such a book would be held by itself, an addition to our knowledge

but not to our Bible. This may be a question of practical impor

tance at some Baptist Congress in the twentieth century, but it is

not now. We believe that our Bible must remain the same unit

that it has been, for the inspiration of true religion and a holy life.

The Vice-President:

Prof. True, of Rochester, asks the privilege of speaking to

us on this subject rather than reading.

Prof. B. O. True, D. D.:

It is a great gratification to me that Dr. Merrill has taken so

comprehensive a view of this subject that I am able to confine most
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of my remarks for the twenty minutes given me to what, in the

Legislative Assembly of France is called, " a question of urgency,"

that is to say, to the principal writings of the New Testament. I

fully agree with Dr. Merrill that the most cogent reason which can

possibly be assigned for our recognition of the canonical books of

the Old Testament, as the sacred books of the Jews, is the nearly

unquestionable fact that they were so regarded among the orthodox

Palestinian Jews, with the possible exception of the Book of Esther,

and some Solomonic writings, at the time of our Lord and the

Apostles. The acceptance of these as the Sacred Books of the Jews

is one thing; it is a very different thing to understand that these

books sustain the most intimate relation to the building up of the

persistent characteristics of the Jewish race. Perhaps there are no

two facts in ancient history that stand out with greater prominence

and ought to command more fixed attention than this Hebrew

literature and this Jewish race. It is well understood that the Jew

ish race in its ancient and modern history could not have been what

it has been without that literature, and, of course, that literature

could not have been without that nation, separated from the nations

about it. However, you may explain, by partially naturalistic pro

cesses, the relation of the Jewish people to the Jewish Scriptures,

this seems quite conclusive, that somehow, as a matter of fact,

whether you call it under the direction of Divine Providence or not,

the Jewish people were designed to give religion to the world and

to impart to the heathen partially, though they did not perfectly

fulfill the opportunity opened to them, that which the world most

needed, as truly as Greece gave culture and Rome gave law.

The treatment of these Scriptures by our Lord, however, while

reverential, was decidedly different from the traditional treatment

of them by the Jews themselves. Not a few among those Jews

had come by a sort of idolatry or crass bibliolatry and literalism to

regard every least letter and mark as inspired by God. Our Lord

told them that by their traditions they had made of no effect the real

meaning of the Word of God. He planted, by His treatment and

interpretation of the Jewish Church, the true idea of a universal or

Catholic Christian Church. It has been customary, and I have re

ferred to these facts as an introduction to what I wish to say con

cerning the New Testament—it has been customary to refer from

the churchlv point of view, the determination of the canonicity and

authority of the New Testament to councils, to church officials, to
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the organized church in its complex condition as it existed, for

instance, in the fourth century. Many write of the old Catholic

Church as if the early Christian Church first became Catholic to

ward the close of the second century, when there was a subordinate

relation of presbyters to bishops, diocesan episcopacy, and the clear

beginning of what came to be a well defined and comprehensive

hierarchy. Now, what I wish to note is this, that the true universal

Catholic Church, bound down to no complex organization, was

taught by Christ Himself, taught in the gospels, taught in other

epistles than Paul's, just as truly as it was taught by Paul him

self. The very children of the kingdom were to be shut out, and

those were to come from the North, from the South, from the East,

and the West, to sit down with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob in the

kingdom. The men who believed in the literal and permanent

obligation of every ceremonial detail and to that burden added a

mass of exacting traditions, had no proper conception of the Messi

anic Kingdom, or of the Messiah Himself. Our Lord was obliged

to expound the Messianic teaching of the Old Testament to His

most faithful disciples. It was to amplify with energy, to make uni

versal what had been provincial, to prepare skins that would hold

the new wine, that the Lord said He came not to destroy but to fill

out to the very full all that was permanent and iorever obligatory

in the moral law of the Jews. He implied with like emphasis that

those burdens which neither they nor their fathers were able to

bear, should be forever removed. It was this attitude of Christ

toward Judaism that prepared Paul, though a Jew and of the strictest

sect, not only to maintain from the very beginning of his Christian

ministry, but to commend to Gentile Christians and to those Jewish

Christians who were not Judaizers the idea of a truly Catholic

Church, comprising believers from all classes, races and conditions

of men. Of course this view of a universal Christian brotherhood

" where there is neither Greek nor Jew, circumcision nor uncircum-

cision, Barbarian, Scythian, bond nor free," was not welcomed by

either ritualistic or rationalistic extremists: by heretical Judaizers

who glorified ceremony, or Gnostics who deified what they called

knowledge. But .in spite of both Judaizers and Gnostics, Paul im

pressed upon the primitive churches of the first century among

whom he labored nearly three decades, this large view of Christian

ity and the Church. To those early churches with their simple,

democratic ideas, the different writings of the New Testament were
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first given. Those Scriptures were treated by the primitive Chris

tians with a discernment and appreciation worthy of men first fav

ored with such oracles, and enriched by special gifts and guidance.

Who shall venture to deny that revelation sorely needed, was

divinely given, was recorded by men divinely inspired, and received

by early Christian disciples as veritably prepared by Divine Provi

dence to accept and honor these priceless records as the authors

were fitted to produce them. Baur died in i860, and his favorite

theory, that the primitive church was divided into two hostile and

irreconcilable parties, is now as dead as Baur himself. The true

catholicity of the Christian brotherhood existed in the very churches

which Paul founded, and was illustrated among the disciples whom

he taught. Paul was able to stamp with the full force of his apos

tolic authority this idea of the universality of the Church upon

Christian history in its earliest stages. So effectually was this ac

complished that we may believe Peter himself ultimately came to

accept this very idea of Paul, and recent criticism has professed to

discover in the first Epistle of Peter, definite traces of distinct

Pauline influence.

If what I have said be true, we are prepared for a further step.

There are two things now, as in ancient history there were two,

the Jewish Church and the Jewish Scriptures, that challenge atten

tion and demand explanation, one the New Testament Scripture,

the other the Christian Church. And yet the New Testament and

the Christian Church have been gravely misunderstood. Theories

concerning both have been advanced that are utterly indefensible.

It is of first importance that we have a proper conception of Paul's

doctrine of the true catholicity of the Christian Church; for only

thus can we understand the true correlation of the New Testament

writings with the church. Not the church as an organization, or as

a body, but the Lord of the church, through specially prepared men,

produced the books; the truth of the books preserved and nourished

the church. Since Christianity sprung out of Judaism it is not sur

prising that very early the sacerdotalism of the Jewish Church, its

elaborate ritualism, and the importance of the organization of the

Jewish people as a religious congregation, with officers and rituals

for their assemblies, were urged upon the Christian Church for imita

tion. You remember how perilous Paul regarded that danger. Paul

had the mind of Christ. That mistaken conception has given cur

rency to the idea that there was no universal Catholic Church until,
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by a process of development, there was a large, complex, external

organization, such as we find at the close of the second century;

but that view is entirely incorrect. The Church of the Lord Jesus

Christ consisted of those who veritably accepted Him as their Lord

and Master, and were thus vitally united to Him. That Catholic

Church included those small bands of Jewish Christians united in

fellowship, in rural parts of Palestine, where, under pressure of per

secution, the visible organizations soon became extinct. That

primitive Catholic Church included the mixed assemblies of Jews

" scattered abroad," who united with Gentiles to form the numerous

churches outside of Palestine. That Catholic Church included the

converted astrologers and magicians, some of whom doubtless be

came moral pillars of the Ephesian Church. To these various as

semblies simply organized, to the worshipping groups of faithful

men and women of the first century, what was called the " Gospel "

and the "Apostle," or the principal writings of the New Testament,

first came. By them, not by synods, councils or patriarchs, the

Gospels and Pauline Epistles were placed alongside the ancient

prophets of the Jewish Church. Clement of Rome, Ignatius and

Polycarp, render emphatic testimony to the authority of Paul and

his writings. Justin Martyr tells us that the Gospels were read

with the ancient prophets in the Christian worship of his time.

This throws light upon the relation of the New Testament Scrip

tures to the simple, local churches which were included in the primi

tive Catholic Church of the first century. The books were never

fused together into a single volume. They ever remained " the

books," but they soon became the pre-eminent books which were

believed by those early Christians to contain a divine revelation

expressed through the agency of inspired men, abundantly qualified

to present Apostolic doctrine with authority and accuracy. Thus

the books were received; thus they were understood. They were

not alike. A few disputed books did not at first receive the

same full confidence and high honor as the other New Testa

ment Scriptures, but Westcott tells us that the least weighty ex

ternal evidence obtainable for any one of the canonical books of

the New Testament, is vastly stronger than any evidence which can

be adduced in favor of uniting with the canonical books any work

not included in our Scriptures.

What now is the relationship of this New Testament, of this

very early and revered literature to the Christian Church? There
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was one general test which was insisted upon as the reason for

admitting the Jewish Scriptures into their canon. It was the theo

cratic idea, and the very fact that that idea was not emphasized in

Esther, only emphasizes the strong impression of the Jewish people

concerning the authority of the books in which that idea dominates.

Similarly in tlie Christian Church, among the men and women who

arc vitally related to Christ by a living faith, the test of its sacred

books was apostolicity, or a reasonable conviction that the writings

represented correctly the person, words and work of our Lord and

the apostolic doctrine, as proclaimed during the apostolic age.

Possibly all the received writings were believed to be by apostles

and apostolic men. The reason why there were a few disputed

books was, doubtless, the suspicion cast by the peculiarities of the

books themselves upon their apostolic authorship; but this very

interrogation gave a stronger emphasis to the ready and confident

acceptance of the principal writings of the New Testament. What

are those principal writings? If we except the First Gospel they

may be conveniently described as Johannean, Petrine and Pauline.

And if we regard Mark as " the interpreter of Peter " and the author

of the Third Gospel and of Acts, as a close associate of Paul, and,

ascribe the Epistle to the Hebrews to some other colaborer of Paul,

for example, Barnabas or Apollos, the bulk of the New Testament

writings, and what without derogation of the rest may be called the

principal writings, are traceable to that inner circle of apostles who

were especially taught by the Lord Himself. It is even possible

that nearly every other book of the New Testament, if not literally

every book, may have been written by associates of one of the three

great men, who, both as founders of the church and authors of the

books, powerfully impressed their personality upon the Apostolic

age. Apart from Paul, who claimed a special revelation, and those

associated with him, nearly every writer of the New Testament

scriptures was among those whom our Lord during His earthly

ministry taught in the ear that they might proclaim on the house

tops and write to the churches what He had directly imparted. He

was the Lord of those men, of the books which they wrote, and of

the church which they helped to found and develop. To these first

disciples Christianity centered in a transcendent person; they were

intrusted with a transcendent, a supremely, important message.

Whether delivered orally or committed to writing; whether written

by one of the Synoptics, set forth by the beloved disciple, or
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preached by Paul; in all these various, authoritative and apostolic

forms, the message was the one Gospel of Jesus Christ, the Son of

God. And in the New Testament scriptures, for the use of the early

churches, as for us to-day, we have that one Gospel presented in

diverse forms not from mere hearsay, or at the hands of second-rate

witnesses, but according to true and faithful witnesses who beheld

the glory of Him who dwelt among them, full of grace and truth.

That was the idea of these principal books in the primitive churches.

They were of substantially an apostolic origin and carried apostolic

authority.

I accept these principal writings of the New Testament as true,

authoritative and accordant with themselves in their moral and re

ligious teachings, and like the inspired Scriptures of the Old Testa

ment " profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction and for

instruction in righteousness." As reasons for according such a place

to these writings, I name first, the external evidence that these books

were received and honored by the primitive church of the first and

second centuries as of substantially apostolic origin and of apostolic

authority ; second, the internal evidence, that is the unique value of

the contents of the books; and third, what I would call experiential

evidence, or the peculiar adaptation of the truth of these books,

when used by the divine spirit, to transform human lives and estab

lish a lofty type of Christian character. I can do no more than

indicate the outline of what I mean by these lines of argument. 1

can only direct attention to the strands which, if properly amplified

and related, should become a three-fold cord, not easily broken.

What are the facts concerning the external evidence? The

last four decades since the death of Baur have witnessed a micro

scopic examination of every scrap of evidence concerning the Apos

tolic age, and the Christian literature of the second century as it

throws light upon that age. It was admitted by Strauss, in his

" Life of Jesus," and is generally agreed by competent critics, that

"toward the end of the second century the same four Gospels, which

we have still, are found recognized in the Church, and are repeatedly

quoted as the writings of the apostles whose names they bear by the

three most eminent ecclesiastical teachers, Irenaeus in Gaul, Clement

in Alexandria, and Tertullian in Carthage." It is well known that

the genuineness of several of Paul's most weighty Epistles has never

been successfully challenged. The crucial test of this external evi

dence for the apostolic authority of the principal New Testament
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writings, notably the Gospels, consists of the links which carry the

acceptance of our New Testament thought and literature back from

the close of the second century to the death of the Apostle John.

This evidence was never so well known to Christian scholars as it is

to-day. Its significance has been somewhat variously estimated in

Germany, but notable German specialists like Luthardt, Weiss and

Zahn, together with that trio of great English Biblical experts,

Lightfoot, Westcott and Hort, have made our four Gospels to

appear as the " lively oracles " of primitive Christians at so early a

date that the composition of the Gospels in the Apostolic age cannot

well be denied. The recent timely recovery of Titian's Diatessaron,

the testimony of Justin Martyr, the old Syriac and Latin versions,

the living links Polycarp and Pothinus, uniting the last half of the

second century to the Apostolic age, the witness of Papias, the lan

guage of Gnostic heretics and their use of our Scriptures, and the

significant testimony of Clement of Rome, Ignatius and Polycarp,

to the authority of Paul and his writings, all contribute to the con

viction that the Gospels and principal Epistles of the New Testament

are genuine products of the Apostolic age, and have Apostolic au

thority. Harnack, perhaps the most wonderful and brilliant German

student of second century life and literature, instead of fixing the

date of the Fourth Gospel at about 130 A. D., as he did a few years

ago, now holds that it was written not later than no A. D. Bey-

schlag of Halle, in the Studien unci Kritikcn of last January, crashes

into Harnack's theory, that not John of the Twelve Apostles, but a

presbyter of the same name and school as the evangelist, wrote the

Fourth Gospel. In the present state of the external evidence, I do

not hesitate to say that there seems to me far greater difficulty in

fixing upon a place where, a time when, and a method by which

during the second century, substantial deviation from oral and

written expression of Apostolic thought was successfully imposed

upon the Christian Church, than to suppose that in both their formal

expression and their material contents, the writings and doctrinal

teachings of the Apostles and Apostolic men were transmitted in

substantial integrity from the Apostolic age to the. close of the

second century.

It must be frankly admitted that if this external evidence stood

alone, it would not of itself be all that we need. Of course we need

the evidence of that to which the external evidence points, and the

Scriptures are themselves so priceless in their testimony to their own
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inherent worth, that those who receive them sympathetically may even

be in danger of underestimating the proper strength, place and value

of the external evidence. The latter appeals upon this question of

history, not only to believers, but to those who are without, and has

a right to demand fair treatment. Those to whom it appeals are

bound to treat a question of such grave importance as the acceptance

or rejection of both the Scriptures and the Lord of the Scriptures

and their high claims with the most absolute candor. The appeal

is to the voluntary acceptance of free beings, and in the resolution

of moral questions no man has a right to ask for a kind of proof .

which would interfere with the prerogative of human freedom. Men

who heard the Lord, rejected and crucified Him. So men may reject

the very words of eternal life which were uttered by the Lord of Life.

By internal evidence 1 mean the material contents of the New

Testament itself. These writings teach us what no man living

unaided can discover, yet what should be of supreme interest to

every man. They teach of God, of man, and of man's relations to

God; of human sin, salvation and destiny. No subsequent literature

upon these themes is worthy of comparison with the New Testament

writings. They are the world's unique, incomparable and supreme

contributions to these great subjects. Man may believe in a first

cause; he may believe in a central force; he may believe in a power

greater than his own; but he cannot determine satisfactorily what

kind of a being God is. " No man hath seen God at any time; the

only begotten Son who is in the bosom of the Father Me hath de

clared Him." Christ reveals Cod as a personal, affectionate, benevo

lent Being, of absolute holiness and moral perfection. Not less

really do the Scriptures reveal us to ourselves; they are the mirror

in which, as nowhere else we may behold what manner of men we

are; the depth of human sin, and also the marvel of human salvation.

Here too, we learn of human destiny and the tragic possibilities of

every human life. With Socrates we may desire and possibly believe

in immortality, in the sense of continued personal existence after

death; but only in these Scriptures do we have the strong words of

this endless life which give full assurance to our hope. These Scrip

tures represent our Lord as walking calmly upon the most dizzy

heights, and without effort unfolding the most intricate themes of

human thought. He spake of God, of man, of sin, of salvation, of

human destiny, with a lucidity, manifest knowledge and authority,

absolutely unparalled. " He spake as never man spake." In these
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Scriptures we have not only the substance of his teaching but the

inspiring record of its practical, transforming power in the Apostolic

age.

I must say only a word concerning the argument from Christian

experience. All subjective evidence by itself is to be distrusted.

When a man claims to have taken a thing, tried it and found it good,

you question whether or not the thing is good simply because that

man took it; but when hundreds, thousands and millions, in many

lands and ages, have had a similar experience, their testimony be

comes cumulative and convincing. By the testimony of Christian

experience to the value of these Scriptures. I mean not the fancies,

conjectures or conclusions of one man: but the recognition by

Christians of every age and of every clime, of these books as freighted

with life, and truthfully expressing the revelation of God to men. So

widely has this idea of the Christian experience, of all who are vitally

related to Christ, been associated with the quickening and edifying

power of the Scriptures that it is now well understood that whenever

these Scriptures are long neglected or distrusted, there is a respon

sibility of men, for the treatment of the books of the Lord as veri

table, real and serious as for the treatment of the Lord of the books.

(Applause.)

The Vice-President:

This discussion will be continued by Rev. George H. Ferris,

of Tarrytown, N. Y.

Rev. George H. Ferris:

The effort to find a ground is sometimes fraught with very great

difficulties because of a lack of agreement as to what constitutes

solidity. I have often thought that the ancient cosmology which

thought to give the earth a firm foundation by resting it upon the

back of an elephant must have been often disturbed by inquiries

as to what the elephant rested upon, and eventually must have been

very much annoyed by that extremely mystical and intangible law

of gravitation which made the earth to rest upon nothing. The

same experience is sometimes had, I think, in regard to the two

theories as to the ground upon which the biblical books rest, which,

for lack of better nomenclature, I will call the Catholic and Protes

tant, remembering, however, that many Protestants stand upon
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Catholic ground and some Catholics, no doubt, accept the Protes

tant basis. The first is the theory of tradition. The biblical books

have come down to us through a long period of antiquity, one age

resting upon the other, and so we accept them. The second is the

mystical doctrine of the witness of the Spirit with our spirit that

makes the inspiration of the Bible to consist in its ability to inspire.

In wondering how I might add some little mite to this discussion

I was at first struck by the magnitude of the subject. One can do

nothing but touch at one point in twenty minutes, and that I shall

endeavor to do, hoping that I may suggest a little in regard to the

motives that led to the formation of a New Testament canon, that

we may see whether we can stand upon the ground of tradition or

not.

It was more than a hundred years after the death of the last of

the apostles before any effort was made to collect and equate the

books of the New Testament and make a canon out of them, that

was closed, like the Old Testament. As we have seen to-day, many

influential and popular books in the early church never found a

place in the New Testament, and many of those that were included

were scarcely known at all in the church at large. Then, too, there

were apostles and prophets going about from church to church,

and often greater emphasis was put upon the sayings of these men

than upon the written documents. We find Papias putting greater

emphasis upon the spoken than upon the written word, and saying,

that if he met anyone who had seen anyone who had seen the Lord,

he was accustomed to ask him what the Lord said about this or

that. We find Tatian taking the Gospel narratives and out of them

making one Gospel, and taking this with him in his missionary

journey into Syria; and for two whole centuries that Gospel that he

formed was the only authoritative Gospel in all the Syrian churches.

It completely took the place of its sources and points to a time in

the history of the Christian Church when what Christ said of the

Old Testament was true of the New; that the important thing about

the books was the vital element in them and not their authorship.

If Christianity had died out in the church at large, and yet had

remained in Syria, we should have had in this Diatessaron an almost

exact parallel to what probably happened in the case of the Penta

teuch, a compilation, with the original documents lost. Until down

to the third century they knew no other Bible in Syria but the Old

Testament and the Diatessaron. Another illustration of the same
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thing we find in the Gospel according to the Egyptians, which was

a compilation of the Gospel narrative in the interest of asceticism.

It was very popular in the churches in Egypt, where this tendency

prevailed, and was often quoted by Clement of Alexandria, who

valued it very highly. So you see it was possible to alter the Gospel

narratives in the interests of the religious life. We find another

testimony to the same effect coming from Serapion, Bishop of the

important See of Antioch, who, as late as the year 190, wrote to

his churches concerning a dispute about the reading of the Gospel

of Peter with the other Gospels in the divine services, " If this is

the only thing that occasions littleness of soul among you, why, let

it be read." And he finally decided against it, not because he

thought there could be no Fifth Gospel, not because he thought it

was not written by Peter, but because he thought it had been tam

pered with. Take one other case, that of the much-disputed party

of the Alogi. Fortunately for us, the only thing that is of any con

sequence in regard to these people is one that scholars are all agreed

upon, namely, that they were never driven out of the Christian

Church. And yet these good Christians, many of them in posi

tions of prominence, were for throwing out of the church all the

literature that bore the name of the Apostle John, and why? Be

cause they were afraid that the cosmological speculations of the

philosophers over the Logos was going to draw Christianity aside

from the ethical basis that it had in the early days. They were prac

tical brethren, these Alogi, who had not much use for doctrine; and

that they were right in their apprehension, if not in their remedy,

no one who is familiar with the history of the church of that day

can well deny.

And so it comes about, as Wescott has pointed out in his book

on the canon, that " the first quotation of a book of the New Testa

ment as Scripture, the first commentary on an Apostolic writing,

and the first known canon of the New Testament came from hereti

cal authors." And why? Because the philosophers were coming

into the little Christian communities, and were trying to give Chris

tianity a doctrinal basis, and were speculating upon it, and for this

some ground of authority was necessary. So the Gnostics were the

first Christians to have a New Testament canon in the strict sense

of the word. The early church did not need one in the period of

her missionary expansion. She found many books useful in those

days that she cast out in later times. Men will unite over a revival
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who will separate into their different sects as soon as they sit down

to discuss their views after the revival is over. As soon as Christ

becam* a historical figure instead of an earthly king whose return

was constantly expected, as soon as there was danger that the early

church might do just what our beloved Protestantism is doing to

day, might disintegrate into a nebula of sects, then it was that it

became necessary that some central authority should step in and

weed out the literature and decide what was authoritative and what

was not. An example of the chaotic condition of that day can be

seen from the following: Praxeas saved Bishop Eleutherus from

becoming a Montanist, but Praxeas was discovered to be a " Modal-

ist" in his christology. Tertullian was found very useful in the

church as a warrior against the Marcionites, but Tertullian himself

was a Montanist. The Alogi were left in the church because they

were useful as opponents of Gnosticism, but the Alogi were very

dangerous in their attitude towards the Johannine writings. Such

confusion, you can see, was not to be tolerated, and one of the first

steps in the direction of that unification which ultimately resulted

in Catholicism was the collecting and equating of the writings of

the apostles as a ground of authority. That is why an attempt was

made to establish the Apostolic authorship of the books that found

a place in the canon. Mark and Luke were represented as taking

dictation from Peter and Paul. The word " inspiration " was first

used in the history of the Christian Church at this time. The alle

gorical method of interpretation was first turned upon the Christian

writings at this time. The teaching of the apostles became first,

at this time, the sole standard of Christian truth.

But long before the Church made this attempt, an attempt was

made in a totally different quarter and for a totally different purpose.

Marcion, the predecessor of Luther, was the first to try to give the

world a New Testament canon. Somehow he became convinced

that there was a violent conflict between the teachings of Paul and

the hierarchial drift of the day. He was the first champion of

" Justification by Faith." He was the first one to oppose the idea

that Christianity was a " New Law," and the Church which he

founded was, relatively, to the Church of that day, larger than

Protestantism is to Romanism to-day. Marcion, to be sure, had

not an adjustable mind, and he went at the books with an axe, as

it were, but we cannot clear Luther of the same accusation, despite

the fact that, in his day, the New Testament had been closed and
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regarded as sacred for so many years. Marcion represents the

first attempt to connect the Pauline Epistles with the idea of a

deposit of Apostolic doctrine. The epistolary form of li^rature

was private and it was not easy to prove its catholicity. There are

no epistles in the Old Testament. Marcion and the Gnostics both

rejected the Old Testament entirely. Before the New Testament

could be bound up into one volume with the Old, it was necessary

that there should be first some speculation as to the relationship

between the two, and in such a speculation it was necessary that

the Epistles of Paul should play an important part. Marcion was

the pioneer in this matter. To be sure, he did not understand Paul

very well, but no one will accuse him of understanding him any less

than the Catholic Church of his day.

But there is one other movement that we must notice. In the

early Church, as we have seen, there were certain prophets and apos

tles going about from church to church. These men continued the

ancient charisma, or gift of prophesy, and often greater weight was

laid upon their utterances than upon any document. This belief

gradually died out as the Church hardened into a hierarchy, together

with the companion beliefs of the possession of the Holy Spirit by

the individual, and the universal priesthood of believers. These

three were revived again in Montanism. The Montanists were good

Christians, and one has but to read Tertullian to see how a man

could waver between a desire for a canon in order to silence the

confusion of philosophic speculation, and a desire for an " open

vision," in order to check the terrible drift towards formalism. One

moment he was defending his prophets and proclaiming his ortho

doxy and saying, " Let me say it once for all, we arc one Church "

the next he was saying to Marcion, " Wherefore, O Shipmaster of

Pontus, if you have never taken on board your small craft any con

traband goods or smuggler's cargo, if you have never thrown over

board or tampered with a freight, you are still more careful and

conscientious, I doubt not, in divine things; and so I should be glad

if you would inform us under what bill of lading you admitted the

Apostle Paul on board, who ticketed him, what owner forwarded

him, who handed him to you, that so you may land him without any

misgiving." That was the spirit that formed the New Testament

canon. It may seem strange that Paul should need a "bill of lading"

to get on board the Church. It may seem strange to hear of anyone

talking about owning Paul. It was true. The hierarchy stepped to
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the front to decide what was apostolic and what was not, and a

significant fact is that just at this very time we find the Church at

Rome putting forth the first attempt to make an authoritative list

of books. This list we find in the " Muratorian Fragment." In this

little fragment there are references to all the questions that vexed the

Church, warnings against the books of the heretics on the ground

that they were not authoritative, a defense of the Epistles of Paul—

why? Because he wrote to seven churches, and seven is the Catholic

number; a claim that the Spirit is the author of the approved books,

and emphatic declarations against several very popular books, on

the ground that " we reject them." The fragment wavers a little

on the Shepherd of Hernias, because that was the most popular book

in the Church at that time, but ends by refusing it a place in the

canon, only declaring that all Christians ought to read it in private.

Of course, the reason for the rejection of this book was its "Adop-

tionism." Just at this time, too, the Book of Acts suddenly comes

into great prominence. In all previous Christian literature it is

almost impossible to find a single quotation that can definitely be

attributed to the Book of Acts, and yet now it is the book of books.

And why? It is easy enough to find out by reading a few pages of

Irenaeus and Tertullian, where so much is made of Paul's visit to

Jerusalem to get his authority from the rest of the Apostles. We

are witnessing the birth of our dear old friend, "Apostolic Suc

cession." Even the New Testament books had to get their authority

from the approval of their Apostolic authorship by the hierarchy

centering in the Church of Rome, and by their approval by the

" heirs of the Apostles." Therefore, this is our conclusion, that the

formation of a New Testament canon is only a part of that great

Catholic development that centralized the Episcopate and gave the

Church its first creed, the Apostles' Creed. Now, can we accept it

on this ground?

The other two parts of the inheritance we regard as open to

question. Some of us never use the Episcopate. Some of us never

use the Apostles' Creed; but many of us accept the books of the

Bible solely on the ground of tradition. The early Christians re

garded themselves as in immediate contact with the Holy Spirit, and

looked to Him for guidance, as well as to Christ; but in later days,

partly as a cause and partly as a result of the formation of a New

Testament canon, they gave up that great and majestic privilege and

made the Apostles the sole recipients of divine messages, confining

7
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the Church to the task of interpreting and enforcing the truth as

formerly revealed. As a result, every practice and every doctrine

had to be carried back to the New Testament and found there, or it

was not justifiable. We do not need to call attention to the con

tortions and absurdities that have resulted from an attempt to find

confirmation of thoroughly modern notions in Scripture. The

framers of the Westminster Confession, for instance, first constructed

their system, and when Parliament sent it back with a request that

they show their Scriptural authority, added the passages from Scrip

ture in the foot notes. And our one hundred and fifty Protestant

denominations can justify themselves from the Scriptures in pre

cisely the same way. There is nothing that cannot justify itself in

that way, from polygamy with its appeal to the Patriarchs, and

Christadelphianism with its friendliness for Daniel to the dreamy

Millenarianism that loves the Apocalypse, and the devout " Divine

Healing " that can appeal to nearly every page of the New Testa

ment. The only corrective for these extreme notions has been a

certain inspired inconsistency in the Church, that has refused to fol

low its own theory of literalism, and has admitted the possibility of

correcting certain parts of Scripture by certain other parts, and even

Scripture as a whole by a larger conception of God's method of

revelation in his word.

It seems to me, therefore, that the only ground on which we

can accept the biblical books as our Bible, is the appeal which the

books make to our own individual consciousness, corrected and

affirmed continually by the united experience of the Christian

Church. Either one alone is an unsafe guide. Both the Church and

the individual are constantly in danger of making the whole Bible

bow down to certain passages of the Bible. Both the Church and

the individual are constantly in danger of taking the Bible too liter

ally and seriously on some subjects like the expected return of the

Lord. Both the Church and the individual are constantly in danger

of thinking that if we have outgrown those conceptions, we have

outgrown the Bible. The Bible is pre-eminently a book of conduct,

and no other defense is necessary for it than its influence on the

conduct of the race. It is never " our Bible " until it is our moral

and spiritual guide. Christ is the treasure hid in that field. Christ

gives the book its value. It is because the world has found Him

there that it is willing to go and sell every other book and buy that

book. And it is the Blessed Spirit working in our hearts that enables
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us to put that value on the Pearl of Great Price. If ever the Spirit

should leave us it will never be " our Bible." We shall turn over its

pages, but we shall not understand Abraham and Isaiah and Paul.

We shall look at it with a reverent curiosity, perhaps, but very much

as we look at those articles in the magazines on prehistoric animals,

with strange pictures of extinct species that once walked the earth.

And I am afraid that is the way we sometimes read our Bible now.

Down where I live there is a man who takes great pride in a certain

Revolutionary sword of his grandfather, that hangs on the wall of

his home, and is frequently pointed out to visitors. When war was

declared with Spain he said that he thought it was his duty to go to

the war, but the pressure of business affairs made it highly essential

that he should remain at home. It was evident to anyone who

talked with him that he never had the least idea of going. If I ever

enter that man's house I shall think of the words, " The Sword of

the Spirit, which is the Word of God." There is a reverence for the

Bible that hangs it on the wall as a relic, that takes pride in the

contemplation of its possession as an inheritance, that draws a sharp

line between the moral and spiritual possibilities of that day and

this, and by depriving the records of their naturalness increases their

sanctity but lessens their authority. (Applause.)

(The audience sang Hymn No. 539.)

Dr. Bitting:

I wish to make an announcement concerning membership in

the Congress and the back numbers of reports which we made.

Membership in the Committee will cost those who propose to help

in the management of the affairs of the Congress, five dollars a

year. We also have annual members to help us to the extent of

two dollars a year. Members who belong to the General Commit

tee will receive two copies of the report, and can purchase other

copies of the annual report at the cost of publication. Those who

pay two dollars will receive one copy of the annual report and can

purchase others at the cost of publication. We have a large num

ber of the reports of some years on hand and will be glad to give

these to all the members of the Congress, make them a present of

them, if they will pay the postage or the express carriage on these

reports, and we will be glad to give to everyone who will purchase

a copy of the 1898 report a set of all the back reports so far as they
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last, if you also will pay the expressage or the postage on these

reports. Fifty cents is the price of the reports. I find that some

times persons feel they cannot sustain the work of the Congress

because they cannot attend all of the sessions. It is not

expected that every member of the General Committee shall attend

the sessions, but that the interest in the spirit and the work which

the Congress represents shall so largely appeal to the members of

our denomination that they will be willing to support it.

The Vice-President:

We have two volunteers for this discussion, the Rev. H. W.

Barnes, Secretary of our State Convention, and Prof. Clark, of

the Hamilton Theological Seminary.

Rev. H. W. Barnes:

Mr. Chairman: It certainly ought not to be reckoned as an

indication of an expectation to add specially to the interest of this

discussion or to knowledge on this subject that I come to this

place. It is rather that I may emphasize a single fact, which, per

haps, has come to the mind of multitudes of people, but I believe

has not been noted in the discussion this afternoon. There is as

manifestly a unity of work in the world, as the world is understood,

as there is an indication of wisdom in it, and we have a right to

expect, logically, it seems to me, that man, for whom a book is

made, and the book, shall so fit themselves to each other as to indi

cate a unity of origin. I remember, when a very young man, to

have been impressed with this little utterance concerning Daniel

Webster and his pastor. The pastor was visiting Mr. Webster one

afternoon, and at the close, or toward the close, of the interview,

said to him: " Mr. Webster, you never have honored me by request

ing me to preach upon any topic. I have often felt a very great

desire to gratify you if there was any text in Scripture on which

you wished to hear me preach." Mr. Webster said: "There is one

upon which I never have heard a sermon. I should be very glad

if you would preach upon it." This was on Tuesday afternoon,

and the pastor said: " I will preach upon it on Sunday." " No,"

replied Mr. Webster, " I think not, Doctor." " Well, give me the

text." " There is one Law-Giver." " Oh, yes, I will preach on

that." Search of the book and study went on until the latter part
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of the week, and under a very nervous and distressed condition the

Doctor came to Mr. Webster and said : " You must excuse me, I

cannot preach on that on Sunday." It had opened up to him the

conception of unity in the entire universe in a new way, and it is

just this conception that I think has taken hold upon the mind of

men, that justifies the position which I propose to take, or state now,

in reference to the reasons for accepting the books of the Bible as

from God. They find the man, that God made, and they find him

at the point of his largest interests and largest needs, and, under

the conditions of his largest despondency, they bring to him just

what is most needed and most acceptable. It is true that there is

,this to be said, in reference to some of the books of the Bible.

There are times when they mean little to us, and they may mean

little to us by a mistaken comprehension of them. I think we

are coming to a better comprehension of the books of the Bible,

and are constantly being prepared for a larger impressiveness of the

fact that they come from God, and are meant for our good. As an

instance, indicating the interpretation that may be put upon the

books or the general plan and purpose of the books, as adding very

greatly to the touch of the book upon us, we may note some of the

various interpretations, or keys, that unlock books of the Bible,

as, for instance, the Book of Job. Some find a key that gives very

great interest to the reading of it, in the latter part of the book,

when " the captivity of Job was turned, as he prayed for his friends,"

and so find the book leading up simply to this, to impressing upon

the minds of men of the purpose and the putting into the hearts

of men of the purpose, to live not for themselves but also for

others. This, of course, gives a very different interest to that book,

from what it had to us when we were in our boyhood, when almost

the only use made of it was when a funeral sermon had to be

preached, and almost its only use was to furnish texts for funeral

sermons. Another interpretation is that which finds the key to

that question at the very beginning of it, " Doth Job serve God

for naught?" and makes the book a discussion of the question, is

there such a thing possible as "disinterested piety," piety that is

not paid for, true and constant and yet is not paid for? and you see

at once that, reading the book with that thought in mind, its truth

gathers about a certain problem that interests each of us. Now,

we welcome the discussion on the books of the Bible, and especially

new light thrown upon their interpretation, as upon those books
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which are sometimes characterized as secular. It may be that they

are secular. If so, they are to be read with one thought. If they

are not secular, but something else, then with another. With a

proper understanding of the purpose of the books of the Bible, the

very thing which they are fitted to, I think we shall find that this fact

will be true in experience, that every one of the books testifies itself

to us as of God, and ought to be accepted, because the book finds

us, whom God made. (Applause.)

Prof. W. N. Clarke, D. D.:

Mr. Chairman: When I read the programme as it came to me

at home a few days ago, I thought that this question was really two

questions in one. I thought, " There are two possible meanings

for the word ' Bible,' more or less differing." When we ask why

we should accept the present Biblical books as our Bible, we may

mean why do we accept the present Biblical books as our historical

collection, our text-book of Christianity? Or we may mean, Why

should we accept the present Biblical books as composing our

present book of divine light and leading? Those are two things,

and the question is capable of two answers, and I thought I should

answer the question in some such way as this: Why do we accept

these books as our text-book of Christianity? Because it is our

text-book of Christianity. The Bible is our historical collection of

documents that tell about the early revelation of God in preparation

for Christ, that tell about Christ and tell about the unfolding of the

doctrine of Christ. This is our historical collection; it is our text

book. We have no other text-book and there is nothing else that

is worth considering with reference to making additions to our

present historical text-book. The book was made up long ago.

When my students want to know now and then whether some book

is going to be taken out of the Bible, I say, " What in the world do

you want to take any books out of the Bible for? The Bible is

made up. We are not making Bibles now. The Bible was made

up ages ago. Why should we tear it to pieces? Who wants to

tear it to pieces? The Bible is an ancient collection, historic, estab

lished, not to be altered. We don't have to throw things out of

it, and we don't have to add things to it." So when some one asks

whether on finding a new Epistle of Paul I would add it to the

Bible, I should say, no. I would read it as an Epistle of Paul, but
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the Bible has been made up long ago. I have nothing to do with

taking from or adding to it. It is an ancient document. I have no

doubt that what our brother has said this afternoon about the work

of the second century is all correct, and I have no doubt that we

can find faults in the manner in which the canon was made up. Yet

I frankly accept, nevertheless, what is my ancient collection, which

brings me my knowledge of the facts, and I have confidence in it

as historically correct. So I take it as my text-book of Christianity.

That is answer enough for me as to that aspect of the question.

Now, when I come to the other aspect of the question, and ask

why we should receive the present Bible as our present book of

divine light and leading, I should answer in identically the same

words—because it is. Exactly—because it is, our present divine

book of light and leading. It carries its quality in it. It has its own

continuous and way-winning power. It commends itself, not merely

to an individual, as myself, not merely to some other single indi

vidual, but it commends itself in the large and on the whole, as

worthy to be so received, and so I receive it. It is the present book

of divine light and help to men. This carries with it, however, of

course, the other fact that it is received in various ways and in

various degrees by various persons. I suppose that if the truth

were known down to the bottom, as a matter of fact, no two of us

in this room to-day have exactly the same Bible. Every man has

his own Bible, as a matter of fact, that has come to be his own

because it has taken possession of him and entered into the stock of

his ingredients and his life. Every preacher shows what his Bible is,

largely, by the range and the limitations of his public readings of

the Scriptures. We are not blessed with a calendar, and we make

our own selections. We show what our Bible is, largely, by our

selections. Every man finds what his Bible is by his personal read

ing. There are certain parts of the Bible that do not find their way

to the heart and the life of an individual, or at least do not for the

present, or at this time, find their way to his heart and life. That is

not yet his Bible in the sense in which I am now speaking of the

word. It may come to be his Bible, the whole may come to be his

Bible. But the divine vitality and power that dwelt in the truth and

record there conveyed, that it is that makes the Bible my Bible, and

I stand firm and sure in the conviction that it ought to be my Bible

because of the divine vitality and power that it contains. I am sure

also that it ought to be the Bible of every other Christian and of every
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other reader of books. It ought to be the Bible, the book of present

divine light and leading, to every reader of it, because of what it is.

And so my answer to the question in the two forms would be, after

all, extremely simple. I should simply say, we should accept the

Biblical books as our text-book of Christianity because they are so

and we have no other; and we should accept the Bible as our present

book of divine light and leading, because it is such, and we have no

other that compares with it: and, perhaps, that is answer enough.

The Vice-Presidfnt:

Are there others who wish to take part in this discussion?

Rev. Dr. Horr, of Boston, will now speak.

Dr. George E. Horr:

Mr. Chairman: I have never felt the exceeding interest that

some people do in the question of origin. Whether the Pentateuch

is or is not shown to be a compilation of documents does not seem

to me to have an important bearing upon its authority, for however

the Pentateuch came, it is here ; we have got it. And so in reference

to the principle of selection by which the canon was formed. It may

be true, and is, that a great variety of diverse motives, the clash of

parties within the Church, the movement toward an hierarchy con

tributed powerfully to the formation of the canon; but the primary

question seems to me to be, having the canon, however it came to

us, whatever motives led to its sifting from the great mass of second

century literature—having these books, do they accredit themselves

as authority for the spiritual life? I like to use an illustration from

that great bell in Moscow, made of the cannon captured from Napo

leon's armies; but that bell is not cannon; it is bell; and when you

touch it it utters its beautiful harmonious sound. It is a bell, how

ever the Russians got it, and whatever material enters into its

composition.

A second thought. I should agree entirely with Dr. Ferris as

to the ultimate basis upon which our acceptance of the canonical

books rest. He says that it depends upon the union of the individual

Christian consciousness with the historic Christian consciousness.

They combine. But what is tradition itself but the historic Christian

consciousness, bearing witness to the validity and authority of these

books? There is such a thing as cutting off the limb upon which
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you rest, and we are not under the opprobious term " tradition,"

therefore, to discredit the historic Christian consciousness which is

one important phase of that tradition. It is the fashion nowadays

to abuse the Westminster Confession. The Westminster Confession

was taken almost bodily, except two paragraphs, to form the Phila

delphia Confession, which is the historic document of Baptist

churches. I wish that the men who abuse the Westminster Con

fession, or the Philadelphia Confession, would do those documents

the honor to read them. (Laughter.) There never has been framed

a juster answer to the question which we are discussing this after

noon, than the paragraph in the Westminster Confession relating to

the authority of the Word of God. It says : " It does not rest upon

historic evidences; it does not rest upon the authority of councils;

it does not rest upon the consent of the past or the excellence of the

matter, but it rests upon the Spirit of God bearing witness to our

hearts concerning its divine authority ; " and I for one am willing to

take my stand upon that document and to claim that it is the true

position of Protestantism. These other evidences have their col

lateral value, but the supreme evidence for the authority of the Bible

is found in the witness of the Spirit to the heart of the reader.

(Applause.)

Dr. O. P. Gifford:

The Westminster Confession when sent back by the Parliament

for its Scriptural reserve, found the reserve right around the corner.

It was an outgrowth of the Scripture as comprehended by those

Christian men. It was a natural outgrowth in the light of experi

ence. I have read forms of creed that have had a long hunt to find

Scriptural passages, a reason for being, but the Westminster Con

fession was so nearly allied to the Scripture that when the Parlia

ment said, " Go back and find your mother," the boy stepped to the

doorstep and the mother was waiting to go in with him. A man

coming to this country from across the sea, finds a Republican form

of government and the Constitution of the United States. The two

belong together. He accepts both when he accepts either, and

becomes an American citizen. A man born into this community

finds the Christian Church and the Christian Bible. The Church

without the Bible cannot be explained, and the Bible accepted always

produces an organization like the Church. I accepted the Bible,

first of all, because born into a Christian home, trained by Christian
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parents, I found a type of character that rooted itself in that Bible

that I missed in homes where the Bible was not studied and

accepted. I accepted it in the second place because, experimentally,

I found, as has been stated here this afternoon, it met the deepest

needs of my soul. I do not care the crack of a filbert through what

bloody struggle of Montanism or heresy of any kind that book

came, any more than I care how Hobson got through and got to

Boston. When he reaches Boston he is there and I will welcome

him. He stands for principles and for bravery and for courage that

touch my soul. I have a friend living down in the suburbs of Boston

who was born and reared in St. Petersburg. His father was a

Siberian exile. He was the master of seven languages, spoken and

written, and a graduate of Harvard University. At the end of his

term in the University, and as a result of his years of culture he

reached blank atheism. He stood upon the edge of a suicide's grave,

he picked up a volume that set forth Tolstoi's experience in finding

a Greek Testament in a Russian peasant's hut. That Greek Testa

ment was Tolstoi's turning point in his religious life. My friend

went to the book store and bought a Greek Testament. He sat

down in the evening and did not rise from his seat until he had read

it from the beginning of Matthew to the end of Revelation. He went

back to the Sermon on the Mount; he bowed himself to Jesus Christ

as his master, he accepted the beatitudes as his rule of life, and came

out into a most blessed spiritual experience. That was his reason

for accepting the New Testament as The Bible. That is scientific,

gentlemen. And wherever that book is accepted in that spirit, lived

up to thus literally and spiritually, it satisfies the deepest needs of the

human soul, it forms a spiritual character, it generates a moral and

ethical force; and so long as, submitted to those scientific tests, it

produces those personal results, the world will accept that book as

its Bible. (Applause.)

(The meeting closed with the benediction, pronounced by Dr.

L. A. Crandall, of Chicago.)
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SECOND DAY.

Evening Session.

Wednesday, November 16, 1898, 8 p. m.

President Henry P. Emerson in the chair.

The session was opened with prayer by the Rev. E. W. Hunt

of Toledo.

The President:

It was evidently the design of those who prepared this pro

gramme to give us a diversity of subjects. Those that have

preceded have been in the main theological. You have to-night

one that is sociological, " State Help versus Self Help, or Pater

nalism in Government." The first paper will be read by Prof.

Rauschenbusch, of Rochester Theological Seminary.

Prof. Walter Rauschenbusch:

STATE-HELP VERSUS SELE-HELP, OB PATERNALISM IN

GOVERNMENT.

I. We define our terms.

" Paternalism " is a mildly contumelious term used by orthodox

political economists to designate something kind but foolish. More

picturesquely yet it is called " grandmotherly legislation." It desig

nates legislative interference by the State on behalf of single classes,

proceeding from benevolent motives, but running counter to so-

called natural economic laws.

Its alternative is " self-help," which leaves every man to do the

best he can for himself in the industrial struggle for existence. On

this latter theory the State is to confine itself to the maintenance

of order. The Germans wickedly call this " die Nachtwaechter-

theorie vom Staat," because it conceives of the State as a magnified

policeman, patrolling the streets for thieves, but without further

obligations.

The topic fails to state a third alternative : socialism. Socialism

is not paternalism. Common ownership is not State interference.
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There is nothing grandmotherly in it, if the citizens of a town come

to the conclusion that they can furnish their own water, make their

own gas, or run their own street cars more cheaply and profitably

than by allowing a stock company to do it for them. On the con

trary, when New York city, unable to provide rapid transit for itself,

has to look with meek and imploring eyes to the Manhattan Ele

vated and Russell Sage to come to its rescue, then we have that

helpless dependence on a beneficent and omnipotent power above

us which constitutes the essence of paternalism. A national postal

service and municipal water-works are not measures of State inter

ference, but measures of co-operative self-help on a large scale.

It is true, there are isolated cases of public ownership which are

paternal in their nature, the South Carolina liquor monopoly, for

instance. But in the same way abstinence from public ownership

may be paternal in its nature, too. When our postal department

limits the weight of packages to four pounds in order not to com

pete with the express companies, or discourages the sending of large

amounts by money order lest it draw business away from the banks,

that refusal to extend State functions is a paternal guarding of cer

tain classes at the expense of the rest, and it is in defiance of natural

economic laws. No private business would abstain from extending

itself in these directions, if it had such a chance.

I place so much emphasis on this distinction between paternal

ism and socialism, between State interference and State ownership,

because in a loose fashion all extensions of State functions are fre

quently lumped and stigmatized as paternalism.

There are, then, three possible lines of action: on the one ex

treme, self-help or economic individualism; on the other extreme,

State ownership or socialism; and between the two, State interfer

ence or paternalism, which seeks to stand on the basis of individual

ism, but to mitigate the evils thereof by measures largely borrowed

from socialism. But these measures are often applied sporadically

and without the saving spirit of democracy. The very name " State-

help " is a relic of an undemocratic theory of government; it indi

cates that the State is still regarded as an entity apart from the

people, which can stoop down to them and do things for them.

II. We are now living under a regime of State-help.

The era of laisscr faire has passed. Its advocates are still puis

sant voices in economic literature, but in practical politics all civil

ized nations are committed to a policy of benevolent interference.
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I shall give a few instances of paternal legislation. They are merely

samples, just enough to bring the situation before us. It must be

remembered, too, that there is no uniformity of legislation in our

various States.

The United States counteract the law of supply and demand

and interfere with the free flow of labor in favor of the laboring

classes at home, by forbidding the importation of labor under con

tract. They exercise paternal care over the immigrants immedi

ately on their arrival, by giving only a few licensed hotel-keepers

access to them and by maintaining a free labor bureau for them.

Most States, I believe, have " Truck Acts," forbidding the pay

ment of laborers in anything but money in order to guard them

against the " company stores." The State, even in America, has

begun to interfere with the conditions of labor; to fix a maximum

working day or week and a minimum wage; to secure a Saturday

half-holiday; to prescribe how often and when workingmen shall be

paid; and to insist on proper space and ventilation in factories. It

excludes children below a certain age entirely and regulates the em

ployment of older children. It is beginning at last to compel retail

stores to furnish seats for their saleswomen and to provide places

where they can eat their lunches without being nauseated. It

compels factories to fence their dangerous machinery and in un-

healthful employments enforces other sanitary safe-guards. The

State interferes to secure one rest day in seven ; a measure borrowed

from the paternalism of Moses, in the maintenance of which relig

ious custom fortunately gives its powerful backing to economic

interests.

All this is evidently State-help. Self-help would leave it to the

self-interest or humanity of employers to provide for the health and

efficiency of their hands, or to the individual or combined initiative

of the employees to insist on proper conditions of labor under pen

alty of refusing to work for the undesirable employer.

The State further interferes by the inspection of articles used

by its citizens. It inspects and marks herrings in Scotland, gun-

barrels in Birmingham, silver plate in London, slaughtered hogs

in Germany, and ships, boilers, elevators, building plans, sewerage,

banks, bake-shops and insurance companies in America.

The State in paternal helpfulness furnishes free information to,

citizens in need thereof; consular reports on foreign countries to

its merchants seeking an outlet for trade; free seeds and information
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about bugs and beets to its farmers; and weather reports to sailors

and picnic parties. It establishes libraries for our instruction and

parks for our recreation; provides brass bands for our edification

and stocks rivers with trout and bass for the betterment of our

morals. It tries to save us from temptation by restricting or for

bidding the liquor traffic and the sale of indecent books and pic

tures. It keeps us clean in New York by forbidding the use of

soft coal, and (alas!) dirty in Chicago by permitting it. It insists

on fire-escapes for hotels and tenements down which we can climb,

and provides firemen to carry us down if we haven't enough self-

help in us to be able to climb. It stands ready to teach us if we

are blind; to feed us if we are poor; to care for us if we are sick

or old ; to rescue us if we are shipwrecked, and to bury us if we are

dead. In most countries it even provides for our safety after death

by supporting a State church.

It may be objected that some of the functions named are not

paternal, but are part of the essential duty of the State in protecting

the life and property of its citizens. I have tried to select only fair

cases which have been left in the past, and might conceivably now

be left, to the self-help of the individual. If there is any question

about them, it shows how difficult it is to draw the line between

proper and superfluous activity of the State. The State protects

the life of a citizen if it arrests a man who tries to shoot him; if it

repairs pavements on which he might break his neck; if it inspects

and condemns a bicycle or a sausage which might do him to death;

and if it tells him when to come in out of the rain to avoid pneu

monia. And the last may be more necessary to the saving of his life

than the first. Now where does proper State care of life end and

fussy paternalism begin?

The most important measures of paternalism are some that are

so firmly established in law and custom that they are not usually

recognized as such. I shall mention three.

One is the protection of home industries by the tariff. Nursing

infant industries is certainly a paternal function—or must we say a

maternal function? A tax adjusted so that it will exclude foreign

competition, taxes home consumers for the benefit of a limited class

of producers, and does not even give government an income for its

pains. Let the orthodox American majority voter remember that

when next he makes damnatory remarks about paternalism.

A second instance is our public school system. The paternal
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State provides free schools and free school books for its children,

and may yet provide free lunches. In many States it intervenes even

against the parents to compel the education of the child, instead of

leaving the desire for education to work out its own fulfilment. I

know that this is commonly justified on the ground that the State

guards its own welfare in preventing the ignorance of its citizens.

But that theory was patched up to hide our blushes when we meet

the consistent individualist in the gates. A law prohibiting high-

heeled shoes could similarly be justified on the score that healthy

mothers are essential to the welfare of the State. No; public educa

tion, at least when it is as lavish and loving and constantly expand

ing as it is with us, cannot be squeezed into the pigeon-hole of " the

self-protection of the State." When it was first introduced in indi

vidualistic England, it was very properly denounced as un-English,

fit only for Germans or Americans.

A third important instance of paternalism is the enforcement of

private contracts. Suppose A lends money to B, who is untrust

worthy. B fails to pay. A can then set in motion the huge ma

chinery of the police and the courts to compel him to pay, and finally

use the State as an auctioneer at a sheriff's sale. Now, self-help

would let the foolish lender suffer for his folly. Henceforth B and

all his kin would lend only to good and safe men. Capital would

concentrate in the hands of the good, and the bad would go out of

business, or reform. That would cut down our State expenses for

law courts, reduce the Egyptian plague of lawyers, put a premium

on uprightness, and conclusively demonstrate the moral order of

the universe. Yet, though there are doubtless many opponents of

paternalism here, I doubt if there is a corporal's guard who would

favor the abolition of our present system.

I have tried to brig home to us that paternalism is not some

thing new and alien to American life and institutions, which foolish

men are now trying to introduce among us; but that we are living

under a regime of paternalism, and that it is at most a question

whether we are to push out freely in that direction, or to restrict

State-help to the absolutely necessary. Our next point addresses

itself to the solution of that question.

III. There are evils on both sides.

It is justly urged that if the people learn to look to the State

instead of their own vigor and initiative for relief from every ill,

they will grow less energetic, cautious and self-reliant. Paternalism
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lessens both the inclination and the opportunity of running risks.

It narrows the field of permitted undertakings. It has been wittily

said that if the ships of Columbus had been inspected according to

modern laws, he would never have been allowed to discover

America.

State inspection, while it lessens the risk of consumers, frees

producers and owners from claims for damages, if damage does

happen. And if State inspectors are bribed, the people have neither

prevention nor cure.

Again, legislation is sweeping in its nature; it cannot take

proper account of local needs. A law that may be useful in one

trade or locality may be superfluous in another. And constant

legislative interference is irritating and injurious.

These objections are serious. Liberty of action is a precious

good in itself and a mighty educator of men. But it must not be

forgotten that there are objections against unrestricted laisscr fait:

too.

Self-help is the remedy of the strong. It may do for the build

ing trades or the locomotive engineers, but it is least effective for

those who need help most.

Furthermore, experience has proved that while certain interests

can safely be left to private initiative, others simply cannot. For

instance, one would suppose that workingmen would look after

arrangements guarding them against mutilation and violent death.

But actually those who brush the sleeve of Death all day are most

callous to his presence. Nor can that matter be left to the humanity

or self-interest of the employers. Prof. Jevons tells of a manufac

turer who was informed by an inspector that he would have to fence

certain machinery. He raised no objection; said it was true that a

man had been killed there recently; but he had apparently never

thought of preventing the danger until he was told he must. It is ter

rible to read of conditions in England before modern labor legislation

began; of young children and half-naked women working in the foul

atmosphere of coal mines; of infants under ten years old working at

the loom in the heated air of cotton mills for fifteen hours a day and

kept awake by the overlooker's lash. That was not paternalism.

Every step in the Factory Laws was met by indifference or oppo

sition, sometimes from both sides. The Mercantile Inspection Bill

in this State was defeated repeatedly by a lobby representing the

department stores of New York, who, in their capacity as heavy
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advertisers, muzzled even the news departments of the daily papers.

This is not suspicion, but a fact.

The remedies of paternal legislation are often irritating and

burdensome. But how about the remedies of self-help? The strike

and boycott are the militant measures of self-help—the only ones

it offers after moral suasion has failed. But think of the expense

of a strike to both sides; of its indirect injury to trade; of the class

hatred it breeds; of the damage it often inflicts on an innocent

public. Its results, when there are any, are less permanent than the

enactment of a law. It may lead to riot and open battles. Home

stead, Brooklyn, Hazleton and Virden have cost our country dear,

by decreasing patriotism, weakening the respect for law and its in

terpreters, and demoralizing us all by shame and the sense of our

impotence. Yet that was the struggle of self-help. Would compul

sory arbitration be much worse?

The alternative of State inspection to prevent accidents is the

granting of damages after the accidents have happened, in order thus

to prevent future accidents. But do not forget how difficult it is for

the poor to collect damages at law. I once served as intermediary

between a family that had lost its head and provider by an accident,

and the corporation concerned. The officers stated their case with

entire frankness. It was worth $200 to them to compound the

claim; if the family sued and won, they would appeal; in any case

they could make the case run several years; the corporation lawyer

was engaged by the year and the case would not cost them much,

so they had a longer wind than the plaintiffs. The family was con

vinced and $200 was paid for the man's life. I am not judging that

corporation. Its business involves an almost daily succession of

accidents, and they are not a benevolent society. I am only pointing

out the drawbacks of the remedies offered by self-help.

If, then, there are evils on both sides, it becomes largely a ques

tion of wisdom to find the lesser evil in any given case, and in such

matters a cubic inch of experience is worth a cubic mile of theory.

IV. We seek to draw the lessons of economic history.

I shall try to summarize the experience of the past and the

probable trend of the future in a few statements.

1. We shall never go back to unrestricted laisser faire. Evolu

tionary philosophy might permit it. But we also have a heart

educated by Christianity, and a lively, though spasmodic, sense of

human solidarity. It is not a question to-day whether we are to

8
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return to self-help, but whether we are to stop at State help or pass

on to State ownership. The Duke of Argyll wisely says : " The two

great discoveries of the present age in economic practice have been

the desirability of removing restrictions on the free exchange of

goods, and the absolute necessity of imposing conditions on the

free disposal of labor."

2. It is no longer open to question that the State must interfere

against the industrial exploitation of children, to safeguard their

right to unstunted physical growth and a fair measure of education.

3. Likewise the State must interfere on behalf of women. Ex

perience has shown that women rarely organize in trade, and singly

they are helpless. Moreover their case differs from that of men in

that they do not merely represent working capacity, but are the

mothers of the race. When England declared it unfit that women

work in mines, the usual objections were made both by mine owners

and by the women; now everybody has acquiesced. But neither is

it fit that young girls be kept standing all day in retail stores and

enter marriage physically broken. Nor is it fit that nursing mothers

work in factories while their babies are fed on artificial food at home,

to die early or grow up puny.

4. The State must look after the sanitary condition of all places

where larger numbers of people work together. It must regulate

the air-space, ventilation, heating, length of working time, meal

hours, etc., in factories and stores. In our present huge organization

of labor, in the shifting character of our working population, and

in the absence of social bonds between employers and employees,

these matters cannot be left to private contract. There must be laws

to regulate, and especially there must be an adequate force of

inspectors to enforce the laws.

5. There must be State inspection of important articles, on the

safety or genuineness of which the public is not competent to pass,

e. g., the safety of boilers or steamboats, the quality of milk, water

or lighting-gas, etc. On the other hand all questions of mere taste

or convenience should be left to individuals.

6. Self-help is ineffective against corporations holding natural

monopolies. The individual cannot cheapen car fares by refusing

to ride, nor compel purer or cheaper gas by burning kerosene. The

State by its franchise creates such monopolies; it is a partner in

them; and it is responsible for their behavior.

7. But experience has shown that constant State interference is
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irksome to the corporations, corrupting to the State, and not always

satisfactory to the public. Where State interference yields no

remedy, State ownership should be fearlessly tried. The success of

modern experiments in it amply justifies the trial. It is true that

there are great potential dangers in it; but it is also true that there

are great actual dangers and evils in our present system of farming

out franchises. Public ownership may build up a great bureaucracy;

but our present system has actually built up in the great corpora

tions a huge administrative organization, which is less amenable to

public interest and public opinion than State officials. A great body

of officeholders may indeed become a menace to free institutions;

but our great corporations, dependent on Legislatures and officials

for privileges, are actually now the chief source of corruption in our

public life. It is true that State ownership would do away with

competition, check private initiative, and eliminate the element of

personal ownership and management. But all that is being done

now. Competition between railroads or gas companies is difficult

to begin and more difficult to maintain. The minor stockholders

of a railway have next to no voice in the management. If it is our

industrial destiny to submit to industrial centralization and its evils

anyway, let us at least have the profits of centralization too, and

the sense of ownership which public proprietorship would awaken

in the people. If the State has often done its work badly, perhaps

the remedy is not to withhold further work from it, but to make its

work so large and so important to public comfort, that its perform

ance will be jealously watched, and a higher standard of efficiency

and fidelity will be set for our public servants. I believe it is fair to

say that the experience of the past points away from State inter

ference with natural monopolies and toward State ownership of

them.

In conclusion, I would offer three suggestions to those who are

afraid of socialism, dissatisfied with paternalism and desirous to

retain the largest possible measure of industrial individualism:

1. See that any lingering inequalities in our laws are purged

out, so that if the workingman is to fight for himself, he will, at least,

not have to fight with one hand strapped to his back. Brentano says:

All statutes of laborers in the Middle Ages were framed with regard

to the powers and wants of the landed proprietors. Our legislation

has come to us in unbroken continuity from a past when the lower

classes did not help to make the laws. It is on the face of it un
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likely that the short span of time during which the common people

have had a voice in legislation, has sufficed to secure real equality in

principle and practice. But until there is equality of law, self-help

is unfair.

2. Help self-help. Help co-operative stores and profit-sharing

along. Offer your services for the peaceful settlement of labor dis

putes. Extend the organization of labor. Back up just strikes.

These are the means offered by self-help. If you trust in this Caes?.r,

strengthen Caesar's hands.

- 3. Strengthen public opinion in its demands for justice and

humanity. That is the silent arbiter in all our struggles for the right,

the compulsory power in all progress. As long as the walking dele

gate is sneered at and labor leaders vilified by the religious and

secular press; as long as good men concede it as self-evident that

employers can do as they will with their own, and that " there is

nothing to arbitrate," unless they please, so long self-help is helpless

ness. Remember that every great strike that fails, strengthens the

impression that self-help is futile, and that salvation comes only by

State help or socialism. If you wish to stave off socialism, stiffen the

public opinion which backs up the labor movement. And that,

gentlemen, is not done by silence. (Applause.)

The President announced the change in Thursday's sessions

to morning and afternoon, instead of afternoon and evening, as

on the two preceding days, and then introduced Prof. Shailer

Matthews. University of Chicago.

Prof. Shailer Matthews, D. D. :

STATE-HELP VERSUS SELF-HELP, OP. PATERNALISM IN

GOVERNMENT.

When the Secretary of this Congress invited me to share in

the discussion of the present topic, I accepted the honor on condi

tion that instead of treating the matter on its purely economic side,

I should consider its relation with Christianity. At first sight such

an aspect of the question may seem somewhat remote but as one

reads the literature in which the duty of the Christian towards eco

nomic problems is considered, it is at once evident that not only

is such a phase as this not remote, but that it is vital. For, underly
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ing all the arguments in favor of paternalism in government, and its

more thorough-going rival, socialism, there is the ethical passion for

justice and the improvement of the masses. As an economic ques

tion, pure and simple, neither paternalism nor socialism would re

ceive much attention from leaders in the social movement. But

as an ethical question it is as a child of Christianity. I wish to set

forth what seems to me the true relation of Christianity to such

matters as are involved in the present topic.

There are three elements to be considered:

I. The Relation of Christianity to Economics.

II. The Relation of Christianity to Politics.

III. The Relation of Christianity to Politico-Economic Theory,

especially Socialism.

I. The Relation of Christianity to Economies.—The relation in

which Christianity stands to Economics is one that has been very

differently conceived. On the part of one class of teachers the

Kingdom of God has been considered a purely spiritual condition

of a man's heart, to be enjoyed irrespective of the manner in which

he conducts his business provided he regards conventional honesty.

" The Old Gospel " has been presented as if it had no bearing upon

any subjects except the avoidance of the punishment of sin and the

enjoyment of a blissful eternity. On the other hand, there are many

who hold quite as firmly to the belief that Jesus presented a definite

programme for economic life and that the primitive church was es

sentially a communistic community. If the choice be limited to two

such extremes there can be little doubt that the truth lies more with

the latter. If there were anything in which Jesus was specially in

earnest, it was in his insistence that human life should be lived ac

cording to the principles of love in the region of money just as truly

as in the region of prayer. It is true that Jesus left no economic

programme, but He most assuredly left principles as to the ethics

of wealth. Yet we must not, even here, be too specific. In all His

discussion of alms and the use of money, Jesus is altogether silent

as to the production of wealth. In a degree this may be accounted

for by the circumstances of the time in which He lived. It was not

an age of manufactures in any modern sense of the term, nor were

the people with whom Jesus associated, confronted by those complex

problems of modern life which center about the relation of the com

munity as a whole to the productive activity of the individual.

Even the forms of socialism which we find among the Jews of His
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day were rudimentary and localized, characterizing only certain re

ligious communities like those of the Essenes. But this economic

condition of Jewish life is not altogether a satisfactory explanation

of Jesus' silence on this matter. Much more likely is it that He was

content to leave the settlement of the entire matter to the new fra

ternal impulses which could be illustrated much more easily in terms

of charity than in terms of labor. In a formal sense, therefore,

Jesus was not an economic thinker. The same is true, to a consid

erable extent, of the apostles. As to the alleged communism of the

Church at Jerusalem I shall have something to say later. At pres

ent I wish only to call your attention to the noncommital position

taken by Paul and even James as to the entire question of economic

evils and theories. Again, this silence must be in part explained

by the comparatively simple economic life of the time. But only

in part. Even from the point of view of political economy, the ques

tion of production and distribution in the first century of our era

is far less important than the broader question of slavery. Yet

even as regards slavery Paul is equally reticent. The fact is, that

the greatest danger which Christianity faced in its inception was that

of being mistaken for ordinary social or economic revolution. For

this reason it is that Paul so strenuously urges his churches not

to attempt any social reorganization and to avoid an over-zealous

devotion to money. Taken altogether, from the point of view of

the New Testament, it must be said that economics is a matter

never handled technically, but always in its relation with morality.

To expect, therefore, any programme from the early Church or

from Christ himself, or to expect from a study of the words of Jesus

to decide offhand the relative value of two proposed schemes of

economical betterment is futile and foolish. There is not a word

of Jesus that may not be quoted for any form of economic reform—

individualistic, socialistic, or mediatory—which promises to increase

the area of fraternity. His mission was to establish an equality of

love, not an equality of income.

II. The Relation of Christianity to Politics.— The relation of

Christianity to Politics, so far as the teaching contained in the New

Testament is concerned is even less specific than as regards econo

mics. Christianity has had great political influence, but, so far as

Jesus Himself is concerned, there is not a word recorded as having

come from Him that can be quoted in favor of any specific form of

government. It is true that He speaks of rendering tribute to
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Caesar and of the fact that Pilate was under the divine supervision,

but in neither case is He concerned with the theory of the State, and

to wring a political programme from such words is to wring water

from a dry sponge. The very utmost that can be said is that Jesus

was not an anarchist but an obedient servant of government as it

existed in His day. Even more pronouncedly anti-revolutionary

were the apostles. There is not a word in any of the epistles that

breathes opposition to the government. One of the main purposes

of the Book of Acts is to show how the Roman state was always

friend of Christians, and had always been respected by the Christian

Church. Whatever teachings Paul or the other New Testament

writers have left us are altogether too vague and conventional to

serve as the basis of any formal theory as to law and politics. Their

great object was to keep the Church out of politics and concentrate

its efforts upon the development of the Christ-like character of its

members in anticipation of the approaching Messianic kingdom.

To seek, therefore, to find any pronouncement in the New Testa

ment upon the question as to whether or not it is better for a gov

ernment to exercise this or that function, is, again, futile and foolish.

This is not to deny, let it be repeated, the political influence

which has been exercised by Christianity. Its great doctrines as to

human brotherhood and of consequent equality, have, of necessity,

worked their way into politics, and, despite opposition, have com

pelled the reform of constitutions, until the rights of the individual

have been better recognized. But so far as any specific statement

is concerned, a republic is no more Christian than a constitutional

monarchy. Christianity can be plead for one form of government

only when the choice lies between a government that abuses the

rights of a man and one that is calculated to increase the moral

worth and normal happiness of the individual. Christianity itself

does not pretend to declare what that form of government is. In

the present alternative, therefore, no man is justified in holding that

a Christian should favor an increase in the economic function of

the State until, on other grounds he has established the indispens

able criterion that such an increase would prove advantageous to

the highest interests of the community. To declare that a Christian

should favor any form of government without such independently

established teaching of the certainty of the highest good's resulting

from that form of government, is a most pernicious begging of the

entire question at issue.
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III. The Relation of Christianity to Politico-Economic Thought,

especially Socialism.—There are many persons who, admitting the

truth of the general principles just stated, maintain strenuously that

there is no second choice under them, for the genuine Christian.

That present economic conditions are so incurably bad that the only

possible thing for the follower of Christ is to champion the over

turn of a competitive, individualistic economy and the establishment

of another in which the State shall control and its citizens be guar

anteed equality in economic effort by legislation. Unless I mistake,

the demand for an increase of governmental activity, such as is set

forth by the advocates of paternalism, really amounts to this demand.

Now this, at least as regards a democracy, is simply a form of social

ism. An hereditary monarchy buttressed by an hereditary aris

tocracy may be paternal. But the unanswerable objection to a

democratic paternalism is its perversion of the democratic concep

tion of government. So long as the sovereign is regarded as

distinct from the people, as, for example, in Russia, and less clearly

in Prussia, it is possible to talk of a paternal government; but where

the sovereign is simply the people organized for the purpose of

expressing its common will, and government is but a committee

appointed to administer the will of the people at large, paternalism is

unthinkable. It involves in itself a contradiction of the fundamental

ideas of democracy. A republic cannot be paternal. Therefore, I

repeat, the effort in favor of paternalism, so far as a country like

the United States is concerned, is simply one phase of socialism, and

as such shares in alleged advantages and disadvantages of a social

ized economic life. And this is precisely what it is seen to be. While

it is true that the Anglo-Saxon has succeeded in obtaining his

present liberty largely because his constitutional development has

consisted of the combination of political and institutional contradic

tions, it is, nevertheless, true that, as nearly every careful student of

the times admits, the Anglo-Saxon of to-day is fully aware of the

real significance of the recent remarkable increase in legislative

control of the economic efforts of the individual. A comparison of

the legislation of the United States during the last twenty years, for

instance, shows practically to demonstration that the old idea that

government is simply to govern, has been outgrown. The tendency

of legislation is distinctly away from the old idea that every man has

a right to exploit nature, to drive such bargains, to make such trade

combinations as he sees fit. I am not saying that this tendency is
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towards socialism as a sort of universal economic Weltanschauung.

I do not believe that it is, at least in America where, thanks to our

Anglo-Saxon parentage, we have not yet fallen slaves to doctrinaire

politics. What it does signify is that the political instincts of the

people as a whole are recognizing the rights of one's neighbor as

well as of one's self—that duties are beginning to replace rights.

The solidarity of life, the actuality of social unity, are being recog

nized as regulative factors in the choice of the individual. But this

is a mean between competition and socialism—-call it paternalism as

one will.

For in political evolution, choice is never shut up to antitheses.

Political instinct has never failed to find a third horn in a theoretical

dilemma, and unless all signs fail the alternative which was appar

ently so exclusive twenty years ago, between unregulated competi

tion and socialism, no longer exists. Social democrarcy itself finds

itself compelled to rid its program of most of its theories and unite

upon certain definite reforms.

Must then a Christian be a socialist or cease to be a Christian?

So innumerable zealous men are telling us. And some of them, with

none of the wisdom of the Fabian Society, are demanding that every

Christian must champion not merely that untheoretical socialism

which feels its way carefully, content to champion the nearest reform

and trust historical development to point the way to the next, but

that socialism, born of the enthusiastic altruism that delights in

dilemmas and categorical sentences and bad exegesis; which finds

communism in the fact that God sends his rain upon the just and

the unjust; which sees the redemption of the cross in the abolition

of private capital; which discovers universal duty and example in

the enthusiasm of Barnabas and some of his brethren in the Church

at Jerusalem; which, when confronted with the actual facts of the

case, with charming naivete confesses that Jesus was not a socialist,

but is cocksure that if Jesus were alive to-day he would be a socialist ;

nay, which even sees a prophecy of economic millennium in the bag

which Judas carried.

It is this assumption on the part of socialism, that it monopolizes

Christian love, that seems to me most reprehensible. If it were true

that there were no antithesis between unregulated competition and

collectivism, I am perfectly free to say that I should prefer col

lectivism, but as things are, to force the Christian into any form of

socialism on the basis of such an alternative is preposterous, not
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alone because, as I have just tried to show, the alternative no longer

exists, but because Christianity is not socialistic.

In the first place, the teaching of Jesus is not socialistic. To

share one's superfluous clothing with a man who is cold, to give

alms to men who need aid, for a group of men engaged in the same

evangelistic effort to combine their means and appoint one man as

a sort of treasurer, is not socialistic or communistic. In the second

place, the Church in Jerusalem was not communistic. There is not

the slightest evidence that the so-called, having things in common,

meant anything more than enthusiastic self-sacrificing charity. In

the third place, the entire doctrine of Christ and the Apostles, as to

the individual and his reformation, is not socialistic. Disguise it as

we may, the chief end of socialism, even when it takes the impos

sible form of a democratic paternalism, is to improve the individual

by improving his material surroundings and trusting evolution to

do the rest. The method of Christianity is to transform the indi

vidual and then, through the spontaneous regrouping of the trans

formed individuals, to bring about change in environment. And

yet even this is not quite true, for it throws the antithesis into a little

too great distinctness, for Christianity does not overlook social

environment. Its real method is to produce social, fraternal men

and women who, because of their regenerate character, create a new

environment which in turn renders more happy, more easily trans

formed, the life of those who are not Christians. The Christian

working upon such a social program as this, in which the antithesis

between self and society is abolished because of the true Christian

idea of the individual, may very well challenge his socialistic brother

to prove whether, in the place of the ideal Christian nation of priests

and kings, he can promise anything more than a heroless commu

nity of mediocrities.

Finally, so far as Christian teaching is involved, the case seem

to lie about like this. The Christian has no call, simply because he

is a Christian, to become a theoretical socialist or a theoretical indi

vidualist. He will believe in State-help or self-help—or, best of all,

in State-help and self-help according as an organization or

society on the basis of either, is likely to guarantee most

certainly the Christian ideal of fraternity. In the absence of

any such guarantee, he must be content to hold himself open

to conviction, as to the proper program in specific reforms,
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and stand independently ready, as far as possible, to cham

pion any rational effort which looks to the proper adjustment of the

economic and political independence of the individual with the ;n-

terests of society at large. As a Christian he will labor for ;he

economic health of his nation. But his test in such a case will not

be: Will such and such a program increase wealth alone. In polit

ical life, quite as much as in individual life, he is to seek first that

ideal order of the Kingdom of God in which righteousness and love

and human duty are paramount to material wealth. This is a hard

lesson to learn, but the members of the Kingdom of God must learn

it. If it be necessary that, in the interest of social good, some effort

to increase wealth be abandoned, he must make and he must cause

society to make that sacrifice. And in this effort government must

play its part. But this is neither unregulated competition, paternal

ism nor socialism. It is political and economic fraternity—a demo

cratic fraternity dependent upon no all-embracing theory, but ready

to adopt every political and economic expedient that seems calcu

lated to increase the moral welfare of men, and so to bring in that

social order which Jesus founded, and for which he died, that order

in which men shall be the sons of God and brothers of each others—

brothers in the production of wealth and in international complica

tions quite as much as in the New Jerusalem. (Applause.)

The Secretary:

The next name on the programme is that of Charles E. Hughes,

Esq., of New York. Mr. Hughes is a lawyer in active practice, and

wrote me a few days ago that unfortunately, and in spite of every

effort on his part to keep this day clear of other engagements, a

trial of great importance had been set for this day. He hoped it

might be postponed. If it was postponed he would be present. In

the other event his absence would be compulsory. He has tele

graphed us as follows:

" Regret exceedingly the trial makes it absolutely impossible

for me to be present at the Congress."

The President:

The next speaker will be George William Douglas, Esq.,

of Brooklyn.
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George William Douglas, Esq.:

I am supposed to be a speaker to-night, but as my profession

is that of a writer, I have made one or two brief notes that would

assist me in the line of thought which I would like to develope.

What I shall say is based on the assumption that paternalism is

supervision by the State of the social and business relations of men,

on the theory that the people themselves are incapable of managing

their own affairs. I believe that is the definition which is given

of paternalism in one of the dictionaries. Now, we ought not to

find, in the United States especially, many people who believe in

paternalism of that kind. This government is founded on the theory

that each of us has the right to live his life freely in his own way and

to pursue happiness in whatever directions he may choose. The

form of government is fixed by the will of the majority. The

minority, however, has at all times the right to attempt to make

itself the majority. But under all circumstances the majority must

rule. Therefore, the members of the organization, to use an illus

tration, which is called the A. P. A., have a perfect right to oppose

granting political honors to members of a certain church. That

is one of the rights guaranteed to them by the Constitution and by

the Declaration of Independence. It is a fundamental principle.

On the other hand, the members of the church which these people

oppose have also the right to attempt to embody in the laws all

those things which the A. P. A. opposes. I do not think you will

dispute that. We are all equal here. Any man has a right to

attempt to embody in American laws any idea which he may hold,

else we have not a free country, else there is no freedom of thought

and freedom of speech. Again, there are a great many good people

who believe that the manufacture and sale of intoxicating liquors

ought to be prohibited by statutory law. They believe that the

cause of temperance would be promoted by laws of that kind. Well,

a great many people think that prohibitory laws are a farce and a

sham. We know that they do not prohibit. We know that liquor

can be obtained in any State in the Union, and the reason for that

is the law does not rest on a demand of the majority of the people.

By some hook or crook it has got on the statute books. Law in

its last analysis is the will of the people themselves, regardless of

any written statute. There is no country in the world which has

so broad a comprehension of the principles of freedom and liberty
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as we have in this country. Let me read to you a brief paragraph

from a remark which William H. Seward made in 1871, on his

return from his1 trip around the world. He was in Paris at the

time and was speaking to a group of young men. He said: "Boys,

the fact is that Americans are the only nation that has and under

stands liberty. With us a man is a man, absolutely free and polit

ically equal with all. With special privileges for none, every one

has a chance; whereas, wherever I have been I was impressed with

the subjugation and the oppression of the people. I have all my

life talked in public and private of the greatness of our mission of

civilization and of the ideas we represented and the lessons we were

teaching the world, but I never realized how true it was that we

were, of all others, the representatives of human progress. Now I

know it." This is not a paternal country. Our government is not

based on the assumption that the people are disqualified to manage

their own affairs. Now, if perchance there should be some pater-

nalists in the United States, there ought not certainly to be a single

paternalist in the Baptist denomination; andwhy? Onwhat principle

does this denomination rest? Is it not composed of men and women

who have deliberately chosen the path of righteousness? Is it not

composed of men and women who believe there is no efficacy in any

form, or ceremony, or symbol? When a man is converted he is a

Christian, before he subjects himself to any ceremony. Is not that

so? Is not our church based on that principle? We do not be

lieve that there is any power in any priest, or bishop, or Pope.

Each man stands alone before God and is responsible alone to Him.

We believe that there can be no salvation without personal regener

ation. Now, there can be no social, or political, or moral salvation

without personal regeneration of the members of society. Paternal

ism, as a rule of government, is philosophically and spiritually un

sound. It may do for a temporary expedient. Some outsider may

come and force upon us a system of law, but we will obey that sys

tem of law only so long as the force is there. A great many

eutopian dreamers have been dissatisfied with the progress which

the race is making, because they have looked at the externals of

society and they have thought that by applying the mustard plaster

of government ownership of railroads they would draw out the pain

that was in the hearts of men. Government ownership of railroads

is an external, a triviality of no consequence in comparison with

the will and the purpose of men. The tendency of the centuries has
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been towards spiritual freedom. Some time ago a spiritual teacher

said to a woman of Samaria, who asked him as to the proper place

to worship, that " the time will come, and even now is, when neither

in this mountain nor in Jerusalem ye shall worship God, but they

that worship Him shall worship Him in spirit and in truth." That

declaration threw the bonds off from the soul of man. It disclosed

the fact that religion was not a matter of form, or of ceremony, or

of times, or of seasons, or of sacrifices, or burnt offerings, or any

thing of that kind, but it was the intimate personal relation of man

with God. The only paternalism which is worth anything is the

Fatherhood of God. That idea of personal freedom which .was set

forth eighteen hundred years ago took root and germinated in the

minds of men, and it found expression in our Declaration of Inde

pendence, to which I have already referred, that man has certain

inalienable rights, certain rights to life, to liberty and to the pur

suit of happiness in his own way. No other man can tell him

what is happiness for him. No other man can tell him what trade

he wants to learn, how he shall pass his leisure, what books he shall

read, what church he shall attend; he is free to exercise his own

choice. Industrial freedom rests on the same basis as political free

dom, and political industrial freedom alike rest on the same basis

as spiritual freedom, namely, on the regeneration of the ideas. No

man is free who is attempting to go contrary to the natural laws.

He is a bond servant; he is continually feeling the chafing of the

bonds about him. But when he acts in accordance with the laws

of righteousness he is free. How many men and women here to

night refrain from murder because there is a law on the statute

books punishing murder with death? Dou you feel that law? Does

any one of you feel that law? Do you refrain from being murderers

because you will be punished? How many of you refrain from

highway robbery because there is a law on the statute books pun

ishing highway robbery? Are any of you tempted to rob? Why,

the temptation does not touch you. You are free. It is only when

you attempt to violate the law that you feel the bonds of law. The

seed has been planted in a world, which was planted long years ago,

and the world is developing toward an ideal and perfect state. It

has not got there yet, but we do not expect the child to be a man.

We are amused and delighted with the childishness of the child. We

are not impatient with it because it does not understand what we

understand. Why should we be impatient with the race that is in
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its childhood? Can we not be patient and let it grow and develop

up to the full stature of its manhood? Can we not wait and let the

principles of Christianity, the principles of regeneration spread

themselves through the whole world? There will be no solution

of social questions until those principles do spread themselves.

" The future," as one of the modern English dramatists said, " ex

cept when there is regeneration, is simply the past again entered

through a different gate." We may make laws providing for gov

ernment ownership of railroads; we may make laws providing for

the public ownership of water-works; we may make laws providing

for the relief of suffering wherever on earth it may be found, but,

" The future will be the past again entered through a different gate,"

forever and forever, until the need for those laws has ceased, until

men will be honest and benevolent and long-suffering and kind,

without any external law. The law of righteousness in their own

hearts will be the thing which will be powerful. If we found man

kind on regenerated purposes we will say that self-help is the only

help which is of consequence, the only help which can be powerful

at all. There must be regenerated mankind, else the power must

be exercised on the outside and must hold men in the path which

the law prescribes. You cannot make water rise higher than its

source except by physical violence. Take a reservoir, run a pipe

out from it and extend the pipe up above the top of the reservoir.

The water will rise in the pipe until it is even with the top of the

reservoir. Put a weight on the reservoir and it will rise higher in

the pipe. When you take the weight off it will sink down in the

pipe. We can make paternal laws to elevate society, and then

paternal laws will hold society down. They may lift one or two

men up in the pipe, but take the pressure away and they will sink

again to the normal level. You cannot elevate society except as

you elevate its members.

Now, I have taken this point of view because I believe in the

oneness of religion and life. Christianity is not a thing apart from

life; it is not something to be used one day in the week and dis

carded the rest of the week; it is not something to be considered as

described in a series of books which have no relation to any active

life. If there is anything at all in Christianity it is the explanation of

the life which we live. If there is anything at all in the principles of

salvation in Christianity, those principles will save the society of

which we, as Christians, are members. We hear a great deal of talk
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about natural law in the spiritual world. We ought to hear much

more talk about spiritual law in the natural world. (Applause.)

The President:

Are there any that wish to volunteer in further discussion of

the question? It seems as if there ought to be a little further

said on this interesting subject.

Rev. Alfred W. Wishart, Trenton, N. J.:

I very much fear that our good friend Douglas has had too

close contact with the Tammany Tiger. I suppose it might be said

that a parent in the home was interfering because the child was not

able to take care of himself, yet, I suppose, everyone would justify

such interference, because the child had not arrived at a condition in

which he was able properly to reflect, to choose courses and to

govern his conduct. Now, I take it that men in society, although

we call them men, are yet in a condition of childhood, and that men

and women who have arrived at the parental stage of mental and

moral development act as fathers to the children in society. I take

it that the State has a right to stand between a helpless child and a

man who would rob that child of health and happiness. Although

Christ laid down no programme to govern us to-day, I think the

question for us is this, to interpret and to apply the word " brother,"

to live out love in the world. Probably some of you here to-night

took an active part in trying to put down slavery, although Christ

said nothing about slavery. I imagine you carried the subject into

the pulpit, and I imagine that, as Harriet Beecher Stowe warned the

world, there is, perhaps, coming upon the world a form of slavery in

the industrial world that was more degrading and oppressive than

the bodily slavery of the negro; and it may be that perhaps we are

on the threshold or in the midst of some such slavery as that; and

the question is, whether or no the minister of the Gospel has the

right so to construe the Gospel which he preaches that it shall apply

to men, not only in their religious relations, but in their political

relations, in their industrial relations, in their social relations. In

other words, I think we are ccming to define salvation in a larger

and a more comprehensive way. We are coming to know that a

man is not saved until he is saved in all his relations. We are

coming to know that it is quite impossible for the seed of the Gospel

to grow under certain conditions. We are coming to know that
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bodily conditions affect the spiritual life. We are coming to know

that churches can hardly thrive in certain social environments. We

are coming to know that the Church is robbed of strength when the

supporters of the Church, the average men of the country are robbed

of strength; thus, not only for the self-preservation of the Church,

but for the purpose of furnishing the seed of the Gospel an oppor

tunity to develop in the world, it becomes the duty of the Christian

ministry to interest itself in the social and political problems of the

day, to interest itself in all that pertains to the well-being of man

kind, and if that leads a majority of men in society to step in between

the aggressor and those who are being preyed upon, it seems to me

that society has a right to do so. In New York the men who desire

good government are not waiting until the Tammany Tiger civilizes

himself, waiting until he becomes subjectively free so he will not

want to do wrong, but they are trying to stand between him and

this country, the government of this country, so that he shall not

prey upon them, so that he shall not despoil; because he has a tiger's

instinct, because he is a tiger they do not forgive him and excuse

him, and they do not and cannot wait until he learns better. So the

man who will not properly ventilate his factory; who will not look

after sanitary conditions, the man who has not come to a point

where he will respect the rights of men without the intervention of

the law, must have the power of the law laid upon him. While it is

true, perhaps, that none of you refrain from committing murder

because of law, it is true that there are men to-day who do not

employ children in their factories, who would employ them if society

did not interfere. So I believe that not only on the ground of a

larger interpretation of the Gospel of Jesus Christ in its wide appli

cation to all the ramifications of modern society, but also upon good,

solid, economical and political principles we have the right not only

to champion but to earnestly advocate a wise paternalism in govern

ment. (Applause.)

The President :

The Secretary has an announcement to make.

The Secretary:

I wish to call your attention to one feature of the programme

tor to-morrow. Most of our topics are more or less of a polemical

character, and more or less of a scientific character also. Our clos

9
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ing topic is always rather of a devotional kind, and I make this

specific announcement because I think the meeting to-morrow after

noon will be particularly interesting to the members of the churches

of this neighborhood generally apart from any interest that they

might have in the scientific aspects of some of the questions dis

cussed here. The meeting for to-morrow afternoon has for its topic

" The Union of the Believer with Christ." There is one change in

the programme to-morrow afternoon that is not announced in the

printed programme, namely, " The Closing Words." A number of

interesting addresses will be delivered at the close of the Congress

sessions, brief addresses which I am sure will interest you all. The

topic for the morning has already been announced. Please remem

ber that the meeting is at half-past ten in the morning. I think we

ought to take our usual collection before we disperse.

Dr. O. P. Gifford:

Mr. Moderator, before you take the collection I should like to

say a word. The Master said the new wine must be put into new

bottles; and the making of new bottles is just as divine as the making

of new wine. Every form of life expresses itself in the best possible

way for the preservation of its own life. Regeneration means the

injection of a new spiritual life into the man who is spiritually dead

in trespasses and in sins, and when a man is born of the spirit of God

and of God's righteousness, he finds himself surrounded by an

expression in institutions, laws, governments, social and political

order, which is the natural expression of the psychic or spiritually

dead man. If he wishes to conserve his own regenerated spiritual

life he is under obligation to express it in terms of law, of institution

of government, of social and political order. Otherwise he sacrifices

his life. Life is defined to be the continuous adjustment of internal

relations to external relations. If the external relations are adjusted

to an old form and type of life and you introduce a new form and

type of life, you must change your environment or sacrifice your

new life. It is absolutely necessary to the preservation of spiritual

life in the social and political order, that men who are regenerated

by the spirit of God seek to express themselves in terms of institu

tion and of law for the conservation of their own new life.

Self-help is well enough when a man is able to help himself.

Self-help becomes a failure when a man is not able to help himself;

and, incidentally, the man who is able to help himself and his

brother, and does it personally, meets no complaint; but he soon
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finds in attempting to do it personally that he must also attempt to

do it in an organized form or the little he can do will amount to

nothing. It was well enough for the purpose of meeting the eccle

siastical lawyer to formulate the parable of a man who fell among

thieves, but the Holy Spirit teaches the Christian man to-day that

he is a fool if he leaves the thief unpunished for the sake of doing

charitable work to the man who falls among thieves day after day

and night after night. (Applause.) He very soon runs short of

mules and wine and oil and his hotel bills eat up his income; and

after he has bent his back till it aches and strained his heart till it

breaks, he organizes to attend to the man who does the thieving

business, and it is our duty to do that as much as it is to attend to

the man who has fallen among thieves.

My conception of the Kingdom of Heaven is an order here on

earth where the Holy Spirit given on the Day of Pentecost, and

never taken back, not only abides in the individual conscience and

heart, but moulds and shapes institutions and laws that shall be the

expression of the in-dwelling Holy Spirit. There are some men that

need to be restrained in order that they may be helped. If my boy

falls and breaks his arm, in order to help the forces of nature to knit

the bones together, I must put on an outside pressure and shut the

boy in a room where he cannot play football until his bones are knit

together. There are a great many men past twenty-one who know

not as much as my boy of nine. They need splints and straight

jackets until you can get something into them to regenerate their

inner life; and the psychic civilization, and the civilization that is

controlled in Albany and in Washington by greed and selfishness,

is not, gentlemen, a proper instrument for regenerated men to use

in the regeneration of society. If you should go to the city of

Chicago you would find in the record of the early life, when Chicago

was a little cluster of story-and-a-half cottages on the edge of the

lake, that every man who was a householder was under obligation

to put in his front hall a bucket of water. That was the fire depart

ment of the city of Chicago. Each man was to look after his own

home. In case of a fire, every man within a certain radius was to

take his fire bucket and start for his neighbor's fire and leave a

lighted lantern in his front hall to show that he was doing his duty.

That was right enough for a primitive civilization, but when the

story-and-a-half buildings gave way to four and five-story buildings

they must need have hand machines and a volunteer department,

and all who belonged to that department were at the public call at
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any hour of the day or night. To-day Chicago is rivaling the Alps

in her splendid buildings. To-day she has one of the finest paid fire

departments in the world. It is no citizen's business when or where

a fire is. He has organized a paid fire department. That is State

help for men who are not able to help themselves when their prop

erty is being destroyed. Once men sent their letters by post boy,

whom they paid. Now we lay a mortgage on the government for

two cents and compel the government to carry a letter from Boston

to San Francisco. We are, through the State, helping ourselves.

When new communities settle on the western prairie each man is

responsible for the bit of road that runs by his own farm. After a

time he finds he can do better by hiring some one in the way of

taxes to care for the common road. A little later a corporation

comes to run an iron road from sea to sea, and he turns the whole

business back again to individual gain and greed and makes himself

the slave of a great railway corporation. It is a case of arrested

development, gentlemen. If he had gone one step farther, he, as a

consistent member of the State, with other members of the State,

would have owned the railroad, and then if it failed to pay he would

have paid in taxes what came short, and if there were any profits he

would have pocketed his share of the proceeds himself. So we push

our legislation out, and out, and out, experimenting here and there.

But it seems to me, standing here to-night, gentlemen, that the ideal

state, the Messianic kingdom, the Cubic city of the new Jerusalem

coming down from heaven to be among men and not men caught

up into an invisible somewhere to be eternal with God, is the appli

cation of the Holy Spirit in and through organized individuals for

the control of institutions, the regulation of laws, the helping of the

weak, so that we can do as an organic state for the weak what we

are trying to do as individuals. (Applause.)

The Secretary:

Mr. Chairman: The Rev. Dr. Bitting this afternoon made an

announcement inviting you all to become members of the Congress,

and he will be very glad to receive your names at the close of the

session if you will kindly come forward and give them to him. I

presume most of you were present this afternoon. The detailed

announcement will be made again to-morrow. At this late hour I

do not care to go over the whole ground.

(Rev. Dr. G. E. Horr, of Boston, dismissed the meeting with

the benediction.)
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THIRD DAY.

Morning Session.

Thursday, November 17, 10.30 a. m.

The Vice-President, Dr. A. S. Coats, in the chair.

The Vice-President:

The Baptists of this city have but one minister that they

call " Father," Father Work. He will lead us in prayer.

Rev. James Work then offered prayer.

The Vice-President :

The topic for this morning's discussion is, " How Far Can

the Truths of Christianity be Stated in Terms of Naturalism—

With Regard to: 1. The Gospel History?" The writer on this

special sub-topic is Prof. George B. Foster, of the University of

Chicago. I understand that he is not here, but that his paper

is here and will be read by Prof. Matthews.

Prof. Shailer Matthews, Chicago:

Mr. Chairman: I regret exceedingly that you are to be deprived

of the presence of Prof. Foster. It is always somewhat unfair to

the man who writes a paper to have another man read it. I will

do the best I can, however, to set forth Prof. Foster's talk, and

any failure to make it clear I trust will be debited to the reader,

and not to the writer. That certainly would be the truth. And I

might add that the personal pronoun, of course, running through

this paper, you will understand to refer to Prof. Foster, and not the

reader.

HOW FAB CAN THE TRUTHS OF CHRISTIANITY BE STATED IN

TERMS OF NATURALISMP WITH REGARD TO—I. THE GOSPEL

HISTORY.

I wish to notify the Congress at the outset that owing to the

few minutes at my disposal, my paper on such a subject must lack

much in unity and coherency, save as it is held together by the
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general subject itself. And I would have my colleagues in this

discussion reflect how necessary it is for me to get my bearings in

reference to the common question—all the more so, since divergence

of opinion is inevitable—as well as to descend to the particular topic

upon which I have been invited more especially to speak.

What, now, to begin with, is Naturalism? The first remark

one feels like making is that it belongs to the regime of theory and

not of fact. The facts abide, no matter by what theory they may

be sought to be explained or interpreted. This consideration goes

far to save one from a panicky feeling, and to guarantee impartiality

and objectivity to the discussion. Our question really is: To what

extent does Christianity admit of naturalistic explanation? Pro

ceeding, then, to definition, naturalism must be distinguished, I

think, from materialism on the one hand, and from supernaturalism

on the other. But if one chooses to speak of materialistic natural

ism, I shall have no quarrel with him, but point out that it is not

with that kind of naturalism we are concerned in this discussion.

For materialistic naturalism can only be the new evolutionistic,

as against the old atomistic materialism,—in either case, is pre

cisely the effort to understand the world without faith. But because

I believe that there is a meaning in things, and that that meaning is

good, I replace the purposeless mechanical causality of materialism

with spiritual causality. Now it is just this affirmation of spiritual

causality, and, by consequence, of purposefulness, that distinguishes

naturalism, as I intend to use the word, from materialism of every

kind. Not that materialism has no merit and nothing in common

with Christian thought. For one thing, natural investigation owes

its triumphs to the consistency with which it came to abandon all

quest after end and to recognize only causes and effects in legal

connection. For another thing, the principle of causation—what

a man sows he reaps—the emphasis upon facts, the relentless de

mand for reality, the determination not to be befooled by illusions,

all this. Christian thought may well be glad to share in common

with materialism. But because the category of empirical causality

does not exhaust reality, materialism is a defective view of the world,

and it is impossible to state the Truths of Christianity in terms of it.

But it is not so certain that this impossibility exists in reference to

naturalism. For, while agreeing with materialism in affirming

causation and evolution, both in nature and history, without breach,

gap, or discontinuity of any kind, naturalism posits behind all and in
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all as the causal and evolving power, universal spiritual reason;

and by so much invites the attempt to formulate Christian truth

from its point of view, so far as may be—an attempt, moreover,

which has the Christian merit of conciliation and condescension;

that is, of becoming all things to all men, if by any means it may

save some.

But what, now, is the distinction between naturalism and the

traditional supernaturalism? I say "traditional," meaning the the

ory as it was before it corrupted itself, guided by its instinct of self-

preservation, by appropriating elements from the naturalistic view

of the world,—that is, the old supernaturalism in connection with

which church dogma, and even the biblical religion itself, developed.

Again I make the remark that supernaturalism also belongs to the

region of theory and not of fact. It has no more ability to improve

upon the facts than naturalism has to impair them; in either case,

the facts are there and there forever. There is a legend which will help

me set forth my thought more attractively, and I propose to make

constant use of it. It is said that in certain countries there still exists

a botany, according to which the Great Spirit, having created the

trees of the forest, comes in the night each spring to stick the leaves

and blossoms on the branches. It is a picture of unadulterated

supernaturalism. According to this hypothesis, revelation came to

be, not from within, conformably to psychological and historical

laws, and by ordered process, but from without, by way of lawless

extra-mundane communication,—an irruption into the mental life

in the case of prophecy, and into the system of nature in the case of

miracle. I do not stop now to unfold the truth that revelation as

source of religion is not a miraculous communication of metaphy

sical, moral or theological knowledge, which attests its divine origin

through the form of its beginning, a form which excludes all natural

origination. Such a view must exclude any real history of revela

tion in principle. The purpose of revelation is not primarily the

importation of theoretical knowledge, but the guidance of the will,

the forming of a new friendship. Revelation is an effect of God

through which He evokes in the soul of man the impression of Him

self as influencing its life in the world, and leading it, by power over

the world, to its goal. But I do no more than point this truth out

at this time, and return to the hypothesis of pure supernaturalism.

This hypothesis of the method of revelation—for it is not the fact

of revelation, but the method of it that is in dispute—presupposed
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Jhe old cosmology. Adherents of supernaturalism have aban

doned it, but seem to be innocent of the logical significance of that

abandonment upon their theory of revelation. All the difference

between the biblical picture of the world and that of modern science

may be referred to two cardinal points: First, the Bible, with the

whole of antiquity, thinks geocentrically; modern science, since

Copernicus, thinks heliocentrically; secondly, the Bible seeks the

cause of what is and takes place in the free miraculous acts of the

divine conceived as without; but modern science seeks that cause

in the legal, genetic process of self-developing nature. It would

seem as if the two views were irreconcilable. Hence, Melancthon

said that the Copernican theory was subversive of the Christian

faith and that it ought to be suppressed by the arm of authority—

not the last time that the ecclesiastical police force has been mus

tered out in support of scientific antiquity. There can be no doubt,

I think, that Copernicanism was the greatest shock faith ever had.

For that ancient view of the world had served as the fixed basis for

faith's world of ideas, as the theater for the drama of her sacred

history, as the treasure-house for the blessings of her hope. But

if now the resting earth becomes a rolling planet, the stationary

firmament endless space with numberless suns and systems, what

becomes of the notions " above " and " below," between which two

poles the acts of sacred history from Paradise to the Lord's ascen

sion and parousia are said to be consummated? And if "above "

and " below," the stage for all these acts, vanish, what becomes of

the acts of revelation themselves, and without the acts, what be

comes of the revelation? If God is no longer "above" and man

" below," what becomes of angelic messengers, external communi

cations, miraculous interventions, between the so-called heaven and

man here upon the earth?—the sticking of the leaves and blossoms

on the tree from without? I ask you if it does not follow that the

conception of revelation must change, in consequence of the changed

cosmology, from that of external acts between heaven and earth,

to that of an inner spiritual process in the heart of man, and in the

soil of history,—a genetic process according to law,—the leaves and

blossoms on the tree of our life being an emergence from within

and not an importation from without? But this is just naturalism

with its two constituents of Copernicanism and evolutionism,—the

latter being the second greatest shock faith ever received. Let me

stop here to say again, however, that it is not that naturalism be-
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longs to the realm of fact and supernaturalism to that of theory,—

both are theories and interpretations of fact. The fact remains,

viz., the redemptive revelation of God in human history, culminat

ing in Jesus Christ the Lord—no matter which theory be false, or

whether both be false. Both theories affirm that .the leaves and blos

soms are on the tree, and that the Great Spirit put them there. The

controversy rages around the question, how He put them there. Let

me indicate the historic stages of the dispute. The scholastic absolute

supernaturalism says: " The Great Spirit stuck them on from with

out "—and adds, as correlate, " the tree had been blasted so that

it could not grow the blossoms," which, being interpreted, means,

" the human reason had been so ruined by sin, had become such a

massa perditionis, that it was necessary for- revelation to be anti-

rational." At length this theory, under the influence of the be

ginning of modern philosophy, gave way to relative supernaturalism,

which said : " Part of the blossoms grew from within, but not all of

them; some of them, the largest and finest, were stuck on by the Great

Spirit from without,"—adding, as correlate, "the tree, badly damaged,

could yet grow some of them, but some not, not the best," which,

being interpreted again, means: "Revelation is super-rational, but

not entirely anti-rational. Now up to this point, since the causality

of the Great Spirit is affirmed and the reality of the blossoms ad

mitted, this difference as to method, serious as it is, resulted in no

essential departure from Christianity. But after a brief compromise,

which I may call relative rationalism, dreary, absolute rationalism,

displaced supernaturalism and said, first, " the Spirit and the tree

are identical,"—the Spinoristic Deus sive natura,—and then, finally,

" the Great Spirit is an illusion and is not needed to account for the

blossoms, they are a mere product of the tree in and of itself,—

which, being interpreted again, means that the tree is sufficient unto

itself, of itself, and that revelation is a mere product of the human

phantasy, without any objective truth. But now we are back to

materialism again, evermore the nemesis of the old supernaturalism.

Now, naturalism must be located somewhere between that abso

lute supernaturalism and this absolute rationalism. It must be

confessed, I think, that supernaturalism is more congenial to faith—

" miracle is faith's dearest child," Goethe said. Naturalism at first

contact is apt to inflict a wound upon the religious feelings of the

plain Christian. But I think that it must also be conceded that

naturalism is more in accord with the methodic principle of modern
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historical and natural science. As Professor Pfleiderer, in his article

in the September " New World," says: " This method is simply that

of causal thinking, according to which every event is the necessary

effect of causes whose operation is again determined by their con

nection with other causes, or by their place in the totality of a

reciprocal action of forces, according to law. * * * That all life

is to be apprehended from the point of view of development, i. e.,

that every moment of its course is to be regarded the effect of the

causes lying in the preceding condition, these causes again serving

as means for the purpose of the following condition—this may be

designated as the commonly recognized principle of all the science

of to-day, no matter in what domain of existence its object lies."

Accordingly, evolutionistic naturalism—for that is the only kind of

naturalism there is to-day—requires us to acknowledge the validity

of the same scientific method both in the* domain of nature and that

of history. All the leaves and blossoms come on the tree in the

same way, and that from within, in a causally determined way.

Now, is this compatible with Christianity? As a problem of thought,

there is no end to the seriousness and difficulty of the question. Tt

goes without saying that Christianity is neither the Great Spirit

without the leaves and blossoms on the tree, nor the leaves and

blossoms without the Great Spirit. And I, for one, do not see how

Christianity is compatible with the identification of the Spirit and

the tree. While, I doubt not, pantheists may be Christians, pan

theism is not Christianity. But, m respect to naturalism, it is quite

possible that the purer and deeper and more living conception of

revelation may be that it is an emergence from within and not an

importation from without, that through the imminent causation of

the Great Spirit it has gradually arisen and culminated in human

history according to ordered and inviolable psychological and

historical process.

But I must now turn from revelation in general to that part of

it reflected in the Gospel history, and inquire what becomes of it in

the hands of the naturalistic philosophy and science?

And, first, as to the literary origin of the documents. It is not

necessary to Christianity to affirm miraculous intervention in their

production. The author of the Third Gospel, if he may be taken as

representative, gives us to understand that it did not drop down

from the stars nor spring up out of the earth. And if there was

exceptional divine superintendence of its compilation and compo
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sition he does not mention it, and does not seem to be aware of it.

It is the description of the life of Jesus through a special human

medium bearing the stamp of that medium. Biblical science seeks

to point out the causal conditions or antecedents under which the

Gospels originated, and confidently expects to be able to attain a

good degree of success. But this is all that naturalism asks in

respect to this matter, and it is quite consistent with the incompara

ble importance of the Gospel records.

But, secondly, what of the miracles so thickly imbedded in the

Gospel narratives? The ordered progress of science, and the mira

cles of faith—are these conflicting ideas? From the philosophic side,

the easiest thing for naturalism to do is to deny the historicity of the

miraculous stories—a thing that Professor Pfleiderer does in the

boldest language possible in his recent article referred to already.

He says: " It is evident that the doctrine of evolution excludes

miracles in every sense of the word—not merely the nature miracle,

but also just as much the spirit miracle, i. e., the intervention of a

foreign power in the human soul, whereby conditions are produced

in it which do not result from the causal connection with antecedent

conditions. If it is the methodic cardinal proposition of the science

of to-day that we have to explain every condition as the causally

determined development out of a preceding one, this excludes on

principle the appearance of any condition, event, action or person

ality which is not explicable out of the factors of the preceding con

ditions and according to the laws of genesis in general." I, for one,

do not feel hit very hard by this sweeping assertion due to Pfleiderer's

philosophy of the world. And for two reasons. Biblical historical

science, that is, literary criticism, affirms the historical character of

many of the so-called miraculous narratives. To be sure, Harnack,

who has pushed back the dates of the New Testament books, to the

comfort of orthodoxy, has said, since he did this, that historic faith

in the infancy stories has been shattered. But he also admits the

historical character of Christ's work of healing, for example. But

criticism which affirms the fact is more trustworthy than philosophy

which denies the possibility of the fact. The second reason is that

Pfleiderer's tacit definition of miracle here is that it is a violation of

law—thus defining miracle, no wonder he denies its reality. For if

God be one, and, by consequence, truth one, and religion one, and

morality one, and salvation one, why should we affirm two kinds

of divine causality, a lawful and a lawless? Moreover, " nature "
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and " history " in the sense of modern science as a " locked system "

was totally unknown in the time of Jesus. The devout rightly lived

in the certainty that there could be no sort of mundane limitation to

the will of God. But, not reckoning with a unitary natural law as

the modern man does, may they not be reasonably conceived of as

narrating in entire naivete stories which, in the mouths of the edu

cated of our time, would imply that miracles were contra-natural

and contra-psychological ? What I wish to emphasize most of all is

that the sine qua non of miracle is not the exclusion of ordered

process, a thing no longer to be thought of, as if God would annul

in arbitrariness his own holy order, but the impression of a divine

purposeful deed. That which peculiarly constitutes a deed a miracle

is not its contradiction of the laws of nature, but its significance as

witness of God's will directed to His redemptive work. But if the

modern Christian extends the conception of God's redemptive

causality from that of producing a handful of miracles by encroach

ment from without to that of his imminent causality in all history,

and all nature thus affirming that God is the God of the whole world

and not of a part of it, are we not so much the richer? Let the whole

tree and all the leaves and blossoms be surrendered to naturalism,

so long as the Great Spirit is free universal causation, somehow

harmonious, nobody knows how, with our particular causation. For

Christian truth is more profoundly set forth by showing at once the

universality and inviolability of law and the miraculousness of the

root of all law whether of nature or of history. It is reassuring to

discover that the final presupposition of perfect moral power at the

center of things and persons is not subversion of physical and his

torical order, but rather its construction on a deeper foundation.

Finally, I trust I have a moment to devote to the problem of

problems, the Jesus of the Gospels, the Alone, the Incomparable.

What of that " bright consummate flower " on the tree of humanity,

that divinest blossom worthy of the bosom of God? Nay, is not the

very point of our Christianity this, viz. : Not that Jesus is as good as

God is, but that God is as good as Jesus is? I trust that the remark

which I have only time to make may not be offensive on account

of its simplicitly. But the two facts are, first, that this flower is on

the tree, that its fragrance fills the world ; and secondly, that it is a

self-revealing product of the Great Spirit, who is the truly supra-

mundane. The explanation of that fact, once by supernaturalism,

which said, " surely this Godlike bloom was stuck on from without,"
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now, by naturalism, which says, " nay, this bloom is from within, a

revelation at once of the worth of man, of his redemptive possibility,

and of this beauty and goodness of God, of his redemptive effi

ciency"—either explanation is compatible with the cecumenicity and

continuity of the Christian faith.

The Vice-President:

I am sure we are all very greatly indebted to Prof. Matthews

for reading this paper, and reading it in such a way that we did

not miss the author in it. This discussion will be further de

veloped by Prof. W. N. Clarke, D. D., of Colgate University,

Hamilton, N. Y., the sub-topic being, " 2. The Christian Life,"

—" How Far Can the Truths of Christianity be Stated in Terms

of Naturalism?—With Regard to: 2. The Christian Life."

Prof. W. N. Clarke, D. D., of Colgate University:

HOW FAR CAN THE TRUTH OF CHRISTIANITY, WITH REGARD

TO THE CHRISTIAN LIFE, BE STATED IN TERMS OF

NATURALISMP

By the Christian life I understand to be meant that religious

life, experimental and practical, which corresponds to the teaching

and influence of Jesus Christ; and I understand the question to refer

to the whole of that life, including the beginning of it, and the con

tinuance and support of it, and the spiritual experiences in which

it consists. How far can the truth of Christianity about that life

be stated in terms of Naturalism? or, in other words, how far can

it be truthfully maintained that the Christian life is nothing else than

a natural life? The word natural I understand to be used in con

trast to supernatural. How far, in a true account of the Christian

life, can what is supernatural be dispensed with?

The inquiry is a legitimate one. However strongly one may

assert the supernatural quality of the Christian life, there can be no

objection to inquiring where the line should be drawn between what

is supernatural and what is not, in the experiences that make it up.

No one can rightly feel that the supernatural element is discredited

by being examined. And the inquiry is not only legitimate but

desirable. Many Christians think, and hope, that in some manner

Christianity may be restated, without loss of its vital truth, in terms
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of a new order. The advancing sweep of knowledge has gathered

in under the order of nature much that once could be interpreted

only as supernatural. The present tendency of thought sets

strongly toward the recognition of an all-embracing unity in things;

and this tendency has already vindicated itself as a worthy one,

corresponding well to reality. How far is this movement to extend?

Is it destined to take everything in? Is nature to expel the super

natural from the field, or is the significance of nature to be so en

riched that we shall find in it all that the supernatural once meant?

To speak of our present topic, is the Christian life to stand essen

tially apart from nature in a glory of divine separateness, or is it

to be reduced to the quality of a natural life and thus be robbed of

its highest dignity, or can it take its place within the order of nature

without loss of its glory? Evidently this is a great question, and

one concerning which a sound conclusion is greatly to be desired.

Nevertheless the inquiry is a difficult one. The chief terms

that are involved are profoundly ambiguous; and, moreover, the

question may easily be stated in terms that are inadequate to the

discussion. For my own part, I am convinced that the real question

of this hour cannot be satisfactorily discussed under the forms that

are suggested by the words natural and supernatural. Nothing

could well be more ambiguous than are these two words in common

speech, and they cannot help imparting their ambiguity to the word

Naturalism, with which our discussion has to do. There are many

views as to what constitutes the essential difference between natural

and supernatural, but the words are used as freely as if all understood

them alike. I have my own view as to the point at which the line

should be drawn, and how much should be included under the

determining word, nature. I must state it, in order to show how

little it furthers the discussion. I agree with those who apply the

word nature to the physical universe, including therein for the pur

pose of the definition all irrational and impersonal beings. If this

definition of nature be allowed, of course the supernatural will in

clude all that is above the physical universe and the irrational and

impersonal beings therein contained. God is supernatural, and so

are all finite rational and spiritual persons, including man, regarded

as a spirit. This, if we are to use the two words, seems to me the

right distinction to make between them. This definition seems to

me both true and important, because I am sure that man, regarded

as a spirit, ranks with God and not with nature ; and I feel that large
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consequences turn upon the acceptance or denial of this statement.

Yet this may seem to be only a personal definition. There are many

other ways of distinguishing between natural and supernatural, and

mine, I am sure, does not command the assent of all who have now

heard it. What shall we agree to mean by Naturalism? The ques

tion may easily occupy us so long that we shall have no time to

inquire about the Christian life.

Moreover, almost any other definition that might be offered in

stead of mine would do exactly what mine does,—it would answer

the question with which we began, leaving no room for discussion.

Certainly my definition does that. How far can the truth of Chris

tianity with regard to the Christian life be stated in terms of Natural

ism, if nature includes only the physical and impersonal, and all the

spiritual takes rank with the supernatural? Plainly, not at all, for

the Christian life, whether it is divine or not, is at least the life of

man as a spirit. Our question is ruled out. Almost any real defi

nition of nature would have substantially the same effect. As soon

as Naturalism is clearly defined, the question is answered in the only

way that the accepted definition allows, and discussion is impossible.

I desire, if I can, to discuss the question itself, and not merely

the terms that are incidental to the form of the question.

The question really bids me inquire concerning the relation

of the Christian life to other experiences of man, and to the opera

tion of God. Where are we to classify that life, and how shall we

estimate it? Is it normal, or anomalous? Is it ordinary, or extra

ordinary? Is it one of those phenomena that are swept by larger

knowledge into the realm of the ordinary, or is it to stand out by

its own quality as something special and exceptional, wrought by

some unusual action of God? Are all the indispensable antece

dents to the Christian life contained in the unaltered common life

of man, and can a man become a Christian and live the Christian

life, according to the true sense of those words, by simply going

on as he is, without the intervention of any essentially new power

or influence? On this, the real question, I wish to say something;

but if I am to do so I must temporarily discard the words natural

and supernatural, and approach the subject in another way. These

words are too ambiguous, and the distinction that they denote is

thereby rendered more confusing than helpful. Insistence upon

these terms would force our discussion, as it has forced many an

other, into forms unfavorable to clearness and to discovery of truth.
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Our inquiry relates to the elements of activity that enter into

the Christian life,—what they are, and how they should be classified.

Here the one question resolves itself into three.

1. The first relates to the activity of man that the Christian life

implies. It certainly is a life of human experience and activity;

now, what is the nature of that activity, with reference to the ordi

nary or the extraordinary, the normal or the anomalous? How far,

we may ask, can the truth of Christianity, with regard to the Christian

life, be stated in terms of normal human activity?

To this, the answer is, Entirely. The truth of Christianity, vin

dicated by abundant experience, is that the Christian life, regarded

as a life involving action and experience of man, is wholly the

normal life, and its characteristic activity is normal human activity.

In the Christian life human nature comes to itself and does the work

for which it was made. The beginning of it is the establishment

of normality where it was not before. Progress in it is the enlarge

ment and maturing of normality. Its victories are gains in normal

living. Imperfections in the Christian life are surviving abnor

malities, or lapses into abnormality, or failures to rise to normal

living. In the ideal Christian life there is nothing abnormal, but

the activities for which man was made go forth in the manner that

befits his constitution, and the normal way of living for human

beings is fully established. " He that believeth hath eternal life ; "

that is to say, in the Christian experience man has begun to live in

that world of essential realities which can never change, and has

thus entered upon a course of experience that has in its character

the clear pledge of ever-during continuance. He has come to that

which suits his essential powers and qualities, and has found his

own true life, in which he can prosper endlessly.

2. So much for the human activity in the Christian life.

Whether it is easily entered upon by the average man or not, it is

normal to man, and is such activity as the proper nature of man re

quires for the fulfillment of his destiny. But is man the only agent

here, or is he not? This question meets us next. Some would say

that the Christian life, whatever it is, is purely a human experience,

with which God, if there be a God, has nothing to do. How is this?

How far can the truth of Christianity, with regard to the Christian

life, be stated in terms that affirm no activity of God in that life?

The truth of Christianity cannot be stated at all in this way.

The Christian life implies God. It implies Him not merely as a
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God afar off and a God of all, but as God present and acting in and

with the person in whom the Christian life exists. Christianity

constantly affirms that the goodness which is characteristic of man

in the Christian life is not a separate and independent thing, involv

ing nothing beyond humanity, but that the Christian goodness

directly implies God, and rests upon Him as its producing source.

It is human goodness on a superhuman basis. Christianity express

ly declares itself to be the religion of the meeting and union of God

and man, and the living God is essential to it at every step. The

Christian life is a life of personal fellowship between God and man.

Without God it would be as impossible as a summer without the

sun, and to the presence and action of God with man the Christian

life as an experience is due. It is not a life that a man can work up

by himself and on his own account, and could work up if there were

no living God and Father. " It is God that worketh in you, both

to will and to do, for His good pleasure." The Christian life con

tains its superhuman element, and by no legitimate process can this

superhuman element be eliminated from our definition.

It is thus the teaching of Christianity that the Christian life is

the normal life of man, and is dependent for its existence and sup

port upon activity of God working with man. It is thereby affirmed

that the normal life of man is a life of vital contact with God, in

which God as well as man is active. Christianity declares that man

was not made to stand alone or live detached and independent, but

was meant to be the scene of two activities perpetually coexisting

and working together, his own and that of God. In the Christian

life this comes to pass.

3. But here is another element for us to inquire about. What

shall we say of God's action? Of what sort is this? Is it His ordi

nary action, or is it wrought by exertion of His power in some

unwonted manner? How far can the truth of Christianity, with

regard to the Christian life, be stated in terms of regular and ordinary

activity of God, as distinguished from activity that is exceptional and

extraordinary?

Here we come to the deepest of our question, and perhaps we

may seem to be seeking entrance where we have no right to go;

and yet the way of depth is here, as so often it is, the way of simpli

city and of directness. If our question is a bold one, let us ask

it in its simplest and boldest form. What is it that we are seeking

10
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to know, about the action that God puts forth in the Christian life?

We are not asking how His action looks to men, or how they would

estimate it. Whether to men it appears ordinary or extraordinary

is not to the purpose. What we would like to know is, how His

action appears to God Himself as He is aware of performing it.

We would like to know how He would describe His own sense of

this action, if He were telling us about it. From God there is power

constantly outgoing, entering into men and operative in the produc

tion and maintenance of the Christian life. How, we are now ask

ing, does this outgoing power or virtue seem to God Himself,—

ordinary or extraordinary, regular or exceptional? Does it seem to

Him to be a part of the ordinary and steady flow of His great life,

or does it seem to Him to imply departure from His abiding mode

of action ? Does He perform it without peculiar and unusual move

ment of His power, or does it require such movement? This I

have called a bold question, but I am sure that our Father is willing

that we should ask it, and would gladly see us find the true answer.

I have a good degree of confidence, too, that in general a true

answer is possible to us.

Toward an answer I suggest a general principle, namely, the

normal in results and the ordinary in processes are generally com

panions.—It will probably be found, when we come to the true

knowledge, that what is normal in man, or anywhere else in the

creation, is wrought, so far as divine action is concerned, by action

that is ordinary and regular, in accordance with God's abiding

method. I do not know whether proof of this is possible, but

neither do I know whether proof is needed, when once we have

perceived what it is for anything to be normal. Whatever is normal

within the universe of God is that which corresponds to God's idea

for the creature that is concerned; and God's idea for any creature

is nothing else than a conception that corresponds to Himself and

His methods. His ordinary mode of acting is the true and abiding

expression of Himself; and whenever the true expression of God in

action goes forth unhindered and has its way, there will be brought

forth in his creatures whom it may affect the thing that is normal to

them. The normal in man corresponds to the eternal in God. This

is the glory of God's creation, that its processes are counterparts of

the eternal divine method, and that God has only to be fully Himself

in His work upon it, in order to bring it to its own appropriate per

fection. It is adapted, in His creative wisdom, to Him. Most
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especially is this true of man, who bears His likeness. Man's nor

mal life is the life that corresponds to the influence that God would

send forth upon him when as His own full self He had free course

in working upon His child.

What shall we say, then, if we see the normal life proceeding in

the spirit of man? What but this, that God has been putting forth

the spiritual energy that ever belongs to Him, in the manner that

properly belongs to that energy, and has produced normal results

by exertion of Himself in His own eternal methods? With God the

normal is not extraordinary or exceptional, but is wrought by the

process that is ordinary with Him, the exertion of His spiritual

force and influence in His abiding and eternal way.

If this principle commends itself as generally sound, we will

apply it to the Christian life; not first to the beginning of that life,

which we will consider later, but to the Christian life in its existence

and continuance, once begun. Here, at once, we find a confirmation.

The Christian life, we are reminded, is not confined to the present

career of the Christian, regarded as a mortal man. It is not exclu

sively a life in this world and its conditions; it is destined to last

forever. It is a process of immortality. On from now, through

endless ages, God will be related to His child essentially as He is

related to him now, and will be acting toward him in essentially the

present manner. It is plain, therefore, that the Christian life is a

sample and part of God's perpetual action, and of such activity as

belongs to His everlasting relation to men. We cannot suppose

that in maintaining the Christian experience which is to last forever

He is acting in some special way, striking out in exceptional work,

doing something that His regular operation does not provide for.

If He is to continue this forever, it must be a work done according

to His eternal mode.

This is not surprising when we remember into what relation

with Himself God's grace has brought His child. In the Christian

life God has His child at home. He is teaching him the filial spirit,

and training him to the filial life. In the filial life the great pecu

liarity is the freedom of love between child and father. As the old

hymn says:

"With him sweet converse I maintain; ,

Great as he is, I dare be free;

I tell him all my grief and pain,

And he reveals his love to me."
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God has brought His child into this normal relation of love and

confidence, and in this relation both are their own true selves, the

child and the father. God, therefore, we may be sure, is not always

doing exceptional things toward the man; on the contrary, He is

always making His own ordinary, eternal, real self plainer and

better known. The guiding, training, quickening, sanctifying of a

man is simply the normalizing of the man; it is the subjecting of

the man to the normal influences of a divine fatherhood, and making

them effective upon his character. So we mistake if we think of

God's action in the case as miraculous, in the sense of exceptional

and extraordinary. To God Himself, this surely must seem the true

and simple action of His own nature, which always goes out in

spiritual energy, and becomes effective for good to His creatures

wherever they can receive it. God's action upon the spiritual nature

and life of His children must seem to Him somewhat as the shining

of the sun might seem to the sun—normal, steady, everlasting,

needing no effort or special act in order to the imparting of the

eternal light and life. It is the privilege of those whom He is bless

ing to think more and more in this manner of his influence. At first

His action may have seemed to them exceptional and extraordinary.

But does not Christian growth almost consist in becoming so ac

quainted with God that all His work seems exactly like Himself, and

His influence appears in the steadfast glory of the abiding and

eternal? Surely the Christian life is the very field in which His

eternal spiritual energy can go forth, and does go forth, in accord

ance with the eternal form of His Being.

I have not yet spoken of the beginning of the Christian life, and

the action of God in this. Here, what shall we say? In this act of

God and experience of man the normal spiritual life is introduced,

in genuine though imperfect beginnings. This, far more than any

thing that follows, appears revolutionary and exceptional. Revolu

tionary it is in the career of the man, who now becomes a new

creature, just born but really born anew. As for the action of man

in this experience, this certainly is normal, even though it may be

new in his experience and decisive of a new career. But what of

God's action here? Is it intrinsically exception action, or not?

How does it seem to God Himself? Is this a work of different kind

from His eternal, normal outpouring of spiritual energy into His

creatures? Is regeneration wrought by special action apart from

the eternal shining of the sun of righteousness and love? Or is this
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work another part and sample of that one activity of God which

works eternal life in men? Need we hesitate here? This too, the

renewing action of God, is simple action of His nature. To accom

plish it He has no need to enter the realm of the extraordinary.

That perpetual and beneficent shining of God as light, how wonder

ful it is, and how rich in possibilities! As the steady shining of the

sun can work changes that to human eyes seem revolutionary,

as well as changes that move steadily along, so can the unaltered

forthcoming of God's spiritual energy effect swift transformations,

as well as long unfoldings. God goes right on, and has no need to

do otherwise. The same spiritual operation on his part that minis

ters richly to the Christian life when once it is established is sufficient

also to initiate it. " This also "— to appropriate the prophet's

words —" cometh forth from the Lord of hosts, who is wonderful in

counsel and excellent in working." Regeneration is a work of God,

and a direct work of God, but it is not a work in which God needs

to depart from that mighty spiritual order and method to which His

unchanging nature leads. To Him, we may be sure, it is neither an

exceptional nor an extraordinary act. If it be objected that man

has become abnormal, and the abnormal requires the extraordinary

for its healing, the answer is that there is healing in the normal

influence of God. The normal operation of God is the forthshining

of His eternal holiness and love, and this is more healthful to His

creatures than the sunlight is to the dwellers on the earth. When

the sun of righteousness arises there is healing in his wings. God's

expression and revelation of Himself, such as He made in Christ and

makes now by the Holy Spirit, is sufficient to work salvation.

So we have in the Christian life a divine-human experience — a

human experience, in which the living God acts along with the spirit

of man. It is the normal human life, and is characterized by normal

human activity; and God's activity is such as his eternal nature nor

mally brings forth.

What has naturalism to say about this life? Can naturalism

claim it? Is it covered by that name? Or, to put the question in its

every-day form, can a man become a Christian and live the Christian

life without the entrance and exertion of any new power upon his soul?

The answer to the question in this form depends upon how

much power is conceived to be already present and available. If it

is asked whether a man can move on into the Christian life without

God, or without the co-operation of God in his act, of course the
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answer is No, for the Christian life implies God as truly as it implies

man. It is a life of two, God in man and man in God. But where

is God, and how available is His efficient help to one who wishes to

enter upon the Christian life, or to one who is living it?

The answer to this question is found in the immanence of the Holy

Spirit. In our own time we have learned to represent God's effective

presence with His creation—using a word that our fathers knew

not — by speaking of the immanence of God. We tell of a universal

divine immanence, by which God, instead of being out of contact

with His universe, is present to all His creatures. We interpret this

thought, and connect it with the eternal love, by the doctrine drawn

from the Fourth Gospel, of the immanence of the Word, the agent

in creation and the life and light of men. Together with these two

forms of divine immanence, we here joyfully acknowledge the im

manence of the Holy Spirit. Why should we not? If the First and

Second of the Godhead are immanent in the universe, surely so also

is the Third. If God is immanent in the realm that we call nature,

surely we shall find Him also in the realm of spiritual life and action.

Shall He be nearer to the world of impersonal and irrational exist

ence than to the world of spirits that bear His likeness? Surely, if

God dwells deep in his creation in any part, he will dwell deep in its

spiritual part, in close contact with the spirits of men, where His

most congenial work can be done. Such immanence is the imma

nence of the Holy Spirit, or of God in man; and this immanence is a

glorious and gracious reality. From the souls of men,

" God is not so far away

As even to be near."

The Holy Spirit is an element in the common life of mankind,

and His help in holy living is available everywhere and always to

men. It is a fact that God the Spirit dwells in the world of human

spirits, in touch with men, brooding over them, unfolding their

spiritual power, enlightening them, leading them upward as He

may, blessing them in accordance with His nature and with theirs.

Man dwells, if he only knew it, within reach of spiritual omnipotence.

" Lo, God is here! " And so it come to pass that the Christian life,

which is normal to God and man, is available to men through the

immanence of the Holy Spirit in human spiritual life. The influ

ences that produce that life in human souls are always going forth

from God, who is closer to His creatures than they are to them
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selves, and a man has but to walk in the light that the present God

sheds round him, in order to be a Christian and live the life of which

Christ is the great exponent.

This view of the Christian life affirms in the most positive man

ner the divineness of that life, as well as its humanness. As a life

in which God is directly active, it should certainly be called a super

natural life, if we are to use that word. Nevertheless, it is true that

this view gives to the Christian life a different rating, so to speak,

from that which many have given it. Both in its beginning and in

its progress, the element of the extraordinary and exceptional retires

from prominence, and the Christian life takes its place as a normal

element in the ordered universe of God. It stands forth as the life

for which men were intended, and the life which God's ever-present

influence is adequate to produce wherever men are awake to their

opportunity. Without becoming by an iota less divine, the Christian

life appears as something for which provision is made in God's

common order of life for men. He has built the world and framed

the common order according to the idea that he has expressed in

Christ, and the common order is redemptive, with the indwelling

Holy Spirit present as the Lord and Giver of Life.

This change of conception would once have been surprising,

but it earn scarcely be called so now. In fact, so far from being

peculiar or revolutionary, it simply follows along with the general

discovery of truth in our time. Exactly the same has been done,

greatly to spiritual as well as to intellectual advantage, for a multi

tude of facts; they once stood out as exceptional, thoroughly outside

the general order, to be accounted for only by invoking the extra

ordinary — but now the general order is clearly seen to cover them.

The unifying of existing things is the service and contribution of

modern scientific thought to human knowledge; and this means

simply that the ordinary method of the universe is found larger and

more adequate to its contents and movements than it was supposed

to be. This surely is a discovery full of honor to God. To a true

insight there is no sacrificing of the mystery and glory of divineness

in this inclusion of seeming exceptions in the universal order.

Rather does it enhance our conception of the infinite greatness of our

God, whose ordinary working is adequate to so inconceivable a

variety of glorious and gracious works. How far the sweep of this

ingathering unity of divine method is to extend, and whether all

of that extraordinary element which we have called miraculous is
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one day to disappear, I do not know. But I do know that whatever

of the extraordinary does disappear is not wafted off into some soul

less region, where lifeless law grinds out dead uniformities, for there

is no such region, but it is taken up into the Heavenly Father's vast

and immeasurable operation of steady power and goodness. As for

the Christian life, if it seems more normal to man, more ordinary to

God and more available through the immanent Spirit than before,

it is by no means impoverished thereby, for the change consists in

our finding in the ordinary more of the fulness of God than we

thought was there. " Now there are diversities of gifts, but the

same Spirit; and there are diversities of ministrations, but the same

Lord; and there are diversities of workings, but the same God, that

worketh all things in all."

The Vice-President:

The first appointed speaker is Rev. Albert Foster, D. D., of

Roseville, New Jersey.

Rev. Albert Foster, D. D. :

Mr. Chairman: The discussion of such a question is significant

of a changed attitude upon the part of Christian thinkers. There

was a time when such a discussion was ruled out altogether. It was

a foregone conclusion that Christianity and naturalism were irrecon

cilable foes. Any attempt to adjust their differences was viewed

with suspicion, construed into disloyalty and most likely to result

in panic. Now all this is changed. The old conditions lie behind

us, never again to reappear; and this not because Christianity has

lowered its flag, or is disposed to make concessions or to resort to

compromises. Nothing of the sort There is no necessity for either

concession or compromise. Christianity was never more aggres

sive or more triumphant. Her domain is extending with each new

year, and every step in the world's progress is laying fresh trophies

at her feet. Whence then comes this altered attitude upon the part

of religious thinkers? Why, from the fact, as it seems to me, that

the historic development of Christianity has inspired it with a loftier

spirit. Much of the old-time fear has disappeared. There is a new

courage; it is a courage born of experience. Christianity has be

come used to the clash of arms and the noise of battle. There is a

new faith also. Out of all past conflicts Christianity has merged
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unscathed, victorious, and that has given her a fresh assurance as

she enters each new encounter. She has come to a larger knowl

edge of herself. Her faith is striking root deeper every day because she

is becoming more sure of herself, more sure of her ground. Added

to this also there is a new determination. Christianity is no longer

bent on jealously guarding traditional theories and interpretations.

The only authority that she accepts is the authority of the truth.

Christian students were never more reverently bent on emancipating

themselves from all preconceived theories, from all prejudice, and

just ascertaining the exact facts in the situation. Reverently but

fearlessly Christianity interrogates naturalism, willing to accept any

thing whatever from its hands that can be verified, but what it wants

is the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth. Therefore,

Christianity can adopt from naturalism nothing that repudiates

either the Gospel statements or the testimony of Christian experi

ence. There are certain things that are essential to Christianity

as system, such, for instance, as the Gospel statements in regard

to the incarnation of Christ, to His resurrection, to His ascension

and also Gospel statements in regard to the divine quality of His

person and of His work. And these all involve the element of the

miraculous, as that term is generally understood. They are not

mere matters of opinion, susceptible of widely varying interpreta

tion. They must be taken at their face value; they must be just

what they purport to be; otherwise the integrity of Christianity is

impeached. They are not trivial, they are not incidental; they are

essential; they are distinctive; and the same thing holds true pre

cisely with regard to all phenomena connected with the life of God

in the soul of man and with the presence of God in human history,

such, for instance, as regeneration, communion with God, Divine

Providence, growth in grace; in fact, the whole ministry of the

Divine Spirit. All these must be just what the testimony of Chris

tian experience declares them to be. Otherwise, the Christian life

is no different from any other life, either in its quality or its out

come. You cannot eliminate the miraculous from Christianity with

out destroying its distinctive character. Miracle is part of its very

warp and woof. Its fundamental postulate is the existence of God.

That is the crowning miracle of the universe. All other miracles

pale in comparison, sink into absolute insignificance. Admit that,

and all other miracles are both natural and easy. It is true that

there are certain miracles in the Old Testament records that the
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reverent student would like to eliminate because they shock his

moral sensibility, such, for instance, as the calling down of fire from

heaven by Elijah, or the destruction of the children by the she

wolves at the cursing of Elisha; but when you come to the miracles

of the Gospel record they are of an entirely different sort. They

are beneficent, not destructive; they are wrought in the interest of

human redemption ; they are necessary in order to illustrate, to make

clear, the divine character of the Christ. It is true, we no longer

attach to them the same evidential value as in former days, but,

given a character and a mission such as Christ, we look for and

expect just the kind of miracles that actually followed. They are

the natural, inevitable sequence of what lies behind them. But

naturalism, in its grosser form, rules out everything in the shape

of miracles. It excludes prophecy, it excludes inspiration, it ex

cludes providence, it excludes prayer, and though it does not actu

ally assert that there is no God, yet it does deny that sort of contact

of God with the universe from the belief in which Christianity gets

all its life and all its power. Therefore, naturalism can only afford

a most partial and inadequate statement of the truths of Christianity.

After we have recognized everything in the way of common ground,

that which was most distinctive is left out. I have been greatly

interested in reading that most suggestive book of Dr. Matthew-

son's, entitled " Can the Old Faith Live with the New? " As you

know, it is an attempt to establish a harmony between the modern

naturalistic teaching and the old orthodox belief; and the conclusion

readied is that a man may accept the statements of naturalism and

yet tenaciously hold to all the old orthodox beliefs. It is a most

ingenious attempt—it is able, scholarly, reverent; it is marked, more

over, by that deep insight so characteristic of the gifted author—but

no one, I think, can read that book without feeling that between

these two systems of thought there is an impassable gulf, that no

human ingenuity can bridge that gulf, that whatever surface re

semblances naturalism may present to Christianity, its spirit is alien

if not altogether hostile. Some blind Isaac may be perplexed and

baffled at finding here the voice of Jacob with the hands of Esau,

but I venture to think that the more discerning will be constrained

to cry out with the weeping woman at the empty tomb, " They have

taken away my Lord and I know not where to find Him."

Take the existence of God. I have already referred to that,

but I want to refer to it again because it is so fundamental and so
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comprehensive. Naturalism eliminates from that the idea of per

sonality altogether, and the nearest approach that the foremost

apostle of naturalism has to make to the biblical conception of God

is an inscrutible, persistent, ever-present force, working at the heart

of things. How much hope, how much help, think you, can a man

get from that conception, who is crying out from the very depths of

his sorrow and pain, " My soul thirstest for God, for the living God.

When shall I come and appear before God?" One of the hardest

things that the Christian teacher to-day has to do is to make his

people realize the personality of God, and yet on that realization

almost everything depends, and that attempt of the Christian teacher

will get very little reinforcement, in my judgment, from the natural

istic thought. Naturalism makes no provision for the religious

nature of man. It has nothing in it to satisfy the hunger of the

soul. There is no appeal to the heart. It has no religious spirit.

For that very reason it is vitally defective. It is convicted of utter

and absolute inadequacy because man is first and foremost a relig

ious creature, and the failure to harmonize with the religious in

stincts of man and to minister to them is a failure to show satisfac

tory credentials, because the system of truth and the nature of man

must correspond throughout their entire extent, else life is rotten at

the core, a delusion and a snare. It seems to me under these con

ditions that we can hardly hope very soon for any alliance between

Christianity and naturalism. It is only fair, however, that we should

go a step further and say that naturalism has contributed to the

maintenance, the furtherance of Christianity by compelling a better

statement of certain truths, and that perhaps is the very best con

tribution to Christianity of which it is capable. It has led to a

clearer, fuller recognition of the reign of law. We have come to

believe most thoroughly in its continuity, alike on the physical and

the spiritual side of life. All divine movements are orderly. Mira

cles are no longer regarded as an interruption of the existing order

of things, much less as exhibitions of mere caprice. Miracles are

no longer regarded as violations of law. They do not even set aside

any law, though a higher law may work upon a lower one so as

to secure unusual and surprising results. Of course, it is not meant

for one moment that Almighty God is bound by the existing order

of things. We do not make Him a prisoner to His own laws, as

is sometimes said. We do not place the laws behind God, but we

place God behind the laws, as the source and the author of law. Law
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is simply a mode of divine operation, a method which God hath

adopted, a habit which God has formed, and as God is a free Spirit,

He may change His methods whenever He will to suit His purposes.

As a matter of fact, He does change them very often. He resorts

to methods which to us are very unfamiliar. But every change is

orderly; that is, it is in accordance with the established principles

of His own nature ; and so it happens that naturalism has compelled

a restatement of the whole relation of the natural and the super

natural. They are no longer regarded as antithetical. We used

to think of the supernatural as unnatural, something lying outside

of the existing order of things and, in a measure, contrary to it

Even so keen and clear a thinker as Horace Bushnell fell into that

blunder, and, as you remember, denned the supernatural as some

thing lying outside the chain of cause and effect and working upon

it from without. But the fatal blunder in that theory was that it

put Almighty God Himself outside His universe. Made of Him

an absentee God. It was only possible for Him to work upon the

universe through secondary causes. Now we have come to believe

that the natural and the supernatural are one. That the supernatural

is in the highest and truest sense the natural; that it is simply God

working from within His universe by methods of His own, secur

ing surprising, unexpected results. We link together now the

divine immanence with the divine transcendence in order to get a

full-orbed conception of the matter, and, without doubt, naturalism

has paved the way toward this larger conception. Perhaps it is

destined to do still more in days that are to come. But whatever

disclosures it has in store for us, of one thing I think we may rest

assured, that every fresh disclosure will only serve to illustrate and

to enforce the great truths which Christianity has evermore been

proclaiming in the years of the generations.

The Vice-President:

The last appointed speaker is President Purinton, of Den-

nison University, Granville, Ohio.

Pres1dent D. B. Pur1nton, LL. D.:

Mr. President and Members of the Congress: I am not hoping to

add essentially to the truths already presented in this able and

thoughtful discussion. By approaching the subject from a slightly
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different angle of vision- I may possibly hope to contribute some

thing in the way of variety of treatment, if nothing else.

Christianity is, first of all, a system of religion, incidentally, a

philosophy. Naturalism is essentially a system of philosophy, a

religion only incidentally, if at all. It must be manifest, therefore,

that any comparative study of these two systems which shall be

radical and fundamental, must involve questions of philosophy no

less assuredly than of religion. The primal problem in philosophy

is the search after the necessary correlate of being. Of any concrete

being we may predicate many things. We may drive our analysis

to such a point that we have robbed it of all its qualities. But after

all is said and done, it retains its being. Concerning all such con

crete beings, philosophy may ask another question, namely, what

is behind every concrete being? To this question there are two pos

sible answers, and only two. One may posit either an original entity,

or a primordial activity as the correlate of concrete being; either an

absolute, infinite, self-existent, personal being, or an everlasting

becoming. And this is the line that divides all philosophy, of what

ever school or age. It is true that attempts have been made to

break the line, but I think in modern times they are scarcely more

successful than even in the early centuries. For instance, the mod

ern doctrine of aseity may be taken, which doctrine, when robbed of

its technicalities and expressed in plain unvarnished English, means

that God has been busily engaged during all past eternity in making

Himself, because forsooth he must be doing something and there is

nothing else to do. Now, such a conception as that is superlatively

grotesque if not absolutely impossible. And so with all the rest.

One must affirm either an eternal personal being or an everlasting

becoming as the basis of all philosophic thought. Christianity takes

its stand firmly on one side of this line—" In the Beginning, God."

How about naturalism? Does it also take its stand there? To this

question there can be no categorical response. It depends. It

depends upon what particular type of naturalism one is considering.

For the purposes of this argument, all forms of naturalism — and

there must be many forms, according to the definitions we have

already had (laughter)—may be arranged in three groups, those

which may be called pantheistic, those which are atheistic, and those

which are deistic. As to the two first mentioned of these groups, I

am disposed to rule them out of this discussion entirely. They do

not posit a personal entity as the correlate of being. " Oh, but," you
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say, " this is much too sweeping an assertion, unwarrantable, indeed.

Why, pantheism — that beautiful and fascinating philosophy of this

age, even in its ideal aspects — is that to be ruled out?" For in

stance, you say at once, " Shall Hegelian idealism be ruled out of

this question as positing no presupposed entity? " " What about

Hegel's Idea — original idea? Is that no entity?" It certainly is

original, but it is no entity. (Laughter.) It is rather the absence

of entity, the zero of being, I had almost said the zero of thought.

No matter by what unspeakable self-movements and self-alienation

it may have succeeded in forming a beautiful cosmos, a castle in

the air, it must not be described as the existing cosmos. And so of

all the others. I make short work with these forms of naturalism. But

now, how about the deistic form, or the number of deistic forms. Do

they also antagonize this conception of Christianity? And again it

depends. The truth of Christianity, it seems to me, may be divided

roughly into the natural and the supernatural or the spiritual. Mani

festly, Christianity includes doctrines, truths, concerning the system

of things that anyone calls nature. The truths of Christianity that

we call natural, of course, can be expressed in terms of nature to

some extent. About these, however, I suppose there is no question

and there is no use spending very much time. Concerning the

spiritual truths of Christianity, such as have been named by my

friend who was last upon the floor, and by others, can there be any

expression of these in terms of naturalism? in terms of deistic

naturalism? which, of course, either ignores God or has known and

seen nothing of him since primordial fire-dust? I want to say, first

of all, that in my judgment there is no spiritual truth of the Christian

system that can be adequately expressed in terms of naturalism.

Whatever expression can be made must be along the line of analogy

and resemblance; and yet these may not be valueless. If I were to

say that John Smith resembles Peter Jones, that is not a very ade

quate, complete or profound remark, but there may be one man to

whom it is beneficial. That is the man who knows Peter Jones but

has not the pleasure of an acquaintance of John Smith. Such state

ments as are about to be made are of very little value to the Christian

who knows both Peter and John. They might be of some value to

the naturalist who is not acquainted except with one of these gentle

men ; and in this spirit it may not be useless to spend a few moments.

Take some of the simple fundamental spiritual doctrines of

grace and let us see if in any shape or any form they can be ex
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pressed in terms of naturalism. I select first, the revelation of God,

about which so much has already been said. Certainly the Christian

faith requires it to be believed that God is, and that in the person of

His Son and of His Word He has been revealed to men. In what

way? Why, certainly revealed, but God is said to be a Godwho hideth

Himself. We are told of the hidings of His power. We are told

that He is a God who cannot be known unto perfection, even by

searching out. Certainly, Christianity means two things: First, that

God is revealable, and, second, that He is not totally revealable,

How about naturalism? Let us quote Herbert Spencer. Of course,

you think at once of his characterization of the Almighty as the

iinknown and the unknowable. That corresponds full well to the

hidings of His power. But let us remember, which we do not so

often remember, that Herbert Spencer knows a great deal about this

unknowable God. He says he does. Why, he is the " Infinite and

Eternal Energy," with a big " I " and a big " E; " he is the " Source

of all Phenomena; " he is the " non-relative which in some dim mode

of consciousness we must posit," Mr. Spencer says, but which in

some equally dim mode of consciousness we must relate to the

relative. Now, what does Mr. Spencer know about God? He

knows five or six things, and very important things, and so far as

he goes he knows the same things that Christianity knows about God

and are revealed in the system.

Take another case. The atonement has been mentioned here,

and that is the doctrine that is suffering most, I suppose, in these

days. We are given to realize that that old bloody doctrine is

obsolete and savage; but the naturalist has no right to say so. There

is more blood in his system than there is in the Gospel, ten to one.

Now, take two things about the atonement. We will say, first, that

here is a case in which a perfect sacrifice for sin is vicariously pre

sented for the race, once for all. Has naturalism anything to say on

that subject? Nature has required sacrifices from the very start.

The great principle of the struggle for existence, the survival of the

fittest, and natural selection, those great principles are requiring

sacrifice on every altar of nature evermore. And, moreover, nature

is more and more exacting with her sacrifices. As years go on she

requires a better offering. Those who were pushed to the wall in the

long ago were infinitely inferior in their character and power to

those who are pushed to the wall now, because the best then were

much poorer than the poorest now, and that is nature's dim way of
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pointing out the fact that some day in the future a perfect sacrifice

will be required by nature, and then, when perfect, the sacrifices will

cease.

Take another view of the atonement, which is harder yet to

reconcile with nature, namely, that here is a case in which the perfect,

the all-holy, the all-strong, and the all-just, is sacrificing himself for

the weak. Nature does the other thing; pushes the weak to the

wall, sacrifices them for the strong. How then can nature agree

with the atonement of Jesus Christ? A little deeper thought on the

requirements of nature, I think, will answer this question very de

cidedly and definitely. While it is true that the individuals of the

stronger sort overcome individuals of the weaker sort in the pro

gresses of nature, in a racial or generic sense the opposite is true.

It is true that in the progress of nature the milder classes and species

of animals survive the fiercer classes. They are called the social and

the non-social in the books, as you know. Now, Jesus Christ is cer

tainly a personal offering for sin, but He is an offering to be taken

in a racial sense. He has offered Himself for the race of man, and,

therefore, when He offers for the race He offers the best for the

poorest, just as nature does, the strongest for the weakest. So, I

think, that in some partial sense we may say here is an analogy

between what the poor naturalist knows and believes and what the

Christian knows to be true.

Select another doctrine. Take the immortality of the humat

spirit for example. Certainly, Christianity teaches that the human

spirit is immortal, and that means, at least the continuity and 1

free and proper exercise of all the functions of personality. What

does nature teach about that? Turn to Herbert Spencer again—in

which he represents many men—in saying that there are two ele

ments of life and progress, the one in the organism and the other

in the environment, and distinctly asserts that longevity depends

upon the correlation of the two, adaptability in the organism with

the favorableness of the surrounding and environment, and inti

mates that whenever adaptability becomes perfect and environment

becomes perfect a continuity of form or organism will be secured.

Now, that is nothing more or less than Herbert Spencer's immor

tality. That is a scientific road toward immortality. All the Chris

tian does more is to assert that he has found a way of perfect adapta

bility of organism to a perfect environment. Herbert Spencer has

not yet found it. The man in Christ Jesus, a new creature intro
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duced into perfect surroundings is perfectly adaptable and is

immortal.

And so we might go on multiplying cases, instances in which,

as it seems to me, many of the essential spiritual doctrines of the

Christian faith are measurably to be expressed or stated in terms of

naturalism, only it must be understood that nottme of them can be

adequately so stated. The naturalist, in seeking the first of things,

goes back to his ultimate, which is a law or a relation or a cause.

The Christian goes back there with the naturalist, and then he goes

one step further, to the cause of causes — I would rather say, the

origination of causes, the author of laws, the establisher of relations.

They need not quarrel, unless the naturalist denies the possibility of

going the last step in the Christian faith. If he does, they are abso

lutely irreconcilable. We have all enjoyed that story which, in a

fanciful way, recounts the sad experience of the man without a

shadow. The Christian in his philosophy and in his religion enjoys

the full effulgence of the Substance, the eternal, the everlasting, the

personal substance of which the cosmos is but the shadow. The

naturalist is in a worse plight than the man in story, because he is

having not the man without the shadow, but the shadow without

the man. (Laughter and applause.)

The Vice-President:

I think, friends, we have a few moments for voluntary

speakers if there are any who wish to add to this very interest

ing discussion.

Rev. Theo. A. K. Gessler, D. D.:

Mr. Chairman: I do not propose to discuss this subject, but

desire simply to indicate a line of thought that seems to me to be

suggested by the question before us, and which has been omitted

entirely from the consideration of the speakers. I am inclined to

think that the subject that has been discussed most generally has

been, "What is the relation of naturalism to Christianity?" and

in some instances, indeed, the subject has been broadened out be

yond this so far as to become, " What is the relation of naturalism

to religion?" in this broader sense including the question of the

very being of God. Allow me to call your attention to the precise

statement of this question, " How far can the truths of Christianity

be stated in terms of Naturalism?" Now, however you define

II
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naturalism, I suppose all phases of naturalistic philosophy agree

somewhat in the use of terms regarding human experience and the

facts of life. That is to say, terms are taken in their natural and

ordinary sense. Now, then, what are the facts of Christianity and

of the Christian life? The facts of Christianity have reference to

the life of the Savior. How far can the facts entering into the life

of Jesus be stated in natural terms? Grant a supernatural element,

but where do its limits lie? Again, the Christian life has things,

I suppose, peculiar to itself and distinguished from what has been

denominated, as I apprehend in a broad sense, the " normal life "

of man. I am inclined to think that there is a sort of begging of

questions when yon speak of a normal life as pertaining to man

irrespective of the differentiation of men into Christians and non-

Christians. What may be normal to a man before the light of

God comes into his soul would not be normal afterwards. Per

haps the conception that was in the mind of the writer was the

ideally normal thing. We find ourselves face to face with this

fact,—the New Testament uses a larger number of words in the

description of phases of spiritual experience. Have we or have

we not made of these words a nomenclature which is in a certain

sense scientific, religiously scientific? When our Savior used lan

guage referring to what we call conversion, did He take a word

out of the common speech of men, or did He coin a word? If He

used a word referring to the ordinary phases of life, did He design

to remove it altogether from that primary original meaning, and

did He design to constitute a technical science into which the word

" Conversion," for example, and a number of other words are

specifically put? If we go outside of this range and approach the

idea of ordination, and investigate the Greek words which are be

hind this translation, I think you would find yourself somewhat

baffled in discovering the strict path to the ecclesiastical and scien

tific meaning which has come to attach to that word. Now, the

real question that I desire simply to suggest to-day,—for I do not

propose to take your time even to say what I think about this

subject, but I want you to think' about the thing that was in the

minds of those who put this question before you,—is, " How far

can the New Testament be simplified to our conception by taking

the ordinary, simple, rational meaning for the words which it uses,

without doing violence to the high spiritual purpose and the divine

revelation which it contains? How far, in short, can the facts of

Christ's life and the facts of a Christian life be stated in natural
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language? To what extent must you educate a man who comes,

first of all into your churches, into a new scientific use of language

and into a technical set of phrases, before you can make him under

stand that which you understand as being essential to Christianity?

Dr. Gifford:

I would like to ask the Brother if he conceives of the language

of the street, of the home, of business and of the average every-day

life as terms of naturalism?

Dr. Gessler:

By all means.

Dr. Gifford:

Well, that is a new definition of the phrase.

Dr. Gessler:

Well, if you go to the Century dictionary you will find that

this definition perfectly accords with a very proper use of the word

naturalism. Of course I do not refer to a school of philosophy.

It is the simple exclusion of the supernatural. However, Dr. Gif

ford, this is all out of order.

Dr. Gifford:

I rise for information. That is always in order. (Laughter.)

Rev. James Reid of Buffalo:

Mr. Moderator, Brethren of the Congress: I would like to offer

a suggestion in the form of an inquiry. As I understood the author

of the first paper, he would indicate that from man's immanent re

sources spring those blossoms. From the second paper, that from

the summer and the sun, the normal processes of God, spring these

new developments in man; also the blossoms. Now, to take the

two spheres, which make a complete blending of naturalism, in my

judgment, if the illustrations are right with regard to the summer

and the sun, and the blossoms, from the immanent roots in man,

then regeneration is no longer a reversal. (Applause.)

The Vice-President announced a meeting of the General Com

mittee immediately after the close of the present session.

The session was closed with the benediction by Rev. Charles

H. Dodd,of Newark.
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THIRD DAY.

Afternoon Session.

Thursday, November 17, 2.30 p. m.

The Vice-President, Dr. Coats, occupied the chair.

The session was opened with prayer by Rev. W. C. McNaull, of

Chicago.

The Vice-President then introduced the Rev. Clarence A. Bar

bour, of Rochester, the writer on the first branch of the topic of the

afternoon, "The Union of the Believer with Christ considered in its

doctrinal aspect. "

Rev. Clarence A. Barbour, Rochester, N. Y.:

"THE UNION OF THE BELIEVES, WITH CHRIST—ITS DOCTRINAL

ASPECT."

The theme is fundamental. Without the fact which the theme

indicates there could be no Christian life. Amid the fluctuations of

religious thought, the mighty personality of a living Christ has

stood rock-like in its stability. Theories have changed; Christ, liv

ing, loving, remains.

Principal Fairbairn has said in his greatest work:

"The most remarkable fact in the history of His religion is the

continuous and ubiquitous activity of His person. He has been the

permanent and efficient factor in its extension and progress. Under

all its forms, in. all its periods, and through all its divisions, the one

principle alike of reality and unity has been and is devotion to Him.

He is the spirit that inhabits all the churches, the law that rules the

conscience and binds into awed and obedient reverence the saintly

men who live within all the communions that bear His name."

The union of the believer with Christ, the experimental knowl

edge of Him, is the unanswerable argument for the truth of Chris

tianity. The world can combat theories; it has no answer to the life

of Christ in man. In the olden story when the people saw the man
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that had been lame from his birth, walking and leaping and praising

God, they had nothing to say. There was nothing to be said. When

men see a human life, frail, faulty, selfish, so transformed that the

Christ-light is in the eyes, the Christ-spirit shining from the features,

the Christ-mission evident in all the ministering life, they have

nothing to say. There is nothing to be said. To be a Christian, in

measure increasing with the Christian life, is to be a Christ.

My theme is limited. It calls for a consideration of this union

of the believer with Christ in its doctrinal aspect. For the fact of it,

for the nature of it, for the meaning of it, we appeal to testimony, the

unchangeable and indisputable testimony of the Word of God, the

less authoritative, yet within its limits equally indisputable, testimony

of Christian experience.

This supremely precious truth is taught in the Scripture in

language characterized by the strongest and clearest expression. It

is not confined to one book of the Scriptures, but is found, expressed

or unmistakably implied, in wide distribution and great frequency.

Bernard, in his " Progress of Doctrine in the New Testament,"

marks that the doctrine of union with Christ, as would naturally be

expected, finds its fullest development in the later writings of the New

Testament, that as the manifestation of Christ when it was finished

made way for the preaching of Christ, that is Christ's own preaching

and the preaching of Him by the Apostles, so the preaching of

Christ, when it has been received, opens into the life in Christ. So

that the fundamental thought of the Epistles is that expressed in the

text, " Of Him are ye in Christ Jesus." It is assumed in the Epistles

that believers in Jesus are no longer living a life that is only external,

and, as it were, parallel to His life, they are " in Christ Jesus," and

He also is " in them."

" This underlies," he says, " all that is said, gives the point of

view from which every subject is regarded, and supplies the standard

of character and the rules of conduct. We move in a new world of

thought, and are raised to a level of doctrine which we had not

reached before, though the Gospels had prepared us for it, and the

Acts had led us towards it. In the Gospels we have stood like men

who watch the rising of some great edifice, and who grow familiar

with the outlines and the details of its exterior aspect. In the preach

ing of the Acts we have seen the doors thrown open, and joined the

men who flock into it as their refuge and their home. In the Epistles

we are actually within it, sheltered by its roof, encompassed by its
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walls; we pass, as it were, from chamber to chamber, beholding the

extent of its internal arrangements and the abundance of all things

provided for our use. We are here " in Christ Jesus." That is the

account of the difference which we feel, and which lies in the open

ing out of the whole effect of the Gospel, rather than in additions

made to its particular doctrines. The presence which was lately

before our eyes, and drew us towards itself, now absorbs and wraps

us round, and has become the ground on which we stand, the air '

which we breathe, the element in which we live and move ami have

our being."

Bernard calls attention to the fact that in the Epistles we read

that the churches are " in Christ; " believers are " in Christ." They

are " found in Christ " and " preserved in Christ." They are

" saved " and " sanctified in Christ; " are " rooted and built up," and

" made perfect in Christ." Their ways are " ways that be in Christ;"

their conversation is "a good conversation in Christ;" their faith,

hope, love, joy, their whole life is " in Christ." They think, they

speak, they walk " in Christ." They labor and suffer, they sorrow

and rejoice, they conquer and triumph " in the Lord." Wives sub

mit themselves to their husbands " in the Lord," children obey their

parents " in the Lord." The deathbeds of believers are illuminated

by the light of Jesus' presence. They " die in the Lord," they " sleep

in Jesus," they are the " dead in Christ; " and " when He shall

appear." they will appear also.

Undoubtedly, the full flower of the teaching of the doctrine of

the union of the believer with Christ is found in the later books of

the New Testament, but the bud, not tightly closed, but revealing

the beauties within and emitting a fragrance sweet beyond the power

of language to tell, is found in the words of Christ Himself and in

the earlier books of the New Testament. Earlier and later, the

teaching is one.

Figures which are used to convey some idea of this union are

many and beautiful. We shall go from the less to the more vital.

1. The King and His subjects.

" Then shall the King say unto them on His right hand, Come,

ye blessed of my Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you from

the foundation of the world."—Matthew, xxv, 34.

2. The corner stone and the lesser stones.

" Being built upon the foundation of the apostles and prophets,

Christ Jesus Himself being the chief corner stone; in whom each
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several building, fitly framed together, groweth into a holy temple

in the Lord ; in whom ye also are builded together for a habitation

of God in the Spirit."—Ephesians, ii, 20-22.

" Unto whom coming, a living stone, rejected indeed of men,

but with God elect, precious, ye also, as living stones, are built up a

spiritual house, to be a holy priesthood, to offer up spiritual sacri

fices acceptable to God, through Jesus Christ."— I Peter, ii, 4, 5.

3. The vine and the branches.

"As the branch cannot bear fruit of itself, except it abide in the

vine; so neither can ye, except ye abide in Me. I am the vine, ye are

the branches ; he that abideth in Me, and I in him, the same beareth

much fruit; for apart from Me ye can do nothing."—John, xv, 4, 5.

4. The body and the food.

" He that eateth My flesh and drinketh My blood abideth in

Me, and I in him. As the living Father sent Me, and I live because

of the Father; so he that eateth Me, he also shall live because of

Me."—John, vi, 56, 57.

" The bread which we break, is it not a communion of the body

of Christ? seeing that we, who are many, are one bread, one body;

for we all partake of the one bread."— I Corinthians, x, 16, 17.

5. The head and the members in the human body.

" But speaking truth in love may grow up in all things into

Him, which is the head, even Christ; from whom all the body fitly

framed and knit together through that which every joint supplieth,

according to the working in due measure of each several part,

maketh the increase of the body unto the building up of itself in

love."— Ephesians, iv, 15, 16.

" For as the body is one, and hath many members, and all the

members of the body, being many, are one body; so also is Christ."—

I Corinthians, xii, 12.

6. The husband and the wife.

" Wherefore, My brethren, ye also were made dead to the law

through the body of Christ; that ye should be joined to another,

even to Him who was raised from the dead, that we might bring

forth fruit unto God."—Romans, vii, 4.

" Even so ought husbands also to love their own wives as their

own bodies. He that loveth his own wife loveth himself; for no

man ever hated his own flesh; but nourisheth and cherisheth it, even

as Christ also the Church; because we are members of His body."—

Ephesians, v, 28-30.
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7. The Divine Father and the Divine Son.

- "As the living Father sent me, and I live because of the Father;

so he that eateth Me, he also shall live because of me."—John, vi, 57.

" In that day ye shall know that I am in My Father, and ye

in Me, and I in you."—John, xiv, 20.

(Addressing the Father, Christ says):

" I in them, and thou in Me, that they may be perfected unto

one; that the world may know that thou didst send Me and lovedst

them, even as thou lovedst me."—John, xvii, 23.

How vital then is this relation of Jesus Christ with the one

receiving Him as Saviour and Lord. Well may the great Apostle

cry out, in the fullness of his apprehension of the possibility of this

mighty truth and in the realization of it in his own experience, " I

have been crucified with Christ; yet I live; and yet no longer I, but

Christ liveth in me; and that life which I now live in the flesh I live

in faith, the faith which is in the Son of God, who loved me, and

'gave himself up for me."— Galatians, ii, 20.

So central is the relation which is our thought to-day that upon

the conception of it depends the whole trend and character of any

system of religious thought. I need but to call your attention to

varying views of this relation of Christ with the believer:

1. The Socinian (Unitarian) view.

There is no necessity of an atonement. Christ communicates

fuller and more definite information about the character and govern

ment of God, and sets before men an example of obedience to God's

law and will. Christ is our example and our teacher. He is the

highest example and the wisest teacher, but no more. He lives in

us only as Francis Wayland and Mark Hopkins lived in their pupils.

2. The view implied in transubstantiation (Roman Catholic).

There is an actual and positive change of the substance of the

bread and wine in the eucharist into tke body and blood of Jesus

Christ, at the moment when the priest utters the words of conse

cration. " The soul and divinity of Christ co-exist with His flesh

and blood under the species of bread and wine; and thus the ele

ments, and every particle thereof, contain Christ wholly and entire,

divinity, humanity, soul, body and blood, with all their component

parts. Nothing remains of the bread and wine, except the accidents.

The whole God and man Jesus Christ is contained in the bread and

wine, and in every particle of the bread, and every drop of the wine."

To be sure, to the senses, the bread and wine are bread and wine still.

Sight, smell, taste, touch proclaim them the same, but they have
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become the veritable body and blood of Christ, and as such are

partaken of.

3. The view of the Sacramentalists, other than Roman Catho

lics, and others who hold substantially their belief.

Degrees are found in the sacramental theory and doctrine from

the extreme to the very moderate. In general, it may be said, they

hold that the sacraments, so called, are " an extension of the

Incarnation " and are " vehicles of grace." The elements are not

changed into the veritable body and blood of Christ, but through

them we receive the divine humanity of the Lord. The agent in

bringing about the reception is the Holy Spirit, but He works

through the sacraments. There is a real spiritual reception of the

very substance of the Logos.

4. The governmental view.

Henry B. Smith says: " This denies the reality of vital union

with Christ; it regards the expressions of Scripture relating to it as

metaphors, and denies also the reality of justification on this basis.

We become like Christ by choosing the same end that He did. His

atonement removes the obstacles, so that we can now go directly to

God. Justification is pardon only, for Christ's sake; of, if more, we

are justified on the ground of our inherent state of love, or, because

it is foreseen by God that we shall become wholly just by and by.

Christ presents to us an exhibition of God's hatred of sin and love of

holiness, and this moves us to be and do right more than anything

else." It looks like a modified and diluted Socinian view.

5. The Evangelical, and, as we maintain, the Scriptural view.

The believer is made one with Christ. The union is not physical,

mechanical, not merely moral. It does not involve the surrender of

personality. It is supernatural, spiritual, vital. It endures forever;

it is not without mystery. We know the fact without fully compre

hending the method. It secures to the believer the benefits of

Christ's work.

It is supernatural.

" But of Him (of God) are ye in Jesus Christ, Who was made

unto us wisdom from God, and righteousness and sanctification,

and redemption; that, according as it is written, He that glorieth,

let him glory in the Lord."—I Corinthians, i, 30, 31.

It is spiritual.

" Hereby know we that we abide in Him, and He in us, because

He hath given us of His Spirit."—I John, iv, 13.

"And he that keepeth His commandments abideth in Him, and
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He in him. And hereby we know that He abideth in us, by the

Spirit which He gave us."—I John, iii, 24.

" No man can say, Jesus is Lord, but in the Holy Spirit."—

I Corinthians, xii, 3.

It is vital.

" For ye died and your life is hid with Christ in God. When

Christ, Who is our life, shall be manifested, then shall ye also with

Him be manifested in glory."—Colossians, iii, 3, 4.

" That ye may be strengthened with power through His Spirit

in the inward man; that Christ may dwell in your hearts through

faith; that ye may be filled unto all the fullness of God."—Ephe-

sians, iii, 16-19.

It endures forever.

"And I give unto them eternal life ; and they shall never perish,

and no one shall snatch them out of My hand."—John, x, 28.

" Who shall separate us from the love of Christ? shall tribula

tion, or anguish, or persecution, or famine, or nakedness, or peril,

or sword? Nay, in all these things, we are more than conquerors

through Him that loved us. For I am persuaded, that neither

death, nor life, nor angels, nor principalities, nor things present,

nor things to come, nor powers, nor height, nor depth, nor any

other creature, shall be able to separate us from the love of God,

which is in Christ Jesus our Lord."—Romans, viii, 35-39.

It is full of mystery.

The Apostle, speaking of the union of Christ with the believer,

says: " This mystery is great; but I speak in regard of Christ and

of the Church."—Ephesians, v, 32.

We must remember, however, that in the Apostle's use of the

term, mystery, it does not mean something which cannot be ex

plained. His use of the word does imply limitations to the natural

mind in the knowledge of spiritual truth. But it also leaves room

for the revelation of spiritual truth by the Spirit of truth. Increase

the power of the telescopic lens, and you give to astronomy accu

racy of knowledge in fields before unknown. Increase the discern

ing power of the Christian heart, and truths become luminous with

a new meaning. The doctrine of the union of the believer with

Christ is a mysterious one because of our poor groping spiritual

blindness. As we increase the spiritual power we shall increase in

the apprehension and the comprehension of these mighty truths of

revelation and experience.
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It secures to the believer the benefits of Christ's work.

On the basis of the union of the believer with Christ the be

liever is justified with God. " That I may gain Christ, and be

found in Him, not having a righteousness of mine own, even that

which is of the law, but that which is through faith in Christ, the

righteousness which is of God by faith."—Philippians, iii, 9.

"Seeing that ye seek a proof of Christ that speaketh in me;

who to you—ward is not weak, but is powerful in you; for He was

crucified through weakness, yet He liveth through the power of

God. For we also are weak in Him, but we shall live with Him

through the power of God toward you."—II Corinthians, xiii, 3, 4.

Such in incomplete portrayal is this great truth as presented in

the Scriptures. It may be summed up in His usual vivid and force

ful way in the words of him whom we delight to honor, Dr. Alex

ander McLaren :

" There is no part of my being that is not patent to the tread

of this Divine Guest. There are no rooms of the house of my

spirit into which He may not go. Let Him come with the master-

key in His hand into all the dim chambers of your feeble nature;

and as the one life is light in the eye, and color in the cheek, and

deftness in the fingers, and strength in the arm, and pulsation in the

heart, so He will come with the manifold results of the one gift

to you. He will strengthen your understandings, and make you

able for loftier tasks of intellect and of reason than you can face

in your unaided power; He will dwell in your affections and make

them vigorous to lay hold upon the holy things that are above their

natural inclination, and will make it certain that their reach shall

not be beyond their grasp, as, alas! it so often is in the sadness,

and disappointments of human love. He will come into that feeble,

vacillating, wayward will of yours, that is only obstinate in its ad

herence to the low and the evil, as some foul creature, that one

may try to wrench away, digs its claws into corruption and holds

on by that. He will lift your will and make it fix upon the good

and abominate evil, and through the whole being He will pour a

great tide of strength which shall cover all the weakness. He will

be like some subtle elixir which, taken into the lips, steals through

a pallid and wasted frame, and brings back a glow to the cheek

and a lustre to the eye, and swiftness to the brain, and power to the

whole nature."

Of the testimony of Christian experience to this truth I must not
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pause to speak. It belongs more naturally in the treatment of the

practical application of the doctrine. I almost envy my fellow-

writer his opportunity, so boundless and fruitful is the field into

which he enters. I cannot, however, refrain from a word of refer

ence to the power of this truth in the work of the ministry. Let

another speak for me. Dr. Austin Phelps, in one of his letters,

says:

" It is with a feeling akin to worship that I look upon a Chris

tian pulpit. Every one is a mount of transfiguration to my vision.

" I remember hearing of an incident related of the preaching

of Dr. , some thirty years ago. He had a profound sense

of the person of Christ, such as few men whom I have known have

experienced. On one occasion, in the midst of a sermon, he paused,

grew pale, trembled, as if in a trance. Said he substantially,—I do

not give His words,—' I do not know what it means, but I seem to

feel the presence of some heavenly Being. Is it possible that Christ

is here—here in this house—here where I stand—as if He would

preach to you? Let us pray! ' The sermon, I think, had no other

ending. So I love to think of all pulpits filled by those whom it

has been my privilege to commune with at Andover. I seem to

see our Lord standing by their side and fulfilling His promise. ' It

shall be given unto you, what ye shall say.' I do believe it, my dear

Brother, with all my soul! You never speak a truth for Him or

utter a prayer in your pulpit which He has not put into your mind

to say, so far as it is a genuine offering of service for His sake.

You have a premonition every Sabbath of the coronation which

awaits you by and by ! "

The sweet singer has the truth of it all,

" Long did I toil, and knew no earthly rest;

Far did I rove, and knew no certain home;

At last I sought them in His sheltering breast,

Who opes his arms, and bids the weary come.

With Him I find a home, a rest divine;

And I since then am His, and He is mine.

" The good I have is from His stores supplied;

The ill is only what He deems the best.

He for my friend, I'm rich with nought beside;

And poor without Him, though of all possess'd.

Changes may come—I take, or I resign—

Content while I am His, while He is mine.
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" He stays me falling; lifts me up when down;

Reclaims me wandering; guards from every foe;

Plants on my worthless brow the victor's crown;

Which, in return, before His feet I throw,

Grieved that I cannot better grace His shrine

Who deigns to own me His, as He is mine.

"While here, alas! I know but half His love,

But half discern Him, and but half adore;

But when I meet Him in the realms above,

I hope to love Him better, praise Him more,

And feel, and tell, amid the choir divine,

How fully I am His, and He is mine!-"

The Vice-President:

The next paper, the closing paper on this topic, was to have

been a discussion of " Its Practical Experience," " The Practical Ex

perience of the Union of the Believer with Christ," the Rev. Cor

nelius Woelfkin, of Brooklyn, being the writer. Brother Woelfkin

is absent. It would manifestly be impossible to do justice to the

author or to the audience to read this paper in his absence. I judge

from what I have been told since coming to the platform that the

final topic is never thrown open for discussion. I judge that the

topic selected is somewhat more of a devotional character than the

other topics, usually, and that the idea of the committee in charge

is to leave, if possible, a good taste in the mouth in the final session,

and, certainly, the paper that has been read to us has left a good taste

in the mouth and a good feeling in the heart.

The following is the paper of Rev. Cornelius Woelfkin, above

referred to :

THE UNTON OF THE BELIEVER WITH CHRIST—ITS PRACTICAL

EXPERIENCE.

Great was the mystery of grace, when, by various theophanies,

the Lord visited the children of men, announcing the purpose of

redemption. Greater still the " Mystery of Godliness," when,

through the Kenosis, God became manifested in the flesh, by the

union of the divine with the human nature in Christ Jesus. But it

is in the revelation of the believer's union with Christ that the

mysteries of reconciliation reach the superlative degree.

The actual vital union of the Son of God with the believer in
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Christ is a theme to be examined only in the secret place of the

most high; and only by the meek and lowly in heart, whose thoughts

are clothed with humility. It is a fact that transcends the possibility

of demonstration by physical or natural science. It is a spiritual and

supernatural reality, revealed unto faith in the Scriptures of God.

The culminating testimony of Jesus was a prophecy of this

union. Those final promises of the incarnate Christ, so beautiful

and simple to us, were to the Apostles among the most perplexing

of the Master's utterances: " I am going away, and I am coming

to you . . . It is expedient for you that I go away ... I will

not leave you orphans, I will come to you." Paradoxical speech is

always perplexing. They understood him not, and began to ques

tion, " How is it that Thou wilt manifest Thyself unto us and not

unto the world . . . what is it that He saith ... we cannot tell

what He saith." Though he illustrated this union with the parable

of the vine and the branches, yet they could not understand. It

was a prophetic utterance waiting the advent of the Holy Spirit for

interpretation. It anticipated the coming dispensation; therefore,

was spoken to them in proverbs. It was the one absorbing thought

in the mind of Christ, and found expression in His final prayer:

" That they may be one in us . . .1 in them and thou in Me."

This union is the glory of our relationship to God. On

the night of his resurrection day the Lord stood among His

disciples as the " Life giving spirit." And breathing upon them He

said: "Receive ye the Holy Spirit." By that inbreathing they

became " partakers of the divine nature." They now understood

the expediency of His departure. Physically He could only be with

them; therefore, He must depart that He might return spiritually to

enter and abide in them. This union with Christ is characteristic

of the dispensation of the Holy Spirit. It begins with the resur

rection of Christ, and the believer's resurrection with Christ. It

could not antedate the crucifixion of our Lord; therefore, it is a

union not with the incarnate, but with the risen Son of God.

After the day of Pentecost the Scriptural statements of this

union are explicit, e. g., " He that is joined unto the Lord is one

spirit." " It pleased God ... to reveal His Son in me." " I am

crucified with Christ, nevertheless I live; yet not I, but Christ

liveth in me." " For we are members of His body, of His flesh

and of His bones . . . this is a great mystery; I speak concerning

Christ and the Church." " To me to live is Christ." " Christ in
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you the hope of glory." Beside the direct statements, figures are

utilized as expressive of various phases of this union. The vine and

its branches; the stones in the temple; the body with its members;

the husband and the wife, all illustrate this wondrous truth. Another

interpreting factor is the ordinance of baptism, for whose true and

Scriptural administration we are set for a defense. It is a perpetual

rehearsal that as we are one with Christ judicially in His death,

even so are we one with Him vitally by resurrection from the dead.

By statement, figure and ordinance, union with Christ is made the

mould of doctrine, to which we are delivered and must obey from

the heart.

In discussing the practical experience that must necessarily flow

from such a relationship with the Lord, we must assume its judicial

aspects and dismiss it with a single reference as we pass to consider

the vital and experimental phases. Union with Christ, judicially, is

apprehended by faith. By it we accept the pardon of sin's guilt;

believe ourselves dead unto the law of condemnation; and reckon

ourselves dead indeed unto sin. Union with Christ, vitally, is ex

perienced through the Spirit. By it we are delivered from the

dominion of the law of sin; we walk in newness of life, bringing

forth the fruits of righteousness and peace.

To review the history of experimental union with Christ would

necessarily bring before us the history of centuries. Every touch

of divine power, and every holy influence since the resurrection or

Christ have been its outflow. Every holy life and loyal service

have been its witnesses. The chapters of the inner experiences of

apostles, reformers, martyrs, missionaries, saints and believers are

its record. Every imperishable progress, every permanent good,

every abiding blessing, are the sequences of the believer's fellow

ship with Christ. Our consideration, therefore, must narrow down

to what we ourselves know of this union by practical and personal

experience. And to speak subjectively upon this matter brings us

into some measure of sympathy with the difficulty that beset Paul

when he spake of visions, revelations and unutterable words. It

belongs to the wisdom that can only be spoken [m tois teleiois]

among the mature. Even there the attempt at describing the sub

jective consciousness of this experience must prove at best a re

flected light and a word echo. We may, at most, inquire—what is

this union designed to accomplish ; and how may its highest results

be attained ?
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The word of God is the revelation of Christ. The belief of the

truth begets Christ in us. The Spirit of God is the ligament by

whom the believer becomes one with Christ. The law of the Christ-

life is revolutionary; therefore, " if a man be in Christ Jesus, he is a

new creation. Old things pass away ; all things become new." The

change takes place in the believer, since Christ is immutably " the

same yesterday, to-day and forevermore." He cannot be defiled by

union with us. But virtue pours from Him, purifying us. As the

man Christ Jesus, He becomes the one ideal of life. As Christ the

anointed He becomes God's minister, to conform us into His own

image. As Lord He must reign, bringing every thought captive

into the obedience of Christ, and subduing all things unto Himself.

He must ever increase; while self must ever decrease.

When this union becomes a matter of experience, there is a con

sciousness of the indwelling Christ. It is manifested by the fact

that those things with which He can have no fellowship, loose them

selves and fall from us. And only the things known to please God

are desired and followed. Everything is judged and esteemed with

reference to Him. In the consciousness of this union the soul says:

" I have set the Lord always before me." Sometimes it becomes so

vivid that when the Lord communes with the believer's spirit he

can almost fancy that an audible sound fell upon the physical ear,

or an actual vision was seen with the eye. It is all subjective, but

none the less real. This union does not imply the necessity of rap

tures and manifestations extraordinary. They are rare exceptions;

are never to be considered as the standard of measuring any Chris

tian experience.

But the presence of God may be practiced to a degree, that a

constant sense of union becomes manifested in an abiding rest, peace

and joy. Even the pressure of life's duties need not wholly expel

the consciousness thereof. The husband and father, busy with the

routine of his vocation, seems to have forgotten his relationship.

But not so. Though absent from the surface of his memory, it is a

fact always with him. Let some temptation confront him, and this

consciousness will instantly rise to the surface. A thousand inci

dents may serve to send it through his memory, conscience, affection

and will. The sense of union with Christ is naturally most vivid

when the soul retires for secret prayer and quiet meditation. But

they who faithfully practice the closest communion can bear witness

that the consciousness of his fellowship is always with them, though

in varying measure.
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It should be said that this consciousness is always occupied

with Christ and not with the Holy Spirit. There is a subtle danger

in this day of magnifying the ministry and operations of the Spirit,

in direct contradiction to the Scriptures. The Spirit reveals Christ,

and not himself. While looking on a physical image, it is the light

that reveals image, and through the eye makes the mind conscious

thereof. Yet in so doing we are unconscious of both the light that

reveals, or the eye through which the mind sees. The Spirit reveals

Christ, and through faith makes us conscious of Him. But when

the Spirit is most active, and faith at its best, we are unconscious of

either in our consciousness of Christ.

Experimental union with Christ implies communing with Him.

We have a fellowship with the Father and with His Son. All things

are held in common. On our part we can only contribute ignorance,

weakness, trial, anxiety, etc. But He " can be touched with a feeling

of our infirmities." In Him are hid all the treasures of wisdom and

of knowledge. All power is His; and He is anointed with the oil

of gladness above His fellows. We then, who are burdened with

infirmities and necessities, are one with Him in whom all the fulness

of the Godhead dwelleth bodily. In the act of communing the two

meet. Surely, our infirmities cannot overflow the tide of His power.

Can our weakness swallow up His might? Can our ignorance

eclipse His wisdom? Can our anxiety disturb His peace; or our

trials exhaust His riches of grace? If we did but break through the

bulkheads by which we hold these things in separate compartments,

we should find that in the exercise of communing, " His working

which worketh in us mightily," would overflow and swallow up all

our infirmities, and we should " be filled unto all the fulness of God."

He is made of God unto us wisdom. Things that eye hath not

seen nor ear heard; things that can never be discovered or known

by human wisdom; the deep things of God, these are searched by

the Holy Spirit and revealed unto us. But they are revealed in and

through the Christ. Therefore, the mind of the humblest believer

in union with the Lord may revel among the treasures of knowledge,

utterly beyond the ken of the wisest, unrcgenerate scholastics of

this world. He is made unto us righteousness by vital impartation.

Here lies the whole secret of holy living. What believers are apt to

consider as Christian virtues are, in reality, attributes of the Christ-

life. Patience, fortitude, love, long suffering, meekness, peace, etc.,

are not given as abstract endowments. They are not quantities

1
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having avoirdupois or measure. And yet many Christians pray for

these things in a manner suggestive of their being doled out in

pounds or by the yardstick. The very purpose for which Christ

takes the believer into union with Himself is that He may live His

own life in the believer. He designs to exercise the attributes of his

own life through the Christian. It simplifies Christian living to a

remarkable degree, when we learn to yield our lives as the channel

for the outflow of His life. Irritable circumstances may threaten to

engulf us in the storms of passion. But if we fall back upon the

indwelling Christ, He will exercise His patience in us, making a

holy calm with His " Peace be still." Whatever the exigency of the

circumstances of trial or temptation may demand, we have but to

abide in vital union with Him, and we shall find Him our righteous

ness, with all its attributes. He is made unto us sanctification and

redemption. Union with Him separates the believer from all that is

opposed to God. The flesh cannot please God ; therefore, it is kept

in the place of mortification and death. Worldly desires and indul

gences are left behind, without debate concerning their being right

or wrong per sc. They simply cannot live in the atmosphere of His

fellowship. Just in proportion as the soul's experience enlarges in

the Christ-life, it narrows and becomes separated from the carnal

and worldly life. In Him, as our redemption, we learn the hope

of our calling and the exceeding riches of his inheritance in the

saints.

He is the heir of all things. As one with Him we are joint

heirs. Therefore, all things are ours. Paul, Apollos, Cephas, the

world, life, death, things present and things to come; all are ours

because we are Christ's. All things are for our sakes. The afflic

tions of life become the crucible of our glory, and he works all

things together for our good. Being heirs of such inheritance, we

are "as unknown, yet well known; as dying and, behold, we live;

as chastened and not killed; as sorrowful, yet always rejoicing; as

poor, yet making many rich; as having nothing and yet possessing

all things."

The experience of this union is eminently practical in its bear

ing upon daily living and serving. It does not abrogate respon

sibility, energy and labor. But it lays them under necessity of being

submitted and subjected to the Christ. While there are in it medi

tative moods that call for hours of silent waiting on the Lord, it also

fills the day's and week's earnest toil and effective working. Per
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haps Paul realized the experience of this union to a greater degree

than any of the Apostles. He could also say: " I labored more

abundantly than they all; yet not I, but the grace of God which was

with me." We work together with God, because it is God that

worketh in us. Such workers are " steadfast, unmovable, always

abounding in the work of the Lord, forasmuch as they know that

their labor is not in vain in the Lord." •

In the life the manifested result of this union is holiness of

character and conduct. Not the professional holiness that must

needs advertise itself, lest it should escape the notice of its neigh

bors. Conscious holiness is an impossibility; professed holiness is a

contradiction. Self-consciousness ministers to pride. Pride defeats

holiness. Humility reflects the glory of the Lord and is transformed

into the same image from glory unto glory. In experimental union

with Christ the soul becomes so conscious of Christ that self-con

sciousness is effaced. There is a shining of the face, and withal a

holy ignorance thereof. It is a holiness that shines through a meek

and lowly spirit and toils with self-forgetfulness, in self-sacrifice.

There a phase of Christianity, that is mechanical and formal,

lacking the pulse of life. It sees the incarnate Christ, and admires

His character, virtues and services. But since union with Him as

such is impossible, there is at best a feeble and fluctuating attempt

to imitate His life and character. In vital Christianity the incarnate

Christ departs, and the risen Christ comes into the believer, and

abiding there transforms the life, conduct and service. It is no

longer the human imitating the divine. It is the divine trans

figuring the human.

The musician is not one who merely strikes the proper tones

that compose melody and harmony; even though he strike them at

proper intervals and with exact emphasis. Neither is the painter

one who can draw accurately and blend in the colors with true pre

cision. A machine can be made to do the first, and a faithful copyist

can readily accomplish the second. The musician is one in whose

inmost soul there lives a genius, creating harmonies the like of

which the world has never heard. This genius transfigures him. It

pours through him melodies and harmonies which challenge the

admiration of every lover of music. His work is not a mechanical

imitation. Himself is the instrument of a mastering genius. He is

conscious that his best production in the outer world is but an echo

of those unutterable sounds which his inner soul realizes. Likewise
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the painter is one, over whose imagination there are constantly

passing invisible ideals ; forms of beauty and grace. His work upon

the canvas is a joy to every lover of art. But the painter who

wrought with the inspiration of that inner vision is conscious that

the angel face on the canvas is but the iridescence of that mystic

light that burned in his soul. Yet, though both musician and

painter are conscious of the disparity between their inner con

ceptions and outer productions, there is, however, a something

about their work that has the pulse of life, which the best machine

or most faithful copyist cannot reproduce. It is the inner genius

breathing in the outer work.

The Christian is not a man who admires the man of Nazareth

and tries, with painful effort, to imitate the beauty of His character,

however sincere his purpose and faithful his attempt. The Christian

is one who by grace, through faith, has been regenerated; who has

been joined unto the Lord and is one spirit with Him. In him Christ

is objective as the ideal of God, and at the same time subjective,

transforming the man into His own likeness. From the inner

shrine the Christ is pouring out His life through mind, conscience,

will and affections, until the outer character, conduct and service

are a transfiguration of the indwelling Lord. The believer is con

scious of how far short his outer experience is, compared with the

glory that burns in the holy of holies in his own soul. Yet his work,

such as it it, has in it the life, light and glory of the Lord. This

vital, experimental, practical union of the believer with Christ is real,

genuine Christianity. All else is imitation, counterfeit and sham.

This union is neither attained nor maintained by effort or

struggle. It comes by simple faith in God. It continues by constant

submission to the Lord. It is a mystery, but it is not mysticism. It

is developed by a three-fold exercise — the practice of prayer; the

study of the Scriptures; and the obedience of faith. By prayer, the

soul enters the holiest of all and looks upon the shekinale of the

Lord's presence. By the study of the Word, the soul beholds the

glory of the Lord, and is transfigured into His likeness. By the

obedience of faith, all the virtues and energies of Christ find an

outlet for practical service to humanity.

O sacred union with the perfect mind

Transcendent bliss, which thou alone canst give;

How blest are they this pearl of price who find,

And, dead to earth, have learned in thee to live.
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Closing Words.

The Vice-President:

I think that we come now to the closing words of the

session. Several short addresses, I judge, are to be made, one

on the part of the local committee, another on the part of the general

committee, another on the part of the executive committee, and

closing with the closing prayer. I see that the programme calls for

a few remarks on the part of the President. The President of this

meeting is Prof. Emerson, superintendent of our public schools.

He was expected to be here. He is not " characteristically absent,"

but he is absent. I do not propose to make his speech for him. I

had, however, just one thought in my mind that I would like to

express for myself, largely in behalf of the small number of people

who are present and have been present at the previous sessions.

You probably think that it is somewhat discouraging to the speakers

to speak to so small a congregation. When I explain the matter to

you you will see that it has not been. They speak simply with the

privilege of printing, as they do in the larger Congress of the United

States. As we all know, a great many of the speeches of Congress

men are never spoken at all in Congress. They are simply written

with the privilege of publication; they are published at the expense

of the United States government, and then they are franked through

the mails by the Congressmen to their constituency as campaign

documents for a future election. Now, these brethren who have

been speaking to us for the last two or three days have been con

scious all the while of this larger audience. You possibly have

thought that they were talking especially to you and for your benefit.

They have not done that at all. They have known that the reporters

of the papers were here and that their remarks would be circulated

throughout the country through the daily press, and especially the

religious press, and they have known that every word that they have

read and spoken to us would go into the annual reports of the Con

gress, and that these reports are very extensively circulated, espe

cially in our own denomination, and have their part in the onward

progress of the truth. So they have not been at all disturbed by the

fewness of the ears that have heard their remarks and addresses and

profound discussions, remembering the many eyes that would read

them in the future. I think that is all I care to say in my own behalf,

and now we are to have an address on the part of the local com

mittee, by Dr. Gifford.
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Dr. O. P. G1fford:

Mr. Chairman and Friends: I wish, in behalf of the ministering

brethren who have been present, to return our thanks to the brethren

who have brought their papers and discussion. You, who sit in the

pews all the time and have the more or less privilege of hearing the

preachers, have no idea what a delight it is for a preacher to sit

still, keep his mouth shut and open his ears while somebody else

thinks for his benefit. The man who stands in a pulpit twice a

Sunday, year in and year out, for a term of years, hearing nothing

but his own voice, facing nothing but his own thoughts, knowing

nothing but his own mental grind, is delighted when he can sit in a

pew and hear someone else think for his benefit. It has been men

tally and spiritually refreshing for the men of the ministry to have

this beaten oil brought to us by these brethren of Christ.

We have traversed a wide field of thought. We have studied

the two facts of man's fall and redemption in the light of evolution.

Whether it is a natural or an artificial light, I am not altogether

sure. Some things look better in an artificial light than they do in

a natural light. Whether the light of evolution is a light of dying

wood — mock fire, or whether it is really a God-given»light, I.am

not altogether sure, but the Fall and the Redemption are facts, and

we have had some heroic endeavors to focus the light of evolution

on these facts, and we have enjoyed the attempt.

We have learned something of the opportunity fqr Baptists in

present religious progress. Religious progress is of two sorts,

progress back to the truth as it is in Jesus, and progress in the living

of that truth in the age in which we are. One brother called atten

tion to the fact that in the International Commentary two eminent

divines both teach that the Baptist position is right concerning im

mersion. That is religious progress back to the truth, but I have not

yet learned that either one of them has progressed far enough to

obey the truth which they have found. The great weakness of the

Baptist denomination is not in the direction of not knowing the

truth, but it is, beloved, in the direction of not doing the truth it

knows. If the Baptist denomination would take advantage of its

opportunity and embody the truth it knows in practical life, it would

be a very different world to live in from that in which we live to-day.

We have been told the grounds on which we should accept the

biblical books of the Bible, first, because in the light of history they

state facts ; second, because in the light of experience they tell truths.
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And any book which states the fact and tells the truth can well be

accepted as our Bible when it has such power as these Biblical books

have.

We took up the question of State-help versus self-help. State-

help in a republic or democracy is really self-help through the agency

of the State. It is simply an attempt to put one's self into institu

tions and laws for the helping of one's self to a larger life.

We have tried to learn how far the truths of Christianity can be

stated in terms of naturalism. If I were to start for Europe to

morrow I could submit myself to the Empire State Express as far

as New York city; but that is the limit of the Empire State. Beyond

that I must take the ship that was made to float on the wide expanse

of the Atlantic. The terms of naturalism are like the Empire State

Express. They can run parallel a certain distance and carry us

some way on our journey, but the man who attempts to cross the

Atlantic in the Empire State Express will soon anchor off the New

York docks, and the man who attempts to express the truths of

Christianity in terms of naturalism will soon anchor in the depths

of the gulf of oblivion.

We have come to the consummation of all our thinking, the

end and the beginning of all Christian thinking, " The Union of the

Believer with Christ." When we have reached that divine height

we care less and less for the fogs that gather so thickly in the plains

below, and we shall go from this last Mount of Transfiguration with

a sweet memory in our minds and a diviner longing in our hearts

to be united so closely with Christ that our thinking shall be true,

our life real. (Applause.)

The Vice-President:

We will now listen to an address on behalf of the general com

mittee, by Dr. G. E. Horr, editor of The Watchman, of Boston.

Dr. G. E. Horr:

Mr. Chairman: It used to be one of the rules of the Baptist

Congress that no editor should be allowed to belong to it. He

could not, for love nor money, purchase a membership in it, and as

to asking him to deliver an address on any topic connected with it,

he was a heathen man and a publican to the whole concern. We

have witnessed sufficient progress in the Congress to have it willing

to receive the five dollars a year from editors, and occasionally they
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are asked to open their mouths in such, presumably, feeble remarks,

as may occur to them. There was a reason for this restriction.

If you will look into the history of this organization you will dis

cover that it was as much as anything formed to be a counterpoise

to the power of the press. The brethren who did not happen to

edit newspapers had here a platform upon which they could express

their notions, and it has been a most successful experiment in

giving all wings within the denomination a chance to advocate their

peculiar views. It has sometimes been said that the chief value of

the Baptist Congress was that it afforded an escape valve to the pent

up thoughts of the brethren. I think that that advantage has been

somewhat overestimated, because when people came here burning

with great thoughts for which they have had no adequate avenues

of expression, it has generally been discovered that most of the peo

ple in the congregation had the same thoughts. But there has been

a real advantage in enabling us to meet one another upon a com

mon level of intellectual interest. There is no conference or body

within the denomination that affords this platform. Our group

meetings of the anniversary of the societies, of associations and

conventions, are directed to the consideration of practical work,

but the intellectual interests of thinking men are quite as important

as the practical administrations of the church; for in the last analy

sis it is the purely intellectual conclusion that we have reached upon

vital topics that control our practical activities. I have heard more

than one person say here he was not familiar with the Congress;

that there seemed to be very little use in discussing such a question

as we had before us this morning; but, my friends, according to the

• decision that is reached upon such a question as we had before us

this morning is depending the practical spiritual life and the energy

of our churches. The great battles for Christianity are not fought

in the contention of great armies, but they are fought in the regions

above the clouds, and in our time a single book, that perhaps has

not been read by one out of one hundred of the members of our

churches—I refer to Mr. Darwin's " Origin of Species "—has ex

erted a more profound influence upon the religious conceptions

and the religious life of the average church member than any other

single force that has entered the religious life of our country. The

great contests upon which the future of Christianity depends are

waged by thinking men, by scholars, in the heights beyond ordi

nary vision. There are undoubtedly two wings within the Baptist
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denomination. There is the radical wing and the conservative wing.

We might as well admit the fact. But the success of our denomi

nation is not militated against by the existence of these two types

of thought. The question is, does the common muscle and venous

and nerve tissue from the common organism move both wings?

That makes the perfect bird. And the principle of unity in the Bap

tist church, as I understand it, is not a common attitude toward

the Scriptures, it is not a common creed, but it is a common experi

ence of the spiritual life; and wherever that common experience is

found in the hearts of men the answer to the truths of revelation,

they are bound in this vital loyalty of which we have heard this

afternoon, to the Lord Jesus Christ. I believe that the work of

this Congress in the years past—the Committee believe—has con

tributed to this end, and that this meeting, as these reports are pub

lished and read, will be found to have been of great advantage to

our common church. (Applause.)

The Vice-President:

I am sure, friends, we are all very glad that the Congress has

at last become liberal enough to admit to its membership this much-

despised class of men called editors of religious journals. All New

England Baptists of this generation and of several preceding genera

tions have been brought up on The Watchman, the journal of which

Dr. Horr is now editor, and since he has become editor this journal

is spreading its way to the westward, and even in the wilds of western

New York a great many of its copies are taken and read with a

great deal of interest.

The next address is on behalf of the Executive Committee, Dr.

Bitting, of New York. I do not want to suggest anything that he

would say, but if he has any justification for the name " Congress,"

I wish that he would give it. I suppose a good many people ask

the question, " Why should a body of Baptist ministers and laymen,

associated together for the discussion of profound and abstruse

themes, be called a 'Congress.'" Possibly Dr. Bitting can enlighten

us on the spur of the moment on that subject, as well as to say

what he has already decided to say.

Dr. W. C. Bitting:

Mr. Chairman: It is far easier to ask questions than to answer

them. One of my professors told me that it takes more sense to
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ask a good question than it does to answer one. I came into the

work of the Congress very late in its life, and beyond the etymolo

gical significance of the term, I cannot see any reason why we

should be called a " Congress " rather than a " Conference." If

we would take our Latin Lexicon and try to discover the origin

of these two words and to differentiate them accurately, we should

see that after all there is not necessarily inherent in the idea of a

" Congress " any thought of making laws, of legislative authority

or of endeavor, to control the sentiment or the actions of the de

nomination with which the " Congress " is connected. The Treas

urer of the Congress, in receiving a letter from a certain minister,

whose geographical location shall be nameless, had the suggestion

made that if the name should be changed from " Congress " to

" Conference " he would be very glad indeed to consider the pro

priety of connecting himself with the organization, but living in a

place where they were very much used to congresses he had fallen

into utter disgust with the idea of a " Congress," and so he did not

propose to connect himself with anything that was called by that

name. (Laughter.) Beyond this impromptu explanation I do not

know that I can throw any light upon the question which our Vice-

President has asked.

While the Congress was not instituted in order to advertise

religious newspapers, the present speaker finds no difficulty in say

ing a hearty amen to the generous advertisement of a certain news

paper which has been made upon this platform within the last few

moments. (Applause.) Editorial utterances have played a large

part in the history of our denomination. They have made and un

made men. They have opened the doors of churches to pastors,

and they have locked the doors of churches against pastors. They

have helped a man in his upward ambitions, or they have thwarted

his aspirations and sent him booming down the gradient, the Latin

for which is facilis decensus; and so we have come at last to fear the

editor. I count it a propitious time in the history of our denomina

tion when we can record our editorial sympathies as being toward

the widening of our fraternities and not toward their shriveling;

and so we are delighted to have the representatives of the press

connected with our congressional movement.

A word or two about the performance of the duties of the

Executive Committee. It is a source of regret that more of them
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are not present at this session. The sessions are very delightful.

How gladly and eagerly this Committee would welcome suggestions

from every member of the Congress, from any source. The ques

tions which are alive and burning in the minds of the denomination

are precisely those which we wish to have discussed, and letters

naming questions with suggestions for proper and competent speak

ers on those questions will be most gladly received at any time.

We invite precisely this kind of interference and interest in our

work, and would be more than glad to have anyone, anywhere,

send us a timely topic together with the names of those who are

competent to discuss it. We find great difficulty in securing those

to participate in the meetings of the Congress who belong to the left

wing of the Baptist denomination, to use a figure which has been

used here this afternoon. The time was when it was exceedingly

difficult to get a radical to open his mouth upon any question. He

was afraid to break down. He hesitated about this pioneering pro

cess which led into new forms of expression, to say nothing of new

realms of thought. We were wedded to old statements and we hesi

tated to burst through the barbed wire fences that were hanging

with the moss of our medieval linguistic customs, but now we find

precisely the opposite difficulty. We have no fences. We have

quite a "stampede of untamed mustangs in the unfenced pasture,"

and it is very hard to get a mail who believes in a fence of any kind

to come and repair the fences which it is claimed have been broken

through by participants in the sessions of the Congress. It is with

great difficulty that we have been enabled to secure those who rep

resent the conservative side of the questions, and those of us who

belong to that side of all these questions which are discussed are

more and more put to it to get professors in our seminaries and

pastors who have made special studies along the lines which we

desire to have discussed, to consent to participate in our meetings.

It is more than pleasant to strike this large city. While we

think about an invisible audience and wish that that which has been

visible were larger than it has been, we want to leave a personal

and a local blessing, as well as to be the means of illuminating those

who shall simply read our reports. It is a work of love. One of

our noblest pastors has said that he believed the Congress ought to

exist so long as it is not impossible to discuss any question in the

heaven above, or the earth beneath, or the waters under the earth,
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without personal ill-feeling on the part of brethren. We ought

to sympathize with this position. There is a lack of the spirit of

which we have heard so magnificently this afternoon, of that union

with one another which is a direct result of our union with Christ,

when men cannot differ on purely intellectual matters without suffer

ing divorce of heart. We believe in the communion of saints, ac

cording to the Apostolic creed. We believe in all kinds of disunion

of saints, according to our earthly practice. The time has been in

the history of our denomination when journalistic cudgels, and evan

gelistic shrugging of shoulders, and whisperings of brethren who

were not courageous enough to let their names be attached to these

unuttered and inaudible censures, have interfered very largely with

the welfare of noble spirits in our denomination and the blessings

which these could have been the means of bringing to the kingdom

of God in connection with our work. Thank God that time is pass

ing. The time is passing with the growth of a broader spirit,

sweeter sentiment, a more fraternal interest in one another, and a

larger, nobler, richer conception of what constitutes essentially the

kingdom of God. So as we go back to another year, simply to

carry on this work of providing a free platform representing neither

wing of the denomination, standing for no school of thought, having

no purpose to advance any ideas, no matter by whomsoever they

are held, but longing only to bring a little of that free breath of

heaven that has come into our own hearts to the whole beloved

denomination with which we are connected, we ask your prayers,

your interest and your hearty sustenance in these labors, which are

purely those of love with the Executive Committee. (Applause.)

The Vice-President:

I am ^.ire, dear friends, that we all understand the motive and

the aim of the Congress better than we did before Dr. Bitting

spoke, and I think that we see some justification for the name

that we failed to see before.

We now come to the last duty and privilege of the Congress,

the most precious privilege. Dr. Brown of Pennsylvania will

kindly come to the platform and lead us to the Throne of Divine

Grace.
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Dr. T. Edwin Brown:

prayer.

Oh God, we thank Thee that Thou art here. We do not have to search

to find Thee or to cry out after Thee. Thou art in our hearts already. It

is because Thou art here that we are here in the spirit of love and of truth-

seeking and of earnest purpose to get at the facts of the divine life which

we ought to try to live and the methods of the divine service which we ought

more and more to try and render. We bless Thee that we have felt Thy

presence as we have been sitting here in this beautiful temple. We thank

Thee for the spirit of candor and of courtesy and of fraternal love which has

characterized all of these discussions. We bless Thee for the real light that

has come to us out of minds illumined by Thine own presence. We thank

Thee, Oh God, especially for Christian fellowship. We have felt the touch

of love as we have taken each other's hands, as we have looked into each

other's faces and as we have heard each other speak. Oh God, we bless

Thee that as the years go on these consecrated friendships gather sweeter

power and these fellowships are increasing in number and in their influence

over us. We bless Thee that we have such foretastes of heaven in these re

unions of earth. And, now, as we leave this place, and as we part with one

another, we ask Thee that the thought of the present hour may be specially

impressed upon us. We trust that we have had some experience, each of

ns, of this personal fellowship with Christ, that we can say, " Christ in me

the hope of glory," in very truth. And yet we want to know more and more *

of the fullness of this divine occupancy. We want to know it side by side

with the possession of a real mental sanity. We want to know it in ways

that will not lead us into fanaticism of temper or of method. We want a

sound mind while we have a clean heart, a pure spirit and abounding love.

We ask Thee that we may think of this light within us in such a way as

shall conserve our reasoning power and our intellectual saneness and be so

able to express this life to others as that their sanity shall also be con

served. But we pray that more and more Thou wilt possess us, mind—all

the parts of our mind; and heart—all the affections of our heart and body;

all the faculties of our body. Dwell in us, Oh Christ, and here, this after

noon, as we plead for this blessing, we plead that the sense of some answer

to it may come even while we pray, and that this may be a very precious

moment to every one of us.

We ask for Thy special blessing on the beloved pastor of this church

with which we have been convening. God bless him in his ministry, make

it more and more a ministry of spiritual power, an abounding success. Bless

the Church to which he ministers here, and may they unite with him, co

operating heartily and eagerly in all plans for the furtherance of the kingdom

of Jesus Christ.

Go with us who preach the Gospel, or try to, to our places of work.

Give us in our studies that clear mental and spiritual insight which will

rightly interpret to us the truth and make us to have larger progress in the
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spiritual apprehension of it as we stand in the pulpit. May we have the ex

perience which has been presented to us this afternoon of the very presence

of Christ standing by our side, speaking to our hearts and speaking through

us to the people, and so, our lives more and more hidden with Christ in God

may we lift them until Thou shalt finish them in their earthly aspect and open

to us more and more the fullness of the light of heaven. May every one oi

us be there. May none of us be there with starless crowns or empty hands,

but may we be there, our crowns full of jewels and our arms full of sheaves

to bless Thee that we lived and loved and labored here, and that Thou didst

live in us the fullness of the life eternal. We ask it for Christ's sake.

And may the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ and the love of our Father

and the fellowship of the Holy Spirit abide in each of us and be with all of

us evermore. Amen.
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Meetings of the Baptist Congress.

DATE. PLACE. PRESIDENT.

1882 Brooklyn George Dana Boardman, D. D.

1883 Boston Alvah Hovey, D. D.

1884 Philadelphia Henry G. Weston, D. D.

1885 New York Thomas Armitage, D. D.

1886 Baltimore William E. Hatcher, D. D.

1887 Indianapolis Hon. William S. Holman, Jr.

1888 Richmond Hon. J. L. M. Curry, LL. D.

1889 Toronto Hon. David Mills, M. P.

1890 New Haven Hon. Francis Wayland, LL. D.

1892 Philadelphia Col. Charles H. Banes.

1893 Augusta Gov. William J. Northen.

1894 Detroit Pres. A. G. Slocum, LL. D.

1895 Providence Pres. E. B. Andrews, LL. D.

1896 Nashville Pres. J. T. Henderson, A. M.

1897 Chicago Adin A. Kendrick, D. D.

1898 Buffalo H. P. Emerson, Esq.

Note.—The Fall session of 1891 was transferred to the Spring

of 1892. This has left the year 1891 without any report.

<
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13
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PREFATORY.

The tardy appearance of this volume demands a word of expla

nation. The Secretary had aimed to secure its issue within a few

weeks of the close of the public session. This purpose was frus

trated by the inability of the stenographers to furnish type-written

reports of all volunteer addresses during the sessions, thus prevent

ing their immediate revision by their authors, and also by the

failure of some of the writers to deliver their MSS. immediately

after reading; in some instances these did not reach the Secretary

until nearly a month after the beginning of the Pittsburg meeting.

In so far as the Congress exists to foster a love of the truth for

the truth's own sake it has abundant reason for self-congratulation.

A theory that will not bear investigation is not worth holding. A liv

ing truth always challenges and welcomes discussion, and a dead

truth becomes a lie. As Baptists, we have every justification for

restful complacency in this age of crucial investigation and icono

clastic change. The absence of any procrustean standards of doc

trine and belief imparts to us an adaptibility by which we are quali

fied not only for the impartial investigation of all that comes to men

in the name of truth, but also for the reception of all the results of

candid investigation and discovery without fearing the destruction

of anything that is vital to the life of our churches.

If the Congress shall be helpful in promoting a generous love of

the truth, and in destroying a spirit of partizanship that is really

political while it seems to be religious, it will contribute no little

toward securing for Baptists that foremost place in the phalanxes

of truth-lovers for which their inherited principles prepare them;

while they shall at the same time secure to themselves the abundant

intellectual and spiritual prizes with which this prodigal age waits

to endow hands that are honest and true.
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PLAN OF ORGANIZATION.

1. THE OBJECT of the Congress is to promote a healthful sentiment

among Baptists through free and courteous discussion of current ques

tions by suitable persons.

2. THE WORK of the Congress shall be subject to the control of a Gen

eral Committee oi one hundred members or more. The Committee

shall be composed of persons who have consented to contribute five

dollars or more annually toward the expenses of the Congress.

3. THE GENERAL COMMITTEE shall elect a permanent Executive

Committee of filteen persons residing in or near the City of New York,

at the meetings of which Executive Committee any member of the

General Committee may be present and vote; and to this Executive

Committee shall be entrusted, except as may have been already pro

vided for by the General Committee, entire control over the public

meetings—e. g., determination of the time and place, the number of

days and sessions each day, selection of the presiding officer, the

topics, the appointed writers and speakers, the provision for volunteer

speakers, and rules of discussion. The Executive Committee shall also

secure a full stenographic report of the proceedings, and funds to

meet any other necessary expense.

4. A SECRETARY shall be elected, who shall also be Secretary oi the

Executive Committee, and of the public meetings, the expenses of

whose correspondence, etc.. shall be met by a tax levied by the Execu

tive Committee upon the General Committee.

5. THE GENERAL COMMITTEE shall meet in connection with the

public meetings, and when called together by the Executive Commit

tee.

6. THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE shall secure the appointment of a

Local Committee in the city or town where a public meeting is to be

held, which shall provide a suitable place for the Congress, entertain

ment for the officers and appointees of the Congress.

7. ANY MEMBER of a Baptist Congregation may become an Annual

Member of this Congress, and thus be entitled to all its privileges,

and to a copy of the published proceedings, by the payment of the

sum of two dollars.

RULES OF DISCUSSION.

1. THE CHAIRMAN of the Congress shall be appointed by the Execu

tive Committee, and on all points of order his decision shall be final.

2. ANY MEMBER of a Baptist Congregation who. by sending his card

to the Secretary, shall signify his willingness to speak on the topic

under discussion, may be called upon by the Chairman.

3. ALL WRITERS and speakers shall take the platform, address only the

Chair, and confine themselves to the subject assigned for the occasion.

4. NO PERSON shall speak twice on the same subject.

5. READERS OF PAPERS shall be allowed twenty-five minutes, ap

pointed speakers* twenty minutes, and volunteer speakers ten minutes.

The Secretary shall notify all participants by stroke of the bell three

minutes before, and also at the expiration of their time, beyond which

no one shall be allowed to proceed.

6. NO PAPER shall be read in the absence of its writer, nor shall any

paper be printed in the proceedings except it has been read at the

meeting.

7. NO RESOLUTION or motion shall be entertained at the public con

ferences.

•Appointed speakers must not use MS., the object of their appointment being to encourage

the volunteer discussion which follows their addresses.
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PROCEEDINGS

OF

The Baptist Congress,

1899.

FIRST DAY.

Fourth Avenue Baptist Church, Pittsburg, Pa.

Tuesday, November 14, 1899, 2.30 p. m.

Afternoon Session.

Rev. T. E. Schumaker, Chairman of the Local Committee, in

troduced as President of the Congress, D. B. Purinton, LL. D., of

Denison University, Granville, O.

President Purinton:

The meeting will be opened with prayer by Rev. Dr. W. A.

Stanton, of Pittsburg.

Rev. Dr. Stanton:

Prayer.

Our Heavenly Father, we would seek Thy presence and Thy

guidance in all things we undertake to do and in those things that have

to do with the formation and the expression of our thoughts and those

endeavors to seek to find and know the truth. We would ask that Thy

spirit may abide with us and fulfill his function leading us into the truth.

We thank Thee for the presence of Thy servants, our brethren, this after

noon. We pray Thee that the messages they may bring to us concerning

these things that are to be discussed may inspire our hearts and touch our

souls and bring us into fellowship with them, with each other, and with

Thee. And as we this afternoon shall think of these things that have to do
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with that concerning which we are all interested, in which we are all to have

a part, grant, Oh, God, to let us know as much of Thy truth as Thou

wouldst have us know, and now we pray that upon the officers of this

Congress, upon the participants and upon all who shall meet with us the

blessings of the Father and of the Son and of the Spirit may abide. Amen.

The President:

The time has come for the opening of the 17th session of

the Baptist Congress. It gives me pleasure to be your presid

ing officer, especially as the rules governing this body are of

such a character that the presiding officer has next to nothing

to do. It is with pleasure that I introduce the Rev. Dr. Barnes

of this church, who will say some words of welcome to us at this

time.

In calling upon Dr. Barnes to speak to us first, you will

notice I have taken the liberty to vary the order printed before

you. This is done by reason of the fact that our brother has

unexpectedly been called to an important engagement in con

nection with his church work which forbids his remaining long

with us this afternoon.

We will now be glad to hear from Dr. Barnes.

Dr. L. C. Barnes:

Mr. President and Brethren: We are very glad to see you here.

We have more gladness than we shall attempt to express in words.

Our spirit is cordial, though we fear effusiveness. One of the

wisest Baptists who ever lived in Pennsylvania, or in the country,

tells this concerning an expression of welcome which he gave to a

young man who came into the vicinity of his parish and who proved

to^be the son of one of his classmates in college. He said: "Why,

I am very glad to see you, very glad; I welcome you to this town

for your own sake and for your father's sake, my old classmate.

How is your father now?" " I am sorry to say," replied the young

man, " that my father has been dead for several years." Time went

on and this noble, wise man, with his overhanging, shaggy eye

brows, like those of his illustrious father, met the young man again,

and said: " I am delighted to see you; I welcome you to this town,

the son of my old classmate; by the way, how is your father now?"

" Still dead," was the response, which has become classic. In the
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present instance, however, the answer would be the opposite, the

Baptist Congress is still alive, and the father of the Baptist Con

gress lives. There were a number of skilled doctors, I doubt not,

at the birth of the Congress, seventeen years ago, but, be it said

with all reverence and gratitude, the father of this movement is

none other than the " Father of Lights." In His name we welcome

you most heartily, trusting that you will find here a congenial atmos

phere for everything religious. There are more communicants in

the evangelical churches here in proportion to population than in

any other city of equal or greater size in the whole country.

There are three Presbyterian Theological Seminaries in our city,

on the Allegheny side. The religious life of the community, so full

and strong, is overwhelmingly of the type, the noble type, of these

theological seminaries. But there are even in such a stronghold of

the Westminster Standards thirty-two Baptist churches and mis

sions, in whose behalf I speak. Eleven of these are African

churches, one is a Welch church. More particularly I am per

mitted to say, " Glad to see you " in behalf of the Pittsburg and

Allegheny Baptist Union, which is composed of fourteen churches

and their seven missions, with a membership of about 4,000. My

voice is as the voice of many waters. Four thousand welcome you.

Five of the Tourteen churches were, until very recently in name and

are still in many respects, missions, so that, as a matter of fact, our

Union is composed of nine churches with twelve missions. Mani

festly, missions are the best part of us.

It might seem to any one who did not know Baptist ways that it

is a curious thing for a missionary society to invite an organization

like the Congress. The Pittsburg and Allegheny Baptist Union is

a city mission society pure and simple, with only practical aims and

executive work, without any speculative or theoretical functions

whatever, whereas, the Baptist Congress has no administrative func

tions whatever; it is strictly educative and intellectual. It is a city

mission society which welcomes this association of free thought!

After all, among Baptists, that is not unnatural. It is one of the

most natural and characteristic of things in the Baptist world that

intense philanthropy shall welcome unfettered thought.

You remember that 375 years ago there was a Baptist by the

name of Balthazar Hubmaier, a great scholar, a professor of theol

ogy in one of the German universities and an eloquent preacher,

who was not satisfied with the slight breaking away from traditional
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ism made by Martin Luther and his fellow-workers. Later, he

found it necessary, if he were to follow out his convictions, to go

further even than Zwingli and the more radical reformers. He was

a man of unfettered thought. This unfettered thinker was, at the

same time, the intense philanthropist who wrote the twelve articles

of the declaration of principles under which, not only a few hundred

fanatics among the Baptists of those days, but thousands upon

thousands of sober-minded, earnest, patriotic Baptists fought for the

common rights of humanity in what was called the Peasants' War,

Unfettered thought and intense philanthropy were joined in holy

wedlock by Belthazar Hubmaier.

Ahundredand twenty-five years later, as we look along thesmlit

peaks of history, arose the man who founded the first governmeT

on the planet where there should be unfettered thought, abs<">!;:'.e

liberty of soul, and he was the man who, before he founded this

state, was a missionery, a missionary to the heathen aborigines. He

was banished from Puritan Massachusetts, as much for his defense

of the ^rights of the Indians as for his freedom of thought in other

directions.

A hundred and fifty years later still, when the English-speaking

religious world had become frozen fast in hvper-Calvanism, there

loomed out of the fens of middle England a rugged man by the

name of Andrew Fuller, who struck such mighty blows and ex

ploded such great charges of unfettered thought amid the stagnant

ice-floes that they were shattered. But he opened a way by melting

more than by shattering. He had so much of the sunshine of the

Spirit of Christ in him that he was seen afar and recognized as a

leader of the movement for unfettering thought, so much so that

even then, 100 years ago, a college across the Atlantic ocean, wider

then than it is now, and across a denominational chasm, wider then

than it is now, Princeton College conferred on him its highest de

gree in recognition of him as a teacher of divine realities. The same

Andrew Fuller was a chief supporter, in fact the mainstay of Wil

liam Carey, in the inauguration of the modern missionary move

ment. Unfettered thought and intense philanthropy!

If, then, we glance back through the last 400 years, we find that

the most prominent features of our denomination have been un

fettered thought, hand in hand with intense philanthropy. These

are likely to be our leading characteristics for the next 4,000 years,

and so it is only for us the most natural thing possible that a mis

sionary society should welcome the Baptist Congress.
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We have prayed before your coming and we believe that the

prayer is sure to be answered, that your coming may lift us to a

higher point of view, with a wider outlook of unfettered thought,

and at rhe same time raise us to a keener pitch of intense philan

thropy.

As I am not a member of the local Committee of Arrangements,

it would be a pleasure for me to speak, if it were permissible, of the

happy activity of its members as an index of the heartiness of our

welcome. They have, at least, succeeded, as you can see, in having

twice as many people here as have been seen in some instances at

the opening session of the Congress. But there are two of your

happy hosts, whose names in no way appear,— characteristically

so.— for whom I must speak a word or my other brethren will not

forgive me. One is the President of this Pittsburg and Allegheny

Baptist Union. A son and trustee of Brown University, also the

son and biographer of one of its greatest, best-loved teachers, he is

himself an embodiment of Rhode Island soul—liberty, the liberty

of unfettered thought so that new light breaks out of his Greek

Testament every week. Without seeming to know it, he is by

inherent necessity a higher critic of the highest kind, the kind that

carei for truth only, for helpful present realities, regardless of all

traditionalism. Since liberty of soul is never complete without

liberality of soul, this President of ours is also constant, generous

and personally intense in philanthropy.

Another man who exemplifies our twofold thought in welcoming

you is the Nestor among us, a man who for thirty years "has been

pastor of one church. Reared in a Presbyterian family, in a Presby

terian College, and in a Presbyterian Theological Seminary, he

needed more liberty of thought and so became a Baptist. Not only

has he stood in one pulpit for thirty years, he has also stood before

the whole community and commonwealth, far in advance of many

of his brethren, in the very front rank of unfettered thought along

religious lines. He is the man who is the father and the mother of

one of the great hospitals of our dual city.

And so, as you come here to-day, you come into a congenial

atmosphere, an atmosphere where you are welcome to carry to fur

ther reaches of activity absolutely unfettered thought, remembering

that, at its best, it always goes hand in hand with intense philan

thropy. You come, and we welcome you in the spirit of the man

who unfettered Christianity from the shackles of Judaism and who
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was at the same time and by the same impulse the missionary to the

Gentiles. You come, and we welcome you in the name of the

Master Man who spoke " not as the Scribes," the traditionalists, but

as One having authority, the authority of an inner consciousness of

truth and who is most happily described also as one who " went

about doing good."

The President:

It is coming to be recognized more and more that the

school is the best helper of the church, and it is with peculiar

pleasure that I introduce as the next speaker Chancellor Hol

land, the able leader of your University and the friend of al!

good things, who will respond in words of welcome in beliaif

of the twin cities, or the two cities, as they are named.

Chancellor W. J. Holland, Ph. D., LL. D.:

Friends and Brethren: I deem it a great pleasure to be permitted

to stand here this afternoon to welcome this highly representative

and intellectual body on behalf of these two cities which, though

separated in government, are nevertheless one, one in their life, one

in their industries, one in their aims and achievements; though a

river flows between them, the art of man has erected one structure

after another to span the stream until now it is as if the water was

not.

I welcome you to a city that is known for its industrial activity-

It is hardly worth while that I should speak before so intelligent an

audience as this of what man has achieved in our midst in this

direction. I may remind you that the tonnage of this port exceeds

that of the metropolis on the Hudson, that more freight passes in

and out of our doors daily by water and rail than enters the great

city to the East. We call ourselves sometimes the Birmingham of

America. It has been said of that older Birmingham in England

that you can find there anything made of metal that men want, from

a cannon to a pin. We point, in this newer Birmingham,

with pride to what has been accomplished through the

ministry of fire. The great armor plates which wall our floating

forts, the cannon and the missiles that are projected from them, all

things huge and vast into which iron and steel enter, are made

here; here, too, are made the most delicate mechanisms which ena
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ble the astronomer to wrest from the skies their secrets. We deal

with hundreds and thousands of tons in weight on the one hand and

on the other hand we talk of correcting errors in measurement of

the two-millionth part of an inch in extent. Vulcan reigns supreme

here, and you have proof of that fact in these skies ; they are murky,

but we rejoice in them. So long as there is smoke we know there

is fire, and so long as there is fire in the furnaces there is bread.

This is not only a city, however, of great industrial activity, it is

a city of intellectual activities also, and not merely of intellectual

activities which are co-related with the industries of the town, but

the people of this community have learned that no community is

truly great that neglects the culture of the head and of the heart.

While we point with pride to our mills and our factories, our work

shops and our railways, our mines and our furnaces, we point with

equal pride to our various institutions of learning, our schools and

colleges and University, our great art gallery and museum, the gift

of one of the great captains of industry whose metropolis is here

among us.

We point to our parks, our conservatories and all those varied

institutions which tend to refine and uplift; above all, we point with

pride to the 350 or more church spires which tower above the roofs

of the city, under which are heard, Sabbath after Sabbath, the praises

of God.

The gentleman who preceded me has alluded to the fact that this

is a Presbyterian city, but we are thankful that, mingled with the

predominant religious life of the community, there are those, like

you, my brethren, who represent other phases of Christian thought.

And we rejoice to think that in all the diversity that exists of creed

and of profession there yet is in our midst but one abiding and

common love in the great mass of our people for Him whom we all

honor as our Lord and as our God.

I welcome you to a city the chief glory of which is that it is a

God-fearing and Sabbath-observing city, a city that holds in its

beliefs to the faith of the Christian. But enough. I might dwell

upon the fact that this is historical ground. I might point to the

fact that on this very spot where we are assembled, the armies of

Great Britain and of France met in conflict, and that cannon balls

fired in the battle which led to the downfall of Fort Duquesne were

dug up from the foundations of this church. We here began that

struggle which ended in the punishment of the Lillies of France, and

1
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over the new world the establishment of the Cross of St. George,

over the western continent, as a precursor to its being supplanted

by the flag which we honor and love.

I might point to a number of great historical movements that

have originated here, some of them political; such, for instance, as

the birth of the great Republican party; some of them religious,

such as the beginning here of the Boards of Foreign and Home

Missions of the Presbyterian Church and the reunion of the old and

the new school. But enough. This is a religious, an intelligent, a

patriotic and hospitable old city to which I welcome you. I pray

that God may bless you; that the Spirit may guide you in your

deliberations; that the community may be the richer for your com

ing, for your stay with us, and that you may carry away with you

impressions that will be useful to you in the work which you are

doing in your varied callings and in the varied communities that are

represented here, impressions which shall not be altogether impres

sions of smoke and fire and dust and turmoil.

The President:

Mr. Chancellor, Ladws and Gentlemen, and Friends of Pittsburgh:

It has been made my pleasant duty to respond to these words of wel

come. It is a pleasure. We were feeling all along that we should

be welcome, but we do like to know that we are wlcome from lips

so competent to speak the words.

Our hosts have spoken ; it is befitting that the guests speak. We

should hand in our cards.

Who are we, whom you so generously welcome? We are not a

very popular or very populous gathering. Your city is not agitated

over our coming. The editors of your great daily papers have con

siderately refrained from exciting the people by great headlines in

view of the prospect, and the ample sittings in your beautiful church,

I doubt not, will be sufficient to accommodate the members of this

Congress and even friends who shall be so kind to some in with

us. But I may be permitted to remind you that we are a Congress,

not a political body, not the representatives of some great political

organization striving to control the places of power and influence

in the State or the Nation. We are not a legislative body, here to

enact laws, to govern millions of pien. Indeed, our constitution, if

we have any, which we have not, provides that we cannot make any
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law, cannot even pass a vote; yet we are a Congress, a con gressus,

a coming together, a voluntary coming together, by reason of some

thing that is in us rather than by reason of any authority that impel

us. And then I may be permitted to remind you, our host, that we

are a Baptist Congress, and possibly it may not be any disrespect to

our loyal brethren of this city if I say that, in a city where relatively

there are so few Baptists, it is not inopportune to ask what a Baptist

is. I suppose if .the first passerby on the'street were interrogated he

would say : It is a man who believes in a great deal of water. They

have the old current joke that the Baptists bring rain, and all that.

A more intelligent man would say that a Baptist is a man who be

lieves in the immersion of believers and close communion; that

would be quite an intelligent man, and yet, my friends, that is not

what we stand for. If I were to name in one word the great prin

ciple for which Baptists definitely stand, I would say individualism,

individualism as against sacerdotalism in the church; individualism as

against despotism in the state; individualism as against socialism in

philosophy. We stand for the great principle that every man is to

do his own thinking and his own acting, if so be he interfere with no

right of another man in his thinking or his acting. And so I say

that this is the Baptistic, the pre-eminently Baptistical gathering of

the world. I know we are called sometimes the left wing of the

Baptist hosts, sometimes the skirmish line and sometimes the de

serters. But this is the most Baptistical Baptist gathering in the

universe. I suppose -in Heaven there may be some even better

than we are—I hope there are, but we are so wedded to the Baptist

idea that we stand for ourselves and no one else. One of your

city papers, being so kind as to refer to our approach, spoke of the

delegates as being so and so, in the blissful ignorance that there are

no delegates here. Baptists never have any delegates, the delegate

implies authority, and there is no authority on this floor. But then,

in the use of this individualism, especially in religion, I think that

Baptists stand—perhaps it will not be offensive to say—more than

other brethren for the dominance of truth as a factor in religion.

We do not ask any church, any organization, any Pope, any prelate

or other authority outside of God Himself what we shall believe as

truth, and what we shall practice under our belief of truth. And so

this body stands for searchers after truth. We think, perhaps

vainly, that we have some truth, a shade more of truth, perhaps,

than our good brethren of other names, or else we would not be

\
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Baptists, but none of us are so- colossal in our egotism as to suppose

we have it all. It is possible even for a Baptist to be mistaken, to be

ignorant and know nothing, and so we are here to search after

truth. /

Well aware are we that not one of our brethren can demonstrate

the whole truth to any one, no one of us has it all. You remember

it was said of Sir Isaac Barrow that he had mastered the entire

realm of human learning, and that when William III appointed

him to a high academic trust, he declared Sir Isaac was the first

scholar of his age, and was, indeed, the very embodiment of human

learning. A few years later it was said of his pupil, Sir Isaac New

ton, that he had mastered all that the learned Barrow had to teach,

and had rushed past his teacher into the realm of the unknown.

The law of gravitation, the mathematical science of calculus, and

sundry important principles in optics remain to this day in evidence

of the justness of that statement. Far be it from me or from you,

my brethren, to rob these learned gentlemen of one of their laurels,

but one thing is certain, if either one of them were permitted to

revisit the scene of his scientific triumphs he could not now master

the entire realm of human knowledge, even though gifted with the

powers of an archangel and with the years of a Methusalah.

No man can know now what all men know. No Baptist can now

know in religious matters what all Baptists even know, and we have

come to learn from one another the things that pertain to life and to

Godliness, to the honor of our Master and the good of our race,

and such as we are we accept with grateful joy these words of wel

come at your hand.

The President:

Our able and efficient secretary to whom we owe much,

allow me to say, Dr. Gessler, will now read to us the rules that

govern our body.

The Secretary then read the rules of discussion.

The President :

It may be fitting for me to add to what the Secretary has said, that

we are all glad to have these cards presented, indicating a willingness

to discuss the subject. To avoid any confusion, it will probably be
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wise to send up your card at the close of the first paper or at the

close of the second paper or either of the addresses. We should be

very glad to have a number of these cards presented.

The topic- of the hour is the Resurrection of the Body, the first

writer is Prof. James Ten Broeke, of MacMaster University,

Toronto, Canada. We shall be glad now to hear from Prof. Ten

Broeke.

Prof. Jas. Ten Broeke, Ph. D., then presented the following paper:

" THE KESTTK.RECTIO.N OP THE BODY."

At the outset, I wish to say that my subject seems to be con

nected with nearly every phase of religious and speculative thought.

Many features of the subject I know nothing about, and have not

attempted to treat. I desire only to show, as my chief task, that the

special sciences and philosophy can not establish the impossibility

of the realization of the teachings of the Scriptures concerning the

resurrection of the body.

Only an outline of the ideas concerning resurrection in prechris-

tian literature is necessary. The conception of a resurrection was

first applied to the nation Israel ; the Babylonian exile was the death

of the nation and its return was it's resurrection, as shown by Hosea

and Isaiah. The conception of eternal life was first applied to the

life to which Israel rises; in this eternal life of the nation, the indi

vidual will live out his days to the full (Is. 26). There is in this

earlier thought implicitly contained the participation of the pious

individual in this resurrection life of the nation, but the individual's

resurrection, in order to participate in the Eternal Life of Israel as a

kingdom, is not clearly recognized till Daniel and apocryphal writ

ings of later times. There are two resurrections in this later litera

ture, although it is disputed whether the resurrection is confined or

not to the godly Israelite, rewarding his virtue by participation in

the eternal glory of Israel; but where the thought of judgment -is

found there is also a resurrection of the wicked to judgment.* It

was, however, an undecided question " whether the resurrection and

judgment are to occur before or after the close of the Messionic

period.f

*Schultz, Alttestamentliche Theologie, pp. 713-808. Schurer. The Jew

ish People in the Time of Christ, Div. II, vol. II, 129-187. Oehler, Old Tes

tament Theology, pp. 166-174.

tSchiirer, id., 181-184. •
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It is evident from the above that before and in the time of Christ

there prevailed practically the same general conceptions of the resur

rection which are familiar to us. Pfleider, Carid, John Watson and

others ask with great force: What was the relation of Christ to

these conceptions? And reply that His essential teaching . was

spiritual regeneration and eternal life which He expressed in the

conceptions of His time; that the disciples imperfectly grasped His

meaning and literalized it in the conceptions with which they were

familiar. Those who maintain this position offer in its support the

increasing breadth and spiritualization of the Messonic hope ante

cedent to the time of Christ (-as Schiirer has shown) and maintain

that, since the trend of the past was towards the more spiritual,

notwithstanding the perversions which occurred, the essential teach

ing of Christ is spiritual, although it may be contained like a kernel

in the husk of this later Judaistic theology; that also the Alexan

drian theology regarded the resurrection as meaning only the im

mortality of the soul (Wisd. 3 : 1 f, 4:7, 5:16); that the author of the

Fourth Gospel, apprehending the Master's meaning very clearly,

says little of a physical resurrection, but emphasizes the spiritual

renewal and eternal life in Christ; that a large place should be given

to the influence of the Xeo-Platonic philosophy upon the author of

the Fourth Gospel 'which philosophy regarded the material body

with more or less contempt; that this Neo-Platonic influence upon

the Neo-Platonic writers is traceable in their use of pncmna and

pneumatikos to denote the rational part of man—the spiritual and

immortal part; that, finally, these facts sustain the interpretation that

the essential Christian meaning of the Scriptures concerning resur

rection is spiritual renewal and eternal life.*

Turning now to the Xeo-Platonic, we may reply to the above

argument that, while the sacred writings do signify spiritual renewal

and eternal life, if this were all, it would be necessary to think of the

soul as existing without a physical organism which would indeed

agree with the Platonizing tendency of the Alexandrian school, but

would be contradictory to the genius of the Hebrew mind, which

always thought of man as body and soul in undiscriminated unity,

and even in Sheol.as in the Greek Hades, man was a shadow of body

* Philosophy and Development of Religion, by Otto Pfleiderer.'vol. I, sect

IX, vol. II, sects. IV, V. The Evolution of Religion, by Edward Carid,

vol. II, p. 125, sect. VII, p. 211, 240 f. Christianity and Idealism, by John

Watson, p. 106 f. »
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and spirit in undiscriminated unity. Consequently, the Neo-Pla-

tonic writers would naturally think of man's existence after death as

body and spirit in such a unity. Instead of the trend of prechristian

thought towards a spiritualization of the ideas connected with resur

rection, supporting the argument that the essential Christian mean

ing of the resurrection is spiritual renewal and eternal life, I main

tain that this trend towards spiritualization of the conceptions con

cerning the resurrection finds its live fulfillment, not only in spiritual

renewal and eternal life, but in the Neo-Platonic teaching of Christ's

glorified body and the " spiritual body " of St. Paul. The pre-

Christian idea of the resurrection of the body involved that of the

reanimation of the body that perished. But the Neo-Platonic re

gards the resurrection body, in the case of Christ, as a real body, but

glorified and adapted to the new realm, while, in the case- of men,

Paul designates it as the " spiritual " body. Thus I maintain that

the Neo-Platonic writers have spiritualized the conceptions not only

into spiritual renewal and eternal life, but also by transforming the

old idea of the resurrection-body from that of mere resurrection to

that of the soma pneumatikon. If this argument be correct, we

must think of man's future existence as an existence with an organ

ism adapted to his new life.

Next in order is the question. What is the Neo-Platonic idea of

the relation of the resurrection-body to the body that perishes? We

know that Christ's resurrection body had many attributes differing

from those of the body laid in the tomb, while Paul's argument con

cerning man's resurrection-body runs as follows : " That which

thou sowest, thou sowest not the body that shall be," I Cor. 15:37;

the present body is soma psuchikon—natural, filled with mere animal

life, characterized by all that pertains to the natural mind, psnche,

and is, therefore, the body of sin, sarx; the body of the resurrection

is soma pneumatikon—spiritual, rational—filled with the Holy Spirit;

one is corruption, the other incorruption ; one is weakness, the

other power; one is earthly, the other Heavenly, and, finally, "sarx

kai haima, flesh and blood cannot inherit the Kingdom of God,"

I Cor. 15:50.

Now, what is identity? " In all argument, we assume at least

that each thing possesses a permanent character and does not pass,

now into this, now into that," without becoming another and differ

ent thing.* Consequently, the two bodies with the different attri-

*Creighton, Logic, 289.
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butes, the different characters, above mentioned, cannot, according

to Scripture, be the same thing. We can, however, say that the

two bodies have an identity in difference—an ideal unity, as Prof.

Creighton puts it, which, more simply expressed, means that there

is a sufficient degree of resemblance for a judgment of recognition

as the same, based upon this resemblance. This view is further

supported by the fact that resurrection is a part of redemption, and,

as the individual is united with Christ, the whole man, body and soul,

is redeemed as a part of the process according to which " if any man

is in Christ, he is a new creature; the old things are passed away;

behold, they are become new." II Cor. 5:17.

Again, it also seems reasonably clear from the Scriptures that

man's resurrection body will be a resultant of divine activity. In

Phil. 3:21, it is said that the Lord Jesus Christ " shall fashion anew

(metaochematioei) the body of our humiliation, that it may be con

formed to the body of His glory, according to the energizing of his

power and the process of subduing all things to himself." " kaia ten

energcian tou dunaothai auton kai upotaxai auto ta panta." " Behold,

I show you a mystery * * * for the trumpet shall

sound and the dead shall be raised incorruptible and we

shall be changed," I Cor. 15:51-52. Those in the tombs

" shall hear his voice and come forth," John, 5 :28. " God giveth it

a body even as it pleased him and to each seed a body of its own,"

I Cor. 1 5 138. The resurrection-body is, therefore, not only different

from, yet resembling, the body that perishes, but it is also a miracle

of the Divine Power.

Next in orderwould be the question, When does the resurrection-

body become the possession of the immortal spirit? and what of the

spirit during the intermediate state, if there is one? At this point,

I believe, we reach one of the many limitations of our knowledge.

He is addressed as " thou foolish one " who would pry into these

secrets of the future. Dr. Salmond says: The process and nature

of the resurrection-body and the intermediate condition of the spirit

have little or no place in Paul's doctrine, but the fact of resurrection

is the thing for him—the union of the entire self, body and soul,

with Christ, is Paul's final solution of all difficulties, and we might

well dismiss the subject with a like affirmation. I need only say

that some hold that the soul possesses the " spiritual body " imme

diately upon its leaving the present one ; others, that the " spiritual "

body is assumed at a future resurrection, which is generally thought
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of in connection with the second coming and the Judgment. The

fact is, however, as Prof. Clarke has said, that the Bible does not

afford a chart of the future.

Allow me to pass at once to an attempt to show that there is

nothing in science or philosophy which can establish the impossi

bility of the realization of the scriptural teaching that the immortal

soul will have the " spiritual body " of the resurrection divinely

given, and I make bold to affirm the same concerning either alter

native as to the time when the " spiritual body " will become the

possession of the soul.

First, the argument from natural science against the resur

rection on the ground that the present body is utterly dissipated

and that the atoms composing it could never be brought together

again in the resurrection body. I reply that science itself has long

since discarded this Greek corpuscular theory of the atoms as

particles of being having different forms, sizes, weights and en

dowed with motion, and that, it is this view of atoms which is at

the basis of the above objection and also at the basis of the theolog

ian's anxiety to provide for some physical connection between the

old and the new, trusting that at least one of the particles of the old

will be in the new. Nor can the objection be more successfully

sustained on the theory that the atoms are, with Boscovich, centers

of force, or with Sir William Thompson vortex rings—views of the

atoms which make the above objection absurd. In short, as Prof.

Stallo has shown, atoms are factors in our cognition of reality, serv

ing only " as devices for the colligation of facts, or as instruments

of research " (p. II), as a " working hypothesis," as a " graphic or

expository devise," but " to what extent the atomic theory is still

indispensable to the chemist as a ' working device ' " is a ques

tion . . . "at this moment under vigorous discussion among

men of the highest scientific authority, many of whom do not

hesitate to endorse the declaration of Cournot (made many years

ago), that the ' the belief in atoms is rather a hindrance than a

help.' "*

Again, it may be said on the basis of psychology as a natural

science that self-conscious spirit can not exist apart from brain-

activity, which, of course, would make it impossible to hold to the

immortality of the soul or to its continued existence in a so-called

" disembodied " or " intermediate " state. This doctrine has two

*J. B. Stallo, Concepts of Modern Physics, pp. II, 102.
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phases, the first of which regards consciousness as the epipheno-

menon, the shadowy attendant, the resultant (these terms are not

exactly equivalent) of brain-activity. I need only reply that it is

simply an assumption to affirm that consciousness could not occur

without the parallel brain states; for. it must not be forgotten that

the sciences are always hypothetical and psychology as a " natural

science" can only say: If there are brain states, there are con

scious states: but to say on this premise that the absence of brain

states must result in the absence of conscious states is to commit

the fallacy of denying the antecedent of a hypothetical syllogism;

consequently, science exceeds its data when it affirms the impossi

bility of the soul's existence apart from brain, which is a fact of

some importance to those who hold the doctrine of the 'inter

mediate state."

The second phase of the objection to the resurrection from the

standpoint of psychology is that, since body and soul are in causal

interaction in this world, and the development of self-conscious life

depends upon this causal relation with body, there can be no exist

ence of the spirit, apart from bodily organism, which is implied in

the doctrine of the "intermediate state." But I reply: Note the

metaphysical assumptions—real mind and real body causally related

while the truth is facts of consciousness as such are strictly the data

for the science of psychology. Profs. Hundt. Pitchener, and others,

show that there is strictly no problem of interaction of mind and

body, certainly not for the science of psychology, the stream of

consciousness is all—one phase of which is capable of abstraction

and of standing over against the remaining portion of consciousness

as the not-self, the world, and a certain group of sensations, ideas

and representative images, suffused with a peculiar tone of feeling

is our experience of our bodies, which, with the exception of this

tone of feeling, stand like any other body in the realm of the not-

self, the physical world.

I desire to make it perfectly clear that the science of psy

chology has no need or right to . claim to know what lies beyond

the actually given phenomena of consciousness. The moment the

psychologist as such pronounces upon ultimate problems, such as

the nature and destiny of the soul, he is no longer in the realm of

science but in that of philosophy and must be met with philosophical

argument. As one says: "The reality which science investigates

is phenomenal only—a state of consciousness—an idea. Material
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ism as the final explanation has been abandoned—nay, sometimes

it has even been indignantly repudiated by those who are best

qualified to speak in the name of science."*

I maintain, therefore, that the scientific objection to the resur

rection that the material particles of our present bodies can not be

regathered, and that the soul could not meantime exist apart from

body is unscientific and can not be sustained by science.

I turn now to the metaphysical aspects of the resurrection and

my thesis is that metaphysics can not establish the impossibility

of the realization of the Scriptural teachings concerning the resur

rection, as above presented, while metaphysical arguments may be

offered in its support.

At once, we observe that the inductions and predictions in the

realm of the special sciences-—certainly those which are supposed to

hold beyond the range of present experience—are contingent upon

the assumption of what is often called the uniformity of nature, or,

in other words, the course of events will continue according to the

same order as at present. But I emphasize the fact that such con

tinuance is contingent upon the Absolute Unity at the basis of all,

call that Absolute, the World-Ground or the god of theism, as you

will. In the latter case, this contingency is, in ordinary parlance,

dependence upon the will of God. To recognize the full significance

of this fact would be sufficient to hush every objection to immor

tality or to the spirit's possession of the " spiritual body " at some

as yet unknown time.

Still another fact: Man, as body and soul, and things are some

how dependent upon the one Reality for their existence, call the

mode of this dependence, creation, manifestation, or emergizing of

the Absolute as you will. This is only to say that soul and body

are two different forthputtings of the Absolute, dependent for their

reality and continuance, doubtless in a different way, upon the

Absolute, Who then knows the course or the character of the

manifestations, emergizings, or creations, as you choose, of the

Absolute, yet to be (note that I purposely do not say, of the Personal

God, implying that this statement holds whatever view is taken of

the Absolute), sufficiently to affirm that the soul can not exist apart

from the body, again to act in relation to body of some sort, thus

experiencing a fulness of life never before enjoyed? I maintain,

therefore, that there is no speculative argument to be offered in

*The Quest of Faith, by T. B. Saunders, p. 6.
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proof of the impossibility of the realization of all the Scriptures

may fairly be understood to teach concerning the resurrection either

of Christ or of men. I say this with the more emphasis because

I am convinced that there is a numerous class who overestimate

the attainments of the special sciences, fail to note their real limita

tions and fail to grasp the full significance of their postulates and

assumptions, and who, in consequence, teach a mongrel philosophy

.—half science and half speculation—which is supposed to over

throw the great doctrines of the Christian religion. The famous

sentence of Immanuel Kant is true to-day in much the same sense

as that in which he meant it to apply to his time: " I had, therefore,

to remove knowledge in order to make room for belief."*

That I may not seem to take an untenable position, allow me,

without expressing adherence to either of them, to appeal to a few

representatives of modern speculative thought concerning body and

soul, their relations to each other and to the Absolute.

First, the work entitled " The Unseen Universe," by Stewart

and Tait, is written from the standpoint of the special sciences in

support of the belief in the resurrection both of Christ and of men.

The authors hold that the sciences justify the assumption of a region

of matter with unknown qualities from which the present visible

order of things and activities arises and upon which this present

visible order may in turn act. Thought and the other processes

of conscious life act upon the brain, leaving traces of their activity

and at the same time out of the unknown region—the unseen—

these functions are gradually forming as the effect of our conscious

life another body of memory—in short, the " spiritual " body to be

used by the soul as its organ after this present body has ceased in

death to serve it. To the objection that " we can not recognize the

assumption of the spiritual body until after the resurrection," the

authors reply: " We know nothing about the laws of this state, and

conceive it to be quite possible, if otherwise likely, that the soul

may remain veiled or in abeyance until the resurrection. We main

tain only that we are logically constrained to admit the existence

of some frame or organ which is not of this earth, and which sur

vives dissolution—if we regard the principle of continuity and the

doctrine of a future state as both true. Besides, the analogy of

Paul, in which the body of the believer at death is compared to a

seed put into the ground, not only implies some sort of continuity,

•Critique of Pure Reason, Sup. II.
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but also expresses his belief in a present spiritual body. There is,

says the Apostle (observe, not titere shall be), a spiritual body.

Again the same Apostle tells us (2 Cor. 5:1): "That if our earthly

house of this tabernacle were dissolved, we have a building of God,

a house not made with hands, eternal in the heavens."*

Again, Shadworth H. Hodgson in his greatwork issued in 1898,

entitled " The Metaphysics of Experience," says : " The hypoth

esis which I am inclined to adopt does not, I think, differ

essentially from that propounded by the authors of ' The Unseen

Universe.' . . . Our meaning would be that those same acts

of volition, which during life build up a man's character, self or

personality, also build up a new material organism within his brain,

which after death becomes his body in a new life, or new state of

existence, which, although material, is yet one of which we have no

positive experience, and is subject to conditions widely different

from those which are chiefly operative in his present state. His

passage into that new state of existence would not be a passage into

the unseen world, inasmuch as his consciousness would continue to

be directly and approximately conditioned upon matter, and not

upon the non-material conditions of matter. He would be an in

habitant of a new, but still a seen world, and would still have an

unseen world beyond him. At the same time, if we suppose matter

to share the infinity of space, and the infinite future of Time, the

series of his new lives, in new worlds, would be capable of prolonga

tion throughout an endless futurity of existence."t

Again, Prof. James, in his " Essay on Human Immortality,"

presents the thought that our physical nature, so to speak, is a cur

tain hung up by the divine spirit through which a ray of light,

namely our spirit, from the divine Light or Spirit, shines for a

season as our self-conscious life. While Prof. James' immediate

purpose is to show the possibility of immortality despite the un

clothing of the spirit, his argument implies that in that other life

the divine Spirit may still employ the curtain of a material body

through which, or in connection with which, a ray of divine light

might shirfe, constituting our immortal spirits. Of course, the

material curtain of this as well as of the next life can be only a ray

of the divine Light or Spirit less brilliant than that which con-

*The Unseen Universe, by Stewart & Tait, arts. 192-204.

tThe Metaphysics of Experience, by Shodworth H. Hodgsor. vol. IV,

P- 394-396.
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stitutes our spirits.* Prof. James as well as Prof. Fraser also reply

to the somewhat serious objection to universal immortality on the

ground that there, can neither be an increase in the substantiality of

the universe nor would there be room in any possible Heaven for

the immense number of human spirits past, present and future—

I say, they reply that God's love is boundless and can not be over

crowded by any number of spirits which have been sufficiently an

object of the divine love to have been granted life at all.t

Again, saying nothing of Hegel himself, think of T. H. Green,

Prof. Royce and F. H. Bradley as modern representatives of the

Hegelian school. Bradley, for example, in his work, entitled

" Appearance and Reality," considered by many to be the most

important treatment of metaphysics in recent years, pronounces as

possible all that we need to ask in support of the doctrine of the

resurrection of Christ or of men. Bradley considers as pL;;iiie

the continuance of the soul apart from the body, the union again

with a body or the continued existence of the soul and a body

together after death. He even goes farther and says that the with

drawal of the soul or body into the Absolute again to reappear as

the same soul or body of our experience is possible for body and

soul are ultimately the appearances as experience of the Absolute

Reality. J However, we may differ from Bradley's theory of the

relations of the finite and the infinite, his speculations concerning'

the body and the soul are a help rather than a hindrance to him who

would support the Christian doctrine of immortality and the resur

rection of Christ and of men.

Again, consider the Lotzian philosophy with which Profs.

Fraser, James and Andrew Seth, Ladd and many others, deeply

sympathize and more or less fully adopt. Lotze maintained that -

while the Infinite Personality is the one true Reality, the soul is

such a mode of the divine Life that it has existence for itself or by

itself within or in dependence upon the Infinite as shown by its

ability to construct aesthetic, moral and religious ideals, and by its

unity of self-consciousness and memory. The soul does not, ac

cording to Lotze, have a natural immortality but an 'immortality

♦Essay on Human Immortality, by William James.

t Essay on Human Immortality, by W. James, p. 40 ff. Philosophy of

Theism, by A. C. Fraser, II, 254-264. System der Philosophis, by Wilhelm

Wundt, 1889, p. 315.

lAppearance and Reality, by F. H. Bradley, ch. XXIII, and p. 501 f.
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dependent upon the purposes of the divine Personality being realized

in the universe. Since also the body is only that part of the

universe in closest relation with the finite spirit, and since the

corporeal world and, therefore, the individual body is a form of the

divine energizing according to certain fixed modes of activity

which for our thought are natural laws, there is no ground for

maintaining that the form of divine activity known as the bodily

side of man's nature may not again occur in connection with the

spiritual and in a more complete and perfect form which would be

the spiritual body according to St. Paul's doctrine. Especially

significant in this connection are Lotze's words concerning man as

body and soul: " But," he says " in .spite of this unity we do not

work for man's personality in body and soul alike, but in the soul

alone. We seek in the body only the echo or appearance of its

action : for the body is and remains for the soul a part of the external

world, through that part which it can most directly rule and to

whose influences it is most immediately susceptible."*

Wundt has also distinguished between spiritual and natural

causality and formulates a law of the increase of spiritual energy

which implies a principle over and above the causal series of the

natural world-order which may in its sphere be continuous; apply

ing this principle to the life of the soul, it would mean that this

soul-life may continue as a real activity in its proper sphere,, pro

vided that it is of sufficient moral worth. But, says Wundt, the

immortality of the soul can not be proved by metaphysics which

can only recognize its possibility."! )

Again, Prof. Ladd has shown, $ on the basis of the Lotzian

philosophy, that what is called supernatural revelation is only the

direct action of the divine Personality upon the finite spirit; that

there is also a natural revelation in the world-order; that the

miracle, which, of course, is involved in any resurrection, is not

only possible but probable as a factor of the divine self-revelation;

that the miracle is a divine activity for the purpose of grace and

revelation through the mediation of and, therefore, in connection

with the natural world-order, but is an event which this natural

world-order left to itself would not have produced. Such is the

miracle of the resurrection of Christ and of man.

*Metaphysics, sec. 249. On the whole discussion, see also sec. 245; also'

Microcosmus, vol. I. Book III, ch. V.

t System der Philosophic, Englemann Press, 1889, p. 314 f; 651 f.

Doctrine of Sacred Scripture, by G. T. Ladd, vol. I, part II, chap '
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In view of what has been said, I repeat, that instead of science

and philosophy proving the Christian doctrine of the resurrection

false, much may be gained from these sources in support of that

doctrine.

Finally, there is just as much ground for assuming, as Prof.

Fraser has shown,* that the universe is morally trustworthy as that

it is intellectually trustworthy—indeed, the moral certainty is the

foundation of the intellectual certitude. Lotze has shown,t that

into a philosophy of religion must be admitted not only sensations

and' perceptions of the senses, but also the impulses, desires and

emotions of the spirit—the heart—as data for elaboration into

Knowledge of Reality. Wundt affirms the same truth.J Let the

believer, therefore, in the Scriptures as the record of revelation to

human spirits search the Scriptures concerning the resurrection of

the body, freely using every means of arriving at the truth, con

fident that the truth is Reality ; and " in reality death is neither end

nor beginning, but an event in a career, an experience of life."§

The President:

We will now have the pleasure of listening to the next

writer, Prof. Norman Fox, D. D., of Morristown, N. J., who

needs no introduction to this Congress.

Norman Fox, D. D., of Morristown, N. J., then read the

following :

THE RESURRECTION OF THE BODY.

Approaching the subject historically, let -us ask: Whence

originated the doctrine of the resurrection of the body? Not from

the New Testament, for it was fully developed before a line of the

New Testament was written. When Martha said of her brother,

" I know that He shall rise again in the resurrection at the last

day," she voiced a belief which prevailed among her people before

Jesus began his teaching. Nor can the doctrine have been drawn

from the Old Testament alone. The Hebrew prophets confined

themselves so closely to the rewards and punishments of the present

*Philosophy of Theism, II, sect. I.

t Philosophy of Religion, introduction.

{ System der Philosophic, by Wilhelm Wundt, 1889, pp 3-6.

^'Outlines of Theology, by W. N. Clarke, p. 402.
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life that the Sadducees, a large party among the Jews, and one that

must have comprised some scholars who were conscientious as well

as able, could assert that the Law declared no existence beyond the

grave, and Christian writers like Warburton have held that in this

interpretation the Sadducees were correct. The passage " I am the

God of Abraham and the God of Isaac and the God of Jacob!"

may be construed as predicating merely a conscious survival of the

patriarchs, not a restoration of their bodies. Texts such as " In

my flesh shall I see God," which were formerly supposed to declare

a resurrection, are now acknowledged to have no such force: Even

were it "granted that in one or two passages of the Old Testament

there is a hint of the restoration of the body, it must be conceded

that these texts were insufficient by themselves to furnish a com

plete basis for the doctrine. No one will claim that the doctrine

of the resurrection of the body could have been fully established

from the Old Testament alone.

But if this belief of the Pharisees antedated the New Testa

ment and was not drawn from the Old whence was it derived? Is

• it possible that between Malachi, the last of the earlier prophets, and

John the Baptist, the first of the later, there was still another set

of teachers inspired of God to communicate to men the hidden

mysteries of Eternity, a group of mighty prophets whose writings

are lost and whose names even are forgotten? 'Or was the doctrine

developed by the Jewish rabbis out of their own speculations based

perhaps on ethnic ideas? We have not time to discuss the problem

but it is proper to note that there is here a question which demands

consideration.

The doctrine of the resurrection of the body has ever been •

prominent in Christian theology. In that ancient symbol the

Apostles' Creed, which to some extent at least is used in all church

circles, >ve have the statement, " I believe in the resurrection of the

body." The wording of the original is resurrectio carnis or sarkos

anastasis and the translation " the resurrection of the flesh " is still

found in the prayer book of the Church of England in the order

for the administration of baptism and the visitation of the sick, and

in the latter it occurs in the prayer book of Protestant Episcopal

Church in the United States.

The Athanasian creed not only declares that at Christ's com

ing " All men shall rise again with their bodies," but it also makes

this one of the things, " which except a man believe faithfully he
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can not be saved." The Augsburg Confession teaches that the Lord

at the last day " shall resuscitate all the dead." In the Heidelberg

Catechism we have the answer; " My body raised by the power of

Christ shall again be united with my soul." The confession of the

Reformed Dutch Church declares that, " All the dead shall be raised

out of the earth and their souls joined and united with their proper

bodies in which they formerly lived." The Westminster Confession

says : " All the dead shall be raised up with their self-same bodies

and none other, although with different qualities, which shall be

united again to their souls forever." And our New Hampshire

Confession follows with the declaration that " At the last day Christ

will descend from Heaven and raise the dead from the grave."

This doctrine has held a high place in the poetry of the Church.

Isaac Watts writes:

" Up to the Lord we, too, shall fly

At the great rising day."

And in one of the hymns of Henry Kirke White we read:

i

" These ashes, too, this little dust

Our Father's care shall keep

Until the final trump shall break

The long and dreary sleep.

" Then love's soft dew o'er every life

Shall shed its mildest rays,

And our long-silent dust shall rise

With shouts of endless praise."

Very beautiful is that usage in the Moravian Church of holding

an Easter morning service at sunrise in the cemetery. The old

Puritans too had their sentiment in this, for in the burying ground

the head of the grave was to the west, that in the resurrection the

rising saints should greet the morning sun. And as we listen to

the burial service by the grave-side how impressive the mention of

the time when " The earth and the sea shall give up their dead."

But in the tremendous theological revolutions which have

taken place in the closing decades of the nineteenth century, the

doctrine of the resurrection of the body has been practically aban

doned. Except among those who hold a peculiar theory concern

ing the second advent the declaration that the dead shall rise again

from their graves is heard, even from aggressively orthodox pulpits,
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very seldom, almost never. When the Apostles' Creed is repeated

there are some who will decline to recite with the others the " I

believe in the resurrection of the body." As the old wording " the

resurrection of the flesh " has been softened into " the resurrection

of the body," there are some congregations who modify it still

further into " the resurrection from the dead," which they consider

a less strong expression.

And as to those who still retain the former phrase do they not

give to the words only a non-natural sense? A gentleman who was

declaring that it was an error to believe that the buried corpse

should rise again from the ancient tomb was asked; " But how is

it then that in your church you all repeat at every service the words

'I believe in the resurrection of the body?'" "Well," said he,

" we lie." Had I been in his case I should have used a circum

locution, but perhaps " for substance of doctrine " the gentleman's

declaration was somewhere in the neighborhood of correctness.

Of our Presbyterian brethren who voted to condemn Profs. Briggs

and Smith and are now threatening Prof. McGiffert for departure

from their church standards, how many are there that have not

themselves abandoned the Westminster doctrine that " all the dead

shall be raised up with their self same bodies " as thoroughly as

they have abandoned their belief in that other statement of the

Confession that the world was made " in the space of six days."

How many of our Baptist theological professors believe in any

true sense that the dead shall rise again from their tombs? Ask

one of them; what is it that at the last day shall come forth from

beneath the pavement of Westminster Abbey? and I doubt if you

can get him to say that anything will come forth. I am perfectly

safe in declaring that many an orthodox clergyman when he repeats

the " I believe in the resurrection of the body " uses the words in

a sense so forced and unnatural that without any greater straining

of language the most thorough agnostic could make all the creed

subscriptions necessary to enable him to draw the salary of an

archbishop.

The old conception has generally given place to the idea that

the rising from the dead will not be the rising of the " selfsame "

body which was laid in the tomb, that though the spirit in the

future will have a body it will not be the body which now we wear.

The thought is that in addition to, perhaps enclosed in, this covering

of flesh and matter there is a more ethereal frame, a spiritual body,
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in which the soul is clothed at ^leath, leaving this present body be

hind like the skin of the worm which the ascending butterfly has

cast off useless, worthless, never to be inhabited again. This is a

discarding of any resurrection but such as takes place at the

moment of death. It leaves the spirit a body, but only one like the

Homeric shades. It is, in fact, only the old Greek and Roman

doctrine of the immortality of the soul.

But surely the New Testament declares more than this.

Though it nowhere uses the exact phrase, " The resurrection of

'the body," the term employed being "the rising from the dead,"

this latter can mean nothing less than the raising of the body from

the grave.

Says the Apostle Paul to the Thessalonians (I 4:14), "For if

we believe that Jesus died and rose again, even so them also which

sleep in Jesus will God bring with him." Now, as the rising again

of Jesus was the rising of his former body from the tomb, (o the

bringing with him of the saints which sleep can be nothing less

than the raising of their ancient bodies from the dust.

Again, if the rising from the dead be merely an entrance on

existence after death, then in the case of the departed saints their

anastasis has already taken place, that is at the time of their de

cease; but the Apostle declares that it is still to come. His

language is, " The dead in Christ shall rise " (I Thess. 4:16). In

that future tense anastesontai he points to an event yet to be, and

to what can he refer except to the rising of their bodies at the last

day? If this and the many kindred texts do not declare the reani-

mation of the very body which was laid in the tomb where in all the

copious Greek language could have been found words with which

to express this idea?

That the bodies of the departed saints will be raised again from

their graves is the only possible meaning of Paul's argument in

I Cor. 15:12. He says, ',' Now, if Christ be preached that he rose

from the dead, how say some among you that there is no resur

rection of the dead?" What is he trying to prove? That their

departed brethren still have a -conscious existence? But that is

the very thing which the rising again of Jesus would not prove.

That one still exists whose body has been restored to life would not

prove the continued existence of those whose bodies have not been

reanimated. In arguing against those who teach the sleep of the

soul between death and the resurrection we should make nothing
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by citing the appearance of Elijah on the Mount of Transfiguration,

we must argue from the presence of Moses, whose body is still in

the grave. The case of Jesus, like that of Elijah, does not prove the

conscious existence of those who still sleep in the dust. The only

construction, therefore, which can be put on the Apostle's argument

is this, " That Christ be preached that his body be raised from the

grave, how say some among you that the bodies of the departed

can not be raised from the grave?" The resurrection which he is

seeking to prove is the resurrection of the former body.

Again, we read in Matthew 27:52 that at the time of the

Crucifixion " the graves were opened and many bodies of saints

which slept arose and came out of the graves after His resurrection

and went into the Holy City and appeared unto many." Here is

plainly declared a rising again of the very body which was laid in

the tomb.
^

There is another line of argument open. The prophet Elijah

was caught up to heaven in his earthly body, and must not that be

his soul's eternal tabernacle? We read again (I Thess. 4:17), that

when the Lord shall descend and the dead in Christ have arisen the

saints " which are alive and remain shall be caught up together

with them to meet the Lord in the air, and so shall [they] ever be

with the Lord." Notice that they will not leave behind one body

and take on another; the body in which they shall ever be with the

Lord is the body of the present life. Now, if as must be the case,

all resurrection bodies will be alike, will not all the saints wear the

bodies which they have worn on the present earth?

It is not putting the matter too strongly to say that the resur

rection of the present body, even a general resurrection, is taught

in the New Testament so plainly that no believer in Scripture would

think for a moment of questioning it, except for the fact that its

acceptance involves certain scientific difficulties which seem ab

solutely insurmountable.

, But how about the story of the translation of Elijah ; are there

no scientific difficulties in that? Do you find no scientific diffi

culties involved in the accounts of the restoration to life of a child

by Elijah and another by Elisha, and of the man who was laid in

Elisha's grave, and of James' daughter and the young man at Nain

and Lazarus by the Saviour, and of Dorcas by Peter, and of

Eutychus by Paul? Are there not scientific difficulties involved

in the acceptance of the account that at the time of the Crucifixion
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many bodies of saints which slept arose and came out of their

graves? But surely you will hesitate to reject this plainly-

worded narrative, especially when_the resurrection of these saints

is attested the same as that of Jesus, for they, like him, entered into

Jerusalem and " appeared unto many."

And do you find no scientific difficulties in the declaration that

Jesus rose from the tomb? To some of us who are not experts in

science it looks as if when a man is dead he is dead, and that it is

just as difficult to raise to life one who has been dead three days as

one who has slept in the dust for three centuries.

Judged from the ordinary course of nature Jesus' body must

have undergone some decay in those three days. Now, the restora

tion to life of a body which has suffered partial decay and dissolu

tion presents all the difficulties which will be found when the

component particles of the body have been entirely dissipated. If

on the other hand you assume that the atoms of Jesus' body were

all kept in place in expectation of his coming restoration, how can

you object to the crude theory of some of the older theologians

that all the atoms of all the bodies of the dead are kept in view

by omniscience that all may in time be raised again? Settle for

yourself these incidental questions, but this will (remain that when

you have done away with all the scientific, difficulties pertaining to

the belief in Jesus' resurrection you will have made it scientifically

possible to believe in a general resurrection. If Jesus could be

raised from the dead then all who sleep in Jesus can be brought

again with him. But if it be scientifically impossible to believe in

a general resurrection, it is scientifically impossible to believe in

Jesus' resurrection. As Paul says: " If the dead rise not, then is

Christ not raised."

This reasoning of Paul's must gain a wider and wider recog

nition. It is noteworthy that a distinguished Congregational divine

and a well-known Episcopalian preacher who reject the old

doctrine of a general resurrection have also, if I rightly understand

their utterances, giving up also all true assertion of the rising again

of Jesus' body. And just as sure as the people at large are able

to reason the present abandonment of the doctrine that all the

dead shall rise from their graves will very soon be followed by a

general abandonment of the belief that Jesus rose from the tomb.

But if, on the other hand, we can believe that he indeed came forth

from the sepulcher then can we believe that all shall come forth.
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If he did indeed break through the walls of the prison house of death

he left behind him so wide a path that all the myriads of hrs saints

may come forth therefrom after him.

We may say in conclusion on this subject as on other topics

of theological controversy, that what we first need is not debate

but definition. What do we mean when we say that Christ rose

from the dead? Was He raised in His former material body of

such a texture and weight? This would be indicated by His

challenging His disciples to handle Him and see that He had flesh

and bones, as a spirit has not, and also by His eating before them;

and will all the risen dead have their former bodies of flesh and

bone, material and ponderable?

Or if it be said that Jesus has now only a spiritual body we

ask for the meaning of the term spiritual body. Corporality im

plies locality, an existence in one place as not in others.

At what locality, then, is the body of Jesus now? The

old phase, " He ascended into heaven," can mean under the

Copernican theory only that he went off into space. Where then

is the body of Jesus at present? There is no localizing in the term

" He sitteth at the right hand of God," for God is pure spirit and

exists at no one spot, has no locality. But to admit that Jesus

to-day is in no one spot, as distinct from another, is to admit that

He no longer has a body any more than the martyr whose form was

dissolved in the flames.

It may be worth while to note in this connection that the Bible

tells us that the birth of Jesus was not the first incarnation. When

Jehovah came to Abraham on the plains of Mamri it was in a

material body as is shown by his eating food, the very evidence

which Jesus gave to His disciples to show them that he had a

material and not a phantom body. Now the question, what became

of that earlier body of the Divine One may suggest something con

cerning Jesus' body.

One and an easy way in which to extricate ourselves from these

queries is to say that these things are all mysteries. But this is

to give away the whole case ; it is to admit that by the words, " On

the third day He rose from the dead," we mean we know not what,

that we in fact affirm nothing, that we are as ignorant of the con

tent of our declaration as is a parrot that recites a demonstration

of Euclid or one of the syllogisms of the schoolmen. For us to

take refuge in the nature of mystery is to resolve historical records
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into mere poetry, to make the theologian give place to the hymn-

writers and the ecclesiastical painters of purely ideal forms.

But this remains, the resurrection of all the saints is as clearly

declared as the resurrection of Jesus. Whatever may be affirmed

as to the details of Christ's resurrection may be declared of the

rising of his people. " If Jesus died and rose again, even so them

also which sleep in Jesus will God bring with him."

The President:

We will now listen to the appointed speakers on this topic,

the first of whom is Rev. Walter Calley, of Massachusetts.

Rev. Walter Calley, of Boston, Mass.

Mr. Chairman: In what I am about to say I shall confine my

self to the teaching of the New Testament Scriptures, not because

there are not intimations in the Old Testament which may bear on

this subject, but because of the limitations of time and because it is

better to deal with substance than shadow. Life and immortality

were brought to light through the gospel. I shall make no attempt

to clear up all difficulties nor to settle every disputed point. Neither

is there any claim to a full discussion of the whole question. My

aim is to offer some suggestions concerning the resurrection of the

body, which seem to me to have their foundation in the teaching

of Scripture. In the study of such a question, I think we will all

agree upon a method of procedure something like this. Where

there are seeming divergences, permit Christ to interpret Paul.

Never attempt to fit Scripture to philosophy nor dogmatic state

ment, nor scientific theory, but when it is obscure, then let in upon

it all the light that biology, physiology, psychology or any other

science has to give. While no postulate of science or philosophy

is infallible or complete, yet we may use them as sign-boards to

point to the truth. Even the largest faith cannot accept proposi

tions the statement of which is not understood.

The first suggestion I have to make is that the Scriptures seem to

teach a resurrection of the body. The doctrine of immortality is al

most coexistent with the race. It was the crowning glory of the

heathen philosophers that they believed it and taught it. But the

doctrine of the resurrection of the body has not been universal"

held. Ancient philosophy absolutely rejected it. Some sects and
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some nations have believed in it in one of its many forms. We well

know that it was a doctrine of the Pharisees. They held to the

literal resurrection of the flesh, some of them going so far as to

claim that it took place in the garments in which they were buried.

No where in the New Testament is the clear and explicit statement

made that there will be a resurrection of the body. Christ says that

those who are in their graves shall come forth, but it is only by

inference that body is included in personality in that statement. We

have a record of certain persons who came forth from their graves

in their bodies and walked through the streets of Jerusalem at the

time of the resurrection of our Lord, but that was unique and in a

peculiar sense miraculous, and cannot fairly be adduced as an argu

ment for the resurrection of the body. The miracle at the tomb in

Bethany is another case cited, but Lazarus was simply restored to

life, as was the daughter of Jairus. Even the resurrection of Jesus,

who was the first fruits of those who sleep, can only give assurance

of the fact of the resurrection, and not of the manner of it. His

body did not see corruption. It lay in the grave but three days.

He walked among men on this material earth. It may give a hint

of it, but it can do no more. Indeed, there is much less emphasis

put upon the resurrection of the body in the New Testament than

we would be led to suppose from the place it has held in the

thought of Christendom. Even in that wonderful chapter in the

first Epistle of Paul to the Ghurch at Corinth, the Apostle is not

attempting to prove the resurrection of the body. He is showing

some caviler that a bodily existence in the future is possible, but one

far different from that implied by the foolish question. It is' true,

however, that the teaching of Christ and the disciples point toward

a bodily resurrection. Paul says in the fifth chapter of Second

Corinthians that he does not desire to be unclothed, but clothed

upon. Acquainted with the Greek philosophy of a future exist

ence of disembodied spirit, he turns away from it as a cheerless and

barren conception of a life beyond the grave. He gives a clear

intimation in the Fifteenth of Corinthians that we will have a resur

rection body. We may affirm, therefore, with the ancient creed,

" I believe in the resurrection of the body."

But what are we to understand is meant by body? There is

nothing in the Greek word " Soma " to indicate anything more than

organism. The kind of organism is determined by the connection

in which the word is used. It is used in classical Greek to denote
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many kinds of organism. In the New Testament the Church is

called the body of Christ. Paul says, " there are bodies terestrial

and bodies celestial." There is a natural body and there is a

spiritual body. The Holy Ghost descended in bodily shape as a

Dove and rested upon Christ at his baptism. Personality is incon

ceivable without organism. There is no possibility of manifestation

of essence unless it is bodied forth. Christ's resurrection proves

life after death, but not life without organism. The whole trend

of the teaching of New Testament is that the Christian is to have

eternal organic or bodily existence, through which he is to have the

power of expression and communication.

The second suggestion I make is that the Scriptures seem to

teach that it is not this physical body which is to be raised up. Christ

has but little to say on this point, but what he does say shows that

the conditions of existence ^are entirely different from those of our

present life. 'When the Sadducees came to Him and asked puzzling

questions about the resurrection, citing the case of the woman who

had had seven husbands. He said to them, " Do ye not err, because

ye know not the Scriptures, nor the power of God?" For when

they shall arise from the dead, they neither marry nor are given in

marriage, but are as the angels in Heaven. Knowing the doctrine

of the Pharisees, they approached Christ, thinking that He too held

to the absurdities of a fleshy resurrection, which necessitated all the

relations of this life, but the Master met them with the statement

that while they might know Jewish fables, they did not know the

Scriptures nor the power of God, hence their attitude of a grossly

material conception of the doctrine of the resurrection.

" Sarx " is the word used in the New Testament to denote the

fleshly organism. It is never used of meat for food, except where

Christ speaks of the necessity of spiritually feeding upon His flesh.

As concerning man, it refers to his animal nature. John uses it to

distinguish between the promptings of the intellect and the desires

of the body. " But as many as received Him gave He the power

to become the sons of God, even to them that believe on His name,

which were born not of blood, nor of the will of the flesh, nor of the

will of man, but of God." Paul declares, in the eighth chapter of

Romans, that to mind the things of the flesh is death, but to mind

the things of the spirit is life and peace. " The mind of the flesh is

enmity against God, is not subject to the law of God, neither indeed

can be, so they that are in the flesh cannot please God." Here is a
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declaration that the flesh hinders the spirit. This fact is brought

out with great clearness in the seventh chapter of the same Epistle.

In the second Epistle to the Corinthians, Paul groans because of

the burden of this present body and longs for its transformation.

He calls it the body of his humiliation. He cries out for a different

kind of body. There is a passage in the eighth chapter in Romans

which is often quoted in support of the theory of the resurrection of

this present body. " But if the spirit of Him who raised up Jesus

from the dead dwell in you, He that raised up Christ from the dead

will also quicken your mortal bodies by His spirit which dwelleth in

you." A study of the context, however, will show that the reference

is to the power of the spirit over this body of flesh whereby this

flesh can be made the instrument of the spirit.

We know that the tendency of all organic matter is toward dis

solution; decay marks its downward movement. This is why we die.

It is the subtle life principle which holds the flesh together. An

inherent power keeps the molecules in constant vibration, thus pre

venting them from resolving themselves into their primal elements,

and thereby dissolving this bodily organism. Can this fleshly body,

which is the body of death, be our resurrection body?

There are twowords used in the New Testament which are lum

inous on this subject. " Psuchikos" and " Pneumatikos." Paul says to

his foolish questioner, " It is sown a psychical body, it is raised a

spiritual body." The word " Psuche " is sometimes used interchange

ably with " Pneuma," but it is never thus used by Paul. It has a

general meaning, indicating the principle of animal life. We must eat,

therefore taste, teeth, digestive organs. We must have a body fitted

to a physical sphere, therefore sense of hearing, sight, nervous and

circulatory system, the whole physical organism as the instrument

of our psychical life. But there is something in man more than the

psychical. The true man is spiritual; therefore this body is not

adapted to his highest needs. It is now a necessity, though it hin

ders and veils. There is a body adapted to the spiritual nature. It

is toward that higher plane he is moving. The first is the psychical

the second is the spiritual. This body is known for its corruptibility

and weakness, that body will be known for its incorruptibility and

power. It will be the perfect organism for a perfect spiritual being

through which that being can express and communicate itself.

Paul distinctly declares that it is not the body which is buried

which is the resurrection body. He calls the one a fool who so
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misunderstands. On the one side he is battling with those who

deny the life beyond the grave and those who have found a refuge

in Greek philosophy, and on the other with those who cannot rise

above purely material conceptions of the future life. So tenaciously

have men held to Jewish conceptions that we find Tertullian advanc

ing the theory that the germinal principle of the resurrection body

is found in the teeth, and down the centuries the creeds have made

faith in a fleshly resurrection a condition of salvation. How strange

that men insist upon holding on to decaying flesh, when they have

the promise of a glorious body, a fit dwelling place for the immor

tal spirit!

The third suggestion I wish to make is that Scripture seems to

point toward a process as the method by which the resurriJi n is acci . .-

plished. Paul's figure points to this. If we accept his analogy we

see at once that it is by a process of growth that the new b Ay u

assumed. Here we have the life principle persisting even when the

body in which it resided has perished, and not only persisting, but

being clothed upon with a new body. Paul speaks in his letter to

the Phillipians of attaining unto the resurrection from the dead, as

if he were then pushing upward out of the surrounding obstructions.

The Greek word "Anastasis " is often quoted as proof of the resur

rection of the same body, and as implying a sudden event, without

any antecedent process, but we know that in classical Greek it is

used to denote the building of walls and the restoration of persons

to former dignity. It is not this word, however, to which appeal

must be made. " Egciro " is the word used most frequently to de

scribe the change into the higher estate. It is used to express the

idea of birth. " God is able of these stones to raise up children unto

Abraham." It is used to express a coming into power. " There

has not risen a greater than John the Baptist." It is used of nations

moving against each other. " Nation shall rise against nation."

When Jesus spoke of the resurrection of His body, he said, " De

stroy this temple and in three days will I raise it up.". "Then,"

said the Jews, thinking he meant the Temple at Jerusalem, " forty

and six years was this temple in building, and wilt thou rear it up

in three days?" Raise and rear are both forms of " cgeiro." The

word is used repeatedly to indicate a process. This view is corrob

orated by the fourth suggestion which I make:

The Scriptures point to tlte fact that the resurrection is a process

from within. We are told that in the beginning God created man
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and breathed into him the breath of life and he became a living soul.

But the second Adam was made a quickening spirit. It is Christ

who is the resurrection power. He told the sorrowing sister at

Bethany that he was the resurrection and the life. Paul's figure

suggests this truth. That persistent life germ gathered to itself

its appropriate body. We know that this is the method of all life. In

the beginning it is impossible to differentiate one life germ from

another, but it reveals its characteristics by gathering its peculiar

body to itself. Its organ of expression and communication is

formed out of its inner nature.

There is nothing inconsistent in the view that the resurrection

is a process, and a process from within, with Paul's statement of a

final manifestation of the saints, for that may be but the culmination

of this spiritual development. I have but imperfectly suggested

that toward which the Scriptures seem to point. The question of

the impenitent dead I have not touched. The realm for dogmatism

in matters* eschatological is very restricted, but Scripture does teach

that unending felicitous organic existence, with new experiences,

and ever increasing capacity and power, is the crowning glory of a

holy life.

A little while ago a professor in chemistry said to his class, as

he was giving some interesting experiments in startling effects, pro

duced by different combinations of the same elements: " Young

gentlemen, I believe I could almost demonstrate the existence of a

God!" That will ever be impossible, even to the most learned of

men in the most perfect of laboratories. But now and then it does

seem that we are being given a glimpse behind the veil. Recently

Prof. Rayleigh discovered why there was a difference between chem

ically prepared nitrogen and oxygen in proportions found in the

air and the air itself. A subtle element is now known to exist. It has

been named Argon. It is unique in that it will not combine with

any other element. One of the most distinguished scientists of

modern times has said this may point to a fundamental element

back of all elements. Perhaps, after all, Monism will explain the

universe; but it must be a spiritual Monism. While every change

which comes under our observation is from one material form to

another, who knows but that Paul uttered a profound philosophical

truth when he said, " That was not first which was spiritual, but

that which is natural, and after that which is spiritual. * * *

As we have borne the image of the earthy, we shall also bear the
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image of the Heavenly.'' May this not be the eternal, universal

process by which coming humanity is being evolved from the psy

chological to the spiritual; from the lower form to the higher; by

which the very earth is to be transformed: thus giving us the new,

the spiritual Heavens and the spiritual earth, in which is not needed

the light of the sun nor the light of the moon, for the glory of God

shall light it, and the Lamb will be the light thereof.

The President:

The last of the appointed speakers is the Rev. H. C. Apple-

garth, D. D., of Ohio.

Rev. H. C. Applegarth, D. D. :

Mr. Chairman: It affords me very great pleasure to speak on

this topic this afternoon. I believe that the resurrection is the fun

damental doctrine of the New Testament. "Through it runs the axis

of redemption and around it swing in perpetual harmony the pur

poses of God and the hopes of man. It is the rising of the Son of

Righteousness with healing in His wings, illumining and dispersing

what else would be an unbroken cloud of despair hanging over

human life; for if we could say only that Jesus lived and died, then

in that awful, terrific event bodied forth on the cross, we perish who

lay hope on Him. Because, therefore, of its importance, Jesus was

insistent upon giving evidence of the certitude of His resurrection,

discovering to His disciples by many infallible proofs that He was the

very Christ who had lain in the grave, and, because He arose from

the dead, those who sleep in Christ shall likewise rise. I, therefore,

believe in the resurrection of the body. The meaning of the word

resurrection makes such belief necessary. It is the raising up of

that which was laid down; it is the living again of that which was

dead; it is the raising up and living again of that which previously

existed; it is the raising up and the living again of essentially the

same thing that previously existed. If this be not so, then what is

called resurrection is actually a new creation, in which the identity

of the individual is destroyed and the continuity of life broken.

Looking at the matter from the point of view of the New Testa

ment, a correct exegesis of specific Scriptures demands this posi

tion. "Verily, I say unto you, the day is coming when all those who

are in the grave shall hear His voice and come forth, some to
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felicity, others to misery." The Apostle Paul says: "This mortal

shall take on to itself immortality, this corruptible shall take on to

itself incorruptibility; this body of our humiliation shall become

glorious like unto His perfect body." It is this body, it is this

mortal, it is this corruptible coming into the possession of all the

glorious attributes and characteristics that mark the body of the

risen Christ. It will not do to say that flesh and blood cannot

inherit the Kingdom of Heaven, for the Apostle is not arguing

against the eternity of matter, but he is arguing against the pos

sibility of man in his natural, unredeemed state entering the King

dom of Heaven. Christ, after the resurrection, said to His disciples,

" Touch me, handle me, for a spirit hath not flesh and bones, as you

see that I have," and we may say that what He was when handled *

by His disciples He is now, sitting upon the throne. I believe that

the New Testament teaches the resurrection of the body, because

on it is contingent the whole doctrine of redemption. Redemption

is restoration, it is the restitution of all things. Redemption, there

fore, cannot be said to be complete until all that man lost in the

fall through Adam is regained in redemption through Christ. Sin

was dispossession and righteousness will be repossession; sin was

man's dethronement, righteousness will be his re-enthronement.

If I understand redemption at all, it is the putting back of man

where he was before he fell. The Apostle seemed to have had this

point of view when he said to the Romans that the whole creation

groans and travels together in pain until now, waiting for the adop

tion, to wit, the redemption of the body. Redemption is the re

placing of man in all that pertained to him in the creation. If, in

the creation, he had a body which in Adam fell and finally died,

then in the resurrection the body comes back to him with all the

integral parts that he had before the fall.

Take the Eighth Psalm and read it in the light of the inspired

interpretation of the writer to the Hebrews: "When I consider

Thy Heavens, the work of Thy fingers, the sun and moon and the

stars which Thou hast ordained ; what is man that Thou art mindful

of him? Or the son of man, that Thou visitest him? Thou hast

made him a little lower than the angels and hast crowned him with

glory and honor. Thou hast given him supremacy over the works

of Thy hands; Thou hast put all things under his feet; all sheep and

oxen, yea, and the beasts of the field; the fowl of the air, and the

fish of the sea, and whatsoever passeth through the paths of the
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sea." Now, the Apostle, interpreting this psalm, says, " Not yet

do we see all things put under him, but we see Jesus risen and

reigning," the pledge and the ideal of the resurrection, and as he

was flesh and bones, the same body out of the grave that lay in the

grave, so shall we be in the regeneration at the last day. There is

nothing more significant in the Old Testament than the cherubim.

It is said in Genesis that when man sinned God cast him out of the

Garden of Eden and placed a flaming sword at the entrance to keep

him from returning, and He placed, also, cherubim hard by the

Tree of Life. These cherubic figures must have been familiar to

Israel, for Moses does not undertake to explain them; he never

defines what the cherubim were. It is not until you come down to

Ezekiel that you discover the structure of these composite beings.

They had the body of a man. and out of the neck there crrew the

head of an eagle, the head of a lion and the head of an ox; sur

mounting these was a man's head. What function were they set to

serve? You can imagine Adam and Eve coming up to the Garden,

whence they had been thrust, and looking toward the Tree of Life,

beholding these beings. What do they mean? Simply this: Life;

man's restored supremacy when redemption shall have been secured,

but possible only after the resurrection, when death shall have been

conquered and the grave abolished. Hence these cherubic figures

were wrought in the veil of the Temple; they surmounted the

Mercy Seat, they are traceable all through the old covenant, and. at

last, in the Book of Revelation, we see living beasts, these same

cherubic figures, who are full of eyes and full of intelligence, the

symbols of man's final restoration, when he shall once again be

regnant with the scepter of sway in his hands.

When God called Abraham he made a covenant with him:

" This land will I give thee, and to thy seed after thee." He re

newed His covenant with Isaac, and likewise with Jacob. But to no

one of them were the provisions of the covenant fulfilled. They all

died in faith, not having received the promise. They were pilgrims

and strangers in the land. Did God fail to keep His covenant? The

writer to the Hebrews says: "These died in faith, not having

received the fulfillment of the promise, but having greeted it from

afar." God had some better thing in store, that they, without us,

should not be made perfect. Very well, then; the fulfillment of this

promise awaits the august certainties of the future. What is it?

" This land will I give thee," iterated and reiterated. What does it
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mean? This: Palestine was the type of the repossession; Abra

ham the progenitor of the faithful, and in the resurrection at the

last day we shall enter upon our purchased possession in the new

earth. On the very footstool where we reaped our defeat we shall

shout our victories. The meek shall inherit the earth. If, in the

beginning, God made us in such fashion as to adapt us to our pos

session, the resurrection shall not make us less fit to rule in the

redeemed domain. A diamond is the glorification of carbon, the

risen body shall be the glorification of the human; this body of

humiliation shall be made glorious. It is no more an ethereal body

because it is called a spiritual body than the mind is a material intel

lect because it is called a carnal intellect; if the spiritual body is an

ethereal thing, then the carnal mind is a flesh and blood thing. The

word spiritual is simply descriptive of the characteristics of the risen

body, namely, that whereas this earthly body in this state clogs the

spirit, in the yonder state the body shall be the fit vehicle for the

conveyance of the spirit.

Now, lastly, if you take the New Testament examples of resur

rection: the raising up of the daughter of Jairus, who had just

died; the raising up of the son of the widow at Nain, who was about

to be buried; the raising up of Lazarus,, who had lain in the grave

four days; the multitudes who came out of their graves at the resur

rection of Jesus Christ, many of whom, perchance, had lain in their

graves for years, you will discover a gradation from the least to the

greatest, from the least difficult to the most difficult, and in each in

stance not a resuscitation, but a resurrection. It was not for preach

ing and teaching of the resurrection that the Apostle Paul was per

secuted and hounded to the death; the Pharisees believed the doc

trine of the resurrection. Why, then, was Paul persecuted? He,

himself, tells us. He is standing before Agrippa, whom he adresses

with courtesy of speech and charm of manner. He savs, " For the

hope of Israel a*m I called in question this day ; that hope toward

which our twelve tribes, instantly serving God night and day, hope

to. come. King Agrinna, is it a thing incredible with you that God

should raise the dead?" He indissolubly unites the hope of Israel

with the resurrection of the dead, and proves conclusively that

resurrection was simply antecedent to man's final and eternal owner

ship of the earth. The typology of the old covenant, instinct with

the hopes of Israel, shall have completely filled its mission when, in

the morning of the eternal day, man shall stand on a footstool in
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the same body in which aforetime he suffered disgrace and defeat,

redeemed and restored. (Applause.)

The President:

The chair takes pleasure in calling upon George H. Trapp,

of Pennsylvania.

Rev. George H. Trapp:

By invitation, I arise to speak here this afternoon, just a word.

I have been delighted to hear -that the old truth has had a hearing

here this afternoon, as Well as very much that seems to be new, but

is quite old. I am glad that orthodoxy is not dead, and that Paul's

recommendation to Timothy in these words is still heeded where he

says: "Shun profane and vain babblings, for they will increase

unto more ungodliness and their word will eat as a canker, who

concerning the truth have erred, saying that the resurrection is past

already, and overthrow the faith of some." We have had this after

noon reference made, I think, more than once, to the first resurrec

tion and to the ex-anastasia, as Paul calls it in the third chapter of

Philippians. Now it is often forgotten that the first resurrection is

a reward. It is something to be won, not something which we must

have, but something which we may have and something which, if

we follow Paul's example, we shall strive to get. " If that, by any

means," he says, " I might attain unto the ex-anastasia, what is this

first resurrection?" We learn in the twentieth chapter of the Book

of Revelations where John tells us that he saw the souls of them

that were beheaded for the witness of Jesus and for the word of God,

and that would not worship the beast or his image," and they lived

and reigned with Christ a thousand years. This is the first resur

rection. Blessed and holy is he that hath part in the first resurrec

tion, on such the second death hath no power, but they shall be

priests of God and of Christ, and shall reign with Him a thousand

years." Then, what the Rev. Dr. Applegarth has been speaking of

as man coming back again to something more than he lost in Adam

he gets when he comes back in resurrection with the Lord Jesus.

It is often assumed, without the shadow of proof, that when Chris

tian people die they go to Heaven. I had a note the other day from

Mr. Spurgeon, in London, in reference to his father, whom they are

continually glorifying; they speak of our glorified president, and he
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did say that he was not responsible for the utterance, but if we look

at Jesus as John saw him, in the first of Revelation, he is still wait

ing. His prophetic work was done when he was here, his priestly

work is being done in Heaven, but his kingly work is to wait until

he comes back, and we are to be priests, we are to be priests here.

There is no priesthood that Baptist people recognize except the

priesthood of all believers, although there are a great many reverend

gentlemen who belong to the clergy supposed to be beyond all com

mon Christians, but the New Testament recognizes no clerical order

except that to which all believers belong, and we are all priests now

and we may be all kings in the resurrection, and it is this resurrec

tion glory, this participation in the first resurrection which should

be the aim and prize for which all Christian people are looking. We

may get political honor now, we may get wealth now, we may get

glory now, but they do not belong to us ; our confession and profes

sion at our baptism sever between us and all these worldly hopes

and advantages, and above all people Baptist believers and members

of Baptist churches should be on the ground of their baptism, look

ing for something which is to come. I am glad reference has been

made to Abraham. What did he get? Why, he didn't get any

thing; but there is a significant fact in connection with his history

and that of Isaac and Jacob, they and their three wives lie buried in

the old tomb of Macphela, which has been kept sacred, waiting for

what? For the fulfillment of God's word, which is contained in that

simple expression so often found : "I am the God of Abraham,

and the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob." God is not the God

of the dead, but of the living.

I was delighted to hear Dr. Norman Fox's able and candid sup

port of the doctrine of the resurrection. I am so glad that some

of you have come here to light up old Pittsburg with the truth and

hope of the glorious resurrection. God bless you.

The closing prayer was then offered by Rev. Leroy Stevens, D. D.
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FIRST DAY.

Evening Session.

Tuesday, November 14, 8 p. m.

The President announced Hymn No. 724.

The President:

The topic set for ourinstruction this evening is one of perennial

interest to all who are looking to the future good of the denom

ination and of the Christian church in the land, but there is

special reason for making it interesting just now, as perhaps all

of us know there have been proposed in this country by per

sons in high authority connected with the theological instruc

tion of the church, some quite radical changes in the methods

of this instruction, so it is quite apposite that we are to discuss

to-night the improvement of theological instruction, and I am

glad to introduce as the first writer, Rev. O. P. Eaches, D. D.,

of New Jersey.

Rev. O. P. Eaches, D. D., of Hightstown, N. J., then pre

sented the following paper:

THE IMPROVEMENT OF THEOLOGICAL INSTRUCTION.

In the presence of the truth, tradition must give way utterly.

The college training is unlike that of a century ago in almost all

respects. In recent years only has the English language been dis

covered; it was long crowded aside by the Latin and Greek. The

text-book to-day is only an auxiliary in teaching. Education is a

training, not an imparting merely. The relative worth of studies

and their logical order have been formulated. A new education

has been created within a generation past. It is not irreverent to

ask whether improvements may be made in the method, the spirit,

the studies of the theological seminary.
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The Lord Jesus can do nothing effective without his church,

the collective saintship; the church can do nothing in the best way

without pastors trained in word and work. The seminary is an

economical method for developing men for Christ and His church.

There are no places in Christendom that have in them so much of

potency for the enlarging and upbuilding of the kingdom of Christ

upon the earth as our seminaries.

The one aim of the seminary is to train men for the ministry

of Jesus Christ, to make men of power, clear in seeing things, ef

fective in doing things. In an age that asks not how old are you,

but how much of truth do you have in you, all things must be ad

justed to the doing of this one thing. There is one presupposition

to this entire discussion—the person whom the seminary represents,

Jesus Christ, is a supernatural person; the book that it studies is a

supernatural book; Christianity is a supernatural system. Unless

these are true, the entire discussion is useless. It is presupposed

that the man entering the seminary is a man having kinship to Jesus

Christ, one who has a hunger for men, who is in love with the truth,

who has a certain divine call whereby the -man and the message fit

into each other.

i. Let it be said, The preacher must be one who knows men. The

minister is not a priest who does things for men in a mechanical

way, not a recluse, dwelling apart from men, but a man knowing

men, known of men. The power that Jesus Christ had in his minis

try came from this—He knew what was in man. A minister who

does not know men cannot be a fitting representative for Christ.

The seminary ought, therefore, as a matter of necessity, to be where

men are and move. Jesus, John, Paul, Elijah, all had their wilder

ness experiences. Men to-day must have their Jabbok lives, their

closet lives, for generating power, but there must be such a knowl

edge of men as can be gotten only in or near the mass of men. The

whole trend of the world is toward the city. At the opening of the

next century fifty per cent, of the population will be living in towns

or cities. The study of men in their greed, their sin, their crowding

conditions, the personal contact with poverty and wealth, the study

of the best methods of reaching men, there is no place that can fur

nish these but the city. A man so trained will do better work

among the mountains and in the sparsely settled country districts.

There will be begotten a love for men as such. When Thomas

Chalmers saw his field of work, a kind of human perdition in Edin
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burg, he said, " What a beautiful place for work!" The place for

training men to get hold of men is where one can feel the heart

throb of men. It is the city that will be a golden sceptre to bring

blessing to the land or a club with which to beat its best life out.

Establish the seminary in this place of intense activity. Here will

be gathered by necessity the largest men, the largest libraries, the

largest facilities for training, the largest opportunities for self help,

the largest openings for testing theories, for transforming books

into life.

2. Let it be said, The minister must be a man who, in a pre-eminent

degree, knows Jesus Christ. Christ must be presented to the age in

His distinct character. Jesus Christ does not mean ethics, or

sociology, or reformation, or a reconstructed community; Jesus

Christ means redemption, salvation from sin, regeneration, fellow

ship with God. It remains everlastingly true that Jesus will make

a general uplift in the intellectual and moral life, of men and society,

He will be a leavening power. Wesley made a Coleridge and a

Wordsworth possible by the simple preaching of the gospel of

Christ. Without addressing himself directly to the work of intel

lectual culture, he produced a great intellectual change in England,

simply by sweetening the fountains of human conduct. In the

seminary the emphasis of the teachings should be on those elements

in the person and teachings of Christ which make him what he is.

The seminaries need to emphasize the redemptive significance of

Jesus. A merely ethical gospel is no gospel at all. McLaren said,

" A Christianity without a dying Christ is a dying Christianity."

There is a tendency everywhere to ignore, to forget, to minimize

the mediatorial character of Christ, a feature which lay first in Paul's

theology and preaching, " I declared unto you first of all that Christ

died for our sins." It has been asserted that in the discourses com

memorative of the founding of an orthodox theological seminary

the terms sin and redemption were scarcelv mentioned. In the

seminary course let a renewed emphasis be placed upon the distinc

tive mediatorial character of Christ and his Christianity.

3. Let it be said, That the preacher is to know pre-eminently one

book, the English Bible. The book which moves men is not the

Hebrew or Greek Bible, but the English Bible. This the student

must know through and through. He must be steeped in the Eng

lish Bible, he must be acquainted with its words, its spirit, must

have a living and loving acquaintance with it. He must be able to
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quote it. He must have it on his tongue's end for every phase of

enquiry and doubt. This age has seen one religious phenomenon,

the power of the English Bible in the hands of a Moody. Granted

that there are imperfections in diction and crudeness in interpreta

tion, yet the outstanding fact remains that few moral forces in this

century have equalled that of this plain man with a book in the Eng

lish tongue. The Bible itself must be enthroned in the studies of

the oncoming ministry. There should be in every seminary a pro

fessorship of the English Bible, not to displace the studies in critical

research, though these researches are far away from the lives and

thoughts of men, but to give an adequate and thorough knowledge

of that book, which meets fhe lives of men and speaks for Jesus

Christ. The things needed are a verbal knowledge of the Bible, the

power to use it, the spiritual apprehension of it. The power to

wield God's great truths must come from a profound belief in the

book, a love for it, a knowledge of it. No man can have a com

manding ministry unless he have a profound acquaintance with the

commanding .book. Whatever is displaced in the seminary, this,

must occupy the first place, a knowledge of the English Bible a pre

eminent need for to-day. In replies received from graduates of the

seminaries, a frequent reply has been, " Give a larger place acquaint

ance with the English Bible. The power of the ministry lies in the

power, ability to apply the principles, the teachings, the spirit of

the book and of the man behind the book to the lives of men. The

ministry of Spurgeon, of William M. Taylor, was a ministry of

power in that they opened and applied the book in its predominant

and controlling principles to the hearts of men. The study of the

book in its parts, its spirit, its teachings, its details, the messages of

the distinct parts, the enlarging horizon of the book, all these need

to be emphasized. The seminary graduate may be polished in style,

clear in reasoning, versed in the old tongues; he must be an Apollos-

like man, mighty in the Scriptures. The minister in a day of count

less books must be content to be a man pre-eminently of one book.

4. Let it be said, The preacher is to be a man who knows his own

age, because he knows all ages. The preacher and the seminary must

have two eyes open for their day and generation. The preacher is

to be a prophet and teacher and leader of men for the nineteenth

century, he must needs, therefore, be an Isaachar-like man, having

an understanding of the times. But there is a peril, a growing peril,

to the seminary and to the preacher that they shall think their own
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age entirely unique among the ages. Must not the seminary have

a chair in sociology, in social science, in the relation of the church

to the present conditions of men? There is a tendency to exalt

sociology and to remand redemption and salvation, the great spirit

ual teachings of the New Testament, to insignificant corners of the

working creed of life. The seminary ought not to ignore to-day,

for unless the preacher teach this age he might as well be in his

grave. This age is vastly material, it has vast combinations and dis

coveries. It has its Roentgen rays, its Bessemers and Marconis, its

referendums, but the two great discoveries the age needs are a sense

of hunger after God, a sense of personal guilt and a realization of

God's great love in Jesus Christ. All the environments in. the

world would be changed if a new impulse were put in the heart by

a vision of Jesus Christ. The seminary must press on the student

the spiritual nature and needs of men. If a chair of sociology were

established in the seminary, I should fear that it would lay undue

emphasis upon surroundings and environments instead of the re

generative power of the holy spirit. Parkhurst said that Onesimus

was converted and Philemon was converted, but their relations were

not converted, inasmuch as Onesimus remained a slave. Granted

so much to the sociologist, but Christianity at work in the heart and

in society, creating new impulses and new moral views, converted

those relations and crushed slavery. An age did this that did not

know the meaning of the term sociology. The Christ received into

the heart became the Christ applied in the life. He will preach best

for 1899 who presents the great and commanding moral teachings

that will move the men of 2000 and 2500. Let the seminary have

for its creed: Jesus Christ and him crucified, everything subordinate

to this. Then will all needful things come to pass in a compulsory

way when Jesus Christ gets into them and under them. Jesus Christ

is a revolutionist, a radical reformer, a reconstructionist in society

and in morals, because he is primarily and first of all a Redeemer.

Let this feature of His person and work stand first in the spirits and

teachings of the seminary.

5. Let it be said, That the preacher is to be trained, not for

scholarship, but for useful ends. There is a great peril that the

seminaries will cripple their usefulness by attempting to make

scholars as such. There is a pride of learning. A seminary cannot

train men, in these days of enlarging knowledge, into omniscience

or even semi-omniscience. All learning is God's learning, there is
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nothing in the realm of knowledge that does not belong to the truth

of God, but not all learning can be made use of in the seminary.

There has been a strong tendency in recent years to introduce into

the theological curriculum a variety of studies like pedagogy, soci

ology and psychology, which, it is alleged, will make the minister

more practical and efficient. The more a minister knows the better,

but the knowledge that is of most worth to him must be the knowl

edge of the Bible and Christianity in its historical and doctrinal

development. If the students get these they have gotten the prin

cipal thing a seminary can give them. Spurgeon said, " We want

not men whom our tutors can make into scholars, but men whom

the Lord had ordained to be preachers." The successor of Phillips

Brooks prepares his own Sunday School lessons. He says, " I want

less Bible history, less Biblical geography, and more insistence upon

the ethical and spiritual teachings which are the foundation of Chris

tian character. I am not troubled if a scholar in my school does

not know "the distance in miles from Jerusalem to Jericho, if he

knows, as he journeys on, who is his neighbor." Must not the

seminary teach literature and supply deficiencies in science? The

answer is, the seminary does not aim to make specialists in literature

or science or pedagogy or economics, but specialists in religion, its

nature and history, in Bible teachings, in the relation of God's will

to every day life. Scholarship as such has no place in the seminary.

That must be taught which will explain God and man and the Book

and The Man, the revelation of God's will, duty, the end and aim of

life, the way of salvation, the enlarging of life, the bringing of

Heavenliness into the life, and bringing man into Heaven. The

ideal theological education will train, not scholars, not philanthrop

ists, not professors, but preachers, making men new by the power

of spiritual truth. The seminary will train men in manliness, in

intellectual and moral power, in sympathy with men in all their

environments, in Christliness. The seminary will environ men

with a sense of freedom, of real life, of religious inspiration.

6. Let it be said, The preacher is to be trained according to his bent

of mind. The seminary cannot be a grist-mill, subjecting all to the

same process. In colleges where the development of intellectual

power is the thing aimed at, the languages have been removed from

their commanding position. President Hadley says: " I maintain

that classical education has ceased to have the right of way and that

it can no longer arrogate to itself superiority over education in mod
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ern literature, history and science. More than that, I believe that

the classical and mathematical education without the modern is in

ferior to the modern without the classical."

I would abolish utterly the compulsory study of Hebrew. Not

every trained mind has a linguistic bent. When there is not more

than an ordinary capacity for languages the study of Hebrew will

not confer a mental discipline equal to other studies nor will it fur

nish at the end of the course an agency that can be made use of.

Dr. L. W. Batten, of the Episcopal University School, says: "To

teach the language properly would take at least one-half the time of

the whole term assigned for the three years' course of study." To

the ordinary student it is time almost thrown away. Kuyper insists

that the study of Hebrew is a waste of time if the study he not

thorough, unless there be acquired a facility in translation at siprht.

This will be an impossibility to the ordinary seminary student, unles;

there be assigned to this study an undue proportion of time. A re

cent seminary graduate writes: " There was a reading of a part of

the Pentateuch in Hebrew, with no exegesis of it, but the Penta

teuch remained at the end of the course as much a mystery as at the

beginning.''

The ideal plan would be to have every student know the He

brew so thoroughly that he would stand face to face with God's

original revelation, master it, be mastered by it. Especially might

this seem fitting in an age when a destructive criticism ruthlessly

assails the older revelation. But the broadening range of Biblical

learning, the accumulated stores of Old Testament knowledge at

hand in the English, the difficulty of mastering and feeling at home

in an oriental tongue, the impossibility of a technical knowledge of

the Hebrew on the part of large numbers of students, these con

siderations render its compulsory study not needful. Other studies

in the seminary course will give a better mental drill. It is not

needful to have a knowledge of the Hebrew in order to decide intel

ligently on the questions under discussion. There. is more danger

to the young man from a smattering of Hebrew in his assuming to

decide on critical questions because of his knowledge of the Hebrew

than from a more thorough acquaintance with the principles of in

terpretation even if there be no knowledge at all of this language.

If it be assumed or asserted that the disuse of the Hebrew on

the part of all students will lead to a lowering of Biblical scholar

ship and give only a mediocre ministry, that it will in time react
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on the entire range of scholarship for the ministry, that the priest's

lips will keep ignorance, not knowledge, it may be replied that al

most nothing is gained to-day in training or mental power for nine

teen ministers out of twenty. The gain from a larger training in

the Bible itself, in the larger acquaintance with the great problems

that confront all the ages alike and the problems that in an especial

way meet this age would be immeasurable were the time now given

to Hebrew devoted to other studies. We need Hebrew scholars;

let those adapted for this work be encouraged in intimate acquaint

ance with it. A man like Thomas J. Conant, reverent in spirit,

clear in thinking, accurate in scholarship is a treasure to the com

monwealth of sacred literature, a safeguard to the cause of truth.

The training of men for professorships is the work, not of the

seminary, but of the university. To teach Hebrew in the college

and thus aid the seminary would not be wise; it would take away

the opportunity to gain other knowledge that would be more

helpful.

The same principle applies to the Greek language. The Greek

is much more closely allied to our own, it has in it the final revela

tion of Jesus Christ. It would be a help to every student for the

ministry if he could for himself read and think in New Testament

words. But if one taking a scientific course in a college applies

for admission to the seminary, I would not shut the door in his

face. The seminary ought to be as wise as a college, demanding

thoroughness, manliness, training, capacity, knowledge, but not

making the artificial distinction of a language requirement. Every

seminary should have an English course. Many a man not know

ing Greek will have the ability to master Biblical theology and his

tory and the doctrines that are fundamental to the faith and the

principles of interpretation. The question to ask of the young man

seeking admission to the seminary should be, can you think

clearly, can you do things, can you master things, have you the

promise and potency of bringing things to pass for righteousness?

Let the door swing wide open to this kind of a man. Greek will

be a vast help to the New Testament minister, but with the large

and growing mass of the digested results of a critical scholarship

at hand in the English, the knowledge of Greek ought not to be a

requisite for admission to the best seminary.

7. Let it be said, The preacher must be trained in spiritual

mindedness. I mean not the mysticism of an a Kempis, which is
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too ethereal to come into contact with the roughness of life. I

mean not that narrowly denned spiritual mindedness which is

limited to work among" human outcasts. The highest type of

spiritual life is required for work among the most intelligent, as

among the people who dwell in the slums. I mean that larger,

more intelligent quality denned in the New Testament as spiritual

mindedness which is of vastly more worth than scholarship or

preaching ability, power of reasoning or force in public appeal. I

mean that subordination of will to Jesus Christ, the openness of the

heart to the divine impulse, that willingness to allow Jesus to

operate in the man, upon the man, through the man in the entirety

of his being. To this end the professors in the seminaries should

be so chosen, not for their scholarship or teaching qualities merely,

but also for that quality called spiritual mindedness. As between

two men, one having one hundred per cent of scholarship and

ninety per cent, of spiritual elements of "character, if one might in

telligently judge, and another with one hundred per cent, of spiritual

power 'and ninety per cent, of scholarship, the larger spiritual en

dowment and the smaller critical capacity should be the man

chosen to train men for the ministry of reconciliation. The chief

educating power and force in the seminary is the personal power

and impress of the professor. The professors will create the atmos

phere, the environment that will have much to do with the character

of the ministry. This spiritual life must be kept ahve through a

close fellowship in the devotional life, a life shared in common by

professor and student. In the university there may be a gulf be

tween the professor and the student, in the seminary the professor

is to be professor, teacher, stimulator, counsellor, an older brother.

There is a peril that studies even in and concerning the Bible may

become mechanical. There is no place where a revival of religion,

using that term revival in its true etymological sense, will be so

effective as in the seminary, the spiritual uplift of a hundred men

here means the spiritual uplift of a hundred thousand men outside.

Study and the quiet hour for the development of the spiritual life,

the practise of God, should be united, not in a mechanical way, but

in a living oneness. The student needs to be constantly at work

in the mission, in the Sunday School, in the enquiry room, in per

sonal contact with men of all kinds, touching men and touched by

men. Study and daily duties are not in themselves unspiritual

things, the entire life must be regarded as a sacred heritage, but if
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any man in the world needs to be filled with the Holy Spirit and

live near to Jesus Christ it is the dweller in the seminary. Every

person in the seminary walls should be like the man of whom Henry

Drummond spoke. To one whose faith had been unsettled by

undevout rationalism he said, " Let me introduce you to a young

man who will remind you of Jesus Christ." We need the Jesus

Christ life and aim and spirit cultivated in our seminaries to day.

8. Let it be said, The preacher must be trained in criticism that

through it he may come into convictions. I have no fear of criticism.

I do not want a Bible that can be destroyed; an interpretation that

cannot stand the test of reason; a God who can be dethroned or

argued out of existence. If investigation be kept out at the door,

doubt will come in at the window. But novelties in interpretation

must not be introduced, there is oftentimes a seeming desire to

introduce teachings that are striking only by their newness. Hypo

theses must not have the weight of certainties, nor three-quarter

truths be presented as whole truths. Criticism there must be, but

the critical spirit itself must be held in abeyance. Criticism de

stroys, tears down, convictions alone can produce convictions.

The aim of instruction must be to create a believing spirit, this

alone will make a strong ministry and beget beliefs that mean any

thing. The seminary should teach men not to be afraid of the

truth. The truth may for a time unsettle things, may displace half

and three-quarter truths, but the truth itself hurts no right belief,

it remains everlastingly true. But the seminary must not be an

agency simply for unsettling men or teachings, it must not discard

until it can replace with something better.

No place in the world is so full of material for teaching pur

poses. Biblical theology must be taught in a growing manner, the

student must be taught how to get out of the Bible the teachings

there contained, it must be opened in its enlarging teachings from

the beginning of revelation to the close. The text book, the lec

ture, the seminary method will be agencies for unfolding and for

training. As long as men think in an orderly and connected way

systematic theology will be studied, though it will not hold the

place of supreme importance that it once held. The history of

Jesus Christ's work on the earth, what he has done, is now doing,

the history of the growth of the Kingdom of Christ among men,

this must be studied. This will reveal the great forces of good and

evil at work in the world. The agencies that have hindered the
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growth of the kingdom, will give wisdom for work in the present,

will create inspiration and hope for the future. Largely more atten

tion will be paid to the power of address, the art of reaching men,

the power of persuasion and appeal, the faculty of direct address in

speech, the best methods of church work and organization.

If the seminary starts out to teach theology it will not have

time to turn aside into the play ground and make all manner of

fanciful digressions and encroach on the domain of the professors

of art or the professors of economics. In drilling a man in the

Old Testament, in the New Testament, in the history of the Church

and its doctrine, in drilling a man in the apprehension of that

doctrine, in obliging him to stand face to face with the gravest

questions that can move the mind of man, the seminary will so tax

the mind of the student as to bring him to that high and noble

education which comes from facing the greatest thoughts in the

most sober and earnest way.

President Harper would introduce psychology. But as against

this Professor Munsterburg, director of the Harvard Psychological

Museum, says, " Call me conservative, call me reactionary, call me

ignorant, but I adhere to my belief that the individual teacher, for

his teaching methods, does not need any scientific psychology, and

that tact and sympathy and interest are more important for him

than all the twenty-seven psychological laboratories in the country."

What is true for the teacher is also true for the minister in his two

fold aspect of teacher and preacher.

There ought to be some opportunity for electives, but the range

will not be so large as in the college. The seminary is a profes

sional school, unlike the college which exists for training in a

general sense. If one goes to foreign parts, the study of compara

tive religions may assume a large place, the art of access to those of

an imperfect faith. If one is to be a trained Bible school teacher,

interpretation may be emphasized. The seminary may not forget

terms and things that have come to the birth in these recent years,

institutional church, college settlement, federation of churches.

The seminary should be open for women who are constantly en

larging their sphere of work in Bible school instruction and in the

foreign field. Women often times are in reality missionaries, hav

ing charge of stations.

Let the seminary try to make, not imitators, not scholars, but

men. Sermons, lectures, learning," culture, professional technic,
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these are all instrumentalities, and important ones, but only sub

ordinate ones. They are only tools. The living Christ in the living

man, this is the power that moves and saves. Let the seminary

keep in touch with to-day, above all let it keep in touch with the

eternal verities, the unshaken and unshakable things. Among all

the professorships we need in no seminary a professorship of

mythology, that shall declare the story of Enoch to be a myth, that

shall take all the supernatural from the story of Abraham and Isaac,

converting the whole affair into the act of a superstitious and dis

ordered mind. We need in no seminary a professorship of New

Testament interpretation that shall give less credence to the

exegesis of Jesus and the apostles than to the results of a destruc

tive critic. The seminary should urge the students to get an

acquaintance with the science of recent years, with the spirit of a

scientific research. This should be done that the preacher may

know enough of science not to preach it. Martin Luther was a

specialist in Bible study and largely uncovered the doctrine of

justification by faith. He was no specialist in science and declaimed

against tne Copernican theory as unscriptural. Let the minister be

trained to keep to his Bible. Let there be no place in the seminary

for a shirk, for an indolent man, for a man with no passion for

work. Let aid be rendered, not alone on account of scholarship

which is only one test for the ministry, let aid be given also for

faithfulness in work, for a promise of doing things. A capacity for

service is of as much account as a capacity for learning. Let there

be cultivated on the part of professor and student a close fellow

ship with God, with Jesus Christ, with high and lofty aims, with

the inspiration that comes from the belief that the seminary is not

a dying institution but that its largest life is in the days to come,

with a growing love for the man Christ Jesus, for the book and for

men. Let there be generated a calm and unshaken faith that will

not fear for the safety of the ark.

Four things a man must learn to do

If he would make his record true:

, To think without confusion clearly,

• To love his fellow men sincerely,

To act from honest motives purely,

To trust in God and heaven securely.
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The President:

The spiritual is often quite dependent upon the material. Even

a theologian may be sometimes balked by a steam engine. We

have a case in hand to-night. Our next writer, Dr. MacDon-

ald, is not present, having missed a railroad connection. We

expect, however, in a few minutes he will arrive. Meanwhile

we take the liberty of deferring his address as a matter of neces

sity, and will proceed with the appointed speakers. We will

now listen to the Rev. F. C. Woods, of Pennsylvania.

Rev. F. C. Woods, of Upland, Pa.:

Mr. Chairman: From the beginning of its development, educa

tion has followed two lines. One looks to the symmetry of »«.

man; the other to his equipment for service. One is for mental

strength; the other for bread and butter. The value of one is hidden

in the fulness of life; the value of the other is quoted upon the

market. Of late years the utilitarian method has been held in great

favor. Preparation for efficient work is the important issue. In a

country like our own, where the first question asked concerning

every project is, " Cui bono," the utilitarian method naturally seems

best. Not only here, but all over the world, the subject of practical

advantage is taking precedence. The office bids fair to outvalue

th? man. In combating this tendency in England a few years ago

Mr. Goschen, in a speech to the students at Bristol, urged upon

them the study of Latin and Greek. He did so, for in the study

of Latin and Greek you have that which is preeminently calculated

to develop the man, regardless of his office.

May it not be possible though for these two lines of mental

training to coalesce? May there not be some spheres of work for

which the best preparation is not so much special as general, not

so much technical as comprehensive? Not only may such be the

case; but such is peculiarly the case in regard to theological

training.

I. The office of the minister is different from any other office.

I. The relation of a minister to his constituency is unique.

Those in other professions or positions hold their office in virtu;

of proficiency. The minister retains his in virtue of sympathy be

tween himself and his parish. The lawyer or doctor is employed,
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not because of personal attractiveness, but because of ability. If

he can win the case, or heal the patient, this is all that is required.

Not only so, but he is clothed with authority. The lawyer com

mands his client, and the client complies to the letter. The doctor

commands the patient, and the patient obeys. The minister, on

the other hand, has no such supremacy in office. He remains be

cause of the good-will of his constituency. He may be most pro

ficient in all mental and moral activity, but if he be merely "non

persona grata," he must fold up his tent like the Arab and silently

steal away. Many a man, superbly equipped for technical work, has

been sadly handicapped in the ministry, merely because he saw so

much along one line, so little along others. He had taken as his

elective the gods of Persia; but, alas, he was called to Samaria, and

he knew not the manner of the God of the land. The result was

the lions ate him up. What sort of education is required for an

office based on sympathetic relationship? Manifestly a general and

comprehensive education, an education that will enable a man to

display amid all circumstances a spirit in which mingle the elements

of independence and adaptation. An education that will make a

man at home with every spirit in history, every question in theology,

and every subject in the word of God.

2. The relation of a minister to his line of work is unique. A

man anticipates the work of medicine, law or any profession other

than the ministry, and he can project almost to a nicety the course

he will take. He is going to be a doctor; he determines to con

fine his attention to the eye and ear, or to the throat and nose. He

is going to be a lawyer; he determines to take criminal or civil law

as his specialty. But the minister can not so map out his course.

Of all professional men, he must ask, not what he will do with the

community, but what the community will do with him. Some men

in our seminaries to-day, studied with no idea of being teachers;

and many of those in the pulpit studied with almost a passion to

occupy the professorial chair. Some ministers study for a great

office and find themselves in a small one, others study for a small

office and find themselves in a great one. If a minister study for

any given office, he knows in his heart that he may never come

within a league of it. His aim may be like that of Mark Twain's

character Bemis. Bemis was experimenting with an Allen revolver.

He aimed at a card upon a tree, but he fetched a mule standing

many yards away. The mule was killed, and the writer naively
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adds, Bemis did not want the mule, but the owner came out with a

double-barrelled shot gun and persuaded him to buy it anyhow.

So, many a ministerial aim fetches something a great distance away.

The minister often strikes that he little dreamed of hitting. He

may not wish the object struck; but submissiveness to providence,

and possibly stress of circumstances, persuade him to take it any

how. No matter what the specialty dearest to him, he must pre

pare himself equally to be a scholar, thinker, preacher, pastor,

editor and administrator.

3. The relation of a minister to his subject is unique.

If a man be educated for the pastorate, it is expected that he

be informed along diverse lines. If he be a master along one line,

but ill-equipped along others, he is poorly prepared for his work as a

whole. If you go to a doctor and ask him to attend your eyes he

may dismiss you at once and refer you to an oculist. But the

parishioner has right to expect that his informed pastor will render

all help necessary along any religious line. Ask him for truth in

reference to the Bible itself, a correct reading, some question in

interpretation, some difficulty in theology, and he has no business

to say that is not in his line. He should not refer to some other

minister who has made the subject a specialty. He may not be

thorough master of every department, but he must needs have given

' extensive thought to every department. He must be a general

practitioner, and a reliable one. Ministers are too often regarded

as one-sided men, lacking comprehensiveness of view, as able to

consider a question only from few points. Of all men they are

rather to be comprehensive in discernment and judgment. Lack

of equipment for this is apt to make them more than any other class

of men a spectacle. Prof. Hickson, of Manchester, tells us that on

the. coast of the Samoan islands a curious phenomenon takes place

once or twice in a year. Upon a certain day, anticipated by the

people of that region, the Palolo worms swarm in the water. They

come to the surface in myriads; take possession of the waters; and

when the sun has risen well above the horizon, they suddenly and

mysteriously disappear. And the curious thing about them is, that

with the vast number at hand, rarely can a specimen be obtained

possessed of its head. When they swarm they leave their heads at

home. Now ministers constitute the one class compelled to swarm

early and often. And a most general and thorough equipment
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does it take to keep them from swarming sometimes after the

manner of the Palolo worm.

4. The relation of a minister to his accomplishment is unique.

A specialty is exceedingly attractive to those in what are

called the secular professions. Every thing the'y accomplish is so

much actual and permanent possession. A doctor takes the

specialty of the eye and ear, and while his practice grows slowly,

the growth is sure. He becomes more and more firmly established

in his position. Every successful operation is like a stone placed

in the structure of his reputation and success. He has an increas

ingly influential place in the mind of the community. So it is with

a successful lawyer. But not so with a minister. A man may pre

pare to instruct in some seminary, may even occupy a chair for a

long term, may fill ably his position; but through sentiment on the

part of trustees, dislike of the man's doctrine, he may find himself

thrust out of office and compelled either to go into the pastorate

or out of the ministry. So a pastor may be a specialist. His work

may be masterful; but change in the sentiment, purpose, personnel

of the congregation, may end his tenure. Men in secular profes

sions may build their nests like eagles, once for all. The ministry

must build theirs like birds of passage, be ready for the change of

the season. Those in secular professions are like mantels built in

the house. The ministry are like adjustable furniture; for many

years you have a chair; but for the rest of the article's existence,

it must serve as a table. To specialize the education of men so

conditioned seems a step in the wrong direction. Every minister,

no matter what his project, should have a general and comprehen

sive drill, lasting not less than three years. This is the briefest time

in which adequate attention can be given to the necessary discipline.

It were better-to extend the course to four years. If in addition to

this training one can afford the time and means for special study,

one or two additional years of elective work would be desirable.

But the general foundation is essential.

II. The Mode of Mental Discipline.

. For years I have sustained peculiar relation to theological

students; that of pastor, friend, and in part co-worker. This as

sociation, together with what has been observed and heard from

other ministers, has impressed on me the need of maintaining cer

tain disciplines in theological education. Attention can be called

to but few of these.
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1. Students should be trained to more spontaneity. They, of all

classes of men should be ready to think for themselves, feel at home

with their theme, meet all combatants, and defend their position

against every sort of attack. At present insufficient attention seems

to be paid to this in our seminaries. The seminar should be con-

spicious in the training. Among the Germans the seminar admits

of wide variation, and it might be given an American cast, that

would promote readiness and alacrity on the part of theological

graduates. Too often a man just out of the seminary is a David

in Saul's armour. He can display the armour to perfection, but

he cannot fight in it. The truth is on his tongue but not in his

blood.

2. There is special need to-day that every student be thor

oughly instructed as to what the Bible is. This is not to be done

casually in connection with O. T. interpretation or Biblical the

ology; but a thorough and comprehensive course, noting the work

of modern higher criticism, and its influence whether great or small

on the nature of the book. A minister is confronted to-day by

those outside the church with questions as to the value of his

sources.

3. There is need of inquiry into the best methods of religious

work. There are very few churches at present where the mere

preaching of the gospel and conduction of prayer meetings will

suffice. A manifold enterprise is necessary for interesting, winning,

holding men; and for bestirring and developing those who have

united with the church. Whether some pastors believe in such

work or no it is thrust upon them, and they do well to employ the

good that is in it and eliminate the ill.

4. But of much greater importance is the study of Greek.

Among the divine preparations for the coming of our. Lord we are

assured there was that of provision of the marvelous language in

which the gospel was preached. The gospel was not only pro

claimed through the language, but is wonderfully wrapped up in

the language. Knowledge of the forces of Greek parts is at times

necessary to the understanding of truths presented. Amid the

abundant errors of the King James version and amid the diverse

translations given to correct these errors, a minister of the gospel

should be equipped so as to adjudge what is reliable and what is

not. Moreover, much of the sparkle of the later records is em

bedded in the unique language in which they are made. A certain

aspect of Paul's nature is lost to the man who does not know Greek.
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His poetic fancy, stirring figures, playful humor, marked precision,

are concealed in happy use of words and parts of speech. The

minister is poorly equipped who does not know this language.

Napoleon longed for means of transportation for his army to the

coast of England. Fulton made to him the proposition of the

steamboat. Napoleon rejected the proposition to his great loss.

That means of transportation was as necessary as possession of the

army. The Greek tongue was the means of transportation for the

gospel. We cannot understand the campaign of the past, nor

master that of the present, until we perceive the nature of the ves

sels in which the army of Christian truths has crossed from shore

to shore.

5. Of even greater importance than the study of Greek is thor

ough training in systematic theology. Much is said about the

introduction into the seminary of studies like psychology and the

physical sciences. These are out of place in a seminary, for the

mere reason that such an institution has no function to deal with

the physical for the sake of the physical, or the mental for the sake

of the mental; but to consider such only in their bearing on the

spiritual. The minister is to present facts of science, not in their

causal, but in their moral and sympathetic relationship. Con

sideration of these topics then, as they pertain to the seminary, is

within the province of systematic theology. Emerson says,

" Science often puts the man into a bottle with his snakes and

lizards. The human heart concerns us more and is larger than can

be measured by pompous figures." It is the work of the college

or university to put the man into the bottle with his snakes and

lizards; it is the work of the seminary to get him out and show him

the majesty of the human heart. This work is done in the depart

ment of systematic theology.

III. The Mode of Spiritual Discipline.

To prepare a man spiritually for the ministry is at once the

most serious, difficult and neglected, problem presented. Few

stop to consider and really appreciate the intensity of the tempta

tion that attends a sojourn within seminary walls. Many a student

has found his spirituality there at lowest ebb, his faith without

vitality, and the work of Christ to wear the aspect of a mere secular

profession. Many a man entering the seminary is like

"The Youth, who daily farther from the east

Must travel, still is Nature's Priest.

And by the vision splendid

Is on his way attended."
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But after he has been a while under the influences of the

seminary, he also finds:

'. At length the man perceives it die away.

And fade into the light of common day."

Rigorous, unsparing, minute criticism of spiritual things

should always be attended by peculiar spiritual support and

stimulus. If anywhere religious inquiry merges into scholasticism,

and godliness appears a means of gain, that place is the seminary.

To meet this, the, faculty of a seminary should be as thought

ful and instant in ministering to the spiritual necessities of students

as they are in ministering to intellectual needs. Formal prayers

avail almost nothing. But if students and professors could meet

together for unity of prayer and community of conference, one

such meeting would be worth more than the formal chapel services

of a scholastic year. The relation between a seminary professor

and his students should .resemble more than any other relation of

earth that between our Lord and his disciples.

Above all the aim of a theological school should be to make

the student feel the presence of the personal Christ. Above the

religious bearing of science, the facts of history, the principles of

exegesis above a correct theology, is the importance of a sense of a

present divine guide. This has been the special preparation of

every man who has effected great service in the church. A man

may carry an electric battery in his hand for three years and under

stand all the principles of its operation; yet never know the thrill

of its current. A student may carry upon his lips for three years

all the facts of Soterology and Soteriology yet never feel the thrill

of contact with his Lord. To many a graduate of a seminary

could the Master say, as he did to Philip, " Have I been so long

time with you,, and yet hast thou not known me? " Here is the

chief need of renovation in our seminaries. He alone is equipped

for the ministry who has vision- of his Lord and manliness to follow

Him.

The President:

The next speaker will be Prof. E. B. Pollard, of Columbian

University.
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Prof. E. B. Pollard:

Mr. President, Friends and Brethren: I am very glad the

speakers whom you have heard have brought out the fact that the

problem of the theological seminary is identical with the problem

of the individual preacher. An adequate consideration of this ques

tion cannot be had, unless we bear in mind the fact of a marked

shifting from the conception of authority to that of freedom, and

so from officialism in the preacher to personality. In the days when

the preacher was priest and law giver, when presbyter was but

" priest writ large," when the parson was so called because he was

the person of the community, when colleges were established of the

preacher, for the preacher and by preacher, then theological instruc

tion led the intellectual life of the world. But, strangely enough,

it has come to pass that the question to-day has come to be how can

theological education keep up with the new conditions and the new

demands?

And, again, how can the preacher be heard above the jangled,

harsh and tuneless voices of modern individualism. The priest like

great Pan is dead and the supreme question with the preacher to

day is, How may I speak with authority to an age that rejects

authority? There must be authority, but there must be brought to

bear upon the consciences of men the only authority which is worth

preserving, the authority of personal character, the authority of

truth vitalized, and the authority of divinity exemplified. You

remember that the first thing that struck the hearers of Christ was

not that He accompanied His preaching with miracles, but that

He spoke as one having authority and not as the scribes who quoted

authorities. But Christ spoke with authority to an age that re

spected authority, the preacher of to-day must speak with authority

to an age that repudiates authority. But fortunately for us, men

are seeking spiritual leadership as truly as ever, and the only au

thority that is possible for us to-day is the one authority that is

worth the having, the authority of truth and of life. It is my con

viction that by far the greater proportion of ministerial failures does

not lie in the realm of the intellectual, but in the realm of character.

Do not understand me as reflecting upon the moral character of a

class of men whom I esteem to be distinctly above that of any other.

My contention is not with the quality of the character so much as
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with its type. Often it is not a type which is most convincing to

this age.

The preacher is to interpret to men the character of God; that

which distinguishes his message from that of every other teacher—

whether he be ethnic or scientific teacher—is that he brings a

clearer message concerning the character of God. He must inter

pret the character of God as revealed in Christ; he must also be a

maker of character, as he tries to realize in the life of humanity the

divine ideal, a perfect manhood in a perfect society. This is the

reason God, when He wished to make His highest revelation to the

world, made it in the form of a perfect man, teaching the doctrines

of that divine society, the Kingdom of Heaven. Now, if the

preacher is to be an interpreter of character, the maker of character,

and the exemplification of character, then it seems certain that it is

the part of the theological seminary to lay the foundation for a

ministerial character that will be at once clear, and strong and self-

evidencing. The great heathen rhetorician Quintillian long years

ago pointed out the fact that a man cannot be a great orator unless

he be a good man; but a preacher must be more than a good man.

" Truth through personality," say Phillips Brooks, " is preaching,"

and if personality be the ultimate reality, as we believe it is, then

the theological seminary cannot afford to keep a man so largely in

the realm of ideas and so little in the realm of personal interest and

of life. In a recent article on the present trend of education, Dr.

Stanley Hall says, that the coming education is not to concern itself

so exclusively with cultivating the reason, but is to focus itself more

upon the feelings, the emotions, the sentiments; in other words, it

is to look to the culture of the heart. If this is to be true with

general education, surely it is even more necessary in theological

instruction.

Now the deficiency of which I speak shows itself in two chief

directions: First, in a too serious lack on the part of the seminary

graduate of what we may call the divine-human enthusiasm; and

second, in a too feeble grasp of spiritual truth. The theological

seminary must give the student to understand that he must love

the truth and love it supremely. But it cannot afford to allow the

student to go out with the conception that truth is in a constant

state of flux. It is not the intellectual that is to keep a man firmly

to his task and make him a successful preacher, and the man who

does not go out from the seminary with a firmer grasp upon
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spiritual truth and a deeper respect for it will find himself con

stantly at the mercy of all the difficulties that our brother has just

pointed out. The theological seminary must have the student to

understand that truth is supreme, but it is not the truth of science

nor of sociology, but the eternal verities.

Now, how is the theological seminary to do this? How is it

to cause a man to take hold of the deep springs of spiritual truth?

I am very glad that both of the speakers have emphasized the fact

that the Bible itself should be more thoroughly taught in our

seminaries. The Bible is a spiritual book, it is a book of life, a

book of personality, and if the desirable thing is the laying of the

foundation of a spiritual character, that will be at once clear and

strong and manly, there is no better text book than the Bible itself,

and I would have it studied for spiritual profit. Too often the

intellectual and critical studies have only resulted in taking away

that sense of security that the young student once had, and has not

given him this firmer, profounder grip upon spiritual truth. Every

man ought to come out from the seminary with a firmer tread than

when he entered it, and I know of no better way to obtain this than

to study the Bible for spiritual profit. The men in the theological

seminaries ought to do -this in order that they who are to be

teachers of the Bible may be able to dig riches of that precious

mine for themselves and for others.

And then it could not but be profitable if the lives of some of

the most spiritual and successful preachers that have lived were

studied with the aid of an appreciative professor. The theological

seminary might also well make use more frequently of living

preachers, spiritually minded men, successful men, who would come

right from their labors and speak with an inspiration to the young

men who are soon to take up the same problems.

Further, it shall be understood that no young man is welcome

to a theological seminary who is not willing, while he carries on

his studies, to engage in some line of practical religious and

philanthropical work under the wise direction of a member of the

faculty. And the students coming together at stated times, should

give to one another the benefits of their experience, that every day

there may be impressed upon their minds the thought that only that

theology which is vitalized by experience is effective.

It has been said that in order to bring men in closer touch

with the age, science must be studied. The preacher, of course,
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ought to know everything, but as a matter of fact he cannot know

everything. The preacher, Qoheleth, set himself to this task at a

time when of the making of books there was no end, and much

study was a weariness to the flesh. What shall we say of an age

when the lines of knowledge have ramified in so many directions,

and our presses are turning out volumes by the thousands every

year. A combination of science and theology has not always

proved successful. Huxley could not effect it, and there is doubt

whether Henry Drummond is always a light-bearer. A man can

not be made both a scientist and theologian in three years; but this

can be done: The theological seminary can inculcate the scientific

spirit ; it can do this by inculcating the love for truth ; it can set its

students to tasks of inductive search for truth. The theological

course ought not to be a cramming down of a ready-made system.

There should be assigned problems, to be worked out inductively,

in religious experience and in Scriptural knowledge. In this way

the scientific method and the scientific spirit can be cultivated so

that the preacher will have perfect sympathy with every other man

in the world who is engaged in the same pursuit, the quest for

truth.

I would advocate a raising of the standards, the need of which

my friend who just spoke has pointed out, I would have men, at

the same time, lowering of the standards; I would raise at one end

and lower at the other. We need men who can cope with the

sharpest destructive criticism in Biblical studies, men who can climb

to the highest heights of knowledge. The seminaries must help

provide them. But I do not believe that every man is qualified

either by nature or by previous intellectual training to engage in

this kind of study, and often the critical and intellectual studies

have caused men to lose the strong grip they once had upon spirit

ual truth, and their former enthusiasm for humanity. I would have

the theological seminary lower its standard, too, in order that it

may invite under its influence such students as now, in large num

bers, go to what are called " training schools," because that work

is necessary. We are confronted by a condition as well as a theory,

and the theological seminary can give this training in a much

better fashion, free from the vagaries and perniciou.; methods of in

terpretation that so often are imbibed in such schools. Our theologi

cal seminaries must meet the demands of our denomination, which
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welcomes in its ministry all men who are called of God, and who

burn with love for humanity and the desire to save souls.

If I have succeeded in impressing upon you the thought that

the theological seminaries should do more for the heart and

individual character of its students, I have accomplished my task.

The seminary has been doing excellent work in the technics of

preaching. It has furnished a goodly supply of tools, but we need

to look well after that which is to lie behind the tool, and if the spirit

of living Christ in the human heart is to accomplish all the tasks

of the preacher, then we need to look more to the education of the

heart, out of which are the issues of life.

(Applause.)

The President:

I think it will be helpful for us to engage a few moments

in devotional exercises, a prayer and joining in a hymn, but

before this let me make a word of explanation concerning the

membership of this body. Some of you heard this afternoon

our rules: Any person who is a member of a Baptist congrega

tion can become a member of this body, a member of the Gen

eral Committee, by the payment of $5, or an annual member by

the payment of $2. The envelopes have been distributed and

this afternoon there was not, perhaps, a general understanding

of the situation, and the envelopes were not sufficiently col

lected. I would like to ask the ushers or pages, or some one, to

pass through the audience and collect these envelopes if they

are ready now. This is under the direction of the Secretary.

The Secretary made an announcement calling for additional

members of the Congress.

The President:

I will make a further announcement in regard to the general

discussion of these topics. It may not be understood, but it

is true, that the door is open just as widely for this as for the

other that has just been named. Any member of a Baptist

congregation may send up his card indicative of his willingness
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to speak on the subject at issue and it has been interpreted that

the presence of one in this audience evidences that he is a mem

ber of a Baptist congregation, at least for the time being, and

so any one here present is at liberty to send up his card indica

tive of his willingness to speak and the presiding officer may

call upon him. Now, as soon as these envelopes are collected

I think we may sing the first hymn in this book, "Holy, holy,

holy," and after that we will ask Dr. Bitting, of New York, to .

lead us in prayer. Let us in a moment rise and sing and while

the singing is going on the pages will collect the cards of any

who are willing to speak.

The hymn " Holy, Holy, Holy," was sung.

Rev. Dr. W. C. Bitting then offered prayer.

The President:

We shall be glad to hear from Rev. Geo. E. Horr, D. D.,

from Massachusetts.

Rev. Geo. E. Horr, D. D.:

I fear that we are in some danger of overlooking the fact that

the theological seminary must work with the material that comes

to it, and that we can hardly expect that within the short space of

three years all this comprehensive and manifold equipment, which

is regarded as necessary, shall be imparted. One of the most

serious facts that those who are practically concerned in the ad

ministration of seminaries meet to-day, is that a very large propor

tion of theological students have not in their homes enjoyed the

advantages of culture, of social life, and of extended opportunities.

A very large proportion of our students—I know that it is so in

most of our seminaries—come from households which are not able

to give them adequate pecuniary support. They do not repre

sent even the average social and financial conditions of our

churches. I take it that one of the most serious questions con

nected with this topic is why are not the sons of cultivated, well-to-

do families entering the ministry, bringing to the seminary an

equipment already provided which would give them much which
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we expect the seminary to give them. Dr. Fairbairn, of Mansfield

college, Oxford, said the other day in my hearing that after all the

criticisms that could be passed upon English and American

theological seminaries had been considered, he thought that the

most valuable preparation was to be found in the influence of a

good Christian mother. Another thing in line with this. The

work of the ministry is exceedingly various and complex. Protes

tant churches, congregationally organized, which expect one man

to perform this large variety of service are perpetually doomed to

disappointment. The Episcopal and Roman Catholic churches

pursue a wiser method. .Instead of expecting one man to be com

petent for all sorts of work, they adequately equip their churches

with several ministers, each of whom is skilful in some special ser

vice. It seems to me that we must seek such an equipment for

our Protestant churches if we are to make them thoroughly effective.

Furthermore, if one chief end of the theological seminary is to be

the production of preachers, our seminaries should be so organized

that those who are intending to be preachers should be compelled

to concentrate their energies toward that preparation. We have

to-day in eastern Massachusetts in a circle of fifteen miles around

the city of Boston twenty-eight Baptist churches which are seeking

pastors; perhaps we may find some in the Congress here. Most

of those churches pay adequate salaries. Most of those churches

are so strong that they can leap and sing in the pride of their

strength. They are looking for ministers who are strong enough

in the pulpit to dominate and rule the minds and the convictions

of men through the spoken word, and I believe that one of the great

deficiencies in the seminaries to-day is that we are turning out men

who are jacks of all trades and not master of the, supreme art of

preaching. We may learn a lesson from our Roman Catholic

friends, and if you will inquire into the methods by which the

preaching orders in a Roman Catholic church are trained for their

work you will see how every study and every discipline of will and

emotion and thought are made contributory to the effective pre

sentation in public of Christian truth. In some respects we fall

behind them in organization of our seminaries.

I am old fashioned enough to believe that it is not by sewing

schools, it is not by soup houses, it is not"by reading rooms, it is

not by the fashionable philanthropies that men are to be won to

the Kingdom of Christ, but it is by the foolishness of preaching, as
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men call it, and that does not mean foolish preaching: it means the

preaching that is wise, and is only foolish in the eyes of men who

think that other things can supercede it. (Applause.)

The President:

We are much pleased that we now have with us the Rev.

Robert MacDonakl. D. D.. of New York, the second writer

appointed on this topic, and we will be glad to hear from him.

Rev. Robert MacDonald, of Brooklyn, then presented the

following paper:

IMPROVEMENT IN THEOLOGICAL INSTRUCTION.

Theology may be considered to be religion's safeguard, inas

much as it is the rational interpretation of the facts, and their rela

tions with one another that constitute the content of religion. The

ology is to religion what the thinking faculty is to individual exist

ence. It observes, estimates, classifies, unfolds and expounds con

stituent elements. This is not equivalent to saying that all theology

is rational, no more so than that all religion is ennobling, nor than

that all men are wise. Nevertheless, there never was a religion

without a theology, inasmuch as mortals must think, however

feebly and incorrectly, about the subject matter of their faith. The

ology, then, is nothing more or less than mental conception of the

supposed facts pertaining to God's nature and man's in all possible

relationships. Although an independent process of investigation, it

never seeks to know for the mere joy of knowing. It is thoroughly

altruistic. Its keenest satisfaction is in enlightening the religious

life. Theology might be thought of as religion in an inquiring at

titude, that it have an ever enlarging and more firm foundation upon

which to build its immortal structure. This were, indeed, the ideal

for both theology and religion. But alas! theology dare not always

face the new, fresh light of God; and religion is often too faint

hearted to follow beyond the beaten track, and the search for truth

is compromised for some preconceived opinion about the truth. Or

sometimes theology attains unto a clear, strong conviction of truth,

and religion refuses allegiance and prefers to rest in ignorance and

peace, believing its existence depends not upon any strange, untried

co-ordination of facts. Or still again, religion feels the pressure of
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the hemmed-in view, and cries aloud for outlook beyond the dreary

limits of its cramped estate, but theology has no wish to climb the

heights, and investigate anew. And so the relations between the

two are strained, and that precious oneness of interests in the search

for truth—an ideal relation, indeed—is not realized.

No wonder, then, that both religion and theology need often to

be revised. To some it has seemed that since both have been Chris

tianized, nothing more is needed. It must be admitted that the

Christian religion is so far in advance of any religion that has pre

ceded it: and that Christian theology is so very much nearer the

truth than all other theologies, that no further improvement in either

can do more than rectify certain misconceptions, reconstruct certain

premises, and enlarge certain boundaries traditionally, though not

because of that correctly or permanently fixed.

The revelation in Jesus is so highly prized, we want to know

more about it. Here is where Christian theology comes in, with

its splendid courage and its endless task. In answer to our demand

for knowledge about this self-revealing God, and the revelation He

gives, the Scriptures, with their wealth of infornarion, are put into

our hands. There are the matchless records of the Master's life and

death, and mighty acts and wondrous speech, each written from a

different view-point, each containing some necessary facts that the

others omit, each giving different expression to similar experiences.

All must be brought to the scrutiny of a severe Biblical exegesis.

The same need arises in connection with the Epistles, out of which

the doctrines of the church have come. Then, again, who can be

interested in the full revelation, and heedless of the partial, though

low, prophesy, priesthood, and a voluminous literature? Theology

is the master hand that controls it all, for upon a correct exegesis,

and a rigid, critical investigation of the different books of the Old

Testament canon, their authorship, dates of composition, historic

settings, literary, intellectual, ethical, religious and ecclesiastical

content a Biblical theology constructs its consistent system of truth.

Then again, there is that immeasurable life sphere of relations per

taining to God and man, ever recognized in terms of good and evil,

duty and selfishness, sin and redemption, and human destiny, all of

which the religious teacher must study in the light of Christ's reve

lation;, and present in systematic order to those who would learn.

That theological instruction should be constantly improved is

a foregone conclusion. If God could reveal all the riches of His
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infinite truth to any one finite mind, or in any one finite century, the

term progressive might be foreign to theological perception, but

when we pause to realize that however great the mind may be that

contemplates eternal affairs, it is ever under the limitations of time,

and is able to perceive, at most, only a tiny segment of the infinite

circle, we become wise enough to conclude that this certain master

mind is giving us nothing more than his individual view-point; and

that all other master-minds are giving only their finite view-points.

And happy indeed are we when we reach the blessed conviction that

the theological perceptions of all the Christian centuries, and all

the theological conclusions of the great earth's thinkers hold the

same relation to the truth of God, so far as exhausting it, as do

children to the boundless deep, when they fill their little measures

with the water of the ocean that surrounds the world.

Before suggesting improvement in theological instruction, let us

ask why theological instruction has not improved more rapidly?

It has been suppressed by denominationalism. Every denomina

tion in America openly or tacitly demands of the theological institu

tion that bears its name teaching that will conform to its creed. No

teacher of them all feels he has carte-blanche to teach the truth as

he has studiously and reverently perceived it. All implied denomi

national formula is that there is no higher truth than that which it

represents, and if the truth, so called, does not conform to its belief

so much the worse for the truth. Sadder still, theological instruc

tion is dominated often by a narrow sectarian spirit, and sometimes

even by schismatic tendencies within the denomination, when, had

that denomination as a whole the opportunity to speak, a more or

less magnanimous toleration would override that denomination's ir

rational dogmatism. In justification of such peculiar procedure it

is claimed that denominationalism is after all an affair of vigorous

dogmatc leadership, indispensable to denominational existence,

rather than a spontaneous declaration of the rank and file. More

over, inasmuch as the denomination builds and endows the theologi

cal institution, that its distinctive beliefs and practices be taught,

and deeply instructed, we cannot expect teaching to be tolerated

that will make for denominational disruption. All quite correct.

We are not speaking against the wisdom of this form of denomina

tional view-point. We simply assert that the reason theology has

not advanced toward larger, diviner perceptions of truth, is because

of denominational suppression along the line of impartial investiga
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tion. Theological instruction never will advance to any marked

degree until it is encouraged to find and teach the truth, the whole

truth, and nothing but the truth. Denominationalism must be seen

to be what it really is; when defined in terms of value, a means to an

end, which end is the religious life; in other words, it must be seen

to be the organized, .outward and partial expression of religion, the

vestibule of the real sanctuary; when defined in terms of relation

ship it must be seen to be the body of which truth is the soul and

theology is the mind. It is indeed a perversion of relation, when

body in the life personal, or the life ecclesiastical, dominates mind

and soul; and no more abnormal is it for the body physical to de

mand mind and soul to think, and live, that its desires be realized,

than for the body ecclesiastical to demand of theology and religion

that its dictum be recognized as the supreme and absolute law.

Until the blessed day shall dawn when that mind shall be in us of the

denominations that was also in Christ Jesus, a mind dominated by

no power save the power of truth, and recognizing no wisdom but

the wisdom of God, we cannot look for any appreciable advance in

theological instruction in the direction of the denominational

schools. The university must redeem this greatest of all of the

sciences. With its undenominational theological department, recog

nizing no doctrinal, nor creedal limitations, and unhampered by

denominational bondage, it can do telling work in behalf of theologi

cal freedom in its search for truth.

The necessity for university affiliation is already recognized in

England. Conscious of the prestige that the sheltering of a great

university has given Mansfield College, at Oxford, the Presbyte

rians have recently removed their educational centre from London

to Cambridge. There is a movement on foot to intrench Baptist

educational interests in the same classic stronghold. The advant

age is apparent. The closer the affiliation of the theological school

to university life the more it appropriates the untrammelled spirit of

that life, shares its intellectual ambitions for truth, and silently and

gradually throws off the bondage of denominational and sectarian

influences. Astronomy amounted to little or nothing during all

those Christian centuries it was dominated by the church. Medical

and surgical science made no advance until they cut loose from

ecclesiastical limitations and realized that steel instruments could be

used upon a human body without incurring the wrath of God, or

being burned at the stake by the church of God. Theology must
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enjoy the freedom that is permitted astronomy and medicine, and all

other sciences, if it would do its work well.

Another reason theology has not advanced more rapidly is that

it is not regarded as a science. It is claimed that inasmuch as its

perceptions and generalizations are of a spiritual nature, having to

do with spiritual phenomena, which cannot be scientifically exam

ined, it is not right to expect of theology a scientific precision, either

in its investigations, or in its statement of results. Further, as it

deals with a divine revelation that is credited by faith, and cannot

be perceived by any of our natural senses, its field is quite outside

of and above all scientific scrutiny and conclusion. We admit that

the scientific spirit in and of itself is not adequate to the sublime

task, any more than it is sufficient to interpret music and art. The

musical and artistic senses must be resident as prerequisite to all

else. So of the theologian. He must possess that which credits

the divine revelation in the Christ, the Scriptures, and the universe;

he must have personally entered the sphere of the supernatural, and

breathed its inspiring air; otherwise the scientific spirit will lead him

far astray. No man not religious in the Christian sense is compe

tent to be a theologian, and no religious man, unless scientifically

fair and accurate, can be a trustworthy theologian. All details per

taining to the Christ, the Scriptures, the. universe must be scientific

ally regarded. Theology, then, since it means to know about God

in His relations with man and tire world, is a science, else it has no

distinctive, correct terminology at all. It must represent accurate

findings, else its findings are useless. To this end it must enjoy all

freedom, except the limitations that are self-imposed. Allegiance

to denominational forms, credal expressions, ecclesiastical conclu

sions, should be no more demanded of the theologian than of the

botanist or geologist. He is as trustworthy a scientist as any. The

ology is a science. The science of religion.

Another reason theological instruction has not improved more

rapidly is that we have hesitated to subject both theological concep

tion and Biblical statement to the test of reason.

"No supreme and ultimate authority" except the Scriptures,'" is

the popular cry. " What is written there is imperative. Woe unto

him who questions it or deviates therefrom." It used to be the

church. That was the infallible oracle. The voice of the church

was the voice of God. Even the superb mind of John Henry New

man could conceive of no other all-sufficient medium of divine
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knowledge. His watchword was " No knowledge of God except

through the church." It is easy to see why the religious life has

conceived so strong an aversion for the test of reason. Is it not the

father of German Ritualism, English Deism, American Agnosticism,

and of ail the transcendental tendencies in the old world and the

new? Has not the sceptic told us that he repudiates Jesus Christ

because reason necessitates such repudiation? Has not the religious

unbelief of the ages, embodied in thinkers like Renan, Strauss, Mill,

Hume and a multitude of others who have thought out the problem

for themselves, been conceived in and reinforced by reason? No

wonder we hesitate to trust anything so dear as a sublime religious

conception, or a helpful Biblical statement, to reason's cold and

heartless test. But notice that although there is no supreme and

ultimate authority except the Scriptures, reason's test is necessary that

we may know what part of the Scriptures contains this authority.

Notice, also, that we speak within religious, even Christian, limita

tions, when exalting reason to the judicial seat. Just as conscience

is not a correct moral guide apart from a divine standard to guide

it in every emergency of life, so reason must have become receptive

of and submissive to the wisdom of God, as embodied in Him who

called Himself the Light of the World. Reason thus made reason

able is the only authoritative test for accuracy of judgment in all

religious claims and Scriptural statement. How, otherwise, can we

separate truth from error, faith from mere credulity, a known fact

from a supposition superstitiously held? Why it is the fact of facts,

the truth of truths, the creation of creations, for it is the human

response in the soul of man to the Infinite Reason. It is truth's

defense wherever truth is found. It is error's condemnation

wherever error is discovered. It dare welcome truth from the phil

osophies, the sciences, the old religions that swayed the lives of men

before the true light shone to guide them. It dare sit in judgment

upon the Scriptures, and could the Scriptures speak, they would say,

" Be thou our judge." It cares not an iota for claims that cannot

be substantiated ; for traditions that have served their day ; for creeds

that bind no nobler purposes than forms of unchristian sectarianism

of an age long dead; for denominational formulas that compress the

life the Master said should know the truth, that the truth might

make it free. Verily, the sceptre of authority must be given back to

reason, that it reign supreme over the affairs of men, subject to no
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power but truth, asking guidance of no counsellor but the supreme

Reason.

Let us now ask why there shoufd be improvement in theological

instruction? Because theology is not only a science, but the great

est and most important of all the sciences.

How great a science is astronomy, but to how small a part of

God's universe is its eager gaze confined—only to that shimmering

vault of blue above our heads. How important a science is geology,

but confined to the earth under our feet, there reading human his

tory in the rocks and dust. How delightful a science is botany,

finding the divine meaning resident in plants and flowers, but how

frail its constituency. How precious a science is medicine, with its

useful knowledge of our bodies, its correct diagnosis of their ills, its

splendid application of the remedies that will restore the human

system to its wonted health again. Then there is jurisprudence, the

science of right between man and man, an indispensable factor in all

worthy civilization, the individual's protection, society's strong de

fense. But of medicine and jurisprudence, as of all, they have very

limited spheres in which to work, while theology has the entire uni

verse for its realm. Wherever any knowledge of God exists, what

ever pertaining to truth these other sciences discover, theology must

claim that knowledge as light it cannot do without in constructing

its world-embracing system. The interpretations of astronomy,

geology, biology, and all other sciences are as truly necessary to a

correct knowledge of God in His relations as is the interpretation of

Scripture; and to ascertain a true knowledge of God in His relations

is the work of theology. The time may never come when scientists

in the world's different spheres of interpretation will look up to the

theologian and call him king. They will need to cultivate a much

more profound respect for his scientific courage and accuracy than

they, wisely, at present entertain. But the day will surely come

when the theologian, recognizing his limitless field for investigation,

as well as his sure privilege to come nearer to the Supreme Being

than any other scientist in all the world, inasmuch as he, beside his

right to use all revelations in the different realms of nature, profits

by a revelation in Jesus and the Scriptures these know not of—the

day will surely come, I say, when he will take his proper position at

the head of the scientific line, and assume his rightful dignity as

chief of all scientific investigators.
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Another reason for improvement in theological instruction is

that the demand of the times is for a Biblical rather than for a dog

matic or systematic theology. Dogmatic theology is no longer

authoritative, for it means to interpret Scripture according to a pre

conceived motive. It means to see in Scripture what your sect has

already determined is there. It is not scientific, because it lacks the

precision of the inductive method in ascertaining truth. It is akin

to the motive theory in writing history that was in vogue up to

within about a half century ago. The historian approached his facts

sympathetically. He wanted to make a point. He always included

information favorable to his attitude. He sometimes excluded facts

injurious to his theory. Even the " Father of History," Herodotus,

was not trustworthy, because he was not scientific. He believed

everything everybody told him, and put it down. Gibbon

was roundly abused by the church, because his history was

based upon scientific principles. His principle of inquiry was "

" Here are events pertaining to the church that have never

been examined, criticised, and put where they belong. I must

adjust all this." Prof. Moore, of Andover, in the recent

Congregational Council in Boston, humorously said, " Formerly

history was a branch of rhetoric, and Macauley was its bril

liant exponent." Then he continues : " History is a science,

and the principles of the scientific method as applied to history are

first, to ascertain exactly the facts; second, state the facts with abso

lute candor; third, draw from them only the inference the facts

give." Such is precisely the office of Biblical interpretation upon

which Biblical theology is builded. The aim of Biblical theology is

to determine the religious, ethical and doctrinal content of each book

of Scripture, arrange the books as to date and historic setting, and

to distinguish, as far as possible, that which is of divine authority,

and that which has come from traditional human directions, even

crept into the Scriptures from heathenistic Egyptian, Assyrian and

Babylonian sources. If Genesis is a very composite work, com

piled partly of material current in the time of Moses, and partly of

material that had no existence until the exile, we want to know it.

If Deuteronomy is the last book found in the Temple in King

Isaiah's reign, and possibly written by Hilkiah, the priest, a contem

porary of Jeremiah, we will never be the poorer because of such in

formation. If hundreds of years elapsed between the first thirty-

nine and the last twenty-six chapters of Isaiah, and if the Proverbs
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belong to the Greek period, very much nearer the time of Christ

than of Solomon, the Biblical theology built on such facts will surely

be more in keeping with our intelligence than is the traditional

view, the chief recommendation of which seems to be its antiquity.

At any rate, we of the university and they of the schools want the

truth to which a scientific interpretation leads. That truth is the

data for a Biblical theology we much need.

If, however, upon impartial investigation, the traditional view

pertaining to dates, authorship and composition of the several bopks

of Scripture is substantiated—that Moses wrote the Pentateuch;

Solomon wrote Ecclesiastes; David wrote the Psalms; Isaiah and

Jeremiah every word of the Prophesies bearing their names—Bibli

cal theology cares not to have it otherwise. It is simply that the

arrogant dogmatism that claims such authorship, and will not submit

the claim to impartial test, must become susceptible to the light,

whether it shine in favor of, or against, else be relegated to the rear,

while truth marches triumphantly on.

Another reason for improvement in theological instruction is

that there is need for a systematic theology, based upon a new col

lection of facts.

A system of theology must be as extensive as the attitude of the

theologian who constructs it. The ideal theologian is he who is

determined to trace God in the entire universe. Hitherto system

atic theology has been free enough to recognize the transcendence

of God, and all that it implies. It should be as free to recognize His

immanence, and all that it implies, for we do not have to think very

deeply, nor look far afield, to be convinced that God is nearer than

the words we speak, the thoughts we think, and that His life energy

flows constantly through the myriad invisible veins of existence

everywhere. Systematic theology has builded upon a puerile liter

alism pertaining to the six days of creation, the age of the earth, the

distinct, sudden creation of man, a local material Garden of Eden,

a definite fall, a literal expulsion from Paradise. It may be so. But

the geologist asks permission to step upon the witness stand. And

the evolutionist would like- to say a word. And both physiologist

and psychologist claim to know something about their specialty,

man. And the philologist thinks he has discovered something

pertaining to language that may be of assistance. And the his

torian, through his researches in comparative religions, is sure he

can throw light upon the problem. And the assyriologist, through
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his familiarity with the Assyrian literature, antedating by thousands

of years the literature of the Hebrews, and from which he affirms

some of the features of Genesis were borrowed, asks permission to

be heard. They all must be listened to. Their conclusions may not

be accepted. The light they claim to have may turn out to be dark

ness; but if they can add anything of fact whereby the truth can be

better reached, theology must build accordingly.

As in these cases, so in all, until the doctrines of our faith are

critically considered. If these doctrines already contain the whole

truth they will stand all the firmer for the test. Take, for instance,

the doctrine of redemption, both for the individual and for society.

How magnificently its field is extended, through the assistance of

clear-cut, ethical perceptions in reference to the individual, the

family, the church, the state. A redemption that is not more deep

and far-reaching than a historic profession of faith in the historic

Christ is a meagre affair, so far as an earthly citizenship goes,

though it may be adequate for the citizenship that is beyond the

stars. The ultimate test of the redeemed man is in his ethical rela

tions with every person and fact in all the world. Take one more

example: the doctrine of man. Is it a question of total depravity

that is fundamental to a proper conception? Is it a question of

this or that, as the dogmatic treatises of old have concluded? We

are not here to answer. This only is our assertion: that the depart

ment of philosophy that has shown more marvellous improvement

than any other—psychology—must be drawn upon before an ade

quate statement can be made. What right has the theologian to use

the formulas and adopt the conclusions of an ancient psychology

that was not scientific, when at his hand is information that will

throw light upon the entire anthropology of the Scriptures?

A last reason why theological instruction should be improved

is because of a growing demand for theological education rather

than for theological instruction.

The one may be called the leading out process. The other

may be defined as the putting in process. There is a marked differ

ence between the old education and the new. The former was 10

bend the man to the system. The latter is to bend the system to the

man. The former meant to take in a mass of material through

memory, and other receptive faculties, much of it indigestible, inas

much as it represents, partly, the intellectual conclusions and reli

gious bias of the teacher, and partly the product of authors long
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dead, whose books should have been buried with them. The new

education is based upon the principle that the person taught is to be

trained to get at his own facts, then exercise his own judgment upon

them, reach his own conclusions, know what he knows because he

has worked it out, not because somebody has told him it is so. The

charge has been recently made by a certain college president that the

theological seminaries of the land do not educate their students as

thoroughly as do the medical and law schools. Horace Bushnell

once said the theological seminaries are not only behind the age,

they are behind the ages. Neither statement is altogether true.

Theological instruction has improved amazingly since Horace Bush-

nell's day. And as there are seminaries and seminaries, no general

statement of deficiency will apply to all. In some theological insti

tutions the correct educational methods are employed as truly as in

the medical or law schools. Of course, there is always chance for

improvement. I think matters would be forwarded if all theologi

cal studies were elective. No theological school should be one

whit behind the college in its treatment of young men. It should

be regarded a graduate school where the young man knows what

he wants to learn. As the old idea that Greek and Latin were neces

sary to the making of a scholar has been exploded, so that Greek

and Hebrew are necessary to the making of a preacher is an out

worn claim. Indeed, the neglect of these languages is an irrepara

ble loss the young man will feel more and more as he goes along in

professional life, nevertheless his time can be better spent in other

things if he has no relish for these classics. We must have more

respect for individuality.

See the condition of affairs under the imperative system of

study. The seminary teaches him the beginnings of the Hebrew,

and during the entire three years little progress is made beyond the

mere grammatical construction of the language, and a very small

part of the Scriptures, comparatively, is gone over in consequence.

On the other hand, little attention is given to the English Bible.

The student who enters the English course is not only regarded an

inferior man, intellectually, but the instruction is so superficial and

fragmentary that he gets hardly anything worthy of mention out

of it, and has no opportunity to become other than the inferior man

the theological faculty concluded him to be. All our theological

institutions need to cultivate a deeper regard for the systematic

study of the English Bible. Until the college shall contract to teach
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elementary Hebrew and proficiency in New Testament Greek the

theological schools are not using their time to the best advantage in

exacting the study of either, especially the Hebrew. Made with all

other studies elective, these classics will be more sought for and ap

preciated than if demanded for honorable graduation. Better still,

the educational principle which allows the student to choose his own

studies, solve his own problems, know what he knows because he

has investigated and concluded for himself, is respected.

These are some of the improvements much needed in theologi

cal instruction that the greatest of all sciences, and the-sublimest of

all studies, attain unto the prominence it merits, and achieve the

good it ought. But it is asked, will not reconstruction along these

radical lines affect Christianity unfavorably? Not if Christianity is

the perfect religion. But is it the perfect religion because the book

in which we read about it is a perfect book? Or is it because the

church claims perfection for it? We need to consider Christianity

scientifically to know what it really is. It is not a bundle of reli

gious precepts, however helpful those precepts may be. It is not a

literature, however divinely inspired that literature may be. It is

the perfect religion, because it is thoroughly Christocentric, em

bodied in, circling about and radiating from the perfect man, Christ

Jesus. All investigation of the Scriptures, all examination of docu

ments, dogma, creeds; all knowledge about God and man is noth

ing more than treatment of the settings holding the priceless gem.

Some of the settings are of brass, and until the acid is applied they

look like gold. Some are of iron, some of dried clay, some of genu

ine gold. Those of brass, iron, clay, are not sufficiently rich and

substantial. They detract from the brilliancy of the jewel. Of such

are all human suppositions about the revelation in the Christ and the

Scriptures. The setting of gold is the Scriptures of the Old and New

Testaments. And even gold settings need often to be examined,

sometimes to be more finely adjusted to the jewel they contain, often

that their beauty and value be more appreciated. Were the set

ting less than gold we would not care to spend much time upon it.

The labof, the questioning, the testing, show the preciousness of the

material treated. It would be inexpressibly sad if, in this scientific

age, when everything of worth is put to the test, the Scriptures

should be deemed unworthy the pains of scholarly and reverent

investigation. And then it means much that the investigators are

of the household of faith. They can be trusted, for their chief am
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bition is to find the truth, and having found it, to place all their

research and conclusion at the feet of Him who loved us and gave

his life that we might live.

The President:

At the arrival of Dr. MacDonald, it will be remembered,

the Congress was in general discussion. There were no further

cards. It has occurred to the Chair, however, that there is a

little additional ozone in the air now; there may be some other

cirds. It will be in order to continue that discussion. Any

one who will send up his card, or send himself up, will be heard.

Rev. T. E. Sciiumaker, Chairman of the Local Committee:

I wish to make two notices, the first on behalf of the Entertain

ment Committee to all those who are upon the program and are to

be entertained, that those who have not already been assigned will

please report in the Sunday School room, to those who will be there

in waiting. If any oife is here who has not been assigned, he can

have his assignment by reporting in the other room.

The other notice is a repetition of that made this afternoon for

the benefit of any visiting brethren who may not have been here

this afternoon, and also for the benefit of any other brethren wTho

may have forgotten what was said this afternoon. By the kindness

and courtesy, very great courtesy of one of our best Baptist brethren

of Pittsburg, there is to be given to the Baptist brethren a ride

to Homestead and a visit to the great mills of Mr. Carnegie at that

place. This is a trip that we all recognize is well worth taking.

We are to start to-morrow morning, there being no session to-mor

row morning.

The Secretary:

The annual meeting of the General Committee will be held at

the close of the session to-morrow afternoon.

The President:

We will arise and be dismissed, by closing prayer, by Rev.

Dr. Woodburn, of Pennsylvania.

Rev. Dr. Woodburn then offered prayer.
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SECOND DAY.

Afternoon Session.

Wednesday, November 15, 1899, 2.30 p. m.

The President:

We will open the meeting by prayer by Dr. Wrightnour:

Dr. J. S. Wrightnour, of Oil City, Pennsylvania, then

offered prayer. *

The President:

The topic of the afternoon is certainly a very important one

and one on which there is room for reasonable difference of

opinion. The question propounded, which it may be difficult

for all religious people to answer, appears more difficult for

Baptists than for others: "What Constitutes Denominational

Loyalty?" The first writer is the Rev. J. D. Christian, D. D.,

of Kentucky.

Rev. J. D. Christian, D. D., of Louisville, Ky., then read the

following paper:

WHAT CONSTITUTES DENOMINATIONAL LOYALTYP

There is room in this subject for a good deal of loose thinking

and wild talking. There is on the one hand the narrow limits

of a selfish sectarianism, which can never look beyond the borders

of its own little sphere of action and can see no possible good out

side of its own communion. On the other hand a latitudinarianism

that is so extended that it has no convictions and makes no more

than passing impressions on any person or age. The want of well-

defined opinions makes this liberalism intolerant of opposition and

extravagantly boastful of its own supposed scholarship, learning

and culture, while in truth it is shallow, blatant and incompetent.

It gives no prophecy of good, lays no broad plans for building,
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stimulates and encourages no progress, but rather dries up the

springs of hope with a criticism that is at once destructive and blast

ing. The author of this article is not a sectarian, or a conservative

or a liberal; rather he is all of these in one. It depends altogether

on the subject in hand as to how he may be classified. He believes

in the supreme authority of the Word of God in matters of Christian

faith, a humble obedience to every divine commandment, and a rever

ent acceptance of every doctrine certainly taught in the New Testa

ment. If the Bible makes a man a sectarian let him be as narrow

as the way that leadeth unto life and the gate that enters Heaven;

if it makes him conservative, let him honestly investigate for the

truth and reject that which is evil and cling to that which is good;

and if the Word of God makes him liberal, let him know how to

abound in the freedom of the Gospel. The only denominational

loyalty that is worth preserving is the unconditional acceptance of

the teachings and doctrines of the New Testament and obedience to

the divine commandments.

In treating of denominational loyalty we have need of accurate

definitions, for I am not aware that this subject has received very

adequate treatment at the hands of Baptist writers. To avoid a

mental fog let us attend to definitions. Webster defines the word

" loyal " thus: " 1. Devoted to the maintenance of law; faithful to

the lawful government, whether parental, civil or divine.

2. Faithful to the sovereign. 3. Faithful to a lover or

friend, especially under trying circumstances." Of course

the word "loyalty" is the state or quality of being loyal.

This definition of Webster is clear enough as a general one, but it

does not . especially describe denominational loyalty. In order to

get a specific definition I asked four well-known brethren what is

included and what is excluded in denominational loyalty. Two of

these are schoolmen and two are pastors. One of the pastors is also

a newspaper man. Two of these persons live in the East, one in the

West, and one in the South. From the standpoints of locality, diver

sity of interests and the recognized ability of all of these men, we

would expect to get a comprehensive definition. The following

are the four answers to this question:

President A. H. Strong, of Rochester, says: " Denominational

loyalty certainly does not preclude all progress in theological knowl

edge or the expression of new views and interpretations so long

as these do not affect the essentials of the faith. We are bringing
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out of the treasures things new as well as old. When, however,

there is such a change in a man's views as to contradict in any im

portant respect the accepted faith of the denomination, he should

frankly state to the church of which he is a member the exact facts

in the case and let them decide whether they wish him to continue

as their teacher. If the church assents to his doctrine, and thereby

finds itself out of line with the great body of churches of the denomi

nation, the church shall similarly frankly state to the association to

which it belongs the exact facts in the case and should let the

association' decide whether it still consents to live in fellowship with

it. Frankness is the great duty and need in such cases. I doubt

whether any general definition can be given of what denominational

loyalty includes and what it excludes, beyond what Thave thus indi

cated. It is a case for the exercise of private judgment, a test of

honor, and a discipline of conscience."

President Wm. R. Harper, of Chicago, says: "I can only

give you in one sentence what I conceive to be loyalty to denomina

tion, and that is, loyalty to truth. Denominational loyalty means

everything that is included in loyalty to what one conceives to be

true, and never calls upon one for anything else."

Rev. Robert S. MacArthur, D. D., of Calvary Baptist Church,

New York, says : " The question does not specify any particular

denomination and it permits of a reply only in the broadest terms.

Were I to specify what I consider loyalty to the Baptist denomina

tion, my answer would necessarily be somewhat different from the

one herein given. Denominations are supposed to be founded upon

certain definite principles, and the chief object of their existence is

the incarnation, manifestation, and propagation of these principles.

Loyalty to the denomination is, therefore, faithfulness, allegiance,

and constancy to the maintenance of the fundamental principles

which the denomination represents. Denominational loyalty, there

fore, excludes all that is directly and indirectly opposed to the essen

tial principles whose maintenance gave the denomination its origin,

and its right of existence."

Rev. T. T. Eaton, D. D., Editor of The Western Recorder, says:

" Denominational loyalty includes the hearty acceptance and bold

advocacy of the faith of the denomination, and also the hearty sup

port of the enterprises to which the denomination is committed.

Denominational loyalty excludes whatever is antagonistic to the

above. Any opposition to the faith or work of the denomination
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is inconsistent with denominational loyalty. A man may offer

friendly criticism and seek to improve the methods of denomina

tional work, but his aim must be to help and not to hinder."

From these definitions, which are certainly broad and compre

hensive enough, I reach several conclusions. And

1. There are some fundamental principles for which each de

nomination stands that are not open to discussion in that denomina

tion itself. Dr. MacArthur has very wisely said that a denomina

tion has " definite principles " and the chief object of the denomi

nation is " the incarnation, manifestation and propagation of these

principles." For example, the Baptist denomination holds to cer

tain fundamental principles, and so far as Baptists are concerned

these principles are closed questions. A man who believes these

fundamental propositions is a Baptist; if he does not believe them

he is not a Baptist. I apprehend that it is a fundamental Baptist

principle that the Bible is the Word of God, and that it does not

merely contain the Word of God; and that the Bible is the only rule

of faith and practice. The voluntary principle is the heart of the

Baptist system. Absolute freedom of conscience is the inherent

right of every man. Baptists require a converted or regenerated

membership in the churches and that a public profession of faith

shall precede baptism. The immersion in water of a believer in

the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit has been from

the days of Christ a Baptist peculiarity. Baptists believe that a

church of Christ is an organized body of baptized believers volun

tarily associated together for the administration of the ordinances

and the promulgation of the Gospel of Jesus Christ. They further

believe that every congregation is free and independent of every

other congregation, and that the only Scriptural officers are bishops

or elders and deacons. These are Baptist tenets and all Baptists

believe them. One Baptist might use different words in stating

these tenets from another, but all alike believe in the principles here

stated. A man who believes these truths can write Baptist with

a big B, and when he speaks of these principles he always uses the

falling inflection. While Baptists have no written creed that is au

thoritative, or even one that has been universally accepted by the

churches, it is nevertheless true that they stand for great principles,

and that loyalty would demand an acceptance of these principles.

2. But loyalty demands something more than a cold acceptance

of certain fundamental propositions. Loyalty requires love and that
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a man shall faithfully and boldly advocate the faith of the denomi

nation. Faith without works is dead, being alone. . Loyalty de

mands the best affections and, if necessary, that the heart's blood

shall be offered as a sacrifice. When one's faith is attacked wisdom

might demand a dignified silence; but there might be occasions

when silence would be criminal and mark one as a coward or a

traitor. There might be occasions when a public debate under

favorable circumstances and conducted in the right spirit would

be a great blessing to the cause. The Baptist press has been a

mighty power in setting forth our peculiar doctrines, and while

perfection has not been reached in this line and we cannot always

commend the good taste of some writers, yet it is undeniably true

that the press has generally been loyal to the truth and has done

much for the furtherance of the Gospel. Writers, of books and

pamphlets on distinctive Baptist principles have been greatly blessed

of God. The writer knows one book alone that in the last ten years

has brought more than twenty ministers into the Baptist denomina

tion. Loyalty demands that New Testament truth, which is Baptist

truth, should be preached in all of its fulness from all of our pulpits.

I am not intimating that we should turn all of our pulpits, newspa

pers and books into huge debating societies and that controversy

should run away with common sense. One of the wisest pastors

of my acquaintance rarely preaches a set sermon on baptism, but

he constantly practices sprinkling—that is to say he sprinkles bap

tism into many of his sermons, and as a result he dips a great num

ber of converts. Loyalty and love are closely akin, and this love

makes a man faithful to his denomination, especially under trying

circumstances. A friend is never more needed than in the time of

storms. When trying and troublesome times come it is more re

quired than ever that a man shall be true to his faith and lovingly

serve the cause with devotion and courage.

3. Loyalty demands the freest and fullest investigation of truth

and the frank acceptance of all truth. Prove all things and hold

fast that which is good. Bound by no iron-clad creeds, enthralled

by no traditions and old wives' fables, responsible at the bar of no

court or potentate for ecclesiastical opinions, under no obligation

to conform to any creed, a Baptist church is the freest body on earth.

It is in a position to welcome all truth and light and Baptists have

nothing to fear from investigations. The trowel and the spade have

only made clearer the declarations of Scripture. The violent assaults
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of infidelity and the ruthless searchings of critics have only gone to

show how impregnable the Rock of the Holy Scripture really is,

erected to immersion in all ages and beside all waters; and as his

torical inquiry has swept the cobwebs and accumulated dust of ages

off of the pages of the past we have been led to see and to rejoice

in the history of Baptist people as never before. Baptists have

often been the pioneers, and have dared to walk in untrodden paths.

When all the world was opposed, in the face of the most bitter and

relentless persecutions, they dared to advocate in Germany, England

and America, their doctrine of civil and religious liberty. Through

Carey they became the forerunner in missionary work and all the

Christian world has followed in their footsteps. Through Thomas

Hughes they organized the first Bible society in the world. I cite

one example more, through the American Baptist Publication

Society they originated colportage work. A people who in every

age have stood for the freest investigation and untrammeled liberty

of thought, who have died to give this right to every man, surely

would put no barriers around honest investigation. There are

things new and old being brought out of the storehouse and Bap

tists are taking no mean part in such enterprises. Only the ignor

ant and superstitious would occupy other ground. While we have

more ignorance and superstition among us than has ever done us

any good Baptists are not ignorant and they are not superstitious.

We do not promise to believe every man's vagaries which he puts

forth in the name of science or religion, we will not assume respon

sibility for every idiot who thinks he is a wise man, we will not

promise to follow every Jack-o-lantern into every dark and miasmic

swamp, we do not promise to heed the cry of every man who says,

Lo! here is the Kingdom of God and there is the Kingdom of God,

nevertheless we do believe in the honest investigation of truth. If

a man has any light in him, let it shine ; if he knows any truth, let

him tell it. For the most part Baptists are conservative, the voice

of a stranger they will not follow. When the denomination delib

erates on a measure, and it generally takes time to deliberate, their

conclusions are likely to contain the truth. I think I can say, there

fore, that I never heard of a Baptist who did not believe in the most

searching investigation after truth and then the frankest expression

of the conclusions. Such a man will never be molested or made

afraid.
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4. Denominational loyalty permits a man to criticise the meth

ods of denominational work provided that such a criticism is calcu

lated to help and not to hinder the work of the denomination. There

may arise occasions when a denominational enterprise or institution

is not fulfilling its mission either through defective methods or for

other reasons; changes of method may be required to meet new or

constantly varying conditions; or even the abandonment of an enter

prise may be for the highest good of the denomination. All of

these are not matters of faith but of policy and methods. Such

policies and methods may be constantly open to criticism and a man

may do his highest duty in a friendly criticism upon such things.

Loyalty may demand that he shall criticise them. Of course fric

tion is not desirable, it is generally very undesirable, and criticism

is not pleasant, but the good of the denomination is above every

man and above every institution. But if such criticism is to carry

out personal spite and spleen, is captious and harmful, to tear down

rather than to build up, then there is no language too severe to

condemn it.

5. If a man should find himself out of harmony with the funda

mental positions of the denomination to which he belongs then it

is his duty, honestly and frankly, to withdraw from such a denomi

nation. While such a course might sever the ties of a lifetime for

such a man we could only hold the highest regard and respect. He

has only acted as a Christian gentleman would be supposed to do,

and manifested the courage of his convictions which all men admire.

There are two rights which must always be respected: First, the

rights of the individual, and, secondly, the rights of the denomina

tion. The individual has a right to worship God according to the

dictates of his own conscience, and if he does not worship God he

is responsible at the bar of no man's judgment but to God alone.

If a man conscientiously holds doctrines he has a right to promul

gate them to the best of his ability. But he must be honest. He

must furnish his own platform if he is out of accord with his denomi

nation. He has no right to use the pulpit of a church, or a profes

sor's chair, to promulgate doctrines which his denomination does

not believe. Such a pulpit or professorship was founded by the

denomination for a specific purpose and to teach specific doctrines,

and common honesty demands that the pulpit and the professorship

shall not be used to overturn the very purpose for which it was

founded. Loyalty on the part of the denomination would demand
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if such a man will not go out that he should be put out. This, of

course, is an extreme case, and Christian forbearance and charity

and good sense usually find some other solution when such un

happy cases arise.

These are some of the views which this writer holds on denomi

national loyalty. He has been for ma'ny years a Baptist, not a

Landmarker, not an Anti-Landmarker, but a Baptist without pre

fixes or suffixes. The Lord has been good to our denomination.

He has led us in ways that have been sometimes dark and some

times there was light; but if it has been dark the pillar of fire went

before us to give us light, and the pillar of cloud went before us

by day to show us the way. There is a great future before us if

we will follow God. Let us not become proud and boastful, let us

not be blinded by worldly prosperity, and let us seize every oppor

tunity and open door for good.

The President:

The next writer on this topic is the Rev. A. S. Hobart,

D. D., of New York.

Rev. A. S. Hobart, D. D., of Yonkers, N. Y., then presented the

following paper:

WHAT CONSTITUTES DENOMINATIONAL' LOYALTY P

Mr. Chairman, and Brethren of the Congress: Your commit

tee have asked me to speak on the topic, " What Constitutes De

nominational Loyalty?"'

The subject is one which in some of its phases has an interest

for all who meet the shifting conditions of religious thought, and of

Christian activity. My, own view of the matter I cannot fairly state

to you unless I state beforehand the fundamental ideas out of which

they grow.

We believe that the aim of all the gospel dispensations is to make

men conform in conduct and disposition to the Christian ideal. In that

majestic stairway of logic which the Apostle Paul built for himself

and others in the eighth of Romans, we find the first step is " Whom

God did foreknow them he did predestinate to be conformed unto

the image of his Son." That was the " final aim." And just as an

oak, during all its history, from the swelling of the acorn in the
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soil until the ground is covered with the ripened acorns of after

years, is animate, both when leaves fall and when they clothe the

tree with returning verdure, both in winter and in summer, in bud

and in blossom, in twig and limb, in trunk and root, it is ever animate

with the purpose to produce acorns. So the Christian churches

should be ever animate with the purpose to produce in men the

image of Christ. The divine call, and the justification, and the

watchful providence, and the glorification, are all related to the per

fection of the Christ image, as leaves and limbs, as buds and blos

soms, are related to the perfected acorns. So the thought expressed

in many ways is that Heaven and earth will be peopled thick with

those who, in their character and affections and natures, are the

" brethren of Christ." Scriptures teach, and we believe, that

toward such an end the dispensation tends. To produce Christ

like men and women, here is one of the steps toward this end. To

make the kingdom of God come in the earth as it is in Heaven, is

one of the nearer aims and sooner attainments, but it is only one of

the foothills by which history will climb to the glory-crowned

heights of the mountains of God's attained purposes.

Another fact in the connection is that this conformity to Christian

ideals is largely secured by the agency of Truth. Jesus said: " If ye

abide in my word ye shall know the truth and the truth shall set

you free." Truth about God and about men is the great wonder

worker in men's character. Let people who think God is a stern,

unlovely despot, hear that God is love, and their hearts change from

the desert condition to the garden condition. Let a people who

think the Bible a collection of myths come to see it as true and they

exchange vague longings for anchored hopes; groundless specula

tions for reasonable confidences. Truth revealed to men by word,

or life, or insight, or experience, is the " Sword of the Spirit " which

wins the victory in the heart for holiness. Paul said, "Be no longer

children, tossed to and fro, and carried about by every wind of doc

trine * * * but speaking the truth in love, grow up unto Him

in all things who is the Head." When he prayed for the Corin

thians, the working of his logic appears in his prayer, that they

might come to know the love of God, that is, come to know the

truth about God's love. Praying for the Ephesians, he has under

neath his prayer the same reasoning, when he prays that the eyes

of their understanding may be enlightened that they may come to
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know the hope of their calling, the glory of their inheritance, and the

power of God toward them.

A third consideration is: That the purpose of " Denomination"

as we call it, is to secure a more effective presentation and operation of

truth on the minds of men, than can be secured without it.

If we may go a long ways to get an illustration, the " Denomi

nation " is a sort of farmer combine, for the sake of better crops in

the country. Some men have seen good results from a certain way

of cultivating wheat, for example, and avoiding the chintz bug, and

they band together for the purpose of promoting that method of

cultivation. They form associations and publish statements and

theories, but all with the hope of checking the inroads of the pest,

and of increasing the yield of wheat. So our denomination is a

somewhat loosely aggregated company of voluntary associations of

men, and of churches, for the purpose of increasing holy living by

means of truth.

Our forefathers came to think that the more emphatic presenta

tion of certain truths would produce better Christian living. And

they saw that truth could be more effectively presented by united

effort, and therefore they united to present certain truths; but all

with the ultimate aim of getting better results than could be gotten

without such presentation. We have inherited the religious machinery

of the Fathers. Sometimes we have rested fondly on the supposi

tion that our churches and our views of doctrine are the very faith

ful reproductions of the New Testament examples. But a thought

ful study shows us that we are far from that. Our meetings are not

conducted like theirs; our officers are not like theirs; the themes we

discuss are not the same : the immediate aims and the daily activities

are not the same. Except in the deep undercurrents of life we are

as different in our church life as we are in our business and social

life. What we call " Denominationalism " is, after all, a sort of

" stage property " which has been invented and formulated to assist

in making the best practicable exhibit bf Christian truth. We be

lieve that the forefathers, and the fathers, and ourselves, have had a

very safe guidance from God in this invention and formulation. The

results that have followed the successive adjustments of doctrinal

statements, and church appointments, and theological education, to

the arising exigencies of past generations make us confident that

those who made the adjustments were men of God, having his help.

Our position is somewhat different from the position of some other
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Christian organizations in this matter. The Roman church holds

that the organization of the church is divinely given and is analog

ous to the organization of the vine and its branches. The life flows

through the vine. To be disconnected with that vine is to be with

out the supply of that which Christian life needs. Hence the organ

ization is a vital necessity. To be cut off from it is to wilt and die.

But our view is that Truth seen and accepted will, by the bless

ing of God, bring men to holy life, no matter where it is obtained.

It is the truth that sets men free (if they can be set free) and though

a man pick it up in Africa, or find it among the Hindus, or snatch

it from the daily paper, or get it from his companions in the shop,

if he gets it, and accepts it, it will work his redemption. Therefore

" Denomination " is not a vital necessity. It has great value, but is

not intrinsically indispensable. We unite for increased usefulness,

and for mutual comfort, but we have nothing that is symbolized by

an ecclesiastical vine, of which we are branches. With us the

words of Jesus are decisive: " I am the vine, ye are the branches."

We each one get our life from Him direct, not from any church or

any man. We should describe our position better if we said we are-

groups of trees, each planted in Christ, having certain advantages

from companionship, but able to stand and flourish alone if need be,

having our roots in God's truth, as manifested to our hearts. Or,

to take another illustration: At Elgin, where they make accurate

watches by the 100,000, they have a tool department. In there they

make the delicate machinery by which they make the watches.

That department in maintained at great cost, because they get better

results in their watches than they could by buying their tools. It is

the results in watches that, financially, justify the expense for the

" tool department." Our " denomination " is a sort of " tool de

partment." It appears to us that by the special emphasis we lay

on some truths, better results will be obtained than otherwise, and

therefore we have at no small cost to ourselves in time, money, and

pleasant fellowship with others, and under no small burden of re

proach and contumely heaped on us by those whom we nevertheless

esteem as brethren in Christ, in spite of these we have kept up our

denominational work. We think that, on the whole, it is necessary

for the kingdom of Christ that the truths we stand for should be

made prominent, at all costs to us.

History shows denominations have by such special emphasis

been of advantage to the world. The work of Luther in Germany
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brought light on faith. The work of Calvin in Switzerland brought

, into blessed prominence the sovereign authority of God in the sal

vation of men. When that had become unduly prominent, Wes-

leyism brought out the freedom of the will; and the general Metho

dist Episcopal movement called out of forgetfulness the command

to go to others, and not simply to build places for them to come to.

Puritanism had its mission, and Quakerism its usefulness. And we

think that our " Denominational " combination of effort has

brought great good to the world, and the general type and grade of

Christian life is better for what we have done in emphasizing certain

truths.

Loyalty to denomination consists in the proper emphasis on

these denominational truths. A believing wembership, that is one of

our specialties. All the persistent and positive effort to secure that

is. loyalty; all the disregard of it is disloyalty.

An adherence to the real Scripture teaching and zealous effort

to learn what that is, is loyalty. To be contented with what some

body has said is Scripture teaching, or to allow ourselves to be

satisfied with cheap exegesis, and cheaper exposition, to rest on the

mere similarity in sounds of Scripture words and not seek to know

the real word or message which is in the sound—all that is disloyalty

to denomination, for it fosters weakness of moral fibre, or fanatical

errors of judgment.

Another specialty of ours is soul-liberty. All that we do to

bring men to a sense of their responsibility to God and the inalien

able right of all men to their own interpretation of duty before God;

that (although it breaks up many pet schemes) is loyalty; and all

processes by which we may seek to hedge up from the outside the

liberty of men, forgetting that only truth sets men free, is disloyalty.

To seek the widest dissemination of our views is loyalty—to

smother them for expediency is disloyalty.

To present our views plainly, kindly, courageously, and trust

their excellency to win them acceptance is loyalty.

To be crabid, and dogmatic, and uncourteous is disloyalty.

All that fills our life with the noblest being, according to our

views, is loyalty.

All that belittles us is disloyalty.

But a fourth consideration may be noted. The special occasion for

denominational emphasis passes when its special purposes has been at

tained. It sometimes occurs that in grading cities tall brick " man
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holes " are built up from the sewers to the place where the grade

of the street is to be. Afterwards the street is filled in, and the

grade is completed. Then the singularity of those manhole chim

neys disappears—not because they are lower but because other

places are now higher.

It might be granted that our denomination has taken high

ground about some truth—and that it has been singularly exclusive,

but that the opinion of the Christian world has changed and others

have come to see as we do, and the difference between us thus been

lost sight of. Suppose that such a condition of things should come

to exist, then it is evident the occasion and reason for our denomi

national existence would be gone. It would not be zeal for the

truth, nor zeal for men's welfare that would prompt further con

tinuance of separate organization, but only pride of denomination

or pride of heart. Or if one goes further in supposition and finds

that there is not only no further usefulness of separateness but on

the contrary the separateness hinders the practical advance of Chris

tian ideals among men, e. g., suppose that a divided condition

makes men mistrust the truth of Christianity; then, if that be really

true, the denominational feeling becomes an absolute hindrance to

the growth of Christian things. To maintain it under those cir

cumstances is to dishonor denomination, for it puts the tool depart

ment in place of the watch factory. It absorbs the profits of the

business, to spend them on tools that have become unsuitable for

present needs. Neither the quantity nor quality of Christian life

is promoted by this. Or suppose again that the spiritual life of our

people had so far advanced in some directions that the old state

ments would no longer contain its ideals. It would not be true loy

alty to denomination to put bands and hoops about the statements

to keep them from growth. That is the best loyalty which resolves

that no company of Christians shall be more open to truth, and '

none be more zealous in good works, none more fresh and vigorous

in holy living than our company. If it were true that life had out

grown statements, and if it were true that new conditions had called

for new methods, real loyalty would call for holy alertness in meet

ing those new demands.

So far I have been speaking about general principles and hypo

thetical cases, antl some one may be saying, well, what is the practi

cal good of all this hypothesis and abstractness? To what cases
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does it all apply, and how? There are two cases of great interest

to which it now applies, of these I will speak concretely.

And in speaking I am claiming for myself the privileges of

this Congress, namely, to speak my own thoughts and represent

nobody but myself—though I am well assured that many others

agree with me.

First—In the matter of schools. Our schools are morally

bound to lead in the way of truth. Loyalty to " denomination "

has no right to stay behind the age merely because the Fathers, who

are dead, are not here to consent to a change. The men who

framed the New Hampshire Confession were not disloyal to those

who made the Philadelphia Confession. It would be rank disloyalty

for the leaders to cling to an old statement if a better had been found.

We are to expect growth. Paul distinctly taught that he only

laid foundations. The truths he taught were as sure to change the

life of men and nations as seed will change the face of the fields

when it grows. All through the Gospels the snow drifts were get

ting small, hillsides were showing bare. In the Acts the streams

were swollen, and the smell of earth was abroad. In the Epistles

the notes of spring birds were sounding. All of it told that spring

was come. And spring means growth.

Jesus said, my kingdom is like leaven, my kingdom is like

mustard seed. Paul said, I lay foundations only. Another said,

that which is old is ready to vanish away. Again he said: Your

tongues will cease, your gifts will'change, your knowledge is only

in part and will vanish away. Now what shall we say of a seminary,

or a professor, or a minister, or a deacon, or an evangelist, or a

layman, who says, " you must stand by tlw old ways just because they

are the old ways. Loyalty to denomination calls on you to keep it just

where the father left it." Would that man stand in the rain and

say to the builders: "Take down those brick. An excellent man

laid that foundation; don't put a house on it." Would he come in

from the fields and say: "Mother, we are ruined; all that wheat I

sowed has just gone and swelled and busted, every kernel of it."

Would he look out in anger and say: "Mary, that yeast of yours

is no good; it has got your dough swelled up so it has run over

enough to make a plate of biscuit." Probably he would not say

any of these things. Why, then, does he say that the denomination

must not change?
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The New Testament, when allowed to say its own message,

compels teachers and ministers to grow in grace and knowledge

continually. Paul said: " I pray that ye may abound yet more and

more in knowledge and discernment." Unless that applies to all

denominational matters in this great pan of meal we shall have a

lump of things called " Denominational tenets," which stubbornly

refuses to be leavened, and stays in the dough like a stone in a loaf

of bread.

Now when we say these things we remember that real growth

is not destructive, but constructive Leaves drop—but yet growth has

made them drop.

Youth leaves its ideals behind—but grOVvth made them depart.

To become agnostic is not growth. There is a difference between

changes that come from mere life, and those that come from ap

proaching death.

It is one thing to stand for the right to inquire and to investi

gate, and another thing to stand for everybody's conclusions. Some

harm comes from floating in the world's market a lot of bogus

money, but we do not stop the issue of good money. On that

account of two evils we choose the least. Some harm comes from

the freedom of inquiry and freedom of expression. But not so much

as would come from denying the right of inquiry and to expression.

Loyalty says: " Let the leaven of truth have fair chance. Let

the builders construct their houses. Only let them remember the

solemnity of their calling, and remember that foundations are holy,

and that fire will test their work, lest they go in without honors

'so zi by fire.' "

The second concrete matter is the mission work outside of the

old United States and in foreign countries. (On the main land

there are difficulties which at present seem to be insurmountable.)

This is the fact. The main spiritual truths for which our denomination

has stood are now generally acknowledged with Methodists, Presbyte

rians and Congregationalists. In general religious character each of

these denominations is as good as the other. Each of these will

accept the membership of the other without hesitation, if the cere

mony of baptism were brought into conformity. All these practi

cally deny ceremonial regeneration, and practically require personal

faith before church membership. The Methodists, though formally

Episcopalian in government, have a very shadowy episcopacy.

Local self-government practically prevails among them. Baptists
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and Congregationalists, though formally very democratic, practi

cally approach Home Rule Presbyteries. If some night the mem

ory of church words should fade away from all minds, and a new

nomenclature corresponding to the facts were sought, we should

be almost alike in the morning. Our spiritual differences now are

very small—and by some concession 61 certain liberties to individ

uals we might work without division in new countries. In view of

these things it seems to me that loyalty to truth, and to the great

Revealcr of Truth, loyalty to the mission on which Christian people

are sent into the world, call on us to join with others in finding

some way to prevent the exportation of denominational competition

from America to Cuba and Porto Rico, the Hawaiian and Philippine

Islands. The zeal which would do that seems to me something less

than simple zeal for Christian ideas in those places. There are

both occasion and opportunity for loyalty to Christ to so assert

itself now that " factionalism " shall not hinder " integration " of

Christian forces. A true loyalty to " denomination " can be shown

by making the " denomination " a leader in this most important

matter. A true denominational glory can be gained by the richness

of our generosity in supporting our part of the work.

And (although I speak as I have said only for myself), I have

great faith that if the laymen would speak out what is in their

hearts, there would soon be formed a platform and a plan which

would quarantine all denominational competition from tliese islands

forever. All would be conserved which is worth conserving and we

would find men and money to wage a war less against one another

and more against sin. None of us would need to surrender truth;

all of us would need to give liberty to truth. Our platform would be

large and it would be evangelical, and the "denomination" would

get its glory in the fact that it loved men and Christ and Truth

supremely.

This would not be the death of "Denominations" but its rising

unto newness of life, as the bud rises into blossom, and passes into

fruition. (Applause.)

The President:

The first of the appointed speakers is the Rev. Emory Hunt,

of Ohio.
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Rev. Emory W. Hunt, Toledo, Ohio:

Mr. Chairman, Fathers and Brethren, and Mottters and Sisters of

the Baptist Congress: It is an embarrassing thing to prepare oneself

to correct the errors of discussions which he has not heard. I

think, however, if I had known how eminently intelligent and well-

balanced and hopelessly sound these papers have been, I would have

been less interested in preparing for this to-day than I have been

as it is.

This question is of serious importance to those of us who are

considering taking some of the higher degrees in heresy. It is

coming to be recognized as the part of honor for one who is no

longer in sympathy with the teachings of the people with whom he

is counted, to separate himself from them. One can do so much

more damage on the inside, that to attack from that vantage ground

is now classed with the use of dum-dum bullets and dynamite bal

loons, and is forbidden by the laws of civilized warfare. We need,

therefore, a careful answer to this question, " What Constitutes

Denominational Loyalty?"

A reply might be framed which would fit any denomination, or

all. If there were time, doubtless we ought to answer the question

both in the abstract and in the concrete. We need such a defini

tion of loyalty as will stir the heart and arouse the conscience, and

an interpretation of denomination broad enough to include our rela

tions to the Lord of the Kingdom and in sufficient detail to reveal

our practical relations to the departments of His work on earth.

1 Such a treatise might be called " the principles and the practice of

denominational loyalty."

Recognizing that there is a broader treatment of the subject, I

have assumed that the readers of the papers on' this topic would

present it to us. Time limitations and my own taste as well sug

gest that I confine myself to Baptist Denominational Loyalty.

First for the principles: then for the practice. That is a lumin

ous sentence of George William Curtis : " A man's country is not

a certain area of land, with rivers, lakes and mountains. A man's

country is a principle and patriotism is loyalty to that principle."

Likewise our denomination is not an ecclesiastical machine, or a

set of personalities. Our denomination is a set of principles of the

spiritual life. What are they? This question is so often answered

that one might avoid it, if it did not have an essential place in this

discussion.
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It is one of the most important things to isolate the characteris

tic, identifying principles which make a Baptist.

As we survey the multiplicity of religious opinions, the funda

mental question emerges, where is the ultimate authority in reli

gion? Is it within us or without us? Against the rationalist and

mystic, Protestant and Romanist unite in saying, without us. We

believe in revelation, as against the intuitionalists. But, asked again,

the Simon-pure Romanist says the ultimate authority is in the Pope.

The Simon-pure Protestant says, in the Bible. The Simon-pure

Protestant is a Baptist. These two, the church tradition, centralized

and personified in the Pope, on the one hand, and the Bible on the

other, are contrary the one to the other. Both cannot be our ulti

mate authority. One who follows the Bible to the River and then

crosses on the bridge of tradition and again returns to his allegiance

to the Bible is not a consistent Protestant. The one clear, con

sistent note of obedience to the word of God, in all things, at all

times, is sounded by the Baptists, and they have the right to it as

their distinctive motto. Would that our practice were up to our

preaching!

Speaking broadly, one's attitude toward this fundamental prin

ciple ought to determine his right to the title of loyal Baptist. When

one has attained the degree of breadth which enables him to say, as

Dean Stanley says, " Common sense and convenience triumph

over " the plain meaning of the word of God, then it is plain that he

is no longer a Baptist.

We sometimes see news labeled " important if true." Some

statements may be characterized as unimportant though true. We

need to be delivered from the lack of perspective which puts equal

emphasis upon all doctrines. We are willing to subject our funda

mental, distinctive principle to the test of utility. Is it important as

well as true? Are the Baptist teachings still needed?

We will agree that the most serious weakness of the Christian

church is its partnership with the world—the presence in the church

of so much' that is obviously of the world. How did it get there?

It is easy to locate the chief responsibility.

A large part of it was carried there in arms when a sponsor

professed a vicarious faith and pledged a vicarious service. A life

begun as a form has continued as a sham. The various forms of

proxy-religion constitute the root weakness of Christianity to-day.

There never was more need than now of a kind, intelligent, con
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sistent proclamation of the truths for which the Baptists stand.

Christianity needs the Baptists to defend the citadel of its life.

With the " bounds of our habitation," fixed by this principle of

loyalty to the Word, Baptists must be allowed a wide range" of

territory over which to roam. I am not a Baptist if I am willing

to permit even a Baptist church to prescribe my thought. The

loyal Baptist not merely enjoys the right; he recognizes the obliga

tion to think for himself. We urge that religion cannot be

inherited. Nor can a conviction. A prejudice may. No man is

born a Baptist. The truth formed in each mind makes Baptists

one at a time. It cannot be expected, therefore, that Baptists will

be duplicates of each other in detail. Room must be left for varia

tions. This was formerly recognized by the Baptists quite as clearly

as it is to-day. We have been taught to regard the spirit of

charitable tolerance as a late flower of the century. As a matter

of fact the fathers were broader, more tolerant men than we have

been led to think. In the records of the Miami Baptist Associa

tion, the first formed in the northwest territory, we find that in

1807 a query came up from the Union church on Indian Creek,

" whether the washing of saints' feet be an example left on record

for the professed followers of Christ to be continued in his church."

The association laid it over for one year and then replied, " we con

sider every church independent, and if the church on Indian Creek,

or any other, agree among themselves on this point it will not

affect their fellowship with their sister churches." We may doubt

whether a foot-washing Baptist church would be made comfortable

in a Baptist association to-day.

But there must be limitations. When a man who holds to the

principle of the supremacy of the Word has so serious a case of

hermeneutic color-blindness that he thinks the Bible teaches

polygamy, or some form of popery, or salvation by environment, he

ought to wish to separate himself from those who so radically differ

with him. If he does not, he will doubtless experience difficulty in

joining himself to a new pastorate. Nor should he call it persecu

tion. But just where the line ought to be drawn, we have no au

thority competent to decide. If any clubs may need to be thrown

at those who stand nearest the line, only the wisest, the gentlest,

the most Christian of us should be chosen to throw them.

Loyalty is not an act, nor a series of acts. Loyalty is an

attitude of the heart. It involves profound regard for these funda-

145330
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mental principles. It will be characterized by a supreme desire, not

to be on the winning side, but to see these principles understood

and accepted by all the Christian world. The loyal Baptist will

strive to grasp and emphasize, not superficial differences, but these

broad fundamental principles. He will repudiate the idea that the

difference between a Baptist and others can be expressed in a few

gallons of liquid measure. Loyalty involves a sensitiveness to the

misapprehensions of others and a desire to correct them, to present

the truth with so much of Christian winsomeness as will facilitate

its acceptance, or at least win candid consideration. To this end

the loyal Baptist will not try to conceal his principles but will

beware of betraying them. He will not sell his birthright for a

mess of popularity.

So much for the principles. What about our practice?

Symptoms of disloyalty appear when a Baptist minister obscures

the teachings of the New Testament, its radical demand for a new

life, or in any way lets down the bars for the sake of numbers.

Any Baptist preacher is disloyal who indulges in loose public utter

ances in order that the intellectual proletariat which takes its

theology from the magazines may call him liberal. A bigoted, un

lovely, repulsive spirit is equally disloyal to the cause. It is a

symptom of disloyalty in the members of our churches if they are

so much more interested in other religious families than their own

that they prefer an undenominational paper. They are as disloyal

to their children as to our principles, when they send them, in the

formative period of their lives, to schools in which our ideals of

the Christian life are ignored or despised. They are as disloyal to

the needy world, as to their own principles, when they enjoy con

tributing to other and less effective mission agencies as much as to

those conducted by our own people. It is a strange type of loyalty

which trains Baptist young people to disavow their own and to

prefer association with other churches ; which leads them to decline

a superior educational scheme because it bears the Baptist name.

The loyal Baptist is not a narrow man ; but with the conviction that,

when these principles are accepted, the church will be stronger,

cleaner, more effective, he says, the best investment I can make for

the ultimate triumph of the Redeemer's Kingdom is to put my time,

my money, my powers, my life into the activities of the Baptist

churches. That is loyalty in practice.
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We yield to no one in the earnestness of our desire for real

Christian Union. We would yield in its interest anything of de-

nominationalism, which is tributary to itself alone, and not to the

Kingdom. We will be liberal with our own; but we cannot give

away what has been given us in trust.

A fictitious union is not worthy of the attention of serious

people. And no real, enduring union can be secured by com

promise, or ignoring any truth. Of this fact the high priests of

Christian Union are now furnishing a striking illustration. Nearly

400 years ago, essentially Romish and essentially Protestant

elements were united by compromise to form the Church of Eng

land. Successive secessions on this same line of cleavage and the

present ritualistic controversy in England are evidence that a

homogeneous peace is not thus to be secured. There can be no

permanent union except upon the basis of loyalty to the truth.

Christ came to bear witness to the truth and to conquer a peace

through conflict. We are to carry on His work. We say, " Truth

is mighty and will prevail." But it is powerless, only as it is in

carnated in a mighty soul of loyalty. It is God's way; incarnation.

The principle of soul freedom was always true; but it had no power

in the world until incarnated in a man who would not barter it for

ease and popularity.

My denomination is the nearest approach I can make to the

teachings and service of my Lord. Denominational loyalty is a

section of my loyalty to Him. If it were not it would be my duty

to abandon it, with all it means to me. Our Baptist churches have

power in proportion as, lovingly and intelligently indeed, but none '

the less courageously and distinctly, they give the message

entrusted to them. We lose our grip upon the conscience of the

world the moment we begin to count it. We stand apart some

times, not because we prefer, but because we must. We would

gladly merge ourselves with anything that is called Christian. We

will go with others as far as they go with our Lord. When they

diverge from Him we sorrowfully separate. Peace at any price

is too cheap and too dear.

We admire the grand, columnar, vertebral characters of his

tory. Listen to some of them. Luther: " Here I stand. God help

me! I cannot do otherwise." Lincoln: " With malice toward none,

with charity for all; with firmness in the right as God gives us to

see the right." Paul: "Speaking the truth in love may we grow
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up into Him in all things who is the head, even Christ." That con

stitutes Baptist denominational loyalty, too.

The President:

We will now listen to our last appointed speaker, Prof. S. C.

Mitchell, Ph. D., of Virginia.

. Prof. S. C. Mitchell:

Brethren of the Congress: It is a glorious theme that has been

assigned us—to think and talk of our love for our brotherhood. No

note of alarm, it seems to me, ought to find its way into this discus

sion. It is a matter of congratulation that our great Baptist hosts

are so soundly loyal. The fact is that the theme is very narrow. It

does not have to do with loyalty to organization. I think we have

had no trouble in Baptist history along that line. We have been

loyal to our institutions of learning, loyal to our boards, which carry

on the foreign and home mission work, loyal to the local churches.

The theme does not concern itself, then, with organization nor with

the efficiency of the organization. Moreover, the question has not

to do with the conduct that is loyal to the denomination. Heresy

and immorality are self-exclusive terms. So that if we exclude the

idea of loyalty to organization and loyalty in conduct to the Baptist

denomination, we, it seems to me, have left only the question of

common agreement as to certain fundamental principles. That is

. to say, the subject of loyalty has to do with our intellectual conclu

sions, practically that and nothing more.

How often it happens that the man whom we try for heresy is

an example to all in holy living and in devotion to the organizations

of our brotherhood? It is to his opinions, to his intellectual conclu

sions that objection is found. I not only belie.ve in but also love

the principles which we as a people hold. The world needs them.

We ought to be loyal to all of these principles of the denomination.

I think we are woefully in danger of becoming loyal to only certain

ordinances, rather than to the basal principles of the denomination.

Coming down from the pulpit not long ago a good brother said:

"Well, you certainly hit the Methodists hard;" then I said, "It

didn't occur to me that I was opposing in any way the Methodists."

Now, the Baptist denomination to him was simply immersion, a
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form of baptism, nothing more, and he saw in everything that was

said or implied something pertaining to that ordinance. It seems

to me that we ought to be loyal to all the principles of the Baptists,

giving them due perspective. Among these principles none is more

fundamental than that of soul liberty. As a concrete instance, the

teacher has been mentioned. How much liberty shall be granted to

him? In studying science we set no limit to our search for the truth.

I see no reason why we should not carry the same frankness of

mind into the problems connected with religion. As in science,

certain facts are final, but their interpretation is not; so with refer

ence to the deepest truths of religion, they are final, but the inter

pretation that we shall put upon them, the application we shall

make of them in modern life, all of that is a- matter of liberty. It has

been said that when a teacher trespasses beyond the limit, he must

be cast out. Suppose we look at that. The Baptists, and it is a

matter of great congratulation upon our part, have one notable

University. If a University have any purpose on earth it is the in

vestigation of truth. Now, shall we fix upon that University this

unalterable restriction that no matter what amount of thinking it

shall do it must inevitably come out at one door? I say, you may

just as well pitch that money into a hole as to impose that impos

sible condition upon the thinkers you have put into that institu

tion. Ask them to carry forward their investigations and make

known to us the conclusions they reach. There is a great deal of

truth in the saying that a man's conclusions simply mark the place

where he grew tired of thinking. We must hot, my brethren, we

must not, I say, conclude that we have the final form of all truth.

Truth is something like life, it is flowing just like the river. We do

not want to eat predigested food all the time, and I am unwilling

that we, as a denomination, should eat or live upon predigested

doctrine. It is something that has to be assimilated individually.

All of God's revelations are like that in nature, which has to be

spelled out by the mind of man. Science has constantly to keep ear

and eye open in order that it may observe and catch this ray or that

spark. The truth of one generation is the tradition of the next; each

must realize the truth in its own experience. We must carry for

ward within ourselves this process of readjustment. Truth is not

like a formula, not like a prize package tied with a blue ribbon, and

so readily transmissible. The soul gets truth as the body gets

nourishment from food,—by digestion and assimilation.
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Now, if it is true, that the University professor must have ab

solute freedom in his investigations, of course it becomes an exceed

ingly difficult problem to circumscribe the theological professor or

the college professor. How we should draw those circles I do

not know, I am not going to try. I simply make the point that in

the case of the University professor there can be absolutely no

limit put upon him; and if we establish a limit, we thereby make

void the purpose of the University. Consequently the University

that invites, the University that practices that unbounded intellectual

freedom which the progress of truth demands shall get my loyalty,

and in being loyal to it I will be loyal to the highest that is in the

denomination.

I know a great many teachers who are interested in their col

lege, but very few who are interested in education. And I know

some Baptists who are interested in the denomination but who are

little interested in Christian truth. The denomination, as we have

been told this afternoon, is simply a means to an end. We cannot

under any circumstances subordinate our love for truth to this

opinion or to that conviction which abides in the majority. The

matter of fact is, denominational loyalty is largely thinking with the

majority. The man who thinks ahead of the majority is a heretic,

and, by the way, the man who thinks behind the majority is a

heretic—but we do not ordinarily try him. If it is disloyal to think

ahead of the denomination, then it is disloyal to think behind the

denomination. We should have enough for the heresy-hunting

prosecuting attorneys in our denomination if we should start out to

try the hinder heretics.

The Hardshells thought behind the age as to the' opportunity

in missions, and some of us today are thinking behind the times in

science and Biblical research. If evolution and Higher Criticism

have aught of truth to give us, let our minds be hospitable to these

new ideas. I say, then, that denominational loyalty is, in the main,

thinking with the majority. Well, now, it sometimes happens, as

we republicans know, that truth does not always incarnate itself in

majorities. I think of the twelve Israelites who were sent to spy

out the land, the two were loyal to the highest interests of Israel,

yet the vote stood two to ten. Caleb and Joshua, however, are to

day certainly considered the orthodox party. Some brethren are

thrusting out their arm thinking that the Ark of God is tottering.

The act is often attended with as fatal consequences as that of Uzza
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in the olden time. If we put into out minds candor, honesty, dis

cipline, devotion to truth, loyalty to God, the matter of orthodoxy

will largely take care of itself. Orthodoxy tends to ossi

fication. Truth "is not preserved in alcohol, like the speci

mens you find on the biologist's shelf. If we object in

the least to this untrammeled spirit of investigation, what do we get?

An emasculated ministry, colleges that have long become atrophied.

A good pastor came to me recently and said, "By the way, I have

had a regular apocalypse." I said, "How did that happen?" He

said, " I am convinced that the theory of evolution is correct; I have

studied all summer and it has straightened out many a difficulty for

me: but do not breathe a word of it, I would not preach it from my

pulpit under any circumstances." Well, I hung my head in shame.

There is a lot of clandestine thinking going on among us. How

shall we ask men of loyal convictions to come into the denomina-

ttion and work hand in hand with us when we are smothering the

divine within us?

Hence, this process of rejecting very often what is best. Luther

has been referred to this afternoon as a type of denominational

loyalty; but Luther was loyal, not to a party, but to principle, and

Luther was a minority of one. Contrast with him another man,

Ignatius Loyola—and I have sincere regard for Ignatius Loyola.—

He was devoted to the ideal that floated before him and it was a

right noble ideal, but it was the ideal of a denomination. He was

loyal to a party, to an organization; and he succeeded in doing a

great work for the institution of Catholicism. But I want .us to have

the loyalty of Luther, that we shall be willing to stand as Luther

stood, with his hand upon his conscience, saying that he was re

sponsible to God alone. We must not erect even the Bible into a

pope. It would be a bad policy to cast down Innocent the III, and

by superstitious usage set up another pope in his place in the form of

a book. Some of us in talking about the denomination, seem to

speak of it as an oracle of divine authority, as fixing the limit" of

truth, of belief. Truth is fluid; that old Greek Heracleitus, who said

that all things flow, not only got ahead by centuries and centuries of

Darwin, but of- all the thought of this latter half of the Nineteenth

Century. We, as a people, must be willing to act upon that funda

mental fact. We must have liberty. Every man must chew, digest

and assimilate these truths for himself, otherwise we may retain the

form of an organization, but the life, the spirit, the efficiency, the

leadership, will have passed with our fathers into the grave.
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Let me say, if you please, that we ought to be loyal to the

whole denomination. I know some men who think that anything

that originated north of the Ohio must be attended with heresy.

What is heresy? It is simply truth in the making, and doubt is the

prelude to knowledge. Drummond was ever repeating that. Just

let an idea come from any place north of the Potomac Qr the Ohio,

and it has to undergo a crucial test of analysis before some can

quite admit it. I believe we ought to be loyal to the whole denom

ination. Perhaps the South has not been loyal so far as it was pos

sible toward the colored section of our denomination. The men

who returned from Appomattox to homes in ashes have done much

in the public schools for the negro, done much in denominational

enterprises for him. Possibly, we could have done more, but are

there not men in the North who think of the South only in connec

tion with the black? The North is doing nobly for the blacks. I

rejoice in the splendid institution of learning which the Northern

Baptists have built in Richmond for the uplifting of the colored

brother. Those magnificent granite buildings with all that they

represent are an inspiration to me. There ought to be, however, a

quickened circulation between the whites North and the whites

South. How many Northern men read Southern Baptist papers?

I say, let us be loyal to the whole Baptist denomination; let

the South do its utmost to uplift the religious life among the blacks

and let the North be loyal to the South, the South be loyal to the

North. Let there be one feeling of brotherhood in us all. Let us

bridge the.Potomac denominationally as well as politically.

I do not know that this question of denominational loyalty has

any special pertinence at this time. Liberty to think is one of the

old principles that have been fought over during the centuries. The

Church of Rome had this question on the platform, and it decided

upon the whole to solve it by means of the thumb screw. Now, I

beg that we shall at least learn a lesson from Rome. Let us not

repeat her sad experiment. You cannot smother thought; you can

not silence conscience. I pray that we, in our eagerness for denom

inational loyalty, shall breathe such a meaning of charity, such a

meaning of tolerance into those words that we shall hold the best,

the biggest men. Why could not the denomination be great, by in

clusion as well as great by exclusion? Let us see how much truth

the denomination can appropriate rather than upon how little truth

it can survive. A friend of mine remarked to me the other day
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that he had long been tolerant of the tolerant, but he was praying

now for grace to become tolerant of the intolerant. Well, I think

that is a grace that some of us need, I do, indeed. And on the whole

if we shall have charity, if we shall have sympathy with our great

undeveloped brotherhood, ere long we shall have the van not too

far ahead of us and we shall have the rear straggling not too far be

hind. Heresy trials, with all the detriment that they do practical

Christianity, will be a thing of the past. That result is to be achieved

more largely by sympathy, by charity, by broader views of nature

and life than by any thumb-screw method. Oh, I wish we could

know what detriment results to the church of God from an attempt

to try anybody in this age because an honest investigation of cer

tain facts has led him to a certain conclusion. That man is most

loyal to the Baptist denomination who gives to its organization the

greatest efficiency ; that man is most loyal to Baptist principles who

in an honest and candid mind deepens their implications and en

deavors to apply them as the times demand. It is the man who

brings to us truth, who breathes larger life into the denomination

rather than the man who tries to squeeze all the juice and sap out of

it, like a sucked orange.

I thank you very kindly.

The President:

Our first speaker in general discussion will be the Rev.

Prof. Goodspeed, of MacMasters University, Canada.

Prof. Chas. Goodspeed, Ph. D.:

Mr. President and Christian Friends: I had the pleasure of be

ing present last year at Buffalo, and I am always pleased to hear

addresses of two kinds, that is, addresses that agree with my own

opinions and addresses that do not. I expected when coming here

this year probably both these elements of interest would be present.

I have not been altogether disappointed.

I may say that up in Canada, where I have spent the most of

my life, we believe in men reaching definite conclusions on some

questions, even though some may deem this a proof that we had

stopped thinking. We believe in God. We believe in Christ as

a divine person. We believe that he wrought out an atoning work

for sinful men. We have a good many other settled beliefs, and

we really do think a little notwithstanding.
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Coming to the question which is before us, it is one of con

siderable difficulty.

Every man must hold himself free to think out his own con

clusions. This is a fundamental principle involved in the very

nature of conscience. The man who does not defend this as his

most sacred right is not a true man. He has the right even to

reach conclusions which are identical with those arrived at by the

most reverent thinkers of the past, as well as to reach new con

clusions, or those which represent the latest theories. I have some

times thought the time would come when it would be deemed un

orthodox to hold an old belief, and that the new orthodoxy would

be fully as intolerant as the old. Now these I say are fundamental

truths. We must be free to reach our own conclusions. We must

be free to hold our own conclusions. We must be free, if we think

them of sufficient importance, to press them upon the attention of

others.

But, if we are to do this most effectively in the way of Christian

work, it must be done in an organized relation with others that

are just as free as ourselves.

How then can men co-operate together who make up their

minds in this free way, and hold themselves free also, after they

have reached their conclusions, to press them upon others just as

freely ?

Suppose a number of men should have enough conviction as to

the importance of the conclusions to which they have come to com

pel them to propagate them. But some hold views which others

of them think would have a pernicious influence if they wede

pressed. All these cannot work together in the same organization

and have the same pastor, because he could not press the conclu

sions of both parties.

What is the necessary consequence? Is it not this? Brethren

who have reached common conclusions that bind their consciences,

and bind their consciences so closely that they feel they must be

expressed and propagated because they believe them to embody

the truth of God which he does not give them any liberty to with

hold, will unite together. Those who do not agree with these views,

but have reached other conclusions as to imperative truths, must

form another organization for themselves.

This is the starting point, and involves the principle of in

dividual church organization. But beyond the churches there has

.
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to be a wider co-operation before the best results can be reached

m Christian work. Here is one church that has come to some con

clusion—say it is the Deity of our Lord Jesus Christ. Here is

another whose members have agreed together in the support of

views which are a denial of His divinity. Can these churches unite

to send missionaries to the heathen, or to do home mission or other

work? I suppose we all believe they cannot. There must be a

recognized basis of truth common to all the churches before there

can be any denominational life worthy of the name, and before there

can be any general denominational effort which involves the co

operation of all the churches of a body. So, I say, denominational-

ism is not a superficial or artificial thing. - It is something which

is necessary so long as men differ as to what God has said, and as

long as they believe he has spoken something which is of so great

importance that they cannot conscientiously co-operate in propagat

ing views which they deem a perversion or denial of divine teach

ing. Denominationalism then—a true and unobjectionable de-

nominationalism—must be the outcome of these conditions. It is

the outcome, therefore, of what is essential in our moral nature, in

conscience, and in the authority of a God given word.

Well now, here we are. We have come together in this way,

first into churches and then into a denomination. We are pressing

our common conclusions which are the basis of our unity. We are

not pressing them, remember, because the denomination holds

them, but because in the best exercise of the freest investigation

we have adopted common and harmonious views. But a brother

in the exercise of his freest thought changes his beliefs. Say he

thinks himself compelled to deny the substitutionary sacrifice of

Christ, or the personality of God, or the deity of our Lord. What

is to be. done? Are we to say, " Hush, brethren, that man has as

good a right as any of us to form his own conclusion." I say so

far as forming his own conclusions is concerned that is right. But

if he should say, " I want to press these doctrines which you deem

pernicious from the inside of your churches," I object, because he

trangresses the most fundamental principles of denominational life,

that people have the privilege of uniting together to advance com

mon beliefs, and just as soon as he is unable to do this, but wishes

to press conflicting views, he has broken a tacit compact, and is

not a member of the body in the truest sense. As Dr. Christian

has already stated,, his place is outside the body. It seems to me,
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under these conditions the honorable man would say, " We agreed

together to advance certain beliefs, among other objects. I have

ceased to hold them with the rest of you. God bless you. You

must go on pressing your views freely. I must go elsewhere

where I also can press mine freely."

The President:

The next speaker is Prof. Fox, of New Jersey.

Norman Fox, D. D., of Morristown, N. J.:

Denominational loyalty may be one of two things : First, it may

be loyalty to the denominational principles. I am a Baptist because

I believe in the principles of a Baptist denomination. I believe

that those principles are the principles of the New Testament. I be

lieve that they are the principles of the twentieth century. Looking

forward or looking backward for the truth, I find it in the prin

ciples in the Baptist denomination and therefore I belong to the

Baptist denomination. My being a Baptist simply is believing in

the principles of the denomination; it is not after all a very close

relation, it is simply this : I believe in certain things. I find certain

other gentlemen that believe in the same thing; or I am traveling

along a given road and here comes a company of people traveling

along the same/oad, very respectable looking people; I am perfectly

willing that they should travel along with me, and if they are will

ing, I will travel with them. We are traveling along the same road

and we go together. And so, as believing the things which the

Baptist denomination believes, the Baptist denomination and I

travel along together. But the tie so far is not a very strong one;

indeed, I might say I do not belong to the Baptist denomination,

the Baptist denomination belongs to me, it has concluded to come

along with me and I am perfectly willing it should. But under

this tie, simply whenever the Baptist denomination becomes untrue

to those principles, I should certainly say " Good-bye, you have

proved recreant to these beliefs which heretofore we have held in

common and I do not wish to travel with you any longer." Or, if

they should say, "We find there is a difference of opinion between

you and us and consequently we do not wish to travel with you," I

should say "Well, a very unwise decision on your part, but I am

going right along this way and I shall separate from you," simply

as in a great exhibition I might separate from 'a company that
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have been walking along the same aisle and looking at the things I

did but they seem more interested in something else and turn aside.

There is a second form of loyalty, some might call it a lower form,

and yet it is one not without its strength and not without its worthi

ness. I am loyal to the Baptist denomination because my father

was a Baptist and my grandfather was a Baptist, and here my best

friends and kindred dwell. Years and decades of years I have be

longed to that Baptist denomination; what little strength I have I

have consecrated to the upbuilding of it and I love that denomina

tion from my whole heart. You may call it loyalty to the clan, it

may be a lower form of loyalty than the other, still it has strength,

and in some respects it is a stronger tie than the other. If I am

attached to the Baptist denomination simply because I agree with

it regarding certain principles, as I said, I may separate from it

whenever I think that it is untrue to its principles, but with this

clan loyalty then I am not willing to separate from the Baptist de

nomination. But what shall I do? Suppose the denomination as I

think departs from the truth? On the one hand I love the truth, on

the other hand I love the Baptist brotherhood. Well, now, if they

are inclined to separate, what shall I do? Why, I will try and bring

the Baptist brotherhood back to the truth. If the Baptist denomi

nation differs from me, I shall endeavor to convince them that they

are wrong. If I think that on a certain point the Baptist denomi

nation is wrong, I shall say so. If I believe that the idea that no

map should be admitted to join with us in remembering Christ in

the breaking of bread unless he has been baptised, if I believe, as I

do believe, that that is simply a remnant of Romanism, my love for

the Baptist denomination will prompt me to say so. If any man does

not like what I say, he can leave the Baptist denomination for I am

going to stay. Is there any way in which we can show our love for

the denomination more strongly than by telling it to our brethren

straight to their beards when we think they are wrong?

Jeremiah did not agree very well with the Jewish nation, but

like Elijah before him, he said, "I bave not troubled Israel," and

there won't be any trouble in the Baptist denomination if the

brethren will do what is right, as I think. Now for a man to be

true to the truth and to his own denomination, he must sometimes

join issue with the latter. We all agree that the-Church of Rome is

not infallible. Now I wish to put forward a new thesis, namely, that

the Baptist brotherhood is not infallible. And to say that the

brethren may err is practically saying that the chances are ten to
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one that on some point they have erred and are still in error. It is

already admitted that in the past the Baptist denomination has been

wrong on certain points, and is it strange, isn't it pretty certain that

it must be? I may be mistaken in the points in which it may be

wrong, but is it more than probable that the denomination is wrong

to-day on certain points? What shall we do? Shall we sacrifice

truth by being silent lest we should make some trouble in the de

nomination, or shall we continue to love truth and to show our love

to the denomination, by endeavoring to bring it back to the truth?

There is where denominational loyalty will show itself. The man

striving to bring his denomination to the truth. And then comes

what may be in a certain sense, the highest form of denominational

loyalty, which is again in a certain sense an effacing of denomina-

tionalism. If the ideas that we hold are true, others should be

brought, the outside world, outside Christians should be brought to

see that. Suppose they all are brought to accept the truth which we

hold. Denominational divisions certainly are done away, but may

we not feel an honest pride that others have been brought to accept

our principles? But in order to do that, we must make sure that the

division between us and them is solely a matter of principle.

I remember a short time ago,- a Baptist church was established

in a new town. The Baptist church had the field to itself. After a

little a Presbyterian church was started there and the question urged

itself upon my mind, could not that Baptist church have offered a

New Testament platform on which those dear Presbyterian friends

could have stood, so that there need have been no second church

there, but all might have been joined in the one?

If the Baptist denomination puts up one barrier which the New

Testament has not erected, it is not true to itself, and the man who

would uphold any such barrier is untrue to the denomination.

Loyalty to the denomination shows itself in striving to bring the

whole denomination to the highest plane of truth and in striving to

open its doors that all who love the Lord Jesus Christ may be in

cluded in our circle.

The President:

We are glad to have with us to-day the Rev. Charles Webb,

Secretary of the Evangelical Alliance of Pennsylvania, who will

offer the closing prayer:

Rev. Charles Webb then closed the session with prayer.
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SECOND DAY.

Evening Session.

Wednesday, November 15, 1899, 8 P. m.

Services opened by the singing of Hymn No. 459.

The President:

The session will be opened with prayer by Rev. Dr. Horr,

of Massachusetts.

Rev. Geo. E. Horr, D. D., of Boston, led in prayer.

The President:

In all the marvelous advance of modern science perhaps

there is no one of the legion of sciences that is coming to the

front and receiving attention any more surely and emphatically

than sociology. There is a demand for it and its principles and

the practice of it. There are vagaries in the science already,

many things of which we cannot approve, and yet it is right

that Christian people consider the living issues involved therein,

and the topic selected for our discussion to-night doubtless has

some reference to that which is in the air on this subject. The

topic is, "What Is the Duty of the Church in Improving the

Condition of the Laboring Man?" and the first appointed writer

we shall be glad to hear to-night is the Rev. Geo. R. Robbins,

of Ohio.

Rev. Geo. R. Robbins, of Cincinnati, Ohio, then read the

following:

WHAT IS THE DUTY OF THE CHURCH IN IMPROVING THE

CONDITION OF THE LABORING MAN P

Permit me to proceed without formulating a definition of " The

Laboring Man," and assume that we understand who are desig
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nated by the subject assigned. Nearly three-fourths of the in

habitants of our land belong to this class, the majority of whom,

it is said, have been alienated from the churches. Note: From

some of them, not from all of them. The Roman Catholic Church

and many Protestant churches find ample room for them, and

thither they flock like doves to their windows. The sin and shame

is that some churches may not want them, and multitudes knowing

it will not attend.

The question arises: What shall be done? Here they are and

will be. It would seem the case stands somewhat as the Scotch

man put it to his regiment before the battle: " Lads, there they

are; if you don't kill them, they will kill you." If the church does

not do more towards improving the condition of the laboring man

he may do something with the church. Considering the drifting

of large numbers of this class from the church, their attitude

towards the church, and that of many churches towards them, the

principle of protection, the advancement of the cause of Christ, the

betterment of their condition in every respect, obligates the church

to engage more earnestly and largely in materialistic and evangel

istic effort to secure for them a little of heaven here, and an eternity

of heaven beyond. The church must win back those turning away

from its doors, or they may for a time overcome the church. In the

words of Goethe:

" Thou must rise or fall!

Thou must rule and gain, or serve and lose;

Must suffer or triumph; must be anvil or hammer."

We do not err in assuming all should desire success. Alas

for those who do not pray as they toil to succeed. Christians and

churches need not fail in the great work whereunto called. We

have neither time nor energy to waste in pretences, and yet has

there not been a woeful amount of resolution and talk on the part of

individuals and societies which has not ripened into shining, help

ful deeds. Surely we ought to be earnest, and if we are, we will

not stop to discuss the most agreeable methods, but push on after

the most effective ones, though hard and unpleasant. The

Austrians complained that Napoleon would not fight according to

the rules of war; but Napoleon won victories. We care not over

much for methods, but long for the salvation of the laboring man;

for his teaching and training for higher and broader and more endur
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ing service ; for the betterment of his entire self physically, mentally,

morally, socially, financially, spiritually; for the development of his

life and the increase of his happiness for time and for eternity. Oh,

it is so easy to lie down on soft couches and dream pleasant dreams,

but we want to transmute theories into concrete activities, social

and Christian crystallizations.

But what is the duty of the church in improving the condition

of the laboring man? Among the many things we emphasize are

as follows:

First. Open the do.ors of Iter edifices.

By this we mean that in cities, towns, villages, and in many'

rural districts the church shall be kept open from seven o'clock in

the morning until ten o'clock at night; kept warm in winter and

cool in summer, and some rooms furnished liberally with papers,

magazines and books, made home-like, cozy, inviting.

We are constantly hearing it said that the laboring man should

not go to saloons, gambling places, theaters, clubs, lodges. But

where shall he go? Where can he go for an evening? Some

answer: "To the Y. M. C. A. rooms." Yes; but usually there is

only one such institution in a city, and seldom any in the villages

or towns. Why not open the churches? What is the use of erect

ing fine buildings at a great cost and keeping them closed, except

ing for two or three services on Sunday and a prayer meeting and

choir rehearsal during the week? Why not put to a larger service

these houses for work and worship? .

I am myself fully persuaded that if the fences, gates, locks,

surrounding many sanctuaries were torn down and sold for old

iron or kindling wood a long stride would be taken towards solving

the pressing problem of bettering the condition of the masses. It

is unnecessary to lock the doors, for even the most ungodly have

an inherent dread of disturbing that which has been consecrated

to the service of Almighty God. Men may run off with a bank,

but not with a church. Instead of keeping the doors locked like

jails to hold within the inmates, or like savings vaults to keep

robbers out, let them swing wide, and access be as free as entrance

into the Golden Gates of the New Jerusalem. Thus let the open

and free church go triumphantly forward into the new century.
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Second. Make provision for some recreation.

That is, have in the sanctuary a place not only where they may

pray but play. Recreation is a necessity. Even ministers need

take a vacation. The Master said to his tired disciples: " Come ye

yourselves apart and rest awhile." He who created us to cry when

sad likewise created us to laugh when glad. There may be as

much religion in a smile as in a tear. It is sinful always to work

and never to play as well as always to play and never to work. No

man keeps jolting along life's rough road in a lumber wagon. We

all like to have a carriage ride occasionally even when not going

to a funeral. A lamb cannot walk like an old sheep. God never

intended it should. Fathers and mothers were not born with stiff

muscles, cracking joints, glasses on their eyes, and trumpets for

their dulled ears. These have come because of old age. Grant

to the toiling man innocent amusements, reinvigorating joys for

the recreating of their, worn body and jaded minds.

But where shall he find these? Xot in most churches. These

were erected for solemn services on Sunday, and on some you may

find the address of the undertaker—the last person on earth any

man has need.

Well, there is the theater. Yes. And the gambling den.

Yes. And the saloon. Yes; always open, bright, cheery, inviting,

filled. Is it altogether strange when we consider how many church

edifices stand cold and forbidding to those seeking shelter and an

attractive place where they may read, converse, sing, or listen to

the strains of enlivening music" debate, bathe, rest, recuperate, should

pass on and enter the saloon where the siren's song ceases not, or

the theater where the music charms and the plays attract, or lock

arms with those whose steps lead down into the dark pit of eternal

woe. Suffer me to ask if it may not appear that the church has

been unmindful in part of her great duty to the whole man, and

made it her business to fit people for death instead of fitting them

for life, unmindful that the Kingdom of God must first be within

one before that one can get into the divine kingdom.

Possibly you have read of the minister who was riding along

the road in Virginia, and overtaking a peddler struggling under his

load asked him to ride, which invitation was accepted. For a time

the minister said nothing but presently with a long face and in

solemn tones asked. " My friend, are you prepared to die?" The
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poor fellow looked frightened, leaped from the buggy and ran for

the woods. The minister also sprang from the vehicle and started

after him shouting: "I did not mean to kill you; I did not intend

murdering you." But the scared fellow ran on, and the astonished

parson was obliged to leave his luggage by the roadside and drive

on. Does this not suggest that the sphere of religion is not only

in heaven but on earth, that we may give a fellow-man a lift, and

at the same time turn his thoughts towards his spiritual life instead

of turning him away from God?

Third. Look after his material needs.

It is evident the Founder of the Christian Church had for its

object not only the salvation and deliverance of the individual, but

the reorganization of society; that His life and teachings enforced

the command to His church to spend and be spent in eliminating

the circumstances and conditions of living which injured, health,

fostered disease, blighted happiness, hindered success.

Christ's ministry was largely a ministry to man's material needs.

He was no monk, no stoic, no secluded scholar; but a man of

affairs going to markets, weddings, funerals, homes and places of

sorrow, suffering, sicknesses, tears, and making use of all occasions

whereby to illustrate and enforce the immaterial by the material.

So He wrought upon and through the body to touch and save the

soul.

And thus His church should endeavor to represent Him in the

largeness of His nature and the scope of His teachings by helping

to improve the condition of the laboring man—seeking to save all

of the man—save him by all means, sanctify all days, work through

all legitimate agencies, going back to the " simplicity and com

prehensiveness of primitive life," until it can be said of every man

and community, " The kingdom of God is within you," and " Christ

is all and in all." When this is sought the vision, the aspiration,

the prayer, the sacrifice, the life, the power will draw unto its benign

.influence and sweeping sway not only the laboring man, but all

men.

Not all that is desirable has yet been comprehended, but it is

evident the church has entered upon a new era when there shall be

an increased application of such ideas and forces of the revelation

of Jesus Christ to the organized activities of the human race.
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" Christ " —as said—" is entering the institutional life of the world

so that He may accomplish the perfection of mankind, and bring

to its full realization the brotherhood of man. The kingdoms—all

the royal kingdoms of this world—are destined to become the one

kingdom of the one sovereignty of God and His Christ.

Fourth. Seek, teach, train him.

The Son of Man came first of all to seek the lost. He did not

set up a sanitarium at Capernaum, or Bethany, or Jerusalem, and

send forth circulars inviting the lame, halt, blind, sick to gather

there and be healed. The missionary idea runs all through the

New Testament. The primitive church was a seeking church.

Paul hunted for the lost all over Asia Minor, and in Europe from

Macedonia to Spain. The church to-day comes far short of the

success she might and should have because of the lack of seeking

for men as did Christ—as did the disciples—apostles, early church.

We fear too many have cut themselves loose from the blessings to

be received by going into the highway and hedges—tenement

dwellings and humble homes of the laboring classes—going into

the dusty factories, grimy foundries, noisy shops, heated stores,

here, there, yonder after those with calloused hands with few to

look after them and theirs, to teach them either the way to live,

or the way of life.

While there has been much effort to reach the wealthy and

cultured, there has not been enough to lay hold of those whose

daily toil has deprived them of many intellectual advantages. The

duty of the church is to follow their divine pattern, the Galilean

teacher, instruct them in things pertaining to the life present and

the life eternal; and then train them, train which is teaching

crystallized into character. Has not the time come for a forward

movement in the establishing of thorough training schools for those

desiring to fit themselves for higher spheres of usefulness. Soci

ological instruction on the nature, the relation, the responsibility

and duty of society is needed; special attention should be given to

Biblical, Historical, Applied Christianity. Text-books, charts,

maps, lectures, stereopticon views, supplemented by personal in

vestigation by the classes will bring about encouraging and inspir

ing results. This should be done, as all such gracious work, by the

church.
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Fifth, Encourage him to secure a home.

What is one of the sweetest words this side of heaven? Home.

What is one of the saddest words this side of hell? Homelessness.

Comparatively few laboring men own a home; the overwhelming

majority of these in our large cities live in thickly peopled tenement

houses, many in dreary boarding houses. Is it strange that some,

with something of the feeling of the poor unfortunate,

" Mad from life's history,

Glad to death's mystery;

Swiftly to be hurled

Anywhere — anywhere

Out of the world,"

Plunge into the dark, wide river of sinful excess?

" O! it is pitiful,

• Near a whole city full:

Homes they have none."

I am pastor of a down-town institutional church that numbers

eight hundred members. Only six families live in their own homes,

all the rest in hired houses, consisting of two, or three, or four, or

possibly six rooms. But such has been the teaching and training

in this church that scores having moved to the inviting suburbs,

or to other cities have purchased comfortable homes. This is my

claim; that every church should in some way teach, inspire, en

courage the laboring classes to save through associations, or savings

banks, connected with the church, if possible; set apart a portion

of the weekly income for benevolence; a portion towards purchas

ing a home. This is a part of the duty of the church towards the

laboring man. But again, the great pressing duty whereby best of

all the church can improve his condition is to:

Sixth. Seek the salvation of his soul.

"Jesus Christ came to seek and save the lost." He taught:

" But seek ye first the Kingdom of God, and His righteousness;

and all these things shall be added unto you." He taught: " But

godliness is profitable unto all things, having promise of the life

that now is, and of that which is to come." The Gospel is the

solution of all the unsolved problems in the social, political,

national, world-wide domain. Not education, not reformation
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primarily; but regeneration can bring the fulfillment of the divine

promises concerning the good things assured to man here and

hereafter. The brightest glory of the church is to have it said of

her this and that man was born there. The greatest shame of the

church is not saving the souls of more men, women and children.

The Gospel of Christ is not only the supreme remedy for the ills

of life, but the spring under the Throne of God, from whence flow

the life-giving and satisfying streams of mercies and blessings.

When the church is awake to her lofty mission we shall see with

clearer eye that she has to do not only with the individual, but with

society, aye, with the whole world, and to help answer the prayer

of Christ: " Thy Kingdom come. Thy will be done in earth, as in

heaven."

Put some of these thoughts into practice, and how long would

the proverbial absence of the laboring man from church continue?

How long would agitators continue harping about the apathy of

professing Christians to the conditions and fortunes of the laboring

classes? How long would church edifices remain half filled on

Sunday? Would not the preaching and practicing of these things

greatly help in making the church a mighty regenerating power?

Do you know of any other transforming power more popular than

saving power? The first, last, greatest duty of the church to the

laboring man is to become all things unto Him that he may be

saved.

The laboring man may suppose he is bettering his condition

by organizing and uniting with all manner of societies and unions,

but the bare, cold facts prove there is not much advance, and there

will not be until the church goes after him and he conies back to

the church to which every sturdy forest of manhood, every fertile

meadow of civilization, every fair and fragrant garden of virtues

owe their distinguishing characteristics. He may continue manu

facturing all sorts of excuses for alienation from this best of all

institutions in the world, but his absence is truthfully presented in

that wise editorial of a recent issue of the New York Sun. " He does

not attend church because he does not want to attend." The work

ing man above everything else needs to-day to come back to the

church; and the church to-day needs not so much new institutional

features, new theories, new pulpits, new organs, new music, new

singers, new sermons full of beauty, poetry, prose, politics, phil

osophy, new theology, higher criticism, new prayers written or
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extemporaneous; but the Old Gospel—old as the sun, new as the

last sunbeam that kissed the mountain peak; and needs the power

of the Holy Ghost.

Oh, that the soul of the laboring man might be saved by the

Lord Jesus Christ!

Oh, that the church might daily receive a new Baptism, a fill

ing, a fresh anointing of the Holy Ghost! Then the church will

have the larger comprehension and better understanding of her

divinely appointed duty and will do it ; and there will be an im

measurable improvement in every respect of the condition of the

laboring man.

The President:

The next writer is Prof. Lee D. Lodge, located in the

printed program at Columbian University, Washington, D. C,

where he was for a number of years the professor in the Univer

sity, but he has changed his local habitation recently, and comes

to us from the presidency of Limestone College, S. C. We are

glad to welcome Prof. Lodge.

Pres. Lee Davis Lodge, Ph. D., of Limestone College, S. C,

then read the following:

THE DUTY OF THE CHURCH IN IMPROVING THE CONDITION

OF THE LABORING MAN.

What are some of the other agencies for ameliorating the con

dition of the working classes? In the first place, there is the State

whose function it is to protect rights, to secure justice, to provide the

possibility for the fullest development of each individual. A man

has a right to what John Rae calls in forceful phrase an "Unrau-

tilated and undeformed manhood." A child is born into the world.

His existence is his title-deed to development. Powers of growth

are proofs of the right to grow. A human being is heir-at-law of

all the humanities. The State improves the condition of the laborer

by giving him good to which he has a right. This is the ideal. It

is the duty of the Church, recognizing society as being in the words

of Burke a "Partnership in all science, a partnership in all art, a

partnership in every virtue and in all perfection," viewing the State

as an organism instinct with spirit, and finding in each successful
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achievement of political genius in right legislation an epiphany of

the divine mind, to give the touch of life from above to the citizen

dead to civic duty, to make prevalent the principles of justice and

to rouse and thrill and inflame men with a passion for the realization

of righteousness in the commonwealth.

In the second place, there is philanthropy. The motive here is

love. Altruistic action is the most Godlike action, because in this

we are free, while in other things we are often constrained by the

forces of our environment. Love is the splendor of goodness. Phi

lanthropy improves the condition of the laboring man by giving him

good to which he has no legal right. The Church should be the

very fountain of philanthropy.

Missionary zeal, the vital breath of Christianity, not only seeks

to save the soul ; it strives to illuminate the mind ; it opens the store

house to supply the body's necessities; it seeks to uplift the whole

man. That religion is vain which does not cause the heart to quiver

and ache and bleed at the sight of the world's misery. Have you

not turned pallid in the presence of the gaunt ghastliness of poverty?

Does not your heart fairly break when you look on the hideousness

of crime? Have you never melted into hot tears of pity as the

"still sad music of humanity" fell upon your ear? Is there no pas

sionate yearning of the soul, no sharp tugging at the heart strings as

you see the contorted features of men and women in the agony of

vicarious woe? This is the heart history of every man in whom the

spirit of Jesus dwells. All effort to enlighten, to lift up, to comfort,

is missionary effort, whether it be exerted in behalf of the man be

yond the sea or in behalf of the man in the street. It is surely the .

duty of the Church to stimulate all the burden-lifting, light-spread

ing, life-giving agencies for the regeneration of the world. It is her

duty to fan every ember of social affection, to strengthen every as

piration for social service, to actualize the Master's ideals of social

life.

There are now a considerable number of working men in our

churches. The duty of the hour is to make these men feel the

reality of religious kinship, feel that we feel the tender tie which

binds them and us in Christian unity, feel that we are indeed

brothers born of the same spirit. This is the thought of Christ.

Once make this a living, throbbing, conscious reality and so far

forth you solve the labor problem. Do this for the working men

now in the churches and your empty pews will be filled and the
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molten souls of the people will be poured out in song till the

rafters shake with the peal and the organ's tones are drowned. From

every such center the sacred influence would spread abroad in an

ever widening circle of blessedness.

In the third place, there is Science. Here the mind of man

thinks the thoughts of God. Science applied becomes dynamic for

good in every horizon of human life and makes divine bounty avail

able to man. To know a thing in its idea is to get the greatest pos

sible control over that thing. Progress in knowledge gives rise to

invention. Invention, like an Aladdin's lamp, fills the life with

blessing. Alas! that the church should turn its artillery upon the

bulwarks of science. To doubt that the spiritual and the material

are voice and echo is treason against God. To fear the onward

march of scientific discovery is pitiable cowardice in the Christian.

All truth, whether it be written in starry letters on the azure scroll

of heaven, or graven on the pages of that rocky volume whose chap

ters are strata and whose illustrations are fossils—all truth, whether

it be printed in the Bible or chiseled on the heart, is God's Truth,

always self consistent, never to be feared. Science is one of the

stalwart pulling forces that are lifting us to God. The study of

nature, if the soul has any insight at all, or be at all vividly conscious

of relations, is an act of worship. It is high time for the church to

stop fighting and begin to use Science. Nothing could be more

fatuous than for the Christian to set Science and Faith in antithesis.

It is a grave error to abandon whole provinces of human thought

to the sway of the anti-christian scholars.

Sociology, a science which busies itself much with the problem

of bettering social conditions is a lamentable illustration of the de

plorable results of such abandonment. An appalling proportion of

Sociologists today refuse assent to the Christian religion. It be

hooves Christian thinkers to see to it that this new science is charged

with Christian philosophy. Sociology improves the condition of the

laboring man by pointing out to him a greater good which he may

attain if he will. Christian sociology will go far toward establishing

a Christian society, in which the difficulties of the labor problem

cancel out. It is the function of the church to invigorate, innerve

and inspire all of these other agencies for elevating humanity. But

the first need is that our Christianity should be less mechanical and

more vital. If our members are vitalized in the church, they will be
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vivific in every social relation. Again we inquire what is the active,

informing, essential principal in the three agencies mentioned?

It seems to me that it is the perception of the fact that associa

tion is the norm of human life. The statesman beholds townships

and parishes gathered up into States, watches States become united,

and sees the national merged into the international Isolation in

politics is death. The philanthropist, seeing in every man a brother,

seeks to gather all members of the great family around the Father's

board that they may partake of his bounty. In philanthropy the soul

completes itself by fusion with its fellow. Science too has its social

side. Without stopping to demonstrate or develop this thought, we

may note that the sociologist in particular emphasizes the political,

economic and intellectual interdependence of men. The same idea

is the life principle of the church.

What is her mission? To save souls, certainly. But to save a

soul is to set it once more in right relations—in right relations to

God by the atonement which puts that soul at one with him—in

right relations to other men through the working of that love by

which we identify ourselves with them and which we exercise toward

them according to the "New Commandment" given to us by the

Master. The church is an organism. Those who belong to it are

members in the true, etymological sense. Branches of the same

vine, which is Christ ; parts of the same body, of which Christ is the

head. These are the figures which inspiration uses to clothe the

truth. Beyond a level the ideal life of the church is a life of the

most sacred, the most intense, the most organic association. But

soul saving is not the only work of the church. We are saved in

order to grow, to serve and to enjoy. The experience of the church

is a continuous consciousness of God. a continuous state of mutual

recognition, the abiding presence of that Holy Spirit who is Holy

Love, and who, by bearing testimony with our spirits that we are

born of God, becomes indeed the comforter. It is a part also of the

mission of the church to bring about the kingdom of God on earth.

Lowell speaks truly when he says " 'Tis heaven must come, not we

must go." Viewed from any point, Christian life on the human side

is a life of association, a life of fraternity, a life of sympathy. Its

very dynamic is self-sacrifice. Die to thyself that thou mayest live a

wider life in the lives of others, is its cardinal precept. He that

loseth thus his life verily shall gain it. This also is the well-spring

of civilization. The divine in man seeking its other—this explains
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the phenomena of society, political, economic, religious. The spirit

of civilization is the spirit of God shining forth from human life in an

ever increasing splendor of truth and beauty and goodness. It is

the duty of the church to incorporate its principle in every sphere of

human activity. If now we should ask for the watchword of those

who have made themselves the avowed leaders of the agitation for

the improvement of the condition of the laboring classes, we should

find it to be fraternity. Socialism, for example, continually harps

upon this string. It would be interesting, therefore, to inquire into

the relations which exist between Christianity with its ideal of

brothers bearing one another's burdens, and socialism with its Uto

pian vision of brotherhood realized so far as to secure for all a par

ticipation in the material comforts of life. Christianity recognizes

the sacredness of the individual's personality, starts with him as the

unit cell, develops him through the inflow of the Divine Spirit,

teaches him that to be his real self, to actualize his possibilities, to.

fulfill the law of his being, he must not only see but feel and will

all things in God, and do and suffer all things for men. The re

ligion of Jesus looks forward to the time when men shall participate

in each other's innermost life. But this whole development, out of

egoism into altruism, is a free development and a development into

freedom. The sharing of worldly things is a corollary of the shar

ing of heavenly thoughts. Socialism, on the contrary, coerces the

individual by the power of society. Brotherhood is enforced by the

baton of the policeman. In many of the schemes of social recon

struction, God is dethroned, all religion is abolished, and ethical

duties shrivel to emaciation. Equal shares of loaves and fishes and

flesh pots are the be all and the end all of life. Socialism often sins

by dooming the highest part of man to die from atrophy. The

Christian ideal alone produces fulness, wholeness, wholesomeness.

Changes may be necessary in the social order, revolution may have

to come, but, if so, it were better that the changes be made peace

ably and the revolution come gradually as a result of a transforma

tion in the spiritual nature of men wrought by the agency of the

church rather than as the consequences of a volcanic upheaval of

society and a cataclysm of politics.

It has been my aim in this paper to emphasize the need for such

higher spiritual life in the church as will thrill the souls of Christian

people with a sense of their union with God and their real kinship

with fellow men. We must realize in our heart of hearts that every
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man is our brother. Intellectual assent to this is not enough. Work

with the laboring man to be effective must be on the plane of sub

stantial equality. Let the man in you talk to the man in him. Let

the God in you talk to the God in him. Will you permit me to add

a word or two which may perchance be of some slight value to us

in our attempt to make the church an efficient cause in the better

ment of the condition of the working classes? Before the church

can so much as get a hearing from laboring men, much less ful

fill its mission to them, it must alter its attitude toward men of mere

wealth. 1 do not know what may be the condition of affairs in the

Baptist churches of Pittsburg, but I do know that in some Baptist

churches there is undisguised, abject, servile homage paid to money,

even when that money has been acquired by means which cause the

eyebrows to be raised and the lip to curl. In some cases wealth

gotten by shaving papers, by driving hard bargains, or even by

direct, flagrant and notorious violation of the laws of the land,

makes its possessor the dominant factor in a church which disgraces

itself and dishonors its God by retaining him among its members.

Birth, brains, piety—all are rudely thrust aside to make way for the

coming of the parvenu prince whose coat of arms is the dollar sign.

It is vain to denounce dishonesty and enthrone the thief. Does a

church member's possession of wealth still the thunders of the pulpit,

does it make boards of deacons and trustees look with a glance less

austere upon doubtful business methods, does it make churches pal

liate wrong, palter with their principles, or cringe and fawn and

flatter before an upstart vulgarian who seeks to hide his native gross-

ness under the garish splendor which dollars buy? I simply ask the

question ; let the experience of every man answer it for him. Equally

important is the obverse of the principle which I have just stated.

The church must be a faithful friend to the laboring man, wounding

him where necessary for his own good. The minds of working men

are often filled with heresies. The mists of error must be dispelled

by the steady light of truth fearlessly turned on. We must not play

the demagogue. The plain facts of life must be plainly stated, the

necessary hardness of conditions must not be disguised, the pain-

fulness of the process of economic evolution must be admitted, must

be explained, must be vindicated, even as we seek to vindicate the

apparent waste in the vegetable and in the animal world. A careful

study of social conditions will convince any unprejudiced mind that

much of the evil is caused by vice and much by ignorance. It is
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ours to make this clear to the mind of the working man, it is ours

to eradicate these tap roots of wretchedness. To instill into him

sound economic doctrine is to render him priceless service. Is it not

of great value to a man to demonstrate to him, for instance, that

the sure way for him to raise his wage is to increase his productive

ness as a laborer? Over and over again the conviction will be

borne in upon the thoughtful mind that the explanation of distress

among the working class is in very large measure to be found in

moral rather than in economic causes. Ethical life has a long pro

jection on the line of economic life. Seeing this, we ought to say it.

Some errors we make in our methods of work. We must guard

against over estimating the value of material help. "Gift", as Emer

son well says, "is contrary to the law of the universe," Merely to

shower comforts down upon a man is to pauperize him. It will not

do to feed his body and stunt his soul. Sometimes it happens that

our work never gets above the plane of material assistance. The

soup ladle is well enough in its way, but we are not yet prepared to

engrave upon it the words "In hoc signo vinces." Let me not be

misunderstood. I think I comprehend perfectly well the value of

improvements made in the material environment. Nothing can be

more certain than that material progress and moral progress are

functions one of the other. A better environment," for instance, by

relieving the tension of temptation, produces better sources of con

duct which become fixed into habits, with consequent elevation of

moral life. On the other hand the church must not lose itself in

mystic meditation about the other world, while it abandons this

world to the devil. It will not, of course, be supposed that I am in

dulging here in a denunciation of doctrine. Belief is the core of life.

Action is idea given bone and sinew, flesh and blood. What I mean

to say is that the church must not stand apart from life. It must go

into the working man's home; it must sympathize with him in his

victories and defeats, his heartaches and his raptures; it must busy

itself with his affairs; it must let the warm blood of its life course

through his heart. Away with the distinction between things

sacred and things secular. All things to deepest thought are sacred.

The State is sacred, it is ordained of God; business is sacred, let us

in it be "not slothful," but "fervent in spirit, serving the Lord"; all

life is sacred, the effulgence of the Father of Light, the efflorescence

of that same all-pervading spirit.
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"That climbs to a soul in grass and flowers." Too many men

keep their religion shut away from the other life in an hermetically

sealed compartment. The Church also is often, as an organization,

isolated and insulated in the midst of the very society that it is to

save. Too often our church edifices stand in the midst of our rush

ing, modern life as so many magnificent, gloomy, medieval monas

teries. Let us learn from our Catholic friends. Throw open the

doors, light up the halls, make the church edifice indeed the house

of God and a home for his people.

Our conclusion on the whole matter would be that the Church

can do more indirectly than it can do directly in improving the

condition of the laboring man. By all means let us in our Church

work do all we can to better the environment in which our brothers

live. Let us organize our charitable work. Let us prepare ourselves

by the careful study of the social sciences, the biological sciences,

the medical sciences, for the great labor that lies before us. Let us

seek to discover how much of the degradation and the misery now

existing is due to social conditions, and how much to individual

peculiarities, ignorance and vice. We must first prescind the con

ditions of our problem. Let us find work for the unemployed; let

us educate, educate, educate; let us help men to help themselves.

We must come into personal contact with the people that we help.

Clasped hands close a circuit over which the electric thrill of divinely

human love will leap from heart to heart. Let us realize once for

all that to do systematic charitable work the church must have

trained specialists. Thoroughly prepared men are as important

here as elsewhere in our modern life. Let us save the children.

There are countless ways to do it. Protect them from cruelty and

immorality and education in crime; provide nurseries where they

can be cared for while the mother works; open for them kinder

gartens and schools, all kinds; brighten the home, purify the street,

get hold of the child's heart. Save the third generation from us

by saving the children of to-day. Holmes was right: "The way

to reform a man is to reform his grandmother." But let us never

forget, as I fear some do, that material help is incidental, and that

the primary and chief and all-important object is to transmute and

transform and transfigure the moral being of men. Organization,

though good, is not the main thing. It is pitiable to look upon

some of our organizations in which there was evidently nothing to

organize. The main thing is life. Once get life and all along the
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whole line of biology, physical and psychical, life will organize itself.

If the Church touches and quickens and kindles into incandescence

the hearts of the people ; if we, the members, take up into our moral

tissue the thought of Christ; if we become incarnate ideas; we shall

radiate the gladdening light of love into the darkest abodes of men

and gild even the leaden features of despair with hope.

The President:

The organization of the Baptist Congress is doubtless at

the minimum point possible to an organic body. We have no

constitution, no by-laws, no officers to speak of, and almost no

regulations. But there is one exception, there is one notable

and important official dignitary, I need scarcely say I refer to

our treasurer, Rev. Dr. Bitting, of New York, and before call

ing for the appointed speakers of the evening I shall take the

liberty of asking Dr. Bitting to explain to us the reason of his

official existence.

Dr. Bitting:

It is too bad that the financial question must be introduced into

this discussion, but you will pardon the hyphen that joins the

written addresses to those which are to be spoken. We need

money; everything in the world needs money. I may say while

we are enjoying this session, the expenses—all the traveling ex

penses of the participants amount to more than that of any congress

which we have held in our seventeen years of history. We have

gone as far north as Canada, as 'far south as South Carolina, as

far west as Kansas City, as far to the east as Boston, we have

covered the cardinal points of the compass and have become almost

international. In our gathering here in the city of Pittsburg we

are dependent upon the interest which men feel in what the Con

gress represents. We have no qualifications whatever for member

ship in the general committee or annual members, except that

which comes to every heart that desires to see the most important

Baptist principle for which the Congress stands, illuminated bril

liantly every year. We want members of the general committee.

We ask you for five dollars apiece. We need annual members, if

you can't give five dollars give two dollars apiece, and if you can't

help us by giving five dollars or two dollars, will you not at least
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buy the report? Two hundred and twenty-seven pages of literature

are found in the report last year; there will be more this year—about

two hundred and thirty—so far as we can estimate. The report

last year and every preceding year has been sold for fifty cents; this

year we are going to sell it for twenty-five cents. We do this in

order that there may be the widest possible circulation of this report.

I wish that all who are here to-night and desire to preserve the re

marks that we have listened to, as well as those they will hear, will

put twenty-five cents in the envelope which will be found in the

pews. These envelopes will be collected by the gentlemen who

will pass the basket in the audience a little later. I also desire that

pastors of this vicinity shall take some of these envelopes with them

and pnt them in the pews of their churches and let the members of

their churches subscribe for these reports.

The President:

We will now listen to the first appointed speaker, the Rev.

Riley A. Vose, of New York.

Rev. Riley A. Vose:

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen: I find myself in substantial

agreement with the readers of the papers and while they have made

points that I intended to make and shall make, the emphasis that I

place will be somewhat different in some respects to that which they

have placed, and for this reason I shall not necessarily stop to say

to you that I agree or disagree on any particular point. At the

very outset I want to state a few things which I hold to be true, the

statement of facts. The first, that there is a class known as laboring

men; they have differentiated themselves from the rest of society

and have designated themselves by this term. The second is that

they are dissatisfied with their present condition and they give

utterance to this dissatisfaction in various ways. A dissatisfaction

that is so deep and so wide-spread cannot with safety be overlooked

for too long a time. A third fact is that the majority of them are

outside of the Christian church—how- large the majority I don't

know, but I believe that the statement is sufficient to make that the

majority of the laboring men are outside of the Christian church.

And the fourth statement that I wish to make is, that they are not

in sympathy with the Christian church. They believe that the
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Christian church—at least they express themselves so—is not in

sympathy with them; that the attitude of the Christian church, as

has been said, toward wealth is such that that indicates clearly that

the Christian church is not in sympathy with laboring men. Now,

what is the duty of the church in bettering the condition of these

men who are outside of the church, the majority of them who are

so terribly dissatisfied with their condition and who are not in

sympathy with the church, who are prejudiced against the Christian

church? As has been answered, the duty of the church is to save

them. Yes, that is true, and we need to remember that in the very

forefront of the Gospel, as it was written by Luke, the incident is

given of Jesus' appearance in the Synagogue in Nazareth. He

opened the Old Testament Scriptures and read among other things,

that the spirit of the Lord is upon me because He hath anointed

me to preach the Gospel to the poor. And then after He had closed

the book He said to them, " To-day is this Scripture fulfilled in

your eyes."

We need also to remember that when the disciples of John

came to Jesus and asked Him whether He be the Christ, that after

performing more miracles He told them to go and tell John what

things that they had seen, and then added, " And the poor have the

Gospel preached unto them." It is made emphatic in both of these

cases that Jesus Christ came to preach the Gospel to the poor as

well as to the rich. We need also to remember, as has been pointed

out, that the chief part of the activity of Jesus was in relieving

men's bodily conditions. He fed the multitude; He healed the sick;

He restored the sight to the blind; He healed the lame; He restored

the withered hand to life; He went about among men helping them

physically as well as morally and spiritually.

Now, the Christian church is the representative of Jesus Christ

to the world, and if it be the church of the living God it must be

in accord with the spirit of Jesus, and, therefore, it is the duty of the

church to save laboring men, as has been said, both soul and body,

to save them as men, the entire man and not to be content with

simply saying to them, come, seek the salvation of your soul. But

how is the church to do it? I cannot quite agree with one of the

readers when he said that if we would open the doors of our church

it would be sufficient. When these men are so mightily prejudiced

against the church as they are to-day, many of them will not come

to the church even though the doors of the church are thrown wide
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open. The condition is much as it was in the days when

Methodism was founded. The people did not come to the church

then and so Wesley and his laborers went to the people. The

commandment of Jesus is not to open the doors of the church and

let them corne in, but rather to go and make them disciples, and

to teach them to observe all things whatsoever He commanded.

He did not tell us to say to them, come to us, but said to us go to

them. As the laboring men are out of the'church, so many of

them, it is our place as representatives of the church of Jesus Christ

to go to them, and where they are to find them and call them.

Xow, we have a common meeting ground upon which we can meet

them. It is not the meeting ground of economics or wealth, it is

the meeting ground of sin. All have sinned and come short of the

glory of God. As sinful men we can meet them on the same plane

as sinful men. We have likewise need of a common Saviour, Jesus

Christ. Those who have been redeemed by Christ can go to these

men who are in sin and meet them on the same plane and say to

them, you need the same Saviour that I need. And then we can

meet them likewise on the common ground of one Father in

Heaven, our Father and their Father.

But before we can thus meet them certain changes in my judg

ment have to take place in the church itself. Not all churches are

ready to welcome laboring men to-day; there are many churches

whose spirit is such that laboring men and the poor find no wel

come in the church. As one man who is a laboring man

said to me on one occasion—he was a member of the church but

his wife did not join, and he could not get her to come to church—

he said, " I go to this church because it is the only church to which

I can go, but it is no church home for me. I am a poor man, and

I dress poorly, and I am of no worth in this church; I cannot enjoy

many of the privileges in the church because I am shut out of them

because of my poor condition in the matter of this world's goods."

and the fact was not only that he believed it, but it was true. The

church of which he spoke had no place in it for men of his stamp;

they did not want the common trash, as they called it, they wanted

to be an aristocracy, an aristocratic church of wealth, of social

prestige, and that church is one of the class of churches that before

they can reach the laboring men they must have a change of spirit;

instead of wealth and the world's standards ruling, they must have

the democratic spirit Of Jesus Christ; they must know that Christ
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taught that the church of the living God is a church which con

stitutes the family of God, and that all who belong to it are

brothers, and have one father, our Father in Heaven. Such a

church as that has the democratic spirit, the spirit of Christ, and

where that spirit prevails the rich and the poor meet together, and

they know that the Lord is the maker of them all. They know

that they are all brethren; they know that they are all sinners saved

by a common Saviour, Jesus Christ, and there the laboring man

finds a welcome and there he feels at home; but our churches must

be changed in spirit and have the Christ's spirit rather than the

spirit which is according to the world's standard before they can call

the laboring men to the church, or before they can go to the labor

ing men, or before they will go to him, to reach him.

Then another change must come, that the church must work,

and that change is what I term the creation of a new conscience;

particularly with reference to wealth. The laboring man says, I do

not get my share of the profits of the business; I do not get my

portion of the earnings of the concern. And many of us believe

that he is right in this statement. He says, What I want is not an

almshouse to go to, it is not a hospital that I can go to if I am

sick, it is not an institution or a home where the poor can be huddled

together, but wTiat I want is my share of the earnings of this con

cern into which I am putting my life day by day. There are some

employers who believe that he is right. As a prominent business

man in Boston said to me, and he represents a class, " I am

perfectly satisfied that laboring men are not getting their share of

this world's goods." I am perfectly satisfied that it is true; but

there is another class of wealthy men in the churches. They are

men who mean to be good men ; they are men who are enjoying the

double luxury of wealth, the one luxurious living and the other the

luxury of giving. Giving to them is nothing but a splendid luxury,

in which they. revel. They delight in it, and a smile comes over their

faces when they hear their names sounded as munificent givers.

And when that is done, the name is thus sounded, the laboring man

says, He gave a part of my life-blood away, and he is praised for it.

What the church needs to do is to teach this great class of men that

they ought to have a conscience in this matter, and that it is their

business to see that the laboring man has his share of the earnings

of labor and capital combined; that for him to take more than his

share is an immoral act and is just as bad as highway robbery in the
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essence of it. The church of Jesus Christ needs to so teach Christ's

law of love, " Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself," as to make

the man who employs other men know that under God he is respon

sible for his actions, whether he gives them their just dues or not,

and if he .withholds from the laboring man the wages that are due

that he has no real place in the church of the living God. This needs to

be emphasized and re-emphasized until it is believed, and the church

is going to do it. The papers which we have heard to-night show

the trend of thought and preaching and teaching to-day. The

church of Jesus Christ has changed the conscience with reference to

man's condition. It has changed or produced a new conscience

with reference to the value of human life. It has produced the new

conscience with reference to human slavery, and the church of Jesus

Christ is going to produce a new conscience with reference to the

rightful earnings of the laboring man. Now, when this is done, the

church is a democratic institution, has .the spirit of Christ and has

produced in society as well as in the church this new conscience,

then the church of Jesus Christ is ready to go out to the laboring

man and meet him on the common ground of sinners, on the com

mon ground of need of one Saviour. .on the common ground of one

Father in Heaven, and until these changes—at least these two—have

taken place, the church cannot reach the laboring man. I think

the church likewise needs to know the New Testament doctrine of

universalism. I do not believe that it has ever been rightly em

phasized. Our Universalist brethren have emphasized it on the one

hand, and we think in the wrong way. The church inherited from

Judaism the idea of the love of God being limited to a few. And it

has come down through the ages and is in our mind, that the few

are the favored ones rather than that He cause His rain to fall and

His sun to shine upon the just and the unjust. The universalism of

the New Testament, of which I spoke, is this: God so loved the

world * * * that whosoever believeth in Him should not perish

but have everlasting life: that whosoever will may come; that Jesus

Christ is the propitiation for our sins, not for ours only, but also for

the sins of the whole world, and that God will have all men to be

saved. When the church understands that God loves laboring men

just as truly and dearly as He loves members of the church—when

we understand that our social conditions and our economic condi

tions do not influence His love for men one iota, but that He loves

all men; when the church understands that Jesus Christ has sent
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us to them, then it seems to me that the church will go and strive to

reach every man. But if the idea continues to prevail that the love

of God is limited to a few, that He has a particular few who are

His favorites, His pets, and that those who are outside are unloved

and He cares not for them, then we will be satisfied to have our

pews half filled and to enjoy a social, aristocratic, congenial club.

Xow, is there one thought or one idea or fact which will make

the church such a power as it needs to be to change the condition of

laboring men? To reach them and bring them to the church so

that their moral life and their spiritual life will be changed, and as

has been suggested, this moral change working itself out will

change their sanitary conditions and their social conditions and their

intellectual life as well as their moral and spiritual life. Is there a

force, is there some thing the church has need of? The first speaker

indicated it is the baptism of the Holy Spirit.

A little different view of that occasion of Pentecost has pre

sented itself to me; it is that of a new view of Jesus Christ. You

remember that on the day of the ascension of our Lord, His disciples

were with Him, and they asked Him if now He would establish

His throne in Jerusalem. He told them it was not for them to know

the season, the day or the hour. But as He was talking to them

He went up out of their sight, and they stood confounded, not know

ing what to do. I think of all discouraged men in all the history of

the world, none were more so than those Apostles on that day, when

the Lord was taken up from them, and so far as they could under

stand, they had lost Him; and there they stood, gazing up into

Heaven. The angel came and talked with them, and then they

went back to Jerusalem and engaged in what is called the ten

days' prayer meeting. And then what? Then they received a new

view of Jesus, not the view of Jesus of Galilee, or Jesus of Judea or

Jesus on the cross, or Jesus, even, of the resurrection alone, but it

was the view of Jesus seated at the right hand of Power and shedding

upon them His spirit of love. I can almost imagine I hear Peter

exclaim to his brethren. Ah, I see, I see, I see; there He is at the

right hand of the Father, with all power in His hand, and He is

shedding forth this upon us. When they saw Christ, Lord of Lords

and King of Kings, exalted far above all principalities and powers,

and every name that is named in Heaven or in earth, that He might

be head over all things to the church; then they could go forth and
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preach the risen and the ascended Christ so that men would believe,

and they did.

Give the church to-day, not a view of Jesus of Nazareth and

Galilee, the Jesus limited in the flesh; not the view of Jesus upon

the cross merely; but a view of Jesus who went down into the earth

and came up out of the earth and has ascended to the Father, and

will remain there until He is recognized and crowned by men volun

tarily as their own Lord, and then the church will go and preach

to laboring men, so that they will receive Jesus as their only

Saviour from sin unto righteousness.

The President:

We have heard these speakers gladly, not having heard

them before on the platform of the Congress. The next speaker

we will likewise hear gladly and only the more so because he

has been heard in other years—the Rev. T. Edwin Brown, D. D.,

of Pennsylvania.

Rev. T. Edwin Brown, D. D., Franklin, Pennsylvania.

Christian Friends: No generous Boaz instructed these reapers

from this great harvest field before they began their task to-night,

to drop a few handfuls of grain that the gleaner who came behind

might pick them up. I shall have to pick up some of the grains they

have already carried off.

The mission of the church, as Christ's instrument for redeeming

the world, is related fundamentally to the change and the improve

ment of character, and not fundamentally to the improvement of

conditions.

The Bishop of London, in an address to the English Church

Congress lately, said : " On the church falls directly the mainte

nance of the basis of national life. Mind and conscience are indi

vidual matters, and have to be cultivated from the beginning in the

case of every one born into the world. This quiet work of creating

character is the continuous contribution which the church makes

to the life of the nation." Not many days ago Mr. Booker Wash

ington, in the annual report of his great institute, said: " I cannot

but believe, and my daily observations and experience confirm me

in it, that as we continue placing men and women of intelligence,

religion, modesty and skill in every community, who will prove by
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actual results their value to the community, this will constitute the

solution of many of our present political and sociological difficul

ties." Change but the name, and this will be true as answer to our

question. To secure for every community as employers and em

ployed, men of conscience, religion, intelligence, modesty and skill,

is the best contribution the church can make to the community and

to the improvement of the condition of the laboring man.

' I want to suggest, first, that it is the duty of the church to know

the condition of the laboring man, to know something of the mean

ing of his cries of anguish or his cries of anger. Are they the cries,

out of the depths, of men who are at the bottom of the pit, but who

seem themselves to be sinking into deeper ooze? Or are they cries

of men who, because they are rising into the air and the light, have

strength and voice to cry? It makes a difference. There are social

forces beyond the -control of any one man or of any community of

men, which work ill to the laborer and ill to society. Some of these

forces could be modified or abolished by legislation. What forces

can be so modified, how far can legislation affect a social force?

What measure of amelioration, or alteration of conditions can be

looked for from the agencies of social reform? The church is one

of the influences affecting public opinion. Public opinion can

modify the action of some, at least, of those regular methods of

economic procedure that we call economic laws. Few students now

believe that these so-called economic laws are fixed, as laws of

nature, to be promulgated with the divine " thou shalt," or " thou

shall not " thundering in Sinai tones. Many of these laws are the

result of human motives, the action of variable human wills. Change

the motives, change the direction of the tendency of the will, and

you change the action of the laws. What laws can be so changed?

How can you so change them? Is it possible to secure a condition

of things that shall be for the general health of the laboring man,

that shall be for the general health of society? Ought we to secure

such a condition? Now we ought to know in some of these direc

tions. For example: Suppose this presumably intelligent bit of

churchmanship represented here to-night should undertake to de

cide by a show of hands what rate of wages should be paid to any

given set of workmen in any given line of industry. Would we not

be laughed at for folly unspeakable? The rate of wages is not de

termined in that way. Almost everybody will agree that physical,

intellectual, moral, social benefits come from the reduction of hours
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of labor to those who are engaged, for example, in industries such

as those whose operation some of us witnessed this morning. What

is the limit of that reduction below which it can not go with safety

to all the interests involved? Everybody believes that each partner

in the final product of industry ought to receive as his share of com

pensation an equivalent for whatever of effort, of brain, or of hand

he has contributed toward the production of that result. Just how

will you determine what each man's share is in that product? Take

a yard of cotton cloth and trace it back to its origin, and say just

what each man's share is. Can you do it easily? We ought to

know enough to know that sometimes we know very little. We

ought to know enough to know that in matters where the trained

and experienced specialist may occasionally lose the scent, it is not

becoming for people who do not know everything about the mat

ter to go in like a baying pack of hounds, as if they were in full

sight of the quarry. The church ought to know enough not to

commit itself prematurely and never to commit itself irrevocably to

any social program. The church ought to keep its hand on the

coupling pin, able to withdraw it at a moment's warning, whenever

it finds its wagon hitched to any star but that which shone over

Bethlehem. Sometimes we have hitched our wagon to meteors

and sometimes to comets. Great damage has come to the church,

great harm has come to the cause of the laboring man, his angers

have been increased, his hopes have been wakened, only to be

dashed, the gulf between social classes has been widened and

deepened as by pick and spade of fictions, and fallacies, and turnings,

and fanaticisms, and half facts, because of the demagogical talk of

men whose only qualifications for utterance were a warm heart, a

tripping tongue, a brazen throat and a pulpit as a fulcrum from

which they hoped to move the world.

Secondly. There are great social movements born of the spirit

of Jesus Christ which have outgrown the special sphere of what

we call the organic church—about which we are talking, I suppose,

to-night. Among these agencies may be mentioned, on the one

side, endeavors at sanitary and tenement house reform, efforts to

procure clean amusements, playgrounds and parks, kindergarten

education for children, reform in the direction of social purity and

of good citizenship, and in the defense of the very foundation of

the home. Among these agencies may be mentioned, on the other

side, movements for the abolition of war and of the modern temper
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that makes a demigod of every winner in physical battle,—the de

struction of the saloon, and the suppression of all needless Sunday

work. When our camps have been turned into farms and factories,

when that monstrous tyrant who niches every year out of the pockets

of the workingman for demonizing drink more than he spends for

meat and bread, has been done to death, when the observance of

the weekly Rest Day, that workingman's boon, that voice of God

on behalf of the wage-earner, that surviving historic memorial of

a successful industrial revolution, shall hush again to Sunday quiet,

the now increasing clatter of Sunday toil, the day of the laboring

man's millennium may not be very far off. To these agencies the

Church ought to lend hearty co-operation and practical help.

Thirdly. The Church ought to promote in herself, and so by

diffusion in society, an atmosphere, a temper, a spirit of disinterested

sympathy and democracy. That spirit must be disinterested. The

Church must have eyes and ears for the wrongs and the needs of

every man. When the laboring man makes his complaint the

Church ought to hear him. He says he is treated as a machine, as

a thing, as a hand,—that the prisoner in his cell is often better off

than he,—that he is known by a number and a tag instead of by his

name—that his meagre pittance of wages is often lessened through

fines irritatingly imposed by thoughtless and brutal overseers; that

when he ventures to make protest

" the kilns and the curt-tongued mills say—Go:

There's plenty that can, if you can't : We know.

Move out, if you think you're underpaid.

The poor are prolific ; we're not afraid ;

Trade is trade

When the laborer makes this complaint, he ought to be heard.

And he has a right to know that he is heard. He has a right to

know that warm hearts and intelligent minds are studying his prob

lem and will voice his complaint before an authoritative tribunal.

But when the other man says labor is sometimes exacting and inter

fering and irritating, often tyrannical over itself, often unjust to me,

often taking unfair advantage of my necessities by strikes, often

putting it out of my power to keep my contracts with my patrons

or my workmen, he, too, ought to be heard. Just as in a private

quarrel between members in the Church, so in this great social con

flict, the Church of Jesus is not called to championship but to media-

torship. A Church is not to be the advocate of any social class as
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against any other social class. The Church's ministry is to every

man according to every man's need, to the poorest, because he has

the greatest ;needs, but to the other man as well, since he, too, is

needy. The Church is to defend right and to assail wrong and to

act out her own convictions of duty. But she has no \right, as rep

resenting Christ, the Savior, the Brother, the Mediator of All Men,

so to champion any most righteous cause, against any most satanic

wrong, as by the antagonism aroused by her unfair method, to put

it out of her power to serve, in the- Gospel of Jesus, any neediest

man who looks to her for help—though that man be clothed in

purple and fine linen, and fare sumptuously every day.

The atmosphere of the Church must be sympathetic. Here the

Church must lean just a little, and stoop just a little to one side,

often very much to one side. Rich people have their troubles every

day. Many , of them are conscious of their heavy responsibilities.

Many of them feel these responsibilities a burden'and a pain. We

should sympathize with them if we knew some of them better. We

ought to be just to them always. But the poor! the people whose

life is dull routine—so little to make it interesting—across whose

path fall so few flowers and so many thorns—the men to whom the

generals, the colonels, the captains, sergeants, even the corporals

in the official . ranks of this great army of industry from one year's

end to another never so much as say God bless you, or give a hand

grasp or even a nod of .recognition of human fellowship! Oh, this

calls for pain and tears and heartaches and all helpful service.

Do you recall Victor Hugo's inspiring challenge? " Sacrifice

to the mob, to that unfortunate, disinherited, despairing mob! Sac

rifice to it thy gold, and thy blood, which is more than thy gold,

and thy thought which is more than thy blood, and thy love which

is more than thy thought! Receive its complaint. Listen to it

touching its faults and the faults of others! Give it thy ear, thy

hand, thy arm, thy heart! Do everything for it except evil! "

Sympathy? Yes! And not only from the Church, as mediator, to

the rich in their troubles, and to the poor in their more grievous

ones; but, in the atmosphere of the Church, from, rich and poor to

each other, as the poor get close enough to the rich to feel the crush

of their care, and the rich get close enough to the poor to taste the

bitterness of their poverty.

The Church should promote an atmosphere of Democracy.

There should be no rich man's Church, nor poor man's Church, nor
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employer's Church, nor workingman's Church, nor " The Church

of the Carpenter," but only a Church of Our Lord Jesus Christ!

The Church should clear herself from any possible ground of sus

picion, that in her administration, or in her utterances to herself

and to the world through her pulpits, she is dominated by Mammon.

I do not believe that control exists to any great extent. I do not

believe there are many subsidized pulpits. The average man who

has brains enough to create large wealth, has too much brains not

to know the enormous social risk he takes, if,—through his money,

either by bribe in giving it, or by threat in withholding it,—he

attempts to dictate to any public teacher, still more to any Christian

teacher, as to what he shall discover in the vast realms of truth and

duty, and what use he shall make of his discoveries and his convic

tions. There is, however, a widespread and sullen feeling among the

laborers that as a great social institution, the church is a part of the

conspiracy to keep him ground to the dust; that local churches are, in

the main, the rich man's clubs, and the minister his private chaplain

and personal tool. No pains should be spared to scatter the mists

of this fiction, if the charge be false, or to end the outrage if the

charge be true. Well-to-do people should cultivate great plainness

of dress in the Sanctuary, that the poor may not be ashamed. The

financial needs of Church administration should be so met that

every Sanctuary door and every pew door shall stand invitingly

open. There should be no place of privilege. Into these wide

open doors should stream,, here in Democratic America, as yonder

in Aristocratic Europe, men and women of every social rank, even

the poorest of the poor, ragged and barefooted, " to whom the

Christian temples are not theirs nor ours but God's, and so as free

to all men as are God's air and sunshine."

There should be an atmosphere of fraternity. It is the un-

brotherliness of temper, the angry or sad dislike in the laborer's

heart, the hard, suspicious dread in that of the employer, which

promotes strifes and strikes, and which in 3 conscienceless and stupid

pride will accept loss of wages, loss of capital, disorganization of

industry, misery, ruin, rather than make an unconditional surrender.

Oh, we want the sense of brotherhood, the mind of Christ, which

shall make, as one has said, " The sight of an employer imperilled

by his agreement as dreadful in the eyes of employees who lovo

righteousness, as is the sight of starving employees fn the eyes of

the employer who had rather be right than rich."
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So, then, it all comes back to this,—the quality of manhood.

The man is the unit of value. One power only can permanently

improve the laborer's condition. It is the Spirit of Christ working

in the heart of the laborer and in the heart of his employer. Per

sonal morality—honor, purity, temperance, faithfulness, justice, love

—in a word, character—is an industrial force. The man behind

the gun, behind the plough, behind the loom, behind the lever, be

hind the desk, or the counter, the man is the chief factor in this huge

.problem. What kind of man ought we to make? How can we

make that kind of man? To answer these questions clearly, and

then to be working at the glorious task of man-making indefatigably,

is the great business of the Church. Our task is to seek to move

and mould and change and build men into ChristHkeness, one by

one. I wish the laborer could better know himself, and his deepest

needs, us and our highest mission. I wish he would not in such

large measure keep aloof, indifferent, or hostile. I wish he would

know our heart, and trust us to understand our tasks- on his behalf—

to judge rightly as to our best method of performing them. I

wish he would believe that it is because we so long to help him, by

what we are sure is the only best, and the only Christlike method,

that we refuse to be a reform league, or an economic club, or a

people's college, or even, except directed by plainest providential

voice of great emergency, a soup kitchen, or an employment bureau,

and that we continue to be, what Christ appointed us to be,' a

Christian Church.

Many forces, spite of much that seems to the contrary, are

working the laborer's weal. There are many lines of action, in

which, urged by the sense of justice and philanthropy, we shall

engage, as Christian men. But we shall accomplish the ends of

these lines of action better through other agencies than through the

Church; for example, through a Reform League, a Citizens' Com

mittee, a Children's Aid Society, a University. But in her own ap

pointed sphere the Churth stands alone, Supreme. She has no

possible competitor in the work of fashioning, by the truths of God

and in the spiritual atmosphere of Christian worship, men and socie

ties into likeness to Christ. Let us never abrogate our supremacy

here. When men rejected Christ, he still invited—crying, from his

breaking heart, " Ye would not come unto me that ye might have

life." But He offered no bribe. He descended to no " Bread and

the circus " policy. He held out no inducement other than Himself
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and the life more abundant He had come to give. We may have

to wait, while the patient centuries come and go, for the Coronation

of our work. But that Coronation will come the more surely, since

that work will be done the more enduringly, as we refuse for the sake

of any temporary advantage, or even for the sake of some fancied

philanthropic gain, to abandon the high vantage ground of our

supreme and singular mission. Let the Church, seeking the im

provement of the laboring man, and of every "man, stand always for

the highest and the best, for the love of God, the grace of Christ,

the fellowship of the Holy Spirit, who give life, love, justice, right

eousness, as personal qualities of redeemed and renewed souls. As

God Tightens men, He rightens at last all their relationships. As

He transforms character, He changes conditions.

The President:

The first volunteer speaker will be the Rev. Samuel Z.

Batten, of New Jersey.

Rev. Samuel Z. Batten, of Morristown, N. J.:

" There is nothing more terrible than active ignorance," Goethe

once declared. This saying is quite applicable to {he question in

hand. Here is a young minister, with a warm heart, who feels that

many things are wrong in social and economic conditions. What

shall he do? He has not been trained to face these questions, and

he has not been educated to meet the problems before him. It

seems to me that we are forced back to the question that was con

sidered last night, and we see that one of the great needs of our

time is the enlargement and widening of the theological course, in

order that the young pastor of to-day, facing these social problems,

may know what to do under the circumstances.

With almost everything that has been said here to-night I find

myself in fullest agreement; and I shall not take the time to indi

cate the particular points in which I might disagree. We talk about

the one great need of to-day being character, and we are all agreed

that right character is a great need, but there is another side to this

question. We must always remember that character depends to a

very large degree upon the conditions of the man. There are three

factors that enter into the making of every man; there is the factor

of environment, there is the factor of heredity, and there is the fac
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tor of the man's own individual initiative. How far the last-named

factor depends upon the other two is a problem to be worked out

one of these days.

Several years ago Mr. Charles Loring Brace gave an address

in our church in New York city—the Amity—in which he gave an

outline of the work of the Children's Aid Society. During forty-one

years 60,196 chidren were taken from the streets of the city and

placed in homes on farms and in villages in the West and South,

and out of this number eighty-five per cent, were saved to lives of

usefulness and virtue. In reply to my question, " Suppose these

children had been allowed to remain on the streets of the city, how

would the proportion have stood?" he hesitated a moment, and

then said, " Without question, the proportions would have been

reversed." Fifteen per cent., possibly, saved for lives of usefulness

if they had been allowed to remain in the old environment; eighty-

five per cent, saved in the new environment. And so it is made

plain that conditions have much to do with the making of character.

Good and bad conditions are related to the character of men in the

proportions of eighty-five to fifteen.

Permit me to give two or three propositions, with which I think

everyone will agree. Whatever concerns man, concerns Jesus

Christ; whatever concerns man at any point of his being, physically,

mentally, spiritually, concerns Jesus Christ, and of course ought to

concern those who bear the name of Christ. The highest goods of

life are for all men, and we cannot be content until the lowest man

is raised to the possession and appreciation of the highest good

We are all brothers, and brotherhood implies a certain measure of

equality. Strength means not personal advantage alone, but social

service and the good of all. We are blessed that we may be a

blessing. We must know no man after the flesh, but must have

the same interest in all men, without respect to condition, calling or

wealth. The church, as has been fittingly said to-night, does not

represent any class of men; rather it stands between men and be

seeches them in the name of Jesus Christ—the brother of us all—to

put away their differences, to understand one another, and be at

peace. This, I believe, is one of the great needs of our time—here

is something that the church can do to improve the condition of the

working man, that the church fulfill its function of mediator between

men; that men, misunderstanding one another, and suspecting one

another, the church provide a platform whereon these different men
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can stand and as brothers and as men can look one another in the

face, talk over their differences and come to look every man, not on

the things of self, but on the things of others. I am sure that if

this were done many of these differences would disappear, and men

who are now enemies and rivals would see that they are brothers

and fellow-helpers. It is easy for us to say, off-hand, that the work

ing man is wrong, that -*he is indolent, improvident and fond of

drink. It is easy for us, also, to say that many of the great cap

tains of industry are tyrannical and oppressive, and that they wrong

the workers under them; but we all feel that these indiscriminate

statements prove nothing. There are good men among the work

ing men, and there are good men among the employers, and there

are bad men among both parties. The difficulty is here: We are

members of a social order and we can become free only in and

through the freedom of all. A gentleman, a large employer, said

to his pastor, a friend of mine: " What shall I do? I feel that the

conditions are wrong; I appreciate the fact that many of my men

are not being paid a living wage; I wish I could do something for

them, but I cannot increase their wages. If I should change the

wages here it would affect the steel industry of the whole country."

He said, further: " I want to do something, but my hands are tied,

as things are. I know things are wrong. I feel it. I stand con

demned before my own conscience; but what can I do alone?" And

so we see that the individually good man, standing alone, cannot do

the work that he desires to do. Is there any way out? Yes: right

here we find that great institution—the state—that includes us all,

offering us its aid. The state is here to be the institute of right

relations, and to guarantee the conditions of a full, fair, free, fighting

chance for every man born into the world. We believe that this

is the birth-right of every child, that he have a fair, full, fighting

chance for life and happiness. What can the church do to improve

the condition of the workingman? The church can create the social

conscience, which shall feel itself burdened to provide every man

this chance, which shall feel its obligation to bring the highest good

within reach of the downmost man, and which shall inspire men of

ability and power to use these, not for the profit of the few, but the

advantage of the many.

Just one word more. Several years ago, during the dock

laborers' strike in London, the men had gathered in Victoria Park,

and Ben Tillett, a Christian and a working man, addressed them.
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Many of the audience were Socialists, and few had any use for the

churches. He advised them to be orderly and to keep sober, and asked

them to believe that the best people were with them in this thing.

Then he said: " Men, I want to tell you of the Man of Nazareth." He

told them what this man did when he was on earth; he told them

what he said when he was on earth ; he waxed warm on the subject

and grew more and more earnest, as he told them of the righteous

ness, and sympathy, and unselfishness, and kindness of the Man of

Nazareth. He told them what he believed this Man would do if

He were visible in their midst, how He would sympathize with them

in every effort to better the condition of wife and children, and what

He would say and do now to working men. At last one of . the

Socialists cried out: "Let us give three cheers for the Man of

Nazareth. I never heard of him before, "but He is our friend; and

He is the best man of whom we have heard." . And the crowd gave

three ringing cheers for the working man's friend, the Man of

Nazareth.

This is the question that often troubles me: How does it hap

pen that, in the closing decade of the nineteenth century, in Chris

tian England, intelligent working men have never heard of the Man

of Nazareth? And how does it happen that men who spit at the

name of the church and despise its clergymen, have nothing but

cheers and honor for the Man of Nazareth? Is it possible that the

churches have forgotten that the Man of Nazareth was the Carpenter

and Worker, and that their interest should be deepest where the

need is greatest?

Be this as it may, we all recognize the fact that the church is

the only institution in the world that can bring men together as

brothers and bid them, love and serve one another, and be at peace.

The President:

The next speaker is Dr. Gessler, of New Jersey. I hope

the Secretary will keep his time.

Rev. Theo. A. K. Gessler, D. D.:

Mr. President: I shall try to be so brief I will not come any

where near the end of my ten minutes.

This question is somewhat one of emphasis, and I speak only

because I fear that the force of a certain kind of emphasis fails to

reach us in a discussion quite so promiscuous as this has been.
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Some years ago that eminent sociologist, Dr. Ely, professor

of sociology in Johns Hopkins University, presented a paper to the

Baptist Ministers' Conference in New York city, in which he

severely arraigned the churches and the ministers because of their

failure to properly meet the needs of the working man, as those

needs were related to the life and the work of the church. When

he was through, I asked him what he regarded as the great fault of

the ministers with reference to this question, and he made this sig

nificant answer : " The real trouble is that you, all of you, preach

another-world religion, and you talk to these men, who are facing

need and sometimes starvation, about a salvation for the other

world when they want a salvation for this world." And it led me

to a new investigation of the life of our Lord. I was impressed

with the fact that while our Saviour took cognizance scores of times

of human need, only once, over against that score of times, did he,

specifically and apart from healing and physical blessing, give spirit

ual instruction.

Our emphasis is all the other way. I hear him telling again

that story of the man who lay, bruised and wounded, and despoiled

by robbers by the wayside, while the Priests and Levites passed by

on the other side. And through how many Christian centuries has

the church of Jesus Christ really answered to the Priest and Levite

of the parable? The first expression of the new life of the infant

church was in a care for the temporal necessities of the people, and

they poured all their money into the one treasury and had " all

things common." If you could reinvigorate the principle of that

earliest Christian life—I will not say if you could repeat the experi

ment, for I am not so chimerical in my conceptions as that—but if

you could go anywhere near infusing into the church of Jesus

Christ that conception of a general obligation for the welfare of

human kind that seemed to lie in the hearts of these earliest Apos

tles, many of these inquiries would be impossible.

Isn't it an unfortunate fact that the Anarchists and Socialists of

our times stand far apart from us regarding the church of Jesus

Christ as the foe of the working man? And if you have read any

of their literature you have learned to appreciate how bitterly they

feel this supposed fact. Is it true? I answer if it is true, then the

church of Jesus has been recreant to its sublimest trust. But the

fact that the error exists indicates that we, ourselves, have been

faithless to the obligation to present the spirit of Christ in such
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terms to the world as that such an error would have been impossible.

It is not true. In the hearts of God's people everywhere there is a

spirit of love born of fellowship with Jesus Christ that is approxi

mately world-wide in its sympathy. That is the truth. But we

have smothered that love and restained the exercise of its power by

making the expression of our church life to lie exclusively in one

single direction. It is a most singular fact that the non-evangelical

churches, the Roman Catholic, the Episcopalian Church and other

churches like these, were the first, and for many years alone, in the

line of philanthropic work—the only people that went down to help

the man that lay bruised and wounded and despoiled. They had

the hospitals, they had the orphan asylums, they had all the institu

tions 'that existed for the help of the suffering. We had none of

them. Thank God we are awakening to this broader field to which

the spirit of God and the example of our Lord Jesus calls us. What

the toilers ask for is not charity, but justice. The working man

does not want a poor house, nor does he want the millionaire presi

dent of the railroad to send him a turkey as a gift every Christmas.

That is done, you know, and it is always published in the papers.

Who made the millions? Why, these fellows that handle the brakes,

and they have earned the turkey. (Applause.)

The President:

Rev. D. C. White, of Jeannette. wishes to speak, and he will

be admitted to the platform.

Rev. D. C. White:

Mr. Chairman: The last speaker on the floor stole my sp;ech,

but I had sent in my name before he spoke, and the reason now

that I am before you is because I believe in democracy and indi

viduality.

The question for consideration to-night, the relation of the

Church to the laboring man, is one of intense interest to me, and

that is the reason I would like to say a word about it. Some say

that dogmatism is one of the crimes that a man shall not commit

when he is on the platform, but the dogmatic statement concerning

dogmatism of course is free and I consider it the most oppressive

dogmatism and the most destructive dogmatism that we can engage

in. To be dogmatic against dogmatism is to prevent any one from

being democratic on any point except that one point.
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I would like to call your attention to the fact that Jesus Christ

did have something to say about material things. Jesus Christ,

when He walked into the Temple and saw the money changers

who were robbing the people of their money by their business, did

have courage enough to put His hand in the matter and take up

the cords and whip those that were thus filching the people of their

hard earnings. Jesus Christ suggested that you and I, as members

of the Church of Christ, should be honest not only with the laboring

man but with every other man; honest with the rich man. We

should be in favor of that kind of theory or that kind of govern

ment, that kind of business, that will not develop a thief and make

a good man dishonest because of the conditions, and it seems

to me that the real point at issue here for the Church to instruct

the world concerning is the question of competition, the subject

of competition. Competition means that the stronger, the wiser,

the most acute, shall succeed beyond the man who does not have

such qualifications, and as all men are subjects of environment and

heredity, they cannot, of course, all be winners in the race, and

hence there is no equality in the struggle for existence, supremacy

or wealth. So that the Church should teach men that men are

unequally started, and certainly at the conclusion of the race the

man that was ahead at the beginning will take the crown and the

other fellows be left.

It seems to me that as a Church and as ministers, we ought

to teach the world that the laboring man—that all men who are

laboring—need not charity but honesty and justice; they need their

share of the products; whether they can force that share or not

in their ignorance concerning the great economic questions. A

laboring man does not understand just where to fight. It is a strug

gle. It is a fight between the great forces. It is a fight between

millions and one dollar, and the man who fights a million dollars

with one dollar cannot certainly succeed when nobody interferes

to take off the big dog.

If the laboring men are instructed by the pulpit, by the Church

which claims to have an interest in labor, and believes in the prin

ciples which Jesus Christ uttered in His sermon upon the Mount,

the ethics of Jesus, that they have a place where they are equal

with the man who is the lion in the forest, then the Church gives

them a fair chance, and whether or not they embrace it it is not

the question for the Church to consider. I have the right to tell
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a man when he is going to drink poison; no matter whether he

refuses to drink or not, "that is poison; if yon drink it you will

die." I ought to say to men who go out to strike—and that, of

course, is a dollar fight against the million—I ought to say, " You

ought not to strike, for you will be worsted in the strike; " if I am

his true friend I will tell him that whether he comes to hear me

preach any longer or not. If I am the poor man's friend—if I am

the friend of labor and truth, I will tell a man to go to the ballot

box—and there is the only place where he can fight equally with

equal force and have a chance to fight and succeed, and he is allowed

there. That is the only place where the laboring man is ahead.

This question is an economic question and the reason I say it is

an economic question, the reason I say that the Church has business

with economics is that economics has something to do with the con

dition of men and makes the first preparation of a man for the

Gospel of Jesus Christ.

You take those men down in the slums of the city, and they

are not prepared for a sermon. It was said here to-night that we

should go out to them and tell them we love them. They wou'.d

say, " we don't believe you. Why don't you preachers preach

something that will strike at the roots of this evil and not talk all

the time about the good character. If a man has a good character

let that good character manifest itself in its attitude toward those

things which are crushing the life out of men, the majority of men."

" The Mills of the Gods grind slow, but exceedingly fine," and I was

thinking to-night, while "the gentlemen were speaking, I was think

ing about the grist that the mill of oppression toward the toilers

was turning out, and I said, first that mill is grinding out the hopes

of the great mass of human society, and that mill is grinding out

the pictures which have never been painted and never will be painted

by the artists who never become artists, which would become artists

had they had an opportunity. The mill is grinding out the virtues

of the women of this land, it is grinding out the homes of this land

in destroying the possibility of matrimony and the erection of

homes by thousands of young men who would otherwise be the

makers of homes. That mill is grinding out the hopes of men who

have had hearts and great possibilities, but the chances to become

what they would is not for them. It is grinding out their heaven,

for heaven depends largely upon the surroundings on earth. Jesus
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Christ moved men and controlled men and made men by contact

with them. Jesus Christ is the manifestation of God in the flesh.

Jesus Christ touches us by becoming incarnate, and he says, " I am

the Light of the World," and He calls us to touch the world. He

says we are the salt of the earth ; He calls upon us to touch the

earth and save it by touch; and if you touch the slums of the city,

if you touch the other half in the place where they live, I would like

to know when you do it and who is doing it.

I listened to a lecture here one night about four years ago by

a man who gave us a lecture on the other side, " The other half,

and how they live," and ever since that time my heart has been

burning as I look out upon society, thinking that there are noble

hearts and excellent capacities, excellent powers, that are crushed

beneath this awful grind in competition—and that is not my own

sentence, that belongs to Dr. Barnes, the pastor of this Church.

(Applause.)

Hymn 300.

Closing prayer by Rev. Dr. Dar+>y.

Adjourned.
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THIRD DAY.

Morning Session.

Thursday, November 16, 1899, I(>-30 a. m.

In the absence of the President the Hon. F. J. Torrance, Vice-

President of the Congress, presided.

The session was opened with prayer by Rev. A. J. Bonsall,

D. D., of Rochester, Pa.

The Vice-President:

The first subject for discussion at this morning's session is:

"Is There a Place for Authoritative Creeds in Religion?" We

have with us the Rev. S. Z. Batten, of Morristown, N. J., whom

1 have the pleasure of presenting to you.

Rev. S. Z. Batten, of Morristown, N. J., then read as follows:

IS THERE A PLACE FOB, AUTHORITATIVE CREEDS IN THE NEW

TESTAMENT P

In the great cathedral of St. Sophia, at Constantinople, they tell

us there stands, high up, a statue of Jesus of Nazareth. Some

mediaeval painter tried to improve the face of Christ, by giving it a

coat of paint. Again and again the face was painted over, till the

features became blurred and indistinct. But now the paint is peel

ing off, and once more the face of the Master is looking down on

the worshippers beneath. Which thing is an allegory.

To determine the place of creeds in Christianity, two considera

tions must be noted. On this subject confusion in thought and

vagueness in terminology is inexcusable. " Mixing things up,"

' Mrs. Carlyle declared, " is the Great Bad." Given the axioms of

geometry and the whole geometry is only a matter of application.

Given our conception of Christ, and the whole of theology is only a

matter of time. And so we note the origin of Christianity and the

origin of the church, finding here the data from which to draw our

conclusions concerning the place of creeds.
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I. The origin of Christianity. Christ is Christianity ; and Chris

tianity is Christ, reincarnated, renewed and made permanent in the

world. Note first of" all Christ's way of making disciples. He fol

lows the natural and vital method, first winning the confidence of

men, engaging their affections and possessing their wills. These

men have accepted him as the Messiah and have attached them

selves to his person, but for years their minds were full of crude and

mistaken ideas concerning His person, His work and His kingdom.

With their crude thoughts, their unworthy ambitions, their wrong

ideas, they come into the hands of the Master, and for three years

He engages in the work that has been fitly named the Training of

the Twelve. They are beginners in divine things, and He adapts

the lesson to the power of the pupils, instructing them in the great

duties of life, teaching, advising, warning them as the case may de

mand. He lives His life before these men, and allows them to

find out the truth for themselves. Never once, so far as we know,,

did He say one word about His birth, His place in the Trinity, or

the nature of His atonement. He never examined His disciples to

see whether their views of doctrine were correct, and He never

refused fellowship with any man for a defective theology. What

ever thoughts a man had of His person and work were of value in

so far as they grew out of the man's own experience. Whatever

belief a man had in the Lord and Master had significance in so far

as it was the soul's vision of truth and life. He never asked men

to believe a word simply because He said it, but He ever made His

appeal to the conscience and reason of the man, and allowed each

man to perceive and authenticate the truth for himself. He re

joiced whenever He found a soul that had the clear vision of truth,

but He never hurried, a man's faith, He never asked a man to be

lieve more than he could believe with all his heart and with the

clear warrant of his conscience. Whatever faith a man had, its

value lay, not in its accuracy or maturity, but in its sincerity; his

faith saved him, because it brought him into living and personal

relations with Him who was the Way, the Truth and the Life.

These men lived with Him, they heard His words, they saw His

works, they studied His life, they acquired His mind, and, one by

one, the great truths took their place in the firmament of their

minds, as the stars appear in the evening sky as the twilight fades.

In Him was Light, and in His light they saw light. The one thing
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that He required of men was a devotion to Himself, a humble and

teachable spirit, a loving heart and a responsive will. He calls

them into the divine fellowship and shows them how to live the

divine life; then he allows life to be its own philosophy of living.

Everything is free, spontaneous, vital. Their views of truth

are the growing apprehension of the things of Christ and the logical

product of their own experiences.

2. The same natural and vital process is seen, also, in the origin

and organization of the Christian church. It is to the New Testa

ment that we are indebted for our ideas of the early days of Chris

tianity. ' A careful study of these writings will sweep away many of

the errors that have gathered in the course of the centuries. We see

a little company of disciples in Jerusalem, waiting for the promise

of the Father. When, at last, the Holy Spirit is poured out upon

them, their love is transfigured, their hearts are first fused to a white

heat, and then welded together in a common privilege. For the

first time they realize their common brotherhood and are conscious

of new obligations. Now they must speak of the things that they

have heard and testify to the things that they have seen. Hearts

are touched and multitudes are won, and a new society is formed.

Slowly, by the exigency of the times, this little company is com

pacted together into a church. With the increase in numbers, new

problems arise, and as the work becomes more complex, a division

of labor is necessary. Thus, in the most natural and vital way, a

church is evolved suited to the demands of the hour, equipped with

all needful officers, holding certain truths in common, observing

certain ordinances, and seeking to fulfill the mind of the Master.

Everything is determined by the self-organizing, self-regulating life

resident in the new society. Not with observation does the church

grow. There is no uniform system of worship, there is no set form

of organization, there is no exact definition of official functions, no

rigid mould of doctrine, no authoritative statement of belief, no man

nor any set of men charged with the lordship of the brethren or

formulation of men's faith. The church is a body of believers in

union with Christ, a body in which His Spirit dwells, a body which

has upon it the obligation of holy living and loving service. Little

is made of forms of organization and formulas of belief; everything

is made of the life and the spirit. The church is simply a means to

an end. Christian in so far as it fulfills that end, useful in so far as

it does Christ's work.
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•

Religion is the life, of God in the soul of man. At best dogma

is a theory of that life. Li/e is one thing and biology is quite

another thing. A correct theory of biology is desirable, but it is

not essential to life itself. Not a correct theory of biology, but a

vigorous life, is the' one thing needful. It is not the Christ without

us who is the hope of glory and the power of salvation, but the

Christ within us. The only salvation that can come to any man in

any world is the substitution of the Christ-life for the self-life. If

any man have not the spirit of Christ he is not of His.

One is not justified by faith because he entertains correct

opinions of the cross of Christ, nor is he delivered from sin because

his mind has worked through a logical process. Christianity is a

new divine life within the soul, a new light within the conscience,

a new vision in every eye. Our faith stands not in the words of

men, but in the power of God. A man may be a heretic in the

truth, says John Milton. William Law said one day to John Wes

ley: " The head can as easily amuse itself with a living and justify

ing faith in Christ as with any other notion." Truer words, point

ing out a real danger, were never uttered. " The true doctrines of

Christianity," said Richard Baxter, " may be believed by a faith

that is not true." And John Wesley has declared, in vigorous

phrase, that " man may be as orthodox as the devil—and as

wicked." The very essence of Christianity is a faith which works

by love. No ceremony is of the essence of Christianity. No out

ward rite, no acceptance of doctrines, no membership in an organi

zation, makes one a Christian. The Christian is the one who has

the mind of Christ, who is in union with Christ and does the work of

Christ.

All this makes evident one great conclusion: There are con

ceptions of the church, its meaning, its functions, its officers, its

authority, which have no warrant in the life and teaching of the

Son of Man. The Lord Jesus never framed a confession of faith

for the use of his followers, and He never authorized any man or

any set of men to do this work for their fellows. Any man or any

set of men who attempt this work are guilty of a gross imperti

nence and brazen effrontery in that they usurp the functions of the

Holy Spirit and seat themselves upon the throne of men's con

sciences. In the thought of Christ and His Apostles the church

is a company of men in union with Christ, intent upon the one pur

pose of seeking the Father's Kingdom, and striving in all ways to
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uplift the common life of man. The business of the church is not

to uphold certain established forms and confessions, but to mani

fest in every age the spirit of the living* Christ. The business of the

church is not to give men a philosophy of religion or to explain the

mysteries of God, but to fulfill the mind of Christ and to make

men know His will. A church is Christian in so far as it has the

mind of Christ and does His work in the world. A church is not

Christian because of any Latin name that it may bear, not by rea

son of its apostolic pedigree, not by reason of the antiquity of its

ordinances, but simply and solely in virtue of the fact that it has

the Spirit of Christ and fulfills His mind. Names, pedigrees, ordi

nances, ceremonials, belong to the externals and accidents of Chris

tianity, and give no church a warrant for calling itself Christian.

" There is a true church," says Ruskin, " wherever one hand meets

another helpfully, and that is the only Holy Mother Church which

ever was or ever shall be." In the fine words of Thomas Arnold,

" The true and grand idea of a church is that of a society for mak

ing men like Christ, earth like Heaven, and the kingdoms of this

world the Kingdom of our God." Whoever, in an honest and good

heart, seeks God's Kingdom in the world, whoever lives in fellow

ship with God and loves his fellows, whoever has the mind of

Christ and seeks the Christly character, is a member of the only

Holy Mother Church tnat ever has been or ever shall be.

All other questions of ritual and ordinance, opinion and doc

trine should be left to the individual conscience of the individual

member.

I believe in God, the Father of all men.

I believe in the Saviorhood of Jesus Christ.

I believe in the Christly life and character.

I believe in the life of loving and brotherly service.

I believe in the confession of this divine life in every relation

ship.

I believe in the organized co-operation of all good men.

I believe that all men belong to God and should be won unto

Him.

These are the realities which are fundamental in Christianity;

the man who accepts them should have a place in any Christian

Church. All other matters, as rituals, ordinances, orders are matters

of oponion and inference and should be left to the individual con

science.
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No man should be excluded from Church fellowship for his

views of ordinances or his opinions in theology; every man should

be welcomed into fellowship who has a good heart and a good life,

who makes the mind of Christ the law of his life and is willing to

co-operate with all good men in behalf of his fellows. " The King

dom of God is not meat and drink, but righteousness, peace and

gladness in the Holy Spirit. He that in these things serveth Christ

is accepted of God and approved of men." It may be said that men

must have some creed, some statement or affirmation which shall

be a bond of union, and a declaration of principles. Be it so, but

let men make sure that their declarations of principle are in accord

with the mind of Christ ; let them beware lest they lay burdens upon

the consciences of men which Christ will not approve; let them take

care lest their rules and regulations exclude those whom the Lord

has accepted.

There are two ways of conceiving of creeds and confessions:

we may regard them as confessions of faith and reports of progress;

and we may regard them as standards of truth and tests of fellow

ship. In the former sense creeds are of incalculable value; in the

latter sense they are unwarranted and evil. We may conceive of

creeds as presenting crcdita or credcnda. In the first sense creeds

credita, are of great value, in that they make for clearness of thought

and definiteness in conviction. Creeds, from credo, I believe,

are the statement and confession of faith. They presuppose faith

and grow out of it; they are the effort of faith to utter itself in

clear and definite forms. Christianity we have said is a life, but

life seeks expression and is the cause of organization. We are com

manded to love God with all our heart and soul and mind. Since

this is so it is a man's duty to reason and think his best about God

and the things of God, and to present his thoughts and reasons in

clear and definite forms. In what we may say concerning creeds,

we do not mean to disparage clear thought and definite thinking.

Lincoln declared that he was never sure of an idea till he had

bounded it north, south, east and west. The wise brother who

prayed at an ordination council that the Lord would grant unto the

young brother the grace of definition, has voiced the protest of all

earnest hearts against vague and indefinite thinking. The one great

need of the Church to-day is a clear and straightforward statement

or confession of faith on the fundamental doctrines of Christianity.

The old terms and statements no longer satisfy the mind and heart
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of the Church; and the man who uses the words election, atonement,

inspiration, sovereignty, heaven and hell does not use them in the

sense in which they were understood when the great creeds were

framed. To use the old technical words of theology with a different

signification is either a sign of mental dishonesty or mental confu

sion. And for all practical purposes one is about as bad as the

other. Never in all the history of the Church was there as great

need as to-day for a clear and definite confession of faith on the part

of the Church. Who knows what he believes to-day on any of the

great fundamental truths of Christianity, for the simple reason that

who is the man who has made any clear statement of his faith to

himself? And who knows what the churches believe to-day, for the

simple reason that where is the Church that has a confession that

represents the living faith of the Church?

2. Again, creeds, credita, are of great value in that they gather

up in clear and definite forms the truths that have been verified in

the Church's life and thought. They formulate and conserve the

truth and give a clear and definite testimony which all the world

can read. The great creeds have been wrought out in trial and

controversy and painful experience. In this sense they represent

the progress that men have made in the apprehension and applica

tion of the truth as it is in Jesus. Whoever will read these great

creeds of the Church with open heart and unbiased mind will be

filled with a sense of awe and gratitude. These creeds are finger

boards and milestones along the centuries showing the way that the

Church has travelled; they are the great landmarks of human prog

ress in the interpretation of the things of God. Men have made

merry at the sight of the Church holding a great council to debate

over a diphthong; but men who thus make merry know not what

they do. Back of that diphthong lay some of the deepest questions

of life, whether man and God are akin in nature and substance,

whether this human life of ours has any divine and eternal founda

tions, and whether the Son of Man is the full and authoritative reve

lation of the Eternal. The adoption of that test word honwonsios.

Dr. F. H. Hedge has declared, was a grand victory for Christian

truth. What is true of this doctrine is true of many others also.

At each new stage of advance the Church has set up a new creed,

the report and record of the truth that the Church has verified in her

experience and life, a doctrinal Ebenezer, witnessing that hitherto

has the Lord helped her. These great creeds Dorner calls " The
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precipitate of the religious consciousness of mighty men and times."

The seed of truth has fallen into the soil of human life, and the

nature of the soil has determined the nature of the harvest. In

contact with Greek philosophy, in contact with various forms of

unbelief, in trial and controversy the great truths of Christianity

have been wrought out and developed. In divers manners and at

divers times men have entered into some new apprehension of the

things of Christ. The truth which one generation has wrought out

in life and verified in experience and formulated in confessions has

been added to the ever-growing sum of the things of Christ that

were becoming known to men. The creed and confession is deeply

significant as it is the report and record of the progress made in

the apprehension of the things of Christ.

3. The creed which is the report of progress is the witness for

progress. Had men but remembered this simple truth they might

have been saved from much heart burning and error. The teacher

expressly declares that the truth of the Kingdom, the new wine, the

new glad spirit which He imparts to all who believe in Him, ever

requires new and congenial skins for its reception and conservation.

So long as the new wine of the Kingdom is being produced upon

the living vine of truth there will be need of new skins for its preser

vation and use. Every scribe instructed unto the Kingdom of God

is like a householder who bringcth forth out of his treasury things

new and old. The law of nature is the law of the Kingdom: First

the blade, then the ear, and after that the full corn in the ear. A

whole eternity of meaning lies wrapped up in the heart and life of

the Son of Man. All things of Christ have value to the world. In

the very nature of things there must be a progressive apprehension

of the truth, as it is in Jesus. The progress of the world, the pro

cesses of history, the inworking of the Spirit, are all means through

which God reveals Himself and fulfills his purpose. The seed of the

Kingdom did not produce its ultimate fruit at Nicaea or Augsburg,

at Geneva or Westminster. The final theology has not by any

means made its appearance. Every creed that has been framed has

had certain local errors in view ; every theology that has yet appeared

bears the water marks of its age and place. For this reason no

statement of Christian theology, no formulation of Christian doc

trine can be final or authoritative. Lowell's protest is full of the

spirit of progress which is the spirit of Christ.
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Nor Jcnow I which to hold worst enemy—

Him who on Speculation's windy waste,

Would turn me loose, stript of the raiment warm,

By Faith contrived against our nakedness,

Or him who, cruel-kind, would fain obscure

With painted saint and paraphrase of God,

The soul's east window of divine surprise.

These creeds, crcdita, have given the reason for the church's

life and thought; they have given definiteness to Christian thinking;

they have summoned the rank and file of men to careful and definite

thought; they have served as landmarks along the way of history—

recording the progress that man has made.

But creeds, credenda, as standards of truth and tests of fellow

ship, have a very different significance, and they have no place in

Christianity.

1. These creeds narrow and misrepresent the fulness of the

Christian truth. It matters not what creed you take, it will be

found that it emphasizes certain doctrines to the neglect of others.

There arc certain great realities that have come into possession of

the Christian people, as the divine gift of the Son of Man. These

five great realities, says Prof. W. N. Clarke, are the Fatherhood of

God, the Saviourhood of Christ, the Friendhood of the Spirit, the

Supremacy of Love and the Transforming Power. We may add

to this the one great reality which is fundamental in Christianity,

the Kingdom of God. These six great realities, we may say, are

the great essential truths of the Gospel; they are the fundamental and

living verities as they are apprehended to-day. A study of the

great historic creeds will show that not one of them represents the

living faith of the church to-day, as in many of them some of these

realities are not mentioned at all. The Augsburg Confession is very

elaborate, being, in fact, a treatise in theology, and covers seventy

pages in Schaff's Creeds of Christendom. But this confession is

practically silent concerning the Holy Spirit, and it says nothing

concerning the Kingdom of God, the Fatherhood of God, or the

Supremacy of Love. The French Confession of Calvin, adopted in

1559, contains forty articles, and is silent concerning the Fatherhood

of God, the Supremacy of Love and the Kingdom of God. The

Confession of the Reformed Church, adopted in 1561, and revised

in 1619, contains thirty-seven articles, but it is silent concerning the

Kingdom and Fatherhood of God; yet it has eight articles on

church officers and ordinances. The Westminster Confession con
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tains thirty-three chapters, and is very full on election, declaring

that " some are predestinated to everlasting life, and others are fore

ordained to everlasting death," but it says nothing on the Holy

Spirit except in incidental reference, and is silent concerning the

Fatherhood of God; it is very full and explicit. in its exposition of

the church and its ordinances, but it says nothing of the Kingdom

of God. The New Hampshire Confession of Faith contains eigh

teen articles, on different doctrines, but it has no article on either

the Fatherhood of God, the Holy Spirit, the Kingdom of God or the

Supremacy of Love. The conclusion is clear; these creeds do not

represent the living faith of the church; and they, one and all, nar

row and misrepresent the fullness and glory of the truth as it is in

Jesus. The truth of Christ is spherical; the truth of the creed is

segmental. '

2. These creeds have transferred the emphasis from life to doc

trine, and from love to opinion. An able and scholarly writer, Dr.

Edwin Hatch, in his Hibbert Lectures, has raised the inquiry how

it came about that the church in the first four centuries transferred

its interest from the Sermon on the Mount to the Nicene Creed.

An ethical sermon stands in the forefront of the Master's teaching;

a metaphysical creed stands in the forefront of the Christianity of

the fourth century. And it is a far cry from the one to the other.

The problem is not so much, he reminds us, how the Christian

societies came to believe the one proposition rather than the other,

but how they came into that frame of mind which led them to at

tach importance to one rather than to the other, and made them

accept the creed rather than the sermon as the condition of mem

bership. Whatever may be its reason, the change came about, and

the church has kept up the tradition very faithfully ever since. And

so it has come to pass that creeds and confessions have received the

emphasis in ecclesiastical thought, and have been made tests of fel

lowship and standards of truth. Religion has meant something

very different from a good heart and a good life, a loving service, a

Christly spirit. It has been possible for men to be very religious

and very unchristian, to be devoted to an organization and strenuous

for a creed, but to lack the mind of Christ and to have little of His

love. With many people religion is a tradition, a set of opinions

well learned, a ritual and a rubric. Many people live on the surface

of life, in the conventionalities, the opinions, the fashions that are

current in their community and age. God is the formula of their
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church, the Bible is the preacher's text-book, salvation is respecta

bility, and gaining a religious experience means acquiring a religious

vocabulary.

And so it has come about that acceptance of a creed and zeal for

a ritual has been a substitute for a good heart and a good life. Men

said of Charles I of England that he was a very devout and religious

man, yet he was a chronic liar and inveterate deceiver. James I is

called the Defender of the Faith in the dedication of our English

Bible, and these translators have exhausted the resources of eulogy

on James I; no words now remain in the language strong enough

to characterize the devotion of a Paul, a Livingstone, an Earl of

Shaftesbury; James I has monopolized them all. Hear these trans

lators thank God for this King of England, who " goes forward

with the confidence and resolution of a man in maintaining the

truth of Christ and propagating it far and near;" hear them thank

God for the right Christian and religious affection in your majesty;

hear them speak of his zeal for the House of God, and call him the

.most tender nursing Father of the Church. Yet this man was a

faithless ruler and shameless profligate, and had, perhaps; the most

corrupt court in the world of his time. History tells us that a Pope,

steeped to the lips in sin and infamy, founded the Inquisition, to

preserve the pure faith of the church. The Son of Man declared:

" Whosoever heareth these saying of mine and doeth them not, is

like the foolish man who built his house upon the sand." The

church has declared: " Whosoever doth not keep the Catholic faith

whole and entire shall without doubt perish everlastingly." The

great Apostle has declared: " If any man have not the spirit of

Christ he is none of His." A great creed of the church declares:

" Whosoever will be saved must thus think of the Trinity." Thus

it has come about that types of piety have sprung up which are not

characteristically or distinctly Christian. Thus it has come about

that religion has meant rituals and orthodoxies, and men have tried

to win the favor of Heaven by having logical opinions on eternal

mysteries and entertaining right views concerning the death of

Christ. And all the time their hearts have been full of bitterness and

their hands full of cruelty. They have been strenuous for their

creed, but have been destitute of the mind of Christ.

Because of their differences of opinion, men have hated one

another and persecuted one another, all the time thinking that they

were doing God service. The agent of Calvin superintended the
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burning of Servetus, who could not repeat the Shibboleths of the

Genevan. " O Jesus, Son of the Eternal God, have mercy on me,"

prayed the condemned man, as he felt the flames. " Say, ' Jesus,

Eternal Son of God, have mercy on me,' " demanded the agent of

the reformer. Servetus could not do that, and the burning pro

ceeded. A few years ago the Pan-Presbyterian Alliance became

possible, after it had been agreed that no hymns should be sung

other than the psalms of David—we presume to David's own tunes.

We have known deacons of Baptist churches pass by men of well

known integrity and character, because, forsooth, they had not ob

served an ordinance in a certain way. Jean says " people can go to

Heaven, though they are not Auld Lichts ;" Barrie makes one of his

characters say, " but she says it will take them all their time." We

have no sympathy with lax convictions and amiable vagueness; but

neither have we any sympathy with the sectarianism that would

make its little wicket the only gate into the Kingdom of God. He

speaks falsely who says there is no church of Jesus Christ in the

world, but not as falsely as he who says there is no church but

mine. " If there be divine laughter," says Principal Fairbairn,

" must it not often be at the follies of men who think that they hold

God in custody and distribute him to whomsoever they will." The

issues that divide Christendom to-day are not the eternal issues of

right and wrong. With hardly an exception they rest upon non

essentials, having to do with the mere surface questions of opinion,

modes and rituals, which in no sense belong to the essence of Chris

tianity. In their regard for the mint and anise and cummin of their

own traditions*- they have passed over the weightier matters of the

law of God, mercy, righteousness and truth. Concerning the great

realities of the Kingdom, Righteousness, Peace and Gladness in the

Holy Spirit, men have never divided; yet he that in these things

serveth Christ is accepted of God and approved of men. Wherever

you have me saying Our Father in Heaven, Thy will be done.,

wherever you find men having the mind of Christ and serving their

fellows, you have the one true, eternal, apostolic church of Christ.

Whether with priest or without priest, whether with baptism or

without it, whether with ritual or without it, matters little.

3. These creeds limit and impede the free and progressive spirit

of Christianity. The Master Builder in Ibsen's great drama con

fesses that his life is troubled by a great fear. He fears the young.

He fears that he will be outgrown. He foresees that a new genera
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tion will come knocking at the door, and the prospect troubles him.

And he is not alone in his fear. The men who have framed the

authoritative creeds of the Church have been moved by the same

fear, and so they have tried to forestall the future. For a thousand

years the creeds and formulas of men have stood right across the

way of human progress. In the name of a little creed men have

opposed every new interpretation of the Scriptures, every new move

ment in society, every new thought of God, every new discovery in

Nature. Every great idea in religion, in science, in reform that has

made its way into human thought has first been denied and de

nounced in the name of a creed, When at last the outcast idea has

won general acceptance, the discomfited churchmen have been put

to*hard shifts to reconcile their creed with the new idea. And too

often they have done this work of reconciliation by shifty and evasive

interpretations that offend all straightforward men. The creed

makers have not been noted for their humility, but have passed judg

ment on things in Heaven above and in the earth and in the region

under the earth. " Brethren," wrote Cromwell to the General As

sembly of the Kirk of Scotland, who were trying to frame an impos

sible state with the Westminster Confession as the statute book and

the King as its executive officer, " Brethren, I beseech you in the

bowels of Christ, believe it possible that you may be mistaken."

And those good men never forgave the Protector who thus called

in question their absolute infallibility. On the old" records of the

city of Boston is an order to the effect that a road be built to New

ton and no further, as it was not likely that a road into the wilder

ness beyond that point would ever be required.

The truth of one generation may easily become the falsehood

of the next generation. Truth is a matter of relations, and truth is

real in its relations. Many of the creeds and confessions of the

Church are false and misleading, as the truths they present are out

of their relations. There is not a creed or confession in the world

to-day that represents the living and practical faith of the Church,

even of the Church that tries men for the heresy of transgressing

its standards. There is not a great creed that is not outgrown.

Some of its articles are positively unbelievable; some great truths

find no place in its compass. Not once or twice it has happened

that an old constitution or confession has become unfit for the

larger life of a people or a church. Providence has led men out

of their creed and beyond it. Yet the outgrown creed is defended
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by partisans either from motives of theological pendantry or ecclesi

astical cowardice, and so the creed remains to plague the consciences

of men and to trouble the peace of the Church. The bed is shorter

than that a man can stretch himself on it; and the covering is nar

rower than that he can wrap himself in it. A noted statesman, Lord

Russell, has objected to the codification of International Law on

the following ground: " International Law is in a state of growth

and transition. To codify it would be to crystallize.it; uncodified

it is more flexible and more easily assimilates new rules." The

efforts of men to codify the truths of Christianity grow out of a

mistaken conception of the essential nature of Christianity. To

codify it is to crystallize it; and to crystallize it is to take away its

life and freedom. Because men have forgotten this, the history of

the Church is the sad story of progress made in the face of opposi

tion and heartburning. Browning is right:

As we broke up that old faith of the world,

Have we, next age, to break up this the new—

Faith in the thing grown faith in the report,

Whence need to bravely disbelieve report

Through increased faith i' the thing reports belie?

For a long time the Church has been entangled in the yoke of

Romish ecclesiasticism and Mediaeval scholasticism. The churches

have become entangled in the yokeof bondage. These handwritings,

that are against us, that dishonor the Spirit, that impede our prog

ress and burden our conscience must be taken out of the way that

once more men may be free who are now enslaved and may be

united who are now divided. To-day Christianity is coming forth

out of the grave of Mediaevalism, bound hand and foot and strug

gling to be free. Methinks I hear the Master say: Loose him and

let him go. The Christ of the Church is largely the creation of

scholastic theology. The world may almost lament in the words

of the women: They have taken away my Lord, and I know not

where they have laid Him. After all these centuries and with all

our preaching Christ is not well known. That He is not well known

is partly the fault of our preaching. " Men are not permitted to

see Jesus with open face," wrote one who lately has entered into

the open vision, " but only through the veil of a dogmatic system."

The providences of God and the processes of life are driving us

out of creeds and formulas into reality and truth. This is the most
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hopeful sign of the times, this discontent with formulas, this dis

satisfaction with words, this search after reality, this search after

Christ.

And there have fallen from us as we traveled,

Many a burden of an ancient pain—

Many a tangled cord hath been unraveled,

Never to bind our foolish hearts again.

Many things are mysterious ; we know in part and we prophesy

in part. The things that can be shaken are being removed that the

things that cannot be shaken may remain. Out of all the question

ing and tumult of the present emerges the mighty figure of the Son

of Man, more glorious, more human, more divine than ever.

" Our little systems have their day—

They have their day and cease to be:

They are but broken lights of Thee,

And Thou, O Christ, art more than they."

The Vice-President:

The next writer is Dr. H. M. Sanders, of New York.

Rev. Henry M. Sanders, D. D., then read the following paper:

IS THERE A PLACE FOB AUTHORITATIVE CREEDS IN RELI

GION P

Like most theological debate, the discussion of this topic will

turn upon the meaning we attach to the different words used.

There is need of a glossary. If by " creed " is meant simply a per

sonal statement of belief, no one can object to creeds. Indeed, he

cannot even state his objection to them without using one; or, if by

" creed " is meant a formulary of religious opinions, made and held

by the author, and by " authoritative " the imperative which truth

clearly perceived must always carry to the mind and the influence

it must exert over the life, and if by " religion " is meant the life of

GoH in the soul, there would seem to be no serious objection to

creeds. But if by " creed " is meant some formal statement of reli

gious truth, prepared by others and by " authoritative " power to

enforce subscription to it by some kind of pain or penalties, and by

" religion " acceptance with God and admission to membership or

office in the church, then we believe there is no place for authorita

tive creeds in religion.
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Dr. Schaff, in his " Creeds of Christendom," defines a creed as a

" form of words, setting forth, with authority, certain articles of

belief which are regarded by the framers as necessary for salvation,

or at least for the well-being of the church." It is owing to the fact

that the word " creed " has this double meaning that much confu

sion of thought has arisen. It would have been well if we could

have had the two words which the Latin language afforded to denote

the difference, credita and credenda. The one denoted the things

that were believed, the other the things that had to be believed; one

was simply a confession of faith, the other a stated formulary which'

had to be subscribed to by those who would teach or hold office in

the church. The ambiguity attached to the word gives rise to con

fusion. For example, one may say there can be no religion with

out a creed, meaning some belief, and he is right. Another says,

there can be no religion without a creed, meaning some particular

system of doctrine to which assent is demanded, and he is wrong.

It is in the latter meaning, in its ecclesiastical rather than its ety

mological sense, that we understand the words of the topic are to be

taken, and shall so consider them.

And our reasons for supporting the negative position are based

on the following considerations. It is impossible to make a sum

mary of religious truth which will not be misleading and inadequate.

A creed is the product of the systematizing intellect endeavoring to

arrange in symmetrical order and logical sequence all the neces

sary data of religious knowledge and faith. But these truths are

always immeasurably greater than the forms that enclose them.

They are, by their very nature, transcendant and defy analysis arid

statement. Any attempt to formulate religion only succeeds in

narrowing it. Religion is the life of God in the soul, and while it

may be competent for any man to make a statement of that life in

the way in which he has apprehended it and been influenced by it,

it is not possible for him to make a summary of all the ways in

which that life has manifested itself in and influenced humanity.

Any man possessed of an analytic mind and a philosophical educa

tion may make a statement of what he believes to be the way that

life acts in his own soul, and the facts and forces on which it rests,

but no man nor body of men is competent to make a summary

which shall cover all the phases of that life in the souls of other

men. The effort to do so is nothing less than an attempt to com

pass the infinite, at least so far as He has revealed himself.
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The attempt to summarize all the relations in which God stands

to mankind assumes a knowledge which no man nor school nor

epoch possesses. Paul said, " We know in part and we prophesy

in part," a statement which creed makers never put in their first

article, nor last, for a creed is an attempt to put into a brief epitome

all religious knowledge, when from the nature of the case it must

be fragmentary and exclusive. Our best and fullest statements of

truth must be partial. When you put a fence around a garden you

fence more out than you fence in. Spiritual truth always defies

definition. Christ defined nothing, and Paul's one attempt at it was

not a brilliant success. Definition by its very etomology indicates

an attempt to set limits. The entire process is a restricting one.

The great realities of religion are not reducible to paragraphs.

This defect is illustrated by the historic creeds of Christendom.

They have generally succeeded in omitting more truth than they

have contained. And it is because they have attempted to define

the indefinable. It would probably puzzle any body of men to-day

to construct a better definition of God than that of the Westminster

Confession or The Thirty-nine Articles. And yet what devout soul

does not feel the utter inadequacy of such a definition to portray

his thought of the ineffable Deity. There was, after all, true

reverence underlying the superstition which forbade the Jews to

pronounce the incommunicable Name. There is pregnant signifi

cance in Jehovah's answer to Moses' request for a definition of the

Almighty, " Tell them, I Am hath sent me unto you." The

Philistines thought that Jehovah lived in the Ark, and when they

had captured the box they thought they had caught the God of the

Hebrews. The objection to creeds is not that the box is small

and weak, for we can build no better one, but that God can be put

into any box of wood or words. The ideas of God and Gospel are

too large to be cabined, cribbed, confined in speech, however ample

and lucid or handed over to the custody of theological propositions.

Similarly, our faith in inspiration and atonement transcend all

statements. We know so little of the Spirit of God and our own

souls that it is hopeless to try to tell how the one moves on the

other and gives life. " The wind bloweth where it listeth." The

creedal attempt to define inspiration is like the attempt to def ne

life, which scientists have abandoned as hopeless. And we know so

little of the divine government, the suggestions in the Bible of the

effect produced on the universe by the death of Christ are so
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nebulous that neither exegesis nor philosophy can fathom the full

meaning nor interpret the ends of the great Sacrifice. All that we

know is that when we come to the Cross and behold the Lamb of

God the burden of sin rolls away and we feel it no more. There

fore, all the New Testament creeds are experiences tiot philosophy.

Religious truth can be sung, but it cannot be stated, and it is a sugges

tive fact that the most satisfactory and universal creeds, like the so-

called Apostles' Creed, have been cast in rhythmical form and can

be chanted. It is not without reason that the loftiest utterances of

Shakespeare's supremest creations are in poetry. The world's best

creed is one that can be sung, a confession that is a hymn, the

language of experience and not of philosophy. A book like the

Bible can never be reduced to the language of pure ideas. It is too

vital, too emotional, too elastic to be put into scholastic forms, and

when the attempt is made the creed resembles the teaching of the

Bible very much as the anatomy of a man hung up in a museum

resembles the living man walking on the street.

Another consideration which weighs against creeds is their

polemical character. The earliest creeds were very short and very

simple. Peter may be said to have uttered the first Christian creed

when he exclaimed, " Thou art the Christ, the Son of the living

God." The confession on the lips of the early Christians, " Jesus

Christ came into the world to save sinners " was a creed. It was

not original with Paul. He calls it, along with other expressions,

" A faithful saying." If men had been contented with these simple,

hearty avowals of faith and fact, objection could never have

been raised against them. But very soon these informal statements

were enlarged so as to embrace what was considered the essential

doctrines of the Christian religion. The inevitable tendency toward

the philosophical, the pedantic, and the polemical is seen in the

way in which the Nicene Creed enlarged upon the earlier Apostles'

Creed in order to exclude the Arians, and has its damnatory clauses.

It begins to show the spirit of apologetics and is not free from

controversial matter. It varied slightly from the former creed, but

it was in the direction of philosophising and antagonizing. The

creed of Chalcedon and pre-eminently the Athanasian Creed under

took to give a philosophy of the facts, and from that time the

creeds have been largely controversial. All the latter creeds ex

press division and schism and are full of doctrinal variations. The

creeds of the church have not been born in periods of tranquility
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and deep religious consciousness. They have been apologetic

weapons of war, offensive and defensive. They read like despatches

from a battle-field—the savage manifestoes of a victorious army.

Most of the creeds of the Reformation Period, the catechisms and

confessions were framed in order to define the differences and to

emphasize the discords of Christendom. All of these symbolical

documents are not so much creeds as screeds; not expressing the

real faith of Christians so much as systems of orthodoxy to be

taught by theologians; not designed for worship, but setting forth

in learned and heated language certain particular doctrines with

regard to which there had been division and debate. They were

largely defensive in character, giving a one-sided and dispropor

tionate presentation to some truths to the exclusion of others, each

church, Greek, Roman and Protestant defining its own faith in its

own way. The consequence has been that the accepted creeds

have usually emphasized the wrong things or the unimportant

things. Examine any of the great formularies which are the

standards of to-day and you will see that they are mainly concerned

with precisely the same questions that Milton's devils discussed in

hell, " will and fate, fixed fate, free will, for knowledge absolute,"

and with very much the same result. " They find no end, in wan

dering mazes lostl" They never concern themselves with religious

duties but with speculative ideas, subtleties which elude the grasp

of reason and concerning which the Scriptures are wisely reticent.

Creeds have been largely a mixture of divine facts and human

opinion, and the human opinion has been put on the same level of

authority as the divine facts, and, like Nebuchadnezzar's image, the

head of gold has been supported by feet of clay and the head has

fallen when the feet have been weakened.

It was said to the chosen people of old, " Thou shalt not wear

a garment of divers sorts, as of woolen and linen together." The

manufacture of " shoddy " was forbidden. Creeds have been just

that, partly revealed truth and partly human opinion. Men never

have been able to keep out of their creeds, their human and

fallible interpretations, and they have insisted that these opinions

about divine truth shall be as stereotyped as the " words of Holy

Writ " themselves. It seems to be well nigh impossible in any age

of the church, for men to eliminate from their creeds the personal

equation—their prejudu . . ..> polemics. Most of them

have been shaped by antagonism to some other creed and have
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been the child of controversy as well as of compromise. A knowl

edge of their own origin undermines their claims and discounts their

importance. We now know too well the history of creed formation.

The story of the construction of the formularies and symbols of the

church in all periods has taken away that halo of mystery which

has surrounded them and made them to be looked upon and ac

cepted as almost inspired. We can no longer resist the evidences

of human passion, pride and strife that went into their composition,

as well as the false exegesis, fallacious methods of argumentation,

the errors in philosophy and psychology that influenced the

authors of these elaborate documents. They are now confronted

with a knowledge that convicts them of misinterpretation of

Scripture, of exaggeration in hilman speculation and a spirit of

controversy and compromise that deprives them of much of their

value.

Another objection to authoritative creeds is that they are too

apt to be considered as finalities and mandatory. They were not at

first, perhaps, intended to be binding on the conscience of the

people or to compel the ministry to blind subscription. But that

was the natural result. Having been formulated with such care

and nicety, they were considered finalities and subscription to them

made obligatory, with a thumb-screw attachment, and soon persecu

tion followed on account of them and fagots blazed. Out of the

assumption that it was possible to embody all religious truth in a

formulary has grown, naturally if not necessarily, insistance upon

them as essential to fellowship in the Kingdom of God. It was only

a logical inference when the creedmakers had supposed that they

had succeeded in stating all necessary religious truth in their docu

ments that every statement not contained in them should be re

garded as heretical and every one a heretic who did not subscribe

to them. The consequence is that men have not been free to claim

the same liberty which the fathers enjoyed who made the creeds, and

each succeeding generation has been shut up to the sole duty of

accepting the findings of the former ones and to devote its time and

talent to defending them. If any has dared to add to or subtract

from the creed or to give a different phraseology better adapted to

the discoveries of his own time, he has been persecuted and often, in

times past, been put to death, and even now is looked upon with

suspicion and hunted and hounded with a heresy trial. Physical

persecution may have ceased but he is now branded where formerly
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he was burned. The creeds of religion differ from all other kinds

in that while the latter are always held open for revision and any

light which may modify them eagerly welcomed, the former are

regarded as final and treat any who would modify them as enemies

of the truth. Thus creeds, considered as authoritative, close investi

gation, substitute submission to man's authority for open-mindedness

to the vision of God, and check all intellectual progress.

Thus constituted they have put themselves in the place of the

Bible. Under a plea of interpreting the Scriptures they have de

manded that men shall see the Scriptures only through their media.

From being merely expository they soon become compulsory and

where the church held the State as an ally, the creed became the

arbiter of the life, liberty and property of men. Like Procrustes

they have been the rack of a bed on which men were to be violently

lengthened or shortened according as they failed to- fit it.

An authoritative creed is a cul de sac. After it is formulated

all questioning is forbidden, new ideas are under the ban and all

progress in religious thought is suspected and suspended. By its

very nature it is an attempt to stereotype and to stamp the conclu

sions of the time with the mark of finality, forgetting that men are

to make history as well as study it. It requires very much more

humility than most theologians possess, not to identify their own

personal equation of the truth with the truth itself and to mistake

their conceptions of revelation for revelation itself. If creeds could

always be constructed, conceived and construed as provisional and

temporary, objection to them would lose some of its force. If they

could be looked upon as bearing the same relation to truth that

the shell does to the seed, strong for the time to preserve, fragile to

imprison, invincible against outside attack, weak against inside

pressure, there might be less objection to them. But they have al

ways mistakenly conceived of Christianity as a stone and not a seed,

—a gem and not a germ. Instead of being willing to. provide the

growing boy with a larger suit of clothes they have usually been

made into a straight jacket. When creeds cramp and hurt the con

science, as tight shoes the feet of a Chinese girl, it is an act of

humanity to provide something roomier, so that the growth of the

soul will not be checked. They are to be considered as land-marks

of progress and not as anchors to a cemetery. Every generation

should do its own thinking, cast its own contribution into the com

mon treasury of truth, formulate its own faith, which shall be un
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derstood to be like manna, "good for this day only." God is not

to be peradventured upon our th.eodicies. Creeds by tending to be

come inflexible, crystallized forms of truth, are like crystals, you

can only alter them by shattering them. "The words that I speak

unto you, they are spirit and they are life." We never dissect a

body while it is alive. Spiritual science has to do with biology, not

morphology. What ever has come to a stand still is dead. Perhaps

the reason our books of theology are called "bodies of divinity" is

because they are so devoid of souls. The open secret of life is never

found among disjecta membra. It is at the other end of the knife.

We must not take it for granted that everything is settled. We read

that "Thy word, O Lord, is settled, forever," but it suggestively adds

that it is "in heaven," but not on earth. We must ever be ready to

provide new bottles for new wine. The heresy which the church has

most to fear is that which writes certain doctrines with a period in

stead of an interrogation point. New light is ever to break out of

God's word, as John Robinson said at Delft Haven, and we need to

keep our faces turned toward it. There is a Bible still lying buried

in our Bible, and on the morning of some third day it is going to

rise from the grave as much more glorious than that which we

now know/ as the Christ of the Resurrection was more beautiful

than the blood-stained Victim of the fatal Friday. In olden times

the Spaniards put on their coins a representation of the Straits of

Gibraltar and underneath the legend, ne plus ultra,—No more

beyond.

The pillars of Hercules were supposed to mark the extreme

western boundary of the world. But one day a bold mariner

threaded his way through the straits, and in spite of timorous sailors

who thought he was running off the rim of the universe, he pushed

his prow until it rasped on the shores of a new and vaster continent

than that from which he came,—and then the Spaniards knocked

the negative out of their motto and rejoiced that they had found

that there was "more beyond."

" Our little systems have their clay.

They have their clay and cease to be.

They are but broken lights of Thee,

And Thou, O Lord, art more than they."

Another objection to creeds considered as authoritative in reli

gion is that they have a strong tendency to make intellectual assent

to doctrinal statements take the place of a living trust in Christ.

They substitute theology for religion, definitions for life, theory
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for loyalty and belief about for faith in a living Savior. They tend

to make nominal Christians rather than real ones. All our fine

thinking about Christ is pure philosophy up to the point of kneeling.

It is a man's knees that make the difference between science and

religion. The tendency of creeds isto make men regard Christianity

as a philosophy rather than a life, substituting an intellectual idol

for a spiritual reality, mistaking the flag for the country, the barrel

for the apples, the herbarium for the garden. " I love flowers and

religion" said George Dawson, "I dislike theology and botany."

Nothing has encouraged formalism and Phariseeism so much as

compulsory creeds; nothing has stood so much in the way of a

spiritual religion. They are hindrances rather than helps to the

devout life. If the Babel-builders have taught the world anything

it is that architecture will not take a man to heaven. Elijah went

up, but gravitation was more than a match for all the bricks and

slime compiled by the masons in the plains of Shinar. Like the

brazen serpent retained beyond its time and exalted beyond its func

tion, the creed becomes an idol and men burn incense to it, and

under such circumstances, it is well when in God's good providence,

there is raised up some Hezekiah to call it by its right name, Nehus-

tan, a piece of brass, and with his strong arm to smite it to pieces

and cast it out into the rubbish heap.

I am persuaded that the church needs nothing more today than

first, a spiritual religion in place of a formal and intellectual one;

and second, a catholic religion in place of a narrow, divisive, de

nominational one. And that suggests the last objection to authori

tative creeds and that is their divisive influence. Creed-subscription

as a condition of entering the church keeps out very many of the

most intelligent and sincere believers. The thoughtless and un

worthy are not deterred by them, because the former are capable of

assenting to any number of propositions whether they understand

them or not, and the latter will subscribe to them with mental reser

vations and disingenuous equivocation. The result is that applicants

for membership are frankly told that they are not expected to believe

all the articles of the Creed, or as they are written; that each is per

mitted latitude in his interpretation of them and so the demoralizing

process goes on. "For substance of doctrine" becomes "for substi

tution of doctrine." What in other societies would be called hy

pocrisy and falsehood, in theological matters is called "latitudinarian-

ism" or some other polysyllabic euphemism. Words are not inter
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preted in their true and plain meaning and men who want to be

honest before God as well as men are kept outside the church and

are counted unbelievers because of their very sincerity. How often

is it the case that what is supposed to be indifference and perhaps

unbelief on the part of many outside the church are only other

names for manly recoil from ecclesiastical unrealities imposed by

the Creeds.

And then, too, nothing stands in the way of a united church so

much as the Creeds. They have always been devisive in their effects.

In proportion as they have been exact and elaborate, minute and

specific, they have created differences of opinion that have led to

separation. Such is the constitution of the human mind that men

are always separated through the head as they are always united

through the heart. So long, as people's religion is craniological they

will quarrel. The moment we begin to dogmatize we begin to differ.

As a matter of fact creeds have neither power to create nor preserve

unity. They have not done so in any of the great historic bodies.

Nay, where they have been most strictly imposed and even es

tablished by law, there divergence in sentiment has been most

marked. And what unity there was has been frozen unity, not

molten, the unity of a prison and not of a home, secured by bars

and bolts, guards and guns, not by love. If the church is ever to re

gain that visible unity for which Christ prayed in the closing hours

of his life, as the sign and witness of Christianity to mankind, it

must abandon its creeds and go back to the New Testament. It is

our profound conviction that the Scriptures are a revelation from

God. given not to a Pope, nor a College of Cardinals, nor a Bench

of Bishops, or a General Assembly, Synod, Conference, nor even a

Baptist Congress, but to every individual man. And they were so

given that he might study and understand them for himself and by

that he will be judged at the last day. The right and duty of private

judgment are indefeasable and inalienable. No soul has a right to

delegate such authority to another. And as the Bible is a book de

signed for every individual and intended to be interpreted each for

himself we must believe that the greatest amount of unity will be

secured by allowing every one to study it for himself. The nearer the

opinions of men approach to its teachings the closer they will come

together. Here is a basis of real and abiding unity. Other founda

tion can no man lay than that is laid. As men stand upon that they

will not be far distant from each other. That creeds are not essential
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to fellowship and fraternity is shown by the fact that there is prob

ably no denomination of Christians in existence among whom there

is such uniformity of belief and practise as that to which we belong,

nor one more faithful to the whole Counsel of God, as revealed in

the Scriptures, and yet there is not a single formulary to bind our

churches together and there are many- of our churches, like my own,

that have not even a covenant nor a single article in which their

faith and practice are stated, except the New Testament. Hence, we

believe that we shall never have the unity of the church, so much

desired and desirable until the tide of Christian love has overthrown

these man-made, unnatural barriers between Christian men. God's

truth expressed in God's own language will form the universal creed

of a harmonized and happy Christendom.

" I'm apt to think the man

That could surround the sum of things and spy

The heart of God. and secrets of His empire,

Would speak but love. With him the bright result

Would change the hue of intermediate things

And make one thing of all theology."

The Vice-President:

I have the pleasure of presenting to you the Rev. Howard

L. Jones, of New York, the first appointed speaker on this

subject.

Rev. Howard L. Jones:

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen: The luminous paper to

which we have just listened has fulfilled for me one necessary con

dition: My ideal is before me. But the serious embarrassment of

the moment is that it is also before my audience.

That which is responsible for my appearance on this platform

is also responsible for the difficulty which has beset me in dealing

with the question assigned. The kindness of the Committee made

it hard for me to say no, in response to their invitation, and certain

conditions, which the Committee is not at all responsible for, make

it hard to say no, in answering the question, "Is There a Place for

Authoritative Creeds in Religion?" A categorical reply is made

dangerous by two extremes which have been loud-voiced in speak

ing on the subject. One must qualify his utterances lest on the one

hand he wear the collar of that superficiality which cries out against
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all creeds, or on the other hand be branded as the blind servant of

some insufficient formula.

We may learn a lesson from the race-track. I am told that

good hurdle horses are first put over the course without obstruc

tions, that they may become accustomed to the track. So I would

ask you firs.t to revise the question in order that the obstructive

word "authoritative" may be removed.

Is there a place for creeds in religion? An answer to this ques

tion will help us in answering the question as formulated.

I should unhesitatingly answer yes. There is a place in reli

gion for creeds, a very large place, a very necessary place. I base

this answer upon two considerations : First, the design of the Bible.

This is a question which must arise in any consideration of such a

theme. It is necessary to determine what place the Bible occupies

in religion, in order that we may know whether there is any place

left for creeds. If the Bible occupies all the ground, of course there

can be no place, for a creed. If we are to adopt the old phrase, "No

creed but the Bible," we make all creeds useless and even presump

tuous, since the Bible is divinely designed to do what the creed at

tempts. This view to my mind grows out of a misconception of the

design of the Bible and the nature of creeds. I have never had

any sympathy with the phrase referred to. I believe it was once the

property of our Baptist fathers, but in time of warfare it was seized

upon by another sect, and for my part I have no disposition to prove

the theft. According to my conception, the Bible is not itself a

creed, but makes creeds necessary. It is not a system of belief but

is a revelation of fundamental truths designed to furnish a basis for

belief. It is not the completed temple, but furnishes the founda

tions upon which the temple is to be builded. The limitations of the

Bible are the limitations of the understanding of those who study it.

Now I conceive the Bible to be designed not for one man but for

many men; not for one generation, but for many generations; not

for one age, but for many ages. It furnishes that inspiration for each

individual, each generation, and each age, necessary for the ultimate

realization of the aspiration, "Thy kingdom come, thy will be done

on earth as it is in heaven." This conception honors the Bible. It

gives us in place of a book which it is possible for the world to out

grow, a Revelation which anticipates and provides for the changes

which it will itself produce. It honors the Bible as being a light so

luminous that it reveals the beauty of any horizon in which it shines,
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and so large as well as luminous that it shines in every horizon.

Such a conception makes all the glory of Christianity's nineteen

hundred years of triumph a result of partial and incomplete under

standing of the truth of the Bible; but while we say concerning

those who have gone before, and of ourselves,—"We know in part,"

the distinct advances in understanding the meaning of the Bible

which history reveals gives to us a clear title to the hope that the

time is not far distant when "that which is in part shall be done

away."

The other consideration is the nature of a creed. There is room

in religion for a creed because there is room for anything which

shall serve as a stepping-stone to a complete understanding of God's

revealed truth. There is room in religion for creeds because we are

and always have been many steps removed from a perfect under

standing of that which God has spoken to us. Your creed is the

expression which you give to your understanding of the truth. It

generally has the more limited meaning of the verbal expression

which one gives to his understanding of the truth. I confine my

self to this generally accepted use of the word, though I have seen

men who refused to give any written expression of their belief de

clare their faith in baptismal regeneration by their use of a baptistry.

Without question the Bible leaves place for men to think. It leaves

room for the understanding of men. Clear statement is a constant

companion and helper of clear thinking. The very effort which one

makes in giving lucid utterance to his belief exercises the mind in

clear thinking. The great historic creeds which issued from stormy

agitation and fierce logomachy are mainly of worth to the world

because of the thought they cost. The world has inherited from

each of these struggles some stalwart men who have blessed their

race with the strength they have gained from their conflicts. We

conclude that there must be a place in religion for creeds when we

behold great minds in each important epoch grappling with prob

lems which £he Bible presents, demanding as the price^of truce some

satisfactory statement of belief, and coming forth from the struggle

bearing the symbol of their success.

There is a place in religion for creeds in order that it may be

true over and over again that some shall labor and others shall

enter into their labors. One generation begins where the other

leaves off. The completed advance of one is the starting point of

the other. Some one has said that we but stand upon the shoulders
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of a previous generation, and our boasting is as that of the child in

its parent's arms who exclaims "I am taller than father." We need

to know what our fathers were able to formulate and call a satisfac

tory statement of their understanding of Revealed Truth. We will

remember that the creed they have left us is perhaps not a perfect

expression of the understanding they possessed, and is most cer

tainly not even an imperfect expression of a perfect understanding.

But it is to our profit to stand upon this imperfect expression of an

incomplete understanding until we can step up into some higher,

larger realization of the truth. We are all glad to know from our

past two days' experience how the sun shines in Pittsburg, but we

are not ready to agree that there is no better hprizon in which to

view its miracles of light.

I can find no better illustration of what I have been saying than

is furnished by the life of Simon Peter. That was a great thought

which he grasped when he tip-toed above his generation and laid

hold of the tremendous truth, "Thou art the Christ, the Son of the

Living God." This was not Simon's creed, for Jesus immediately

declares, "Flesh and blood hath not revealed this unto thee, but

my Father." It was revealed truth. Simon Peter enunciated his

creed when immediately after this, "Jesus began to show unto his

disciples, how that he must go unto Jerusalem, and suffer many

things of the elders, and chief priests and scribes and be killed."

Mark Simon's creed: "Then Peter took him and began to rebuke

him, saying, "Be it far from Thee, Lord; this shall not be unto

Thee." The world has not yet grown up to a perfect realization of

the truth which Simon uttered, but it has greatly outgrown his

creed. Simon himself grew out of this small understanding of a

great truth. He ceased to believe in a temporal Messiah and got

hold of a conception of the Saviour which was so large that it had

a place for the cross. He got out of the narrow horizon which only

found a place for a God who was merciful enough and strong

enough to save a little nation, to a higher place from which he could

so see as to worship a great Father, of whom he could say "Of a

truth I perceive that God is no respector of persons; but in every

nation he that feareth him, and worketh righteousness, is accepted

with him."

The second question may now be more appropriately consid

ered: "Is there a place for Authoritative Creeds in Religion?" All

that I have been saying to show that there is a place for creeds in
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religion, goes to deny a place for authoritative creeds. The design

of the Bible and the nature of creeds as defined, make room in

religion for creeds because of the limitations of the human mind.

These very limitations circumscribe a circumference for creeds

which falls short of authoritative. The human mind being thus

limited, the perfect understanding necessary to the creation of a

creed which can speak with authority, is impossible. The well

recognized limitation which precludes the possibility that vision of

poet or painter should find perfect expression, makes an authorita

tive creed impossible. Let me suggest some additional considera

tions which seem to me to dictate a negative reply to the question as

stated. I answer no:

First, because of the inevitable decay of forms. The very differ

ence of the meaning of words in different ages and in different times

shows to us the impossibility of their being an authoritative creed.

The sentences which to-day speak with strong, resonant tones, may

soon be able to only whisper their first meanings. Language must

become a safer sea upon which to sail ideas, before such commerce as

creedal authority suggests, can be deemed expedient.

Second, to answer affirmatively would be to ignore the need

for different emphasis of truth for different times. May I illustrate

very crudely by my trip from New York to this city? The train

which brought me here had a larger mission than that of inflicting

this speech upon you. It had many things to do, and did them in

different ways. We steamed out of the car-shed in Jersey City, in

creased our speed, went dashing along through the dark, now with

full head of steam racing along the level places, and now with no

steam at all we ran down the long grades—of course we slowed up

when we got to Philadelphia, and . stopped. I was told that

sometimes two engines were necessary to carry us up certain grades

on schedule time. Much fast running, some slow running, some

stops, high pressure and low pressure—all were necessary to fulfill

its mission. Xow the application of steam in that run from New

York to Pittsburg was to the success of the journey, what the ap

plication of truth has been to the progress of Christianity. It has

required different emphasis of truth for different times to make pos

sible all that the Bible has accomplished. The vital needs of other

days are not the vital needs of to-day. Many truths which were ap

propriately emphasized in days gone by, and which produced most

desirable effects, would produce sound slumber if proclaimed from
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our pulpits to-day. The danger of authoritative creeds is the danger

of over-fortifying in the direction of the last attack. That army,

which yesterday met so splendidly the attempt of the enemy to

turn its flank, will find itself this morning better prepared to meet

another attack which shall assume the same form, but less able to

cope with an onslaught which would come in the form of an at

tempt to pierce its center. The forest uniforms its trees with breast

plates of moss and faces its legions toward the North, because the

sweeping charges of winter winds have come from thence. Many of

the historic creeds are like the grass-grown fortifications of some old

battle-field, they tell where brave men once stood with stern purpose

and fought a good fight. They mark the place where it was once

necessary that guns should be mounted and rapidly served. They

do not tell where men shall do battle to-day. We usually turn from

them to thank God that at least that strife has passed into history.

In the third place, an authoritative creed demands an explana

tion of all the declarations of the Bible, every one. To refuse is a

confession of weakness. If you must needs have an authoritative

creed, and set yourself to the task of furnishing one, you must tell

all about the dragons and beasts, and indeed everything else, or the

brethren will feel that you are not learned in the Scripture. You

must give a place in your authoritative creed for every passage of the

Book. But are we ready to take up some of tht truths of that

Book? Is it not possible that some of the truths of that Bible re

veal and have special reference to ages yet unborn? Is it not dan

gerous and even irreverent to try to crowd into our little system

forced explanations concerning the Word of God?

In the last place, I shall answer no, because of the effect upon

the souls of men. If we are to determine the question as to whether

an authoritative creed has a place in religion, we must decide in

what particular it makes the soul more like Jesus of Nazareth. It

has no place in religion if it does not do this for the souls of men. I

claim that the effect of an authoritative creed is to destroy the best

growth in grace. Superficial imitation is a sure road to unneces

sary limitation. Unthinking conformity issues ever in unseemly de

formity. In every department of human endeavor, there is the

master and his imitators. In literature we find the founders of

schools distinguished from those who merely belonged to certain

schools. So in Philosophy. Science and Art. We'distinguish be

tween the master and the copyist, between the orator and
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the elocutionist, the musician and his automatic echo. After

all, the difference is really to be found in the choice which

men make concerning . their field of vision. It is the dif

ference marked by Bishop Brocfkes in his classification, " Men of

forms, and men of ideas." It is a vital difference. The men who be

lieve that there is a place in religion for creeds, and feel the respon

sibility of making them for themselves, will grow, as "men of ideas."

Those who believe that there is a place in religion for an authori

tative creed, will furnish the world with its " men of forms," its in

tolerant dogmatists, with their blind, weak following. At a certain

great School of the Prophets, there presided one of the institution's

founders, a man of brilliant genius. By patient toil and careful

earnestness, he developed each grace that God had given him. An

erudite scholar, a Gamaliel among teachers, an Apolos among

preachers, he was indeed a crowned Prince of the House of Israel.

Hundreds flocked to his class-room from every part of the country,

attracted by this unique personality. Did all come-away bearing

his likeness? Not so. There are indeed some among the many that

beheld this incomparable teacher of men, who are doing something

of what he did in the world, and whose best boast is that his

knightly sword smote their shoulder, and his inspiring words sent

them forth to battle. These were the men who sought to know the

spirit of the man. But there were others; men of forms also flocked

to those walls of learning, the men who studied poses and attitudes,

forms of speech and intonations. And, alas, they went forth to re

produce the defects of a great man, standing with bent shoulders

because he so stood, making their speech conform to a certain sing

song cadence because he so spoke. In a word, presenting to the

world the spots upon the sun, without one ray of its luminous light.

We remember another founder of a School of Prophets of more

ancient times. The secret of his success is the secret of all spiritual

success. The great Elijah speaking for his God, invites Elisha's

best ambition: 'Ask what I shall do for thee before I be taken

from thee." And the wise Elisha said, "I pray thee that a double

portion of thy spirit be upon me."

Brethren of the Congress, it is my conviction that the place for

creeds in religion is marked and limited by the need for cultivation

of that habit of thought which seeks for the Spirit of truth rather

than for the form of truth. There is no place in religion for aught

which makes against that faith which was voiced by the Samaritans
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when they said, "Now we believe, not because of thy speaking, for

we have heard for ourselves, and know that this is indeed the

Saviour of the world."

The Vice-President:

I have the pleasure of introducing the second speaker,

Rev. J. R. Brown, of Kansas City.

Rev. J. R. Brown:

Ladies and Gentlemen: The Browns, I notice, have been ap

pointed to be the gleaners of the scattered wisdom of this Congress;

that is a compliment, I suppose, to the keenness of vision of the

Browns.

IS THERE A PLACE FOR AUTHORITATIVE CREEDS IN

RELIOTONP

That eminent French critic who came to this country last year

to teach us anew the canons of taste, declared that a creed in litera

ture or religion is in this day and age a barbarism and an imperti

nence. His fellow craftsmen, however, have not held the same

opinion. The work of Tolstoi for thirty years has been one long

and often wearisome confession of faith. His beliefs have usually

been, like Ephraim's cake, not turned; no one, however, can deny

their vitality and force. Mrs. Phelphs-Ward feels it incumbent

upon her to give forth to the world her creed, which is at best only

the efflorescence of the old Puritan virtues without the Puritan

faith. Richard le Gallienne, the son of a Baptist minister, has

proved that the environment of childhood must be carried to the

last day of life. His " Religion of a Literary Man " is a strange

medley, in which the undertone is Calvinism, but the tune is

modern Aestheticism. Ian Maclaren believes that the creeds are

cumbersome; that they are the wine that has remained too long

upon its lees; he passes them from glass to glass, while they take a

relish from the modern atmosphere. He holds up for our inspec

tion a new creed. It seems so ingenuous, so simple and so prac

ticable, that societies have been formed to put the creed into prac

tice. They have taken to themselves high-sounding names. We

are not yet told whether the names are real prophecies, or only the

expression of the hunger for the new.
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For years the churches have been so busy turning the micro

scope of criticism upon the creeds, that the inclination and perhaps

the opportunity has been wanting to write new ones. The shibboleth

which the creeds have furnished has been so easily and thoroughly

learned, that at the passages of faith some enemy might escape if

a new language must be learned. There are three signs of the times

worthy of our study, as they are prophetic of new statements of

belief which will be written before many years are passed. Two

years ago a select committee from all the free evangelical churches

of England, which are embraced in the Free Church Council, pre

pared a catechisrn of the essential doctrines of the Evangelical

faith. The catechism has been accepted, in spite of many vague

nesses, by all the churches concerned. It now forms a platform of

understanding. It has given ballast to a ship to pass safely the

rocks of liberalism and ecclesiasticism. At the union meeting of

the church congress held in London last month, Dr. Sabatier, the

leading Protestant of France, pleaded for a new statement of faith,

which should represent the evangelical sentiment of the whole

world. He based his plea on the new and truer views of God now

prevailing, on the new view of inspiration which criticism has com

pelled, and on the common work of the churches in the common

salvation of the one Lord. The Universalists have repudiated their

own confession, and at a conference, held in Boston last month,

adopted a new confession more spiritual, more exact, and more

true to justice. The spirit seems to be demanding the new wine

bottles in which to hold His saving truth.

Creeds, then, are inevitable, whether Christian or literary.

There are only two ways in which a creed can be an authority, as

an apologetic, and as a rule of faith.

As a rule, creeds of faith have had a checkered and often

unworthy history. The meaning of language changes, the emphasis

changes, and the old shell refuses to hold longer the accumulating

knowledge. The scribe brings continually out of his treasure

things new as well as old, and while he may have no quarrel with

the man who says the old is better, yet he demands the right to

find and use the new. Too often a man by subscribing to a creed,

plays Jesuit with his understanding and conscience. Ingenuity in

argument takes the place of honesty. Some of the results^are in

evitable. It is a mooted question even to-day whether the thirty-

nine articles are Calvinistic or Arminian. Some pretend to be un
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certain whether they are Catholic or Protestant. Cramer, a stern

Protestant, inspired them, but John Henry Newman found they

were one in purpose and outlook with the decrees of the Council of

Trent. The Westminster Confession of Faith has become too

narrow a room for the prophets. In 1879, and in 1891, the United

Presbyterians and Free Churches of Scotland passed Declaratory

Acts softening some statements of the Confession, and changing

the meaning of others. This is putting new wine into old bottles,

and both may be lost; this is putting new cloth on the old garments,

and the rent promises to become the greater.

It is frequently forgotten that the New Theology, with all its

trjue impulse, and yet its lamentable shortcomings, grew out of a

defect in a creed. The Savoy Confession has been adopted by the

New England churches. In many of its articles it was simply a

copy from the Westminster Confession. In the article on original

sin, however, in the Savoy Confession, the trumpet did not give a

clear sound, whether by design or inadvertence is not known.

Jonathan Edwards, who has subscribed to the creed, found very

quickly the defect of statement. It gave rein to his theological

speculation. We are familiar with the last result in the claim of

the new theology that sin is only actuaL transgression. The

doctrines of the atonement and the future life have received a new

interpretation. John Fiske goes even further in tracing this defect

in the Savoy Confession. He claims that out of the imperfect

article referred to, have come forth in New England the long train

of divers doctrines-—Unitarianism, Transcendentalism, and that

horrid mysticism. Christian Science. At least, the loose rein of

the creed made them possible. To make a rule of faith is thus to

perpetuate defects of statement. A creed cannot cover every point.

It may be designed to cover essentials; but the acknowledgment

of essentials is always a compromise. History, philosophy and

common sense have all impressed upon us the same lesson, to make

creeds loved and venerated,' they must not be regulative, but

apologetic. The words of the wise in creeds should be as goads,

sending us out into larger pastures of life and thoughts; only as a

reason of the faith within us are they a nail driven in a sure place.

Creeds, on the other hand, are absolutely indispensable as

explanations of the faith. We are to be ready at all times to give a

reason of the hope that is within us. It is both a duty and an

impluse—we cannot but speak the things which are most surely
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believed among us. Such an explanation must be adequate; it

must have the form of doctrine; it must be made up of sound

words. Moreover, since it is prepared in view of present misun

derstanding and antagonism, it must be relevant and representative.

Such a view cannot be dismissed with the words, " The Gospel

has no need of an apology." There are apologies and apologies.

The Gospel makes the largest demand ever claimed by doctrine or

religion in this world. It is a force for the whole life. Every

thought and imagination are to be brought into capitivity when the

weapons Of faith are wielded. The heart's passions are to be the

fountains of divine impulse. The Gospel thoroughly destroys all

will-worship, and makes voluntary sacrifice a reasonable service.

There must be the constant satisfaction of mind, heart and will.

Knowledge grows from more to more; the domains of truth are

making a colossal empire of mind. Must feeling run in Christian

channels? Is the service of the world to be essentially Christian?

The world must know why. A creed, then, is the Christian's

happiest explanation and appeal. And we neglect this matter of

Christian apology at our peril. The spiritual men will stamp as

mystical unless we bring forth our strong reasons. Joseph Butler

maintained the intellectual integrity of the faith in his analogy. Dr.

Fairbairn claims that Romanism has lost ground in every country

of Europe, because no foeman worthy of the steel of science has

stepped forth to vindicate her doctrine and polity. Creeds are only

one form of apologetics; but they are important from every point

of view7. Their .words will we hallowed with age, their language

will become the warp and woof of thought. If wisdom would only

in our homes make of them a chaplet for the head of our children,

and wind them about the neck for an enduring ornament! A creed

as an apologetic gives new science to the man who professes it, and

new confidence to the man who hears it.

A creed, to be apologetic, must be relevant. It must confine

itself to the needs, vision and misunderstanding of the time. The

Westminster Confession was a glorious apology : it was prepared

" for vindicating and clearing doctrine of said church from false

aspersions and interpretations." The Westminster Confession

represents the high water mark of the spiritual life and vision of the

seventeenth century. The London Confession, the parent of all

Baptist creeds, w as prepared in 1689 to deny Arminianism. Out of

this confession grew the Philadelphia Confession, ratified by
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American Baptists in 1732. The New Hampshire Confession of

Faith was prepared by J. Newton Brown in view of " the pending

controversies with Free Will Baptists." As explanations of the

faith these instruments excite our admiration ; it was a sad day when

they were made the bonds of a moribund orthodoxy.

A creed as an apologetic must be representative. If it is only

the expression of opinion of a section or party, it is tainted with

heresy and schism. A confession of faith should never be the

minority report of any party. To be of any worth at all, it must

be representative. The free churches' catechism is valuable on

this account. The free churches stand between two implacable

foes—arrogant churchmen, who have never let an ancient hostility

sleep even for a moment, and scornful liberals who laugh at the

anise, mint and cummin that divide them into various denomina

tions. The free churches have formed for themselves a basis of

belief, union, and aggressiveness.

Creeds were born in mighty experiences and impulses. They

are dry as dust only to our late appreciation. To the heart that

receives them they are palpitating with life. They touch the eyes

into vision, and the life into service. Barrie tells us that when as a

boy he learned the shorter catechism at the knee of his mother with

the soft face, the words for him had no meaning; they were simply

the burdens which memory must bear till the day appointed. When

that day came memory brought forth the words as they were

needed; they flashed insight into puzzles and paradoxes; they put

into the hand the staff for the way; and they made the path more

lightsome unto the perfect day. A creed is spiritual; it may be a

help and guide in life and devotion.

The proper use of creeds is a discussion of the use of the

inevitable. A creed is not necessary as authority in faith. The

spiritual instinct is the only rule that preserves orthodoxy. But as

a part of that larger confession of life, which is salvation, a creed

tells of a Lord we glorify, of a faith we cherish, of a hope that

maketh not ashamed.

The Vice-President:

I have the card of Rev. E. P. Crane. We will be pleased

to have him come forward and speak. Rev. Dr. Crane is a

member of the Presbytery of Allegheny, stationed at Sewickley.
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Rev. E. P. Crane:

Gentlemen of the Baptist Congress: I think very likely I am the

only living Presbyterian present at this congress. Whether I am

a live man or not you shall have to judge, and yet I do not feel

as lonesome as you might think. If a drop of blood should be

drawn from the arm of either one of my two children and subjected

to microscopic examination, or spectroscopic examination, it would

be found that exactly one-half of that drop of blood is Baptist

blood, and I do not find that that blood is any more watery than

the Presbyterian blood : in fact, I find some of it a good deal thicker

than water. Now, I brought up my children with the help of a

Baptist mother upon the catechism—two catechisms, a little

catechism and the shorter catechism, of the Westminster Assembly.

They found it long enough—the shorter one and the creed.

Now I was reminded of an incident when I was listening to

one of the several good speakers I heard this morning of the time

when this same Baptist daughter of mine could just about look

over this rail. Next door to us there was a poor, dying woman—

I do not mean poor in the sense of wordly goods, but she was a

member of a church that has not particularly any doctrine, a mem

ber of that church, a church that emphasizes the necessity of

regeneration as we do, both of us. After the good lady had died,

one evening the little girl was talking to her mother in a reminis

cent mood, and said she. " Mrs. So and So was a nice lady. I liked

to go sometimes into the room where she was lying on the couch,

on the lounge, and she would say to me, ' come here,' sometimes

she would say ' come in,' and she would get me to say the creet,

the creet." That was to me a suggestive incident; it was the simple

Apostles' Creed, the creed which we all feel to be eminently un

satisfactory as to its breadth and as to its depth too—mostly histori

cal—and I said to myself there was a poor hungry Christian soul

that found a great deal of nutriment and a great deal of juice in

that old dessicated Apostles' Creed, and I thank God that my little

child that did not know how to pronounce the word "creed" yet, had

been sent by the Lord Jesus Christ, as I believe, into that sick room

to pronounce the great truth that the little one believed and that

the sick woman believed-, that the Lord Jesus Christ came into the

world, born of a virgin, conceived by the Holy Ghost, and that He

was crucified for us under Pontius Pilate ; it is He -who died and

was buried and the third day rose again, and went up to Heaven
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whither the dying eyes of that weak believer were directed as the

little child pronounced the old syllables.

Now, brethren, there is not as much difference between the

creedists and the non-creedists as there seems to be. There is no

very essential difference between the constitutional character, if I

may say, of the government of the United States and that of Great

Britain. You ask a barrister in Great Britain, in London for ex

ample, to hand you a copy of the British Constitution, and he will

smile at you if he is in a joking way. He will gather up all the books

he can well carry and he will say, " Here is a section of our constitu

tion. What do you mean? There is no written constitution."

But has not England a constitution? Certainly she has. Now

that constitution is the legislative creed, the juridical creed of

the great British Empire. Now, on the other hand, ycu ask an

American lawyer for a copy of the Constitution, and he will give you

a small volume. You say to him, " My learned friend, is this the

Constitution of the United States?" Oh,yes,you see it is so marked.

You say, Is this the Constitution of the United States as it was

say fifty years ago—thirty years ago—since its last amendment?

He would say, yes and no. Well, in what sense is yes? There have

been no erasures, there have been no interlineations. In what

sense no? Well, the United States Constitution as printed has

become germinant in a hundred directions, and all the growths that

have sprung from these germs, from the Constitution of the United

States.

Now it is so in our Presbyterian church with respect to the

Westminster Confession. A great deal of ridicule is cast upon us

and upon the matter of the use of such vague and indefinite terms

as " substance of doctrine." I do not believe that God made the

world in six times twenty-four hours, and yet the natural reading

of the statement there is to that effect. I accept the statement, that

particular statement for substance of doctrine. I believe that that

article was written with reference to embodying whatever Moses

meant when by divine inspiration he said the Lord made the world

in six days. The Westminster Confession o£ Faith, however, we

find exceeding useful in various ways. The brother who last spoke

indicated some of the blessed uses of that compendium of the

shorter catechism, a use I was in hopes he would bring forward, and

had he done so perhaps I would not have, accepted the courtesy you

so kindly give me, that of a bond of union. Now say what you
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will, brethren, of the Baptist Congress and Baptist denomination,

oh, do let me say of the Baptist church, I am sorry to find the word

church only once on your program. You may call it unwritten and

vaguely defined in the mind of any other man, but there is that

which constitutes a man a Baptist and when he hasn't that he is

not a Baptist, there is no question about that. You know some

years ago there was a great fad for multiple photographs. A class

of girls would go to the photographer and each one in succession

would be focused in such a way that each girl's face would be a

contribution' to the general effect, and there you would have a

multiplex photograph of that class. Well, there was not very much

character in these photographs—I don't know that the class of '89

could tell the photograph of that class from the one of the year

before—but, nevertheless, there is an analogy between that kind

of photography and what actually exists in your church and in our

church. There is a physiognomy that is recognized as a Presbyte

rian physiogonomy, and there is a Baptist physiognomy that is

recognized as a Baptist physiognomy, arid I love to see it and enjoy

it. It comes to me often with a smile upon its features, and I am

always ready to relax the muscles of the Presbyterian physiognomy

and to meet the smile half way.

Now, brethren, I want in conclusion to say that I believe you

have a creed—I know you have—there aVe bounds beyond which a

man may not go in this liberty of thought, that was so extolled

yesterday, and to my great pleasing too. There is a bound beyond

which a man may not go. He may reach the point, he has reached

the conclusion that was referred to in this humorous way; he may

have reached his conclusion upon the bread and butter that the

church has furnished him, and when he comes to a conclusion that

you cannot tolerate you have to tell him so, and whether it is

persecution or what not there is not any other practical way of

managing the church and subserving the interest of.the Kingdom

of God. Christ is represented by an individual body of believers,

but there should be some kind of an understanding put in the form

of a creed or put in the form of a multiplex photograph by which

the two can walk together because they are believers.

The Vice-President:

I have the card of Prof. E. B. Pollard, of Columbian Uni

versity of Washington. We shall be glad to hear from Mr.

Pollard:
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Prof. E. B. Pollard, Ph. D.

I am glad we are so well agreed in our belief in creeds ; for they

do mark the period when men begin to think. Some one said last

evening that a conclusion is the place where one stops thinking.

The difficulty about authoritative creeds is that not only they who

formulate them stop thinking, but they wish other people to stop

thinking too. Now as to authoritative creeds, one of the most ser

ious objections lies in the fact that the formulated beliefs of any

period always has followed in the wake of the current philosophy of

that time. Theology seems to have a way of marching in the path

that philosophy has hewn out; and no one believes that current phil

osophy at any given time is infallible. I should dislike for any

creed to be formulated in the present day that should claim to be

authoritative, because it would almost surely commit the world to

some phase of evolution, whereas, the world has not yet said its

last word about evolution. Almost every book of note that has

been written upon religious subjects in the last twenty years has

been influenced by the doctrine of evolution, in which perhaps all of

us believe in some form; but it would be a pity for us to try to com

mit all subsequent ages to the doctrine of evolution as we think of

it now.

The Westminster Confession, that noble document, was in

fluenced by the current Judaism of the time, with its "absentee God"

who had created the world and thrown it out into space, and then

stands off to watch it go. The creeds that were formulated at the

period of the Reformation breathe of that spirit of individualism

which was so much alive at the time; and this is the reason there is

no mention of the Kingdom of God in them, as has just been pointed '

out.

We might go further and say that such deficiencies are in

evitable. John, the Apostle, was influenced at least, in his form

of expression, by the current Alexandrian Philosophy. Paul in

certain turns of expression was influenced by the Stoic philosophy,

one of whose chief centers was at Tarsus. But the Apostles did not

present their teachings in formularies. God, himself, could hardly

formulate an authoritative creed that would be helpful alike to every

age, because only that which is intelligible can be authoritative in

any real sense, and what is intelligible to one age is not only unin

telligible, but often false to another.
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Suppose, however, a man enters a church that has a formulated

creed; he is supposed to subscribe to its articles. If he forsake

them can he complain if he is tried for heresy? I think not. I be

lieve in heresy trials. In those churches that have an authoritative

creed and an authoritative interpreter of that creed, the logic of such

a system is the heresy trial. The trouble is with the system.

Suppose a theological professor accepts a position in an institu

tion in which there is a set formula of belief. If, after awhile he be

comes convinced that that creed is inadequate and false, he may

not teach contrary to it. He ought gracefully to get out. The

trouble, if there be one, is with the system.

Now our Presbyterian brother who has just spoken,

who so interested us, has referred to the differences between the

English Constitution and the American Constitution. There may

not be very much difference between these, as he claims, but it is the

same difference that exists betwen statute law and common law, and

between the Westminster Confession and the Bible. Just that, noth

ing more, nothing less. The English Constitution is a series of

precedents, actual cases from life. So with the Bible. The Bible is

a living, ever expanding creed, because it is a setting forth of real

cases of religious life, illustrating and establishing principles; and

this is why we like it so, as a creed. If our brother says the West

minster Confession differs little from this kind of creed, and bases

the value of that Confession upon the fact that it is possible to grow

out of it and depart from it, then we may all agree that it is a more

valuable document than we have been accustomed to suppose. But

we can never grow out of such a creed as the Bible. I, too, like the

living physiognomy. I love to greet the living face. But what if

it becomes a mask or a mummy? The biologist speaks of the germ

inal and the formed matter in the seed. Creeds are very much like

the formed matter in the seed. The life during a certain period of

its germination feeds upon the formed matter, the lifeless matter,

around the germ. So the creeds may be very helpful to us

all, if we feed our souls upon the truth that they embody. But it

would be a sad thing for the germ if the formed matter did not dis

appear. Its very disappearance is a sign of developingjife, and the

crust is left, to decay in the grdund. In other words, we should be

like the chambered nautilus, ever building more stately mansions,

leaving the outworn shell, by life's unresting sea.
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The Vice-President:

The next card is that of Prof. Norman Fox:

Norman Fox, D. D., of Morristown, N. J.:

Mr. Chairman, Brethren: One way to kill a clog is to give him

a bad name, and one way to discredit creeds is to so use some mis

leading adjective concerning them. One of the uses of a creed here

this morning would be to define what a creed is.

I understand a creed to be this: it is a credo, an " I believe."

It is not a man's belief but the declaration of his belief. It is not

correct to say that every man has a creed; every man has beliefs,

but not every man has taken the trouble to make a formal state

ment of his belief. The creed is not the man's faith, it is his con

fession or statement of his faith. Now, every statement of faith

is in a certain sense authoritative. That is, if certain men whom we

highly respect, have expressed an opinion so and so, that has a

certain weight with us. But, on the other hand, the simple state

ment, " I believe " so and so, does not necessarily involve compul

sion to believe.

Now, as it seems to me, most of the things that have been said

here this morning against creeds have been simply to the effect

that creeds like other good things are liable to abuse. Creeds

themselves I believe in as most valuable to the church and to the

individual. Take that work, Schaff's " Creeds of Christendom,"

it is not light reading, but where in all the literature of the human

race do you find more thought than there; these three volumes are

a history of the thinking of the church. And to-day we need more

creeds, more statements of belief.

Many a man who extols creeds is really opposed to them.

When you call for new statements of belief he says, " Oh, three or

four hundred years ago there was made a statement of belief," and

he is opposed to making any more. Much of the praise of the old

creeds is really in opposition to the idea of a creed writing. But

if the fathers did well to state their beliefs three hundred years ago

we may profitably imitate them in stating our beliefs to-day. Any

church may properly have two—three—five creeds; in other words,

it may state its belief in different ways.

A man who says " I believe in the Abra cadabra " does not

make any statement of belief for we do not know what he means
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by that. If a man says " I believe in total depravity," that is no

real creed statement, for this phrase is used in different senses and

we do not know in what sense he uses it. When we ask a man,

"Do you mean so and so," if we have stated correctly his belief he

ought to assent to it, and then we shall have some knowledge of

what he believes—and so the church when it has adopted a certain

declaration of its belief need not confine itself to that, but if any

man arises and says he does not understand that statement and so

wishes some further, some explanatory statement, the church should

be perfectly willing to give it. If another statement of belief will

express the view of the church more exactly, certainly the second

statement ought to be adopted in the place of the former. If, on

the other hand the second statement is but the same thing in

different words, there can be no great objection to adopting it. If

the adoption of this second form will enable any one to understand

more clearly the belief of the church, the reasons for adopting the

first statement exist for the adopting of the second.

Now, in the second place, creeds properly framed will tend to

the unity of Christendom. They are not divisive, they are irenic.

There is more unity in men's thinking than we often conceive.

How often it is that when a man has thought on a certain subject,

and his ideas have changed, and he has left the views of the fathers,

it dawns upon him, rather sadly, that he must say to his brethren,

that he has come to differ from them, but when he rises solemnly

and with trembling voice declares his new views, his statement

creates not the least excitement, it falls flat, for the brethren have

gone through that same change of mind. The facts that are before

one man's mind are substantially before the minds of others. The.

inferences that one draws, the other will very likely draw. He

may be a little ahead of the others, for some men walk at the front

of the procession while others follow along in the rear, but Jhey

will keep pretty well together, and the restating of the beliefs of

the church tends to reveal the fact that the church is one and that

those who are supposed to be opposed to each other are in fact not

separated.

We hear about new theology and old theology. It is some

times said that among our own people there is a conservative wing

and a progressive wing. I do not believe this. Bring together a

dozen of the of the keenest thinkers of both these so-called wings ;

let them sit down and make out a clear and exact statement of
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their belief on inspiration, the atonement, or whatever else it may

be, and you will find that a statement can be made which will em

body everything that the one party thinks essential and nothing

that the other will object to. Let there be a statement not merely

once in four hundred years, but every fifty years, every twenty-five

years, if you please, and then as you look back over the centuries

you will have a valuable doctrinal history, and this process will

work to clarify the thinking of the church and to hold brethren in

unity, and to give a firmer grasp on the truth.

The benediction was then pronounced by Rev. J. S. Hutson,

D. D.
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THIRD DAY.

Afternoon Session.

Thursday, ATovcmber 16, 1899, 2.30 p. m.

Hon. F. J. Torrance, Vice-President, occupied the chair.

The session was opened with prayer.

The Vice-President:

The first topic of discussion this afternoon is the " Priest

hood of All Believers." The first speaker is the Rev. C. H.

Pendleton, of Mount Holly, N. J.

Rev. C. H. Pendleton then presented the following paper:

THE PRIESTHOOD 0E ALL BELLEVERS.

We must ask,

/. What is a Priest?

Unfortunately the ambiguity of language is a fruitful source of

philosophical and theological controversy. In what are called the

exact sciences when terms are adopted, they adequately cover the

ground and leave small scope for misunderstanding.

It is otherwise with metaphysics and theology. Here are ques

tions of "origin," "destiny," "spirit," "law," "sin,", "penalty," "for

giveness," questions that detone from unplumbed depths of being,

and with which the exact sciences confess themselves incompetent

to deal. The terms of theology from the very nature of the themes

with which they have to do, are in constant flux. The questions

which each generation asks itself upon these great themes formulates

its answer in terms that are as husks to the succeeding generation.

When we asked,

" What was.

A speedy answer followed, but, alas,

One of God's large ones, tardy to condense

Itself into a period; answers whence

A tangle of conclusions must be stripped."
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Therefore, when we ask, what a priest is, and reply, "One who

offers sacrifices and makes atonement between deity and man". The

very terms of the answer awaken voices that call and echo in multi

tudinous confusion out of a stupendous past. For the notion of a

Priest is coeval with the race. Every historic height is crowned

with a sacrificial altar and the priest stands beside it.

The conception of the priest which persists with varying de

grees of dimness and clearness through the ages, whether in the

Hebrew Cohen, or the Greek Hiereus, or the Latin Sacredos, is that

of one who offered sacrifices and performed the mediatorial offices

between God.and man. In respect to the sacerdotal function of the

priesthood, the Mosaic notion differed little if any, from that of the

religious systems of Egypt, Asia and Greece. In one fundamental

particular, however, the Mosaic system differed from all systems of

pagan priesthood, that was the clear conception of the priest as

representative. The priests were appointed by the whole people. In

spirit, the L^vites were the representatives of a democracy, and

their priestly orders may be said to have been congregational. "The

children of Israel shall put their hands upon the Levites." Under

divine direction the whole people selected one tribe and delegated it

to discharge the function which every man might do for himself, be

cause the whole nation was "a kingdom of priests." This concep

tion of the priesthood, which by the appointment of a sacerdotal

tribe, in time became blurred and crystalized into a caste. The New

Testament rescues and restores to its original meaning.

The sacrificial system of the Old Testament, as well as the

religious systems of many peoples, exhibit the great question of

guilty human consciences, "Wherewithal shall we appear before

God?" All urgently called for a priest, a sacrifice. The Prophets

and Psalmists assured Israel that there was such a priest, such a

Victim for sin. This is the great underlying, persisting theme of the

whole revelation of God in the Sacred Scriptures. This was the

hope of the world indicated in many ways, in vast systems of my

thology and theocracy, in theories of divine incarnation in the East,

and in human apotheosis in the West. All witness one way, to the

world-wide, age-long groaning of humanity for union with God in

the sacrifice and atoning office of a great High Priest, the Divine

Sacerdos.

We have to ask,
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//. What is the notion of the Priesthood in the New Testament?

The entire sacrificial system of the Old Testament is claimed as

a foreshadow of the central, culminating fact of the New, the sacri

ficial act of the grea^ High Priest. The Levitical Priesthood had

served its predictive purpose, the priest came, the sacrifice was made

once for all; the atonement of God and man was accomplished in

the Divine Sacrifice and priestly office of the only begotten Son.

The New Covenant of spiritual obedience by which God reproduces

in humanity a transcept of His own moral nature, according to the

epistle to the Hebrews, is through the sacrifice and priest-work of

Christ. All sacrifices had been consummated in the ,0ne sacrifice,

all priesthoods had been subsumed in the One Priest. The be

liever in Christ becomes a partaker of His sacerdotal work, and, in

a spiritual sense, under the New Covenant, the believer resumes his

sacerdotal functions. The believers in Christ, by reason of a vital

relation established through faith, became a holy priesthood, to offer

up spiritual sacrifices acceptable unto God through Jesus Christ.

From the revelation on Sinai, such was the ideal God set be

fore His chosen servants. "Ye shall be unto me a kingdom of

priests." The praise of the Lamb's finished work, when He had

purchased unto God, men of every tribe and tongue and people and

nation, is sung in the self-same strain, "Thou hast made them to be

unto God a kingdom of priests." Rev. 5: 10. The notion of a

religious equality, the right of every believer to stand in priestly re

lation to God is the teaching of the New Testament. Under the

Gospel the Christian priesthood is co-extensive with the believers in

Christ, the members of the brotherhood in Christ, are all priests

alike.

When so high an authority as Bishop Lightfoot emphatically

declares, "there is no sacerdotalism in the New Testament," what

need can there be of further argument? But our theme connotes an

immense question.

///. Is there a Divinely appointed Church Organization?

We are face to face with a colossal question; one that sunders

Christendom and genders endless dispute, "What is the Church?"

The disputants gather under two antagonistic theories. The one

holds that the church was founded by Christ and His apostles and

so organized as to be the visible presentment and organ of the

kingdom of God in the world and the sole custodian of all means of
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grace, inherent in the priesthood flowing in a sacramental channel

unbroken from Christ and His apostles. This is the Latin or

Catholic theory.

The other contends that Christ and His apostles founded a so

ciety, bound together by the profession of a common faith, common

experience by common ordinances and an invisible bond of

brotherly love, with very slight organization; but each church was

left free to develop under the Holy Spirit according to the elective

wisdom of the brotherhood, as time, place and circumstances seemed

to demand. Nor was the organization such as to render uniformity

of practice compulsory and essential,, or fix the limits of any visible

body as exactly coincident and conterminous with the member

ship of the essential church of Christ. According to this theory the

term church has a two fold use. One as applied to the spiritual in

visible body of all believers; the other, the local visible assembly of

professing Christians. This twofold use of the term runs through

the New Testament. The limits of this paper admit of only the

baldest statements which are indicative rather than descriptive. The

contention between these two theories is not to be settled by an ap

peal to apostolic practice. If "there is no sacerdotalism in the New

Testament," as Bishop Lightfoot asserts, there is as certainly no de

fined church organization in the New Testament. Christ instituted

no form of worship, gave no pattern for a temple, but left a brother

hood free to organize according to the dictates of a devoted love

under the guidance of the Holy Spirit. What He gave to one, He

gave to all alike. "Ye are brethren." The priesthood of all be

lievers clearly established the equality of the christian assembly

upon the principles of an essential democracy. The full acceptance

of the priesthood of all believers involves a radical revision of

largely prevailing notions of church organization. The church of

Christ is not commensurate with a theory of apostolic succession or

co-extensive with a syllogism.

The arguments advanced in behalf of apostolic succession will

apply as well to the apostolic succession of the priesthood of all be

lievers.

That the apostles believed themselves possessed of any special

contributive functions of standing between the individual soul and

his pardon, is nowhere suggested in the New Testament. There is

not the slightest evidence that St. Peter or John or Paul ever dared

to absolve a sinner from his sin against God, by virtue of a specially
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conferred authority to "remit or retain sins" that did not belong to

the whole brotherhood of believers. The apostles nowhere give the

slightest suggestion that they thought themselves possessed of a

sacramental grace that was to be perpetuated through them as a

chosen channel. What they had of conferred grace from their Lord

was in common .with the whole brotherhood. The church was an

assembly of believers in Christ, its organic form was elastic and

elective. The only qualifications for authority were faith and fit

ness. It is of little importance what this or that church did in the

matter of organization, or whether cpiscopos and presbuteros are

synonymous terms. The whole uplift of the New Testament is op-

pugnant to the notion of a priestly officialism in the church. The

idea is hostile to the very spirit of Christ.

That episcopacy rose very early in the church cannot be ques

tioned. That the sweep of the robed priests in stately, unbroken

procession from the apostles down the ages is impressive, appeals

to the imagination and confers dignity, no one will deny. That

it is enthroned in lordly establishments and conjures still, will be

admitted. But that there is any warrant in the Scriptures, either

in letter or spirit, for the divine authority of its orders is as certainly

not to be found. It is a pious fiction—a pathetic fallacy. The one

instance in the New Testament most frequently appealed to is the

appointment of Matthias to the apostolic office. This action is

taken as indicating clerical appointment.

Dr. Stokes, in Acts, Expositor's Bible, says, " The apostolic

office was the germ out of which the whole Christian ministry was

developed." He then quotes from Charles Leslie's works " Now

the Christian priesthood as instituted by Christ Himself and con

tinued in succession to this day, being as impregnable and flagrant

a testimony to the truth of the matter of fact of Christ as the

sacraments or any other institution; besides that, if the priesthood

were taken away, the sacraments and other public institutions which

are administered by their hands must fall with them, therefore the

devil has been most busy against the priesthood, knowing if that

goes down all goes with it." The keystone to the Christian arch is

apostolic succession. It may be admitted that there may have been

in the mind of the Apostle Peter a kind of nebulous notion of a

sacred college—it may even be admitted that his act here suggests

the idea—that there may be here the germ out of which the

sacerdotal priesthood has grown. But that was the act of Simon
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Peter, the restless, impulsive man. He was told to wait ten days

for the enduement of the spirit; but Simon Peter was pre-eminently

the man who could not wait. Matthias was chosen not by the

Holy Spirit, but by lot, the cast of a die. Simon Peter had

Matthias numbered with the eleven. Matthias drops out of sight,

of him we hear no more. If this was all, we might conclude that

this act definitely foreshadows a sacred college. But in the appoint

ment of Paul we have explicit statements that prohibit such a con

clusion. .In his epistle to the Galatians, Paul seems to be particular

to refute the sacred college. " Paul, an apostle, not from men,

neither through a man, but through Jesus Christ," Paul distinctly

declares that he did not receive ordination at the hands of the

Apostles. " I conferred not with flesh and blood ; neither went I up

to Jerusalem to them that were apostles before me ; but I went away

into Arabia." He spent fifteen days with Cephas at Jerusalem,

might not he then have taken orders,from Peter? This would help

the sacred college. But Paul will be so emphatic, he says, " But

from those who were reputed to be somewhat (whatsoever they

were, it maketh no matter to me. God accepteth no man's person)

they,' I say who were of repute (Peter, John, James, Matthias—the

sacred college)—imparted nothing to me." Paul is not even sub

missive to the pontificate of Simon Peter, " I resisted him to his

face;" no infallibility in him. Paul, not Matthias, has the seal of the

Holy Ghost. Paul unfrocks Matthias, snatched the primacy from

Peter; he smashed Jewish exclusiveness and gave Christ to the

Gentiles; he smashed the sacred college as well; he stands a solid

rock of difficulty in the stream of the historic episcopate. He

makes an impressible issue between Matthias and himself.

M. Renan said, " After having been for three hundred years,

thanks to Protestantism, the Christian doctor, par excellence, Paul

is now coming to an end of his reign." " All through his book,"

says Matthew Arnold, " M. Renan is possessed with this close

relationship between St. Paul and Protestantism." " Protestantism

has made St. Paul." Mr. Arnold contends that Puritanism is to

blame for putting St. Paul in seeming antagonism to St. Matthias

and the Catholic church. It is rather unfortunate for the Catholic

church theory that Puritanism ever came into being, but still, in

all fairness it must be said in extenuation of the existence of

Puritanism, that if it had not been for St. Paul there never would

have been an Augustine, a Luther, a Cromwell, a Knox, any
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Puritanism or non-conformist conscience to trouble and to jog

England and the world to better things. It must be confessed that

the dream of a magical church is attractive; it saves so much worry

and laboring responsibility—it is a grand religious labor saving

machine—but such a view can be held only by the suppression of

St. Paul's epistle to the Galatians. With that craggy brow,

luminous in lofty moral earnestness, Paul protests in terms that

disturb. After all, it may be safe, though not quite so comfortable,

to leave men with all the priestly responsibility with which Christ

endows them. It is hardly a matter of debate that there are multi

tudes who fervently desire to delegate their rights to Matthias and

let him do their salvation for them, there is as little ground for

debate that Matthias feels that he has valid orders to do it. But

there stands Paul, the sanest intellect, the soundest heart that ever

tjod this planet, and he says that St. Matthias cannot do it, only

Jesus Christ can. St. Matthias and St. Paul do not agree; cannot

be harmonized on the basis of an historic episcopate or any other

pate. The successors of St. Paul, Savonarola, Huss, Wycliffe,

Luther and Lincoln contend in that broad arena, where -men are

thrown and their hearts torn by the questions that dredge through

time and touch eternity, that St. Matthias cannot do it. It is a

stout, age-long, crescent contention, this of Paul, the first Protestant,

the nascent democrat, the most luminous interpreter of Christ, be

cause in that titanic soul, unleashed from worldly ties, given in

superb moral abandon to the service of Christ in priest-work, is

made known to what unique excellence the personal Christ could

lift the mightiest personality of the ages. Nowhere can Christ be

more truly known than in the singular splendor of His perfect

mastery over the superbly masculine Paul. He has not come to

the end of his reign. So long as men know that salvation is not a

matter to be delegated, that no ecclesia can stand proxy for a soul's

moral accountability, the church is never an end, but a means. The

picture the apostle gives of one of his own churches, shows that

it was a democratic affair, that it is not to the past but to the future

we are to look for the golden age of the Church of Christ. Paul

and Puritanism are potential democracy; yes, individualism carried

clear up to God. The dream of a Holy Catholic church is fascinat

ing. That glorious dream of John Henry Newman appeals to the

imagination still. He saw a sublime ideal, adorned it with poetic
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splendors that make it still a thing of power—he suffused it with

entrancing glories that never were on land or sea; nurtured in a

stately aristocratic church, trained in the cloistered exclusiveness

of a great conservative university, brooding amid the idealized

shadows of a too venerated past, enchanted by the wizard spell of

Walter Scott, Newman, the most reverently religious mind of this

century, adopted for the doubts and difficulties that beset the minds

of man in this distressful democratic age an impossible solution.

Once in the Church of Rome his glorious visions vanished like a

painted cloud.

Let us not lightly brush aside the claim of the priesthood

which has prevailed throughout episcopaly governed Christendom,

for underlying it is a great truth and a deep reality. Let us not

think that uncouthness, severity and gloom, the obtruding of ugliness

and barrenness that stunt the imagination, stultify the heart and

dim cheerfulness as a foe of Paul. When we make these things a

fixed form they are not Pauline but belong to Matthias. What

soever things gladden worship, beget joyful intimacy with divine

things, bring charm and beauty into the worship of Him, deepen

reverence and adorn humility, Paul would have us think of these

things. It remains for us to ask:

IV. What is the priesthood which belongs to all believers ?

It brings home the great and divinely disclosed truth that duty

is inalienable. Everyone who believes Christ becomes a priest and

he must exercise his priesthood towards God and man. He is

Christ's representative on earth. He is to stand before a darkened

soul on whom retributive vengeance is falling and declare in Christ

you are forgiven. The door of a new life swings open, is held open

for you by the pierced hand of God's Son. This truth gets added

weight under stress of our present day. In that fervent conviction

by which the powers of the soul reach beyond the plumbets sound

ing of rational process and lay hold of the eternal unity of Christ's

enduement and in the faith that can remove mountains, when soul

sees and feels the fact of forgiveness and absolution and as a priest

truly unto God and man cries aloud, I forgive and absolve you

from your sins; and in Jesus Christ I declare that you are forgiven

and absolved from your sins, lies the solution of all questions of

church, polity and practice. Oh, that the priests of God in Christ,

standing in mart and arena, in shop and college, or amid the teem

ing, stampeding tides of our distracted materialistic democratic
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generation would only do priest-work for God and man—lift up and

cry aloud with unanimous plural voice forgiveness and absolution

for the sins of all penitent in Jesus Christ, then should earth and

heaven hear the loud jubilatic praise and ritual worship of Christ

the Great High Priest and Savior of men such as was never before

in the world the realized Kingdom of God among men.

Mr. Torrance:

The next speaker is the Rev. Geo. E. Rees, D. D., of Phila

delphia.

Geo. E. Rf.es, D. D., then read as follows:

THE PRIESTHOOD OF ALL BELIEVERS.

We shall use the terms in which the subject is expressed spar

ingly and with some mental reserve. We only half believe in the

phraseology. There is little fascination for us in the name priest

even when given to every believer in Christ. Perhaps it is the effects

of hereditary influence and early environment, but we are too con

scious of subtle aversion to the language to employ it with perfect

ease and freedom. The history of priestism, the usurpations of a

sacerdotal caste within the church by which the sons of God have

been held in fear and subjection; the grasping of powers which no

wise God would entrust to men of like passions with ourselves, have

awakened, if not an actual antipathy, certainly, a shyness towards

the use of the terms.

We know it is an approved and standard expression, for our

theologians and expositors and preachers have set their seal upon it.

But it is language that does not appeal to us as it appealed to

Jewish Christians. The imagery is superceded. The charm and

significance of it have faded and we need to use speech that is more

familiar and expressive to the age in which we live. Our theological

vocabulary needs revision more than the essentials of the creed, for

good and live ideas often lose caste and favor because they are clad

in the habiliment of distant ages and lands.

First as to the language in which our subject is expressed.

Turning to the New Testament we do not find it was customary

among the first Christians to think of themselves as priests. The

language was rarely applied to them and then only in a figurative
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way. Paul was a man quick and predisposed to discover types and

analogies and was fond of hunting for the Christian ideas that lay

hidden among Old Testament histories and ritual. He had a Bun-

yan eye for discovering parables and similarities, though not always

as happy in describing correspondence, as the dreamer of Bedford.

But he never drew out an analogy between the Jewish priest and

Christian believer. He used many different words to describe the

dignity, privilege, character and duty of the believer, but he never

called him priest. Neither did he call himself or any other Apostle

priest. When he enumerated the many leaders and workers who

had a rightful place in the churches," he mentioned Apostles,

Prophets, evangelists, pastors, teachers and others, but did not

name priests among them. Very soon after Pentecost many priests

believed and were added to the church. What became of them?

Did they simply take their place among the common membership?

We do not read of the Apostles re-ordaining them and giving them

a special place in the new brotherhood. Naturally we might sup

pose that a sagacious man like Paul would utilize their gifts, train

ing and experience in the furtherance of the Gospel. Some one has

said, on what authority I do not know, that " the priest stank in the

nostrils of the Apostles "—that is probably a sentiment foreign to

the Apostles' character, but it is significant that there is no record of

their continuing any priestly function in the early church. They

did not preside at the Memorial Meal nor pronounce a priestly bene

diction at their spiritual conferences: nor were they anything more

than brothers among brethren.

We do not say, of course, that none of Paul's thought and

language is suggested and colored by his familiarity with the ritual

of the Old Testament. Many passages come quickly to the memory

like that of the opening verse of the twelfth of Romans. " Present

your bodies a living sacrifice." His thought, however, was not so

much fixed on the officiating priest as on the people, who brought

to the altar their offering. The significance of his omission to liken

believers to the official priesthood is suggestive if not surprising.

The Epistle to the Hebrews must give us strange surprise when

we read it with minds occupied with the subject of the priest

hood of all believers. Here we would naturally expect to see it

expounded and illustrated. Here the analogy between the priest

and believer would be fully drawn out. But we find nothing—the

idea- is not hinted at. Christ alone is the priest. Ancient sacrifice
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and ceremonial reach their climax and consummation in Him. He

is the great High Priest who, having made the one final, complete,

effectual offering of Himself entered into the Heavenly Sanctuary,

" He became as a high priest to humanity, representing God to

man and man to God and standing as the meeting point where

reconciliation is accomplished." There is no allusion to other

priests; to subsidiary and co-operating priests. If the modern

priestly fraternity- are anxious to trace their lineage and authority

back to apostolic days, and study the Epistle to the Hebrews as a

text-book on the priesthood, they must be discomforted in finding

that there is not a reference to their most historic body or office or

work. The book which gives an authorized exposition of the spiri

tual meaning of the sacerdotal institutions of the Jews is utterly

silent as to any existing priesthood in the Christian religion pat

terned after that of the Old Testament. -Neither is there a descrip

tion of the priesthood which belongs to all believers. Christ's

priestly mediation stands out in all its glorious isolation and unique

ness, and none share with Him the sacrificial and intercessory min

istry. It is to Peter and John we owe the distinct statement con

cerning the believers' priesthood. Peter, in a glowing passage, is

speaking of spiritual facts, the germs of which he discovered in

Israel. He had the image of the nation, chosen and separated unto

God, before his mind; the temple the place of divine abode, with

the holy priesthood presenting the offerings of the people. Through

spiritual insight he saw all that had its counterpart in the church.

Believers were a separated people, ideally holy unto the Lord; they

were God's spiritual house, every one being a living stone in that

holy structure. They were priests bringing spiritual offerings of

song and service to the altar. Believers were priests, just as they

were also slaves of God's' temple. Peter expressed his enkindling

conceptions in figurative speech. The Apostle John supplies the

other passages on which the priesthood of all believers rests. They

are in the Revelation. In this book John writes like an Ezekiel or

Zachariah who had been baptized into the Christian faith. He

describes truths and conditions in the language of poet and orator

under the spell of divine passion. In his fervid and beautiful ascrip

tion of praise unto our Lord he counts the honor of priesthood as

a supreme mark of love. In one of the higher moods of the Spirit

the veil fell off and he saw spiritual things face to face. " Unto him

who loveth us and loosed us from our sins by His blood; and He
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made us to be a Kingdom, to be priests unto His God and Father ;

to Him be the glory and the dominion, forever and ever, Amen."

We should not press this figurative language over much. It

will fail us if we do. We can be priests only in a partial sense.

We have no real offerings to present; we have no mystical power

to gain divine favors for others. The analogy is not perfect, but

a great thought is struggling to express itself in this imagery. We

have nearness to God through Jesus Christ; we have a ministry

infinitely sacred and beneficent; we possess a sanctity which comes

not through libations and the wearing of sacerdotal garments; we

have right of entrance into God's holy presence without apology or

dread through the new way opened for us ; we are no longer depend

ant on an official priesthood for our acceptance and forgiveness—

the highest privileges of the priest are ours—in fact we are as

priestly ourselves, and all restrictions and distinctions and human

mediation are put away forever. • •

We come now to the application of the truth of the believers'

priesthood to the claims of official priestism. , We suppose it was

because this truth affords a touchstone to discover and expose the

falsity of the sacerdotalist the selection of it was made. The growth

of priestly ideas in churches nominally Protestant, is one of the signs

of the times which needs no prophet's eye to discern.

The dangers that confront Christianity from without are none

more dangerous than those from within. Tides of thought are flow

ing in opposite directions. One is moving towards irreverent disbe

lief; another towards superstitious belief. The battle of the reforma

tion has to be fought over again in so far as many of its great doc

trines are concerned. Priestism carries its banners aloft and chal

lenges evangelical Christendom. One has said that " Sacerdotal

ecclesiastics must end or Christianity must end." The Christianity

of Christ will only be maintained by persistent opposition to the

assertions and demands of a human priesthood.

The growth of priestly ideas must necessarily undermine Prot-

estanism. But is there this growth? If we confine inquiry to

evangelical denominations, we answer, no. Not a trace of a back

ward step. Not a sign of a failing conviction on the essentials of

our Protestant belief in contradiction to Catholic. The changes in

modes of worship, the abandonment of the severe simplicity in which

our fathers worshipped; the use of chants and responsive readings;

the recitation of the Lord's Prayer or the saying of the "Amen " by
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the people, do not involve a single Protestant truth or betray a

failing regard for the believer's liberty in Christ. We have small

faith in those ecclesiastical prophets who are foretelling the decline

of Protestantism on such grounds as these. These are not signs of

decaying Protestant faith, but ohly of a natural reaction from the

extreme of severity and simplicity into which the churches were led

by their opposition to the dead forms of liturgical churches in years

gone by.

There are other changes which it is needless to deny. All the

teachings of Luther and Calvin and of the great confessions of the

Presbyterian and Lutheran churches are not accepted to-day. The

thirty-nine articles are often interpretated liberally by evangelical

believers. The famous saying of Chillingworth about the Bible,

the Bible only, being the religion of Protestants, is challenged and

discarded, and the name of Christ is put in the place of the Bible.

Protestantism is taking on new forms', as is inevitable among peo

ple who think and grow, but in spirit and essence there is no retro

grade from Protestant faith in evangelical churches. It has been

recently said in " Nineteenth Century " that " It is no exaggeration

to say that Protestantism is rapidly disintegrating, and is losing its

hold as a teaching power." We must guard our good judgment

from getting unbalanced as we hear the wails of evil prognostication.

Most of their foretellings are simple reflections of their own wishes.

The agnostic sees in vision the coming day when religion will make

its exit from the world. The liberal Christian sees the decay of all

creeds and the abolition of sects. The ritualist discovers a world

hastening tojoin the procession carrying their crucifixes and burning

their incense.

But outside evangelical churches the priestly movement is gain

ing with rapid strides. Roman Catholicism, while making no ad

vance upon our Protestant population, 'and losing yearly thousands

of its adherents, is yet leavening those churches which magnify the

priest and abound in ritual. The high churchman is in supremacy.

The historic episcopacy is taught with increasing emphasis, and

where this is believed in, nothing can keep the churches from pur

suing their way -towards Catholicism. Where the root idea of an

official priesthood is found there sacerdotalism will develop. Priest

and sacrament go together. There is no use for a priest without

sacraments, and there can be no sacramental grace without priest.

The priest is therefore necessary to the reception of the merits of
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Christ's death, the forgiveness of sin and the sanctifying grace.

The difference in this matter between the Roman Catholic and high

churchman is not great. Dr. Donald, successor to Philips Brooks,

recently said that it is an ignorant slander to say that the Roman

Catholic priest claims to forgive sins. He says all it means is that

the priest persuades a sinner that God has forgiven him. But the

Catholic catechism is very careful to say that the priest, in the place

of God, forgives sins, and, to make a doubt impossible, it goes on to

say that he does not only declare that sins are remitted, but " does

really and truly remit sins in virtue of the power given him by

Christ." It farther says that while the Holy Spirit sanctifies he

sanctifies by means of supernatural grace which he ordinarily infuses

through the sacraments. The ritualist teaches essentially the same

thing. The merits and blessings of Christ are communicated in the

Holy Eucharist. The churchism expounded in Lux Mundi claims

the mission of the church to be sacramental. " To be living a life

received, nourished and characterized by baptism and by the Euchar

ist, is the distinctive note of a Christian; thus he differs from other

men " p. 352.

The view held by modern high churchmen in England is

practically the same as transubstantiation. Archbishop Temple,

once a leader in the broad wing, adopts a theory removed from this

by a line of difference so thin that ordinary people often fail to see it.

He repudiates the commemorative theory and believes in " a special

interpretation of God in the changing of the bread and wine and the

gifts communicated thereby. There comes new power, new cleans

ing, new life, new insight into spiritual things, a new leavening with

a Heavenly infection."

These are prevalent beliefs and they indicate the trend of the

Catholic movement. The central thought of it all is Priesthood.

The whole thing is elaborated Priestism, and the people are only too

ready to believe in its mystical power and to accept a mechanical

way of saving their souls.

We are not saying there is no evangelical teaching in the Cath

olic or High Church. There is much. There is a gospel preached

by them that is rich and full. There is a loyalty to the Bible, a de

votion to Christ, a love of man, which claims admiration and inspires

delight. But the vitiating doctrine of priestism runs through it all.

It is related that the church at Wittenburg where Luther and Me-

lancthon lie side by side has a concave wall that separates Luther's
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pulpit from the chancel. The Bible is in the pulpit, but in the

chancel are images, crucifixes, altars and other symbols remaining

from the time when it was a Catholic church. They were left

there when it was transferred to the Lutherans. Often we find the

pulpit evangelical, but the mischief is in the chancel. The minister

is in the pulpit, but the priest is at the altar.

How shall. we meet priestly claims? What answer shall we

give to sacerdotalism? The greatest counteracting power will be

found in the positive and persistent proclamation of those ideas and

rights which are expressed in the priesthood of all believers. As

believers, we possess, already, those gifts and privileges proffered us

by the ecclesiastical priesthood. What they say they can impart we

have, by virtue of our personal faith in Christ, and we enjoy equal

rights with them in all matters pertaining to salvation. We need

no priestly aid, for we have access to the Father. The priest is out

of date and out of place in the Christian church. He is a useless

functionary, imported from a previous dispensation, when the condi

tions requiring his mediation are all changed. To accept him as an

official helper is to deny our sonship and spiritual manhood.

There is no place for the priest, for we are saved without him.

The best answer to priestly claims is to establish the reality of our

" Salvation by exhibiting the fruits of a saved and sanctified life."

Every sincere Christian found outside sacerdotal churches is an

unanswerable proof that salvation is not something that flows into

life by means of sacraments or through priestly mediation. The

efficacy of sacraments should be demonstrated in changed lives.

Not until the power of the priesthood is proven, by creating charac

ter superior to and different in quality from that produced by another

ministry, a character that can be recognized by its super-earthly

traits, by its divine elements and flavor, can we believe there is any

divine efficacy in the priesthood at all. If, indeed, there comes into

the life of any who " eat the Lord's body and drink His blood " in

the most literal manner of sacramentalists, a grace, a power, different

from that experienced by other believers, then we could accept the

claims of the priesthood. The power of sacraments should be at

tested by transformed lives. It is claimed that Catholic theory is

that the sacrament's efficacy does not depend on the receptive faith

of the recipient. If this is so, the results should be seen in all who

receive it. But do facts confirm their claims about communicated

grace? Are they better, holier and more God-like after, than they
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were before the sacrament? It is notorious that millions receive the

so-called saving grace and the absolution of sin who remain corrupt

in character. There is no virtue in the rite, no reality in the absolu

tion, no power in the mediation.

Even- institution, and every ministry, should be judged as trees

are judged—by their fruits—and so our contention is that priestism

and sacraments are not essential to a spiritual and beneficent charac

ter or final salvation. As to final salvation, we can only be assured

of that by the saved life lived on earth. Churches where sacerdotal

ism has no place can point to Christ-like men and women, who walk

in the spirit and in intimacy with God, and who wear the white gar

ments of a holy life, as the direct fruit of a ministry of truth and

prayer, and personal faith in Christ, and these are attestation that

grace is communicated without priestly mediation. This fact alone

disproves the assumptions of the priesthood.

The spiritual life comes within the sphere of our consciousness.

If grace is actually communicated to us through sacraments, grace

which is vital and energizing and saving, ought we not to be con

scious of it? The sick who are healed are conscious of their healing.

If the sacrament saves us, should we not be conscious of the saving?

Yet we doubt if any one is willing to say he received any special

gift or power through the eating of the bread and wine, different

from what comes to him through the ministry of public or private

reading of the Word. If there is an actual impartation of Heavenly

life through the bread and wine, we should be in some clear way

conscious of it. But thousands believe they receive the body of

Christ without receiving any increase of life, and they leave the

altar with hardly any other feeling than that they have rendered a

duty or performed a meritorious act.

A plain question is this, the answer of which will be a touchstone

for the doctrine of sacramentarian efficiency. Is a holy character

possible apart from priestly aid? It is a test question, and many

believers in priest and sacrament, as essential to salvation, evade

giving an answer. All are slow in acknowledging saintship outside

their fold. Not long ago a high Anglican admitted, with great

breadth of charity, that a Protestant might attain to the natural

virtues, " but sanctity was the consequence of sacramental grace."

In a general way they admit there are good people among the sects,

but they are quick to qualify and safeguard their admission lest

the difference between them and others is minimized. A high
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churchman not long ago said : " Whatever the excellencies of Pres-

byterianism, one never finds in it the peculiar note of sanctity." It

might be readily admitted that a Presbyterian type of life is different

from that produced by a ceremonial religion, but saintliness is some

thing to be judged by the standard of God. Who is a saint? Who

is like Christ? The same thing has been said of Evangelical Chris

tianity. It does not make saints. Not, perhaps, the saints of the

cloister. Not the saint who adores the crucifix and stands in awe

before the uplifted Host, but if by saint is meant a man who does

the work of God in daily life and keeps his heart tender towards

Heavenly things and brings forth the fruit of righteousness and

peace, then we may triumphantly ask does sacerdotalism excel Evan-

gelicanism in producing saints? Is its ideal of spiritual character

more truly Christian? Are the saints of the calendar of nobler sort

than the ten thousand saints which beautify homes and dignify the

spheres of trade and labor? The first Christians had no altar, no

sacrifice, no ritual, no priest, no human absolution, no confessional,

no sacramental custom of any kind, and yet they had fellowship with

the Father and great joy in the Holy Ghost, and what they attained

unto without these, is possible for us, through a personal trusting

of the same Lord and Saviour.

Look still farther on the teaching of an official priestism, in the

light of the universal priesthood of believers. The latter implies

personal access and nearness to God. The New Testament concep

tion is that we are children of God and live in the heart of God,

through Christ. The passage in which the Apostle John speaks of

our priesthood is an outburst of glad thanksgiving, " Unto Him

who loveth us." Paul writes to Christians as the " beloved of God."

A new vocabulary came into use when Christ came into the world.

It is altogether unique and beautiful. Believers were loved of God

and loved God in return, and their fellows for His sake. They are

very near to the heart of God. It is not easy to appreciate this

great fact. The thought of it starts us on a course of self-deprecia

tion. Our sins, our nothingness, depress our faith in the great

word that God loves us—that Christ loves us. The word used in

describing Jesus as the beloved Son is used regarding the saints of

Rome—they were His beloved. The same love which the Father

has for His only begotten Son, He cherishes for us. The same love

forgives us and embraces us. Would that we might see it from

every angle of vision and press the truth to our hearts. It will up
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lift us and enlarge us and vitalize and refine our character as noth

ing else will. God loves us! Christ loves us!

Now, if this is true, what need is there for priestly mediation?

Who needs come between God and His children? What need of

penance and absolution in the form prescribed, when we are already

" loosed from our sins?" Sacerdotalism has missed the central and

crowning thought of our faith, it has never discovered the place of

love and nearness in which we are permitted to live. It goes on the

supposition that believers are to be like Publicans, smiting their

breast and ever crying for mercy, and is blind to the truth that we

are in fellowship with God. It teaches contrition and pacification

and knows nothing of sonship and the family of God, where every

child is cared for, sheltered and kissed by eternal love. It knows

nothing of the great facts of peace and hope and joy in the Holy

Spirit which belong to us all. It is asserted that " among Protestants

there is no such thing as true humility." But there is nothing more

productive of this grace in the heart than the sense of being chosen

and loved in Christ. There is no genuine humility when there is no

faith and love. Humility never has so divine a countenance, never

so meek a spirit, as when it takes up the strain and sings, " Unto

Him who loveth us and loosed us from our sins by His blood, and

he has made us a kingdom, even priests, to His God and Father.

Unto Him be the glory and dominion for ever and ever."

In closing, and in only a word : The truth we have been speak

ing of has a direct bearing on the question of the Christian minis

try. One of the prime differences between Romanist and Protest

ant, between sacerdotalist and evangelical, concerns the ministry.

Who and what are ministers? What are their distinctions and

rights? Have they powers not possessed by others in the church?

Here we divide. The name priest in the book of Common Prayer

has misled many. A thousand pities it were not expunged or

changed. It is the contracted form for presbyter, meaning elder,

and that meaning is given it by many to-day. They mean minister,

and nothing more. Rut others of sacerdotal instincts give it the

genuine priestly meaning. If Christians are really God's priests, a

more sacred order, a more divinely endowed order there cannot be.

God does not make divisions and distinctions between those whom

He has loved and saved in common. No one is nearer God than

His own child, or can claim higher rights than belong to Him. We

all help and serve one another, and thus minister to each other's
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good. " The greatest of the means of grace is man." God blesses

us through some other life. As one candle is kindled into flame by

the fire of another, so the faith and knowledge possessed by one

man are used in producing the same in another. We are thus used

for each other's good. There are added responsibilities and privi

leges belonging to those who are set apart to the ministry of the

Word and the government of the church. The epistles make clear

what these are, but there is no line or word that implies that elders

or bishops or any one else appointed over the churches possessed

mystical power or spiritual prerogatives that did not equally belong

to all those who were embraced in God's holy priesthood, which in

cluded the whole of the church. The believers' priesthood is an idle

dream if the claims of official priestism are true. But it is not a

dream. It is a fact, which we should ever press as an irrefutable

argument against the claims of the sacerdotalist where he is found.

A little time back a French lecturer was engaged in our Univer

sity Extension work. On the completion of his lectures a reception

was tendered him by appreciative friends. In his farewell address

he did what our foreign visitors like to do. He gave his impressions

of American character and life. He did not play the part of candid

friend to the same extent that Ian MacLaren did, on a more recent

occasion, but among words of generous appreciation and praise he

spoke one of marked depreciation. He said that he had been im

pressed, during his stay among us, that, as a people, " we were lack

ing in a consciousness of personal dignity." The absence of the

quality of conscious dignity would naturally strike a foreign ob

server, who had been brought up amid the ancient and aristocratic

traditions and customs of European countries. The same thing

comes into our mind with regard to our Evangelical Christians.

Surely believing in Jesus Christ, they are lifted into a state of honor

and intimacy with God and invested with unspeakable rights and

hopes by reason of their union with Him and partnership in His

kingdom, might well cherish a consciousness of spiritual dignity

that would safeguard them against the specious reasonings and

assumptions of a priesthood which intrudes between them and their

personal privilege, and which enthrones itself in the City of God

and seeks to dominate the intellect and conscience, the life and des

tiny, of the sons of God.
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CLOSING WORDS.

The Vice-President:

I can hardly face so many ministers without thinking of an anec

dote that occurs to me. A man who first went into an Episco

palian church, after he came away from it was asked what church

he attended. He said he didn't know what the denomination was,

but the preacher or priest spoke awhile, and then the congregation

spoke back at him.

This is the first occasion that I can recollect that I have ever

had a chance to talk back to the minister.

We are told that the greatest truth from this book is that

pride goeth before destruction, and at the same time I think you will

join with me in saying there is a justifiable pride, and surely we Bap

tists have a great part or participation in a justifiable pride when

we review the history of religion through all, or nearly all, modern

time, when we know what Baptists have done for the cause of

religion.

The first great missionary society of modern times was organ

ized and launched by the Baptists. That greatest of all auxiliaries

to the church, the Bible Society, was organized by Baptists, formu

lated by the thought, the wisdom and the power of a Baptist. Of

all books that have been printed since printing became an art, next

to the Bible, under God the story of the Pilgrim's Progress has

done more to carry religion into the hearts of mankind than any

other. And that book, Pilgrim's Progress, is the work of a Bap

tist, John Bunyan. So, all along the line, we have such names as

Andrew Fuller, John Ryland, Adoniram Judson, and many others

whose names are quite as familiar to you as household words.

Among others, we have the name of Roger Williams, the founder of

Rhode Island, whose very name is synonomous with freedom, with

religious and personal liberty and freedom of speech. Have we not,

then, much to be proud of, we Baptists? We are not a rich denomi

nation in any part of the world, that I know of, but we are a work

ing people. In all communities that you will go into, you will find—

at least have found—that among the working Christians the Bap

tists are universally found.

We have this Congress, which is now about to be closed; we

are proud of that. Those who have had the benefit of the three
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days' sessions cannot go away with any other thought than of the

great value and the virtue of this exchange of thought and dissemi

nation of wisdom that has been here brought forth.

I did not expect to be called upon to speak to you, and I have

done so in a very lame way. My understanding was I was merely

to preside at your meetings, and see that a decent mode of order

was to prevail, and I knew that would not be a hard task among

Baptists, because they are all peace-loving and law-abiding citizens.

The Vice-President:

The Rev. Dr. Geo. E. Horr, of Boston, will kindly come

to the platform to speak on behalf of the General Committee.

Rev. Geo. E. Horr, D. D.:

On behalf of the General Committee, brethren, I wish to ex

press our appreciation. When we look back upon this series of

meetings, that are now drawing to a close, I do not know that we

have ever held a session of the Congress in which the addresses and

speeches, as a whole, came to so high a level. At other meetings of

the Congress there have been degrees in glory in the excellence of

the speeches, but this year it woyld be exceedingly difficult to dis

criminate between these addresses. They are certainly all abund

antly worthy of the publication we shall give them. It is a remark

able fact, too, that not one appointed reader or speaker has missed

coming to the platform at the set time. I think that that is almost

unexampled in exercises of this kind—out of twenty-two, not one

has failed to meet his appointment. A gentleman connected with

the daily press here in Pittsburg remarked to me that it was diffi

cult for the newspapers here to understand how a company of forty

or fifty gentlemen, coming together voluntarily, could have much

weight in the great Baptist denomination, and I had to reply to him,

" My dear sir, this is the central telephone exchange of the Baptist

Church, and what is said here is heard, not only by the little com

pany that gathers about this platform, but it is heard to the very

ends of the earth. It is provocative of thought, and it stimulates to

a finer and wider fellowship throughout all our borders."

Paul says, " Be instant in season and out of season." The

Greek word translated " be instant " is " epistethi." A very learned

Greek scholar, a friend of mine, maintains that we should translate
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that word, and not merely transliterate it, as we do in the present

version, and he maintains that we should give the primary meaning

to the word, which is " be cotemporaneous, be up-to-date," and I

a-m inclined to think that that is a very Pauline injunction.

Let the minister, in season and out of season, speak to the liv

ing thoughts, level to the present convictions of those whom he ad

dresses, and that is the very purpose of this Congress, to help the

denomination to realize the Pauline injunction to be up-to-date, to be

cotemporaneous with present vital interests.

I should differ with much that was said this morning. I be

lieve in creeds. I believe in authoritative creeds. I believe in

enforcing creeds. I should only add one qualification—I should

have the creed in line with Paul's injunction; I should have it up-

to-date. And, according to my idea, a church ought to rewrite its

creed perhaps about every year. The note of the new thought in

religion is the thought of the divine Fatherhood, and every criticism

that is directed against this doctrine of the divine Fatherhood, ac

cording to my opinion, emanates from the low and unworthy ideals

that we have of human fatherhood. Certainly the Fatherhood of

God involves an exposition of the relation of man to God, which is

dominant and controlling in the religious thought of the present

and future. But we have only taken one step when we have applied

the doctrine of God's Fatherhood to the relations between man and

God. We are to take the other steps, and we are to apply the

doctrine of God's Fatherhood to the problems of human society and

to the conception of the Christian church. Most of the questions

that were raised in the discussion last evening are to be settled by a

deeper and more vital recognition of the implications of God's

Fatherhood and man's brotherhood. So, in reference to the Chris

tian church. You get half a dozen men together in a business syn

dicate and they need articles of agreement, they need a creed. You

get, week after next, a father and mother and four or five children

around the household hearth celebrating Thanksgiving, and you do

not need any articles of agreement, you do not need any creed or

statement of belief. The unity of life and affection gives you all the

creed you want. And so it is with reference to the Christian church.

The basis of unity in our church is not identity of opinions; it is not

even identity of convictions. It is the common experience of the

grace of God, through the new birth ; and the Baptist denomination

puts forward the essential creed it needs when it makes regeneration,
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the experience of the divine life in the soul of the believer, the essen

tial condition to membership in the household of faith. I believe

that our deliberations have profoundly contributed to a deeper and

truer recognition of these great truths, and that we shall go to our

homes thankful for this opportunity, grateful to this church that has

entertained us, grateful to these brethren who have spoken to us,

and rejoicing in this opportunity of Christian fellowship in the best

and highest things of mind and heart.

The Vice-President:

We will now listen to an address on behalf of the Local

Committee, by Rev. Dr. Stanton.

Rev. Dr. W. A. Stanton, of Pittsburg:

At the beginning of this Congress, Dr. Barnes, with admirable

foresight, told us of the intimate relationship that has historically

existed between freedom of thought and intensity of endeavor.

We have had a practical and realistic illustration of this in this

Congress. Now we come to the closing moments of these sessions.

I am scarcely prepared to affirm that I voice the sentiment of

the Local Committee in all that I am going to say, for I confess

that I do not exactly know myself all that I am going to say. I

should not be willing to give a carte-blanche signature to the thing

at the present time. But, on general principles, I think that what

ever is said as to the pleasure we in Pittsburg and vicinity have had,

as to the benefit that has come to us, as to the thoughts that shall

remain with us, would be heartily endorsed by the others of the

Local Committee, and by the large number of Christian men and

women whom they represent. After acceptance of a position upon

this committee, I met, one day, in another city, another man, a manwho

represents in himself to no small degree the Borough of Brooklyn—

a Baptist man. I said to him, " Are you coming to the Congress?"

He said, " No," and then he literally looked down upon me and

said, " By the way, where does it meet?" I answered, " in Piws>

burg." He said, "The Lord have mercy upon you!" He said it

kindly, but I felt that perhaps I had better resign from the Local

Committee and in no way endanger my position and salary as pas

tor in this city. But I held on, held on for the sake of the other
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brethren, mark you, feeling that their misery would love my com

pany. Well, now! I have no occasion to regret holding on. In

fact, I think I shall follow the example of Brother Fox and con

tinue to hold on, to stay in the denomination. We in Pittsburg

and vicinity, so far as I have been able to gather, have been de

lighted with your coming. We have had here the May anniversaries;

this church had the May anniversaries, and had them bad. We then

felt that we had had the greatest thing on earth; but here I will

have to follow the example of the President and refer to an incident

drawn from classical history. Two negroes were walking together,

and came to a billboard. The younger one was more easy and com

fortable in reading than the older, and looking up there, he declared,

with great gusto, that the Barnum & Bailey show was coming on

September 1st, and that it was the greatest show on earth; the old

man, the uncle, disputed that statement, and said to the young man

that " According to his sartin rekollecshun the greatest show on

earth done showed down at the Courthouse corner nigh thirty

years ago, and was Dan Rice's show, and this here wasn't no great

est show on earth." The young man resented the insinuation, and

said, " Uncle, read for yourself." The old man squared himself

and, reading slowly, spelled out, " Barnum & Bailey, the greatest

show on earth, Sept. 1." And so we have come to feel that the May

anniversaries may have been " the greatest show on earth 'cept

one, but that one is the Baptist Congress. If there is to be any

regret on our part as to these meetings, it will be over the disinte

gration of our gray cellular tissues that has been going on. If it is

true that every earnest thought and every thought contending with

another thought breaks down this gray brain matter, it certainly

strikes me that there are now or will be some empty skulls here and

hereabout. But then, we have the remembrance of Mark Twain's

remedy for such conditions. By the way, Mark Twain is not a Bap

tist, he is celebrated in that fact. Mark Twain, you remember, gave

excellent advice to a young author who sent him a sample of the

workings of his brain and pen and asked Mark's opinion as to the

value of fish diet for the building up of gray matter. He wanted

Mark to give him a recommendation, a prescription, as to how

much fish he ought to eat, judging by this sample. Mark read the

sample, sent it back, and advised the young man to begin with a

homeopathic dose, say a medium-sized whale. Very well, we will

resort to whales, brethren, and if worst comes to worst we will have
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to seek Jonah for something larger and something better. So great

a fish that it will swallow us if we fail to swallow it.

But now I am somewhere near the conclusion of this address.

It is hardly safe to dogmatize on this platform at this present time.

By next Sunday Dr. Barnes may venture to do so—the air may have

been changed in the room by that time. We may be unwilling to

call ourselves priests in any ecclesiastical sense but I believe that

the Baptists of these two cities and this vicinity will agree that these

ministers of Jesus Christ, in this last year of this century, are and

of necessity must be prophets. I, at least, have sat in these seats

and felt that the prophets are not dead in the land. I am willing

to recognize a Baptist minister as a priest in so far as a priest is a

man who, when occasion calls for it, stands before God on behalf

of another man ; but in no other way now known to me do I recog

nize a minister as a priest than that he is a man before God on

behalf of men. But a prophet is a man who stands before men for

God. He is God's foreteller to men. In that way men have stood

upon this platform in these days as men who spoke to men for God.

In that sense, I take it, the ministry of the Lord Jesus Christ has

its prophetic mission, a mission not fulfilled in this world until that

time shall come, and it never will come, when God shall have no

more message for man. Hence, we would receive these papers and

these addresses as the messages of the Baptist prophets who go out

with this century. God grant that they may all cross the threshold

of the new century to take up these same or such other messages

as God shall give to them to be proclaimed with no uncertain sound

unto the world. There has been variety in what has been said.

Yes, but it was a holy variety. Not " a holy variety " in the sense in

which a traveling man once used the phrase when he spoke to me

in another city. He had attended a church that called itself " The

Church of the Christian Union." I said, " Where did you go yes

terday? " His answer was, " I don't know what they call it, but I

should judge from what I saw and heard that it was The Church

of the Holy Varieties." I might say, by the way, that the pastor of

that organization had been a Baptist minister, and that is what he

became when he ceased being a Baptist and stopped giving the

message that God gave to him. We have had variety, I say, but

it has been a holy variety in a far different sense than that meant

by this traveling man. The editor's thought, quoted by Dr. Horr,

as to how this Congress should have weight in our great denomina
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tion, shows conclusively that that editor has not been here; he should

have been brought in by Dr. Horr and introduced to Dr. Sanders,

to Mr. Calley and to Dr. Bitting, and to—well, you can take your

choice between Prof. Pollard and Dr. T. Edwin Brown. Then

he would have seen where the weight was found.

Now, brethren and officers, if you go to Cleveland next year,

the fact that you stopped in Pittsburg this year will result in our

being in Cleveland next year to a greater degree than had you not

been here. In the years to come, when we shall have had time to

recuperate and to rebuild our brain tissues once more, if you want

to come again, we say even now you shall be welcomed. I am

satisfied that the rumor of the things that have been and the reading

of the printed reports that are to be will insure you better audiences

and greater interests than we have had even this time. We trust

also that there will be brighter skies. May God bless you and

take you safely to your homes.

The Vice-President:

On behalf of the Executive Committee the Chair has the

name of the Rev. Charles H. Dodd, of Newark, N. J.

Rev. Charles H. Dodd:

I do not know why the pleasant honor and privilege of speaking

for the Executive Committee should have fallen so undeservedly

upon me this afternoon, in view of the fact that there are so many,

such an unusual number, representing our Committee here at this

session. Out of fourteen members that compose our little circle

in New York and thereabout, there are eight present to-day. This,

I am sure, is a gratification to the Committee itself. We are very

deeply gratified that such honest and sincere words of appreciation

should have just been spoken by Dr. Stanton.

A large part of the desire of the Committee in framing the pro

gram we have just finished, was to please the locality that had so

generously invited the present session of the Congress. We were

assured before we came to this church and to the city, of their hearty

interest, not only in those who should come here to speak, but in the

business of the Congress. This interest has been manifested in

every conceivably pleasant and kindly manner. And now, in addi

tion to the fact of hospitality made very gracious to all of us, we
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have had this strong, this appreciative utterance from Dr. Stanton.

We are already looking back upon the session of the Congress, the

Pittsburg session of the Congress. In all respects it pleases us to

feel that it may be called a representative session of the Baptist Con

gress, representative in every regard, not only in the intellectual

strength of all its discussions, but in the temper and tone which

have furnished an atmosphere for the turning over in mind again

of these important topics. I have thought while sitting among you,

as we have heard the pros and cons of these great matters, of the

little girl who was sent, for the first day in her life, to school.

She went and, of course, saw and conquered. She came home alive

with the interest of her first day at school, and bursting into the

presence of her mother, she said, " Mamma, do I now know as much

as I don't know?" The "first day at school had engendered that

thought; her eyes were opened to the fact that there were things

to learn in this wonderful world, things to acquire in this great house

of our Father; and it has been forced upon us as we have been taking

counsel together here that there are things yet to learn, and we are

readier, perhaps, for having had these sessions together, we are

readier to go forward bravely to the acquisition of the thing that has

not yet been mastered. We may be prompted to ask. " Do I now

know as much as I don't know," and that might have the effect upon

us of discouraging us. But we have set our faces towards doing

all that we can to offer our denomination as a channel through

which the larger ideas of God may come to this world. I think we

have gathered the conclusion that the Baptist church, after all, is a

very good medium through which the Holy Spirit may express

truth and indicate the thought and will of God. Are we less re

spectful toward this organization wre call the Baptist denomination,

for having met here and fearlessly asked and answered questions?

Are we less optimistic concerning its future? Are we less strongly

centered in the belief that it has a mission to accomplish in the

world? Personally, I feel that I have been helped to be a Baptist,

a more intelligent Baptist, a more hopeful Baptist, a Baptist of

stronger conviction, by having been present at the sessions of this

Congress. The Baptist ideal may possibly break down in certain

quarters, and in certain minds. I remember to have met a

former distinguished member of our denomination unexpectedly in

a hotel in a southern city, and as we were talking about mutual

friends, and churches we mutually knew, and the old affairs of the
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old college from which we both had gone out, I said to him, " Dr.

So and So, why is it that you and R and M and B

should take it upon yourselves to jump the Baptist fence in the eyes

of all our young men and so introduce disorder into our circles?"

and he said very quickly, and I thought very wittily, " You should

have a denomination void of offence (of a fence)." Well, I pre

sume this little anecdote has gone to the press, and I .have myself

indeed seen it quite widely quoted. Doubtless you can " spot "

this former member of our denomination, whose departure from us

on a seemingly trivial point spread universal regret in our ranks,

and especially among the ministry, where he was highly esteemed

and greatly beloved on account of his transcendent talents and sweet

character. Others went over that fence, but it has not seemed wise

to us yet to take the fence down. I believe there are still left many

barriers to divisiveness and false enlargement in the Baptist denomi

nation, and none of us is quite ready to take away all of these

barriers.

I knew an instance where the Baptist wall broke down, to my

confusion as pastor, but not to the detriment of the denomination.

May I venture to tell the story? I was called upon one day to sym

pathize with a poor woman, an esteemed member of my congrega

tion, whose husband had been taken in the toils of a business con

cern that was regarded as questionable, and he had been incarcer

ated in the Tombs down in New York city. I was asked to use my

influence, as a minister of the gospel, to get him out. In inquiring

about the features of "the case, the woman became hysterical in her

affectionate remembrance of the humiliation, mortification and dis

tress of her husband in such a place, and she said she would not

feel as she did about his temporary detention there if it were not for

the fact that he was such a good man, and then she qualified that by

saying, " Of course, he is not a member of the church, and what is

more, he never can be." My curiosity as an evangelical minister,

feeling that all barriers to Christian confession can be put away, was

aroused, and I began to probe for the reason why so good a man

as her husband had not already become a member of the church, and

why he might not, in case he obtained his liberty, have that privi

lege. But the more I pressed her the more certain she was that

there was an insuperable barrier to his becoming a member of the

church. Finally, in the courage of myown conviction and the warmth

of my own interest in the case, I declared to her, with no lack of
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downright determination to stand by my words, that if all others

were to reject this good husband of hers, I would see to it, when he

was free and ready, that he should be baptized into the fellowship of

our church, and given a right and a place there. But she still said

he could not come in. At last she buried her face in her handker

chief and sobbed, " He can never be a member of the church be

cause he has a wooden leg." Now, the denomination broke down

there, and my kindly interest in the church membership of this can

didate for Heaven likewise broke down. I did not have the heart

to ask her whether it was the fear that the leg would float, and so the

baptism would be invalid, or whether it was the fear that the leg

would be rendered unfit, and so prove too costly an experiment for

the mere satisfaction of feeling that he had been baptised. At any

rate, the denomination broke down there! But I do not know that

I have ever known of the Baptist denomination falling short of its

proper possibilities elsewhere.

I have been reminded, likewise, of what Dr. Strong said to our

Baptist Congress last year, in opening his remarkable discussion

on the fall of man, considered in the light of the doctrine of evolu

tion. He said that when Prof. George Adam Smith visited this

country a few years ago, and began to make declaration of his pecu

liar views, he was asked by some one how he squared his expression

of faith with the confession of faith left behind in Scotland. His

reply was, " The Free Church professors in Scotland are in the en

joyment of liberty to go on until they are pulled up." And that is

exactly the case with our Congress—-we are in the enjoyment of

liberty in the Baptist fraternity to go on until we are " pulled up,"

and no one among the members of the Executive Committee more

heartily than I would like to have this Baptist Congress pulled up

by the roots and cast away, if it prove, on the one hand, to be an

occasion of disorder and of no profit among us; or if, on the other

hand, it should bo seen, by and by, that it no longer serves a pur

pose, that liberty of discussion has a strong enough current to take

care of itself, and the value of discussing in the freest manner topics

such as we have passed under review here, shall be so firmly estab

lished in general respect as to need no further defense. One might

say that the Baptist Congress has become an institution. It would

appear that there are years before it of moulding and fashioning

influence—I will not say enlightening influence—but it would seem

to those that look about them that there are still sections of the
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country that might be interested and profited by the sessions of the

Congress and individuals who might be brought under its helpful

influences to their benefit, and to the uplifting of our denominational

ideal in their minds.

I will add but a few words more. It would be improper for

me to sit down without expressing our appreciation of what has been

done for us by the Local Committee, and by the church, and by the

many hospitable Baptists who have gathered here at these sessions.

We are under obligations, and feel ourselves under deep obliga

tions; for the hearty, united co-operation of those who have shared

with us in aranging for these meetings. One very gratifying fea

ture of the meetings has been the presence of so many of the ladies,

many from this church and from the churches of our denomination

in this city, and doubtless many, also, from outside; it has been

rather a new thing in our experience to see so many intelligent

women present, sharing with us our convictions, and taking intelli

gent part in the pleasure of turning over and over these beautiful

and helpful thoughts. By and by we shall hear from the women;

doubtless, if not in this Congress, in a congress of their own;

and our denomination will be strengthened among that body to

which we are so indebted in our churches for constant and helpful

activity.

The Vice-President:

Let us now unite in the closing prayer with the Rev. Dr.

Woodburn, of Allegheny.

Prayer.

Our Father, at the close of the sessions of this conference, we desirie

to render Thee thanks. We thank Thee that Thou hast set our feet in a

large place; that we have been brought fully to recognize Thy Fatherhood,

the love Thou dost bear towards us, Thy children; and we thank Thee, Our

Father, that in this time when there is indeed, a great change in the thoughts

of men, when new ideas prevail throughout the whole world, that we, as

Thy children, can meet together and rejoice that we can hold our faith and

yet open our minds to the access of all truth from whatever quarter it comes;

that we feel safe in accepting Thy truth as Thou dost unveil Thyself in Thy

word and through Thy works in this great universe. And so we thank Thee

for the privilege we all have enjoyed, of meeting together at the sessions

of this conference and hearing the inspiring addresses and words of cheer

that have come from this platform, and we look out upon life filled with

hope and joy and gratification. We rejoice in the outlook; we do not fear
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anything that may come to us in the future if we are only faithful, faithful

to God and faithful to the light that God gives us. And now may Thy

blessing rest upon all that have enjoyed these meetings. Bless all those

that have come in and heard the word spoken; may there have been seed

sown in many hearts that will germinate and spring up. May this Con

gress be a blessing to the churches of this community. May we, as Bap

tists, realize in days to come how we have been helped and how our minds

have been enlaged and how the members of our congregation have got new

hold of the truth and have a greater desire to hold the truth as it is in Jesus.

And we pray, our Father, especially that Thou wilt bless these breth

ren that have come from a distance, perhape given up their work and

undergone some sacrifice to come here and deliver these addresses. Bless

them as they return to their homes and grant that they may take up the

work in which they are engaged with a new zeal. Wilt Thou bless this

organization and do Thou prosper it in its work of enlightenment and give

it .power that in the years to come it may grow stronger and stronger

through the blessing of God.

Our Father, at this closing moment, do Thou look upon us in great

mercy, bring our hearts together in love, in fellowship, in full confidence,

and do Thou grant, Lord God, to now send us away from this place

enriched, and may Thy presence go with us, and may the blessing and

benediction of Almighty God rest upon us all now and forever. Amen.
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Meetings of the Baptist Congress.

HATE. PLACE.

1882 Brooklyn.-..

1883 .Boston

1884 Philadelphia

1885 New York. .

1886 Baltimore...

1887 Indianapolis

1888. Richmond. .

1889 Toronto. .. .

1890 New Haven.

1892 Philadelphia

1893 Augusta. . . .

1894 Detroit

1895 Providence.

1896 Nashville...

1897 Chicago. . . .

1898 Buffalo

1899 Pittsburg. . .

PRESIDENT.

George Dana Boardman, D. D.

Alvah Hovey, D.D.

Henry G. Weston, D.D.

Thomas Armitage, D.D.

William E. Hatcher, D.D.

Hon. William S. Holman, Jr.

Hon. J. L. M. Curry, LL.D.

Hon. David Mills, M.P.

Hon. Francis Wavland, LL.D.

Col. Charles H. Banes.

Gov. William J. Northern

Pres. A. G. Slocum, LL.D.

Pres. E. B. Andrews, LL.D.

Pres. J. T. Henderson, A.M.

Adin A. Kendrick, D.D.

H. P. Emerson, Esq.

D. B. Purinton, LL.D.

Note.—The Fall session of 1891 was transferred to the Spring

of 1892. This has left the year 1891 without any report.
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Topical Index.

Amusements, Attitude of the Church towards. 1887. Rev. C. H.

Watson; T. T. Eaton, D. D.; E. A. Woods, D. D.; Kerr-B.

Tupper, D. D.

Arbitration, International. 1896. Hon. Morton B. Howell.

Architecture, Church. 1883. Rev. C. J. Baldwin; J. R. Thomas,

Esq.

Are the Teachings of the Apostles of Equal Authority with those

of Christ? 1897. Prof. E. D. Burton, D. D.; Dean W. P.

McKee; Prof. Rush Rhees; Prof. C. L. Williams.

Art, Christian, in Relation to Baptism. 1885. Pres. E. Dodge,

D. D., LL. D.

Authoritative Creeds. 1899. See Creeds.

Authority of Teachings of Christ and the Apostles. 1897. Prof.

E^ D. Burton; Dean W. P. McKee; Prof. Rush Rhees;

Prof. C. L. Williams.

Baptism, What Constitutes Valid? 1893. J. Judson Taylor, D. D.;

Rev. E. B. Pollard, Ph. D.; J. B. Moody, D. D.

Baptism, Is it Prerequisite to the Lord's Supper? 1897. O. P.

Gifford, D. D.; P. S. Henson, D. D.; R. H. Conwell, D. D.

Baptism of the Holy Spirit. 1895. Rev. F. L. Chapell; H. M.

Sanders, D. D.

Baptist Congress, Historical Sketch of. 1883. Albert G. Lawson,

D. D.

Baptist Doctrine and Church Life, Tradition as a Formative Force

in. See Tradition.

Baptist Polity, Centralization in. 1895. J. T. Christian, D. D.;

Cephas B. Crane, D. D. ; D. W. Faunce, D. D.

Baptists, Union of Various Bodies of. 1892. B. B. Tyler, D. D.;

A. H. Lewis, D. D.; J. A. Howe, D. D.; Prof. W. H. Whit-

sitt, D. D.

Baptists, The Opportunity for, in Present Religious Progress. See

Opportunity.
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Baptists, Relation of, to Other Denominations. 1896. L. A. Cran-

dall, D. D.; Rev. J. O. Rust; Norman Fox, D. D.

Believer, Power of the Cross in the Life of. 1897. J. T. Dickinson,

. D. D.; Donald D. MacLaurin, D. D.

Believer, Union of, with Christ. 1898. Rev. C. A. Barbour.

Believers, Priesthood of all. 1899. Rev. C. H. Pendleton; Geo. E.

Rees, D. D.

Benevolence and Current Church Expenses. 1885. H. H. Lam

port, Esq.

Bible, The English, in Education. 1884. Pres. J. A. Broadus,

D. D., LL. D.

Bible, Inerrancy of. 1892. Rev. T. A. T. Hanna; Prof. D. G.

Lyon, Ph. D. ; J. B. G. Pidge, D. D. ; Prof. Howard Osgood,

D. D.

Bible, Inspiration of. 1886. O. P. Eaches, D. D.

Bible, Relative Authority of. 1892. Pres. D. J. Hill, LL. D.; Prof.

W. N. Clarke, D. D.; Pres. E. G. Robinson, D. D., LL. D.;

Prof. A. T. Robertson.

Bible, Use in Public Worship. 1884. T. T. Eaton, D. D.

Biblical Criticism, Modern. 1883. T. J. Conant, D. D. ; Pres. D.

J. Hill, LL. D.; Prof. D. G. Lyon, Ph. D.; Prof. Howard

Osgood, D. D. ; J. A. Smith, D. D.

Biblical Books, The, On What Grounds Should We Accept Them

as Our Bible? 1898. B. O. True, D. D.; Geo. E. Merrill,

D. D.; Rev. Geo. H. Ferris.

Biblical Criticism. See Old Testament.

Books of the New Testament in the Light of Modern Research.

1895. Rev. B. D. Hahn; P. A. Nordell, D. D.; Prof. Milton

G. Evans, D. D.

Canonicity of N. T. Books. 1895. Rev. B. D. Hahn.

Centralization in Baptist Polity. 1895. J. T. Christian, D. D.;

Cephas B. Crane, D. D. ; D. W. Faiince, D. D.

Charities. 1882. J. M. Gregory, LL. D.; Francis Wayland, LL. D.

Children and the Church. See Church.

Christ and Apostles, relative authority of teaching. 1897. See

" Are the teachings," etc.

Christ, The Indwelling. 1893. Rev- Carter Helm Jones.

Christ the Liberator; Christ the Unifier. 1894. Z. Grenell, D. D.;

C. J. Baldwin, D. D.
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Christian Consciousness, Authority of. 1889. Prof. A. H. New

man, D. D.; Prof. E. H. Johnson, D. D.

Christian Life, Meditative Element in. 1882. T. S. Barbour, D. D.;

F. H. Kerfoot. D. D.; Pres. H. G. Weston, D. D.

Christian Science. 1888. W. E. Hatcher. D. D.; G. E. Horr, Jr.,

D. D.

Christian Work, Shall Our Young People be Organized for? 1893.

Henry C. Yedder, Esq.; J. B. Gambrell, LL. D.

Christian Year, The. 1892. H. G. Weston. D. D.; Rev. W. H. P.

Faunce, D. D. ; R. S. MacArthur, D. D.

Christianity and the Body. 1883. Pres. S. L. Caldwell, D. D.

Christianity and War. 1896. Gen. T. J. Morgan, LL. D. ; Hon.

J. L. M. Curry, LL. D.: Hon. Morton B. Howell.

Christianity and Heathen Religions. 1892. E. Braislin, D. D.;

Prof. Nathaniel Schmidt; F. M. Ellis, D. D.

Christianity and Worldliness. 1893. T. E. Brown, D. D.

Christianity and Business. 1893. Prof. E. P. Gould.

Christianity and Politics. 1883. A. S. Woodworth, Esq.

Christianity, The Truths of, How Far Can They be Stated in Terms

of Naturalism? 1898. Geo. B. Foster. D. D.; W. N. Clarke,

D. D. ; Albert Foster, D. D. ; D. B. Purinton, LL. D.

Church Architecture. 1883. Rev. C. J. Baldwin; J. R. Thomas,

Esq.

Church and Amusements. See Amusements.

Church and the Children. 1882. John Humpstone, D. D.: A. J.

Sage, D. D. ; A. E. Waffle, D. D.
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